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PREFACE
DRAKE'S RADIO CYCLOPEDIA is a practical reference book

intended to bridge the gap between the radio engineer and
the radio worker by presenting useful information clearly, non technically and with adequacy of treatment.

The field covered is that of the action, use and construction of
devices employed in radiophone reception, together with related
subjects which form the foundation of radio practice.
The entire book is written in language easily understood by those
with no engineering or technical education. No preliminary electrical or radio knowledge of any kind is assumed and each word or
term applying to this work is defined and explained in alphabetical
order.

The alphabetical arrangement has been adopted because of its
evident advantage for reference work. All subjects are treated in
detail under the noun, with cross references under each of the other
words in any phrase or term. In each article the underlying principles are given in large type, while further explanatory details are
added in smaller type, thus making it possible for the busy reader
to obtain the more essential information in the minimum of time.
The principal object is to make any particular information immediately accessible.
Commencing with any given subject, the reader may continue on

to other related subjects through the cross references and can supplement the first information by consulting the separate articles on

any words or terms not thoroughly understood, until he finally
reaches the fundamental principles of radio -electricity.

Operation,

construction, testing, design and repair make up the bulk of the
material in each article with just. enough theory to make clear the
reasons for all steps in the actual practice. History and biography
are omitted except in one special article.
The subject matter was selected for its value to those interested
in practical radio. For example, the builder and designer of re-

ceivers will find constant use for the sections on receivers and
amplifiers, on methods of construction, on single control, shielding
and similar matters. Service and repair men will profit from the
material on trouble location and remedy, interference, oscillators and
frequency meters, power units and subjects related directly to their
problems. Experimenters will use the working data on tubes, coils,
condensers, transformers, filters and so on. Students find their
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greatest interest in the principles of radio, in regeneration, oscillation, the action of detectors, balancing methods and other subjects
dealing with the fundamentals. The owner, dealer and set operator
will find information of direct usefulness on antennas and grounds,
eliminators, chargers, loops, speakers, etc.
The lengthy treatment given to practical problems and the some-

what abbreviated handling of some technical matters is explained
by the greater need fur purely practical information by the classes
of readers just mentioned. The same need has governed the preparation of the illustrations and diagrams, numbering nearly one thousand, every one of which has been especially drawn for this work to
show certain features and details of practical importance otherwise
impossible to emphasize properly. Formulas, where necessary and
useful, have been written out in words rather than in symbols. The
tables present the final results of calculations and experiments so
that the reader has the data in its most useful form.
The principal sources of the material were laboratory experiments
and the radio publications of the United States Bureau of Standards.

THE AUTHOR.

REFERENCE TABLES, FORMULAS AND GRAPHS
SUBJECTS COVERED
Abbreviations

SECTION HEADINGS
Abbreviations; also Symbols

Aluminum, sheet, gauge and weight
Shielding
Antenna, capacity and inductance
Antenna, Capacity and Inductance
"
, frequency and wavelength
Antenna, Fundamental Frequency
Battery, dry cell, life
Battery, Life of
Brass, sheet, gauge and weight
Shielding
Call letters, international
Letters, Station Call
Capacity, resonant value....Resonance; also Meters, Frequency, Capacity
Charger, bulb, current from
Charger, Battery, Bulb Type
Choke, amplifying, inductance
Amplifier, A.F., Impedance Coupled
, amplifying, voltage

Tube, Amplification of

retarding, inductance and gap
Coil, Choice
Circuit, A.C., current, impedance, reactancz
Impedance
, D.C., amperes, ohms, volts
Law, Ohm's
"
, parallel, resistance
Resistance, Parallel Circuit
Code, International Morse
Code
Coil, coupling coefficient
Coupling, Coefficient of
" , design features, effect of
Coil, Design of
" , distributed capacity
Oscillator, R.F., Uses of
elongation factor
Coil, Inductance of
"

,

dal

da

inductance
inductance, frequency effect

Coil, Inductance of

Coil, Inductance of; also Resistance of
Coil, Resistance of

inductance -resistance ratio
optimum coupling
Coupling, Optimum
resistance, binder effect
Binders
toroid, inductance
Coil, Closed Field, Toroid
It
tuning, short wave
Receiver, Short Wave
"
tuning, turns required
Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for
"
turns per centimeter length
Coil, Inductance of
turns per inch length and cross section
Wire, Turns per Inch
Condenser, capacity (air, mica and paper)
Condenser, Capacity of
, capacity (electrolytic)
Condenser, Electrolytic
, capacity, parallel and series
Condense' Capacity of
a variometer tuning
Variometer, Coupling with
Copper, sheet, gauge and weight
Shielding
Copper wire
See Wire
Coupling coefficient
Coupling, Coefficient of
Dielectric constants
Constant, Dielectric
Distances, city to city
Distance, Geographical
Drills, tap and clearance sizes
Drilling

REFERENCE TABLES, FORMULAS AND GRAPHS
Channel, Radio

Frequency, assigned bands
"
. resonant values
"
, wavelength relation

Resonance

Wavelength, Frequency Relation to
Inductance, coil, air core
Coil, Inductance of
coil, iron core
Coil, Choke
, parallel and series values
Inductance, Self.
resonant value
Inductance; Resonance; Meters,
Frequency, Capacity
Insulating material, resistance
Resistance, Insulation
Kilocycles, conversion to meters
Wavelength, Frequency Relation to
Loop, turns required
Loop, Design and Construction
" , signal strength
Loop, Antenna Action of
Metals, resistance
Resistance, Materials for
" , thickness and weight
Shielding
Meters, conversion to kilocycles
Wavelength, Frequency Relation to
Metric units, conversion of
Metric System
Mileage distances, city to city..
Distance, Geographical
Resistors, current carrying ability
Resistor
Resonance, capacity and inductance ....Resonance; Meters, Frequency,
,

41

Capacity

Rheostat, resistance required
Screws and bolts, dimensions

.Rheostat, Sizes Required
Screws and Bolts, types of
Symbols
Abbreviations; also Symbols
Theimocouple, voltage
Thermo -electricity
Thermometer scales, conversion
Temperature, scales of
Tube, amplification factor
Tube, Testing of
"
amplification, frequency effect....,,,
.Tube, Amplification of
"
characteristics of
Tube, Characteristics of
" , filament omission current
Tube, Restoration of
" , mutual conductance.. Tube, Mutual Conductance; also Testing
of
plate current...
Tube, Amplification of
plate impedance, resistance
Tube, Output Resistance and
,

,

,

plate voltage, effective

, power in watts
" , restoration voltage and time.
" , voltage amplification
"

Volume, distance and season effect
Wavelength, assigned bands
"
, frequency relation
, resonant values

Wire, colors of covering

Impedance

_Tube, Plate Voltages for
..Tube, Amplification of
Tube, Restoration of
Tube, Amplification of
Range, Receiver

Channel, Radio

Wavelength, Frequency Relation to
Resonance

Wiring. Receiver

DRAKE'S
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A

A.-..

symbol for area.

A-BATTERY.-See Battery, A-.
A -BATTERY CHARGER-See Charger, Battery.
A -BATTERY POWER UNIT.-See Power Unit, Filament
Current Types of;

also

Charger, Battery, Trickle Type.

ABBREVIATIONS.-Following arc thc abbreviations gener-

ally used in radio and in electrical work of all kinds. See also Code
and Symbols.
A. C.
A. F.
Amp.
A. W. G.
B. W. G.
C.

C. C. W.
Cm.
C. W.
C. %V.

Alternating Current
Audio Frequency
Amlxres
Birmingham Wire Gauge
Capacity

also

D. C.
D. C. C.

Direct Current

D. S. C.
1). X.
E.

Double silk covered wire
Distance, reception from
Voltage; potential

E. M. F.
f.

Electromotive force

Double
wire

cotton

Mu.
P.

Power; watts

P. D.

Potential difference
Quantity; ampere -hours
Resistance; ohms
Radio frequency
Single cotton covered wire
Single cotton enamel wire

1.-C

American Vire Gauge
Counter -clockwise
Centimeters
Clockwise
Continuous %Vave.
Clockwise

A constant
Inductance; henries
Inductance times capacity
Mutual inductance
M icrofarad of capacity
Micro-microfarad of capacity
Amplification constant

covered

M.
Mfd.
nifd.

Q.
R.

R. F.
S. C. C.
S. C. E.
S. S. C.
S. S. E.

Frequency ; cycles

T.
V. T.

h.

Henries; inductance in

W.

1. C. W.

Amperage;I. current
continuous
Interrupted

V.

%WM'S

X.
Z.

Single silk covered wire
Single silk enamel wire
Time or period; seconds
Vacuum tube
Energy; watt-hours
Reactance

Admittance; mhos
Impedance; ohms

ABSCISSA. --One of the horizontal lines on a graph. On this
line is measured the distance of a point, such as one of the points in
a curve, to the right or left of the vertical axis or center line of the
graph. In the graph shown on the page following the line A -B is an
abscissa. The vertical lines are called ordinates. See Graph.

ABSORPTION, DIELECTRIC.-One of the causes of energy
loss in condensers of all types. It is the part of the condenser charge

which appears to be absorbed and lost in the material of the dielectric.

When voltage is first applied to any condenser there is a strong
rush of current. This is the charging current. Following the charg-

ABSORPTION, DIELECTRIC

ing current there is a continued flow of current which sometimes
lasts for an appreciable interval. This current which continues to
flow is comparatively small and is called the absorption current.

It

represents a loss or an equivalent resistance because its energy is
absorbed by the dielectric and is not given back into the circuit
when the condenser discharges.
The amount of absorption depends on the material used as a dielectric and
on the frequency of the charging current. If the time between alternations is
long (low frequency) there will be a considerable period during which this absorption current may flow. If the time is short (high frequency) only a little
absorption current will have time to now into the condenser, consequently the
luss due to dielectric absorption becomes less as the frequency increases.
When a condenser is charged by a source of electrical energy it would be
desirable to have the condenser give back all of the energy upon discharge.
We would like to have the condenser act as a perfect device fur storing electricity so that all energy put into the condenser might be drawn out again.
Unfortunately this is not possible.
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Charging current forms a charge

on the condenser plates

acts as if
passing thru the dielectrtc
Absorption current

Action of Absorption and
Charging Currents.

Dielectric absorption is not of great importance in tuning condensers because the frequency of the current in the radio amplifying stages is so high
that there is little time for absorption to take place. Sec also Condenser,
Action of and Condenser, Losses in.

A. C.-An abbreviation for alternating current. See Current,

Alternating.

ACCEPTOR CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, -Ircepter.
ACID, BATTERY.-The electrolyte or liquid used in storage

battery cells. Sec Battery, Storage Type.

ACOUSTICS.-The science of sound. See Sound.

ADAPTER, ANTENNA.-A device by means of which the

wires of light and power circuits may be used for an antenna. See
Antenna, Light and Power Circuit jor.
ADAPTER, PHONOGRAPH.-A device by means of which
a radio loud speaker unit may be substituted for the reproducer of

a phonograph so that sounds from the speaker unit are carried
through the sound chambers and horn of the phonograph.
ADAPTER, POWER TUBE.-A sleeve or receptacle which

fits into a socket designed for an ordinary amplifying tube, the

adapter being arranged to carry a power tube requiring greater plate

ADAPTER, SOCKET

voltage or B -battery voltage and greater grid biasing or C -battery
voltage than the tube originally used in the socket.
The power tube adapter carries prongs which make connection with the
socket contacts and also contains contacts against which rest the prongs of
the power tube so that the filament connections arc completed as before. The

plate and grid circuits for the power tube arc brought out through flexible

wire leads attached to the adapter. By means of these leads it is possible to
apply any necessary plate voltage and any necessary grid biasing voltage to
the power tube, thus giving this tube different plate and grid voltages than
ordinarily furnished to the other amplifying tubes through the receiver circuits.

ADAPTER, SOCKET.-A device by means of which a tube
having a base of one style may be used in a socket of a different
style or type. The more commonly used adapters are those which
allow a tube with a small base, such as a dry -cell tube, to be used
in the large base made for a storage battery tube.

Grid

Mate

filament Nome.r.

0

Large ase

Small base

Connections made

by adapter

The Connections Through a Socket Adapter.
Since the arrangement of the contacts for grid, plate and filament connectiom in some dry -cell tubes is different from the arrangement in storage battery tubes, as shown in the diagram, the conductors or connections in the
adapter must cross each other and be of some length. These added pieces of

metal in the grid and plate circuits have an appreciable capacity to each

other so that undesired feedbacks are increased. This is quite noticeable in
radio frequency and detector tubes and the use of adapters in these positions
is undesirable.

ADAPTER. TUBE.-See Adapter, Socket.
ADJUSTABLE.-Another name for variable.
ADMITTANCE.-The reciprocal of the impedance in a circuit; that is, 1 divided by the impedance. Admittance is measured
in mhos and its usual symbol is "Y." See impedance.

AERIAL-The words aerial and antenna arc generally used as

having the same meaning. However, many favor the word "aerial"

as applying to the elevated conductors from which signals are
radiated or sent out from a transmitting station, and the word
antenna as meaning the conductors or wires which receive radio
signals.

According to this usage, an aerial is used at the transmitting station and an antenna is used at. the receiver. See Antenna.
A. F.-An abbreviation for audio frequency. See Frequency,

Audio.

AIR.-Air is the most common dielectric, being always available.
The dielectric constant of air is unity, or 1. This dielectric constant

AIR CONDENSER

of air is the basis of measurement for all other dielectric constants.
Air is a good insulator at the voltages used in radio work, one -quarter inch
of air at atmospheric pressure requiring about 10,000 volts for a spark to
break through it. The electrical properties of air as an insulator arc ideal, It
has the least dielectric loss of any material.
See also loni:alion, in Air.

AIR CONDENSER-See Condenser, Dielectric of.
AIR CORE.-See Core.
ALPHABET, TELEGRAPHIC.-See Code.
ALTERNATING CURRENT. -See Current, Alternating.

ALTERNATING CURRENT POWER SUPPLY.-See

Power Unit.

ALTERNATING CURRENT RECEIVER.-See Reecivrr,

Alternating Current Tube Type.

ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE.-Sec Tube, Alternat-

inr Current Type.

ALTERNATION.-One half of one complete cycle of alternating current. The curve starting from

'Positaie
zero voltage, increasing to the maximum pusAtte/nation itive voltage and falling again to zero volt-

Ava

f-

Atternatton

age completes the positive alternation of one
cycle. Then, from zero voltage to maximum
negative voltage and back to zero forms the
negative alternation of the cycle.
See

1,,,,itive ;old Negative
Alternations.
CyC1C.

ALTERNATOR.-An electric generator producing alternating

voltages and current. Sec Current, Alternating.

ALUMINUM.-The metal which in importance is second only
to copper for electrical work of all kinds. The resistance of aluminum is about 1.6 times that of copper of equal bulk or size. Its
weight for a given bulk is about three -tenths that of copper.
Aluminum hors not tarnish or corrode from the effects of dry air as does
copper but aluminum is oxidized by moisture in the air. The film found on
the surface of aluminum requires about one-half volt to break through it,
therefore positive or wiping contacts should be employed for aluminum parts
to which arc carried low voltage currents from other parts touching them.
Aluminum may be soldered, though with some difficulty. For additional information see Shielding.

AMATEUR.-A person who follows the science and practice of
radio because of a liking for it and not only in a professional or
profit -seeking capacity. Radio amateurs maintain and
operate their
own receiving and sending stations, being allotted the wavelengths
below those in the broadcasting bands. Amateurs should not be
confused with "novices" because the amateurs
are highly expert in
their avocation and their work and development
of the
have been responsible for much of the advancement in thisradio art
science.
AMMETER.-See Meters, Ampere and Volt.
AMPERAGE. CALCULATION OF.-See Lew, Ohm's.
AMPERE.-The practical
unit for measuring the flow of electric

AMPERE -HOUR

current. One ampere is the rate of flow through an electric circuit
whose resistance is one ohm when the pressure is one volt. Amperes

do not measure the quantity of electricity nor the speed, but only
the volume of current flowing past a given point in the circuit in a
given time. This electrical unit corresponds to the hydraulic unit
of "gallons per minute" which likewise measures the rate or volume
of flow in a given time.

AMPERE -HOUR. --The quantity of electricity that passes
through a circuit in one hour when the rate of flow is one ampere.
The number of ampere -hours is obtained by multiplying the number
of amperes flowing by the number of hours (luring which the flow
continues. This unit is used principally for measuring the charge
and discharge of storage batteries.
one

mpere turn

One Ampere. PIA

three

Arnpeveturns

Ampere -Hour and Ampere -Turn.

AMPERE -TURN. --One complete turn of a conductor in a
coil
one ampere is flowing. The flow in amperes
multiplied by the number of turns in the coil gives the number of
ampere -turns.

The ampere -turn is a unit used to measure the

magnetic strength of a coil or magnet. The greater the number of
ampere -turns, the greater the magnetic strength.

AMPLIFICATION.-Amplification is a measure of the in-

crease in strength, either voltage or amperage or both, in a radio

signal when passed through a tube, a transformer, or other amplifying device. The number of times the strength is increased is called
the amplification ratio.
There is a difference between amplification and volume, Many seem to
think that these two words mean the same thing. Amplification means the
increase of signal voltage or current. Volume means the final result in power
delivered from the amplifier, that is, volume means loudness.
An amplifier may receive an exceedingly weak signal, say a signal of only
one -tenth volt. The amplifier may increase this signal one hundred times so
that the one -tenth volt is changed to ten volts. This is an amplification of
one hundred, which changes the incoming one -tenth volt to ten volts.
Another amplifier might have an amplification of only ten in place of one
hundred but it might receive a much stronger signal, such as a signal of one
volt. Since the amplification is ten the final result would be ten volts !itemise the one volt incoming signal would have been multiplied by ten. The
final voltage from this second amplifier would then be ten, the same as the
final voltage from the first amplifier which increased its signal one hundred
times.

The point

is this, the first amplifier has greater amplification than the
In fact, since the first one amplifies one hundred times and the second
only ten times the first amplifier is ten times as powerful as the second. Yet

second.

the volume from each amplifier is the same since the final voltage is ten in

AMPLIFICATION
both cases. The volume is the strength of signal delivered by an amplifier
while amplification is the number of times that the amplifier increases the
original signal strength.
Amplified

Signal

-A0-0

.10 to 1

100 t01
Amplification

Amplification

Strong Inconitng
Signal

Weak Incoming

Stgnai

The Effect of Amplification on Signal Strength

AMPLIFICATION, AUDIO FREQUENCY.-See Ampli-

fier, Audio Frequency.

AMPLIFICATION, CASCADE.-The use of a number of

amplifying stages connected together so that the output from one
stage acts as the input for the following stage is called cascade amplification. Each stage further amplifies the signal from the preceding stage, and such a series of amplifying units forms a cascade
amplifier. A two -stage cascade amplifier consists of two amplifying
tubes with their coupling. A three -stage cascade amplifier consists
of three amplifying tubes with their coupling. The word "cascade"
Coupling

CouPtinq

1111

Tube

t

Tube

2 Stacie Amplifier

Cauvlrnq t, Couplrnq

Tube

Coupling

Tube

Tube.

2rid Stage irdflage
Three Stage Amplifier

/sc. Stage

A Two -Stage and a Three -Stage Cascade Amplifier.

is generally omitted and such arrangements arc called simply two stage or three -stage amplifiers.

AMPLIFICATION, COEFFICIENT OF.-See Tube, AmAMPLIFICATION, OF COUPLING DEVICES.-Of the

plification of; also Tube, Characteristics of.

many forms of coupling used in amplifiers only transformers of one

type or another may be said to have amplification in themselves.

By amplification is meant an increase of voltage.
Transformers having separate primary and secondary windings,
or auto -transformers having primary and secondary connected, have

a step-up voltage ratio when the number of turns in the secondary
winding is greater than the number of turns in the primary
winding.
The incoming voltage is then increased or amplified.

AMPLIFICATION, POWER
The amplification or increase of voltage in audio frequency transformers is dependent on the turn ratio. A three -to -one turn ratio
audio frequency transformer will theoretically multiply the voltage
by three and the secondary voltage will be theoretically three times
as great as the primary voltage. The actual voltage amplification is
far below the turn ratio in audio frequency transformers. See Transformer, Audio Frequency.

In radio frequency transformers of the air -core type and in all
tuned radio frequency transformers there is very little voltage amplification in spite of the fact that they generally have a high turn
ratio. See Transformer, Tuned Radio Frequency.
A radio frequency transformer having fifteen primary turns and forty-five
condary turns might be expected to have a voltage ratio of three to one.
Due to leakage in the air core and to other factors affecting high frequency.
transformers of this type there is generally very little gain or even a slight
loss in voltage so that the transformer secondary voltage may not be quite as
high as the primary voltage. In a radio frequency amplifier practically all
of the amplification occurs in the tuhrs and little if any in the transformers.
Other forms of coupling such as capacity coupling and resistance coupling
live no amplification in themselves but on the other hand they invariably
reduce the voltage to a greater or less extent.

AMPLIFICATION, POWER.-See Amplification,

and Power.

Voltage

AMPLIFICATION. RADIO FREQUENCY.-See Ampli-

fier, Radio Frequency.

AMPLIFICATION. STAGES OF.-See Amplification, Cas-

cade; also Radio, Principles of.

AMPLIFICATION, TRANSFORM-ER.-See Transformer,

Audio Frequency; also Transformer, Tuned Radio Frequency.

AMPLIFICATION, VOLTAGE AND POWER.-There

are two kinds of amplification, voltage amplification and power

amplification. Voltage amplification consists only of an increase in

voltage with no increase of power or even with a decrease of power.
Power is measured in watts, and watts are the product of voltage
and amperage. Therefore, if we increase the voltage with voltage
amplification while reducing the number of amperes we may reduce
the total power in spite of the amplified voltage.
In power amplification we increase the number of watts and this
is generally done by obtaining a decided gain in the number of amperes with a relatively small gain in voltage. Power amplification
requires the use of a vacuum tube which releases power from a B battery or other source of current for its plate circuit.
A vacuum tube is said to be a voltage operated device because it is
the change of voltage applied to the tube's grid which causes the
change of current through the tube's plate circuit. Voltage applied
to the grid controls current and power in the plate circuit.
The current released through the plate circuit of the tube flows
through a coupling transformer or other coupling device and in flowing causes a voltage change across the coupling device as in Fig. 1.

AMPLIFICATION, VOLTAGE AND POWER
This voltage change is applied to the grid of the following tube.
The voltage which is applied to the grid of the first tube thus controls

a flow of current in the plate circuit of that tube and this flow of
plate current is the means of applying a voltage to the grid of the
following tube.
When amplifying the signal by passing it through successive stages of radio
frequency or audio frequency amplification an increase of voltage is desired
from stage to stage until the last audio frequency tube is reached and then
power is called for. If an amplifier as in Fig. 2 receives say one -quarter volt

and has the ability to amplify this voltage eight times, the next stage will

receive a voltage change of eight times one -quarter, or two. If this two -volt
signal is passed through another similar stage it will multiply the two volts
by eight and deliver sixteen volts. This proems is called voltage amplification
1st tube

Grid terminal

plate

terminal

stepped -up
or increased

voltae in
5econ arq

trans ormer

fo(lowtnq

Vol, tag e drop

tube

.gCr055 primarq

af trans

(

me:

gatiety
h u;.

l

-

Voltage Amplification in a Transformer

16 vote

final

signal -,
E volt
a mpiified
.5ocinal

Coupling and
Cube
Plc. 2.-Thy Action of Voltage Amplification.
and it is the kind of amplification needed in all radio frequency amplifiers
and in all stages of audio frequency amplification except the last stage. But
when we come to the last audio stage, whose tube must operate the loud

speaker, we want power amplification as well as voltage amplification.

In the output of the last tube of the audio amplifier we want a considervoltage, the maximum voltage of the power supply unit. In the

able

plate circuit of this last tube we also want the greatest possible amperage so
that the number of amperes times the number of volts in the plate circuit
of the last tube will give the greatest possible number of watts or the greatest
possible power to operate the speaker.
The number which denotes the
of times the output in watts, frompower amplification of a tube is the number

the plate circuit is greater than the input
in watts applied to the grid circuit of that
of; -

tube. See Tube, Amplificalion
Au Amplifier, Radio Frequency, Tuned Transformer
Coupled.

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER.-An amplifier is an arrangement of vacuum
tubes and coupling devices between the tubes whereby either the
voltage or the power of a radio signal is increased or amplified.
Amplifiers are of two principal types. One of them is designed to
amplify the high frequency or radio frequency voltages received
from the antenna and pass the amplified voltages on to the detector.
This is the radio frequency amplifier. The other type of amplifier
receives low frequency or audio frequency voltages from the detector, amplifies these voltages and finally increases their power
before passing it on to the loud speaker. This is the audio frequency
amplifier. Both kinds are described in the following pages.

AMPLIFIER, AUDIO FREQUENCY.-The audio

fre-

quency amplifier is the part of a receiver between the detector and
the loud speaker or headphones. It may consist of one or more
amplifying tubes with their interstage couplings. With two tubes
or more it is a cascade amplifier which takes the signals from the
plate circuit of the detector and after increasing their voltage and
power delivers them to the loud speaker or headphones.

Defector
tube Cou,o
6r'

Afi

abe cou,o6,7,9
At'

tide
,

The Audio Frequency Amplifier Between Detector and Speaker.

Audio frequency amplifiers may be classed according to their
means of interstage coupling. According to this classification we
have transformer coupled amplifiers, resistance coupled amplifiers
and impedance coupled amplifiers.
Amplifiers may also be classed according to the number of amplifying tubes. Some amplifiers use only one tube, forming a single
stage of amplification. The greater number use two tubes and are
called two -stage amplifiers. A few use three stages of amplification
but more than three stages of cascade audio frequency amplification
introduce distortion and other troubles which are very difficult to
control. See Radio, Principles of.
The greatest gain in voltage and power is obtained with transformer coupling. Next to transformer coupling comes the form of
impedance coupling which provides a step-up ratio in voltage. Following this comes the straight choke coil coupling while the resistance coupled audio amplifier gives the least voltage amplification.
The lack of amplification in the resistance coupled amplifier is compensated for to a great extent by great uniformity of amplification
at all frequencies within the audible range. In other words, the
resistance coupled amplifier produces little distortion. The imped-
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ante coupled amplifier with step-up ratio gives practically the same
freedom from distortion and the straight choke coupled amplifier is
also excellent in this respect. Transformer coupled amplifiers giving
a high voltage gain may introduce considerable distortion and uneven amplification unless they are exceedingly well built and properly
operated.

Some audio frequency amplifiers are of the power type. The
difference between a power amplifier and an amplifier of ordinary
construction is that the power type employs tubes which are capable
of handling high plate currents and high voltages rather than only
the ninety to one hundred volts generally applied to the plate of
amplifying tubes. These power tubes deliver from twenty to one
hundred times the power in watts delivered by the ordinary tube.
An audio amplifying stage gives a greater gain in voltage and in
amplification than a radio amplifying stage but the audio amplifier
increases or amplifies all noises at audio frequencies, such as power
line noise and other kinds of local interference. Radio amplifiers
do not increase these noises to such a great extent.
Theoretically the voltage of a signal might be increased indefinitely by
The voltage that

panning it through many stages of voltage amplification.

actually may be used is limited by the operating characteristics of a vacuum

tube. Any given tube working with certain voltages and loads in its plate
circuit will amplify voltages up to a certain value without distortion. That
II, it will take care of certain voltages applied to its grid and still give a true
reproduction of these voltages in its plate circuit. But just as soon as the
maximum alhweabk voltage is exceeded the plate circuit no longer carries

faithful pictures of the voltage changes in the grid circuit and distortion takes
place. Thus, voltage amplification is limited by distortion.
See Tube, Action

of; abo Distortion.

An audio frequency amplifier of any type may be built with two or more
stages which amplify weak signals satisfactorily but which over -amplify and
distort strong incoming signals. One of the intermediate stages may be cut
in or out of operation as described under Jacks and Switches, Uses of, or the
over -amplification may be prevented by methods described under Volume,
Control of.

Each of the principal types of audio frequency amplifiers is considered in sections immediately following. Comparative testing of
audio frequency amplifiers is described under Oscillator, Audio Frequency, uses of. See also Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.

AMPLIFIER, AUDIO FREQUENCY, BYPASS CON-

DENSERS FOR.-Audio frequency amplifiers regardless of their
type of interstage coupling are commonly constructed in such a way

that there is an additional but unwanted resistance coupling formed
by the power supply or by a common B -battery, C -battery and
Abattery used for several stages of one amplifier. Such coupling
provides a ready means for feedbacks which may introduce great
distortion. See Oscillation.
This trouble may be reduced by
properly placed bypass condensers which provide separate and individual circuits for the audio frequency currents in each
stage while
allowing the direct current of the common batteries
or
power
supply
to flow through all of the stages.
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The plate circuit of each amplifier tube is completed by connecting a bypass condenser of one microfarad capacity between the positive or negative
filament terminal on the tube and the connection or terminal at which the
coupling device is connected to the II -battery or plate voltage supply unit.
The audio frequency plate circuit is then completed through the plate, the
filament, the bypass condenser and the coupling device. The audio frequency
current does not pass through the B -battery or power supply where it would
find coupling with the audio frequency currents from other tubes.
A separate path for the grid voltage of the audio frequency amplifying
tubes is provided by placing a bypass condenser of one -quarter microfarad or
more between the negative filament terminal of each amplifying tube and the
grid return for that tube. The grid return may be to the negative C -battery
connection or to the battery side of the tube's rheostat. Sec Return, Grid.
The connections of the plate and grid bypass condensers are shown for trans
former coupling, impedance coupling and resistance coupling.
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AMPLFIER, AUDIO FREQUENCY, CHOKE COU-

PLED.-See Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Impedance Coupled.

AMPLIFIER, AUDIO FREQUENCY, IMPEDANCE

COUPLED.-Impedance coupling, often called choke coil coupling,
places a coil of high impedance between the plate of an amplifying
tube and the B -battery or power unit which furnishes positive voltage
for the plate. The connections are shown in Fig. 1. The voltage
drop across this impedance or choke is applied through a stopping
condenser to the grid of the following tube. The principle is the
same as that used in resistance coupled amplification except that
here the means for obtaining a voltage drop is an impedance (consisting of reactance and resistance) rather than a simple resistance.

The following tube is provided with a grid leak to get rid of the

surplus negative charges on its grid. See Receiver, Audio Amplifier
for.
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Inductance Required in Chokes.-In order to produce distortionless amplification the impedance of the choke coils or imped--.
ance units must be large for reasons which will be explained.
The power in the plate circuit of a tube is divided between the internal
resistance of the tube and the external impedance which is furnished by the
choke coil. The drop of voltage across the choke is transmitted to the grid
of the following tube with but slight loss and it is this voltage applied to the
following tube's grid which builds up the signal. The voltage drop across the
resistance in the tube is lost so far as amplification is concerned.
In actual practice it is found that with the number of ohms in the external
impedance twice as great us the tube resistance in ohms ninety per cent of the
tube's maximum possible voltage amplification will be available for amplification by the next tube. With a choke whose impedance is three times that of
the tube resistance we will obtain ninety-five per cent of the possible voltage
across the choke. With a choke impedance four times that of the tube resistance we will obtain ninety-seven per cent of the possible maximum voltage.
The impedance of the choke changes with frequency, becoming greater as

the frequency increases. If we start with an impedance only twice as great
as the tube resistance, the changing frequency representing the changing sounds

being amplified may rause amplification difference of between ninety pt..r cent

Tube 5rcormc convEtrsee

111111111

5 -Battery
Fiu. 1.-The Impedance Coupled Audio Amplifier.
and one hundred per cent, which is ten per cent, a considerable distortion. If
we increase the choke impedance to three times the value of the tube resistance
the greatest change due to changes of frequency can be only the difference between ninety-five per cent and one hundred per cent, or five per cent. This,
of course, is less distortion. Now if we increase the impedance of the choke
to four times the value of the tube resistance, which gives ninety-seven per
cunt of the possible voltage across the choke, the greatest change that can
occur between high and low pitched sounds is the difference between ninetyseven per cent and one hundred per cent. This is a difference of only three
per cent between the amplification of very low frequencies and of the highest
frequencies. A difference as small as this means practically perfect ampliticaI ion.

The plate resistance of ordinary quarter -ampere amplifying tubes is
in the
neighborhood of 10,000 to 12,000 ohms.
If we wish an impedance in the
choke equal to three times the plate resistance
in ohms
30,000 and 35,000 ohms in the choke and if we want we must have between

an impedance equal to
four times the value of the tube resistance we must have
an impedance of
40,000 to 50.000 ohms in the

choke. This choke impedance should be figured
at the lowest frequencies to he amplified.
In most amplifiers a frequency of fifty cycles is the
low limit but in some
of the better types frequencies
of thirty or even twenty-five cycles arc well
amplified.
The impedance of the choke coil
is composed of inductive reactance due
to the choke's inductance, of
capacitive reactance due to the distributed ca-
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pacity of the choke's winding, and of resistance in the wire of the choke
winding. The inductance is the chief factor in this impedance. The dis-

tributed capacity reduces the useful impedance and the wire resistance helps
the useful impedance provided this wire resistance is not so large that it greatly
reduces flow of current in the plate circuit. The effect of the wire's resistance
is the same at all frequencies. The useful effect of the inductance increases
with increase of frequency and the harmful effect of the distributed capacity

also increases with increase of frequency.
The ideal choke would consist of pure inductance, without either distributed
capacity or resistance. Some of the well built chokes come reasonably close
to this ideal while some of the poorer coupling chokes come far from it.
The lnsver the internal resistance or plate resistance of the tube the less impedance is required in the choke to produce satisfactory and uniform amplification of all frequencies. The plate resistance of any tube may be lowered
by increasing the plate voltage. But no amount of voltage that safely may be

applied to a small dry -cell tube will make it the equal of a real power tube.
Under most favorable operating conditions the smallest tubes have plate resistances around 15,000 ohms. The ordinary voltage amplifying tubes have
plate resistances around 11,000 ohms while power tubes have plate resistances
as low as 2,000 ohms in some cases.

The following table shows the inductance in henries required to
provide various degrees of uniformity in amplification of sounds
having minimum frequencies of twenty-five cycles and of fifty
cycles when using tubes having plate resistances of 2000 ohms, 5000
ohms and 10,000 ohms. The great saving in choke size when using

power tubes is shown very clearly. The table assumes that the
chokes are formed of pure inductance, the capacity and resistance
being neglected.
Inductances in henries are given at the intersections of the lines for plate resistance and the columns for percentage of uniformity in amplification.
also Distort ion.

See

INDUCTANCES REQUIRED IN IMPEDANCE COUPLING COILS

Tube Plate
Resistance
in Ohms

2,000
5,000
10,000

Lowest Note -25 -cycle Frequency Lowest Note -50 -cycle Frequency
95%
97%
95%
97%
90%
90%
Uniformity Uniformity Uniformity Uniformity Uniformity Uniformity
25
hS

125

50
95
190

125

250

13
31

17

42
R4

25
('3
125

Condensers and Grid Leaks.-When considering the stopping
condenser used between the plate of one tube and the grid of the
following tube it must be remembered that this condenser has reactance to the alternating or audio frequency current which must
pass through it to reach the grid of the next tube. The stopping
condenser should have very low reactance because the lower its
reactance the less voltage will be lost in getting through the condenser. This means that the condenser must be of large capacity,
at least one -tenth microfarad. This stopping condenser must also
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have very high resistance, that is, it. must be made with a dielectric
which is a good insulator. If the insulation allows any appreciable
leakage some of the positive voltage from the preceding plate circuit
will be applied to the grid of the following tube and this positive
voltage on the grid will cause much distortion.
The next thing to consider is the grid leak. Because the reactance
of the stopping condenser is very low, the grid leak is practically in
parallel with the impedance of the choke. If the grid leak is of too
low resistance it will reduce the effective impedance of the choke
since it will place a comparatively low resistance in parallel with
the choke. But, on the other hand, if the grid leak is of too high resistance the accumulation of negative charges on the grid will not
leak off fast enough and the tube will block. The accumulated

negative charges will force the grid voltage so far negative that

2.-Thret-Stage Impedance Amplifier Starting with the Detector.

plate current is prevented from flowing. As a general rule a grid
leak of between one -quarter and one-half megohm is about right.
See Leak, Grid. The same values of C -battery or biasing voltage
are required with choke coupling as with any other form of coupling.
Construction of Amplifier.-The layout, connections and values
of all units in a three -stage choke coupled amplifier are shown in
Fig. 2. This covers all of the amplifier between the detector tube
and the loud speaker terminals. The stopping condensers arc shown
as .005 to .01 inicrofarad capacity. Better results will be obtained
in amplifying the low notes with still larger capacity stopping
condensers.

Grid leaks in the first two stages should be one-

half megohm and in the last stage one -quarter megohm.
The choke or impedance coupled amplifier requires no higher B battery or plate voltages than are used with transformer coupling,
that is, for tubes of the 201-A type ninety volts is generally sufficient.
For power tubes the plate voltage is 120, 150 or more volts. See
also Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.
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It is possible to utilize chokes or impedances which were not originally intended for this class of work. For example, the primary of an ordinary audio
frequency amplifier will form a fairly satisfactory choke. The secondary ter CONDEN5E12
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3.-Trate.former Primary as Coupling Choke in Impedance Amplifier.
minas are left unconnected as shown in Fig. 3. All other connections and
values would be the same as when using a regular coupling choke. Makeshift chokes will seldom if ever give satisfactory amplification of low notes.
Testing of impedance coupled amplifiers is described under Oscillator, Audio
Frequency, Uses of.
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(STEP-UP TYPE).-The type of impedance coupled amplifier

which uses chokes having a single winding without taps cannot be

made to give a step-up ratio of voltage in the coupling unit.

A

modified form of impedance amplifier is provided with a tap in the
winding so that a voltage ratio as high as one and one-half to one or
even two to one may be obtained. Both a circuit diagram and a
construction layout with all connections and correct values for all
units are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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One end of the impedance coil is connected through a stopping
condenser to the grid of the following tube. The other end of the
coil is connected to the B -battery or plate supply unit. The tap is
connected to the plate of the preceding tube. Such an arrangement
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gives considerably more amplification than an ordinary choke
coupled amplifier and gives decidedly more amplification than a
resistance coupled amplifier. The quality of reproduction is equal
to the better types of resistance coupled or choke coupled amplifiers.
The amplification is practically uniform throughout the entire audio
frequency range starting at twenty-five cycles.
Large capacity stopping condensers will give better amplification of the low

notes but it is unnecessary to use anything larger than one microfarad.

In

most amplifiers of this type one -quarter microfarad is the smallest size which
will allow proper amplification of low frequencies. The cases of these stopping
condensers should not be grounded, neither should they be connected to each
other nor to any other metal parts such as brackets and shields. There is but

little gain in the percentage of amplification by using stopping condensers
larger than one -quarter microfarad capacity. Using stopping condensers as
small as one -eighth microfarad shows some reduction in amplification while

condensers as small as .06 microfarad reduce the amplification to less than half
its maximum possible value.
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-Layout of Step -Up Impedance Amplifier.
These tapped impedance amplifiers which give a step-up voltage ratio cannot be used with high Mu tubes. When such tubes are employed these impedances should be used as straight choke coupling by disregarding the tap
terminal to which the plate lead of the preceding tube would normally be connected. The plate lead of this preceding tube is then connected to the Same
terminal of the impedance to which is connected one side of the stopping condenser.

Using a grid leak of comparatively small resistance will increase the volume
limit although there will be a slight loss in uniformity of amplification. One quarter megohm leaks are about right for all stages except the last, which may
have a one -tenth megohm leak.
Chokes and impedances used for coupling cannot be reilexed because the
primary and secondary circuits are not electrically insulated from each other
as in a transformer having insulated primary and secondary windings. See

alto Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.

AMPLIFIER, AUDIO FREQUENCY, POWER TYPE.-

There are three types of audio frequency amplifiers which go by
the name of power amplifiers. The first, which is the type now to
be considered, is similar in all ways to the regular audio frequency
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amplifier except that power tubes and high plate voltages arc used.
The other two types are the push-pull amplifier and the amplifier

using two ordinary tubes connected in parallel with each other.
For descriptions of these other types see Amplifier, Audio Frequency,

Push-pull Type and Tube, Parallel Operation of.
A power amplifier may use power tubes in all stages but a power
tithe in the last stage only is generally sufficient for all purposes.
Power tubes are described under the heading Tube, Amplifying
Types of. They use more filament current than the smaller tubes
and in order to operate them to advantage it is necessary to use 120
volts or more on the plates. This high plate voltage requires a correspondingly high biasing voltage or C -battery voltage to prevent
distortion, therefore a power amplifier must he provided with con-

nections for inserting a C -battery or otherwise biasing the grid
return. The connections for a simple type of power amplifier are
shown in Fig. 1.
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Ftc. 1.-Connections for Tube in Power Amplifier.

Since the plate circuit of the output tube of the power amplifier handles

high voltages and considerable current it is highly desirable that the direct

current for the plate should be prevented from flowing through the loud
speaker. Under the heading Speaker, Loud, Connections to Receiver arc shown
several schemes by which the direct current is kept out of the loud speaker
while the alternating audio frequency current is passed through the speaker.

Some such arrangement should be adopted when using a power amplifier.

Parts Required in Amplifier.-Power amplifiers used in connection with any receiver already constructed arc formed by combinations of the following four units:
First, a unit which supplies high voltage to the plate of the power
tube and also supplies lower voltages to the plates of all tubes in
the receiver, including audio frequency amplifiers, detector, and
radio frequency amplifiers. Units designed for this first duty are
described under the heading Power Unit, Plate Voltage Type.
Second, a unit for supplying alternating current to the filament of
the power tube. Devices for furnishing such alternating current for
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filament heating are described under the heading Power Unit, Filament Current Types of.
Third, a unit for providing the necessary negative biasing voltage
for the grid of the power tube. The method of doing this is described under the heading Power Unit, Complete Receiver Supply.
Fourth, a unit including the power tube with a coupling device,
usually a transformer, which connects this tube to the output from
the receiver; also an output coupling used between the power tube
and the loud speaker. This last coupling passes the audio frequency
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2.-Position of Power Amplifier Between Receiver and Speaker.

current changes to the speaker but keeps the high voltage direct
current from entering the speaker. It is described under Speaker,
Loud, Connection to Receiver.
The relation of these parts to one another is shown in Fig. 2. A single
transformer furnishes alternating current for heating the power tube filament,

for heating the rectifier tube filament and for rectification and filtering into
The power amplifier is placed between the
receiver and the loud speaker. The power supply unit furnishes plate voltages for the receiver's tubes and for the power amplifier tube. It also furnishes grid biasing voltage for the power tube. The transformer furnishes
beating current for the filaments of the power tube and rectifier tube, also
the entire plate voltage supply.
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the voltage supply which passes through the rectifier and filter system of the
power unit. This arrangement does away with all B -batteries and with the
A -battery for the power tube filament, leaving only the filaments of the receiver's tubes to be handled from a separate A -battery.
The design and construction of complete power amplifiers of this general
type are shown under Po:cer Unit, Amplifier Types of. In these complete
units are combined the transformer, the power unit for plate voltage and the
power amplifier with its power tube Such units or complete power amplifiers
may be used with any type of receiver and loud speaker.

AMPLIFIER, AUDIO FREQUENCY, PUSH-PULL

TYPE.-The purpose of push-pull amplification is to obtain a great
increase of volume without overloading the tubes. The necessity
for push-pull amplification was lessened when power tubes appeared
on the market because the power tube furnishes great volume without distortion and requires but a single tube where the push-pull
amplifier uses two. In push-pull amplification two tubes are used
Push-pull Input
fraosfOrmer

push pull ,auslz-pull output

transtbrmer

Loudo

speaker
LAST AU0/0
AMPLIFIER
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o

Fin. I.-Circuits of the Push -Pull Amplifier.

They arc not connected directly in parallel but are
used with transformers of special design so that one of the tubes
amplifies one half the signal wave or signal voltage and the other
in one stage.

tube amplifies the other half. See Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.
The circuits of the special transformers and the tubes arc shown
in Fig. 1. The input transformer includes a primary winding which
is connected to the plate circuit of one stage of ordinary audio amplification. This input transformer uses a split secondary winding
having a grid terminal at each end and a tap used as a common filament terminal at the electrical center. This center tap is connected
through a C -battery to the filaments of the tubes in the usual way.
The two grid terminals are connected to the grids of the two tubes.

The output transformer has a split primary winding with plate

terminals at its two ends and a B -battery terminal brought out from
the electrical center of the primary winding. This output trans-
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former has a single secondary winding which is connected to the
speaker.

In the double secondary of the input transformer we have a drop
of voltage at one of the grid terminals at the same time we have a
rise of voltage at the other grid terminal. Since both parts of the
secondary are coupled to the same primary in the transformer, rise
and fall of plate current fed into the primary causes rise and fall of
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voltage in the split secondary. Considering either terminal of the
secondary, we first get a rise of voltage which is accompanied by a
fall of voltage at the other end; then get a fall of voltage accompanied by a rise at the other end.
This action first lowers the voltage on one grid terminal and then
lowers it on the other grid terminal. The grid voltage of one tube
drops during one half the signal wave while during the other half of
the wave the grid voltage of this tube rises. The grid voltage rise
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and fall in the second tube is always opposite to the rise and fall in
the first one.
The outputs from the plates of the two tubes combine in the split
primary of the output transformer and their combined effect passes
to the output transformer's secondary.
All of the connections and the most suitable values for all parts in
the construction of a push-pull amplifier are shown in Fig. 2. It is
also possible to use two stages of push-pull amplification by employing an interstage transformer according to the layout shown in Fig. 3.

AMPLIFIER, AUDIO FREQUENCY, RESISTANCE

COUPLED.-A resistance coupler consists essentially of three
parts. First a high resistance in the plate circuit, second a fixed

condenser used as a coupling condenser or stopping condenser between the plate of one tube and the grid of the following tube, and
third a grid leak for the following tube. The arrangement of these
parts is shown in Fig. 1 and the circuit in Fig. 2. For layouts and
specifications see Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.
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Flow of plate current through the plate resistance causes a voltage
drop across this resistance. The changes in voltage or voltage drop

across the plate resistance are carried through the stopping condenser and applied to the grid of the following tube.
The stopping condenser allows the voltage changes, which are
alternating, to pass through it but prevents the positive plate voltage
of the B -battery from reaching the grid of the following tube.

The purpose of the grid leak is to allow the excess negative

charges to leak off or escape from the grid of the second tube. Were
these negative charges allowed to accumulate they would finally
force this grid to such a negative voltage that the flow of plate cur-

rent in the second tube would be entirely prevented.

The tube

would then block and stop the signals. See Leak, Grid.
For a resistance coupled amplifier it. is necessary to provide at
least 135 to 150 volts at the B -battery or power supply in order to
overcome the high resistance inserted in the plate circuit and still
apply a sufficient positive voltage to the plate of the tube to cause
the necessary flow of plate current in the tube.

AMPLIFIER. AUDIO FREQUENCY. RESISTANCE COUPLED

Plate resistances are usually 100,000 ohms each for all stages in
either a three -stage or four -stage resistance coupled amplifier. In

a three -stage amplifier the grid leak for the first amplifier tube
should be 1,000,000 ohms or one megohm, for the second tube
500,000 ohms or one-half megohm, and for the third tube 250.000
In a four -stage resistance amplifier

ohms or one -quarter megohm.
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the grid leaks for the first three tubes should be the same as those
in a three -stage amplifier, while for the fourth tube the leak should
be 100,000 ohms or one -tenth megohm.

The plate voltage for the last tube should be lower than for the
first two tubes unless this tube is a power type. When using only a
voltage amplifier connected to the 135 -volt terminal there should be a
resistance in series with the lead to the plate of the last tube. This
resistance should be between 5000 and 50,000 ohms. It is shown in
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Fig. 3. Stopping condenser values are not especially critical and may
be between .001 and 0.5 microfarad.
In resistance coupled amplifiers the plate current decrease.; with the strength
of the signal. The stronger the signal on the grid of the tube the less will be

the tlow of plate current. We say that the plate current modulates down,
whereas in a transformer coupled amplifier it modulates up.
A three -stage resistance coupled amplifier uses only a little more than three fourths the plate current used by two stages of transformer coupling in spite
of the fact that much higher B -battery or plate voltage is used with resistance
coupling.

A resistance coupled amplifier cannot be used directly after an antenna and
a crystal detector because the exceedingly small antenna current, which is the
only current through the crystal, is not enough to produce the necessary voltage changes across the high resistance. When a crystal detector is used with

radio frequency amplification ahead of the crystal, the crystal may be immediately followed by stages of resistance amplification.

The higher the resistance of the grid leaks the louder will be the signals
from the amplifier. However, too high a resistance in the grid leak will cause
distortion and blocking.
Persistent howling sometimes may be corrected by changing the value of the
grid leaks. It may be eliminated by increasing the plate resistance for the
third tube or for both the second and third tubes to as high as 250,000 ohms
in place of the usual 100,000 ohms.
In a resistance coupled amplifier a higher plate voltage is used for the detector tube circuit than is used with transformer coupling. %%lien a jack is
used in the detector plate circuit of a resistance amplifier the comparatively low
resistance of headphones when plugged in prevents the tube from acting as a
detector. If a jack is used following the detector it will be necessary to reduce
the plate or 11 -voltage on the detector or to use a resistance in series with the
headphones while they arc in use. Connections for jacks are shown under the
heading Jacks and Jack Switches, Uses of. Figs. 3 and 4 show complete details
with the values of all units in the construction of a resistance coupled amplifier.

Resistance and Transformer Combination.-Fig. 5 shows the

use of one transformer coupled audio frequency stage followed by
two resistance coupled stages. The transformer coupled stage follows the detector tube and feeds into the first amplifier tube. Values
of stopping condensers, plate resistances and grid leaks arc the same
as in the regular resistance coupled amplifier.
The combination of one stage of transformer coupled amplification followed by two stages of resistance coupling makes a very
satisfactory audio amplifier. The tone quality is excellent, the
volume is ample for all purposes and there is no trouble with blocking or instability. The arrangement of parts and the wiring for
such an amplifier is shown in Fig. 6.
The diagram of Fig. 6 starts with the detector, to the grid terminal of

which is connected the usual grid condenser and grid leak, The detector
filament is handled with a rheostat of from ten to twenty ohms resistance for
quarter -ampere tube:. The filaments for all other tubes are controlled with
filament resistors marked R. The audio transformer may be of low ratio,
preferably around two -to -one or three -to -one. The usual plate bypass condenser of .002 microfarad capacity is connected to the plate terminal of the
detector tube.
The two plate resistances marked P should be one -tenth megohm each. The

grid leak for the first resistance coupled tube should be between 500,000 and
25_0,003 ohms and the leak for the second tube should be between 250,000 and
14,000 ohms. The stopping condensers C may be as small as .006 micro-
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farad capacity but larger capacities, Up to one microfarad, will improve the
amplification of low notes. These stopping condensers must be able to stand
the high voltages applied to the plates.
The last tube is assumed to he of the power type. Its plate voltage is

applied through the battery terminal marked "B+ Power" and its biasing
voltage is applied through the terminal marked "C- Power."
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In any resistance coupled amplifier better amplification and volume will be
secured from the use of high Mu tubes in all except the last stage, The last
tube should be of the usual amplifying type or may be a power tube but all

tubes between the detector and this last one may be of the high Mu type.
The Ii -battery connections shown in Fig. 6 arc adapted to the use of high

Mu tubes as described. See Tube, Amplif ying Types of, Testing of resistance
coupled amplifiers is described under Oscillator, Audio Frequency, Uses of.
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COUPLED.-The transformer coupled audio amplifier is more

commonly used than any of the other types. In this amplifier the
coupling between tubes is formed by an iron -core transformer having separate and insulated primary and secondary windings as in
Fig. 1. The cores provide closed magnetic circuits. Audio frequency transformers have step-up turn ratios of from one and onehalf to one up to ten to one. The operating characteristics and
various details relating to these units are taken up under the heading of Transformer, Audio Frequency, which may be referred to.
Here are considered only the uses of such transformers in a practical
amplifier unit. For layouts and specifications see Receiver, Audio
Amplifier for.

As a general rule better and more uniform amplification will be
obtained when using low turn ratios rather than high turn ratios in
the transformers. Unless the transformers arc of large size and have
large cores of high grade steel it is not advisable to use ratios greater
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FIG, t,-Transformer Coupling for Audio Frequency Amplifier.

than three and one-half to one or four to one. Greater volume on
some notes may be obtained with ratios as high as six to one or
even ten to one but this volume is obtained only on certain frequencies and the amplification at higher and lower notes is far from
good.

Should transformers of two or more different ratios be used in
the same amplifier, the transformer having the lowest ratio should
immediately follow the detector tube because the plate resistance of
the detector is high and it is better matched by the comparatively
high primary impedance of a low ratio transformer.
Layout of Amplifier.-In laying out the amplifier the tubes and
transformers should be arranged to make the grid leads as short as
Possible. The plate leads should be considered next and should likewise be as short as they can be made without undue crowding of
parts.

See Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.
The relative position of tubes and transformers depends to a great
extent on the location of the grid, plate and filament terminals on
the transformers. These locations differ with different makes of
instruments.
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From an examination of the terminal arrangement of various transformers,
the top views of which arc shown in Fig. 2, it will be found that, starting
with the plate terminal and proceeding either clockwise or anti -clockwise
around the four terminals their order is usually as follows: Plate. Positive -B.
Negative Filament, Grid. With some makes of transformers, starting at the
plate terminal, this order follows to the right or clockwise, while with others
it follows to the left, or anti -clockwise.
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Fm. 2.-Terminal Arrangements on Audio Transformers for Amplifiers.

All audio frequency transformers have four terminak2. One is the plate
terminal to which is connected a lead from the plate terminal of the preceding
tube. This plate terminal may be marked "Plate," "PL," or "P." On the
same side of the transformer is the positive B -battery terminal from which
a line runs to the positive connection of the 13 -battery or the power unit
furnishing plate voltage to the preceding tube. This terminal may be marked
"Pos-11," "B-1-," "13," or any other marking that indicates this connection.
These two terminals, plate and B -battery, arc the terminals of the primary
winding of the transformer and on the side of the transformer carrying these
terminals may be found the marking "Primary," "Prim" or "Pri."
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Ftu, 3.-Similarity of Amplifier Transformer and Tubc Terminals.

On the opposite side of the transformer from that carrying the primary
terminals will be found the terminals for the secondary winding, that is, the
grid and the negative filament terminals. From the grid terminal, marked
"C" or "Grid," a connection is made to the grid terminal of the following
tube. The negative filament terminal, which is always on the same side as
the grid terminal, may be marked "Fil," "F-" or "F." Depending on the

construction of the amplifier this filament terminal of the transformer may be
connected to the negative side of a C -battery, to the A -battery terminal of a

rheostat, to a biasing voltage in a power unit, or directly to the negative

filament terminal of the following tube.
The two typical arrangements of transformer terminals are shown side by
side in Fig. 3 and at the right is shown for comparison the terminal arrange-
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mcnt on a standard tube socket. It will be seen that one of the transformer
arrangements is similar to the arrangement of the tube terminals except that
on the transformer the positive B -battery terminal takes the place of the positive filament terminal on the tube.
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A number of satisfactory arrangements of detector tube, amplifier tubes
audio frequency transformers are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and G. All of these
Plans provide the shortest possible grid leads and plate leads. In Fig. 4 the
transformers
arc placed directly between the tube sockets and the final output to the loud speaker is at the right hand end. In Fig. 5 the transformers
and
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are placed either back of or in front of the tubes with the output at the right
or at the left. Fig. 6 Ls similar to Fig. 4 except that the output to the speaker
is at the left. Which of these plans is adopted depends on the space available,
the general plan of the receiver and the type of transformer to be used.

Number of Stages.-Transformer coupled amplifiers may be

constructed with one, two or three stages. More than three stages
arc not practical because of the difficulties in the way of feedbacks
and noises generated and amplified in the various units. A single stage audio amplifier of the transformer type will give sufficient
volume to receive local and nearby stations on a loud speaker under
average conditions. A properly constructed two -stage transformer
coupled amplifier, the type used in the majority of receivers, will do
good work with loud speaker volume for considerable distances when
preceded by an efficient radio frequency amplifier and detector.
The two -stage amplifier is easy to build in such a way that satisfactory operation is assured. The three -stage amplifier gives a
tremendous gain in amplification and volume over the two -stage
unit but it is quite difficult to build so that almost uncontrollable
howling and distortion will not be present in its action.
The amplification of a three -stage amplifier will be too great when re-

ceiving local and nearby stations. It is then necessary to cut out one of the
stages or to greatly reduce the amplification. The third stage may be cut out

by the use of a jack or a special switch when the same style or type of tube
is used in all three stages. If a power tube is used In the third stage it becomes necessary to cut out the second stage, leaving the third with its power
tube always connected to the speaker. The proper connections of filament
control jacks and jack type switches for cutting out the last stage of the two stage amplifier and for cutting out the second stage of the three -stage amplifier are shown under Jacks and Switches, Uses of. The switch arrangement
is to be preferred to the jack because when using a switch it is not necessary

to withdraw the plug of the loud speaker from one jack and insert it
another jack.

in

Bypass Condensers.-In any form of transformer coupled amplifier it is advisable to bypass any high frequency currents which
escape the detector and go over into the audio amplifier. The first
step in this bypassing is to place a fixed condenser of .002 to .005

microfarad capacity from the plate of the detector tube to the
negative filament terminal of this tube.

Radio frequency currents

which would otherwise overload the audio tubes are bypassed
through this condenser.
The next step is to temporarily place a fixed condenser of .001 to
.002 microfilm(' capacity between the grid terminal and the negative
filament terminal of each audio amplifying tube in turn, or from
the grid terminal to the filament terminal on each of the amplifying
transformers, which amounts to the same thing. Both methods are
shown in Fig. 7. Use the smallest capacity bypass condenser that
will give satisfactory results in improving the tone quality or in increasing the volume.
Do this with one tube or one transformer at a time while the am-

plifier is in operation. A decided improvement in tone and an in-
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crease of volume may be noticed with this condenser connected to
one of the transformers or tubes. A permanent installation in this
position should then be made. This bypassing is almost always required in three -stage amplifiers and is generally helpful in most two stage amplifiers.
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Fu.. 7.-Bypassing Radio Frequency Currents in an Audio Amplifier.

In place of using the bypassing condensers, an improvement in tone may
be obtained by connecting a fixed resistance of from 100,000 ohms to five
megohms between the grid terminal and negative filament terminal of the last
audio transformer or of the last amplifying tube. The best value of resistance may be found by experiment or by using a variable resistance unit.

This resistance reduces the volume to some extent hut produces more uniform
amplification and improves the reproduction of the lower notes.
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he. S.-Grounding the Shield of an Audio Amplifying Transformer.

Grounding of Shields.-If the transformers are encased in a
metal shield it is advisable to connect this shield to the negative
battery line of the receiver, this being the line which is usually
grounded. With transformer cases thus grounded as in Fig. 8 they
may be placed very close to each other without any undesirable
coupling effects. Unshielded transformers having rather small cores
should be separated from each other by a space of three inches or
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more, but if unshielded transformers have large cores they may be
placed within an inch of each other or even closer without harm.
Transformers with small cores arc generally those selling at low prices. The

body of the small size transformer seldom measures more than two and a
half inches in any one direction. Large core transformers generally sell at
higher prices and measure three inches or more in some of their dimensions.

Transformers with comparatively small cores, if shielded in metal cases which
are grounded, may be used without consideration of their relative position or
closeness to each other.

Construction of Two -Stage Amplifier.-The layout, connections and usual values for all units in the construction of a two stage transformer coupled audio frequency amplifier are shown in
Fig. 9. Many of the values are variable. The grid leak may be of
any value from one to ten megohms. The best value may be deter A -413- A C+ C8t SPEAKER
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9.-Layout of Two -Stage Transformer Coupled Audio Amplifier.

mined by trying different leaks until a satisfactory balance is obtained between stability and power. The connection shown as com-

ing to the grid condenser is from the radio frequency amplifier or
the antenna tuner. The plate bypass condenser between the plate
terminal of the detector tube and the filament of this tube may be
of any value between .002 and .005 microfarad as explained under
the heading Detector, Plate Bypass for.
A one-half microfarad bypass condenser is shown between the
detector B -battery or power unit and the positive A -battery terminal.
A one microfarad bypass is between the amplifier B -battery or power
unit terminal and the positive A -battery terminal. The function of

these condensers is to prevent interstage coupling which would be
caused by the resistance of the B -battery common to both the amplifying stages and the detector. The .002 microfarad condenser
placed across the speaker terminals is required only when the cord
leading to the loud speaker is very short.
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The single switch would ordinarily control all of the tubes in the
entire set, not only those in the audio frequency amplifier. The
rheostats controlling the detector tube and the two audio frequency
amplifier tubes will be of resistances shown under the heading
Rheostat, Sizes Required. As mentioned before, if the transformers
are of different ratios the one of lower ratio should be used following the detector tube. The proper value of C -battery voltage is
given under the heading Bias, Grid, Amount Required.
The operation of a transformer coupled amplifier will be improved by using

bypass condensers between either filament terminal of each tube and the
B -battery terminal of the following transformer, also between the negative
filament terminal of each tube and the filament terminal of the preceding

transformer as described under Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Bypass Condensers
for.

The proper connections for using any types of jacks or stage control
switches for cutting out some of the audio amplifier tubes arc shown and

described under the heading of Jacks and Switches, Uses of.
A further improvement in the operation of a three -stage transformer coupled
amplifier will be made if all plate leads in the amplifier arc made with shielded
wire and the shield grounded. This practice prevents feedbacks from these
wires.

Additional information of value in designing and building transformer coupled audio frequency amplifiers is given under the following headings: Distortion; Construction, Receiver; Speaker, Loud,

Connections to Receiver; Transformer, Audio Frequency; Tube,
Amplifying Types of; Volume, Control of; Impedance, Matching
of; and Battery, Connection of A- and B-.

AMPLIFIER, PHONOGRAPH TYPE.-A phonograph am-

plifier provides electrical reproduction of sound from the vibratory
motion of a needle traveling over the surface of a phonograph record.
The vibration of the needle is utilized to cause changes in the voltage
and current of an electric circuit. The changes in current represent

the vibrations of the needle which in turn represent the sounds

originally impressed on the phonograph record.
The electric circuit carrying the changes of voltage and current will provide
the source of initial signal voltage for operation of an audio frequency amplifier of any type. The audio amplifier may use any form of coupling and may
employ one or more vacuum tubes. The electric phonograph amplifier, when
properly designed and built, gives reproduction superior to that from the
mechanical amplifiers or reproducers generally employed with phonographs.

The action of the electric amplifier is a reversal of the action of a loud

speaker. In the action of a loud speaker changes of current and voltage cause

mechanical vibration of the diaphragm and these movements of the diaphragm
produce sound waves in the air.

For the electric amplifier the sound waves arc represented by the uneven
surface of a phonograph record. This uneven surface, through the needle,
causes vibrations in the pick-up device. The vibration or movement in the
pick-up device causes changes of voltage and amperage in its circuit. The
(flanges of voltage and amperage are sufficient to operate an audio frequency
amplifier or, with the addition of battery current, to operate a loud speaker
directly without further amplification.

Operation of Pick-up Unit.-The operating principle of the

phonograph amplifier may be understood from Fig. 1 which shows a
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pick-up unit. This particular unit is of the balanced armature type

and its marked similarity to the balanced armature loud speaker
will be immediately apparent. See Speaker, Loud. Other types of
pick-up mechanism may be employed without affecting the basic
principles of operation. The other possible types include most of
those described for use in loud speakers.

Included in the pick-up of Fig. 1 is a permanent magnet having
two positive poles on one arm and two negative poles on the other

arm. Between these poles is a soft iron armature balanced on a
central pivot and surrounded by a coil of wire. Attached to one end

of the balanced armature is the phonograph needle riding on the
uneven surface of a record.
As the record is revolved, its surface travels past the needle point,
causing the needle to vibrate at frequencies representing the sounds
impressed on the record. The vibrations of the needle are transmitted to the balanced armature which rocks about its pivot, first
rising at one end, then at the other.
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Fin. I.-Principle of the Phonograph Amplifier Unit.

With the left hand end of the balanced armature raised toward a
positive pole of the magnet its right hand end is depressed toward
a negative pole. The magnetic lines of force from the permanent
magnet then tend to travel from left to right through the soft iron
armature. Movement of the needle will reverse the inclination of
the armature, the direction of the magnetism is reversed and it flows
from right to left since the right hand end of the armature is now
near a positive magnet pole and the left hand end near a negative
magnet pole.

Reversal of magnetism or rise and fall of the magnetic field
through the armature causes a rising and falling magnetic field

around the iron. By induction this changing field causes voltages
of alternating polarity to be generated in the coil of wire surrounding
the armature. The frequencies with which the voltages change
represent the vibrations of the needle and the frequencies of the
sounds originally impressed on the record.
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The terminals of the winding in the pick-up unit. are connected to
wires which pass out of the unit and are connected to the terminals
of a loud speaker or the grid circuit terminals of the first tube in an
audio amplifier. This connection is indicated in Fig. 2.

Connections to Receivers or Amplifiers.-As applied to a

radio receiver the pick-up unit takes the place of the antenna system, of the radio frequency amplifier and of the detector tube. Just
as the plate circuit output of a detector tube may be fed through a
transformer, a resistance, or a choke coupling into the grid circuit
of the first tube in an audio frequency amplifier, so may the pickup unit's output be fed directly or through a coupling into this first
grid circuit in any audio amplifier. One method of making such a
connection is shown in Fig. 3. The wire originally attached to the
grid terminal of the first audio tube is detached from the tube
terminal and left detached. None of the other wires which are regulady attached to this first audio tube are disconnected or changed

Fin. 2.-Phonograph Pick-up Unit Connected to an Amplifier.

in any way. One of the lines from the pick-up unit is connected to
the grid terminal of the first audio amplifying tube. The other
wire from the pick-up is connected to the negative terminal of a
C -battery or other biasing voltage used with the audio amplifying
tube.

The grid circuit of the first audio amplifying tube is now excited
by the voltage changes from the pick-up and the remainder of the
audio amplifier functions as usual in operating the loud speaker.
The various types of amplifiers, any of which may be built especially for use following a phonograph pick-up unit, are described
under Amplifier, Audio Frequency.

The biasing voltage is necessary in order that the grid voltage of the tube

may always be negative. The output from a pick-up unit of the type shown
in Fig. 1 is alternating and contains both negative and positive voltages. The
negative biasing voltage of a C -battery is lessened by the positive alternations

from the pick-up and is increased by the negative alternations, but always
remains negative as required for distortionless amplification in the tube.
Considerable difficulty may be encountered in the use of remodeled loud
speaker units as pick-up devices. In a loud speaker it is desired that small
electrical energy applied to the winding in the speaker shall produce a large
movement of the diaphragm. When such a unit is used as an electrical pick-
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up it is found that the powerful vibrations from the phonograph needle cause
such great movement of the parts originally intended to move the diaphragm
that great distortion and rattling result.
To make a loud speaker unit act as a pick-up unit much of the vibration
of the speaker parts must be prevented. This may sometimes be accomplished
by placing pieces of soft rubber between a balanced armature and the magnet
pole pieces or placing rubber pieces at other points which will limit the motion. This mechanical damping of the vibration will limit movement of the

speaker parts so that they act about the same as when they are used for
loud speaker work.

If the coupling between detector tube and first audio amplifying
tube in the receiver is through a transformer or a high impedance
choke the output of the pick-up may be connected to the primary

F*C. 3.-Phonograph Pick-up Unit Connected to First Audio Tube.

side of transformer or choke as Chown in Fig. 4. This will give a
step-up of voltage through a transformer and the result will be a
louder amplified signal than with the pick-up connected directly to
the grid circuit of the amplifying tube as in Fig. 3. A similar connection may be made from the pick-up unit to a resistance coupler
or to a choke coil coupler between detector and first audio amplifier.
With resistance or choke coupling there will be no step-up of voltage.

The resistance used in the plate circuit for resistance coupling is

usually a unit of 100,000 ohms. Greater volume will be secured by

substituting a higher resistance, experimenting up to 1,000,000

ohms or one megohm.

In making the connection of Fig. 4 to a transformer, to a resistance or to a
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choke the lead originally attached to the plate terminal of the coupler should
be disconnected and left off. Likewise the line attached to the B -battery or
plate voltage supply terminal of the coupler should be detached and left off.
The end of this latter wire should be well insulated with tape since it is connected to the B -battery or other high voltage supply. The two leads from

the pick-up unit are then connected to the primary terminals, plate and
li-battery, of the coupling unit. No other changes are made in wiring. The

detector tube should be left out of its socket.
With a pick-up unit having a powerful magnet and windings of large inductance there will be quite high voltages generated and with these voltages

FIG. 4.-Phonograph Pick-up Unit Connected to Audio Coupling Unit.
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Fu:. 5.-Resistance Control of Volume in Phonograph Amplifier.

applied directly to the grid circuit of an amplifying tube the volume will
usually be too great even with only one audio amplifying tube in use, The

volume may he controlled by placing a variable high resistance across the
bads from the pick-up device as shown in Fig. 5. This unit should have a
maximum resistance of 500,000 ohms. The volume is reduced by lowering the
rmstance. Volume will be maximum with the greatest possible resistance beim:en the two sides of the circuit.

Use of Power Battery.-The strength of the amplified signal
may be tremendously increased by using battery current through a
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coupling transformer as shown in Fig. 6. The transformer should
have a low impedance primary and a high impedance secondary
winding. High ratio audio amplifying transformers are fairly satis-

factory. Turn ratios from six to one up to ten to one should be
used. The resistance unit should be of 500 to 1000 ohms and con -

F16. 6.-Using a Battery witl Phonograph Pick-up Unit.

Fa;. 7.-Phonograph Pick-up Connected Through Transformer to a Speaker.

tinuously variable for use as a volume control. A fixed condenser
of .002 microfarad capacity is connected across the transformer
secondary. The C -battery or biasing voltage should be of a value
suited to the amplifying tube used and the plate voltage supplied.
The power battery may be a single storage cell or a one and onehalf volt dry cell. .\ C -battery is too small for a power battery
because the current drain varies from one one -hundredth to one quarter of an ampere.
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The pick-up leads and the power battery through its variable
resistance are connected to the primary of the transformer. The
secondary of the transformer is connected to the grid circuit of an
amplifying tube or to a coupler as shown in Fig. 6. The transformer may also be connected directly to a loud speaker as in Fig.
If connected to a loud speaker the C -battery is not required. The
battery current divides between the winding of the transformer and
7.

the winding in the pick-up unit so that the action is a process of
modulation through the transformer.

The scratching noise of the needle may be bypassed or filtered out by connecting a fixed condenser of 0.01 to 0.013 microfarad capacity and an iron cure choke coil of 100 millihenries inductance in series with each other and
placing the combination between the two lines coming out of the pick-up

unit or between the plate and negative filament terminals of the first amplifying tube. The connections of Fig. o may be used without the power
Ivittery, simply omitting these parts from the circuit and making all other
connections

exactly as shown.

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY.-A radio frequency
amplifier consists of one or more amplifying tubes with the necessary
coupling devices between them. This amplifier is placed between
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the antenna or tuner and the detector so that it may increase the
strength of the signals coming from the antenna and deliver these
amplified signals to the detector. A radio frequency amplifier is
used ahead of the detector while an audio frequency amplifier is
used following the detector. See Radio, Principles of.
There are four types of radio frequency amplifiers in more or
less common use. They are designated according to the kind of
coupling used between the tubes. By far the most common type is
that using tuned transformer coupling. Other less used types include tuned impedance coupling, tuned varionieter coupling and
untuned transformer coupling.
..I he problems to be met in a radio frequency amplifier are quite
different from those met in the audio frequency amplifier. An

audio frequency amplifier handles currents of comparatively low
frequency and high amperage. Such currents are quite easily controlled and amplified. In the radio frequency amplifier we deal
with extremely high frequencies and with voltages so small that
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they are measured in millionths of a volt as they come from the
antenna. The greatest care is necessary to avoid the loss of any of
this voltage and to prevent the escape or improper travel of the high
frequencies.

Both tuned and untuned coupling devices have been mentioned as
being used in radio frequency amplifiers. In audio frequency amplifiers all of the couplings are untuned, that is, they are not tuned
to resonance at any particular frequency, but amplify almost equally
well all frequencies within the audible range.
The lack of amplification or voltage step-up in the coupling devices used
between radio frequency tubes is compensated for to some extent by what is
called the square law action of the detector. The detector tube amplifies
according to the square of the voltage changes applied to its grid. Therefore, all the voltage gain obtained in the radio frequency stages has the advantage of being finally squared by the detector. The real gain due to increasing the number of stages of radio frequency amplification may be as
great as the gain in adding an equal number of audio frequency stages, although the radio frequency amplification itself is not as effective in increasing
signal strength us is audio frequency amplification.
In dealing with the radio frequency amplifier we must handle broadcast
frequencies from 500,000 cycles (or 500 kilocycles) up to 1,500,000 cycles
(or 1500 kilocycles). It is not possible to build any form of coupling device
which will amplify with even approximate uniformity such a range of frequencies as must be handled in the radio frequency end of a receiver. Therefore it is necessary to tune the coupling device or make it resonant to the
particular frequency being handled nt any one time for satisfactory reception
of broadcasting.

Untuncd transformer coupling has been mentioned, but this type of coupling has almost disappeared from use in receivers intended for broadcast reDuring the days when all broadcasting stations operated either on a
wavelength of 360 meters or one of 450 meters it was possible to use untuned
radio frequency transformers with a fair degree of satisfaction, since they
may be built to amplify quite evenly between these limits. But now that the
broadcasting wavelengths and frequencies have extended greatly both above
and below these old limits we can no longer use untuned transformers.
It is not necessary to use radio frequency amplification ahead of the detector when receiving powerful nearby stations. Methods of cutting out one
of the radio frequency stages are shown under Jacks and Switches, Uses of.
ception.

Since the subject of radio frequency amplifiers is closely related
to a great part of all other work in radio receivers it is necessary to
consider many related subjects when dealing with these amplifiers.
For information on parts which enter into the construction of radio
frequency amplifiers or which affect the operation of these amplifiers the following headings should be referred to: Antenna, Coupling of ; Coil, Angle of Mounting; Coil, Design; Coil, Tuning, Sizes
Required for; Distortion; Condenser, Variable; Control, Single; Oscillation; Resonance; Selectivity; Sensitivity; Tube, A ni plifying
Types of; and Volume, Control of.

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, TUNED IMPEDANCE COUPLED.-The operating principle of the tuned impedance coupled radio frequency amplifier is the same as that of
the impedance coupled audio frequency amplifier. In both these

types of amplifiers we obtain a drop of voltage across an impedance

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, TUNED IMPEDANCE
or a resistance in the plate circuit of one tube, and, through a fixed
condenser used as a stopping condenser, we apply the changes in
voltage across this impedance or resistance to the grid of the following tube.

The circuit of a tuned impedance coupled amplifier is shown in
The coupling device consists of a coil and condenser in
parallel and placed between the plate of the tube and the B -battery
Fig. I.
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1.-Tuned Impedance Coupling for Radio Amplifier.

By varying the capacity of the condenser the combination is tuned to resonance with the frequency to be received

or power unit.
and amplified.

With the coil and condenser tuned to resonance they have the
greatest possible impedance at the received frequency. Therefore,
plate current at this frequency meets a great impedance in the coil

and condenser and there is the greatest possible drop of voltage
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5.-Radio Amplifier
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FIG.

across this impedance. From the tube's plate terminal, at its connection to the impedance, a lead runs to a stopping condenser whose
other side is connected to the grid of the following tube. The
changes in voltage across the impedance are carried through this
condenser and applied to the grid of the following tube.

he inductance of the coil and the capacity of the variable tuning condenser are selected to tune together over the broadcasting
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wave bands. The grid leak for the radio frequency amplifying tube

should have a resistance of one megohm or more and the stopping
condenser should be of .0005 microfarad capacity or larger.
The principal objection to the tuned impedance amplifier is the difficulty
This oscillation may be controlled with a 200tu 400 -ohm potentiometer in the grid return or with several other types of
oscillation control described under the 'leading Oscillation. The tuned impedance circuit cannot be neutralized. It may be handled satisfactorily by
placing a variable high resistance in series between the impedance coil and
of preventing self -oscillation.

the power unit or B -battery as in Fig. 2 or it may be handled by placing
such a resistance in parallel with the impedance as shown in Fig. 3. For a
single -stage amplifier this variable resistance should have a maximum value
of 2000 ohms. For a two -stage amplifier the resistance may have a maximum
value of 100,000 ohms.
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FJG. 4.-Circuits of Impedance Coupled Radio Amplifier.
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5.-Variometer Used as Tuned mpedance Cuupling in Radio Amplifier.

The circuit d agram in Fig. 4 shows the complete connections for
animpedance coupled radio frequency amplifier from the antenna
and ground to and including the detector tube. The antenna
coupler may be of the style shown or of any other type which Is
available. The impedance coil should be placed at right angles (9.
or in such relation to, the antenna coil that there is the least possible'
coupling or feedback effect between them.
The capacity of the tuning condensers and the size of their coils
will depend on the frequencies to be covered and may be determined
by reference to the section Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required jor. Osalla-

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, TUNED TRANSFORMER

don control in this circuit is by a variable high resistance in series
with the B -battery for the radio frequency tube but any other form
of oscillation control may be used. Due to the difficult), of controlling oscillation, impedance coupled amplifiers are generally constructed with but one stage of radio frequency amplification ahead
of the detector.
In place of the impedance coil and its tuning condenser a variometer may be

substituted as shown in Pig. 5. Variometers which arc constructed for the
purpose of tuning will take the place of both the coil and its tuning condenser. With some types of variometers it may be necessary to use a fixed
condenser connected in parallel with the variometer as shown by the dotted
lines. This fixed tuning condenser may have a value between .0001 and
.00025 microfarad, depending on the variometer with which it is used. See

rariorneler, Coupling with.
In a tuned impedance coupling there is no step-up ratio of voltage possible.
With transformer coupling the primary is made of fewer turns than the sec-

ondary, consequently there may be an increase of voltage from primary to
secondary but with impedance coupling there can be no such transformer
action and the entire amplification must be obtained from the tube alone.
The use of high Mu tubes is sometimes advantageous.

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, TUNED TRANSFORMER COUPLED.-The tuned transformer type of radio
frequency amplifier utilizes many of the principles found in the
transformer coupled audio frequency amplifier but in place of employing an iron -core transformer as with audio frequency, one of
the air -core type is used. Since an air -core transformer is in itself

resonant to only one natural frequency a variable condenser is
placed in parallel with the secondary winding of the transformer.
This condenser may be varied to make the transformer resonant at
the frequency to be received.
The circuit of a single stage of tuned transformer coupling is
shown in Fig. 1. The transformer itself is composed of two separate
windings, the primary and the secondary. The primary winding, of
relatively few turns, is connected between the plate terminal of the
preceding tube and the B -battery or power unit which applies positive voltage to the plate of that tube. One end of the secondary
winding is connected to the grid terminal of the following tube and
the other end of the secondary is connected either directly, through
a rheostat, or a biasing battery, to the negative filament terminal of
the following tube. The primary and secondary
of the types of coils such as those described arc formed by any
under the following
headings in the section on coils; Basket Wound, Closed Field Type,
Honeycomb,
Single Layer and Spiderweb Type. Information cm the
construction of transformers will be found under
Transformer,
I mud Radio Frequency.

Transformer

Construction.-The size or inductance of the
secondary
winding
of a radio frequency transformer is selected of
such value that it will tune to
resonance when used with the tuning
condenser employed.
Correct sizes of coils and condensers are
en under Coil, Tuning,
Sizes Required for. The primary winding

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, TUNED TRANSFORMER

of the transformer consists of from four to thirty turns, either
closely or loosely coupled to the secondary. Information on tuning
condensers will be found under the heading Condenser, Tuning.
The fewer turns in the primary winding the less will be the tendency toward feedback and the easier it will be to control oscillation and regeneration
in the amplifier.
The greater the number of turns in the primary and the more closely it is
coupled to the secondary the greater will be the amplification as shown by
Fig. 2, consequently high amplification and ease of control are opposed to
one another.
The majority of tuned radio frequency transformer.; are built with single
layer straight -wound or solenoid coils. These coils arc of such size that they
may be tuned with variable condensers whose maximum capacity is .000
microfarad in most cases. Many transformers arc built to be tuned with
condensers having a maximum capacity of approximately .00035 microfarad
while still others use condensers of only .00025 microfarad. Of course the
larger the coil which forms the secondary, the smaller must be the condenser
with which it is tuned provided the same range of frequencies is to be covered.
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1.-Tuned Transformer Coupling for Radio Amplifier.
Many radio frequency transformers have only six or eight primary turn,
this low number being used to reduce the tendency toward oscillation. A
greater number of turns is desirable from the standpoint of amplification,
sensitivity and volume.

Voltage Amplification.-In radio frequency transformers such

as generally used the greatest voltage amplification is obtained when
the primary consists of from fifteen to twenty turns with a fifty or
sixty -turn secondary on the same size tubing. With only ten turns

on the primary the transformer delivers about seventy per cent of
the maximum possible voltage amplification and with but five primary turns only about thirty-five per cent of the maximum voltage

amplification is realized.
An increase in the number of primary turns beyond a certain point
again reduces the voltage amplification. As the coupling is increased
or made closer the voltage amplification increases up to a certain
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value of coupling, but if the coupling is made still closer than this
value, the voltage amplification will again fall off. This effect is
explained more fully under Transformer, Tuned Radio Frequency.
With tuned transformer coupling employing fewer turns in the primary
winding than in the secondary we would naturally expect a step-up of voltage
because of the turn ratio of the transformer. There is sometimes an actual
collage step-up but it is very small and does not approach the turn ratio of
the transformer. In a tuned radio frequency transformer having fifteen pri-

80

4n.,..o.ra.
8 v..12. 16 20
24 28
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2.-Effect of Primary Turns on Radio Frequency Amplification.

mary turns and sixty secondary turns we have a turn ratio of four to one
tecondary to primary) but in such a transformer it is impossible to obtain
a voltage ratio of anywhere near to four to one, in fact a ratio of one and
one -halt or one and one -quarter to one would be exceedingly good. This is
because there is only a small transfer of energy from primary to secondary.
Even with the closest possible coupling, the coupling does not compare in
closeness with that obtained in an iron -core transformer. In the air -core type
of transformer there is a very great leakage of flux which acctiunts still further
fur the small power transfer.
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Fit:. 3.- The Two hinds of Coupling in a Radio Amplifier Tran,furnier

Coupling in Transformers.-Between the primary and second art windings of radio frequency transformers there are always two
kinds of coupling as indicated in Fig. 3.
One is inductive coupling.
which we desire, and the other is electrostatic or capacity coupling
which is undesirable.
Inductive coupling is due to the mutual inductance
between the two windings. It is increased by increase of

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, TUNED TRANSFORMER

inductance or by the number of turns in the primary winding.
Through this inductive coupling or mutual inductance there is a
transfer of energy between the two windings.
Capacity coupling exists between the two windings becau.se of their surface
The metal of the wire in the secondary winding is separated from the
metal of the wire in the primary by insulation. The two metaLs form the
plates of a condenser while the insulation forms the dielectric. The greater
the area of these plates or the greater the size of the windings the greater will
be the capacity coupling and through this capacity coupling feedbacks may
occur between the stages. These feedbacks produce oscillation which must be
area.

controlled.
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Fu:. 4.-Effect of Primary Position on Capacity Coupling
in Radio Amplifying Transformer.

The smaller the physical size or dimensions of the primary winding and the
farther it is removed from the secondary winding the less will be the capacity
between the two windings. This is shown in Fig. 4. From this standpoint
a primary of small wire wound in a small space and placed at one end of the
secondary is preferred to a winding of larger wire spread out over a larger
space and wound directly over or under the secondary, especially if this large
primary is well in toward the center of the secondary.

Inductance of Secondaries.-There is considerable difference

of opinion as to the relative merits of large and small inductances
in the secondary windings of tuned radio frequency transformers.

5.-Voltages from Large and Small Inductances in Radio Amplifier.

A coil with a high value of inductance may be tuned with a condenser of smaller capacity than used for a coil of small inductance
which requires a correspondingly large condenser. As shown in
Fig. 5 the coil of large inductance gives a greater voltage drop and

applies a greater voltage to the grid of the following tube, this

giving more amplification than obtained with a coil of small inductance.

While it is true that a coil having large inductance tuned with a
small condenser gives a greater voltage drop and consequently impresses a greater voltage on the grid of the following tube, it should

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, TUNED TRANSFORMER

be remembered that the large coil has more resistance than a small
one and the small capacity condenser has more resistance than a
large one. From the standpoint of voltage gain we should use a
large coil and small condenser but from the standpoint of circuit
resistance we should use the small coil and large condenser. It is
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6.-Arrangement of Parts in Two -Stage Tuned Transformer Type of
Radio Amplifier.
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Ftc. 7. --Circuits of Two -Stage Tuned Transformer Radio Amplifier.

important to eliminate all possible losses in the larger coil if used
because if such a coil is carelessly designed and constructed the
added losses together with the naturally high resistance of any coil
at radio frequency will forfeit much of the gain in voltage.
Construction of Amplifier.-Since the voltages impressed on
the grids of radio frequency tubes are very small it is not necessary
PI use an extra C -battery for providing negative grid bias because
Ihe tube will operate on the straight portion of its curve with only
the bias from a rheostat. The best results will be obtained by connecting the grid return end of the transformer secondary winding

directly

to the negative battery side or line side of a rheostat

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, UNTUNED

or filament resistance for the radio frequency amplifier tube whose
grid carries the other end of the secondary winding.
Should the amplifier consist of so many stages that a considerable
voltage is finally applied to the grids of tubes near the detector, the
grid return may be made through one or two cells of a C -batten'.
See Bias, Grid.

In radio frequency amplifiers a bypass condenser for the plate
direct current should always be provided. This may be a fixed
condenser of .005 microfarad capacity. It should be connected between one of the filament terminals of the tube and the connection
of the following transformer primary to the B -battery or power
supply. This allows the radio frequency currents to complete their
circuit without passing through the resistance of the B -battery.
This practice improves the amplification and reduces the tendency to

sel (-oscillation.

Complete constructional details of a two -stage transformer coupled

radio frequency amplifier together with all connections and values
for the principal units are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. This circuit includes all of the practices that have been recommended for this type
of amplifier.

AMPLIFIER. RADIO FREQUENCY, UNTUNED
TRANSFORMER COUPLED.-It was explained under Amplifier, Radio Frequency that untuned transformer coupling will
cover only a very limited range of frequencies and that it is therefore unsatisfactory for broadcast reception. The circuit for a radio
frequency amplifier using untuned transformers is shown.
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Radio Frequeiwy Amplifier with Untuned Transformers.
An untuned radio frequency transformer has a small amount of iron as a
core, this being indicated by the broken lines between the primary and secondary windings in the diagram. The circuit coupled to the antenna is tuned
with a variable condenser.
Oscillation control is by means of a 200- or 400 ohm potentiometer as shown. Other types of oscillation control may be sub
stituted. The grid return for both radio
frequency amplifier tubes is through
this potentiometer, while the detector grid return is to the positive filament
terminal of the detector. The resistance of the detector grid leak may be on'.
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rnegohm or greater. The negative A -battery line may he grounded through
the .005 microfarad grounding condenser as shown, or grounded directly without the condenser. Such a receiver is a fairly good distance getter for a

limited range of frequencies or wavelengths, but is not at all selective.
Transformer, Untuned Radio Frequency.

See

AMPLIFIER, RADIO FREQUENCY, VARIOMETER

COUPLED.-A tuned impedance coupled radio frequency arnpliiier may be built with variometers for coupling units between the
tubes in place of with coils and variable condensers.

See Amplifier,

Radio Frequency, Tuned Impedance Coupled; also Variometer,
Coupling with.

AMPLIFIER TUBE.-See Tube, Amplifying Types of.
AMPLITUDE.-The highest voltage or amperage reached by

a wave or alternation of an alternating current.

See diagram.

ANGLE, ELECTRICAL.-One complete cycle of alternating current is considered as consisting of 360 electrical degrees
just as one complete circle consists of 360
degrees. One half a cycle, which is one alternation, then consists of 180 electrical de-

grees; one half alternation consists of 90
electrical degrees and so on.

AMPLiTUDC

The Amplitude of an

Alternating Current Wave.
The relative times with reference to one another at which alternating currents and voltages reach their maximum and minimum points and at which
they pass through zero are designated by the number of electrical degrees between such points. See Alternation; Cycle; and Phase.

ANGLE OF COIL MOUNTING.-See Coil, Angle of Mount-

ing.

ANGLE OF LAG.-See Phase.
ANGLE OF LEAD.-See Phase.
ANION.-A negative ion is called an anion. Ions arc formed

liy the electrical breaking down of gases and liquids. Ions formed
at the anode are the anions, those formed at the cathode are cations.

ANNUNCIATOR WIRE.-See Wire, Bell.

ANODE.-A terminal or an electrode through which an electric
an electrolyte, a vacuum or any other medium on its

current enters
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Anodes and Cathodes in Electric Circuits.

ANTENNA

way to the negative side of the source. The anode is therefore the
positive terminal of an electric source such as a battery, or is the
electrode connected to this positive terminal. In a vacuum tube
the plate is the anode while the filament is the cathode. See also
Cathode.

ANTENNA.-The antenna includes the wires or conductors

which extend outside of the receiver proper and which are affected
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no. I.-Relation of the Antenna and Aerial.

by the signals coming from a radio transmitter or broadcasting station. The type of antenna now being considered consists of one or
more wires elevated some distance above the ground as in Fig. 1.
These wires form one plate of a large condenser whose other plate
is the ground or earth. The antenna and ground have the air between them acting as the dielectric of this condenser.
Between antenna and ground connections in the receiver there is
always an inductance, a coil. The inductance of the coil together
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Ftc. 2.-The Principle of the Capacity Antenna.

with the capacity of the antenna form an oscillatory circuit which
responds to the frequency of the radio waves coming through the
air from a broadcasting station. Oscillating currents are set up
through the antenna, the coil and the ground. The inductance in
the receiver is coupled to the tuning device, to the radio frequency
amplifier or to the detector so that the signals coming in on the
antenna are detected and amplified in the receiver.
The form of antenna which is generally used is called an open
antenna, a capacity antenna or a plate antenna. Under the head-

ANTENNA, CAPACITY AND INDUCTANCE
ing Loop, Antenna Action of is considered a form of antenna which
does not form a capacity or a condenser. The principle of the capacity type of antenna is shown in Fig. 2.

ANTENNA, CAPACITY AND INDUCTANCE OF.-

The antenna system consists of the horizontal wires or antenna

proper and the vertical wires or lead-in. Considering only the horizontal portion, the capacity of the antenna increases almost directly

with its length up to about one hundred feet but increases less
rapidly for greater lengths. This might be expected since an increase of antenna length increases the size of the plates of the condenser which is formed by antenna and ground.
There is only a small change in capacity as the height of the antenna above the ground is increased above thirty feet. From a
height of thirty feet up to a height of one hundred and twenty feet

the decrease in capacity is only about seven per cent, but as the
antenna is lowered under thirty feet the capacity increases quite
rapidly. This effect also might he expected because lowering the
antenna brings the plates of this big condenser closer together.
The capacity of a vertical lead-in wire increases directly with the
length of the lead-in. The capacity of the lead-in must be added

to that of the antenna to obtain the total capacity of the whole
antenna system.

In thc following tables the left hand columns give the height of the antenna

in feet. The columns toward the right cover various lengths of antenrut.from

thirty to one hundred feet. At the intersection of the vertical and horizontal
lines will be found the capacity of thc horizontal wires measured in micromicrofarads.

CAPACITY OF HORIZONTAL SINGLE WIRE ANTENNA

Antenna
Height in
Feet

Horizontal Portion of Antenna-Length in Feet
30 ft.

45 ft.

20 IL
30 ft.

59 Mmfds
58 Mmfds

40 ft.
60 ft.
100 ft.

57 IvImfds

83 Mmfds
81 Mmfds
80 Mmfds
$0 Mmfds
79 Mmfds

Mmfds
56 Mmfds

I

60 ft.
111 Mmfds
109 Mmfds
107 Mmfds
105 Mmfds
104 Mmfds.

75 ft.

I

139 Mmfds
131 Mmfds
123 Mmfds
121 Mmfd
119 Mmfd

100 ft.

179 Mmfds
175 Mmfds
173 Mmfds
171 Mmfds
169 Mmfds

In the next table, which is similar to the preceding one, is given the capacity

in rnicro-microfarads of the horizontal portion of the antenna and also the
capacity of the vertical lead-in. Preceding the hyphen is the capacity in
micro-microfarads of the horizontal portion and following the hyphen is the
capacity of the vertical lead-in. Thus, for an antenna 60 feet long and 40
led high the capacity of the horizontal portion is 107 micro-microfarads and
of the vertical portion or lead-in is 71 micro-microfarads, a total of 178 micronucrofarads for the entire antenna system. The capacity of the lead-in must
always be added to that of the antenna.

ANTENNA, CAPACITY AND INDUCTANCE
CAPACITY or ANTENNA AND LEAD-IN-MICRO-MICROFAEADS

Length in Feet of horizontal Portion of Antenna
Antenna
Height in
Feet
20 ft.
30 ft.
40 ft.
60 ft.
100 ft.

60 ft.

45 ft.
Ilor.-!"err.

Hor.-1.Cr1.

59-40
58-56

83-10
81-56

57-71
57-103

80-71
80-103
79-166

30 ft.

56-166

75 ft.

100 ft.

111-40
109-56

139-40
131-56

107-71
105-103
104-166

123-71
121-103

1S2-40
175-56
172-71
170-103
168-166

119-166

The effective capacity of the antenna system is somewhat greater at the
higher frequencies or lower wavelengths used in broadcasting than at the
other end of the scale. Taking the effective capacity at 1000 kilocycles or

approximately 300 meters as represented by 100 per cent the following changes
are found in practice: At 1500 kilocycles or 200 meters the capacity is 120 per

rent and at o00 kilocycles or 500 meters it is Q0 per cent of the value at
1000 kilocycles.

Inductance of Antenna.-The horizontal portion of the antenna and the vertical lead-in not only have capacity but also
have inductance even though they are composed of straight wires.
The following table is similar to the one preceding but gives the inductance in microhenries of the horizontal portion of the antenna
and 'of the vertical lead-in. The number preceding the hyphen gives
the inductance of the horizontal antenna and the number following
the hyphen gives the inductance of the vertical lead-in.
1NDUCTANCis IN ANTENNA SYSTEMS-MICKCJIIENKIES

Antenna
Height
in Feet

20 ft.
30 ft.
40 ft.
60 ft.
100 ft.

Length in Feet of Horizontal Portion of Antenna

30 ft.

45 ft.

Bor.-Vert. Ilor.-I'trt.
20-10
20-15
20-21
20-34
20-61

30-10
30-15
30-21
31-34
31-61

60 ft.
Hor.-rer:.

75 ft.

41-10
41-15
42-21
42-34
42-61

50-10
51-15
52-21
53-34
53-61

100 ft.
1/o r. -Pert.

68-10
69-15
71-21
72-34
73-61

The inductance of the antenna and the lead-in are not lumped inductances
as found in coils but are distributed over the whole length of these wires.
111ee distributed inductances arc due to the ability of the wires to generate
an electric 111.4t1 about them. For this reason the total inductance of antenna
and of lead-in is not as great as the sum of their separate inductances as
would be the case with lumped inductances in series. Nor is it as small as the
inductances of the two in parallel. Practice shows that the approximate
effective inductance of antenna and lead-in may be found by adding the two
together and dividing their sum by three. Thus, for an antenna system forty-

ANTENNA, CIRCUIT OF
five feet long and forty feet high it is seen that the inductance of the horizontal portion is 30 microhenries and of the vertical portion 21 microhenries.
Their sum is 51 microhenries and the approximate effective inductance is one
third of 51 or 17 microhenries.

ANTENNA, CIRCUIT OF.-The antenna circuit includes

the horizontal antenna wires, the lead-in and all the connections up
to the receiver, the inductance or capacity which is inside the reAnienna
Antenna

NYTENNA

C ircuit

Receiver

(A/R D/ELECTRC)

Ino'actance
GRo two
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The Antenna Circuit and Its Electrical Equivalent.

ceiver, the ground lead from the receiver and the ground itself
which forms the lower plate of the antenna system.

ANTENNA, CLOSED.-A loop antenna is called a closed

antenna.

See Loop.

ANTENNA, COIL TYPE.-In general a coil type of antenna
is a loop antenna. Sec Loop. One end of a large coil of wire is
sometimes connected to a receiver for use as an antenna, the other
end of the coil being left open.

ANTENNA, CONDENSER FOR.-See Condenser,

An-

tenna, also Antonia, Tuned.

ANTENNA, CONDENSER TYPE OF.-See Antenna.
ANTENNA, COUPLING OF.-The general custom in cou-

pling the antenna to the first tuned circuit in the receiver is to use a
very small coil of only a few turns of wire in series with the antenna
as in Fig. 1. This small coil absorbs only a very little energy from
the tuned circuit in the receiver and tuning is fairly sharp. However, the signal power with such an arrangement is not as strong as
when the antenna itself is tuned to the frequency being received.
The looser the coupling the sharper the tuning and the closer the
coupling up to a certain point, the greater the amount of power or
energy received from the antenna.
With the antenna coupled very loosely to the first tuned circuit
the capacity and inductance of the antenna have but little effect on
this first tuned circuit. As the degree of coupling is increased some
of the antenna capacity and inductance are, in effect, added to the
tuned circuit and if a variable condenser is used for tuning this circuit a lower setting or less capacity will be required because of the
effect of the antenna which takes the place of part of the condenser's
capacity. This is the reason why condenser settings for a certain
frequency or wavelength will change when the antenna coupling is

ANTENNA, COUPLING OF

changed in receivers using variable antenna coupling to control the
selectivity or sharpness of tuning.
The coupling of the antenna to the coil of the first tuned circuit

may be reduced by reducing the number of turns in the antenna
coil. It may be reduced by moving the antenna coil farther away
from the coil which is tuned by the condenser or by turning the
antenna coil and the tuned .coil at greater and greater angles to
each other. When they are at right angles the coupling is practically zero and the antenna's capacity and inductance will have very
little effect on the tuning. All of these changes are shown in Fig. 1.
The form of antenna coupling shown in Fig. 2 provides maximum
selectivity and very satisfactory operation in general. The antenna

coil and the tuned coil are placed at right angles with each other
and in line so that there is practically no inductive coupling between
them. The antenna coil is composed of two windings, one having
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Coupling and Loose Coupling of Antenna Circuit.

four to six turns connected between the antenna and ground, the
other having an equal number of turns in series with the tuning coil.
The tuning condenser is connected across the two coils so that the
entire winding of the large coil and the few series turns on the small
one are both in the resonant circuit. The two windings on the antenna coil may be separated by one -quarter to one inch depending
on the degree of selectivity required.
There is a certain best coupling for the antenna as far as signal strength
By starting with an extremely loose coupling secured with the

is concerned.

antenna coil and tuned coil very far apart or at right angles to each other
or by using but few turns in the antenna coil, the Signal strength will be

By gradually increasing the degree of coupling the signal strength will
become greater. although the tuning will become somewhat broader at the
same time, until a maximum signal strength is reached. Then with still closer
coupling, the signal strength will become less. There are two reasons for this
effect. First, a very closely coupled antenna absorbs power from the first
tuned circuit or places a load on this tuned circuit. Second, with very dose
weak.

ANTENNA, DIRECTIONAL EFFECT
coupling the tuned coil and the antenna coil form a combination which responds not only to one frequency or wavelength but almost as well to an
other frequency or wavelength which is different from the first. The difference

Fut. 2.-Separate Coupling Coil for Antenna Circuit.
between

these two frequencies becomes

greater as the coupling

is

increased and
the antenna

uith very

close

frequencies.

See Coupling, Optimum.

coupling

C/oSe

tuner will respond to either one of these
The use of a coupling tube to prevent
antenna inductance and capacity from
affecting the first tuned stage is shown

Loose

under Receiver, Single Control.

The use of a tapped antenna coil or
to obtain various degrees of V

coupler

coupling is shown in Fig. 3.
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ANTENNA, DIRECTIONAL EFFECT OF.-It is often

found that signals will be received best from a direction opposite to
that in which the antenna runs from the receiver. If the antenna end
points westward best reception may be from points to the east. Unless the antenna is at least one hundred feet long it will show no directional effects regardless of the direction it runs and will receive
just as well from one point of the compass as from any other. Any
apparent directional effects are due to local conditions such as interference of trees and buildings and antenna location in general.

ANTENNA, FORMS OF.-Receiving antennas of the out-

door type usually consist of a single straight wire open at one end
and connected to the receiver at the other end. This is called an
1 -type antenna or an inverted L antenna. A connection is sometimes made to the center of the elevated wire rather than to one of
Its ends and the resulting antenna is called a T -type antenna.

ANTENNA, FRAME
Antennas placed indoors may be of the familiar type consisting of
a single wire attached to the receiver or of the loop type. Both of
these are described under their respective headings.
Transmitting stations use various forms of aerials that are seldom
if ever duplicated as to form in receiver installations. A cage aerial
or antenna consists of several parallel wires supported around the

edge of frames so that they have somewhat the appearance of a
squirrel cage. Umbrella aerials consist of a number of wires radiat-

ing from a central support and slanting downward toward the earth
at their outer ends. The conductors of a fan or harp aerial radiate
upward from a central point to a supporting wire across the top.

ANTENNA, FRAME.-Another name for a loop. See Loop.
ANTENNA, FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY OF.-The
fundamental frequency of an antenna is the frequency to which the
antenna's inductance and capacity are resonant in themselves. In

an actual receiver installation the fundamental frequency of the
entire antenna circuit is determined by the antenna's inductance and
capacity together with the inductance of any coil and the capacity
of any condenser placed in this circuit. The antenna system will
respond best to frequencies below its natural frequency or to wavelengths above its natural wavelength.
The fundamental frequency of an antenna circuit may be found from the
effective inductance and effective capacity in the system. These values for
various heights and lengths of single wire antennas arc given under Antenna,
Capacity and Inductance of. The following formula is used:
Antenna Frequency
in Kilocycles

159.3

/ Effcclire Ind richt nce X Effective Capacity

The following table gives the approximate fundamental frequencies in kilocycles and the wavelengths in meters of antenna systems of various heights

and lengths when there is no extra capacity or inductance placed in the
antenna circuit by condensers or coils used in or with the receiver.
FL NDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES AND WAVELENGTHS OE ANTENNAS

Length in Feet o Horizontal Portion of Antenna
Antenna
Height in
Feet

45 ft.

30 ft.

60 ft.

Kilo -C Meters Kilo -C Meters

20 ft.
30 ft.
40 ft.
60 ft.
100 ft.

5060
4360
3720
2950
2060

3940
3515
3085

97

3145
2875
2655

102
145

2550

118

2200

1840

163

1655

85

100 ft.

Meters Kilo -C Meters Kilo -C Meters

59
69
80

76

75 ft.

2650
2475
2325
136
1910
182 1 1530
95
104
113

1

'

113

2100

143

121

151

128
157

1980
1855
1625

196

1305

229

162

185

ANTENNA, HEIGHT AND LENGTH
If a concentrated inductance in the form of a coil is placed in the antenna
circuit, its inductance is added to the effective inductance of the antenna and
lead-in and the resulting total inductance is used in the preceding equation for
arlenna frequency. The two inductances are considered as in series and are
added together.

If a fixed or variable condenser is used in series with the antenna and

lead-in the capacity of this series condenser must be taken into account when
using the formula for antenna frequency. For use in that equation the value
of total capacity of antenna, lead-in and condenser is found as follows:

/Capacity of

Capacity of

\ :Inttnna

Stria Coidtaser

Total Capacity = -

Capacity of

,_

Series Condenser'

+

-

Capacity of
Lead-in 1

Capacity of -f-Capacity of

Altana '

Lead-in

MI of the tables and equations for antenna fundamental frequencies and
wavelengths assume that the antenna is free from the effects of objects such
as trees, buildings and metal bodies in its field. It is seldom possible to erect
an antenna system under such ideal conditions and the fundamentals of actual
installations may vary widely from the figures given. The relations between
frequencies for different lengths and heights of antennas will, however, remain
in the same ratios to one another when conditions arc similar for the installations.

ANTENNA, HEIGHT AND LENGTH OF.-The effective
height of antenna is considered from the electrical and not the physical standpoint. The effective height is less than the physical height

goofraaonnteEanna.Rqfh

vertical height
or;Leaci- in

:raw

Physical Length of an Antenna and the Height of Its Lead -In.

because of objects in the antenna field. The higher and longer an
antenna the more powerful will be the signals brought in, but unfortunately the louder will he all forms of interference as well. An
antenna has no power of selection in itself and it takes exactly
what the ether gives it.
A high antenna brings in lots of signal and also lots of interference, such as static. As the antenna is lowered the signal strength
becomes less but it does not fall off as rapidly as the static, in other
words, a low antenna gives a material gain in the ratio of signal to

ANTENNA, INDOOR TYPE
static. By a low antenna is meant one only five. ten or fifteen feet

high, or at least one that is less than thirty feet high.
Of course this low antenna will not bring in such powerful signals
but a good receiver will amplify its weaker signals to a point that
is entirely satisfactory. There is a sort of superstition that thirty
feet is the right height for an antenna. This is not based on any
exact rule because the best height depends on particular conditions.
As a general rule it is best to have the horizontal or straight part
of an antenna at least sixty to seventy-five feet long. This does not
mean that excellent work cannot be done with fifty feet or less but
seventy-five feet may be better. An antenna more than one hundred
feet long, that is, with the straight horizontal part more than one
hundred feet long, is not required by modern receivers. With many
of the better sets the results will not be as good with one hundred
and fifty to two hundred feet of antenna as with one hundred feet
or less, considering selectivity, static interference and everything
else that goes to make or mar satisfactory reception.
All of this advice applies to antennas used for broadcast receiving. Reception from long -wave commercial stations will require a
much longer antenna, while short-wave reception among the amateurs will call for a much shorter antenna.
The best length of antenna depends on local conditions and on
the type of receiver being employed. The following list gives
lengths that arc generally satisfactory. These lengths arc the sum
of the horizontal portion of the antenna, the lead-in to the receiver,
and the ground connection from the receiver.
For receivers having six or more tubes
40 to 50 feet
For five tube, tuned radio frequency sets 60 to 75 feet
For four tube sets with one radio stage
80 to 100 feet
For three tube regenerative receivers.... 100 to 120 feet
For one tube sets, crystal sets, etc
100 to 150 feet

ANTENNA, INDOOR TYPE.-An indoor antenna consists

of twenty feet to one hundred feet of wire attached to the antenna
terminal of a receiver and strung either in a straight line in the interior of a building or carried on various supports in various directions through the rooms of a building. This wire may be covered
with insulation or it may be bare and supported on objects which
are in themselves insulators.
An indoor antenna may be placed in a long room such as an attic
with the use of the same insulators and supports employed in outdoor antenna construction. At the other extreme of construction
we find a piece of wire laid along the picture moulding in one or
more rooms with no extra precautions as to insulation. Either type
will work but the more careful the construction the better will be the

results.
An indoor antenna will not deliver as strong imputsi.s to the receiver as

would be delivered by an outdoor antenna of the same size but if the receiver
has sufficient amplification the results may be surprisingly good. A receiver

ANTENNA, INDUCTANCE OF
with one stage of radio and two of audio frequency amplification operated
with an indoor antenna will deliver loud speaker volume from stations two
hundred miles away under favorable conditions. With two stages of radio
frequency amplification this distance range will extend to about five hundred
An indoor antenna increases selectivity and reduces the effects of static
and interference in general,
miles.

ANTENNA, INDUCTANCE OF.-See Antenna, Capacity

and Inductance of.

ANTENNA, INSULATORS FOR.-The end of an antenna

farthest from the receiver should be supported with an insulator
made especially for this purpose. Good insulators are made of porcelain, glass, or of high grade moulded insulating materials. Glass
is excellent but well glazed porcelain is probably as good as glass
as long as the glaze is not chipped or cracked.
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1.-Installation of Antenna Insulators.

Glass and Porcelain Insulators

Composition Insulators

Si0/761 Off Insulator

Fin. 2.-Types of Antenna Insulators.

The far end of the antenna should be fitted with one or two of

these insulators as in Fig. 1. To the far end of the insulator should
Ire attached at least five to ten feet of strong galvanized wire or any
other strong wire. This is used for making the mechanical connection to whatever post or other support is used.

If it is necessary that the antenna turn any corners it should be held well
tmay from walls or posts by using stand-off insulators as in Fig. 2. A stand-off
nisulator consists of a piece of glass or porcelain that holds the antenna Wire
and Is itself bekl by a metal rod or flange that may be fastened to the wall.
post or roof edge around which the antenna turns the corner. There should
be at least two inches of insulating surface between the antenna wire and the
Learest part of the metal support.

ANTENNA, LEAD-IN
Many stand-off insulators arc made with a porcelain bushing, that is, a
piece of porcelain with a hole through it, which is held in an eye formed on
the metal bolt or screw. These are not as good as the form which provides a
greater length of insulating surface between the antenna and the metal support.

ANTENNA, LEAD-IN FOR.-The lead-in includes all antenna circuit connections starting from the horizontal part of the antenna, running down into the building and to the receiving set. If
there is anything more generally neglected than the antenna itself
it is the lead-in. Too many radio enthusiasts seem to think that the
chief purpose of the lead-in is to provide a final disposition for any
scrap wire lying around the premises.

The first rule for the lead-in is to make it short. A lead-in, like
an antenna, has inductance, capacity and resistance, but the inductance and capacity of the lead-in cannot he used to such good advantage as when in the antenna itself. To take an extreme case,
a lead-in one hundred feet high used with an antenna only thirty
feet long would have three times the inductance and capacity of the

Antenna Lead-in Carried Through Tube.

antenna itself, but if the lead-in for this thirty-foot antenna were
reduced to forty feet its inductance and capacity would be only
about twenty per cent more than that of the antenna.
The lead-in is a part of the antenna circuit and within practical
limits the lead-in should be kept away from everything. This does

not mean that an entire pane of glass should be removed from a
window to provide an opening into the building but it does mean
to use stand-off insulators wherever they are required. Because

insulated wire is used for a lead-in does not mean it may be dropped
over the edge of a roof without any protection. There is no objec-

tion to using insulated wire for the lead-in if the wire is properly
supported, but neither is there any advantage.

The lead-in wire from the antenna should be supported by in-

sulators so that it is at least two or three inches away from all walls,
ceilings, mouldings, etc., in the room through which it passes on the
way to the receiver.
Sometimes the lead-in is connected near the center of the antenna rather than at one end. Then the effective length of the antenna is equal to about half its actual physical length or half that

ANTENNA, LIGHT AND POWER CIRCUIT
of an antenna of the same length in feet but having the lead-in at
one end. Where the lead-in enters the building it should run
through a porcelain or glass insulator. Such an insulator may be
passed through a nine -sixteenths inch to three-quarter inch hole
bored in the window frame.

The outer end of the lead-in wire should be scraped perfectly
clean and a secure mechanical joint made between it and the end
of the antenna wire, which also has been thoroughly cleaned of all
insulation or oxide. This joint should then be thoroughly soldered.
If it is impossible to solder the joint, wrap it tightly with tin foil,
then cover the foil with a layer of rubber tape followed by a layer
of friction or insulating tape. If rubber tape is not available use
two layers of friction tape and cover the outside with a heavy coating of shellac.

If the lead-in wire enters a wall or window through a porcelain
tube insulator, drill the hole for the insulator at a slant so that the
outdoor end will tilt downward, thus preventing entrance of rain
into the building.
In case it is objectionable to bore holes in window frames it will

be best to open a window from the top, pass the bushing through
this opening and push the window up against the bushing to hold
it. If this lets in too much air, tit a piece of wood into the remaining part of the opening.

Various kinds of special lead-ins may be purchased, Some of the consist
of a flat ribbon of copper encased in a covering of insulating fabric. Such a
device may be laid over the window sill and the window closed tightly on it.
Thy danger in this construction comes from the fact that the insulating covering may be broken through so that water from rain or snow will ground the
antenna, which means weak signals or no signals in the receiver.
Never use a lead-in device in the ends of which wires are held by spring clips
or similar devices. All such joints will corrode in wet weather and this means
that beyond such a point the antenna might just about as well be disconnected. Every joint from the farthest end of the antenna to the binding post
in the receiver must either be soldered or else solidly bolted and well shellacked

to keep water from the joint.
After the lead-in has entered the building it will have to be carried along
walls, base -boards or mouldings until it reaches the receiver. This inside part
nould be made of well insulated stranded copper wire. From the standpoint
°I appearance a silk covered wire is best, although any other insulated wire
will be as good from the standpoint of radio reception. As a final precaution,
bring the lead-in from the building entrance to the receiving set in the
straightest line possible, in a line with the fewest possible turns.

ANTENNA, LIGHT AND POWER CIRCUIT FOR.-

l'he wiring of the light and power circuits of any public service
company may be made to act as a fair antenna. Of course, it
would not do to connect such wires directly to the antenna post of
a receiver but by placing a fixed condenser between the light or

Dower wires and a wire leading to the antenna post of the receiver,
the radio impulses which are always

present in such wires are carThe principle of such

ried into the receiver without interruption.
a device is shown in the illustration.

ANTENNA. LOCATION
Special forms of connectors which screw into an electric light socket may be
purchased. These devices have one or more terminals from which wires may
be run to the receiver. It will be realized that two sides of a circuit from the
power or light lines enter any lamp socket. On one side the circuit is completed through a switch often incorporated in the lamp socket. The other
side of the circuit is completed through the socket by a direct metallic connection at all times.
The antenna device which is screwed into the socket is provided with capacity coupling through one or more fixed condensers leading to both sides of
the power circuit. There are usually two terminals, one for each side of
the circuit, Better results will be obtained when the connection is made to the

side of the circuit which does not run through the switch. NVhich of the
terminals connects to this side may be determined by trying each of them;
the one that works better being used inrmanently.
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ANTENNA, LOCATION OF.-Among the first things to
consider about the antenna is location. To begin with it is better
to run an antenna out over the earth, with nothing between the wire
and the earth except air. An antenna on a roof may be very good
but it cannot be as good as one that does not have a building underneath it.
It is often said that an antenna should not run over or under

any kind of electric wires and should not be attached to any pole
which carries other wires. There are two excellent reasons for these
rules. First, it is dangerous and should these wires come in contact
with the antenna through breakage of either it is more than prob-

able that at. least a part of the receiver will be destroyed and the
final result may be a dangerous fire.

ANTENNA, LOOP TYPE
The second reason is that in many cases reception may be practically spoiled with an antenna in such a location. -An antenna is
nothing more than a big condenser with its wire for one plate and
the earth for the other. If other wires carrying strong electric
charges arc between or near the "plates" of this big condenser it
will receive signals from these other wires as well as from broadcasting stations. This applies even to guy wires on poles.
There arc laws in many localities which forbid the placing of any wire
above a public highway, and, in the cities at least, alleys are considered as
public highways. The farther the antenna wire is kept from everything else
nn its way to the receiver the better will be the reception. The closer the
antenna comes to wooden posts, brick walls, tin roofs, gutter spouts, fences,
or trees, the worse it will bc.

ANTENNA, LOOP TYPE.-See Loop.
ANTENNA, MULTIPLE LINE.-It is sometimes a question whether to put up a single wire for an antenna or to put up

two or more parallel wires. The two -wire antenna of given length
will bring in stronger signals than a single wire of the same length
but nowhere near twice as strong. A three -wire antenna will bring
in more signal strength than a two -wire antenna but it will not bring
anything like half as much again.

Multiple Wire Antennas.

If a two -wire antenna is erected, the wires should he about. two
11 their distance apart is less than two feet it would
he almost as well to use one wire. On the other hand there is very
little gain by making the spacing much more than two feet. With
two or more parallel wires, connect them together at both ends and
attach the lead-in as shown in the illustration.
feet apart.

The wires in two -wire or three -wire antennas are separated from each other
by spreaders which may be of hard wood pieces about one inch square. The

.antenna wires may be passed through holes drilled in these spreaders with a
half turn of wire taken around the spreader to prevent the wire from slipping.
A better method of fastening is to use separate short lengths of wire passed
through the holes in the spreaders and twisted around the long straight lengths
lit the main antenna wires.
All of the wires in a multiple wire antenna must be of the same length and
tyt7 must he securely fastened so that none of them will sag. The lead-in
v!re may be attached to the antenna wires either at one end or in the center
C4 the antenna, both constructions being shown.

ANTENNA, MULTIPLE RECEIVER CONNECTION

ANTENNA, MULTIPLE RECEIVER CONNECTION

TO.-A single outdoor antenna may be used as a source of signal
energy for two or more receivers with circuits arranged to allow
each receiver to select any desired station regardless of the stations
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Connectios fur Operating Several Receivers from One Antenna.

ANTENNA, OPEN

tuned in by others using the same antenna. The connections are
shown in the diagram.
Between the antenna and the ground is a variable high resistance

and across this resistance is placed the grid circuit of a common
coupling tube. The plate circuit of this coupling tube passes through
any number of primary windings in radio frequency coupling coils
of the separate receivers. The common plate circuit carries all signal frequencies reaching the antenna.
Each receiver uses the coupling coil as the primary winding of a
radio frequency transformer in the first tuned circuit of the receiver.
The balance of the receiver may consist of any combination of radio
frequency amplifying stages, detector, and audio frequency amplifying stages.

Near each receiver is placed a double -pole, single -throw switch
which is arranged to close the filament circuits or A -battery circuit
of the receiver at the same time it closes an auxiliary circuit which
lights the filament of the common coupling tube through a relay.
The coupling tube has its own filament battery which is connected
to the contacts of a relay. The relay is connected to each of the
double -pole switches at the receivers in the manner shown. Closing

the switch at any receiver will light the tube filaments in the receiver and at the same time will energize the relay magnet so that
the common coupling tube is placed in operation. The coupling
tube will remain lighted as long as any receiver switch remains
closed and will go out when the last receiver switch is opened.
While this arrangement allows simultaneous reception from one
antenna at various frequencies, it greatly reduces the strength of

in comparison with that received from the same antenna
without the coupling tube in use. A great portion of the energy
collected is allowed to leak away to ground through the resistance.
If the resistance is made excessively high in an attempt to avoid
this loss, the receivers connected to the circuit will become unstable
and will have a noticeable tendency to pick up and amplify all
kinds of interference, even that from power supply units which
signal

would be unnoticed ordinarily.

Reception from local and nearby stations is satisfactory with
There is an advantage in the fact that
the effect of static disturbances is greatly reduced below their
this scheme of coupling.

normal strength, the reduction of static being considerably greater
than the reduction of signal so that the signal -static ratio is improved. The same method of antenna coupling is used in single
control receivers to prevent the antenna inductance and capacity
from affecting the first tuned circuit.

ANTENNA, OPEN.-A capacity type of antenna or an an-

tenna consisting of one or more elevated wires and a ground between which is connected the receiver.

ANTENNA, RESISTANCE OF.-See Resistance,

Antenna.

ANTENNA, RESONANCE WAVE COIL

ANTENNA, RESONANCE WAVE COIL TYPE.-A

fairly efficient antenna may be made by winding a large number
of turns of small wire on a tube about three inches in diameter.
One end of this coil is connected to ground as shown and the other
end is left free. Two or three turns of wire should be placed around

Resonance Wave Coil for Antenna.

this resonance coil and the ends of these turns connected to the input of a receiver. Signals from considerable distance may be received with this arrangement, which acts as a combination of antenna and loop.

ANTENNA, SERIES -PARALLEL SWITCH FOR.-In

the diagram are shown the connections for a series -parallel switch
by means of which a fixed or a variable condenser may be placed
in series with the antenna, in parallel with the antenna, or cut out
Direct ground
cwoni citie45t

Condenser

in Parallel

Antenna
Condenser

Wiz% switch picnics -

straight across,
condenser is in

aeries

Scrim; -Parallel Switch for Antenna Condenser.

of the antenna circuit entirely. Placing the condenser in series with
the antenna allows the receiver to be tuned to shorter wavelengths
than normally possible, while placing the condenser in parallel with
the antenna allows the receiver to be tuned to longer wavelengths
than normally. With the condenser out of the circuit the normal
range of the receiver is obtained. See also Switch, Series -Parallel.

ANTENNA, TUNED

ANTENNA, TUNED.-An antenna may be tuned by placing
a large capacity variable condenser in series with the lead-in or in
series with the antenna circuit inside the receiver. Such a series
condenser should have a capacity of .001 microfarad. The connections are shown in Fig. I. Even with this large capacity condenser
it may be found difficult to tune an antenna of ordinary size over
the entire band of broadcasting frequencies now in use.
A better method of tuning the antenna is with a variometer in
series with the antenna circuit. This makes the antenna act as a
fixed capacity while the variometer acts as a variable inductance
with which the antenna circuit may be tuned to resonance at any
desired frequency. The capacity of the antenna will generally be
too great to allow the entire inductance range of an ordinary variometer to be used in tuning over the broadcast frequency band. The
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entire broadcast band will be covered by using only a part of the
variometer's total change of inductance and only a part of the tuning dial scale will be employed. In such a case the capacity of the
antenna system may be reduced by inserting a variable series condenser as shown in Fig. 2. This condenser may be adjusted
such
a value that the variometer will tune to resonance over thetoentire
range of frequencies to be received and use all of its tuning
dial.
This method provides great distance getting
ability
together
with
satisfactory selectivity. The construction using this plan is shown
under Receiver, Tuned Radio Frequency.

When the antenna circuit is tuned to the
same frequency as that to which
tlar grid circuit
of the first tube is tuned it will be found that a moderate
dente of coupling
between the antenna circuit and the grid circuit of the first
Why places
a heavy load on the grid circuit of this tube. In order for the
first tube to oscillate it must develop power enough
to set the entire antenna
circuit into oscillation.
This requires more power than is generally available.
Cons.equently,
while a tuned antenna circuit
r-,Ixinsive to the tuned frequency and will bringwill make the antenna more
more powerful signals into
receiver. the additional load of the antenna circuit
prevents the first tube

ANTENNA, UNDERGROUND
from oscillating readily at the tuned frequency. Of course, even with the
antenna tuned, the first tube will oscillate provided the coupling between its
grid circuit and the antenna circuit is made very loose. A loosely coupled
tuned antenna places very little load on the grid circuit of the first tube and
oscillation is comparatively easy.

ANTENNA, UNDERGROUND.-Because of the fact that

radio waves penetrate for a little depth into the earth it is possible
to use a buried wire as an antenna in place of the usual elevated
wire type. An underground antenna has a better signal to static
ratio and is more selective than the elevated type. The buried wire
also has a more pronounced directional effect. To offset these advantages the signal strength with the underground antenna is only
a fraction of the strength with the usual constructions and it is necessary to use at least two tubes to obtain headphone reception.
The wire should be of copper, number 14 gauge or larger. It must be well
insulated with rubber covering. To obtain satisfactory life and length of
service from a buried antenna the wire should have live rubber covering about
one -quarter inch thick. For broadcast reception the buried portion of the
antenna should be about seventy-five feet long and may be buried from six
inches to two feet deep. The more moist the earth the better will be the
results with this method of reception.

ANTENNA, WAVELENGTH OF.-See Antenna, Fundamental Frequency of.

ANTENNA, WIRE FOR.-For antenna wire first choice is
stranded enameled copper or phosphor bronze. The second choice
is a solid wire, enamel covered. The third and fourth choices would
be bare stranded wire, then bare solid wire. Iron or steel wire do

not enter into radio construction. To this last statement there is a
possible exception in that steel -cored copper wire would form a satis-

factory antenna and would have greater mechanical strength than
a wire of solid copper or bronze. Antenna wire should be of number
14 or number 12 gauge.
Radio impulses in the antenna travel almost wholly on the sur-

face of the wire and the inside of the wire might just. as well be
hollow, in fact it would be better if it were hollow.

The great majority of antennas are found covered with corrosion. This
corrosion is formed by the combination of oxygen in the air with the copper
of the wire and, unlike a covering of enamel or other properly applied insulation, the corrosion becomes a part of the wire itself, in other words the
outside of the antenna is no longer copper but is copper oxide.
Copper is the best of all conductors for radio impulses but copper oxide is
very poor. Since radio impu6es travel on the surface of the wire, if this
surface is composed of the high resistance copper oxide such an antenna has
lost much of its effectiveness as a conductor of signals.

ANTI -CAPACITY SWITCH.-See Switch, Anti -Capacity

TYPe.'

ANTINODE.-A point in a wave which is half way between

two adjacent peaks or half way between two points of maximum
amplitude. See Node.

ANTI-RESONANCE.-Another name for parallel resonance.

See Resonance, Parallel.

APERIODIC

APERIODIC.-Not resonant at any particular frequency; untuned. Various coils and windings in radio receivers are said to be

aperiodic when they are not tuned to the frequency being received
l>ut are allowed to act in a non -resonant state. See Resonance.

A -POWER SUPPLY UNIT.-See Charger; Battery, Trickle

Type; also Power Unit, Filament Current Types of.

ARGON BULB RECTIFIER.-See Charger, Battery, Bulb

Type.

ARITHMETICAL.-Pertaining to arithmetic. Arithmetical
progression is the relation between a series of numbers or values in
which the difference between any consecutive two is the same as
the difference between any other consecutive two numbers or values.
ARMSTRONG RECEIVER.-A regenerative receiver.

Sec

Receiver, Regenerative.

ARRESTER, LIGHTNING.-A radio antenna has no more
tendency to attract lightning than is found in other metal parts
such as eaves troughs, rain spouts, wire clothes lines, etc. Should
lightning strike an antenna directly no antenna construction and
/Induct, ve
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1.-Connection of Lightning Arrester
to Antenna and Ground.

2.-Effect of Inductance
and Capacity in a Lightning
Arrester.

no form of lightning arrester would stand the great strain. During
atmospheric storms a certain amount of electrical charge will collect
um the antenna. There is also some charge collected during rain
storms and snow storms. Such charges, if not too large, may leak
off gradually over the connections and supports of the antenna.
I hey will also discharge through the receiver, causing static noises.
All receiver installations should have some form of lightning ar-

rester placed as shown in Fig. 1 between the antenna or lead-in and
the ground wire. An electrical charge of such volume as to damage
coils, condensers and other parts in the receiver will jump across
the small gap in the lightning arrester and pass harmlessly to ground.
A lightning; arrester consists of two points or electrodes supported
little distance from each other and placed between the antenna
and ground with one point connected to the antenna and the other
.

II) the ground. The points are placed such a distance apart that

ARRESTER, LIGHTNING
500

volts or more will jump through the air or vacuum from the

point connected to the antenna to the point connected to the ground.
The purpose of a lightning arrester is to protect the parts of the receiving set.
Certain requirements for the construction and action of lightning arresters
have been laid down in the National Electric Code, Following is a summary:

The spark gap may be located in a vacuum, in a gas -filled tube, or in air.
Electrodes in air shall be of brass, phosphor bronze, carbon or some other
non -corroding material. If in a vacuum or gas -filled tube the electrodes may

be of any conducting material. There must be a dust -proof enclosure for the
gap and if the arrester is to be placed out of doors this enclosure must also
be weather-proof. Any lightning arrester must allow an arc to form and a
discharge to pass between the electrodes when an alternating voltage of 500
or more volts is applied.
The foregoing requirements are specified from the standpoint of protection
from electrical discharges but it is also necessary to consider lightning arresters
from the standpoint of radio reception As with anything else pertaining to
radio the lightning arrester has resistance, capacity and inductance. Too low
a resistance bypasses the signals around the receiver and to ground. The

capacity of a lightning arrester is in parallel with the capacity of an antenna
and is added to the antenna capacity. Any inductance in the arrester is in
series with the antenna. This is shown in Fig. 2. Both the capacity and
inductance of the arrester will raise the natural wavelength or lower the
natural frequency to which the antenna responds.
Fire Underwriters' rules require a lightning arrester in each radio installation.

A lightning arrester approved by the Fire Underwriters is satisfactory from
the fire prevention standpoint but may be unsatisfactory in its effect on radio
signals. The resistance of an arrester should he as high as possible to avoid
bypassing signals around the receiver. The capacity and inductance should
be as small as possible to avoid affecting the tuning and operation of the
receiver. The installation of a lightning arrester betsycer antenna and ground
reduces the voltage through the receiver and reduces the signal strength. This
cannot be avoided unlestt the receiver has a tuned antenna circuit. With a
tuned antenna a lightning arrester has comparatively little effect on signal
strength.

Many types of construction are found in lightning arresters.
Some are built with carbon electrodes separated by a thin sheet of
mica. Unless well protected there is danger that dirt or moisture
will short circuit this type. Many arresters are built with brass or
copper electrodes sealed into a tube for protection. Since an arc over must occur at 500 volts there can be only small separation between these electrodes. Another type of arrester has its electrodes
sealed into a vacuum tube. Here it is possible to use a greater gap
because the vacuum reduces the resistance. This type is satisfactory
as long as the enclosing tube remains tight and does not admit air
or moisture.

The electrostatic capacity of lightning arresters varies between
The addition of thirty-five

five and thirty-five micro-microfarads.
micro-microfarads

to the antenna capacity may have a decided

effect on tuning. Lightning arresters having carbon electrodes separated by sheet mica generally have high capacity because the carbon electrodes are very close together.
See also Rules, Underwriters' and Ground, Receiver.

ASSEMBLY, ORDER OF

ASSEMBLY, ORDER OF.-See Construction, Receiver.

ATMOSPHERICS.-A name given

to

static disturbances

affecting radio reception. See Static.

ATTACHMENT, PHONOGRAPH.-See Adapter, Phono-

t;raph; also Amplifier, Phonograph Type.

ATTENUATION.-The decrease in strength of radio signals
which is due to absorption of the energy from the waves as they
travel through space and strike various objects in their path. Attenuation increases as the distance from the transmitter increases.
The amount of attenuation depends greatly on the character of the
land over which the waves travel. See Radiation.

AUDIBILITY. -Audibility is a measure of the strength of a

signal as it. affects the ear of a listener. Degrees of audibility are
generally specified according to the number of times a signal is
louder and clearer than when it is just recognizable. Degrees of
audibility range from faint, through weak, fair, moderately strong,
strong, good, very good and finally reach extremely strong audibility.

A signal may be audible to a strong degree, yet may be

hardly recognizable because of interference, fading, static, etc.

AUDIO FREQUENCY.-See Frequency, Audio.

AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER.-See

Amplifier,

Audio Frequency.

AUDIO FREQUENCY CHOKE COIL.-See Coil, Choke.

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.-See Trans-

former, Audio Frequency.

AUDION.-A name sometimes applied to a three -electrode

vacuum tube.

See Tube.

AURORA BOREALIS.-A visible effect of atmospheric electricity playing in the sky. Static disturbances are usually quite
hail during the time of an aurora.

AUTODYNE FREQUENCY METER.-See Meter, Fre-

quency.

AUTODYNE RECEPTION.-See Receiver, Superheterodyne.

AUTOFORMER, COUPLING WITH.-See

Amplifier,

Audio Frequency, Impedance (Step -Up Type).

AUTO-TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer, Auto-.
AVERAGE VALUES.-See Value, Average and Effective.
A. W. G.-An abbreviation for American Wire Gauge.

B

B. b.-Symbols for magnetic induction. Susceptance in mhos.

BACK COUPLING.-See Feedback.
BACK VOLTAGE.-See Electromotive Force.
BAKELITE.-See Phenol Compounds; also Resistance, Insulation.

BALANCED ARMATURE SPEAKER.-See

Speaker,

Loud.

BALANCED CIRCUIT.-See Balancing.
BALANCING.-Between the internal parts of a vacuum tube
there are capacities due to the fact that the parts are of metal, a
conductor, and they are separated by the vacuum as a dielectric.
These internal capacities are explained under Tube, Capacities, In.
ternal. The capacity between tube elements which are parts of the plate circuit
and elements which are parts of the grid

circuit within a single tube is the cause
Tu e

Grid
C//Cu/

Plate lw
Circus

of considerable trouble. This trouble
arises from the feedback of energy from
the plate circuit to the grid circuit of the

tube, the feedback producing regenera-

FIG. 1.-Internal Capacity of tion and oscillation if allowed to conTube Requiring Balancing. tinue. This capacity effect is inherent in

the design of vacuum tubes and exists in all of them to some extent.
Since the amount of internal tube capacity is fixed by the design
of the tube it cannot be changed after the tube is in operation. This
capacity acts like any other capacity or condenser. Its reactance,

or opposition to flow of alternating currents through it, becomes
less and less as the frequency increases. Therefore, the feedback
is greater at high frequencies or low wavelengths. The tube ca-

pacity is represented in Fig. 1.
The object of balancing is to provide a second feedback between
various other external circuits through connections outside the tube.
This second feedback is arranged so that energy passing through
it is equal in amount to the tube feedback
but is opposite in phase
or polarity. The effect of the tube feedback is then exactly balanced
by the external feedback. The result of combining the two feedbacks is to destroy the effect of both so that regeneration and oscillation are prevented.
The balancing feedback is primarily designed
for the internal feedback through the tube. to compensate only
As described under
Oscillation there are many other
causes of feedback of energy from
plate circuit to grid circuit. These other causes are not properly
within the province of the balancing
scheme although excessive ba -

BALANCING

ancing capacity is often employed in an effort to overcome all kinds
of feedbacks.

The principle of the balance of energies may be understood from

Fig. 2. The feedback through the tube is represented at the upper
left. The external balancing feedback is shown at the lower left.

It will be seen that rises and falls of voltage are opposite in the two
feedbacks. The combined energies which reach the grid circuit are

;
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3.-Neutrodyne Method of Balancing.

shown at the upper right of Fig. 2. At every point the positive and
negative alternations are equal and opposite, consequently they destroy each other and leave a zero feedback.
Neutrodyne Balancing.-One of the first popular balanced
circuits to come into common use was the Neutrodyne. Its principle
is shown in Fig. 3. The feedback through the internal capacity of
the tube takes place in the manner already mentioned. The exter-

BALANCING
balancing condenser
nal balancing feedback is secured through a
connected from the grid of the tube to be balanced to a tap in the
secondary winding of the following radio frequency transformer.
The tap is near the filament end of the secondary winding and voltages taken from this point arc opposite in phase to those in the first
grid circuit.
Kith the inductance of the part of the secondary below the tap
equal to the inductance of the primary winding in the same transformer, the energy fed back will equal the energy passing back
through the tube capacity when the balancing capacity is equal to
he tube capacity. Less inductance in the tapped portion of the
winding requires greater capacity in the balancing condenser to
equalize the two feedbacks. A greater inductance in the tapped

Bak/mins
Condenser B

Salen.ce
Wintfifis9

Secotniery

Primary
1111111111

Fit:. 4.-Roberts Circuit for Bat:int-inv..

.winding allows the use of less capacity in the balancing condenser.

Receiver, Nentrodyne; also Receiver, Browning -Drake.
Roberts Method. ---The balancing method used in the Roberts
receiver is shown in Fig. 4. Here the balancing energy is secured
from a special winding in the following radio frequency transformer.
This balance winding is of the same inductance as the primary but
is wound in the opposite direction so that voltages taken from it
See

are of opposite phase to the voltages passing back from the primary

through the plate into the grid circuit by way of the tube capacity.
The balancing condenser is adjusted so that it allows enough feedback to just compensate for the internal feedback of the tube. See
Receiver, Roberts.
Rice Method.-The Rice method of balancing is shown in

S. The winding in the grid circuit of the tube to be balanced IS

BALANCING

tapped at its center. The tuning condenser extends across the entire winding.

The upper end of the winding is connected to the

grid in the usual way. The tap forms the grid return to the filament
circuit. The lower end of the winding is connected through a balancing condenser with the plate of the tube being balanced.
Voltages fed back through the internal capacity of the tube from
plate to grid enter the secondary winding at its upper end and pass
down to the tap and return to the filament. Voltages fed back
through the balancing condenser enter the secondary winding at
the bottom and pass up to the tap and to the filament. The two
voltages are made equal by adjustment of the balancing condenser
to match the tube capacity. Since the two halves of the secondary
winding are in opposition the two voltages entering it balance each
other and any tendency to oscillation is destroyed. See Receiver,
Rice Control.

g CoriekoserFiG. 5.-Rice Method of Balancing.

Balancing Adjustments.-Adjustment of the capacity of a balancing condenser is made according to the same general rules for
all circuits using this principle of control. The balancing condenser's
capacity is proportional to the internal capacity of the tube. There- fore, changing the tube in a balanced circuit will generally call for
readjustment of the balancing condenser since it is very seldom
that two tubes are found to have exactly the same internal capacity.
With all circuit connections properly made and with the balancing condenser set at about one-half its total capacity a signal from
some station is tuned in with maximum possible volume. The
station selected should be near enough to allow a strong signal to be
received but should not be so close that its energy is picked up by
the various parts and wires in the receiver. All of the signal should
come in over the antenna, not through the coils and connections of
the set.
The filament of the tube to be balanced is turned out by turning

ill its rheostat, by removing the filament control resistor or by dis-

BALANCING

connecting a wire from one of the filament terminals. No other
changes arc made, no other tubes are turned out, and the tuning
controls are left unchanged. The signal from the station previously
tuned in will still he heard with fair volume because of the energy
that passes through the internal capacity of the tube.
The balancing condenser is then carefully adjusted so that the
volume of the signal is at a minimum or until the signal disappears
completely. This indicates that there is a balance between internal
and external feedback capacities.
the tube is removed from its socket the signal volume will increase because only the capacity of the balancing condenser remains
and it is not compensated for by the capacity of the tube which
has been removed from the circuit. If another tube is substituted
for the one removed the signal may again reappear because of the
changed capacity in the new tube.
The foregoing procedure of balancing should he carried out first
on a low frequency or high wavelength station, then on a high frequency or low wavelength station. If it requires a considerable
change of capacity in the balancing condenser to make the two ad-

justments at different frequencies the adjustment should he left
about midway between the two points or slightly nearer the point
used for the high frequency station.

When a change is necessary in the balancing adjustment for any change in
received frequency it indicates that there arc considerable feedbacks through
stray capacities and through electromagnetic couplings in the receiver. The
more of thmze that can be eliminated the nearer the two adjustments of the
balancing condenser will come together. The change of adjustment required
is caused by the balancing capacity attempting to compensate for these other
feedbacks as well as for the feedback through the tube.
With the balancing condenser adjusted according to the directions given it
should remain unchanged while the receiver is operated. An adjustment
should be used that prevents oscillation at all frequencies or wavelengths to
be received.

Balancing may be performed without listening to broadcasting stations by
the use of methods explained under Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.
Regeneration may be brought about and may he increased until it passes
into oscillation by using the balancing condenser as a regeneration control.
As a rule the balancing condensers
are placed inside the receiver cabinet and
out of reach of the operator. If the condenser is to be used for regeneration

control it should be placed on the panel with a dial or knob on the outside
See Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

Bridge Circuits.-All circuits in which the internal capacity of
a tube is balanced by an external capacity may be classed as bridge
circuits. This is because of their resemblance to a Wheatstone bridge
or 'Wheatstone balance such as used in laboratory work for measurine
capacities, inductances and resistances. The principle of the Wheatstone bridge is shown in Fig. 6.
Four resistances, :1, B, C and D, are connected to form the four
sides of a parallelogram. A meter is connected from a point between :1 and B to a point between C and D. A source of voltage is
connected to the two remaining corners of the parallelogram. Cur-

BALANCING

rent from the source will flow through A and B as one side of a
parallel circuit and through C and D as the other side, dividing
between these two paths according to their resistances.

If the ratio of resistance in the arms is k/B-C/D or /1/C -B/D
the voltage drops will be such that the voltage at the upper connection to the meter is the same as the voltage to the lower connection. Since the voltages are equal at the two ends of the meter circuit there will be no flow of current through the meter or through
any other conductor put in the meter's place.
The arms of the bridge may be composed of resistances as shown
in Fig. 6 or of capacities or inductances. The two arms forming
one ratio must be both resistances. both inductances or both capacities. These things must not he mixed up in a single ratio because,
for example, the expression would be impossible to solve with a
ratio calling for inductance to be divided by capacity. This is an
important point in the design of bridge circuits.
Tube

6.-Balancing Principle of
the Wheatstone Bridge,

Fu:. 7.-Position of Tube Capacity in
a Bridge Circuit for Balancing.

In a radio circuit to be balanced it is desired that no feedback
currents or voltages enter the grid circuit of the tube unless they
are balanced out by other voltages. In building up a bridge arrangement the coil and condenser of the grid circuit may be put in
place of the meter of Fig. 6 so that. the bridge appears as in Fig. 7.
Here the four arms are composed of capacities. Three of the capacities are formed by condensers and the fourth is formed by the
capacity between plate and grid of a tube.
One arm of any bridge circuit must always be the plate to grid
capacity of the tube. The two ends of the grid circuit will be at
the top and at the bottom of the parallelogram as in Fig. 7. It is
not necessary that both the coil and the condenser of the grid cir-

cuit he put in the center of the bridge as in Fig. 7 but they both
must be connected between top and bottom of the bridge. The coil
alone
may be in the center with the condenser in the bridge arms or
the condenser alone may be in the center with the coil in the arms.
Fig. 8 shows the circuit diagram of the Isofarad circuit and Fig. 0 shows this
circuit rearranged

as a bridge. The two tuning condensers a and C ate moved

BALANCING
together on a single shaft. The balancing condenser is shown at D. The coil
in the grid circuit runs from top to bottom of the bridge. The four arms are
formed by the two tuning conderners, the balancing condenser and the tul-w
capacity. With the capacities in the arms adjusted to conform to the proportion A ./C - 1) the bridge is balanced
The Neutrodyne circuit of Fig. 3 and the Roberts circuit of Fig. 4 arc both
represented by the bridge circuit of Fig. 10. For the Neutrodyne, arm A of
the bridge is formed by the balancing condenser, arm B is formed by the tube

capacity, arm C by the portion of the secondary of the transformer which is

s.-The lsofarad Me hod
of Balancing.

0. ---The Isolarad Balanced

Circuit in Bridge Form.

below the tap, and arm I) by the primary winding of the transformer. With
the arms adjusted to the proportion A/B=C/D the bridge is balanced and so

is the receiver circuit.
For the Roberts circuit, arm .1 is formed by the balancing condenser, arm

11 by the tube capacity, arm C by the balance winding, and arm D by the

1111111111

10.-The Neutrodyne Balanced
Circuit in Bridge Form.
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1.-The Rice Balanced
Circuit in Bridge Form.

FR:.

primary winding of the transformer. The bridge is balanced when the arms

are adjusted to the proportion .4/B=C/D.
The Rice circuit of Fig. S is shown in bridge form by Fig. II. Arm A is
formed by the upper half of the secondary winding, arm B is formed by the

tube internal capacity, arm C by the lower half of the secondary winding, and
arm I) by the balancing condenser. When the four arms arc adjusted to the
proportion A/C:=41,,D the bridge is balanced and the two feedbacks compensate fur each other.
It will be noticed that in all the proportions used for balancing the bridge,

of Figs. 0 to 11 each ratio is composed either of two capacities or of two

BALANCING CONDENSER
This rule is followed because a capacity and inductance will not
balance each other at all frequencies although they might be made to balance
for some one frequency. IVith increase of frequency the reactance of a
capacity grows less while the reactance of an inductance grows greater.
One arm of the bridge must always be the tube capacity. Consequently at
least one other arm must always be a capacity, The two remaining arms both
iaductances.

may be

capacities or both be inductances but must not be made up of

mired capacities and inductances in the two arms forming one ratio.

BALANCING CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Balancing.
BALLAST COIL.-See Coil, Balks!.
BALLAST TUBE.-See Tube, Ballast Type.

BAND, WAVE.-A series of radio frequencies or wavelengths
set aside as one of the channels for transmission from broadcasting
stations, government stations, amateur stations, or others engaged
in sending out radio signals.
In the broadcasting field, wave bands are made ten kilocycles
"wide." As an example one wave band extends from 795 kilocycles
to 805 kilocycles. A transmitter using this wave band would send

out a carrier wave at 800 kilocycles.

Modulation of this carrier
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Relation of Wave Bands to Each Other.

wave would cause the side bands to extend five kilocycles on each
side of the carrier, thus using the entire wave band of ten kilocycles
from 795 kilocycles to 805 kilocycles.
Wave bands are not necessarily ten kilocycles wide, either a greater or less

idth may be used, for instance a wave band for broadcasting on 800 kilocycles might be made twenty kilocycles in width, from 790 kilocycles to 810
kilocycles. This would give a greater separation and less danger of interference between transmitters operating in adjacent wave bands or on adjacent
assigned wavelengths.
See also

Broadrastins: and Channels, Radio.

BAND FILTER.-See Filter, Band Exclusion and Band Pass.
BANK -WOUND COIL.-See Coil, Bank Wound.
BASE, TUBE.-See Tube, Bases of.
BASKET -WOUND COIL.-See Coil, Basket Wound.
BASS WOOD.-See Wood.
B-BATTERY.-See Battery, B-.
B -BATTERY POWER UNIT.-See Power Unit, Plate Volt-

age Types.

BATTERY, A -.-The A -battery is the battery which provides

a source of current for the filaments of the vacuum tubes used in a
receiver.
It is sometimes called the filament battery. A -batteries

BATTERY, B -

may be of either the storage battery or dry cell type. Storage
A -batteries are often called wet batteries and dry cell types are
called simply dry batteries.
A storage type of A -battery for use with five -volt, quarter -ampere
tubes or for five -volt power tubes has three cells and can deliver
six volts maximum pressure. A storage battery for use with three volt tubes has two cells and can deliver four volts maximum while
a storage type of A -battery for quarter -ampere tubes requiring only
one and one -tenth filament volts has but a single cell and delivers
a maximum of but two volts.
Storage A -batteries generally have working capacities of from sixty to one
Batteries of greater capacity may be used to good
advantage but less capacity than fifty ampere -hours will mean that the battery
will require recharging at intervals too frequent for convenience.
Since the filaments of the tubes in a battery operated receiver are generally
connected in parallel, the current consumption is equal to the total number of
tubes times the number of amperes used by each tube. For example, a five.
tube receiver using quarter -ampere tubes will draw five times one -quarter, or
one and one -quarter amperes from the battery.
Dividing the number of ampere -hours capacity of the battery by the number
hundred ampere -hours.

of amperes drawn by the receiver will give the number of hours that the

The five -tube receiver drawing one and one -quarter amperes fitted with a one hundred ampere hour capacity battery would operate for eighty hours provided the battery were

receiver may be operated without recharging the battery.

fully charged to start with and if it were allowed to completely discharge.

See also Battery, Storage Type and Battery, Dry Cell Type.
BATTERY, B -.-The B -battery is the battery which provides
a voltage for the plates of the vacuum tubes in a receiver and which
provides the flow of direct current in the plate circuits of the tubes.
Either storage types or dry cell types of B -batteries may be employed.

Storage types or wet types of B -battery are constructed with small
cells, each one of which gives two volts pressure. These cells are
assembled in units or trays carrying eleven, twelve, twenty-two or
twenty-four cells and giving voltages of twenty-two, twenty-four,
forty-four or forty-eight for each unit. Any desired B -battery voltage may be obtained by using a sufficient number of units or cells.
Dry -cell B -batteries are made in two sizes considered from the
standpoint of voltage. One size delivers twenty-two and one-half
volts while the other delivers forty-five volts. The smaller voltage
is secured from fifteen cells, each cell furnishing one and one-half
volts, while the higher voltage is secured from thirty cells. The
individual cells are of small size and are assembled into blocks with
the cells completely covered with insulating compound through
which terminals are brought out.
Dry -cell B -batteries arc made in vertical and flat types. The vertical type
in the large size measures approximately four inches in length, three inches in
width and seven inches in height. A flat type of the same capacity would
measure six and five -eighth inches long, four inches wide and three inches high.
Whethervertical or flat type should be used depends on the space available.
The 22!.. -volt blocks may have only one negative terminal and one positive,
terminal or they may be provided with one negative terminal and several

BATTERY, C positive terminals or taps at the following voltages; 16V2, 18, 10%, 21 and
221A. The 45 -volt blocks may have one negative terminal, one 221h -volt
positive terminal and one 45 -volt positive terminal or they may have one
negative terminal followed by positive voltage taps of 161/2, 18, 19%, 21 and
)1/ on the first section and a 45 -volt positive tap at the cnd of the second
.-,J

section.

These voltage taps arc used to provide proper plate voltage

on

detector tubes as well as to allow variations in plate voltage on radio frequency
amplifier tubes.

Dry -cell B -batteries are sometimes rated according to their capacity in
milliampere -hours, or in their ability to deliver a certain number of milliamperes for a given number of hours. The normal capacities in milliampere -

Terminal Arrangements on Dry Cell B -Batteries.

hours are 4500 for the large size, 1200 for the medium size and 450 for the

small size. It is far more economical to use the large size than either of the
others. The only good reason for using medium or small sizes is limitation
of space. Large, medium and small sizes are sometimes called respectively,

five -pound, two -pound and one -pound batteries.
See also Battery, Storage Type; Battery, Dry Cell Type; Battery, Life of;

and Charger, Battery, Bulb Type.

BATTERY, C -.-A battery which provides a biasing voltage

for the grids of amplifying tubes. See Bias, Grid.

BATTERY, CARE OF.-See Battery, Dry;

Storage Type.

also Battery,

BATTERY, CHARGER FOR.-See Charger, Battery.
BATTERY, CHARGING OF.-See Charger, Battery.
BATTERY, CONNECTION OF A- and
some re-

ceivers the negative terminal of the B -battery is connected to the
positive terminal of the A -battery while in other receivers the negative terminal of the B -battery is connected to the negative terminal
of the A -battery. Either method may be used with practically identical results from the receiving standpoint.
ith the connection Ad -B- the return end of the plate circuit is
through

the A -battery to the negative side of the filament in the

BATTERY, DRY -CELL TYPE
With the connection A-R- the return end of the plate circuit is directly to the negative side of the filament in the tube. In
older receivers it was the more common practice to use the A-7-13connection but in recent types the A-13- connection is generally
tube.

found.
With the negative end of the B -battery or plate supply unit connected to
the negative side of the A -battery or negative filament line, the voltage applied

to the plate circuit is the voltage of the 1i -battery or plate power unit alone.
With the negative end of the B-battcry or plate power unit connected to the
positive side of the A -battery or to the positive filament line, the plate circuit
return is through both the A -battery and the 13 -battery or plate power unit.
The voltage applied to the plate circuit is then equal to the sum of the voltages
of the filament or A -battery and the voltage of the plate power unit or 11 battery.

A slightly higher voltage is applied to the plate circuit when li- is connected to A+ than when B- is connected to A-. In modern receivers the
addition of the filament voltage to the plate voltage makes little difference in

96 volts on Plate
Effect on Nate Voltage of Connecting A+ and B

A -and B

or of Connecting

performance.

In the case of 120 -volt plate supply, adding 6 -volts from the
filament circuit males only a live per cent change.
In older receivers, which used comparatively low plate voltages, the addition
or subtraction of six volts made a decided change but nowadays there is no
such effect.

The advantage of connecting together the two negatives is that all return
circuits are then at the same negative voltage or zero voltage. The filament
circuit return. the plate circuit return and the grid circuit return all come. to
a common negative or zero voltage point. This is comidered better electrical
practice than the older method.
BATTERY, DRY -CELL TYPE.-Dry-cell batteries are

made up of a number of single dry cells connected with each other
so that the voltage of the battery is equal to the number of cells
times one and one-half, this one and one-half being the voltage of
one dry cell regardless of its size.
Each cell consists of a cylinder or case of zinc inside of which is
a carbon rod. There is a filling composed
principally of finely pow -

BATTERY, ELECTROLYTE FOR
tiered carbon and black oxide of manganese placed around the car bun rod. The zinc container is lined with porous material and the
tilling and the lining of the cell are saturated with liquid electrolyte.
The top of the cell is tightly closed with sealing compound which
prevents evaporation of the electrolyte. The carbon forms the positive element of the cell and carries the positive terminal. The zinc
container forms the negative element of the cell and carries the negative terminal.
A dry cell of the size used for A -battery work will deliver one-half ampere
for fifty or sixty hours of intermittent use or will deliver one -quarter ampere
for about one hundred and fifty hours of intermittent use.

As far as voltage is concerned only a single dry cell is required for the

operation of tubes requiring 1.1 volt for their filaments. These tubes draw
ore -quarter ampere of current and this is the maximum current that may be
taken from a single dry cell if any reasonable length of service is to be obtained.

3 cells in paraile7

az volts

2 cells in parallel and
3 sets in series
vaits
47

cells in series
4 volts

3 ce//s in sere es and

2 sets in parallel

91 volts

Dry Cell Connections for Increasing Voltage and for Increasing Allowable
Current Drain.

It is much better practice to connect two or three dry cells in parallel with
each other to form the A -battery supply in a receiver using 1.1 volt tubes.
There should be at least one dry cell iu the parallel connection for each tube
in the receiver being handled.
In order to furnish current for tubes requiring three volts on their filaments

two dry cells must be connected in series so that the one and one-half volt
pressure is doubled. The current consumption of these tubes is only .06
ampere, so four of them may he operated in parallel and draw only 0.24

ampere which is within the current ability of a single dry cell. However, much
longer life will be secured if two or more cells are connected in parallel and

Iwo of these parallel circuits connected in series to form a parallel -series
arrangement as shown in the diagram.

BATTERY, ELECTROLYTE FOR.-See Battery, Storage

Type.

BATTERY, ELIMINATORS FOR.-See Power Unit.
BATTERY, FILAMENT.-See Batten', .4-.
BATTERY, GRID.-See Bias, Grid.

BATTERY, LIFE OF
BATTERY, LIFE OF. -The life of a storage type of A -battery
operated under normal conditions and without abuse in the form
of excessive discharge is from one and one-half to three years. The
end of the battery's life will he indicated by its becoming discharged

in a much shorter time than normal. The battery may then be
taken to a battery service station and advice secured as to whether
it will be economical to replace plates and separators or whether a
real saving of money will be made by replacing it with a new one.
The months of life which may be expected from the three sizes of A -batteries
in milliamperes with the receiver used for an
a%crage of two hours a day is shown in the following table at the intersection

for various plate currents

of the columns for battery size and the lines for current.
DRY Cm.t. 13-13.4TrExv LIFE

Months of l.ifc
When Furnishing Current
in Milliamperes

Small

Mtdium

-

Lary.

--

6

15

7
S

13

9

10.3

10

15.5

11

9.3
8.5

12
13

7.8
7.2

13

12

15.5

14

6.6

11

14.3

IS
16

6
5.5

10.2

13.4

12.6

17

5

9.6
9

IS
19

4.7
4.2

11

20

4

8.4
7.9
7.4

21

23

3.7
3.5
3.2

24

3

25

2.8
2.6

22

26
27
28
29

11.6

--

2.4

14

7

6.6
6.2

11.8
10.4

9.8
9.2
8.7
8.3

7.9
7.6

5

6.8
6.5
6.2

4.7
4.4
4.2

31

4

--

-

5.8
5.5
5.2

30
32

--

3.8

7.1

5.9
5.6
5.3

BATTERY, PLATE

The life of dry cell B -batteries will be prolonged by using large
The large size or heavy duty type of dry B -battery should be
employed with any receiver having four or more tubes or any receiver drawing fifteen milliamperes or more in its plate circuits.
The medium size may be used for receivers having from one to
three tubes. The small size should be used only in portable receivers where minimum size and weight are important considerasizes.

tions.

The life of a dry cell battery comes to an end when its voltage

drops below 1.12 per cell. When the voltage of a 22V2 -volt block
drops to 17 or when the voltage of a 45 -volt block drops to 35 the
battery should be replaced with a new one. Waste of current from
B -batteries and a consequent short life is caused by leaving the

receiver tubes lighted at any time when no programs are being
received. Short life is also caused by burning the filaments too
brightly, by using old and worn out tubes, by using a run down C battery, by using leaky bypass condensers, and by allowing high resistance leaks or short circuits to exist in the receiver.

BATTERY, PLATE.-See Battery, B-.
BATTERY, STORAGE TYPE.-Storage batteries

consist
of a number of cells. Each cell is made up of several positive plates
and several negative plates. All of the positives are connected to-

gether and all of the negatives are connected together as in Fig. 1.
The positive and negative plates al-

ternate with each other in position
and are kept apart by separators of

wood, celluloid or hard rubber. The

plates themselves are made of lead
alloys and chemical compounds of
lead. The plates and their separators
are immersed in a bath of sulphuric
acid diluted with water, this liquid
being called

the

electrolyte.

The

electrolyte and the plates are carried

in a jar made of glass, hard rubber
or other insulating material.
One cell of a storage battery, regardless of its size, shape or construction will deliver only two volts pressure, but its ability to deliver current

1.---fiwo,

and

Negative Plates Alternate
in Storage Battery Cell.

or amperage depends upon the size of the plates, the quantity of
material in the plates and the amount of electrolyte in the cell.
A battery is made up of a sufficient number of cells to give the
required voltage. The cells arc connected in series with each other
as in Fig. 2 so that the voltage of the battery is equal to the number
01 cells times two, since each cell will give two volts.
Roth Positive and negative plates are formed of metallic lead frames called

Spaces in the grids are filled with active material formed from corn-

BATTERY, STORAGE TYPE
pounds of lead. After manufacture the plates arc given several charges and
discharges, called forming. This forming turns the active material in the

positive plate to peroxide of lead which is reddish brown in color. The
material in the negative plates becomes sponge lead, dull gray in color.
When the battery is connected to the receiver and the filament switch
turned on an action immediately begins to take place between the plates and
the electrolyte. A part of the sulphuric acid in the liquid combines with the
lead in the plates to form lead sulphate. and the surfaces of both plates
gradually become covered with this sulphate. The percentage of water in the
electrolyte is increased because of the combining of part of the acid with the

Fic. 2.-The Complete Storage Battery with Cells in Series.
lead of the plates, leaving water in the electrolyte. The surfaces of the platc.,
thus change slowly to lead sulphate, while the liquid becomes more nearly
pure water.
When the battery is recharged, the sulphate of the plates combines with
part of the hydrogen and oxygen in the electrolyte to form more sulphuric
acid. The positive plate then becomes peroxide of lead and the negative is left
as sponge lead. This transformation continues until the sulphate is completely
reduced, and the battery is then said to be charged.
The capacity or current delivering ability of a storage battery is measured in
ampere -hours (see Ampere -Hour). The larger the plates the greater will be
the ampere -hour capacity of the battery; that is, the greater the height, width
and thickness of the plates the more capacity they will have.
Radio types of storage batteries generally have plates about five thirtyseconds to one -quarter of an inch in thickness. This comparatively thick

BATTERY, STORAGE TYPE
plate makes for long life and durability. The demand for current
small in radio work so that a great number of plates is not required.

is very

Testing Storage Batteries.-In the operation of a storage bat -

wry the discharge must not go so far that the voltage becomes abnormally low. Under no conditions should discharge be continued
when the voltage drops to 1.7 volts per cell. If the current flow
from the battery is continued at this voltage serious and permanent
damages will result from over-sulphation of the plates.
From the explanation given of the action that takes place during
be seen that the proportion of acid in
charge and discharge, it
the electrolyte will give an .ndication of the condition of the battery,
4\\

Wm,

Fm. 3.-A Hydrometer, Its Scale, and a Hydrometer Syringe for Storage
Battery Tests.

whether it is properly charged or nearly discharged.

The acid is

much heavier than water, and as the proportion of acid in the liquid

becomes greater, the weight. of the electrolyte becomes greater.
Therefore, the heavier the electrolyte, the more nearly charged the

battery is known to be.

To find the condition of the battery by testing the liquid, a hy-

drometer is used. The hydrometer is a glass tube having a hollow
bulb with a weight at one end and a thin tube with a numbered scale

at the other end. When this instrument is allowed to float in the

electrolyte liquid from the battery cells, the point on the scale to
which it sinks indicates the weight of the liquid. The hydrometer

BATTERY, STORAGE TYPE
will not sink so deeply into the heavy liquid having a large proportion of acid as into the lighter liquid when almost all water. The
hydrometer scale is graduated according to specific gravity, which
is the weight of the liquid compared to that of pure water.
On the stem of the hydrometer appear numbers from 1.100, near
the top, to 1.300 near the bottom. This is shown in Fig. 3.
The hydrometer itself is usually carried in a larger tube with a
small nozzle at the lower end and with a bulb at the upper end so
that some of the electrolyte may be drawn from each of the cells
for purposes of test. In the top of each cell of every battery is a
small plug. This plug may be unscrewed or released from its lock
and will leave an opening into the interior of the cell. Through
this opening the electrolyte or the tops of the plates may be seen.
With a plug removed, the hydrometer syringe, as the tube and bulb
are called, is inserted into the cell, the bulb is squeezed and allowed
to expand whereupon some of the liquid will be drawn up into the
tube and the hydrometer will float in this liquid. After all pressure
has been released from the bulb the specific gravity of the liquid is
the reading on the hydrometer scale at the point where the instrument rises above the surface of the electrolyte. After the gravity is
read the liquid should be carefully returned to the same cell from
which it was drawn. The same method is used to find the specific
gravity of each cell.
If this gravity is between 1.250 and 1.300, the cell is well charged.
If the gravity is between 1.200 and 1.250, the cell is at least half,
but not fully, charged. Gravity between 1.150 and 1.200 indicates
that the cell is nearly discharged, while gravity of 1.150 or below
means that the cell is discharged to a point at which no further
discharge should be allowed. The gravity is often mentioned in
"points," the difference between 1.200 and 1.250 being fifty points.

If the battery is in good condition, the gravity will be within

twenty-five points of the same in all cells. If there is a greater difference than this it usually indicates trouble in the low cells.

Care of Storage Batteries.-It is essential that a storage bat-

tery have certain attention at regular intervals. The most important item in the care of a battery is that of adding pure water to each
cell at least once a month. Water is added through the holes left
with the vent plugs removed and may be easily handled by using
the hydrometer syringe. A sufficient quantity of water should be
placed in each cell to bring the surface of the liquid from one quarter to one-half inch above the tops of the plates, this point
being indicated in many batteries by a rim that may be seen at the
bottom of the hole from which the plug was removed.
The water used for filling cells must be distilled water or else perfectly clean

rain water. Tap water or water that has been kept in metal containers must

never be used. Except when some of the electrolyte has been spilled from one
or the cells, nothing but pure water should ever be added. In no case should
undiluted sulphuric acid or strong electrolyte be used. Such work should be
done Only by a battery service station.

BATTERY, SWITCH FOR
Care should be used when testing not to spill electrolyte on top of the
battery, as it will cause corrosion at the terminals and partial short-circuiting
of the cells. The level of the liquid in the cells should not be made so high
that overflow results from the gases evolved as the battery is charged.
At the time of testing or adding water to the battery the terminals should
be carefully examined for looseness or breakage. No copper wires should be
attached directly at the lead battery posts, as the copper will be eaten by the
action of the acid. Lead covered lugs or lead covered spring clips arc used
for all connections at the battery itself. If the connections are found covered
with corrosion or verdigris, they should be washed with ammonia or with
baking soda and water and covered with a coat of vaseline to prevent further
action by the acid. If the battery case is wet or if the inside of the battery
compartment is wet, the moisture should be wiped away with a cloth slightly
wet with ammonia water.
See also Charger Battery.

BATTERY, SWITCH FOR.-See Switch, Battery or Fila-

ment.

BATTERY, TESTING OF.-See Battery, Dry Cell Type;

Battery, Storage Type; also Trouble, Battery Weakness and Resistance.

BATTERY, TUBE FOR USE WITH.-See Tube, Filament

Current Supply for.

BATTERY. WET.-See Battery, Storage Type.
BEACON, RADIO.-A radio beacon is a transmitting station

on or near the shore of a navigable body of water. Signals are sent
out by the beacon to be picked up by ships. The navigators of
such ships are able to determine their location with reference to two
or more of the radio beacons from which they receive signals. The
signals may also be picked up on shipboard by radio compass from

which it is possible to learn the direction in which a beacon lies.
Radio beacons generally send out certain distinctive signals. These signals
are sent at definite intervals like the signals from a lighthouse and the intervals
of time together with the kind of signal allow the ship's navigator to tell what
beacon is heard. The system is also in use whereby a ship may call a shore
station which takes the ship's bearings, and at the same time has bearings
taken by other shore stations, One of the shore stations then calculates the

ship's position from the bearings and transmits the information to the navigator. See also Compass, Radio.

BEAM TRANSMISSION.-See Transmission, Beam.
BEAT FREQUENCY.-See Beats, Formation of.
BEATS, FORMATION OF.-An alternating current of one
frequency may be combined with another alternating current of a
different frequency to produce an entirely new frequency which will

be lower than either of the first two. This effect may be understood by an examination of the diagram.
The upper part represents the rise and fall of voltage in an alternating current having an assumed frequency of 500 cycles while the
curves immediately below represent the rise and fall of voltage in
another alternating current having a frequency of 400 cycles.

At the instant represented by the vertical line A -A the positive
voltage of the 500 cycle frequency combines with the negative voltage of the 400 cycle frequency and, since their amplitudes are nearly

BEESWAX

equal, the result is a very small amplitude in the new current. This
new current is represented by the third curve from the top which
shows the varying amplitudes of the combined currents or voltage
waves.

At the instant represented by the vertical line B -B the negative
voltage of the 500 cycle current and the negative of the 400 cycle
current have combined with each other to form a much greater
negative amplitude in the combined curve.
At the instant represented by the vertical line C -C the positive
voltage peaks of the two upper frequencies have combined to form
a new positive peak of much greater amplitude. Between point
A -A and point C -C the voltage of the combined currents rises steadily from minimum to maximum amplitude. Then from point C -C
to point D -D the combined voltage steadily falls to minimum value
again.
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The Formation of a Beat Frequency from Two Higher Frequencies.

This repeated rise and fall in voltage or amplitude is represented
by the bottom curve where it is seen that the new frequency of 100
cycles has been formed. Any two frequencies may thus be combined when introduced into the same circuit and they will give rise
to a new frequency which will be equal to the difference between
the two which were combined. Thus, a frequency of 300 kilocycles
may be combined with one of 310 kilocycles to produce a new frequency of 10 kilocycles which is the difference between 310 and 300
kilocycles. This principle of forming a beat frequency is the foundation of the superheterodyne method of amplification.

BEESWAX.-See Waxes, Insulating.

BELL WIRE.-See Wire, Bell.

BEZEL, PANEL

BEZEL, PANEL.-A grating, a screen or a transparent window placed in a hole through a panel so that the operation of tubes
or pilot lamps back of the opening may be observed.

BIAS, GRID.-When a vacuum tube is in operation there is a
voltage impressed on its filament by the A -battery and a voltage
impressed on its plate by the B -battery. These are called the filament voltage and the plate voltage.

But unless a C -battery or some

equivalent source of voltage acts upon the grid circuit, there is no

voltage impressed on the grid and the grid is said to be at zero
voltage. This is the normal condition when the grid return is con-

sever' 40/.1.5*
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6

19G. 1.-Effect of Zero Grid Bias, Distortion.

React' to the negative or "zero" filament terminal of the tube as in
hg. 1 and when no signal voltage is acting upon the grid.
lf, with no incoming signal, the grid return is connected to any
point at higher voltage than the voltage of the negative end of the
tube filament the grid itself will be at a higher voltage or a positive
voltage with reference to the negative end of the filament. The grid
then is said to have a "positive bias." On the other hand, if the
grid return is connected to any point at lower voltage than the
voltage of the negative end of the filament the grid will he at a
correspondingly lower voltage or negative voltage and is said to

BIAS, GRID

have a "negative bias." The grid itself is affected by the voltage
of a point to which the grid return is connected.
Grid bias may be defined as the difference in voltage between the

grid (or grid return) and the negative end of the tube filament
when no signal is being handled. With negative grid bias the grid's
voltage is below that of the negative filament. With positive grid
bias the grid's voltage is higher than that of the negative end of the
filament.
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Fit:. J.-Negative Grid Bias Equal to Sigi al Voltage, No Distortion.

Effect on Distortion.-It should first be understood that the
signal impressed on the grid consists of a series of rises and falls in
voltage. Such a signal forms an alternating current with maximum
and minimum voltages on opposite sides of the line representing

average voltage or zero voltage.

The stronger the signal,

the

greater will be the voltage change between minimum and maximum.
A three -volt signal is shown by the curve at the top of Figs. 1, 2
and 3. In Fig. 1 the grid is at zero voltage to start with or has a
zero grid bias. The three -volt maximum peaks of the signal dien
cause the grid voltage to become three volts positive and the drops 01
voltage cause the grid voltage to become three volts negative.

BIAS, GRID

The curves at the bottom of Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show the effect of
grid voltage changes on plate current in an ordinary tube. As may

be seen, the higher the grid voltage the greater will be the plate
current with other things remaining the same. The fluctuation of
grid voltage causes a rise and fall of plate current over the heavy
part of each curve in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

In Fig. I with its zero grid bias to start with, the signal voltage causes the
grid voltage to fluctuate between three volts negative and three volts positive.

10

e'd Vnita
ti

3.-Tuu Much Negative Grid Bias, Distortion.
A; will be explained it is very undesirable ever to allow the grid voltage to
become positive in an amplifying tube. Therefore the condition shown in
lig. 1 with zero grid bias is not satisfactory.
In Fig. 2 the same three -volt signal is being impressed on a grid that has
three -volt negative bias to start with. That is, with no signal coming to thea
tube the grid voltage is three volts negative.
Under this condition the three v011 peak of the signal just exactly overcomes the original three -volt negative
has and the grid voltage rises to zero. The three -volt drop of the signal adds
its effect to the original three -volt negative bias and the grid voltage drops
to six volts negative. The part of the curve being used is again shown in
heavy line.

a

The condition of Fig. 2 is ideal for undistorted amplification.
It will be
seen from the curve that the plate current varies from 2.2 milliamperes
at six
volts negative grid to 7.4 milliamperes with zero grid.
At the middle point of

BIAS, GRID
the curve which represents the signal, or at three volts negative grid, the
plate current is 4.8 milliamperes. The three volt drop in the signal causes
a drop from 4.5 to 2.2 milliamperes or a change of 2.6 milliamperes. Also, the
three volts rise of signal causes a rise of plate current from 4.8 to 7.4 milliamw Ns or a change of 2.0 milliamperes. Therefore the rise and fall of plate

current is exactly proportional to the rise and fall of signal voltage and the
signal is exactly reproduced by the plate current without any distortion.
Next take the case of Fig. 3 in which the grid has a six -volt negative bias
to start with. The grid voltage now fluctuates from nine volts negative to
three volts negative by combination of the original six -volt grid bias with the
. three -volt drop and the three -volt rise of the signal voltage. Once more the
part of the curve being used is shown by the heavy line. Here it is seen that
the bent portion of the curve is used.
Now to check the changes in plate current of Fig. 3. At the greatest drop
in signal voltage the plate current drops to 0.8 milliampere. At the greatest

rise in signal voltage the plate current rises to 4.6 milliamperes. At zero
signal voltage, which leaves only the six -volt negative bias on the grid, the
plate current is 2.2 milliamperes. The positive peaks of signal voltage cause
the plate current to rise from 2.2 milliamperes to 4.6 milliamperes, a change
of 2.4 milliamperes. But the drops of signal voltage cause the plate current
to drop only from 2.2 to OS milliampere, a total drop of only 1.4 milliampereS.

Now the three volt rise in signal voltage causes a change of 2.4 milliamperes
in plate current but the corresponding three -volt drop in signal voltage causes
a drop of only 1.4 milliamperes in plate current. Therefore, the even rises
and falls of signal voltage are reproduced by uneven rises and falls of plate

current so that the signal is not truthfully reproduced in the plate current
rhanges.

This means distortion. This distortion is due to too great a negative

grid bias causing the tube to operate on the bent part of its grid voltage
plate current curve.

-

Effect on Signal Volume.-An examination of the curves in
1. 2 and 3 shows that the greater the negative bias on the

Figs.

grid the less will be the volume of signal delivered as represented
by plate current from the tube. With zero grid bias in Fig. 1 the
average plate current is 7.4 milliamperes; with the three -volt negative bias of Fig. 2 the average plate current drops to 4.8 milliamperes; while with the six -volt bias of Fig. 3 the average plate current has gone down to 2.2 milliamperes. The signal volume will be
proportionate to these currents of 7.4, 4.8 and 2.2 milliamperes.
Proper grid bias reduces the volume while improving the quality
of reproduction.

Effect of Positive Bias.-It might be thought that the condi-

tion shown by Fig. 1 with no negative grid bias, would be satisfactory since operation is on the straight part of the curve and the

rise and fall of plate current appears to be proportionate to the
rise and fall of signal voltage. But because the grid voltage becomes positive for a part of the time there is distortion as will appear upon examination of Figs.
4 and S.

In normal operation the flow of plate current is
accompanied by a flow of
electrons from the heated filament to the plate in
the tube. The plate is at a
positive voltage and the positive charge

arge on the plate attracts the electrons
Hut there will be no flow of electrons
to

anything that is at zero voltage or
at negative voltage.
In Fig. 4 electrons
are being emitted by the hot filament and many of them
get far enough away from
the filament to be attracted to the plate as shown

BIAS, GRID
by the small arrows. These electrum represent the flow of plate current in the
tube. Since the grid is negative it does not attract electrons which come into
its vicinity on their way to the plate. As indicated by the two meters all of
the current flow is in the plate circuit and none in the grid circuit.
Should the grid become positive as in Fig. 5 its positive voltage or positive
charge causes it to act in the same way that the plate acts and part of the
electron flow is attracted to the grid as shown by the small arrows. the balance
being left for the plate circuit. Looking at the meters it will be seen that

the negative grid voltage of Fig. 4 allows the whole current of eight milli-

amperes to flow in the plate circuit while the grid is at negative voltage. But
in Fig. 5 the grid circuit has taken three milliamperes. leaving only five milliamperes for the plate circuit while the grid is at positive voltage. Such a
large part of the whole current would not actually be taken by the grid circuit, but these figures serve to illustrate the point.
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Now, going back to the curve of Fig,

with Positive Bias.

I

;

while it is true that the total

change of current is the same for a given rise of signal voltage as for an equal

fall of signal, a part of the total current on the positive half of the signal will
not gn to the plate but will be attracted to the grid circuit and subtracted
atom the plate circuit. Therefore, the rise of current in the plate circuit
will be less than the fall of current in this circuit for equal rises and falls of
signal voltage.
Consequently the plate current rise and fall will not be exactly
tike the signal voltage rise and fall and distortion will be the result.
For this
reason, the grid bias voltage must he sufficiently negative so that the greatest
ircrease of signal voltage will not cause the net grid voltage to become positive. This object is attained in Fig. 2.

Amount of Grid Bias Required.-The amount of negative

Voltage required for proper grid bias is determined by the voltage
of the strongest signal to be handled by the tube.

In Figs. 1. 2 and
.. the strongest signal is three volts which means that the signal
voltage varies between a three -volt rise above average and a threeolt fall below the average.
It is apparent that the negative bias of
the grid
must be at least equal to the greatest rise of signal voltage,

BIAS. GRID

as otherwise the positive peak of the signal voltage would cause the
grid to become positive. Therefore, a three -volt signal calls for at
least three volts of negative grid bias, a one -volt signal calls for not
less than one volt negative bias, a ten -volt signal calls for not less
than ten volts negative bias, and so on.

Determining Required Bias.-How to decide on the proper

value of negative grid bias to be employed depends to a great extent
on the means which arc available for this work. If a curve of the
tube's grid -voltage, plate current characteristic is at hand, such as
the curves shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, it is necessary only to measure
the negative grid voltage from the zero line over to where the curve
starts to bend. Half of this voltage is the proper amount of negative

grid bias to be used. These curves vary according to the tube
being used and vary according to the plate voltage being used on
the given tube.

In the curves of Figs. 1, 2 and 3 the straight part of the curve
goes down as far as six volts negative where it starts to bend

To avoid distortion the grid voltage must never become
positive as in Fig. 1 and for this reason we use only that part of the
curve on the negative side of the zero line. And also, to avoid distortion, the grid voltage must never become so far negative as to
work onto the bend of the curve as in Fig. 3. So we can consider
only the straight part of the curve on the negative side.
Now since this straight part of the curve must take care of both
the rise and the fall of signal voltage it must take care of the sum
of the positive signal voltage and the negative signal voltage. Consequently we take half of the negative grid voltage represented by
sharply.

the straight part of the curve to the left of zero as the proper

amount of negative grid bias to employ.

From the foregoing it will be seen that any given tube with a certain plate
voltage in use will handle only a certain limited signal voltage without distortion.
greater signal voltage will either force the grid to become positive, or, ift sufficient negative bias is used to prevent positive grid voltage, then

the lower bend of the curve will be used as in Fig. 3 and distortion will occur
here.

If a vacuum tube voltmeter is available the signal voltage may be measured
directly with this meter and a negative grid bias equal to the greatest signal
voltage may be used. A vacuum tube voltmeter measures the peak voltage
rather than the average voltages of the signals.
A direct current milliammeter inserted in the plate circuit may be used to
determine the correct negative grid bias as follows: It will be rcalited that
distortionless amplification calls for equal rises and falls of plate current to
correspond with the equal rises and falls of the signal voltage. Then the
average plate current (which is the only value measured by a direct current
milliammeter) must remain steady if distortion is to be avoided. If an extra
strong signal causes the reading of the milliammeter to show a sudden and
momentary decrease, it indicates that the strong signal voltage is forcing the
grid voltage to become positive and the signal must be reduced or else more

plate voltage and a greater negative grid bias applied. Sudden and momentary
increases of milliammeter readings indicate that the B -battery voltage or plate
voltage is too low, or that the negative grid bias is too great, or that both the
plate voltage and biasing voltage arc wrong. See also Distortion,

BIAS, GRID, METHODS OF OBTAINING

BIAS, GRID, METHODS OF OBTAINING.-Grid bias is

the difference in voltage between the grid or the grid return and the
negative end of the tube's filament. In Fig. 1 the grid return is connected directly to the negative end of the tube filament and this connection therefore gives a zero grid bias or no grid bias at all. At
the right hand side of Fig. 1 is shown the effect of a two -volt signal
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Fm. 1.-Zero Bias with Grid Return to Negative of Filament.

on the grid at zero bias. The signal causes the net grid voltage to
change from two volts negative to two volts positive.
In Fig. 2 is shown the method of obtaining grid bias that is commonly adopted when the signal voltages are small, such as in radio
frequency amplifying tubes and in the first stage of audio amplification. The grid return is connected to the negative side of the fila-
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2.-Bias with Grid Return to Battery Side of Resistor.

ntent battery or A -battery, the negative end of the filament being
connected to the other end of the rheostat or filament control resistor.

The total voltage difference between the negative terminal of

the battery and its positive terminal is six volts. But since two
volts are being used to overcome the resistance of the rheostat, the
difference
between the negative and positive ends of the filament is
kinly four volts. The battery end of the rheostat, to which the grid

BIAS, GRID, METHODS OF OBTAINING

return is connected, is therefore two volts more negative than the
negative end of the filament. This two -volt drop is used for negative grid bias since the voltage difference between the negative end
of the filament and the grid return connection is two. At the right
of Fig. 2 is shown the effect on the net grid voltage of a two -volt
incoming signal which causes the grid voltage to change from zero
ter four volts negative.

In Fig. 3 is shown the use of a C -battery for obtaining any desired value of negative grid bias. This is one of the methods of
biasing employed with audio amplifier tubes which handle strong
signals or signals of great voltage. The grid return is connected to
the negative terminal of the C -battery and the positive terminal of
the C -battery is connected to the negative terminal of the A -battery.
In Fig. 3 a three -volt C -battery is shown, but the C -battery may be
of any desired voltage. Values of forty volts and more are commonly used with power amplifiers handling very strong signals.
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With the six -volt A -battery of Fig. 3 there is a two -volt drop
shown across the rheostat. Were the grid return connected to the

battery end of the rheostat as in Fig. 2 we would have a two -volt
negative grid bias due to the voltage drop in the rheostat. But in
Fig. 3 we have added the negative voltage of the C -battery to the
drop in the rheostat. Then, starting at the grid return we have
three volts in the C -battery and two volts in the rheostat so that the
end of the filament is at five volts higher pressure than the grid
return. This makes the grid return and the grid itself five volts
negative with respect to the negative end of the filament, giving

five volts negative grid bias. The effect of a two -volt signal on the
grid voltage is shown at the right of Fig. 3 as changing the net grid
voltage from three volts negative to seven volts negative.
It will be realized that the voltage drop in the rheostat is variable
and depends on the position of the rheostat arm and the amount of
the total resistance being used. This means that the grid bias is of
variable voltage, changing with the rheostat setting. Such a condi-
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lion is not desirable since change of grid bias may have damaging
effects on the quality of amplification. The same objection applies

to the system shown in Fig. 2 or to any method utilizing the

voltage drop in a variable rheostat for grid bias. A fixed filament
resistor is not open to this objection.
Use of a C -battery in the grid return with a variable filament
rheostat placed in the positive side of the filament circuit in place
of in the negative side is shown in Fig. 4. This method provides
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a fixed and unvarying value of negative grid bias since the changing voltage drop in the rheostat is no longer
IVith this system the negative grid bias always remains of the same
value as the voltage of the C -battery being used.
It is possible to use the voltage drop through the filament of one
tube as a grid bias for the following tube in an amplifier system such

as shown in Fig. 5. Two three -volt tubes have their filaments in
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series across a six -volt battery. The grid return for the second or

right hand tube is connected to the filament of the first or left
hand tube. Thus the grid return is connected to a point of lower
voltage than the negative voltage of the filament in the right hand
tube and the voltage drop through the filament of the left hand tube
is used as a negative grid bias for the second tube. Such a system
is well adapted far amplifiers using a power supply for filament

BIAS, GRID, METHODS OF OBTAINING

current with the filaments of all tubes in series. See Power Unit,
Filament Current Types of; also Power Unit, Plate Voltage Types.
Although a positive grid bias is always to be avoided with amplifier tubes, it is desired with hard tubes used for detectors. To
place a positive bias on the grid it. is necessary only to connect the
grid return to a point of higher voltage than the negative end of
the filament. Since the positive end of the filament is at a higher
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Fit:. O.-Obtaining Positive Grid Bias.

voltage than the negative end, connecting the grid return to the
positive end of the filament will place a positive bias on the grid.

Such a connection is shown in Fig. 6. See also Detector, with Grid
Bias.

Variable grid biasing voltages may be obtained with potentiometers or high
resistances as shown in Figs. 7 to P. The potentiometers may be of 200 to 400

Grze/ /Feturn-4
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7.-Single Biasing Voltage
from Potentiometer,

Ftc. ft.-Two Biasing Voltages
from Potentiometer.

ohms resistance each. They are connected between the negative terminal of
the B -battery or plate power unit and either the positive or negative terminal
of the A -battery or filament power unit, whichever connection may be used in
the receiver.

The voltage drop through the potentiometers, which is applied to the grid
circuits as a bias, is equal to the current in amperes through the plate circuit
times the resistance in ohms of the part of the potentiometer being used. For
example, if the plate current is ten milliamperes or 0.01 ampere and the resistance is 200 ohms, the voltage drop for grid bias will be equal to 0.01 times 200.

BIAS, NEGATIVE
or 2 volts. With 400 ohms resistance and twenty milliamperes the bias would

amount to S volts. There is a possible objection to this system in that the
biasing voltage will change with every change of current through the plate
circuit. However there should be a steady average current in the plate circuit at all times since any variation means that distortion is taking place.
The clinnections of Fig. 7 show the arrangement for a single grid return
which may, however, be for any number of tubes. In Fig. S two biases are
available, the high voltage bias will always be equal to the plate current times
the resistance in the whole potentiometer and the low voltage bias may be
varied.

In Fig. 9 both the high voltage bias and the low voltage bias may

be varied, the high biasing voltage always being higher than the lower bias.
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9.-Two Variable Biases from Potentiometers.
When using any of these schemes it is advisable to connect a bypass condenser of at least .002 microlarad capacity between the grid return line at the
potentiometer and the side of the potentiometer attached to the A -battery.

BIAS, NEGATIVE.-See Bias, Grid.
BIAS, POSITIVE.-See Bias, Grid.
BINDERS.-Various materials are used as coating of coils for
the purpose of adding mechanical strength, of holding the wires
together and in place, and of making the coils moisture proof.
The most generally used binders include collodion, paraffine, shellac,

insulating varnish and specially prepared cements marketed under
various trade names.

While all forms of binders or cements improve a coil from the
standpoint of permanence and unchanging performance, all of them

likewise do more or less harm from the standpoint of electrical
efficiency. The principal objection is that the binder adds a certain
amount of distributed capacity to the coil and this distributed capacity causes a loss of energy. The amount of harm done is in direct
proportion to the amount of binder used, therefore any cementing
material should be used sparingly and spread thinly. It. should be
used only where really needed on the coil.
:1 good coil cement may be made from collodion dissolved in a mixture of
tine -half acetone and one-half amyl acetate. The collodion may be secured
by washing the coating from photographic films in warm water. Collodion
is composed of pyroxylin or gun cotton dissolved in ether and alcohol.

Collodion, paraffine wax and many of the prepared coil cements add so
little distributed capacity at the frequencies used in broadcasting that the gain

BINDING POSTS
in permanence and reliability of performance is almost always of greater value
than the very slight loss in efficiency. Shellac and ordinary insulating varnish
cause a considerable loss in coils coated with these materials and their u_se
should be avoided.
The effect of different binders on the effective resistance of coils used at
broadcasting frequencies is shown in the curves. All of the coils arc wound
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Effect of Binders on High Frequency Resistance of Coils.
with number 28 wire on hard rubber forms. It will be seen that the resistance
of the coil having collodion as a binder is actually less than a similar coil with
no binder of any kind. All other binders increase the resistance from twelve
to twenty-two per cent at high frequencies.

BINDING POSTS.-See Post, Binding.
BINOCULAR COIL.-See Coil, Closed Field Type.

BLANKETING.-The effect of a powerful signal from a nearby
station because of which a receiving set is unable to receive signals
from other stations operating at frequencies near that of the blanketing station. The nearby station forces the receiving circuits to oscillate at its frequency by means of shock excitation whenever the
receiving circuits arc tuned to resonance. See Selectivity.

BLOCKING CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Stopping.
BLOCKING OF TUBE.-See Tube, Blocking of.
BLOOPER.-A radiating receiver. See Re -radiation.
BLUE GLOW.-See Tube, Ionization in.
BODY CAPACITY.-See Capacity, Body.
BOOK CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Variable.
BOOSTER.-See Trap, Wave, Radio Frequency Type.
BOUND CHARGE.-See Induction, Electrostatic.
BOX LOOP.-See Loop, Box Typc.
BRASS.-Brass is a metal made by alloying copper and zinc in
various proportions. Its electrical resistance varies with the composition. The more copper the less the resistance and the less the
mechanical strength or hardness. Resistances vary from 1.1 times
to 2.5 times that of copper of equal cross sectional area.

BRIDGE CIRCUIT
Various radio receiver parts are made of

brass,

these parts including

brackets, condenser parts, tube socket parts, screws, ctc. Brass may be easily
soldered and it is comparatively easy to drill, thread and bend into various
Brass corrodes when used near storage batteries and oxidizes slowly
in the air. To prevent oxidation brass parts are often lacquered. Sec also
chirlding.

BRIDGE CIRCUIT.-See Balancing.

BRIDGE, MEASUREMENTS BY.-Various forms of the
Wheatstone bridge may be used for making quick and easy measure-

ments of unknown resistances, inductances and capacities used in
radio work. The principle of the Wheatstone bridge, or Wheatstone
balance as it is sometimes called, is shown in Fig. 1. Four arms of
the bridge are connected as shown in Fig. 1, the arms being designated by the letters A, B, X and S. Points c and d are connected
to a battery or other source of voltage. Between points e and f is
connected a sensitive galvanometer or a pair of headphones.

Flo. 1.-Principle of the
Wheatstone Bridge.

Ftc. 2.-Obtaining a Balance
in thr Bridge.

Current flows from the battery or other source to c, then divides
and flows by way of the two parallel paths A -B and X -S to point
d and back to the source. If the values in the four arms are such
that they conform to the proportion

X

A

then the voltage drop from c to e will be the same as the drop from
c to f and points e and f will be at equal voltages.
Since there is no
difference between the voltage at e and that at I, there will be
no
flow of current through the meter or phones and the bridge is
then
said to be balanced.
A balanced bridge is shown in Fig. 2 where arm A has a value of 1, arm
h has a value of
2, arm X a value of 3 and arm S a value of o. Substituting
their values in the above proportion or equation
we have,
el

X
or

V

S

-1

3

2

6

BRIDGE, MEASUREMENTS BY
Under such a condition arm A contains one-third the total resistance of side
A -B, while the corresponding arm X contains one-third the total resistance
of side X -S. Since the ratio is the same on both sides of the bridge, points
e and / will be at the same voltage and a balance is secured.
As shown in Fig. 3, arms A and B arc called the "ratio arms" since they

form the first part of the proportion A:B::A:S.

Arm X is formed by the

unit of unknown value which is to be measured. Arm S is formed by a known

value which may be adjusted to such a point that the bridge is balanced,

Bv.r..rer er'asci//d/or
(AC vo/ta.ge)
3.-Functions of the Arms in a
Bridge.

Ftc. 4.-Principle of the Slide
%Vire Bridge.

If S cannot be gradually varied to secure a balance, then the ratio arms A and
B arc changed until the bridge is balanced.

Slide Wire Bridge.-A form of bridge in which the ratio arms

A and B are continuously variable is shown in Fig. 4, this being one
of the most convenient forms far radio measurements. A "slide
wire bridge," made according to the principle shown in Fig. 4, is

FIG. S.-Practical Form of Slide Wire Bridge.

illustrated in Fig. 5 as actually constructed in practice. The two
ratio arms are formed by a single resistance wire of uniform cross
section and of any convenient length which is mounted between
two posts which correspond to points c and d. A scale, such as
a long ruler, is mounted directly underneath the slide wire and a
slider or sliding contact which corresponds to point a is arranged

BRIDGE, MEASUREMENTS BY
to be moved along the wire while remaining in contact with it at all
times.

Arms X and S are left open for the unknown and known

units respectively. Between point and the slider or point e are
connected the headphones or a galvanometer. The source of voltage

and current may be a dry cell and buzzer for tests of inductance and
capacity or simply a dry cell alone for resistance tests. When using
only a dry cell without the buzzer a galvanometer must be used as
the headphones will not give any sound.
An excellent source of voltage for making all measurements of resistance,
inductance and capacity is the audio frequency oscillator described under
Oscillator, Audio Frequency. The terminals of the oscillator arc connected
to points c and d of the bridge. The alternating voltage of the buzzer allows
measurements of inductances and capacity which cannot be made with a battery as a source of current.

Tests made with this bridge are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. Determination of the resistance of a rheostat is shown in Fig. 6. The
rheostat is connected in arm X while a known fixed resistance of
60 ohms is used in arm S. The known value, whether it be resist forResistanceS
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Fro. 6.-Resistance Measurement with Bridge.

ante, inductance or capacity, should be selected as somewhere near
the probable value of the unknown unit. The slider is moved across
the wire until the bridge is balanced, which will be indicated by the
galvanometer reading becoming zero or by no sound of the buzzer
or oscillator being heard in the headphones. The part of the wire at
the left of the slider then forms value A of the ratio and the part of
the wire at the right of the slider forms the value B of this ratio.
In Fig. 6 we find 20 parts of the wire forming value A and the remaining 80 parts forming value B. Consequently we have the ratio
20/80 which is the same as 1/4. This must be equal to XIS and
since. we know S to be 60 the second part of the proportion becomes
A/60. Now 20/80 equals X/60, which gives the value of X as 15
ohms.
Fig. 7 shows the use of the bridge for determining the value of

an unknown inductance.

Here we use a known inductance of 300
microhenries
as
arm
S
and
when
no sound of the buzzer or oscillator
Is heard
in
the
phones
the
arm
is
found to rest at 40, giving 40 as
the value

of arm A and leaving the remaining 60 parts of the wire
;".lhe
value
of arm B. Then substituting the known value of 300
tcrohenries

as S in the proportion A/B equals X/S we have 40/60
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equals X / 300 and solving this proportion gives the value of X, the
unknown inductance, as 200 microhenries.

In Fig. 8 the bridge is being used to find the value of an un-

known capacity. The unknown value condenser is connected in arm

X and a known capacity of 1000 micro-microfarads is used as arm
S. When no sound is heard in the phones the arm is at 66 on the
wire and scale. In measuring capacity we do not use the direct
ratio that was used for both resistance and inductance measure 0
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FIG. 7.-Inductance Measurement with Bridge.
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Fin. 8.-Capacity Measurement with Bridge.

ments but now use the inverse ratio, A / B equals SIX. Substituting
the known values in this proportion we have 66/33 equals 1000/X.
The fraction 66/33 is close enough to the true values 66/34 and is

used because it forms a comparatively simple ratio equal to

Solving this equation (66/33 equals 1000/X) gives 500 micro -micro
farads as the capacity of the unknown condenser.
BROADCASTING.-Public broadcasting is one class of radio
communication. Broadcasting consists of radio telephone signals
sent out from transmitting stations on certain frequencies which may
be picked up and reproduced by any receiver within range of the
broadcasting station.

Public broadcasting is done in the United States, Canada and
Mexico on wavelengths between 200 and 545 meters which correspond to frequencies between 1500 and 550 kilocycles. See also
Distances, Geographical; Radiation; Channels, Radio; Mod:datum;
and Letters, Station Call.
BRONZE-Bronze is a metal made by alloying copper and tin.
Other metals are sometimes added to give the finished product cei

BROWNING -DRAKE RECEIVER
tain desired qualities. The electrical properties of bronze are similar
to those of brass. See Brass.

BROWNING -DRAKE RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Brown-

inc-Drake; also Balancing.

'BUCKING COIL.-See Coil, Bucking.
BUILDING OF RECEIVER-See Construction, Receiver.
BULB TYPE CHARGER.-See Charger, Battery, Bulb Type.
BURIED ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Underground.
BURNOUTS.-See Trouble, Burnouts.
BUS WIRE.-See Wire, Bus.
BUSHING, LEAD-IN.-See Antenna, Lead-in for.
BUZZER.-A source of alternating or pulsating current is con-

r

venient for many uses in radio work. Some source of such current
is needed while making tests of capacity of inductance with a Wheat Conldets
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Construction and Circuit of Buzzer Exciter.

stone bridge, while adjusting crystal detectors, using frequency
meters, etc. A convenient source of such energy is a buzzer and
dry cell arranged as shown. The complete outfit includes a buzzer
unit, a dry cell, a key and a bypass condenser. The arrangement
of these parts on a board is shown at the left of the illustration
while the circuit connections are shown on the right. The buzzer,
the dry cell and the key are connected in series with each other.
I,he bypass condenser is connected across the contacts of the buzzer.
Phis outfit gives a pulsating direct current whose frequency or tone

may be controlled within narrow limits by the adjustment of the
buzzer armature.

See also Oscillator, Buzzer Type.

B. W. G.-An abbreviation for Birmingham Wire Gauge.
BYPASS.-See Condenser, Bypass; Filler; and Detector, Plate

bypass for.

C

C.-A symbol for capacitance or electrostatic capacity.

Sec

Capacity.

c.-A symbol for velocity of light.
CABINET.-Cabinets for housing radio receivers arc made in a
number of standard sizes. Whenever possible a receiver should be
arranged to fit into one of these standard sizes since this saves the
expense of a special cabinet. The height, length and depth of
cabinets and panels in common use are shown below.

HEIGHT

PANLL AND CAD1NLT DIMnUNSIONS

Panel
Heigh: in
Inches
6

6
6
6
7
7
7
7

7
7
7

7
7

Panel

Cabinet

Length in
Inches

Depth in
Inches

Height in
Inches

7

Cabinet

Length in
Inches

Depth in
Inches

7

7

101i

24

10

7

7

7
7
7

26
27
28

10

14
21

7

30

10
10
10

12
14

7

8

40

18

7
7

9

9

14
21

10

7
7

9

24

10

7

12

7

12

14
21

10
10

21

24
26
27
28
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7

10

7

CABINET SPEAKER.-Sec Speaker, Loud.

CABLE.-See Wire, Stranded.
CABLING OF LEADS. --See Wiring, Receiver.
CAGE ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Forms of.

CALIBRATION, OF FREQUENCY METER.-See Meter,

Frequency.

CALIBRATION OF OSCILLATOR

CALIBRATION, OF OSCILLATOR.-See Oscillator, Radio

Frequency, Uses of.

CALIBRATION, OF RECEIVER.-The work of determin-

ing the dial settings at which various broadcasting stations should be
heard on a receiver is called calibration of that receiver. Calibration
is also spoken of as logging and a chart or list of the calibrations is
called a log.

The log of a typical broadcast receiver using straight line wavelength condensers and having three dials is shown on the following
page.
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1.-Calibration Curves for Wavelength.
It will be noticed that in the dial settings
as logged three station; were
nit..ed, these being on 325.9, 422.3 and 468.5 meters. These missing stations or
411Y others which arc not logged may be found quite easily if the known set-

lings are plotted in curves showing the relation between the dial setting and
the wavelength
or between the dial setting and the frequency in kilocycles.
Two such curves are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
One of them, Fig. 1, shows
Calibration by wavelength. The dial settings are written vertically at the
left
lb, wavelengths
settings arc
arc
he

curve

are written horizontally at the bottom. The known
first marked off with points and the curves tilled in as shown.

drawn according to wavelengths is fairly straight since the receiver
"mains straight line wavelength condensers. The curve drawn
according to

CALIBRATION OF RECEIVER

Station

Wavelength

Frettucticy

in

III

Call

Dial Settings as Logged

Letters

'utter

Kilocycles

No. 1

WBNY

KDKA

309.1

11'SA1
11 '1S
W 1 H)

325.9
344.6
370.2
379.5
399.8
422.3
447.5
468.5
483.6
499.7
526.0

1430
1330
1130
1050
970
920
870
810
790
750
710
670
640

3

W Ft E0

209.7
225.4
265.3
285.5

W1130

WIICN

WiW

WHAS
11 -LW

WNL1Q
W RC

WOC
WN1C

WHO
KSD

620
600
570
550

545.1

5.5
12.5
17
22

No. 2
9.5

25

28

30

36
42
45
50

38.5
44.5
47.5
52.5

-

-

-

59

-70
74.5
82
89

11

11.5
19
23

-

30
37
39.5
45

No. 3

13.5
21

-

-

63.5

66

74
78.5

76.5
81

86
92

89
95

90

BD

7C

/71.4.14/0
0

20

JO

ISN

MO

1300

I

Frequency in Kilocycles
Foe. 2. -Calibration Curves for Frequency.

00

5

CAM SWITCH
frequency shows a considerable bend, illustrating the difference in tuning that
might be expected between straight line wavelength and straight line frequency
condensers.

Taking either set of curves it is easy to determine the approximate dial
settings at which any new stations will be received. For instance, a station
at 325.9 meters or 920 kilocycles should come in at dial settings of 25.5, 31.5
and 34. Similarly a station at 422.3 meters should be received at settings of
51.5, 56.5 and 59 and a station at 468.5 meters should be received with the
dials set at 64, 68.5 and 71.5. These trial settings arc shown in the following
list.

WSAI
Wl.W
WRC

325.9
422.3
468.5

920
710
640

25,5
51.5
64.0

313
563
685

31.0
59.0
71.5

After a half dozen or more stations have been logged for any receiver it
will be advantageous to make a set of curves for that receiver, since their
use in determining dial settings will save a great deal of time and effort in
future reception. See also Meter, Frequency, Calibrating Receivers and Cir
cults with and Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

CAM SWITCH.-See. Switch, Cam Type.
CAMBRIC INSULATION.-See Cloth, Insulating.
CAMBRIC TUBING.-See Tubing, Insulating.
CAPACITANCE.-Another name for capacity. Sec Capacity.
CAPACITIVE COUPLING.-See Coupling, Capacitive.
CAPACITIVE FEEDBACK.-See Oscillation.
CAPACITIVE REACTANCE.-See Reactance.
CAPACITY.-Capacity is the ability or power of anything to
receive or to contain electricity. The capacity of a condenser or
other device is the amount of electricity or the electric charge that
it will receive and hold. The unit of measurement for capacity is
the farad, but capacities used in radio work arc so small that the
practical unit in this field is the microfarad which is one millionth
of a farad. A condenser which will receive and hold one coulomb of

electricity when a pressure of one volt is applied to its terminals
has a capacity of one farad.
A capacity effect exists between any two conductors which are at different
voltages and between which there is an insulating medium or a dielectric. In
radio work it is desired to concentrate or to lump all capacities in the condensers.

It is not possible to do this because of the capacity effect existing
See Condenser, Caparity of.

between all conductors.

CAPACITY, ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Capacity am! Indite taller.

I

CAPACITY, BODY.-There is a capacity effect between a

person's body and parts of a radio receiver which are carrying high
frequency

currents. When any part of the body, such as the hand

of the operator, is brought near a radio receiver the body capacity
effect

may change the tuning of the various circuits or may cause

the circuits to start oscillating which results in howling and squealing.

The rotors and shafts of tuning condensers are generally connected to the negative or ground side of the tuned circuit. They are

CAPACITY, CONDENSER

at low potential and no effect is noticed when the operator's hand
is drawn close to them.

Condensers used for control of feedback or for control of other
high frequency currents have neither their stators nor rotors at low
potential so that body capacity is very noticeable when they are
being operated. This is also true of variometers used for tuning, for
regeneration or for control.
The most successful method of clmininating body capacity in such cases
is to avoid bringing the metal shaft of the condenser or variometer through
the panel to the hand operated dial or knob. As shown in the illustration the
shaft may be cut off and extended by
xtenston shaft
)04,/e/4

Instrument $4,R. means of a short length of hard rubber
tubing placed over it with an extension
shaft may be cut off and extended by

dad/ -#

the other end of the piece of tubing. This

extension

shaft may then

be

brought

through the panel.
When it is necessary to bring the live
shafts of variometers, feedback condensers

horn/
devices through a panel so
rubter tubeand similar
that the operator's hand will come close
Extension Shaft for Avoiding Body
Cou,ohn9

to them the effect of body capacity may'
be avoided by mounting the instrument
itself an inch or two back of the panel and extending its shaft through the
Capacity Effect.

coupling described.

CAPACITY, CONDENSER.-See Condenscr, Capacity of.
CAPACITY, CONDENSER, MATCHING OF.-See Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

CAPACITY, DISTRIBUTED.-In addition to the concentrated or lumped capacity between the plates of condensers there is

TERMINAL

POs Ts

METAL BRACKET

Distributed Capacities in a Receiver.

capacity between any two conductors which arc at different voltages
from each other. This latter capacity effect is called distributed
capacity.
Distributed capacities may be found at many places in a receiver. There
is a distributed capacity between a coil and any shields placed near the coil

CAPACITY, FREQUENCY EFFECT ON
and there is also distributed capacity between the turns of a coil. There is
distributed capacity between the shaft and the plates of a condenser, there is
distributed capacity between any two wires running near each other. This
undesired capacity effect is also found between terminal posts or brackets and
other parts. There is capacity between each element of a vacuum tube and
all of the other elements; plate, grid and filament.
It is important in radio work, especially in designing, to think of all metal
parts and all conductors as having capacity to each other so that high frequency
currents can flow from one to the other. Figuring on this capacity will avoid
a great deal of trouble. This distributed capacity is increased by larger sur14[6, by their closeness to each other and by the voltages in the conductors
and metal parts. See also Coil, Distributed Capacity in; Transformer, Audio
Frequency; and Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

CAPACITY, FREQUENCY EFFECT ON.-The opposition

of a capacity or condenser to flow of alternating current becomes
less and less as the frequency increases. This is because the capacitive reactance decreases with increase of frequency.

See Reactance.

The actual capacity of a condenser may change with change of
frequency due to the changed distribution of potential which in turn
is caused by skin effect in the plates of the condenser.

CAPACITY, INTERNAL OF TUBE.-See Tube, Capaci-

ties, Internal.

CAPACITY, MEASUREMENT OF.-See Bridge, Measure-

ments by; also Meter, Frequency, Capacity and Inductance Measurements with.

CAPACITY, RESONANCE VALUES OF.-See Resonance,

Inductance -Capacity Values for.

CAPACITY, SPECIFIC INDUCTIVE.-Another name for

dielectric constant.

See Constant, Dielectric.

CAPACITY, STRAIGHT LINE CONDENSER FOR.See Condenser, Straight Line Types.

CAPACITY, UNITS OF.-One farad is the capacity of a

condenser which is given a charge of one coulomb by a potential

difference of one volt across its terminals. A coulomb is the quantity
of electricity that passes through a circuit in one second when the
flow is one ampere.

A microfarad is the one millionth part of one farad.
A micro-microfarad is the one millionth part of a microfarad. It
has been proposed that the micro-microfarad be called a picofarad.
One centimeter of capacity is equal to 1.1124 micro-microfarads.
A centimeter of capacity is the centimeter -gram -second or C. G. S.
electrostatic unit of capacity.
CARBON.-Carbon in its various forms includes graphite,
Plumbago, lamp black, bone black, coal, coke and diamonds. Carbon
is a fair conductor, rods such as used for electrodes and in arc
lamps having resistances in the neighborhood of 0.0015 or 0.0016
hm per cubic inch. The resistance of the graphite form of carbon
IS much less, being about 0.00033 ohm per cubic inch. The resistance of a cubic inch of copper is about 0.0000065 ohm
so that carbon
has a resistance roughly
two hundred and thirty times that of cop Per while graphite has a resistance about fifty times that of copper.

CARBORUNDUM DETECTOR

The resistance of carbon becomes less as its temperature rises.
This is the opposite of the effect of temperature increase in metals
which increase their resistance with heat. This effect is more pronounced in carbon rods than in graphite.

CARBORUNDUM DETECTOR.-See Detector, Crystal.
CARRIER CURRENT TELEPHONY.-See Radio, Wired.
CARRIER WAVE.-Sec Band, Wave; also Radiation.
CASCADE AMPLIFICATION.-See Amplification, Cascade.
CASTOR OIL.-See Oils, Insulating.
CAT WHISKER.-See Detertor, Crystal.
CATHODE.-The electrode connected to the negative of a

source. The filament of a vacuum tube is a cathode. See Anode.

C-BATTERY.-See Bias, Grid, also Battery, C-.
C. C. W.-An abbreviation for counter -clockwise rotation.

CELL, BATTERY.-See Battery, Storage Type.
CELLULOID.-Celluloid is a rather hard but flexible

sub-

stance made from gun cotton and oil of camphor. It may be transparent or colored in various ways. The dielectric strength of celluloid varies from 2.50 to 700 volts per thousandth of an inch thickness. Its dielectric constant also varies between wide limits, running from as low as 4.0 up to 6.0.
Celluloid is very inflammable. It may be softened in hot water
and bent into almost any shape, which will be retained when the
material cools. Celluloid in sheets may be purchased from shops
handling automobile curtain materials.

CELORON.-See Phenol Compounds.
CEMENT.-See Binders.

CENTIGRADE THERMOMETER SCALE.-See Temper-

ature, Scales of.

CENTIMETER.-See Capacity, Units of; also Metric System.
CERESIN WAX.-See "[Vexes, Insulating.

CHANGER, FREQUENCY.-By combining one frequency

with another one it is possible to produce a third or a new frequency.
Such a combination of two frequencies really produces
two new
frequencies, one of the new being equal to the difference between
the
original frequencies and the other new
one
being
equal
to
the
sum
of the first two.
The new frequencies arc called beat frequencies. The
arc produced is explained under Beals, Formation of. action by which they
The intermediate fit
quency of a superheterodyne
receiver is produced by beat action. The part,
which work together to form the
beat
frequency
make up a frequency changer,
A frequency changer produces a locally generated
vacuum tube used as an oscillator and this local frequency by means of a
frequency is combined with
a signal frequency to change the modulated signal
to the new or the beat
frequency.
See Receiver, Superheterodyne.

CHANNELS, RADIO.-Certain
definite frequencies are assigned for radio signal

of each class of service. The
frequency ranges allowedtransmission
are called channels. The following table
lists the classes of service and shows
their channels.

CHANNELS, RADIO
RADIO CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS

Class of Service
Amateur

Radio Beacons and Compass..

Frequency in Kilocycles
400,000 to 401,000
64,000
56,000
14,000
16,000
8,000
7,000
4,000
3,500
2,000
1,500

Broadcast Relay

Distress and Life Saving

Educational and Experimental

Government, Army, Navy,
Point to Point

550

1,500

11,000

9,050
5,500
4,525
2,750

11,400
10,000
5,700
5,000
2,850

500

550

64,000
18,100
230

400,000
56,000

16,000
11,400
8,000
7,000
4,000
3,500
2,850
2,300
445
315
275
245
190
175

Point

5.35
21.4

42.8
87.5
200.0

545

26.3
30.0
52.6

27.3
33.1
54.5
66.3
109.

105.

600

545

4.69

60.0

0.74%

18.7
26.3

8,000
4,525
4,000
3,500
2,750

42.8
75.0
85.7
105.0

16.6
21.4
33.1
37.5
66.3
75.0

230

2,250
2,000

2,300
2,250

375

130
674
952
1,090
1,224
1,578
1,713
1,934

2,399
3,156
133

150

454
425

660
706

410

731

120

200

18,100
14,000
9,050

120

153

18.7
37.5
75.0
150.0

5.35
1,276.

235

95

343
285
235
165

to 0.7477
4.69

16.6
1,304.

155
125

Marine, :fir Craft, Point to

0.7496

800
1,000

375

300

Broadcasting

Wavelength in Meters

500
285
190
165
153

874
1,052
1,276
1,817
1,960

2,499

85.7
109

1,304

2,499
130
133

600
1,052
1,578
1,817
1,960

CHARACTERISTIC
RADIO CIIANNEL ASSIGNMENTS-Continua,

Class of Service
Public Toll Service, Press,
Public Utilities, Point to
Point

Frequency in Kilocycles

16,000 to 18,100
11,400
10,000
8,000
5.700
5.000

4,000
2,850

14,000
11,000
9,050
7,000
5,500
4,525
3,500

Wavelength in Meters

18.7
26.3

30.0
37.5
52.6

(0.0
75.0
105.0

to

16.6
21.4
27.3
33.1

42.8
54.5
66.3
85.7

CHARACTERISTIC.-A quality or attribute of any device
showing its behavior under certain conditions of use.

For instance,

characteristic curves of vacuum tubes show the relation between
such things as grid voltage and plate current, plate voltage and
plate current, etc.

CHARACTERISTIC OF TUBE.-See Tube, Characteristics
of.

CHARGE.-The electricity which is held in a condenser or in
any other conductors having capacity is called the charge. It is
measured on coulombs or similar units of electrical quantity. See
Condenser, Action of.

CHARGE, BOUND AND FREE.-See Induction, Electro-

static.

CHARGE, SPACE.-See Tube, Action of.
CHARGER, BATTERY.-Any device used for furnishing direct or pulsating undirectional current to a storage battery for the
purpose of recharging the battery is called a battery charger.
Chargers in general use are designed to do two things; first they
reduce the voltage of the power supply line to a voltage suitable for
battery charging work, second if operated from alternating current

they rectify the alternating current received from the power line
and turn it into a pulsating direct current which is suitable for
storage battery charging. There are three principal types of alternating current battery chargers in use, the bulb type, the electrolytic type and the vibrating type.
Voltage Required for Charger.-The voltage delivered by any
charger must be greater than the voltage of the battery to which
it is connected. The charger is like a pump and the battery is like
a tank. If a tank had seventy pounds pressure in it and the pump
were able to deliver only eight or nine pounds pressure it is plain
that the tank would discharge through the pump. It is equally
true that a battery, such as a wet B -battery, which still shows
seventy or eighty volts will be completely discharged if connected
to a charger for A -batteries which delivers only eight or nine volts.

CHARGER, BATTERY
Many B -battery chargers arc designed to charge 90 -volt or 96 -volt B -bat !cries but if such a charger is connected to a B -battery of say 120 -volt size
or amgreater voltage than 90 to 96 the battery will be discharged in place
of being charged.
A fully charged battery will show 21,1_, volts pressure for each cell while

the charging current is still flowing through it and the charger must deliver
a voltage at least equal to 2/2 times the number of cells in the battery. As
an example, a 96 -volt wet B -battery has 48 cells and 2V-.: times 43 is 120.

A

charger to handle such a battery must be capable of delivering at least 120
volts.

Most chargers arc operated from house lighting circuits in which there is

a pressure of only 110 volts. Unless the charger includes a transformer which

increases or steps up this house current voltage, it cannot possibly do satisfactory work on a 96 -volt wet B -battery. Many chargers for this work do
include such step-up transformers.

Connection to Battery.-It is exceedingly important that any

charger be properly connected to the battery with regard to positive
and negative terminal polarity. The positive terminal of the charger
must be connected to the positive terminal of the battery and the

Connection of Charger to Battery.

two negatives must be connected to each other. If these connections
are reversed, so that positive and negative are together, there will be
a very heavy flow of current through the battery and charger in the
wrong direction. if there is a fuse in the charger it will blow, other-

wise the battery will be completely discharged and quite seriously
damaged.

Practically all chargers may be allowed to remain connected to the battery
after the power current is shut off at the house or building lines and there
will be no danger of discharging the battery. Rarely a vibrating charger may
'top with its contacts closed and there would be a discharge. There are very
kw vibrating chargers with which this could happen and with a bulb type
or electrolytic type of charger there is no such danger.
Requirements and Operating Costs of Chargers.-The small ammeters attached to most battery chargers do little more than show whether the battery
charging or discharging. That is, they do not show the actual charge or
(licharce in amperes. This is because they arc cheap instruments and arc
mounted on a piece of apparatus that tends to prevent them from being ac crate.

There is no certainty that a battery is being charged at the rat

shown by one of these ammeters.
When house lighting power costs ten cents per kilowatt hour it costs
sulcvn to twenty-four cents to charge a 80 ampere -hour, 6 -volt battery.

from
The

CHARGER, BATTERY, BULB TYPE
exact cost depends on efficiency of the charger and some factors which arc
variable.

A radio receiver will work best when the battery is fully charged.

It

is

possible to figure out the number of hours charging required by a receiver so
that the battery may be kept in prime condition. To do this proceed as fol-

lows-

First figure the current consumption of the tubes. Ordinary storage battery tubes of the 201-A type use one -quarter ampere each. The power tube;
such as the 117, 371, MU -n, etc., use one-half ampere each. The 210 type
of tube uses one ampere. Add the amperages of all the tubes together. For
example, if a receiver has five tubes, four of them using one -quarter ampere
each and the last one, a power tube, using one-half ampere, the total current

will be four times one -quarter or one ampere, plus one-half ampere for the
last tube, making one and one-half amperes in all.
Now multiply this current in amperes by the average number of hours the
receiver is used during a week. Four hours a day totals twenty-eight hours a
week. Twenty-eight times one and one-half equals forty-two and this show:
that in one week's use the receiver will require forty-two ampere -hours from
the storage battery.

Storage batteries arc far from one hundred per cent efficient and for each
four ampere -hours taken out of the battery it is necessary to put five ampere hours of charging current through it. For safety it is better to figure on
charging one -quarter more than the total discharge.
Now one -quarter of 42 ampere -hours is 10',12 ampere -hours which must be

added to the original 42, making a total of 52;!: ampere -hours, of charging.
Ii a 2 -ampere charger is used, divide 52V2 by 2, which shows that the
charger must be operated for 26;?; hours during the week. In this particular
case the charger is operated almost as many hours as the set. With two ampere chargers it is a safe rule to charge one hour for every hour the receiver is used. If a five -ampere charger is used it will give the battery its
52,v.,, ampere -hours by charging for only 107/1 hours since 5 (amperes) times
10% (hours) equals 52V2 ampere -hours.

Calculations have been made for one specific case but for any similar
problem it is only necessary to add the number of amperes drawn by all the

tubes in the set, to multiply this by the number of hours of use, and then

add one -quarter to this amount (to make up for battery inefficiency). This
last result is divided by the number of amperes given by the charger. The
division shows how many hours the charger should be operated for the number
of hours the receiver is in use,

CHARGER, BATTERY, BULB TYPE.-A bulb type of

battery charger consists of a transformer connected to the supply

line and a rectifying bulb of the argon type with connections made
as in the diagram, Fig. 1. This particular diagram shows the
use of
an auto -transformer, but many of these chargers are made with a

double winding transformer as in
- Fig. 2. In any case the plate of the
rectifying bulb is connected to the
BAT negative side of the battery to be
biamtat
charged, while the positive of the
PLATE

.110

40
AC.

.;l110

SUPPLY :Hi
e

.",

+ battery is connected to the tube Mament through the transformer winding. Current for lighting the filament is taken from a part of the

transformer winding or from a sepwinding, depending on the

Fic.
Type Battery
arate
Charger with Auto -Transformer.

transformer design.

CHARGER, BATTERY, BULB TYPE
Bulb types of rectifiers such as Tungar and Rectigon use a bulb
in which is a coiled filament of wire and a plate or disc a little distance away from this wire filament. The filament is made of tungsten and the plate is made of graphite. The air is drawn out of
these bulbs and they are filled with very pure argon gas.

Bulb chargers can be used when the voltage on the supply line
remains between 90 per cent and 110 per cent of normal. That is,
on a line which is supposed to carry 110 volts, such a charger will

work when the actual line voltage is between 100 and 120 volts

approximately. With the line voltage at 120 the charging rate would
be about one -fifth greater than the nominal capacity of the charger.
That is, with a 2 -ampere charger the actual rate would be about 2.4
amperes. If the line voltage is ten per cent below normal the charging rate would be reduced to about one-half of its proper value.
These chargers are made in 2 -ampere and 5 -ampere sizes, using
two different sizes of bulbs. If the battery is not larger than forty to
Resisidnce

Transformer

Bbott

B -bat
14- bat

Aar

Bulb

Transformer
Ftc. 2.-Bulb Type Battery Charger
with Double Winding Transformer.

Fin. 3.-Charger with B -Battery
Charging Connections.

fifty ampere -hour capacity the 2 -ampere charger is large enough but
for a bigger battery the 5 -ampere size is more satisfactory.
Connections for charging B -batteries from bulb chargers are shown in Figs.
Fig. 2 shows the added connections for a double winding transformer.
The original connections for A -battery charging are not disturbed. A jumper
1 and 3.

is run from one end of the primary winding to one end of the secondary
winding as shown by a broken line at the bottom. From the other end of the
Primary winding a line, also shown broken. is carried through a resistance to
the terminal for the positive side of the B -battery. This resistance will be

needed when charging less than forty-two cells in a battery and for safety
may be used at all times. The resistance may conveniently be an ordinary
incandescent house lamp of such size that not more than one -quarter ampere
of current Bows through it. The same terminal of the charger that is used
for the negative connection to an A -battery is used for the negative connection
to the B -battery.

The B -battery charging connections for an auto -transformer arc shown
It is necessary to add only one extra line running from one end
of the transformer winding through a resistance to the terminal for the posiIn Fig. A.

le side of the

13 -battery. Here again the resistance may be an ordinary
The common negative terminal is used for either an A -battery or a

n-hattery on charge.

CHARGER, BATTERY, DIRECT CURRENT TYPE
The following table shows the current in amperes passed by a two -ampere
bulb when used as a 13 -battery charger with the connections shown in Figs. 2
and 3. The current is shown for various numbers of cells in series.
While

values for thirty-six and for forty-eight cells arc given it will be found that

heating is excessive when attempting to charge batteries of such high voltages.
The practical limit is reached with twenty-four cells in one series line.

-

B-I3.ITEKY ClIARGIXG CURRENT IN AMPERES

-

-

Number of Battery Cells Connected in Series
Size of Lamp Used
as Resistance

25 -watt
60 -watt
75 -watt
100 -watt

3 cells

12 rens

0.09

0.08
.19
.26

.23

.30
.40

No lamp

.35

24 cells

36 cells

48 cells

0.06

0.05

.15

.11

.21
.2S

0.03
.07

./2

.17

1.10

.12
.15
.60

Since the normal c iarging rate for a majority of storage B -batteries is one quarter of an ampere the 75 -watt or the 100 -watt lamp makes a satisfactory
resistance when handling twenty-four cells from 110 -volt alternating current
circuits with a two -ampere bulb as a rectifier.
Sec also Tube, Rectifier Types of.

CHARGER, BATTERY, DIRECT CURRENT TYPE. --

Batteries may be charged from direct current lines simply by insert-

Resesidfice

1.-Direct Current Battery
Charging with Lamp Resistance.

Fm. 2.-Direct Current Battery
Charging with Rheostat.

ing a current limiting resistance between
the line and battery. The
direct current, of course,
requires no rectification. Two inethodh
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
1n Fig. 1 several incandescent lamps

CHARGER, BATTERY, ELECTROLYTIC TYPE
are connected in parallel and placed between either side of the
power line and the battery. The other side of the power line runs

directly to the battery. In Fig. 2 a variable rheostat is used in one
side of the charging line.
('are must be used to see that the positive side of the charging line is connected to the positive terminal of the battery and that the two negatives are
connected together. Fuses may be placed in the power line and an ammeter
may be used to advantage in adjusting the charging rate to the proper value.
'The ammeter may be placed in series with either side of the line at any point.
If a rheostat is used it must have sufficient current carrying ability to avoid
excessive heating and possible burnout when carrying the normal charging
current. Current for A -battery charging runs from two amperes to five ampere. The maximum resistance of the rheostat for use on 110 -volt power and
light lines should be 110 ohms in order that the charging rate may be reduced
to one ampere. The minimum resistance used should not be below twentytwo ohms so that the charging rate will not go above five amperes.
If lamps arc used as in Fig. 1 the charging rate will be one ampere for each
110 watts in the lamps. For example, three lamps of 100 watts each will
make a total of 300 watts through which will flow a charging current of
300/110 or 2.72 amperes. The desired charge rate in amperes may be multiplied by 110 to find the required total wattage of all the lamps in the parallel
circuit.

CHARGER, BATTERY, ELECTROLYTIC TYPE.-

Electrolytic chargers or rectifiers are those which use one or more
jars containing an electrolyte and two pieces of metal. There are
many possible substances used as the electrolyte which is a liquid,
and the electrodes which are metal pieces. One of the electrodes is

Flo. I.-Electrolytic Battery Charging Rectifier.

usually lead

or in rare cases may be carbon.

aluminum or tantalum.

The other one is

These materials prove most satisfactory in
actual use. A rectifier employing aluminum together with either
lead or carbon is shown in Fig. 1.
There are several metals which, when immersed in an electrolyte,
allow electric current to flow quite freely from the electrolyte
into the electrode but which offer a high resistance to current flow
in the reverse direction from the metal into the electrolyte. Such
Metals may be used as one-way "valves" in an alternating current
circ!nt so that alternations of only one polarity are passed.
I lie valve metals include aluminum, tantalum, tungsten, bismuth,
magnesium and others. The other electrode has no valve action or

CHARGER, BATTERY, ELECTROLYTIC TYPE
rectifying action, being used simply as a means for getting the current into the electrolyte. This other electrode is made of any inert
metal or other substance which is not acted upon by the electrolyte.
Lead, carbon and iron are used for this part of the rectifier.
It is evident from the foregoing that current will flow through the
battery only while the power line voltage is of one polarity and no
current will flow through the battery while the power voltage is
reversed. In other words, a single electrolytic cell rectifies only onehalf of an alternating current wave from the power line. It is possible to use four or more cells arranged as in Figs. 2 and 3 so that
both halves of the wave are rectified.
In the four -cell rectifier of Fig. 2 each end of the transformer
secondary winding is connected both to an aluminum and a lead
plate. Therefore, no matter which polarity the transformer winding
may assume during the alternating wave, current from one end or
the other will flow into the lead electrode of one of the cells, through
the cell, out of the aluminum and to the battery. On the next alter-
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hi:. 2.-Electrolytic Battery Charging Rectifier with Transformer.

Fic. 3.-Lamp Resistance with Electrolytic Battery Charging Rectifier.

nation or half wave, current will flow into the other cell whose lead
is connected to the transformer winding so that both halves of the

wave will be rectified.

In Fig. 2 the electrolytic rectifier is shown connected to a transformer which reduces the line voltage to a value suited for battery
charging. In Fig. 3 the transformer has been replaced by a bank
of ordinary house lighting lamps whose resistance reduces the voltage
for the battery. The lamps are connected in parallel and each one
will pass a certain flow of current. The greater the number of
lamps thus connected in parallel or the larger the lamps used, the
greater will be the number of amperes passing to the battery.
It is highly important that the electrolyte liquid in these chargers be pure
The water must be pure and the material dissolved in the water must like %vise be pure. Any impurities will greatly reduce the charging
rate because
they allow a considerable discharge or reversal of current while the po's'er
line voltage reverses. Some impurities such as chlorine, iodine
or bromine will
stop the charging action completely. City water is often heavily treated
with chlorine, therefore should not be used. Distilled water only should
used for making these solutions.

CHARGER, BATTERY, ELECTROLYTIC TYPE
The electrolyte for rectifiers using aluminum and lead as electrodes may he
made with either ammonium phosphate or ammonium borate dissolved in
distilled water. Ammonium phosphate is prepared by dissolving as much

primary ammonium phosphate as the water will take up, by making a satu-

Crystals should be added until there is an excess of the chemical that cannot be dissolved by the water. The clear solution is then poured
off and is ready for use.
The ammonium borate solution may be prepared by adding three or four
tablespoonfuls of boracic acid and four tablespoonfuls of clear household ammonia to a pint of distilled water. The ammonium borate solution will handle
somewhat higher charging voltages than the phosphate but otherwise is not
as satisfactory as the ammonium phosphate.
When the electrolyte is made with ammonium phosphate it may be allowed
to stand idle for long periods and there will be no increase of internal resistance. Kith ammonium borate the internal resistance will increase during
the idle period so that the voltage will be considerably lowered or the charger
rated solution.

may refuse to operate until the electrodes arc removed and cleaned by scraping.

When using ammonium borate solution the surface of the lead electrode is
turned to lead peroxide. This compound finally drops off and forms a sediment in the bottom of the jar. Such trouble is not encountered when using
ammonium phosphate.

The aluminum rod should be formed of chemically pure metal. (7ommerdal aluminum may work satisfactorily and again it may not. Welding rods
which contain small amounts of copper arc not satisfactory. Impure metal
CiillSe3 excessive overheating. The water used in the electrolyte should always
he pure distilled water.
The upper end of the aluminum rod should be protected against excessive
heroical action which occurs at the surface of the liquid. The upper end of

the rod may be covered with a short piece of rubber tubing slipped over the
rod. The lower edge of this tubing should extend one -quarter inch below
surface of the liquid. The upper end of the aluminum rod may be covered
with celluloid dissolved in acetone or with a high grade coil cement. Electrolyte jars must not be completely enclosed because it is necessary to have currents of air around them to prevent overheating.

Action of Rectifier.-With an electrolytic rectifier in normal
operation the aluminum electrode may be seen to glow with a pale
yellow -green light. Overloading the rectifier will cause excessive
heating and will damage the elements. The temperature of the
aluminum and lead type of rectifier should not go above 100 to 110
degrees Fahrenheit. To avoid overheating the rectifier it should
not be used on batteries of more than twenty-two cells in a single
series connection. When more cells must be charged they should
he connected in parallel to provide units of not more than twentytwo cells in each section or the twenty-two cell sections may he
charged one after the other.
An electrolytic rectifier made with small size electrodes and
operating at low or moderate voltages gives almost complete rectification, passing the alternation of one polarity but stopping the
Opposite poldrity with very little back current. With large electrodes
or electrodes of large surface area and at high operating voltages
there is a considerable flow of current backward through the circuit
on the alternation which should be stopped completely.
Rectification takes place by virtue of a film which forms on the surface of
metal. This oxide film is an insulator and acts as a dielectric be Ike electrode metal and the electrolyte liquid, both of which are con-

11..e valve

CHARGER, BATTERY, TRICKLE TYPE
This combination forms a condenser in which the capacity increasel
with surface area of the electrode. This condenser passes a certain amount of
current on both alternations of the cycle and the amount passed on one alternation forms a back current or reverse current. This reverse current is reducal
by decreasing the area of the electrode.
The insulating film has very high resistance but if sufficient voltage be ap..
ductors.

plied to the film a certain amount of current will flow through it. just as with
any other insulator. The voltage acting to break through the insulating film
is equal to the sum of the alternating current line voltage and the voltage of
the battery being charged. The higher these voltages the greater will be the
back current. See also Condenser, Electrolytic.

Tantalum Rectifier.-The tantalum rectifier uses a strip of

tantalum as the valve metal or rectifying electrode and a lead or
lead peroxide clement as the opposing electrode. The electrolyte is
pure sulphuric acid diluted with pure water to have about the same

Flo. 4 -Connection -F. of Tantalum Battery Charging Rectifier.

specific gravity as the electrolyte used in lead -acid storage batteries.

The electrical losses are less in the tantalum rectifier than in the
aluminum type and the life is much greater because the tantalum
is acted upon but slowly by the acid electrolyte.
The connections of a tantalum rectifier are shown in Fig. 4. This
rectifier employs tantalum and lead as the electrode metals and an
electrolyte of sulphuric acid diluted with pure water. The tantalum
rectifier is not affected by rise of temperature to such an extent as

the aluminum type.

CHARGER, BATTERY, TRICKLE TYPE.-A trickle

charger is a device designed to maintain an A -battery in a continual

state of full charge. The charger is connected to the A -battery

through a special master switch that turns on the charger by the
same operation which turns off the set. Since this switch turns the
set on and the charger off at one operation and turns the set oft and
the charger on at another single operation the battery is being
charged whenever the set is not in use. Such an outfit is shown in
the drawing.
Trickle chargers are designed to give a very low charging rate to

the battery, generally not more than one-fourth to one-half of an
ampere. This charging
rate is sufficient to keep the A -battery full).
charged at all times and yet is too low in amperage to harm the A'
battery even though the charge continues indefinitely.
The trickle charger unit consists of
a transformer for reducing
the supply line voltage and
a rectifier of either the bulb tyPe or

CHARGER, BATTERY, VIBRATING TYPE
Such a unit is often built into one housing with a
pecially designed storage battery of small ampere -hour capacity
hut with an extra large space for electrolyte. Such a battery will
handle an ordinary receiving set because it is charged immediately
after each period of discharge. The large electrolyte space makes
it unnecessary to add distilled water more than five or six times a
year. This connection forms an A -power supply. See Power Unit,

electrolytic type.

'Filament Current Types of.

Parts and Circuits of Trickle Charger or an A -Power Unit.
Most trickle chargers are provided with a regulating resistance by means of

which the charging rate may be varied to care for the requirements of the
battery. This regulating resistance is usually in the form of a rheostat between the battery and the charger. This rheostat has a resistance of about
twenty-five ohms and is capable of carrying a continuous current of from
one-third to one-half ampere. Some types of trickle chargers use an ordinary
incandescent lamp in the power supply line in place of the regulating rheostat
in the battery line. Still other chargers provide one or more taps on the
trar6former windings, the taps being connected to a regulating switch.
The master switch may also include contacts for controlling a plate voltage
supply unit.

At one operation this switch then turns off the set and the plate

supply while it turns on (he trickle charger. See Jacks and Switches, Uses of.
The batteries used in complete units of the trickle charger type are generally
of from thirty to fifty ampere -hour capacity, although some batteries having
as low as twenty ampere -hours have been employed.
The trickle charger requires from twenty to fifty watts from the power
a,,lut light line for its operation.
Electrolytic types use less line current than
'4' bulb types since the electrolytic rectifier has nn bulb filament to be heated.

CIJARGER, BATTERY, VIBRATING TYPE.-The con-

struction and circuit connections of a full -wave rectifier of the

CHARGER, BATTERY, VIBRATING TYPE
vibrating type are shown in Fig. 1. The charger includes the stepdown transformer shown at the top of the drawing and the rectifier
mechanism shown at the bottom.
This vibrating rectifier is built in such a way that the connections
of the charging line to the battery are automatically reversed with
the reversal of current flow in the power line. This reversal in the
rectifier is brought about by a combination of two electromagnets
and a spring.

When the current flowing in the power line passes through the
A. C. electromagnet in one direction this electromagnet attracts one
end of the D. C. electromagnet. When the current in the power line
reverses, the other end of the D. C. magnet is attracted. When the
magnets are acting together they overcome the tension of the spring
and close the vibrator contacts alternately so that charging current
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2.-A Half -Wave Vibrating
Battery Charger.

FIG. I.-A Full -Wave Type of
Vibrating Battery Charger.

flows through the battery. At the instant of reversal of current flow.
the magnets balance each other and the spring opens the contacts so
that a reverse current cannot flow through the battery
and discharge
it.

Some vibrating rectifiers have a fiat spring whose tension must
be adjusted so that it vibrates
in step with the alternations of the
power lines or supply lines. With this adjustment correctly made
the spring will open the circuit at the
Other vibrating rectifiers like the proper time.
one in Fig. 1 use a permanent
magnet in place of a direct current electromagnet,
which amounts 0)
the same thing. This D. C. electromagnet
'in
Fig.
1
is operated from
the battery being charged. This type gives
a
slightly
larger current
to a battery that is completely discharged
than to a battery that is
well charged.

CHASSIS, RECEIVER

The rectifier shown in Fig. 2 is of the half -wave type. When the
current from the supply line is of the correct polarity to charge the

battery, the contacts close and the current flows to the battery.
Rut when the supply line reverses its polarity the contacts open so
that the battery cannot be discharged. On this diagram are shown
taps for charging batteries of several voltages. Such taps may be
arranged on any type of charger.

The spring adjustment on vibrating chargers is sometimes very critical and
the least movement of the regulating screw one way or the other will start
or stop the charge. Other chargers of this same type arc not at all critical
and arc easily handled. The adjustment should be made to give the greatest
possible current in amperes without making the vibrating contacts spark excessively.

Some vibrating types of chargers will not start to charge when connected

to a completely discharged battery. This is because a small amount of current
is taken from the battery itself for the operation of the vibrator. The only

thing to do under such circumstances is to take the battery to a charging station.

As long as a vibrating rectifier is in proper working condition it may safely
be left connected to the battery even when charging is not being done. For
safety sake and in case of failure of the contacts to open it is always best to
use some kind of switch that disconnects the charger from the batten.
The rapid opening and closing of the vibrator contacts cause sparking and
the electrical effects travel for a long distance through the power line wiring.
These disturbances arc picked up as interference by nearby receiving sets.
The interference may be minimized or completely eliminated by proper filtering as described under Interfrrente.

CHASSIS, RECEIVER.-A name sometimes given to the

electrical parts and internal framework of a receiver.

CHEMICAL CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Electrolytic.
CHEMICAL RECTIFIER.-See Charger, Battery, Electro-

lytic Type.

CHOKE, AMPLIFYING.-See Amplifier, Audio Frequency,

Impedance Coupled.

CHOKE, AUDIO FREQUENCY.-Scc Coil, Choke.
CHOKE, COILS FOR.-See Coil, Choke.
CHOKE, FILTER-See Coil, Choke.
CHOKE, OUTPUT.-Sec Speaker, Loud, Connections to Re-

ceiver.

CHOKE, RADIO FREQUENCY.-See Coil, Choke.
CIRCUIT.-A circuit is a path through which current, voltage

or magnetic effects may reach and pass through all of the parts included within the circuit. In radio work circuits are composed of
wires, of coils or inductances, of condensers or capacities and of resistances. See also Law, Ohm's.

CIRCUIT, ACCEPTOR. -A circuit consisting of an induc-

tance or coil and a capacity or condenser in series with each other
is sometimes called an acceptor circuit. Such a circuit may be tuned
lo resonance with a frequency and its opposition to flow of current
at that frequency is at a minimum. The circuit then accepts the
tuned frequency. This is a case of series resonance. See Reso'Pince, Series-

CIRCUIT, ANTENNA

CIRCUIT, ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Circuit of.
CIRCUIT, APERIODIC.-See Aperiodic.
CIRCUIT, BRIDGE.-See Balancing.
CIRCUIT, CLOSED ELECTRIC.-Any circuit that is complete and through which either direct or alternating current may
flow when voltage is applied is called a closed circuit. Should any

part of the circuit be open so that current or voltage cannot pass
through that part there is an open circuit at the point which prevents current or voltage from passing. All useful circuits in radio

work are of the closed type, and all of the examples shown in illustrations and drawings are of the closed type.
Circuits may be closed through batteries, rheostats, condenser:,
inductance coils, tube filaments or even through the space between
the plate and filament of a tube. See also Law, Ohm's.

CIRCUIT, FILAMENT.-The filament circuit of a vacuum
tube includes all of the parts through which the filament heating
current passes. As shown in the diagram the filament circuit includes the A -battery or power supply unit, the filament itself, the
rheostat or filament control resistor and all of the wires and conductors which connect these parts.
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A Filament Circuit.

A Grid Circuit.

CIRCUIT, GRID.-The grid circuit of a vacuum tube includes
all of the parts through which act voltage changes
applied to the
grid or through which grid current
may
flow
when
conditions are
favorable to such a flow of current. The
parts
of
a
typical
grid circuit are shown in the diagram.
They
include
the
grid
itself,
a condenser which might be a detector grid
condenser
or
a
blocking
condenser, an inductance coil, the grid
return
connection,
the
filament
rheostat if the rheostat is in the

grid return circuit and all of the
wires and conductors
connecting
these
also Return, Grid and Detector :with parts with each other. See

CIRCUIT, HIGH AND LOW Grid Condenser and Leak.
POTENTIAL SIDES OF.
-Any closed circuit consists of
two parts, one called the high p).

CIRCUIT, LINK
tential or high voltage and the other called the low potential or low
voltage side. The high voltage side of any circuit starts at the high
voltage terminal of the unit through which voltage is introduced into
the circuit and continues to the current consuming or voltage reducing device in the circuit. The low potential or low voltage side
of the same circuit extends from the current consuming or voltage
reducing device back to the low voltage or negative side of the unit
at which voltage is introduced.
For example, in a filament circuit the high potential side extends from the
positive terminal of the battery to the tube filament. The low potential side
extends from the filament to the negative terminal of the battery. In a grid
circuit the coil is the source of voltage, the high potential side of the circuit
extends front the coil to the grid of the tube while the low potential side ex-

tends from the other end of the coil through the grid return, the rheostat
and to the filament at the tube.
In a plate circuit the B -battery is the source of voltage and the high potential side extends from the B -batter through the coil to the plate of the
tube, the low potential side extending from the negative side of the B -battery
to the filament.
The greatest care should be used in handling and placing the high potential
sides of all circuits. One instance is found in the rule that grid and plate
connections must be carefully placed and kept well separated.

CIRCUIT, LINK.-A link circuit provides electromagnetic
coupling between two parts which in themselves would have little or
no coupling without the link in action. A link circuit is shown in

Fia. 1.-Link Circuit with
Fixed Coupling.

FIG. 2.-Link Circuit with
Variable Coupling.

3.-Variable Units in Shunt with Link Circuits.
H14. 1.

The two large coils are placed in a non -inductive relation

to each other so that they have zero coupling.
The link circuit consists of two turns of wire around each coil with the link
turns joined
through long conductors.

CIRCUIT, MAGNETIC
Link circuits arc of great usefulness in providing a readily adjustable and controllable coupling of low value between two other circuits. The link circuit may contain only inductance in the form of
windings or turns of wire and the resistance of the wire. it need
contain no condenser and is not tuned in itself.
The coupling of the link circuit to either of the other circuits may be ad-

justable as in Fig. 2. Changing the coupling of either part of the link circuit

to the unit with which it is used will change the coupling between the two
larger parts or units.
The degree of coupling allowed through a link circuit may be changed by
placing a variable condenser or a variable resistance across the two sides of
link circuit as in Fig. 3. Similar results in change of coupling may be

Link Circuit kvdh
Capacity Coup/m57

inh Circa/z` with
Inductive Coup //n9

Output
4.-I.ink Circuits with Adjustable Couplings.
secured by inserting a variable condenser, resistance
or inductance in one line
as in Fig. 4. Any of these will change
the impedance of the link. See Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.
Link circuits arc employed in antenna systems to provide
coupling with
the tuned circuits or the detector
circuit of

a receiver. They are also employed in working with frequency meters and
wavemeters when but little
coupling and sharp tuning are required.

CIRCUIT, MAGNETIC.

-A magnetic circuit is formed by the
path in which magnetic lines of
coil and through the field of the force pass through a magnet or
magnet or coil. In the illustration 1,
an iron -core transformer,
the
path
of the magnetic lines of force
which form the magnetic circuit
being indicated by the arrows. A:
the right is shown, by arrows, the
path or circuit of the magnetic
lines of force through and
around
an
air -core coil.
CIRCUIT, OPEN.-Any
a.n. open circuit. See Trouble, circuit which is not complete is called
Circuit, Open, Location of; also see
(newt, Closed Electric,

CIRCUIT, OSCILLATORY

inductance
Cdpd c /y

Condenser
An Oscillatory Circuit.

Nlattnetie Circuits in Iron Core
and in Air Core.

CIRCUIT, OSCILLATORY. -1 circuit in which electricity
may surge back and forth at high frequency between an inductance
and a capacity as shown in the diagram is an oscillatory circuit or an
oscillating circuit. Such circuits consist of inductances or coils connected to capacities generally formed by condensers. These circuits
also contain resistance which is either inserted intentionally or is unavoidable. See Oscillation; also Radio, Principles of.

CIRCUIT, OUTPUT AND INPUT.-An input circuit is a

circuit through which electric energy, voltage or current enters any
electrical device. An output circuit is a circuit through which electric energy leaves the device. Input and output circuits are shown
in the diagram. At the left is a transformer whose primary wind Trans form er

In at

Out at

Input
uhe
Primary Secondary
Input and Output Circuits.

ing forms its input circuit and whose secondary winding forms its
output circuit.

At the right is shown a vacuum tube whose grid
circuit forms the input circuit of the tube and whose plate circuit
items its output circuit.

CIRCUIT, PARALLEL.-Several electrical parts so connected
with one another that current from a common source divides between them, part flowing through each, are said to be in parallel
with one another or to form a parallel circuit. Such a connection is
shown in Fig. 1. The three coils, A, B and C, are connected in parallel with one another and with the battery. Part of the total current leaving the battery paws through each of the three coils and
the currents having passed through the coils come together again
and flow back to the battery. In Fig. 2 are shown three vacuum
tubes with their filament circuits in parallel. With a parallel con-

CIRCUIT, PLATE

111111

Ftr.. 1.-Parallel Circuit!.. Fm, 2.-Tulx. Filaments in Parallel Circuit.

nection one side of each unit is attached to one side of the source
while the other sides of all the units are connected to the other side
of the source. Parallel circuits are also called multiple circuits or
shunt circuits. See also Resistance, Parallel Circuit.

CIRCUIT, PLATE.-All of the parts and conductors through

Pale

filamen 1

which flow the plate current of a
vacuum tube form the plate circuit of
that tube. The plate circuit includes
the plate itself, ziny inductance, capacity or resistance connected to the
plate, the B -battery or power supply
unit,

B -battery

-III

-11010
A Plate Circuit

the

connection

between

the

B -battery and the tube's filament, and

the space between the filament and
plate inside the tube. The electron
flow between filament and plate passes
through parts of this circuit.

CIRCUIT, PRIMARY.-An input circuit. See Circuit, Out -

put and Input.

CIRCUIT, REJECTOR.-A circuit formed by an inductance
or coil and a capacity or condenser connected in parallel with each
other is sometimes called a rejector circuit. With the inductance
and capacity tuned to resonance at a certain frequency they have
the greatest possible impedance or opposition to flow of current at
that frequency, hence are said to reject that particular frequency.
A rejector circuit is a circuit containing parallel resonance. See

Resonance, Parallel.

CIRCUIT, RESONANT.-See Resonance.
CIRCUIT, SECONDARY.-An output circuit. See Circuit,
Output
and Input.

CIRCUIT, SERIES.-A series circuit is a circuit in which all
of the parts
are connected end to end so that all electric current

CIRCUIT. SHORT
passing through any one part must also pass through all other parts
in the series circuit. A series connection is shown in Fig. 1. The
coils A, B and C are connected in series with the battery. All current leaving the battery must flow first through coil A, then through
C

111111111111

Fir.. 1.-A Series Circuit.

Fm. 2.-Tube Filaments in Series Circuit.

coil B and finally through coil C before it can return to the battery.
In Fig. 2 are shown three vacuum tubes with their filaments in

series. See also Resistance, Series Circuit.

CIRCUIT, SHORT.-An accidental connection between the

two sides of a circuit so that current from the source may return

to the source without passing through the energy consuming devices
in the circuit. The diagram shows a short circuit in the wiring between a battery and the filament of a tube. The two wires from
the battery are short circuited on each other at. the rheostat so that
battery current flows through this short circuit and back to the bat -

A Short Circuit.

Ictly without passing through the filament of the tube. A short circuit prevents operation of the device affected and at the same time
Vttts a heavy drain upon the source of current. See also Trouble,
ircuit, Short, Location of.

CIRCUIT, SHUNT

CIRCUIT, SHUNT.-A parallel circuit. See Circuit, Parallel.
CIRCULAR MIL.-See Mil, Circular.
CLAMP, GROUND.-A device designed to clamp securely
around a pipe or rod and to make a permanent electrical connection
of low resistance. To the ground clamp is bolted or soldered one
end of the ground wire from a receiver, the receiver ground being
secured through the part to which the clamp is fastened.

CLARIFIER.-A name sometimes applied to various forms of

wave traps. See Trap, Wave.

CLEAT.-A fastening by means of which a wire or conductor

is attached to and supported from some solid part. Cleats may be
made from insulating material such as fibre, porcelain, moulded insulation or glass. They may also be made of insulated metal.
CLOSE COUPLING. -See Coupling, Close.

CLOSED CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Closed Electric.
CLOSED CIRCUIT JACK.-A jack through which a circuit

is normally closed. See Jacks and Jack Switches, Typcs of.

CLOTH, INSULATING.-Cotton, silk and linen are used as

insulating coverings in electrical work. Cotton and silk are made
into wire insulation, their characteristics for this work being given
tinder Wire, Cotton Covered and Wire, Silk Covered.

Varnished muslin or varnished cambric arc made from cotton and linen
Their dielectric strength is from
500 to 1000 volts per thousandth of an inch and their dielectric constant is
from 3D to 5.0. Oiled cloths, such as Empire cloth, arc of the same general
treated with oils to increase their resistance.
character.

CM.-An abbreviation for centimeters of length.

COCKADAY RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Four

also Tuner.

Circuit;

CODE.-A system of signals used for communication in radio

or wire telegraphy is called a code. The International Morse Code
is used in radio telegraphy. It is different from the American Morse
code which is used in wire telegraphy. The code is formed by various
combinations of dots and dashes which represent letters, numerals.
marks of punctuation and various phrases and short sentences commonly employed. The dash is of longer duration than the dot, being
equal in length to three dots. A space or interval equal in length
of time to one dot is allowed between parts of the same letter. That
is, between two dots, between two dashes or between any dash and
dot a space would be allowed equal in length to one dot. At the

end of each letter in a word a space or interval of time equal in
length to three dots is allowed before commencing the next letter.
At the end of each word the space is equal in length to five dots.
hollowing the list of signals is a list of abbreviations which Were
authorized by the International Radiotelegraphic Convention. It
will be noticed that all of these abbreviations start with the letter
Q, and by reference

to the list of call letters under the heading.

Letters, Station Call, it will be found that the letter Q is not used
as the first letter of any station's call.

CODE
Tait INTERNATIONAL MORSE CODE AND CONVENTIONAL SIGNALS

A
B Ism

iels

Period

silo

on um

los

ma

Comma

E um
F

ra

Interrogation
Exclamation point
Apostrophe
Hyphen

II *
S.

INE Nim mon

1.

K smi Ems

En me

Ism

- 1 I= MN
OEN

m=

Bar indicating fraction

mos

O NM mil 'MI

Inverted commas.

ms

p am sow
am MB MB

Underline

Imo

R

Double dash

U me

Attention call to precede
every transmission

On

General inquiry call

sm ma m

(C.Q )

1' um
A

ism

sm. =II

Prom (de)

(German)

Invitation to transmit
um
(go ahead) (K)

me

A or A

(Spanish -Scandinavian)

81111 111

nil

CII (German -Spanish)
me me um
(French)

sm sos

um am an
0 me ion

after. ... )-interrupt-

MB

Break (B k.) (double

...

me

Received (O.K.) (R) .. m

sue
lis0

Position report (to precede all position messages)

5

End of each message

sso

(cross)

7 am ins

im
m

mimi

ing long messages .

Error

im ims
2 gm ism ms

no

am am

Question (please repeat

Understand

I

9 ow sem ins
0 am oss

-

dash)

6 (German)

4

Warning-high power

Wait

S (Spanish)

C

ism

us - Ems

Distress Call (S.O.S.)

V am
am um

-

m*

S

-

smi

win sms:use

Parenthesis

MI

sow

im me ism

Colon

G mos mo

so*

NM

Semicolon

Transmission
finished
(end of work) (conclusion of correspondgm

ence)

MI
isso

ims am

Imo

CODE
ADPILVIATIONS 1:1[1) ttr RADII) CODS. CODAIIIVNICATIOX

QUEII710:1

ANSWZIL OA NOTICE

Do you wish to communicate by means of
the International Signal Code?

I wish to communicate by means of the International Signal Code.
Iltis is
My distance is
My true hearing is
degrees.
I ant bound foe
1 ant bound hum
I belong to the
Line
My wave length is
meters.
I hare
wads to send.
I am receiving well
I am receiving badly. Please send 20.

viarrost
FRB
ORA
ORB
QRC

ORD
QR
ORO
1411

RK

What ship or twat station u that?
Inlet is your distance'

What as your true bearing'
Mien are you hound foe?
Where are you bound froth?
What line do you belong to?
What is your wave length in meters'
How many words have you to semi'
How do you receive me'
Are you (mei% ing badly? Shall I send 20?

min

QRM

°RN

ORO

(AP

ORO
ORS
CART

RI!
RV
QRW

ORX
ORY
QRZ

OA
osig

()SC
OSD
QSF

Atmospherics are vex). strong.
Increase power.
Decrease poster.
Send faster.
Send slower.
Stop sending.

I have nothing for you.
I am ready. Ali right now.

I am busy (or: 1 am busy with

Please do not interfere.
Stand by. I will call you when required.

Shall I stand by?
When will be my turn?
Are my signals weak?
Are my signals
IS my TOM! I,adt
Is my spark bad?
Is my spacing had'

Your turn will lie No.

What is your time'
is transmission to be in alternate order or
in series?

OSC

O.
OSI.

OM
OSN
OSO

OSP

What rate shall I collect fur?
Is the last radiogram canceled?
. Did you get my receipt?
What is Fixo true course?
Are you in communication with land?
Are you in communication with any ship or
simian (on wills
Shall I inform
)1
that you
are calling

..... calling me?

Is..

OSR

Will you forward the radiogram?
flaw you received the general call?
Please call me when you have finished (or:

OST
()SC

at
o'clock)?
Is public correspondence bring handled? ....

QSW
OSX
OSY

Shall I increase my spark frequency?.....
Shall I decrease my spark frequency'
Shall I send on a wave length of

QIF

Public correspondence is being handled.
Please do ant interfere.
Increase your spark frequency.
De
your spark frequency.
Let us change to the wave length of.....
meters.

What us my true hearing'

%Slut is my position'

Your position is

QTA

OTT

.

I will forward the radiogram.
Central call to all station'.
Will call when I have finished.

Send each word twice. I have difficulty in
receiving ytoll.
Repeat the last radiogram.
I hare something to trunwnit
Your tine bearing is

QSZ

QTY'

Tranozniasion will be in alternate order.

You are being called by

QSV

meters?

My tittle is

\ly true course is
degrees.
I am not its communication with land.
I am in communication with
(through
Inform
that I am calling him.

him?

(AO

Your signals arc weak.
Your signals are strong.
The tone is bad_
The spark is had.
Your spacing is bail.

Transmission will Ise in series of 5 messages.
Transmission will be in series of 10 messages.
Collect
The last radiogram is canceled.
Please acknowledge.

OS!!
11.51

at=

fur adjustment.
I am being interfered with.

far adjustment?
Are you being interfered with?
Are the atmospherics strong
Shall I increase power'
Shall 1 de:rease power'
Shall I send faster'
Shall I send slower?
Shall I stop sending'
Have you anything fur me?
Are you ready?
Are you busy'

Hare you anything to tranunit?

degrees Tram

haiturcit,

longitude.
'Public correapondenee is any radio work, official us private, handled on commercial wave lengths.
When an abbreviation is followed by a mark of interrogation, it refers to the question indicated
for that abbreviation.

COEFFICIENT OF AMPLIFICATION

COEFFICIENT OF AMPLIFICATION.-See Amplification; also Tube, Amplification of.

COEFFICIENT OF COUPLING.-See Coupling,

Coeffi-

cient of.

COIL.-The subject of inductance coils for use in radio work is

One of the most important. All radio circuits are composed principally of inductance found in coils, of capacity found in condensers,
and of resistance in the conductors. Therefore, the three principal
things in any radio receiver are the coils, the condensers, the resistances and, of course, the tubes.

COIL, AIR-CORE.-For work in the high frequency or radio

frequency portions of receivers the inductance coils are generally
built with no core in the center and arc called air -core coils. It is
not customary to use iron or other magnetic material in the cores
of coils which arc operating at high radio frequencies such as received on the antenna because of the magnetic lag and other energy
losses that would be introduced into the circuits by the magnetic
and electric properties of the iron..

COIL, ANGLE OF MOUNTING.-The air -core trans-

formers or coils in a radio frequency amplifier should be mounted to
have the least possible coupling with each other.
In order to reduce this coupling as nearly as possible to zero two
coils may be placed with their axes at right angles as in Fig. 1. The

magnetic lines of force which form the field of one coil then cut
through the wires of the second coil at right angles so that all the
lines passing through one side of the second coil pass also through
A

1.-Coils with Axes at Right Angles.

its other side. Since the wires forming the two sides of each turn

in this second coil run in opposite directions the effect of any lines
of force passing through both sides is to set up a voltage in one side
of each turn. The voltage on one side of any turn is neutralized by
the equal and opposite voltage set up in the other side of the same
turn.

It is important that a line continued from the axis of one coil pass
exactly through the center of the axis of the other coil and also
through the center of the length of the winding on the other coil as
at the left in Fig. 1. The two coils shown at the right of Fig. 1
have their axes at right angles to each other yet the center line of

COIL, ANGLE OF MOUNTING
coil A does not pass through the center of the length of the winding
on coil B. Therefore there is a considerable magnetic coupling between the two.

In Fig. 2 are shown top, front and side views of two coils so
placed in relation to each other that they have the least possible
magnetic coupling. These three views show the points to be observed in placing coils. The first point is that the center lines of
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2.-Coils Properly Aligned fur Minimum Coupling Angle.
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FIG. 3.-Field Lines of Force Pawing at Right Angles Through a Coil.

the two coils must intersect at right angles and the second point is
that the center lines must intersect at the center of the length of the

winding on one coil.
This method of placing coils at right angles to each other is :satisfactory
when there are only two coils to be handled but when, as in many rccciver.

there arc three or more radio frequency coils it is difficult to place more than
two of them in a correct right angle relation to each other. Use is then made
of the method shown in Fig. 3 whereby the lines of force forming the magnetic
field of any one of the coils cut equally through both sides of all other eta.
coming within the field.

COIL, BALLAST
It will be seen from Fig. 3 that the axes of two coils may be kept parallel
it, each other and the second coil B placed in such a part of the field of the
tirt,t coil A that all of the magnetic lines from coil .4 which cut through one
side of coil B also cut through the other side of coil B and there is practically
no magnetic coupling.

The position of the two coils with reference to each other depends on the
ratio of their length to the diameter of their windings. At the left hand side
Fig.
is shown the correct position for coils which are comparatively short
.:nd of large diameter. At the right hand side of Fig. 3 is shown the position
for coils which are comparatively long and of small diameter. The change
in position is due to the change in the shape of the field of a coil as the windint: is lengthened. Any number of coils may be placed in such an angular
relation to each other that they have very little magnetic coupling.

A
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A

Ftc;. 4.-Coils at Angle at Minimum Coupling.
In Fig. 4 is shown the approximate position of three coils placed for miniThe axes of all coils so placed in a receiver must be parallel
with each other and the centers of the winding axes must lie in one straight line
sash as. the line X -Y in Fig. 4.
The correct angle for mounting these coils depends on the length of their
winding, the diameter of their winding and the distance between adjacent
10115. This angle is most easily found by experiment, starting with the approximate angle shown in Fig. 4. With coils of usual proportions the angles d, e
mum coupling.

and / arc generally between 56 and 60 degrees.

COIL, BALLAST.-The name ballast coil is often given to a

heed resistance used in series with the filaments of one or more tubes

to regulate the voltage applied to these filaments. Another name
f(ir this part would be resistance unit or resistor.
A loading coil for increasing the wavelength or reducing the frequency to which an oscillating circuit will respond is sometimes
called a ballast coil.

COIL, BANK WOUND

COIL, BANK WOUND.-A bank wound coil is a plain
cylindrical coil having two or more layers of windings one over the
other. Were a multi -layer coil wound with the first layer running
the entire length of the winding and with the second layer started
over the end of the first one and brought back as at the right of
Fig. 1 the first turn of the first layer would come directly underneath the last turn of the second layer. The greatest voltage difference between any two turns in such a coil is between the first turn
and the last one. Therefore, the first and last turns coming together in a winding like that at the right of Fig. I would have a
considerable capacity effect, since such an effect depends to a great
extent on the voltage difference between two metallic parts.
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1.-Bank Winding of Two -Layer Coil.

To avoid this excessive distributed capacity the practice of bank
winding is resorted to as shown at the left of Fig. 1. Here the first
two turns of the first layer arc wound in the usual way but the third
turn is wound on top of the first two and forms the first turn of the
second layer.

The fourth turn is then wound alongside the first
two, directly on the winding form, and the fifth
is placed on top of the second and fourth according to the numbers shown in the drawing.
A bank wound coil may be used where the
length of a single layer coil would be too great
for the amount of inductance desired.
A three -layer bank wound coil is constructed

as shown in Fig. 2. The first five turns are
placed in the same way as for a two -layer
2.-Hank Winding coil
The sixth turn is on top of the third and
fur Three -Layer Coil.

fifth. After that the winding proceeds by laying
each following set of three turns up along the turns already placed.
The bank wound coil is not suitable for use in tuned circuits employed for
It is true that bank
winding makes a coil with less distributed capacity than were plain multi layer winding used, but the capacity is still very great when compared with
that of a single layer coil of equal inductance. In a two -layer bank wound
coil using the same amount of wire as on a single -layer coil the distributed
capacity and skin effect cause the bank wound unit to have an effective
resistance about ten times as great as in the single layer unit.
broadcast frequencies because of the excessive losses.

COIL, BASKET WOUND.-An easily constructed form of
self-supporting coil with spaced turns is known as the basket wound
coil.

Such a coil requires no solid winding form to be left permanently inside the winding and, due to the peculiar method of winding, adjacent turns are at some distance from one another. This

COIL, BASKET WOUND
construction thus gets rid of the losses inherent in any solid winding
form and also reduces the distributed capacity which is caused in

the ordinary close wound coil by
the

turns.

capacity between adjacent
Some of the advantage of

the basket wound construction

is

lost due to the fact that it requires
a considerably greater length of
wire to provide a given inductance
than

is required in a plain cylin-

drical close wound coil.
Etc. 1.-Form for Basket Winding.
The basket -wound coil is formed on a number of pegs or posts set into
3 base and forming a circle as in Fig. I. An odd number of pegs must be
u.led. They may be placed on any desired diameter of circle from two and

Ftc. 2.-First Four Turns of a Basket Winding.
one-half inches up. Convenient diameters lie between three and five inches.
The pegs must be solidly set into the base. If wooden pegs are used they must

lk at least one -quarter inch in diameter to provide sufficient strength but if
stvxl rods are used one -eighth to three -sixteenths of an inch diameter will be

sunicient.

The winding is started as shown at the upper left in Fig. 2. The wire is
run behind one peg then outside of the next two, underneath the fourth one.
outside of the fifth and sixth and so on around the form, following the rule
of -one under and two over."

COIL, BINOCULAR
The first turn is shown in the upper left hand drawing of Fig. 2. The
second turn, running from the end of the first one to the beginning of the
third, is shown in the upper right hand drawing, The third turn is shown
in the lower left hand drawing and the fourth turn is shown in the lower
right hand drawing. It will be seen that the fourth turn is exactly like the
first and the winding is continued on from this point until the desired number

FIG. 3.-Partly Completed Basket Winding.
of turns is secured. The appearance of such a coil while still on its winding
form and as viewed from the side is shown in Fig. 3. While still on the form
the turns should be securely fastened by lacing as shown in Fig. 4.
Basket -wound cylindrical coils of this general type may be constructed by

winding two turns outside the pegs, then two turns back of the pegs, two
more turns outside and so on, following
the rule of "two over and two under." It
is also possible to wind such coils with
each alternate turn outside and the intervening turns inside of the pegs, "one over
and one under." The results are much the
same

for any method of

winding, the

principal difference being in the changed
appearance of the finished coil.
If it is found more convenient, the lacing shown in Fig. 4 may be omitted and
the coil held together by applying some
Fic. 4.-Finished Basket Wind- kind of hinder or coil cement at the points
ing with Lacing in Place.
between the pegs where the turns cross one
another.

COIL, BINOCULAR-See Coil, Closed Field Type.
COIL, BUCKING.-A bucking coil is a part of a winding or
is a separate winding on the same form as another winding, this
bucking coil being wound or connected in such a way that its mag-
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Bucking Coils or Bucking Windings.
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COIL, CHOKE
netic effect opposes or bucks the magnetic effect of the main winding. The flow of current around the turns of a bucking coil is opposite to the direction of current flow around the turns of the main
winding. Two forms of bucking coil are shown.

COIL, CHOKE.-A choke coil is a coil of great reactance or

impedance whose purpose is to limit the flow of alternating or pul-

sating currents of certain frequencies through part of a circuit in
which the choke is placed.
By means of various combinations of choke coils and condensers,

a circuit containing currents of both high and low frequencies and
also direct current may be so divided as to send the low frequency
current through one path, the direct current through another path,
and the high frequency current through a third path.
The plate circuit of the vacuum tube shown in Fig. 1 carries both
radio frequency (high frequency) current and direct current. If
Radio frequency

choke coil

to <gaol/0 Irefuegcy

circuit

to low requeneu

circuit and EC.
SU,Oply

Coinienser

gad o

ChoWe

15-eFuri,c91

toThigh freqweitcy
circuit

Hi;

bypass
D.C.to

circuit

1.-Separation of Frequencies
2.-Separation of Direct and
Alternating Currents with Choke Coil.
with a Choke Coil.

the tube should happen to he a detector, audio frequency (low frequency) currents are also taken from the plate circuit. If a radio
frequency choke coil and a condenser are placed as shown in the.
plate circuit, the choke coil will oppose passage of radio frequency
current through itself. But the radio frequency current will pass
easily through the condenser since the condenser's reactance to high
frequencies is very small. The condenser, however, forms an open
circuit for the direct current of the B -battery. Consequently this
direct current cannot pass through the condenser. The radio frequency choke has no iron core and is wound with comparatively
large wire, therefore, it offers very little opposition to the low frequency audio current or to the direct current which flows freely
through the choke. Audio frequency currents will pass through a
radio frequency choke coil if the coil is properly designed to offer
reactance only at high frequencies.
the use of an iron -core choke coil is shown in Fig. 2. In this circuit the plate of the vacuum tube is carrying radio frequency or
high frequency current, audio frequency or low frequency current

COIL, CHOKE
and direct current or battery current. The high frequency current
finds a path of low reactance through the bypass condenser and returns to the tube filament. The direct current flows easily through
the choke, leaving only the audio frequency current to pass to the
audio frequency circuits. The bypass condenser is assumed to be of
small capacity so that it offers high reactance to the audio frequency
current and forms an open circuit for the direct current.

Wire Size in Chokes.-The wire must be of sufficient size to

carry the current without overheating. This consideration is of importance in audio frequency chokes, also in filter chokes used for

filament supply and for eliminating interference. In radio frequency circuits the maximum current is not over five milliamperes
in the great majority of cases. In audio frequency circuits the maximum current is seldom more than twenty-five milliamperes for the
lines in any one stage.
The wire size and the length used determine the direct current resistance of
the choke. The resistance is one factor in impedance. The alternating current

that will pass through any choke may be found by dividing the voltage by
the impedance. The total current through the choke is the sum of the high
frequency current, the low frequency current and the direct current. The wire
is chosen to handle whatever total current will actually pass.
The following table shows the maximum allowable current in milliamperes
for the different gauge sizes of copper wire used in choke coils of all types.
CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY OF COPPER WIRE
Ga u ee

Size

16
17

IS
19

20
21

22
23

Current in
Milliamperes
1700 to 2600
1300 to 2000
1100 to 1600
850 to 1300
675 to 1000

550 to 800
425 to 650
350 to 500

Gauge
Size

Current in
1illiampc7e:.

Sin

Current in
Milliamperes

26
27
28
29
30

275 to 400
200 to 325
175 to 250
125 to 200
100 to 160
85 to 125
65 to 100

31
33
34
35

36
37
38

40 to 63
35 to 50
25 to 40
20 to 32
18 to 25
13 to 20
10 to 15

31

55 to 80

40

5 to 10

24
25

Proportions of Choke Coils.-A choke coil should contain the
maximum possible inductance and the least possible resistance.

The

best ratio of resistance to inductance is obtained in solid layer wound coils by making them of the following proportions:
With the length of the winding represented by 100, the thickness or depth
of winding should be also represented by 100. The inside diameter of the
windine, or the outside diameter of the winding form, should be represented
by 206. The outside diameter of the winding should be represented by 466.
As an example; supposing a choke coil were to be made one inch long. The

being 1.0 inch, the depth of winding should be 1.0 inch, the

inside

diameter
diameter of the winding should be 2.66 inches and the outside diameter should
hr 4.66 inches.
While the foregoing are the ideal proportions, chokes may vary widely from
their dimensions and still be entirely satisfactory for their work.

COIL, CHOKE

Radio Frequency Chokes.-Choke coils designed to oppose only
he flow of high frequency currents are usually of air -core type.
They must be constructed to have the least possible distributed capacity since such capacity will pass the high frequency across the
choke. The size of wire is of no particular importance, gauges
from number 24 to number 32 being often employed. Larger sizes
are equally satisfactory but they increase the bulk of the coil.

Single cotton covered or double cotton covered wire is preferable to
enameled wire because of the increased spacing and lower distributed
capacity with the cotton covering. With double cotton covered wire
the coil will be of considerably larger bulk than with single cotton in
order to obtain the same inductance.

The radio frequency choke must oppose the passage of high frequencies but must not choke back the audio frequencies. Therefore, when only radio frequency currents are to be stopped the choke

should not have an iron core unless the core is of very small size
because the iron will give the coil so much inductance and reactance
that some of the higher audio frequencies are quite likely to be lost.
If both radio frequencies and audio frequencies are to be choked by the same

coil it is then necessary to use iron -core construction in order to obtain enough

reactance to properly oppose the lower audio frequencies_ Radio frequency
currents will be choked effectively by any coil that will choke audio frequency.
An inductance of at least two and one-half millihenrits is required for
radio frequency chokes used iii broadcast receivers. For almost complete
stoppage of the radio frequency an inductance of five millihenrics is better.
Honeycomb coils make excellent radio frequency chokes when there is
space enough to allow their use. A honeycomb coil of 200 turns is the small al that will prove reasonably effective. Coils of 250 or of 300 turns do very
good work as chokes. A satisfactory radio frequency choke coil may be made
by winding one thousand to fifteen hundred turns of number thirty-two single
cotton covered wire on a form one inch long with a center formed by a five sixteenth inch diameter wood or rubber rod or a fibre tube. Use no iron in the
core.

Audio Frequency Choke Coils.-An audio frequency choke

coil should offer a very high impedance at audio frequencies but
should be of sufficiently low resistance so that direct current for the
plate circuit is not unduly reduced.
Since the reactance of such chokes varies according to frequency,
it is a rather difficult matter to obtain sufficient reactance to act as

an effective stop for the very low audio frequencies. As an example, a choke to offer a certain reactance in ohms at twenty-five
cycles would require eight times the inductance of a choke offering
the same reactance at two hundred cycles. If the low frequencies
are to be held back very large coils will be required for audio frequency chokes. See also Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Impedance
Coupled.

Audio frequency chokes always have an iron core. They are
eenerally formed with layer windings of enameled wire, although
single cotton covered is more satisfactory from the standpoint of
hi" distributed capacity. The gauge of wire employed is determined by the maximum current as shown in the preceding table.

COIL, CHOKE
Audio frequency chokes arc made with inductances of from twenty-five
to five hundred henries. The inductance required depends on the circuit in
which the choke is to act. The audio frequency current will divide in inverse
proportion between two or more possible paths according to the impedances
of the paths, the greater part of the current flowing through the path of less
impedance.

If an audio frequency circuit is attached to a choke coil of 200 henries
inductance and also to an audio frequency transformer of 100 henries inductance the current will divide approximately in inverse proportion to the inductances, two-thirds passing through the audio frequency transformer and onethird through the choke.
Chokes sold as audio frequency amplifier coupling chokes or impedances
make satisfactory coils for this work in any part of a receiver where the cur.
rent to be carried is not greater than allowed by the wire size used in these
coils. Secondary windings of audio frequency transformers may he used as
makeshift choke coils with the same limitation as to wire size.
Several points in the design of choke coils for handling low frequencies are
taken up in following paragraphs on iron -core choke coils.

Filter Chokes.-Choke coils used in filters of power supply units
and in filters for the elimination of power line hum are always of
the iron -core type. These chokes are built to have twenty, twentyfive or thirty henries inductance in most cases. The wire used depends on the current the choke must carry without overheating.
Suitable wire sizes are given in the preceding table showing the maximum carrying capacity of copper wires.

Iron -Core Chokes.-Iron-core choke coils are often used in circuits carrying both direct current and alternating current. The
direct current tends to magnetize the iron with a polarity depending
on the direction of current flow around the iron. To prevent satu-

ration of the iron, one or more air gaps are always built into the
core. The total air gap must be wide enough to prevent magnetic
saturation, which would prevent normal or proper action of the alternating current, yet the gap must not be so wide as to reduce the
inductance below the required minimum.
The air gap in the core may be divided into a number of small
gaps or may consist of a single large gap. The minimum air gap
that is generally found satisfactory may he calculated from the following formula:

Air Gap in Inches =

-

Number of TurnsXCurrent in AmperesX2:2

Flux Density in Lines per Inch

The flux density allowed may be anywhere from 10,000 to 30,000
The smaller the core used for a coil of given inductance the
greater will be the density.
The cores of choke coils may be either of the shell type or core
type of construction. The section of the iron over which the windingis placed may he conveniently made square, using dimensions
of from one-half inch up to one inch on a side. The overall size
of the core is made to accommodate the winding required for the inductance. Under Wire, 7'nrns per Inch is a table which shows the
number of turns per square inch of cross section of winding.
lines.

COIL, CLOSED FIELD
Following arc the approximate inductances obtained when using windings
fn which the length is equal to one and one-half times the depth of wire be-

tween inside and outside diameters and which arc wound on one kg of a rec-

tangular core. The air gap is assumed to be of a size determined by the
formula given in a preceding paragraph.

With core iron three-quarters of an inch square in cross section; twenty
henries will require 7,600 turns, thirty henries will require 9,800 turns, forty
henries will require 12,000 turns and fifty henries will require 14,500 turns.
With core iron one inch square in cross section; twenty henries will require
:4.750 turns, thirty henries will require 7,500 turns, forty henries will require
turns and fifty henries will reqiiire 11,250 turns.
All of these figures assume the use of enameled wire of gauge sizes between
numbers thirty and thirty-four.

Iron -core chokes for prevention of radio frequency currents may
be of two and 'one-half to five millihenries inductance. The core may

be straight, formed either of iron wires or of thin flat iron laminations. Radio frequency filter chokes may be called upon to carry
large currents when used for the reduction of power line interference. Following arc wire sizes to be used:

To carry 0.75 to 1.0 ampere use number 18 gauge
To carry 1.0 to 1.75 ampere use number 16 gauge
To carry 2.0 to 3.0 ampere use number 14 gauge
To carry 3.0 to 5.0 ampere use number 12 gauge
To carry 5.0 to 8.0 ampere use number 10 gauge
To carry 8.0 to 15.0 ampere use number 8 gauge
The inductance of iron core choke coils may be calculated from
the following formula:
Inchgciancc =

Core Arta X (Number of Turns)
Air Gap X 40,000,000

This assumes the use of silicon steel transformer core iron, an air
gap determined by the preceding formula and a flux density of about
20,000 lines.

The inductance is in henries, the core area in square

inches of cross section and the air gap in inches. The result is close
enough for average construction work.

COIL. CLOSED FIELD TYPE.-Much of the undesired
feedback and consequent oscillation in receiving circuits is caused
by coupling between the magnetic fields of radio frequency coils.
A plain cylindrical coil such as that shown at the left of Fig. 1 has
a large and widely distributed field. The size of such a field may
be reduced either by completely shielding the coil or by using coil
windings of such form that the field is closed upon itself to a greater
or less extent.

A receiver using an ordinary cylindrical coil in its grid circuit has, in effect,
a number of small loop antennas, one in each grid circuit. These small loop
antennas are formed by the turns of wire around the cylindrical coils and they
Pick up signals from powerful nearby broadcasting stations. At least one and
maybe two of the grid circuits in any tuned radio frequency receiver are
naturally broad tuning. These broad tuning circuits are the grid circuit of
the first tube, because it is coupled to the antenna, and the grid circuit of the

COIL, CLOSED FIELD
detector when positive grid return is used. The coils pick up signals in these

circuits which arc naturally broad tuning and the selectivity that might be
expected from two tuned circuits is not obtainable.

The double cylindrical coil of Fig. is composed of two separate
cylindrical coils, each having rather small diameter and comparatively great length. The windings of these two coils are joined in
series and the current is sent around the two coils in opposite directions. The positive end of one coil will then be at the same end of
the pair as the negative end of the other coil and the lines of force
coming out of one coil will enter the other as shown. The field is
1

thus confined except near the ends of the two coils.
The two coils of the pair are wound on tubes or forms of identical
diameter and length. Each of the coils is usually from one inch to

two and one-half inches in diameter and from three to five inches
long. A clear space of at least one-half inch should be left between
the two coils to avoid excessive capacity effect. Such a double coil
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Fin. I.-Coils with Open Fields and Closod Field,.

should be mounted with due care that no objects of any kind came
within the open part of the field at the ends of the coil. Neither
metal nor dielectric should be within the space occupied by the
arrows.

The third type of coil shown in Fig. 1 is made of four parts with
the windings in series with one another. A coil of this type has a

more nearly closed field than the double coil, but for a given in-

ductance the four-part coil occupies more space than any other form
of closed field coil. The separate windings are on tubes of from

one inch to two inches in diameter and from one and one-half to
two inches long. The heavy continuous winding is the primary.
The toroid coil has an almost completely closed magnetic field.
It is described in detail under the heading Coil, Closed Field,
Toroidal.

Two variations of closed field coils are shown in Fig. 2. At the
lett is the D -coil which is wound on a cylindrical form with two
vertical slots cut part way down through the form. The top view
of the D -coil shows the method of placing the winding on the form.
The form remains in the coil. The D -coil has the same characteristics of field as the double coil shown in Fig. 1. It has the advantage that the two ends of the windings are at opposite ends of the
coil so that there is little capacity effect between them whereas with

COIL, CLOSED FIELD, TOROID
the double coil in Fig. 1 there is a considerable difference of voltage
between the two ends of the total winding.
The "figure 8" coil shown in Fig. 2 has the same field characteristics as the double coil of Fig. 1, but since it. is wound in a way
exactly similar to the winding of a D -coil, the two ends of the winding arc brought out at opposite ends of the coil so that capacity
effect between them is reduced to a minimum. The "figure 8" coil
wound on two tubes of comparatively small diameter and great
length, the same sizes being used as for the double cylindrical coil.
The spacing between closed field coils and between such coils and other
parts in the receiver may be less than when using open field coils because
of the reduced tendency to magnetic coupling of the closed field types. The
closed field coils may be placed at any convenient angle to each other with
little regard for their magnetic fields.

A7Gt.,RE
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2.-Coils of the Closed Field Ty pc.
While it is true that the forms of coils just considered have their magnetic
fields closely confined, this limiting of the field does not extend to the electrostatic field or capacity effect between any two coils in a receiver. Regardless of the shape or design of thc coil the fact that it contains metal and has

thc dielectric air between it and other coils in the same receiver causes a

capacity effect to exist between any two coils and a feedback of energy may
take place through this capacity or electrostatic coupling.
COIL, CLOSED FIELD, TOROID.-The toroid coil of

has apparently a completely closed electromagnetic field.
Phis coil is formed into a ring so that the two ends of its field join
and allow a continuous flow of lines of force. At radio frequencies
even a toroid coil has some external field although not nearly so
extensive as that from a cylindrical coil.
While there is very little electromagnetic coupling between toroid
coils there is some coupling due to capacity effects between them.
There is also a very slight electromagnetic field from such a coil beFig.

1

cause the entire coil forms one large turn which, like any other
turn, generates lines of force as in Fig. 2.
Any radio waves which reach a toroid coil will generate equal

and Opposite voltages on the two opposite sides. The two voltages
balance and the net result is as if such a coil picked up no signals.

COIL, CLOSED FIELD, TOROID
This is shown in Fig. 3. It is true that. the toroids themselves will
not pick up undesired signals. but they cannot prevent amplification of such signals which are picked up by other parts of the receiver.
The number of turns and the overall size of a toroid may be determined
from the required inductance. The coil may be proportioned to obtain the
best

relation between inductance and resistance by considering the outside

Taco eo c cut°
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1.-Toroid
Type of Coil.

2.-Magnetic Field of Toroid

Winding Acting as a Single Turn.

radius and the inside radius according to the measurements of Fig. 4. The
outside radius of the coil is the distance from the center of the ring formed by
the coil to the extreme outside or rather to the center of the wire forming the
outside of the turns. The inside radius is the distance from the center of the
ring to the center of the wire forming the inside of the turns. The greatest
inductance is obtained when the outside radius is equal to 1.7 times the in -
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side radius but the best ratio of inductance to resistance, that is, the grentest
inductance with the least resistance, is obtained when the outside radius i s
equal to 2.6 times the inside radius.
In any toroid coil the diameter of the turns must be small and a large
number of turns must be used. This is necessary in order to keep the total
size of the coil within reasonable limits.

The inductance of the toroid coil may be calculated from the following formula:

COIL, DEAD ENDS IN
L =0.01257 X A">: ( R

in which L is the inductance in microbenries, N is the total number
Of turns in the whole winding, R is the distance in centimeters from
the axis of the ring to the center of the cross section of the winding, distance R in Fig. 4. a is the radius in centimeters of the turns
of the winding.
A toroid winding may be constructed according to the following method:
Select a piece of tubing of the desired cross sectional diameter for the coil
1,1 be wound and of a length greater than the length around the ring of the
Wrap a piece of thin waxed paper around this tube and wind an ordinary
single layer coil on the outside of the paper. The purpose of the paper is to
allow the winding to be slipped off the tube later on.

Secure a long narrow strip of very thin celluloid and fasten it along the
length of the winding on the tube with collodion or coil cement. That 6

paste the strip along one side of the coil winding on the tube. Then slip the
whole thing off the tube. Bend the celluloid strip into a circle which forms

the inside of the ring, fasten the ends of the strip together and the toroid
winding is complete.

COIL, DEAD ENDS IN.-A dead end is an unused portion

of a coil or winding. The tapped coil shown at the left in the draw -

Dead Ends on a Coil Winding.

ing is connected at points .4, B, C and D with the small switch.
With the switch in the position shown, connected to tap B, all of
that portion of the coil from B to D forms a dead end. The symbol
fur a tapped coil with a dead end at the bottom is shown at the
right.

A voltage is induced in the dead ends of a coil and this voltage
causes current to pass through the coil's distributed capacity. This
current acts on the used part of the coil in such a way as to increase
its resistance.
If dead ends must be used on a coil, do not short-circuit them while they
are not in use because the closed circuit formed by a short-circuited dead end
will absorb a great deal of power. It is better to completely disconnect the
dead ends from the remainder of the coil when they are not in use. Even
then the presence of the open turns in close proximity to the used part of
the coil will form a considerable loss and will dissipate much energy. See
.S:,itrh, Dead End; also Coil, Tapped.

COIL, DESIGN.-In designing single layer, air -core inductance

coils there are certain rules which will aid in avoiding unnecessary

making the coils more efficient in operation.
First, to consider the relation between coil diameter and length,
the maximum inductance for any given length of wire on a single
losses,. and in

COIL, DESIGN

layer coil is secured when the diameter is equal to 2.3 times the
length. This would be a coil of the proportions shown at the right
in Fig. 1. It is not necessary to follow this rule strictly because
good results will be secured in practice when, with a diameter represented by three units, the length is anywhere between one and four
That is, a coil three inches in diameter may be anywhere from
one to four inches long and give good results. A coil of these general proportions has the further advantage of a comparatively small
units.
field.

The other extreme of ratio between length and diameter is shown
at the left in Fig. l. It should be noted that the length of the coil
is taken as the length of the winding, not as the length of the form
on which the coil may be wound.
In the design of any radio frequency coil there are four important
factors. First, to obtain the most inductance with the least wire;
second, to obtain the least high frequency resistance; third, to obtain the least distributed capacity, and fourth, to build a coil with
FORM
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the smallest field. Each of these things should be given consideration when deciding upon the various features of coil design.
The features of coil design include the type, shape and proportion
of the winding, the wire size and insulation, and the design and material of the winding form and of the coil supports. In the following table are listed the different practices and methods that may be
adopted in designing and building a radio frequency coil. At the
right of each method in five separate columns are listed the advantages or disadvantages of each method considered from the standpoints of durability, inductance, resistance, distributed capacity and
size of field.
The ratings are given as best, good, fair and poor. When possible the method designated as best should be employed provided it
does not interfere too much with other
requisites of the coil design.
A rating of good indicates that satisfactory
results
be expected.
Fair means that this method may be allowed whenmay
no
other seems
available. Any method listed
as
poor
should
be
avoided
except in
case of necessity.

COIL, DESIGN
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES IN COIL DESIGN
4.1

-.c

c'

0'O
Type of Winding

Cylindrical, single layer, close wound
single layer, space wound
bank wound
honeycomb, duolateral, etc
basket wound
Flat, basket wound, diamond
llat wound, spidcrweb

Skop: of Winding

Open field type, cylindrical or circular
hexagon. octagon, etc
square, oblong, etc.
Closed field type, double, toroid, etc

fulaiion

Air, hare wire
Cotton, double covered
single covered
Silk, double covered
single covered
Enamel
cotton covered
Wire Si:,
Small, No. 30 to No. 26
Medium, No. 24 to No. 20
Large, No. 18 to No. 14.

illatfrial of Winding Font;
Paraffined paper or cardboard
Fibre and "mud" dielectrics
Dry paraffincd wood

hard rubber

Phenol fibre, bakelite, etc
Glass

Best
Good
Good

Good

Good Fair
Good Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair 'Good

together or in place

kinder of collodion or coil cement
Rincier of

varnish, glue, etc

;;..

Fair
Fair
Fair
Best

Fair
Good
Good
Good

Best Good Poor
Poor Fair Good
Good Best Fai r

Fair
Fair
Good

Fair Good
Fair
Fair Best
Fair
Fair Good Fair Fair
Good Good Good Fair
Best Fair Poor
Fair
Fair Good Fair Poor
Good Good Good Good

Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair

Good
Good
Best

Best
Best Fair
Good Good Good
Fair Best Fair

Good
Fair
Poor

Poor
Good
Good
Fair

Fair

Good
Poor
Good
Best
Fair
Fair

Best
Good
Poor

Fair
Fair
Good Good
Best Good

Fair
Good
Good

Good
Fair
Poor

Poor

Best

Good
Poor
Good
Good
Fair
Fair

Fatitnings of Winding
11,:ire laced

g 73-

Fair
Poor
Poor

De'sign of Winding Form

Solid or continuous material
Skeleton form
No form, self-supporting coil

^ -t1

Best Best Best Poor Poor
Good Poor Good Good Poor
Good Good Poor Poor Poor
Good Good Fair Good Good
Fair Good Best Fair
Fair
Fair Fair
Best Good
Fair
Poor Good Good
Good Fair

Proportion of Winding

Large diameter, short in length
Small diameter, long winding
Diameter about half of length

.N" 6

Good

Fair
Poor

COIL, DIAMOND WEAVE
Ai VANTAGLS AND DISADVANTAGES DC COIL DESIGN- Continued
V

V

LC

2

--- -a
g7c.i
V; :L.

Alaitrial of Supports
Entirely of dielectric
Dielectric, fastened with metal parts
Entirely of metal

Good

Best
Fair
Good

Fair
Poor

Connection! to Winding

Terminals close together in dielectric
well separated in dielectric
Direct leads, no terminals
'rapped connections.

Good
Good
Best
Fair

--

Poor

- Good

- Best
- Poor

Good
Fair
Poor

Poor
Good
Best
Poor

From the foregoing table it is seen that a construction may be desirable

in some ways, yet very undesirable in others. All things considered, durability
is probably the most important single consideration in a receiver intended to
give continual enjoyment of broadcast programs. In a receiver of an cx
perimental type, intended principally as a means of testing the effects of various constructiom, durability would come last. Next in importance for conditions of average use come the advantages of a small field, least distributed
capacity, least resistance and most inductance in the order given.

Do not run the leads or connections from one end of the coil through the
center of the coil form to terminals at the other end as shown in Fig. 2 because this increases both the distributed capacity and the apparent resistance
of the coil. If it is absolutely necessary to run a wire through a coil, run it
through the exact center as far from the walls of the form as possible.
Do not place terminals or binding posts carrying the two ends of the winding close to each other as in Fig. 2 because there is considerable distributed

capacity between them.

Do not coat a coil with ordinary varnish or shellac. Use either collodion,
paraffins or special coil cement. Use the smallest possible amount of any
binder.

Among the things generally to be avoided in coils arc: wire sizes smaller
than number 2S, enamelled wire, heavy or bulky winding forms, metal path
in coil mountings, terminals set into heavy blocks of insulaton, taps and unt,ed turns.

COIL, DIAMOND WEAVE.-See Coil, Honeycomb and

('oil, Spiderweb Type.

COIL, DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY IN.-In a coil we wish
to have inductance only but we cannot possibly avoid having also
resistance and capacity. The turns of wire in a coil produce inductance which is desirable. The insulation of the wire and the
material on which the coil is wound produce some of the effective
resistance while the remainder is accounted for by the resistance
of the metal in the wire itself. The unwanted capacity allows loss
of energy which is equivalent to a resistance loss.
There is, of course, a voltage or electrical pressure acting across
a coil. The greatest voltage differences will be between one end

COIL, DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY IN
there are also differences of voltand the other of the winding, but
age between each two adjacent turns. That is, in a coil of forty
turns across which there is a pressure of eighty volts we will find
a drop of two volts between each two turns. In other words, we
have two conductors (represented by two turns in the coil) and one
of these conductors is at a higher voltage than the other. They arc
separated from each other by a small space which may be filled by
the wire's insulation or by air. Therefore, each two adjacent turns
form the plates of a small condenser which are separated by a dielectric and arc at different voltages. In a coil of forty turns we
therefore have many condensers in addition to the inductance we
are trying to get. It is the combined capacity of all of these tiny
condensers that is called the distributed capacity of the coil.
The effect of distributed capacity is almost the same as if a single
large condenser were connected between the two ends of the coil or
connected in parallel with the coil. About the only difference is that
the condenser formed by the distributed capacity is an exceedingly
poor one viewed from the standpoint of efficiency and radio losses.
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Distributed Capacity and Its Effect in a Coil.

One effect of distributed capacity is to bypass a certain part of
the radio frequency currents. It is well known that a condenser of
given size will pass more and more radio frequency current as the
frequency increases. That. is, a condenser of a certain size will
pass much more current at 1000 kilocycles than at 500 kilocycles.
Now, since we have the effect of a small bypassing condenser across

every coil it follows that the leakage will increase with every increase of frequency. This leakage causes a loss of enerp, and this

loss becomes greater and greater with increase of frequency.
Distributed capacity may sometimes produce another effect. An oscillating
circuit is formed by an inductance and a capacity together. This is just what
We have in a coil with its distributed capacity. This combination will be resonant at some rather high frequency because the inductance of the coil %Olt he
tuned by the coil's own capacity and then the circuit will absorb great amounts
of power at that frequency.
At the frequency to which the coil with its distributed capacity is naturally

reoliant oscillating currents will circulate in the winding and capacity. The
!lower required to maintain these oscillating currents is absorbed from circuits
In which the coil is used and this energy is a complete loss. At resonance
the coil becomes a parallel resonant circuit, having great impedance to currents from outside the coil when these currents arc at the resonant frequency

COIL, DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY
Therefore a coil will strongly oppose frequencies of its own natural period
and it acts as a high impedance in its circuit.
The frequency or wavelength to which a tuned circuit responds is determined by its inductance and capacity. The increase of either one results it
the circuit's responding to a lower frequency or higher wavelength. Therefore, the addition of the distributed capacity of the coil has the same effect
on tuning as the addition of more external capacity or more inductance. One
effect of this distributed capacity is to increase the apparent inductance of the
coil. At least it increases the wavelength to which the coil responds. The
frequency to which the combined inductance and capacity of the coil will

respond is called the natural frequency of the coil, andit determines the
lowest wavelength or highest frequency at which the coil is useful in a radio
receiver.

The effect of the distributed capacity in causing an apparent increase of inductance with increase of frequency may be realized from the following statement: In a coil whose effective inductance is 201 microhenries at one kilocycle
the effective inductance becomes 20S microhenries at 500 kilocycles ((00
meters), 310 microhenries at 1000 kilocycles (300 meters) and 355 microhenrie;
at 1500 kilocycles (200 meters), The effects of distributed capacity increase
with frequency because the reactance of any capacity becomes less with increased frequency and allows more current to flow. At very high frequencies

the distributed capacity of a coil may be of greater importance than its in-

ductance.

It is sometimes thought that because a tuning condenser is used
across the terminals of a coil that a little additional capacity in the
coil will do no harm. But the capacity of the tuning condenser is
almost free from resistance effects or losses while the distributed
capacity of the coil is a loss, an effective resistance. This distributed
capacity adds resistance to the whole circuit and having it in the
circuit is the same as using an extremely poor condenser for tuning.
The effect of distributed capacity is reduced by space winding
in any coil. Therefore the forms of coils having the greatest freedom from distributed capacity include space -wound single layer
coils, basket -wound coils and spiderveb coils. Measurement of distributed capacity is described under Oscillator, Radio Frequency,
Uses of.

Factors Affecting Distributed Capacity.-Distributed capacity

in a coil is determined principally by five factors.

First: The longer the coil and the smaller its diameter the less will be the
distributed capacity because of the increased separation of the end turns between which there is the greatest difference of voltage. A long thin coil, however, has less inductance for a given length of wire than one in which the
diameter and length are more nearly equal.
Second: The greater the diameter of a coil the greater will be the distributed
ci.pacily. There will be a greater voltage difference per turn since for given
inductance such a coil will have fewer turns than a long thin one. The
capacity effect between two adjacent conductors, two adjacent turns, is increased with increase of voltage difference between them.

Third: The capacity between turns of a coil depends on the insulation or
dielectric used around the wire. Air gives the least capacity of all, so bare wire
coils have less distributed capacity than a similar coil with any form of insulation around the wire. Cotton covering is next best, then comes silk, and
enamel is worst of all.
Fourth: There is less distributed capacity in a coil wound with small size,
of wire than when wound with large sizes. The surface area of the turns 1.-

les with small wire and since adjacent turns form the plates of miniature

COIL, DOUGHNUT
condensers the smaller these plates the less will be their capacity to each other.

Fifth: The material and shape of the form or tube on which the coil is

wound also affect the distributed capacity. The lower the dielectric constant
of the form the less will he the distributed capacity. From this standpoint
alone perfectly dry paper, cardboard or wood would he best, closely followed
by hard rubber. Bakelite and glass have a higher dielectric constant and will
increase the distributed capacity.

COIL, DOUGHNUT.-See Coil, Closed Field, Toroid.
COIL, DUOLATERAL.-See Coil, Honeycomb.
COIL, EXPLORING.-A small air -core inductance attached
to a pair of headphones or to a frequency meter. The exploring

coil may be moved about in the vicinity of electromagnetic or electrostatic fields and by its effect in the meter circuit or headphones
the strength and extent of such fields may be learned.

COIL, FEEDBACK.-See Coil, Tickler.
COIL, FIELD OF.-The field which is due to the difference
in voltage between parts of the coil and between the coil and surrounding objects is called the electrostatic field. See Field, Electrostatic.

The field which is due to the magnetic lines of force passing

through the core or center of the coil and the surrounding space is
called the electromagnetic field. See Field, Magnetic and Electromagnetic.

COIL, FILTER.-See Coil, Choke; also Filter.
COIL, FORMS FOR.-The methods of supporting the wire
which forms a coil are as follows: First, self-supporting coils; second,
skeleton forms similar to those shown; third, hard rubber tubing or
forms; fourth, dry waterproofed wood; fifth, dry waterproofed cardboard; sixth, phenol fibre forms such as bakelite.

Skeleton Forms for Coils.

The advantages and disadvantages of the various forms from both the electrical and mechanical standpoints are shown under the heading of Coil, Design of. In actual construction all factors must be considered. For example.
a material comparatively poor in electrical performance may be best from the
standpoint of mechanical strength, appearance, permanence and freedom from
the effects of moisture, heat, and dust. The principal objection to hard wood
and cardboard is that the addition of sufficient binder to maintain them in a
dry and waterproof condition makes them less desirable electrically. Hard
rubber is desirable in every respect except that it is deformed under pressure
and heat.

A winding form or tube may be improved by cementing strips of hard

rubber, celluloid or bakelite lengthwise of the form about every half or three-

quarters of an inch around it. This raises the winding away from the solid

COIL, HONEYCOMB
surface of the form and reduces the distributed capacity and effective resistance.

COIL, HONEYCOMB.-Honeycomb coils, which are sometimes called duolateral or lattice wound coils, include a form usually of fibre or cardboard, on
which the coil is wound one
layer over another with the turns
running diagonally or spirally
around the cod and spaced from
each other by a distance equal
to two or three times the

FIG. 1.-A Honeycomb Coil.

di-

ameter of the wire. The appearance of such a coil is shown in
Fig. I. The specifications and
electrical characteristics of generally used honeycomb coils are
shown in the following table.

INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITY OF HONEYCOMB COILS

Number
of

'furls

Wire Size
in

INDUCTANCE

Winding

Mierukrnrits: Millihertrits

25
35
50

24

75

24

100
150

24

200
250
300
400
500
6f.X)

750
1000
1250
1500

24
24

24
25
25
25
25

25
28
28
28
28
28

Distributed
Capacity
Micro -micro
farads

40
72

30

150
325
555

31

33

26
24
1.3

34.2

17
16
15
17
13
13
14
14

61.0

13

102.5
155.0

11

2.3

3.7
5.4
9.6
15.5

21.6

13

Resistance

in Ohms
(1). C.)
0.42
0.50
0.88
1.24
1.68

2.56
4.44
5.65
7.11
10.7
12.4

27.8
35.3

50.0
67.0
88.0

Coils from which the above measurements were made have
side diameter of two inches, a winding length of one inch, and
dia uonuiltosir(nlei in
ameters varying from two and one -quarter to four and one-half inches.
The winding scheme used in mal:ing a honeycomb coil is shown in Fig."-'
The form may be a cylindrical block into the surface of which are set radial
pe
or posts. The pegs arc set into holes from which they may be removed
when the winding is complete. The appearance of a segment of the torm
with a number of pegs in place is shown.

The winding is started by taking it around the outside of two pegs, then

across the width of the form and around the outside of two pegs on theopposite side. The form should have an uneven number of pegs on each side with
the same uneven number on both sides. The starts of the first four turns are

COIL, IMPEDANCE OF
Nhown in Fig. 2. The first turn is shown by a solid line, the second turn by
a broken line, the third turn by a line composed of long and short dashes and

the fourth by a double line. The same method is followed around and around
the form until the desired number of turns is obtained. The wire is secured
by an application of any kind of binder or cement. The pegs are then pulled
out of the form and the coil slipped off one side.

FIG. 2.-Method of Winding a Honeycomb Coil.

COIL, IMPEDANCE OF.-See impedance.
COIL, INDUCTANCE OF.-The inductance of any coil depends on its number of turns of wire, its diameter and its length.
Increasing any of these three factors will increase the inductance of
the coil provided that an increase of length is accompanied by an
increase of the number of turns. If the number of turns and the
diameter remain the same while the length is increased, the inductance will he reduced because the turns will be spread out more and
will be farther from one another. See also Induction, Electromagnetic.

The inductance of single layer, air -core, cylindrical coils may he
found from formulas and tables in the paragraphs immediately following. Inductances for other forms of coil windings are given under Coil, Choke; Coil, Closed Field, Toroid ; and Coil, Honeycomb.

Information on coil sizes for tuned radio frequency work is given
under Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for.

Doubling the diameter or the number of turns will not exactly
double the inductance because the ratio of the coil's length to its
diameter has an important effect on the inductance. For example,
doubling the number of turns will more than double the inductance
while doubling the diameter will give the coil nearly three times as
much inductance.

To obtain the true inductance it is necessary to figure on the
shape of the coil by introducing what is called the elongation factor
which is designated by the letter "K." It depends on the ratio of
diameter to length.
The inductance of a closely wound cylindrical air -cure coil may
lie found from the following formula when the dimensions are in
centimeters:

inductaucr in
.1licrohenries

Number of Turns Squared X Radius Squared X 0.04 X K
Length of Winding

COIL, INDUCTANCE OF

The values for K are given in the following table. The number
of turns is the total number in the winding. The radius and the
length of winding are both in centimeters. The number 0.04 is an
approximation for 0.039478 by which the multiplication may be
made instead of by 0.04 if more accurate results are required. The
radius is the distance from the center of the winding to the center
of eine of the wires in any turn.
When the measurements are all in inches the following formula
may be used:
Number of Tiara Squared X Radiur Squared X K

Inductance in
Microbe uric;

10 X Length of Winding

Here again the values for K are found from the following table.
The radius and the length of winding are in inches.
To find the proper value of the elongation factor, K, in the fullotving

table, divide the coil's diameter by its length and find the resulting number in
the column headed "Ratio D/L." The value of K for this coil will be found
at the right.
VALUES or ELONGATION FACTOR "K"

D/I,

K

100.0 0.0350
90.0
.0381
80.0
.0419
.0467
70.0
60.0
.0528

D/L

K

14.0
13.0
12.0
11.0
10.0

0.1605
.1692
.1790
.1903
.2033

50.0
45.0
40.0
35.0
30.0

.0611
.0664

9.5

.0728
.0808
.0910

8.5
8.0
7.5

.2106
.2185
.2272
.2366
.2469

28.0
26.0
24.0
22.0
20.0

.0959
.1015
.1078

7.4

.2491

7.2
7.0

.1151

6.8
6.6

.2537
.2584
.2633
.2685

19.0
18.0
17.0
16.0
15.0

.1230
.1284
.1336
.1394
.1457
.1527

9.0

6.4
6.2

6.0
5.8
5.6

Ratio

Ratio

Ratio

Ratio

.2739
.2795
.2854
.2916
.2981

D/L

K

0.3050
.3122
5.0 .3198
.3279
4.8
4.6
.3364
5.4
5.2

D/L

D/L

K

2.9 0.4370
2.8
.4452
2.7
.4537
2.6
.4626
2.5
.4719

0.95
.90
.85

0.6995
.7110
.7228

.80

.7351

.75

.7478

.4816
.4918
.5025
.5137
.5255

.70

.7609
.7745
.7885
.8033
.8181

2.4
2.3
2.2

4.0

.3455
.3502
.3551
.3602
.3654

3.9
3.8
3.7
3.6
3.S

.3708
.3764
.3822
.3882
.3944

1.9

3.4
3.3
3.2

.4008
.4075
.4145
.4217
.4292

4.4
4.3
4.2
4.1

3.1

3.0

Ratio

2.1

2.0
1.8
1.7

1.6
1.5

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1

1.0

K

.6S

.60
.55
.S0

.5379
.5511
.5649
.5795
.5950

.45
.35
.30
.25

.8337
.8499
.8666
.8838
.9018

.6115
.6290
.6475
.6673
.6884

.20
.15
.10
.05
.00

.9201
.9391
.9588
.9791
1.0000

.40

In using the first formula for inductance it is convenient to know the numb:.r
of turns per centimeter of coil length when using the various gauges of wire
with their different insulations. The following table gives this information.

COIL, INDUCTANCE OF
WIRE TURNS PER CENTIMETER OY LENGTH

Double Cotton

Single Silk

Double Silk

10.4

9.3
11.1

15.1

13.0

18.0

15.1

21.2
74.7

17.2
19.5

11.5
14.2
17.55
21.5
26.4
31.9

10.9

12.4

Wire Gauge

Single Cotton

20
22
24

26
28
30

13.3
16.2
19.5
73.4
27.7

Under the heading Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required, are tables showing the
number of turns required on various size tubes, using various kinds of wire,
to tune over the range of broadcasting frequencies when using condensers of
generally available sizes.

Effective Inductance.-There is an increase of effective or ap-

parent inductance with increase of frequency at which a coil is used.
For example, the apparent inductance of a certain single layer coil
is found to be 298 microhenries at 500 kilocycles and 356 micro henries at 1500 kilocycles. 'rids change is detrimental because it
.5t1
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Change of Coil's Effective Inductance with Frequency.

calls for a greater change in the capacity of a variable tuning condenser to overcome the increasing inductance. To tune to higher
frequencies either the capacity of the condenser, the inductance of
the coil, or both capacity and inductance must be reduced. Inasmuch as the inductance of the coil increases with frequency, the
capacity of the condenser must be still further reduced to tune to a
given frequency. The change in inductance for several types of
!:oils, all having a nominal inductance of 291 microhenries, is shown
in the curves.
Effect of Distributed Capacity.-All coils have a certain

amount of distributed capacity in addition to their inductance. The

apparent inductance is altered by this capacity and is found from
the following formula:

COIL, IRON CORE TYPES
Apparent
Inductance

Actual Inductance
I

0.2i3 X Freg urncy)2 X Distributed
Capacity

-

Actual
Inductance

The actual inductance is that calculated from formulas given on
preceding pages.

Effect of Metal in Coil's Field.-Bringing a piece of metal into

the field of a coil which is operating at high frequency will cause a
reduction of the apparent inductance of the coil.
In the case of a single layer coil, moving a metal plate from a distance of
one and one-half inches away to within three -sixteenths of an inch of the
end of the coil will reduce the apparent inductance from 330 microhenries to

2S5 microhenries. Similar movement of the plate into the field of a honeycomb

coil reduces the inductance from 550 to 450 microhenries, while with a spiderwcb coil the reduction is from 300 to 230 microhenries. These arc observed
changes in experimental work but they indicate the effect of metal pieces in
general.

For methods of matching coil inductances see Oscillator, Radio Frequency,

Usrs of.

COIL, IRON -CORE TYPES.-Iron-core coils are used in

audio frequency transformers, in audio frequency amplifying impedances, in filter chokes for power supply units, in chokes for the
elimination of interference, and in chokes for the separation of audio
frequency currents from direct currents. Uses of such coils are
described under the following headings: Amplifier, Audio Frequency;
Power Unit; Filter; Interference; and Coil, Choke.

COIL, LATTICE WOUND.-See Coil, honeycomb.
COIL, LOADING.-A loading coil is an inductance coil which
is added to a tuned circuit so that the circuit will be resonant or will
tune at higher wavelengths or lower frequencies, than without the
loading coil.

44-79.4.1/

tuning

Lcsoain, ro//
I.oading Coil Added to a Tuned Circuit.
The term loading coil does not signify any particular style of coil, but tells
only the use to which the coil is put. Any type of coil which would be suitable for the circuit in which inserted may be used for this work.
Loading coils might be added to the circuits in a short-wave amateur receiver to allow its use on the broadcasting
range, and they might be added
to any broadcast receiver so that it would tune to the higher wavelength
used by government and commercial stations in trans -oceanic work. For
methods of inserting loading coils see Jacks and Switches, Uses of.

COIL, LORENZ. --See Coil, Basket Wound.
COIL, LOSSES IN.-There are a number of different causes
for loss of energy in tuning coils used in receivers. An ideal coil

COIL, MATCHING OF
from the standpoint of low loss would he wound with wire having
no resistance, would require no support and would be in a position

completely isolated from all other parts of the receiver. Of course
such conditions cannot he attained but in attempting to come close
to them many of the common losses will be eliminated. Design
factors affecting loss of energy are treated under Coil, Design.

Yost of the causes for loss of energy are treated under their

separate headings.

Following is a list of the more important ones:

High frequency resistance in the coil. See Coil, Resistance of.
Distributed capacity between the turns and between terminaLs.
Distributed Capacity in.

See

Coil,

Dielectric absorption due to such causes as poor insulation between turns of
wire or to the use of tapped coils. See Absorption, Dielectric.
The form on which the coil is wound or the supports of the coil may be
made of material which forms a poor dielectric. Sec Dielectric.
Nearby metal parts or shields may cause eddy currents to be formed in
these parts.

See Current, Eddy.

The insulation of the wire may absorb moisture thus .reducing the insulation
between turns. See Binders.

COIL, MATCHING OF.-See Oscillator, Radio Frequency,
Uses of.

COIL, MOUNTING OF.-No metal should be used in the

parts which form the supports of a coil.

It may sometimes seem
necessary to use screws, bolts and nuts but they should then be made
Of the smallest possible size. Strips and posts of brass or aluminum
should not be used in coil supports.

Fi LOOF
cost.

1.-Coil Mounting in Weak Field.

2.-Plug Mounting
for Coil.

As far as possible all material, no matter of what kind, should be
kept out of the strongest part of a coil's field. The strongest part
of the field is inside of the coil and at its ends as shown in Fig. 1.
The field becomes steadily weaker as the distance from the ends of

the coil winding increases. A substantial support for a coil so de-

signed that it is in the weakest possible part of the field is shown
at the right in Fig. 1. A support that would fully satisfy the requirement of keeping all materials at a minimum quantity within
the field of the coil would probably be too weak for the mechanical

COIL, NON -INDUCTIVE

requirements, therefore a compromise must be made between elimination of loss and mechanical durability and rigidity Of construction.
In plug mounting coils such as the one in big.: the plugs should he well
separated from each other where they pass through the solid insulating material. Any form of ',tug mounting increases the capacity appredably unless
the plugs arc more than an inch apart.
Because of the tremendous loss in eddy currents n condenser should never
be mounted inside of a coil. Such practice increases the effective resistance
twenty to forty per cent. it a coil is mounted on n condenser the center line
or axis of the coil should be at right angles to the condenswr shaft and the
side of the coil nearest the comic:L.4i should he separated at least one inch
from the nearest metal part of the condenser.

COIL, NON-INDUCTIVE.-A coil wound in such a way

that it has little or no inductance is called a non -inductive coil. A
winding on a flat form such as the one at the left in the illustration
is one type of non -inductive coil. Such a coil has almost no inductance because it has practically no cross sectional area and has no
dimension taking the place of the diameter of a cylindrical coil.
It is possible to wind a non -inductive coil by placing the turns so that half
of them run in each direction around the winding form. The inductance of
one half the winding then neutralizes the inductance of the other half and the
net result is nearly zero inductance. This construction is also shown. A non -
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Non -Inductive Windings for Coils.

inductive winding may also be made by using a double conductor such as
"twisted pair" with both wires at one end of the twisted pair cable joined
together. Current then runs around the coil one way through one of the conductors, turns at their joined end and coma back the other way through the
other conductor. This principle is shown at the right.
Non -inductive windings are used wherever the coil is intended to act as a

resistance and not as an inductance. This applies to rheostats, potentiometers.
etc. See also Coil, Bucking.

COIL, RESISTANCE OF.-In considering the resistance of
a coil used in a radio frequency circuit the principal concern is

with its high frequency resistance which is generally quite different
from its resistance to direct currents. High frequency resistance
depends not only on the direct current or ohmic resistance of the
wire, but also on skin effect and on distributed capacity.

to take these things into consideration in the comparison of radio

coils it has
has been proposed that such coils should be rated according to their

"circuit resistance."

This circuit rm;ztance would be equal to the coil's dust
current resistance in ohms divided by the inductive reactance of the coil
ohms. With well designed coils this
ratio will range between 0003 and
depending on the size of wire. the sc-ing
and the wavelength or frequency
being received. The value of this ezt--':. retitta^te
increases with decrees-Ae
31.1

COIL, RESISTANCE OF
the size of wire. The circuit resistance for most coils is a minimum around
300 to 350 meters wavelength and increases for both lower and higher waye
lengths.

The greatest single cause of resistance in a coil is the resistance
of the wire with which it is wound. The resistance of the wire depends on its material, its length and its gauge or cross section. The
material

is always copper so that the factor of material may be

The large sizes of wire, at least as large as number 20,
should be favored when the size of the coil will allow their use. The
neglected.
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Etc. 1.-Ratio of Inductance to Resistance in Various Kinds of Coi.
No. 1. Single Layer Coil with Litz Wire. No. 2. Basket Winding.-Thin, Solid Wire. No. 3. Single Layer Winding on Hard Rubber.
Solid Wire. No. 4. Spiderweb Winding on Hard Rubber Form Solid Wire. No. S. Basket Winding_ with Thick Walk. Sohd Wire.
No. 6. Honeycomb Coil.

length of the wire required for the needed inductance is the least
important factor to be considered. It should be remembered that
a plain cylindrical coil gives the greatest possible inductance per
loot of wire used.

For wire sizes smaller than number 10 or number IS the resistance increa_-es

the sue of the wire gets less but with larger wires the skin effect is more
By actual experiment it is found that the
combination of resistance and skin effect results in such a total of effective
circuit
resistance that there is practically no difference between wires of
Pronounced and more harmful.

COIL. RESISTANCE OF
22, 24, 2b and 2S gauge at a frequency of 1000 kilocycles or a wavelength of

This applies to ordinary cylindrical single layer coils with
double silk covered wire. At higher wavelengths or lower frequencies, there
6 a slight reduction of resistance when using the larger gauges, that is number
20 or 22 in place of 24, 2.6 or 2S. Gauge; as small as 32 and 34 5110W a de.
tided increase of resistance over the other sizes at all frequencies.
about .300 meters.

All special winding forms such as basket weaves, spiderwebs, lattice windings. etc. increase the length of wire and the resistance.
These special forms, however, reduce the distributed capacity and
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Fie. 2.-Change of Resistance with Change of Frequency in Coils.
No. 1. Honeycomb Coil. No. 2. Two -Layer Bank Winding. No.
3. Basket Winding, Thin Walls. No. 4. Spiderweb Winding. No.
5. Single Layer Winding. No. 6. Basket Winding with Thick Walls.

skin effect so if they do not add to

much to the length of wire

the net result may be a decrease in the total effective resistance.
The effect of the form or the tubing on which the coil is wound is
to show the greatest increase of resistance at high frequencies or low
wavelengths. A form made of hard rubber or a skeleton form shows
an advantage at high frequencies but loses most of this advantage at
low frequencies.

The effective resistance of any coil increases with increase of frequency. This increase is due to the skin effect. A plain cylindrical
coil wound with number 24 double cotton covered wire on a three-

COIL, RESONANCE WAVE
inch form will increase its resistance from 4.5 ohms at 600 kilocycles
to 163 ohms at 1500 kilocycles. This rise of resistance with frequency for a typical single layer cylindrical coil, two basket wound
coils and several other types, all of the same nominal inductance is
illustrated in the curves of Fig. 2.

The effective inductance of any coil increases with increase of
frequency because of the continual adding of the effect of distributed

The effect of distributed capacity becomes greater and
greater as the frequency becomes higher, resulting in an apparent
increase of inductance. The total apparent inductance of the coil
is called its effective inductance. The change of this effective inductance is illustrated in the curves under the heading Coil, Induccapacity.

tance of.
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Fin, 3.-Types of Coils Showing Various Resistances.

It has been mentioned that radio coils might be compared with each other
An equally effective comparison may be made
on the basis of the ratio of inductance to resistance at some given frequency.
A statement of the resistance in ohms without taking inductance into consideration might he very misleading. This will he realized when it is considered
that a resistance of ten ohms in a coil of 300 microhenries inductance would
be only half as bad as the same resistance in a coil of only 150 microhenries
inductance. In Fig. 1 arc shown the ratios of inductance in microhenries to
resistance in ohms. The higher the ratio the better the coil from this standpoint. The measured resistances of different types of coils at broadcasting
frequencies are shown by the curves in Fig. 2. All of the values shown by
Figs.
and 2 are from reports of experiments made at the Government
on a basis of circuit resistance.

1

Bureau of Standards.

COIL, RESONANCE WAVE.-See

Wave Coil Tvpr.

Antenna, Resonance

COIL, SEARCH.-See Coil, Exploring.
COIL, SHIELDING OF.-See Shirlding.
COIL, SINGLE LAYER TYPE.-This is the form of coil
most generally

used in radio frequency circuits. It is wound on the

outside of a form that is cylindrical or approximately cylindrical in
shape.
a

Except for the fact that the single layer cylindrical coil has
rather extensive field it is probably the most satisfactory for

COIL, SLIDE CONTACTS ON
regular work. It is easily constructed, mechanically strong, of good

appearance. and its electrical characteristics are easily calculated.

COIL, SLIDE CONTACTS ON.-In place of bringing out

leads from a coil anti attaching them to a tap switch as described

under the heading Coil, Dead Ends In, a sliding contact is sometimes
used to accomplish the same result of using more or less of the winding on a coil. The slide contact is moved along a portion of the
winding from which the enamel or other insulation has been removed,

leaving a part of the wire in each turn bare so that the slider may
make contact. The construction is shown in the illustration.
If the contact of the slider touches two turns at the same time, as it almost
always does, one full turn is short-circuited. A large current will be induced
in this shorted turn and this current will act against the current in the balance
of the Lou, This reduces the inductance and introduces a considerable loss or

effective resistance in the coil thus constructed.

COIL, SOLENOID TYPE.-In its practical form a solenoid

consists of a uniform spiral conductor forming a cylinder around
either a straight or a curved axis. With current flowing in this
A's/4er
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Coil with Slide Contact.

Space Winding on
Single Layer Coil.

conductor the solenoid acts like a magnet, having a north and south
pole. A single layer cylindrical coil is one form of solenoid.
COIL, SPACE WOUND.-Coils are often made with adjacent
turns of their windings spaced at some distance from one another.
A space wound cylindrical coil is shown in the illustration. It
can be seen that. there is a space between turns, the space in this
case being about equal to the diameter of the wire.
Other forms of space wound coils include the basket -wound type,
the spider -web type and honeycomb coils. The purpose of any form
of space winding is to reduce the distributed capacity in the coil.
The capacity of any two conductors to each other is reduced as the
conductors are separated more and more. When this practice is
followed it

is important to keep the leads which form the coil's

terminals well separated from each other, especially where they run
through solid insulators. If the leads from the space wound coil are

brought out close to each other through a piece of insulation the
capacity between them at this point will destroy much of the gat"
in the space winding. Spaced turns have little effect on distributed
capacity except at high frequencies.

COIL, SPACING OF IN RECEIVER
Space windings may be made by running a piece of heavy string or cord
onto the winding form along with the wire so that the cord lies between
adjacent turns of wire, After the w ire is secured at the ends of the winding
the cord may be unwound and the wire turns fastened by applying binder
or coil cement along the completed winding at several places about its circumference.

Space windings are also made by cutting or moulding threads on the surface of the winding form, the wire then being laid in the thread grooves. The
number of threads per inch should be such that the separation between adjacent turns of winding is between ten -thousandths of an inch and the full diameter of the wire. Less separation than ten -thousandths will not accomplish
much in reduction of distributed capacity.

COIL, SPACING OF IN RECEIVER.-Coils should be

kept well separated from all other parts in the receiver and should
be especially Ivell separated from all metal parts. The larger the
coil the larger will be its field and the greater should be the clear

space left around it.
A properly spaced coil is shown in the drawing. As far as possible
all other parts, whether of metal or of insulating material, should be

kept out of a line drawn through the coil's axis. For instance, if a
rueE
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Proper Spacing Around .All

coil is to be mounted near a condenser, the coil is placed so that its
axis will not pass through the metal of the condenser.
Any coil, no matter how small, should have a clear open space of
at least two inches all around it. As this distance is reduced to as

low as one inch the resistance and losses in the coil circuit rise
rapidly. A space of less than one inch at any point around a coil is

exceedingly harmful and will probably result in lowered efficiency of
the receiver.

It is almost impossible to mount coils in a receiver so that magnetic feed-

backs are entirely avoided. The difficulty may be realized from the following: A coil placed so that it has no direct magnetic coupling with another coil

may send its field lines of force through any nearby body of metal and thus
set up eddy currents in the metal. The inductive effect of the eddy currents

may he communicated to a second coil so that currents are set up in the
`frond coil. There is then an indirect coupling between the two coils through
llie medium of the metal which may be the end plate of a condenser, a bracket
or any other object.
Couplings as great as ten per cent may be secured in
this manner.
Set also Coil, Angle of Mounting.

COIL, SPIDERWEB TYPE. -A spiderweb coil is formed of
in such shape that the general appearance is that of a

wire wound

COIL, SPIDERWEB TYPE
spider's web. Spiderweb coils may be wound on a form of flat fibre

or hard rubber or on a form of cylindrical pegs as in Fig. 1.
The flat forms of Fig. 1 may be purchased ready made. They
arc usually one -sixteenth of an inch thick and with various numbers
of radial spokes, the number, however, always being odd.
To wind the flat spiderweb the wire is fastened through a small
hole which is left in the form, and is then woven back and forth
between the spokes, passing on one side of one spoke and on the
opposite side of the next spoke, around and around the form. When
a sufficient number of turns have been placed on the form the outer
end of the wire is fastened to the outer end of one of the spokes.
The form is left in place.
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Ftc. 1.-Forms for Spiderweb Coil Windings.

The spiderweb coil is compact and is easily constructed, also it
has spaced turns to reduce the distributed capacity. Aside from
these three features the spidenveb is not a desirable type of coil,
principally because of the large amount of dielectric directly in the
field of the coil.
06£ or xievi.sNeto 0/4 MONO vaAve
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Ftc. 2.-Method of Winding Diamond Weave Spiderweb Coil.

The spiderweb coil wound on the peg form is often called a diaIt forms an efficient coil, doing away with the disadvantages of the fiat spiral while retaining its advantages. The
winding form consists of a central cylindrical disk having holes
bored radially around its circumference. Into these holes fit cylindrical pegs either of wood or of metal. The number of pegs is
mond weave.

always odd.

The construction of a diamond weave coil is shown in Fig. 2. The woe
fastened around one of the pegs to start with and as shown at the bottom 0.1
Fig. 2 the winding continues very much as with the basket weave coil, that
over two pegs, under the next two, over the following two, and so on. The
wire will build up so that its appearance from the edge is as shown at the

COIL, TAPPED
top of Fig. 2, this giving the diamond shaped appearance. When the winding
has been completed it will appear from the side as in Fig. 3. The wire may be

fastened in place by a thin line of coil cement run along the wires where
they come together along the length of each peg. If it is desired to avoid
the use of cement or binders, lacing may be run through the coil as shown in

Fig. 3, this forming a very secure fastening.

With the winding completed and the wires secured either with lacing or
cement, the pegs may be withdrawn. With the pegs out of thc way thc
finished winding will slide off the center disk and form a self-supporting space
wound coil of compact form, good efficiency and low resistance.

;...*

side o'`

finished cfievn

weave id -rah lacing Fic. 3.-Lacing the Finished Diamond Weave Spiderweb Coil.

The inductance of a spidenveb coil is not very great for the

length of wire required in its construction. This objection may be
overcome by placing two spiderwebs close together with their axes
in line and with the two windings connected to assist each other.
The inductance of such a combination is from three to four times
the inductance of one of the coils alone. While this method obtains

great inductance it also increases the distributed capacity at the
same time.

COIL, TAPPED.-It is sometimes necessary to make connections at various points along the winding of a coil so that. less than

Construction of a Tapped Coil.
the whole coil may be used. The appearance and construction of a
tapped winding are shown in the illustration. The coil shown has

four taps, these being made at the second, fourth, sixth and eighth
turns from the lower end. The taps are made by winding on a
number of turns, then giving the wire a twist as shown at the right
of the coil.

The wire at the outer end of this twisted part or tap is

bared of insulation and tinned so that an extension wire may be

COIL, TICKLER
soldered to it. The wiring symbol for a coil with four taps is shown

at the right of the drawing. A coil should not be tapped unless it
is absolutely necessary and if taps must be used the switch points
to which the taps are secured are separated from each other as far
as possible. See also, Coil, Dead Ends in and Coil, Slide Contacts
on.

COIL, TICKLER.-A tickler coil is a coil electrically connected in one circuit and coupled to another circuit so that energy
from the circuit in which the coil is connected may be introduced
into the circuit to which the coil is coupled. A tickler coil is used
as shown in Fig. 1 to secure a feedback of energy from the plate
circuit of a tube to its grid circuit for the purpose of causing regeneration. The tickler coil is connected in the plate circuit and
coupled to the grid coil of the tube.
Tickler coils may be of either the variable type or the fixed type.

The

variable type, as in Fig. 1, is mounted so that its magnetic coupling with the
main coil may be changed; usually by rotating the tickler coil. The variable
coupling might also be changed by sliding the tickler one way or the other.
FIXED TICKLER
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Ftc. 1.-Connection of a Tickler Coil.
Ftc. 2. --Fixed Tickler Coil.
The fixed tickler coil shown in Fig. 2 is not movable in relation to its main
coil. The effect of the tickler, or its effective coupling, is then controlled by a
variable condenser or variable resistance, thus giving a capacitive or resistance control of feedback and regeneration. Sec Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

COIL, TOROIDAL.-See Coil, Closed Field, Toroid.

COIL, TUNING, SIZES REQUIRED FOR.-Tt is highly

desirable to know how many turns of wire will be required on a

form of given size to be used in connection with a tuning condenser
of given capacity and with a certain gauge or size of wire employed
for the winding. As explained under the heading of Coil, Inductance
of the calculation of this problem is rather long drawn out and requires the employment of a formula including the varying elongation factor "K." In the following tables this information is given 10
a readily usable form without the necessity for further calculation.
These tables assume the use of properly constructed coils and of
condensers of an actual capacity at least approximating their rated
or listed capacity. The coils specified are calculated so that about

COIL, TUNING, SIZES REQUIRED
ninety to ninety-two per cent of the total condenser capacity will be
in use when the lowest broadcasting frequency (highest wavelength)
is being received. This highest wavelength (545.1 meters) should
come in when the dial of a straight line frequency condenser is set
at 96 or 97; when the dial of a straight line wavelength condenser

is at about 94 or 95; and when the dial of a straight line capacity
condenser is set at 90 to 92. All of these settings are for a dial
graduated from '0" to "100" as the condenser capacity changes
from minimum to maximum.
Coils are listed for five different capacities of condenser, the capacities being given in microfarads in the tables. The .00025 micro -

farad condenser is of 250 micro-microfarads capacity and usually
has from eleven to fourteen plates. The .0003 microfarad condenser
is of 300 micro-microfarads capacity and usually has fifteen plates.
The .00035 microfarad condenser is of 350 micro-microfarads capacity and has seventeen plates as a general rule. The .0005 micro farad condenser has 500 micro-microfarads capacity and corresponds
PC- LENGTH
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Measurements of Tuning Coil Windings for Calculation of Inductance.

to the twenty-three plate size of most manufacturers.

The .001
microfarad condenser has a capacity of 1000 micro-microfarads and
is the usual forty-three plate size.
The approximate inductances in microhenries allowed for each condenser
capacity arc as follows: For the .00025 microfarad condenser, 370 micro henries. For the .0003 microfarad condenser, 310 microhenries.
For the
.00035 microfarad condenser, .265 microhenrie-s. For the .0005 microfarad condenser, 185 microhenries. For the .001 mircofarad condenser, 00 microhenries.

The following should be noted in using these coil sizes:
Many condensers have an actual capacity greater than their
nominal or rated capacity so that the coil will be too large. A few
condensers have an actual capacity smaller than their rating, in
which

case the coil will be too small.
The diameter of the coil winding is, as shown in the diagram, the
Mean diameter to the center of the cross section of the wire used and
is larger than the outside diameter of the form on which the winding
is made. Thus, a coil wound on the outside of a tube whose outside
diameter is three inches would have a coil winding diameter slightly

COIL, TUNING, SIZES REQUIRED

greater than three inches, the difference depending on the size of
wire being used.
The inductance values assume that the turns are close wound.

If

they arc loose and slightly spaced from each other the inductance
in microhenries will be too small and the coil will appear to be too
small. The number of turns per inch with the turns properly placed
is given in each table; this factor affecting the total length of the
coil. The length of the winding affects its inductance.
High distributed capacity caused by poor dielectric as insulation
on the Wire
will increase the apparent inductance of the coil and will make the coil too

large for the work. Such an increase of distributed capacity would take place
when using enamelled wire.
Another winding closely coupled to the tuning coil will increase the apparent
inductance of the tuning coil and will cause the coil to seem too large. This is
especially true when the antenna is closely coupled to the tuning coil by having

the antenna coil wound directly over the tuning coil.

If the high wavelength (low frequency) stations are tuned in at
dial readings that are too high it indicates that the tuning coil is too
small and turns must be added.
If these high wavelength stations are tuned in at dial readings that
are too low it indicates that the coil is too large and turns should
be removed.

The highest wavelengths, 535.4 and 545.1 meters, should come at

least as high as "90" on the dial because the receiver is more efficient when using as much as possible of the condenser capacity.
Coil adjustments should not be made on low wavelength (high frequency) stations but on the highest possible wavelength.
The dial must be attached to the condenser so that the dial reading is "100" or maximum when the condenser plates are fully in

mesh, with the condenser at its maximum capacity.
The first six tables cover the use of double cotton covered wire
of the several commonly used gauge sizes from No. 20 to No. 30
inclusive. The remaining tables are calculated for the use of double
silk covered wire in similar gauge sizes.
The table for each wire gauge has columns for generally used
winding form diameters from two inches up to four inches. At the
left hand side of the table arc listed the condenser capacities which
may be used for tuning. Having decided upon the wire's insulation and size, on the diameter of the winding and the capacity of
the tuning condenser, the required number of turns may be determined from the table which applies.
As an example, it may be desired to use No. 22 double cotton
covered (D. C. C.) wire on a 3 -inch diameter winding to be tuned
with a condenser of .0005 microfarad capacity. In the second table.
under the 3 -inch heading, and opposite the capacity of .0005 micro farad it is found that 50 turns of wire will be required to tune to
resonance over the broadcasting frequencies.
Other tables are given under Receiver, Short Wave.
See also Resonance, Inductance -Capacity Values for.
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No. 20 D. C. C. Wire -233 Turns per Inch
Condenser
Capacity
in .4/fdr.
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

Diameter of Coil Winding
2"

166
143

126
93
53

4,'

23r

2h"

3/0

3%"

121
103

103

93
79

87
74

68

68
59

71

66

61

53

54
34

50

46

40

31

28

2S

33(i"

4"

91

68
41

89
79
60
37

77

No. 22 D. C. C. Wire -28 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil Winding

Condenser

Capacity

in Web.

2"

.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005

141

.001

116
108
82
50

3h"

234"

2h"

3"

107
92
82

94

84

79

72

60

81

72

72
55
34

65
50

67
60
46
29

62
56
43
27

48
38
24

61

38

31

53

No. 24 D. C. C. Wire -33 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil Winding

Condenser

Capacity
in .4Ifds.
.06025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

2"

23.11"

132
114
101

76

98
86
76
59

45

35

2h"

3,,

334"

33-i"

4"

87

78

68
62
47
30

72
63

66
58

49

75

57
44
28

53
41

67
S2

32

26

44
41
34
23

4"

No. 26 D. C. C. Wire -38.25 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil Winding

Condenser
Capacity

in Mids.
.
.000300025

.00035
.0005
.001

23i"

2h"

311

3h"

313

121
114

89

80

72

67

78

93

70

70
63

70

53

49

57
45

41

62
54
48
39

43

34

31

29

27

25

211

59
52

53

46
42
35
22

COIL, TUNING, TURNS REQUIRED
No. 28 D. C. C. Wire -13.75 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil Winding

Condenser

Capacity
in 211fdt.

2"

23i"

2X"

.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

112

88
74

75

67
60
48
30

56

97
87
67
41

67
53
33

311

33.1"

3311"

4"

70

66

61

53

61

SR

54

53
41

49

46
42

38
24

33
21

44
28

26

No. 30 D. C. C. 1Virc-49.5 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil Winding

Condenser

Capacity
is Mfd.r.

.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

1"

2! lift'

105

92
63

65
50
32

39

234"

3"

334"

3N"

4"

80

73

67

62

65
58
45
28

60

58

71

55

51

53

49
39

50
45

46
36

24

23

42
26

41

32
20

No. 20 Double Silk Covered 1Vire-27.5 Tunis per Inch
Diameter of Coil Winding

Condenser

Capacity
in illfds.
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

2"
150
128
113
84

48

21.x

tat

108
93
82

96

62
39

56
35

83
73

311

31,4111

311'

4"

86
74
66

80
69

76

67

GS

61

58
52

51

47
30

58
45
28

32

40
25

No. 22 Double Silk Covered Wire -33.75 Turns per Inch
Continuer

Diameter of Coil Winding

Capacity

in Mfds.
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

2"

23i"

130
112

96

99

83
75

75

SR

45

35

311

85
75

76
67

67

61

SI
32

47
30

3wito

33i"

4"

71

66

56

62
56
44
28

58

SO

52

45

40
26

35
23

COIL, TUNING, TURNS REQUIRED
No. 24 Double Silk Covered Wire -41 Turns per Inch

Diarntur of Coil !Finding

Condenser

Capacity

in Alps.

2"

.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

116

99
89
68
41

21 i"

23,"

87
76
68
53
33

4"

3"

334"

334"

77

71

56

53

61

63
56

65
57

co

67

51

47

46
42

47
30

44
28

41

38
25

34
22

26

No. 26 Double Silk Covered Wire -49.5 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil !Finding

Condenser

Capacity
in .1Ifds.

.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

2!

r

31z,

4"

62
55

57

50

50

45

49
40

46

41

37
24

33
21

254,"

3"

33.41"

105
91
82
63

83

71

66

72

63

59

64
48

57

53

45

40

34

30

43
28

26

No. 28 Double Silk Covered Wire -59.25 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil Winding

Condenser

Capacity

in Mids.
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

23i"

3"

3).1"

31V

4"

75
65
S9

66

61
55

59

54

S9

52

48

48
42

54

51

46

42

40

47
37

43
34

30

21

18

2"
96
82
64

57
36

29

11

24

38

No. 30 Double Silk Covered Wire -70 Turns per Inch
Diameter of Coil 'Finding

Condenser
Capacity

in MY/.
.00025
.0003
.0003S
.0005
.001

31_

2"

2)i"

88
76

72
63

65

60

55

50

57

Si

68

57
45
28

SO

47
37

48
44
34

44
40

23

21

20

SS

35

3

40
26

Li"

31

4"
45
39
35
28
18

COIL, TURNS PER INCH

COIL, TURNS PER INCH.-See Wire, Turns per Inch; alsi,
Coil, Choke.

COIL, TYPES, RELATIVE MERIT OF.-See Coil, De-

sign.

COIL, WINDING OF.-See Winding, Coil, Methods of.
COIL, WIRE FOR.-In considering the wire with which a coil

is to be wound four things are to be thought of. First comes the
size or gauge of the wire, then the kind of insulation, next whether
the wire is to be solid or stranded and finally the material of the conductor.

As a general rule wire sizes between number 20 and number 24
are most satisfactory. Wire sizes larger than number 20 are needed
only on short wave reception. Wire smaller than number 24 should
be used only when the size of the finished winding needs to be small,
because there is a considerable increase of resistance in the smaller
sizes. Of course it must be remembered that the smaller the actual
size of the wire the larger will be the gauge number that designates
it. Wire of sizes larger than number 18 gauge should never be used

in close wound coils because of the high eddy current losses.
larger sizes are used the coil must be space wound.

If

As far as the insulation is concerned, double cotton covered is
probably most satisfactory for all around use when the size of the
finished coil is not of great importance. The double cotton covering
provides good spacing between turns, reducing the distributed capacity, and the cotton is a good dielectric. Double silk covered wire has

a thinner insulation and allows a greater distributed capacity than
double cotton. Furthermore silk is not as good a dielectric as cotton. To offset these disadvantages of silk it makes a much smaller
coil for a given inductance, consequently has a smaller field with
less liability of back coupling. Double silk covered wire will gener-

ally make a more permanent job than cotton covering because the
silk does not absorb moisture as readily as does cotton and corrosion
of the conductor itself is less with silk covering.
Enamelled wire is not satisfactory for use in coils of radio frequency circuits

The enamel is a poor dielectric and it is so thin that coils wound with
enamelled wire have a large distributed capacity. Cotton enamel wire is satisfactory because the enamel underneath the cotton makes the insulation moisture

prom and the additional thickness of the cotton gives sufficient spacing to

reduce distributed capacity.
Single cotton covered or single silk covered wires are not desirable because
they provide too little spacing between turns and there is too much likelihood
of baring the conductor through the thin insulating covering.

A satisfactory wire for a bulky coil winding is white covered annunciator

wire. The cotton covering is so thick that it gives a spaced winding and the

wax in the covering prevents corrosion. Do not use colored annunciator wire.
This wire winds 16 turns to an inch and it is of number 18 gauge.

Copper is the only material used or considered for the conductor
in radio coils. Space wound cylindrical coils are sometimes wound
with bare copper wire laid in spirally threaded grooves around the
winding form. The disadvantage of bare wire is that its surface

COIL, WIRE FOR
corrodes badly within a short time. Because of skin effect a large
part of the high frequency currents flow in the surface layers of the
wire. The resistance of the corrosion is high and such coils therefore become inefficient after a short time. This difficulty may be

avoided by using copper wire that has a thin plating of gold.
plated wire of this kind is quite inexpensive. A wire of solid silver
would have a lower direct current resistance than a wire of copper
having the same gauge. The percentage of gain in direct current
conductivity would not hold good at high frequencies so that the
expense of the solid silver wire would not be warranted.
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Effect of Wire Size on Coil Resistance at Different Frequencies.
No. 1. 16 gauge. No. 2. 24 gauge. No. 3. 28 gauge.
No. 4. 2S gauge, space wound. No. 5. 32-38 gauge.

Solid conductor is used in almost all of the wire in radio work. A form of
stranded wire called "Litzendraht" is sometimes used for coil winding. For a
discussion of its advantages and disadvantages see Wire, Stranded; also Resistance, High Frequency.

The effect on high frequency resistance of using different sizes of wire for

coil windings is shown in the curves. All of the coils arc of the single layer
t31)e wound on hard rubber forms. It will be seen that the larger sizes of wire

!'how greater effective resktance than the small sizes at high frequencies. At
the lower frequencies the condition is completely reversed and the large wire
has the advantage.

COIL, WIRE SPECIFICATIONS FOR.-See Wire, Copper.

COLLODION

COLLODION.-See Binders.
COLOR OF WIRES.-See Wiring, Receiver.
COMPASS, RADIO.-A radio compass consists essentially of
a receiver mounted in a completely shielded cabinet and equipped
with a directional loop as shown in Fig. 1. The receiver is not
affected by radio waves or signals except those coming through the

------ -->g
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Pm. I.-Elementary Principle of Radio Compass.

2.-Determ ning Ship's Position with Radio Compass.
loop.

By turning the loop it is possible to tell from which direction
of the compass a signal is coming.
A transmitting station as at S in Fig. 1 may be located as to position with the aid of such a receiver. The receiver is tuned in on the

station from two or more positions and the bearing of the loop

s

noted in each case. At the intersection of the bearings, such as those

COMPRESSION CONDENSER

taken from positions A and B in the illustration, the location of the
transmitter may be determined.
for use on shipboard the radio compass is in the form of a large loop
carried usually above the pilot house of the ship. Compass signals arc transmitted from two or more shore stations. These signals arc distinguished from
each other as received by the ship. The location of the shore stations is
known to the navigators and the ship's position with reference to the shore
nations may be determined. Such a position finding method is illustrated in
Fig. 2. the ship's radio compass being designated as C and the shore stations as
X and Y.

A form of apparatus used for locating transmitting stations uses a portable
receiver, and is often called a radio direction finder although its principle is
exactly the same as that of the radio compass. See also Beacon, Radio and
G onio met rr.

COMPRESSION CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Variable.

CONDENSER, ACTION OF.-:111 radio circuits consist

principally of capacity, inductance and resistance as shown in Fig.
Capacity is the property of two electrical conductors, when
1.
separated by insulation or a dielectric, to receive and retain elecInduc4nce
_Capacity
in

Coils

Condepsers

Resistance /./1 CO/7CILICILOr_s
Fir. I.-The Elements of a Radio Circuit Containing a Condenser.

tricky. Inductance is the property of conductors by which voltage
and current are produced in them -by movement of electromagnetic
lines of force through the conductors. Resistance is the opposition
to flow of electric current in conductors.
Inductance is found principally in the coils. Resistance is found
in all conductors. The condenser is a device intended to have ca POSITIVE PLATE

2.-The Plates and Dielectric of a Condenser.
.

pacIty only. Electricity flows into the conductors or plates of the
condenser, forming what is called the condenser's charge, and remains there until released.

A condenser consists of two principal parts, considered from the

electrical standpoint.
One of these
Which receive and hold the charge.

parts is formed by metal plates
The other part is the dielectric

CONDENSER, ACTION OF
or insulation which separates the plates and is between them. The
dielectric may be air, mica, paper, glass, oil or any other electrical
insulator. The dielectric is whatever is between the plates. This
is shown in Fig. 2.
There are two kinds of plates, positive and negative. In construction they are usually similar to each other. A condenser may
consist of only two plates, one positive and one negative, or it may
consist of many plates as in Fig. 3. Approximately half will be
positive and the other half negative. All positive plates are connected with each other and all negatives arc connected together.
This makes all the positive plates the equivalent of one large plate
and makes the negatives the equivalent of a second large plate.
Charge of Condenser.-When a source of electricity or electrical pressure is connected to a condenser with the positive side of the
source connected to one set of plates and the negative of the source
connected to the other set of plates, the condenser will be charged.
That means, the electricity will flow from the positive of the source
into the positive plates attached to it. There will be a flow of negative electricity away from the condenser plates connected to the
negative of the source. The positive plates are then at a higher
electrical pressure than are the negatives.
With one of the plates or sets of plates at a positive voltage or
potential and the other at a negative voltage or potential, there is
what we call an electrostatic pressure or strain placed on the dielectric between the plates. In this strained condition the dielectric
stores electrical energy.
The condition is much the same as if a

piece of elastic rubber were either

com-

pressed or stretched out between pieces of
metal. The strain thus put upon the rubber
would cause it to store or contain mechanical energy. This energy in the rubber

would tend to return the metal pieces to

A FLOW or CLARENT
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their original positions as soon as the strain
was relieved. The electrostatic strain set

conirricrs0
up in the material of the dielectric does
Fit:. 3.-A Condenser May likewise; tends to return the plates to their
Have Many Plates.
original condition of no voltage difference
as before receiving the charge.

After a condenser absorbs a certain amount of charge with a certain impressed voltage it will take no more and the flow of current ceases. If the
source is then disconnected from the condenser plates and nothing else Is
connected between them the charge will remain on the plates. If a wire or any
other electrical conductor is now connected between the plates of the condenser
they will discharge and there will be a flow of current from the positive to
the negative plates through the conductor.
The capacity, also the amount of charge the condenser holds depends on OR
four things shown in Fig. 4. First, the higher the voltage used to charge thc
condenser the more electricity it will hold. Second, the larger the area of flit'

CONDENSER, ACTION OF
Plates and the greater the number of plates, the more electricity

will be held.

Third, the closer the plates are to each other, that is, the closer together are
the positive and negative plates, the greater will be the charge. Fourth, certain
kinds of dielectric allow the condenser to hold a greater charge than other
kinds. For instance a condenser using mica for a dielectric will take more
than twice the charge of a condenser otherwise exactly alike but using paper
for a dielectric. The relative value of dielectrics is called their dielectric
constant and is indicated by the capital letter "K." See Constant, Dirlectric.
The thickness of the plates has no effect on capacity.
3CPAQATION
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Ftc. 4.-The Four Factors Affecting a Condenser's Charge.

The charge of a condenser is measured in the unit of electrical quantity

called the coulomb. One coulomb is the amount of electricity that flows
through a circuit in one second when the rate of flow is one ampere. The con-

denser's charge in coulombs is equal to the number of volts applied to the
condenser terminals multiplied by the capacity of the condenser in farads.
See Condenser, Capacity of.

Stray Capacities.-From the explanation of a condenser just

given it is easy to realize that any two electrical conductors separated
by air or any other dielectric form a condenser. All wires in a radio
receiver have capacity to each other, in other words, form an active
condenser if they are at different alternating voltages. See Capacity, Distributed. A ball of metal as small as one inch in diameter

has a measurable capacity to the walls of an ordinary room. A
radio set is literally full of all kinds of small stray capacities which
cannot he eliminated, although all radio work would be simplified
beyond measure were such a thing possible.

In a condenser as actually constructed, in addition to the metal forming the
plates, at least a part of the support for the plates is usually of metal. The
insulating material between the plates forms the dielectric and does the useful
work of the condenser, but other insulation is used for supporting and fastening together the various parts of the condenser and for insulating the positive
plates from the negative plates.

Current Flow Through a Condenser.-Certain materials are

known to be good insulators.

For instance, a wire surrounded by a
covering of silk or cotton is considered as being insulated from another nearby wire similarly covered. This is perfectly true of direct
currents but not of alternating currents. When a current alternates
its effect will pass through a condenser. The alternating current in
house lighting systems has a very low frequency, usually only sixty
cycles per second and such a low frequency is easily insulated. But
in radio work we deal with frequencies running into the millions
per second and electric currents at such tremendously high frequencies cannot be fully insulated.

CONDENSER, ACTION OF
If one end of a high frequency electric circuit is connected to one
side of a condenser and the other end of the circuit is connected to
the other side of the condenser, the condenser plates will absorb
the positive voltage peaks during one alternation and will be discharged by the following negative alternation. A large condenser
will absorb a large charge during each alternation and under such
conditions the rapid charge and discharge of the condenser plates
allows the effect of the current to pass right through the condenser.
This action may be understood by reference to Fig. 5 which shows
a hydraulic comparison to an electric condenser. This illustration
shows a reciprocating water pump whose piston moves up and down.

Reciprocating
Pump
5.-Hydraulic Explanation of Condenser Action.

This pump is connected through a circuit of water pipes to both
sides of a hollow chamber containing a flexible rubber diaphragm.
With movement of the pump piston upward, as shown by the full
line arrows, the flow of water through the circuit will be in the direc-

tion of the full line arrows and the diaphragm will be stretched
downward as shown. Upon the reverse motion of the piston, as
shown by broken line arrows, the direction of water flow is reversed
and the diaphragm is stretched upward. The motion of the water
back and forth in the chamber is apparently carried right through
the diaphragm, although no water actually passes through and only
the effect is transmitted.

In Fig. 6 is an electric circuit containing an alternating current
generator which sends electric current first one way, then the other
way; just as the reciprocating water pump sends water first one way,
then the other. The plates of the condenser are represented by the
top and bottom halves of the chamber in the water circuit of Fig. 5
and the dielectric of the condenser is represented by the diaphragm
in the chamber.
In the water circuit the pump places a strain on the diaphragm
and the diaphragm then contains energy which would do the work
of sending water through the circuit were the pump removed. In
electric circuit the generator places the condenser's dielectric
under an electric strain and the energy then stored in the dielectric

CONDENSER, ADJUSTABLE

would send a flow of electric current through an external circuit
were the generator disconnected.
Condensers always may be thought of as p:issing alternating current. They
arc not insulators for alternating current as for direct current. The greater

the condenser capacity the more easily the alternating current effect passes
through and the smaller the condenser copacity the harder it is for the alternating current to pass _through it.

The higher the frequency of the current being handled the more easily it
will pass through a condenser of given size or capacity. Also the more easily
it %%ill pass from one conductor to another, from one metal part to another
when these parts arc near each other. The radio frequency currents received
by the antenna and carried through the receiver as far as the detector are at
extremely high frequencies, consequently pass through condensers or between
conductors very easily. The audio frequency currents from the detector to the
loud speaker or headphones arc at much lower frequency and their escape
from one conductor into another is more easily prevented.

Alternating car -

rent generator

CONDENSER
laTilELECIRIC

RATES

o.-Flow of Alternating Current Through a Condenser.
The higher the frequency of the current the smaller need be a condenser
that will pass a given amount of current through its circuit. The lower the
frequency the larger will be the condenser required to allow the same amount
of current to pass through. Direct current will not pass through a condenser
at all.
See also

Induction, Electrostatic.

CONDENSER. ADJUSTABLE.-See Condenser, Variable.
CONDENSER, AIR TYPE.-See Condenser, Dielectric for.
CONDENSER, ANTENNA.-A condenser connected in

shunt or parallel with the antenna, by attaching it between the antenna binding post and the ground binding post on the receiver, is
called an antenna shunting condenser and will allow the antenna
circuit of the receiver to be tuned to higher wavelengths or lower
frequencies.

A condenser connected in series with the antenna by attaching it
between the antenna lead-in and the antenna binding post of the receiver is called an antenna series condenser and it will allow the antenna circuit to be tuned to lower wavelengths or higher frequencies.
These effects may be understood from Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
Fig. 1 shows an antenna and ground with an inductance coil of a

receiver connected between them in the ordinary way.

Since the
antenna and the ground form the two plates of a condenser, this
circuit may be represented as at the right hand side of Fig. 1; this
being an equivalent circuit.

CONDENSER, ANTENNA

In Fig. 2, at the left, is shown the connection of a parallel or
shunting antenna condenser P between the antenna .4 and the
ground G. The equivalent circuit is shown at the right of Fig. 2
where the condenser formed by antenna and ground is represented
by the condenser whose plates are marked A and G.
It will be seen that the condenser A -G is in parallel with the condenser P. Two condensers in parallel add their capacities together

Antenna

Antenna

Coil

Inductance
Coil

Equi'valent

Circuits

Ground
Fin. 1.-The Usual Outdoor Antenna Acts as a Condenser.

and this greater total capacity across the coil will allow resonance or
tuning at lower frequencies or higher wavelengths.
In Fig. 3 is shown, at the left, an antenna series condenser S between the antenna and the inductance of the receiver. The equiva-

lent circuit is shown at the right, the condenser with plates A and
G representing the capacity of the antenna and ground while the
condenser S represents the antenna series condenser. Now it will
be seen that the two condensers A -C and S are in series with each

C
2.-Connection of Parallel or

Shunting Antenna Condenser.

Fic. 3.-Connection of Series
Antenna Condenser.

other. Any two condensers in series have a combined capacity less
than the capacity of either one alone, therefore this lessened capacity
used with the coil allows resonance or tuning at higher frequencies
or lower wavelengths.
A receiver which cannot be tuned to the higher wavelengths may be helped
by placing a small additional condeser (usually smaller than .00025 micro

CONDENSER, BALANCING
capacity) from antenna terminal to ground terminal as in Fig. 2. A
ieer which cannot be tuned to the lower wavelengths may have a fairly
urge condenser (.0001 to .0005 microfarad capacity) connected between the
derma lead-in and the antenna terminal of the set as in Fig. 3. It should
borne in mind that this expedient will help only the first tuned circuit in
the one coupled to or connected with the antenna. It will not
the receiver,
help the other tuned circuits of a receiver using several tuned radio frequency
of.
,13'e. See also Antenna, Tuning
A single condenser, either variable or fixed. may be so connected that it can
in series and then in parallel with the antenna. Such conIW placed first
nrcrions are shown under Jacks and Switches, Uses ol, and under Switch,
rill.crcad

Series -Parallel.

CONDENSER, BALANCING.-A condenser used to balance

the feedback effect of the capacity between the grid and plate of a
tube is called a balancing condenser. A condenser used for this
work is sometimes called a neutralizing condenser because it is used
zi, neutralize the effect of the grid to plate capacity in the tube.
See Balancing.

CONDENSER, BLOCKING.-See Condenser, Stopping.
CONDENSER, BYPASS.-A bypass condenser is a condenser
which allows alternating or high frequency currents to pass around
or away from parts through which the current should not flow.
These parts may be of high impedance to such currents or they
might produce coupling effects due to resistance or impedance.
In any radio receiver there are, among others, two circuits which it is
cvecially desired to keep complete in themselves and separate from all other

These two are the plate circuit and the grid circuit of each tube.

circuits.

Thew circuits arc described under Circuit, Grid and Circuit, Plate.
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Fic. 1.-Grid Circuit and Plate Circuit Bypass Condensers.
Fig.

1 shows a vacuum tube with its plate circuit and its grid circuit com-

pleted through a plate bypass and a grid bypass condenser respectively. The
complete grid circuit without the bypass condenser would pass not only

through the grid coil, but also through a C -battery, rheostats, an A -battery
awl Other parts. If any of these parts are also used in the circuits of other
tubes as well

as in the circuit of the tube being considered, then there will lie

On possibility of undesirable feedbacks and couplings which tend to produce
!Iwlortion and to prevent the proper control of oscillation and regeneration.
RN' the insertion of a grid bypass condenser as shown the grid circuit is completed directly from the return end of the grid coil to the filament of the tube

that the high frequency voltages affecting the grid find a complete circuit
the coil and the bypass without going through any of the other parts
iltst mentioned. Thr chance of couplings and feedbacks is thus reduced to a
minimum or eliminated.
through

CONDENSER, BYPASS
The plate circuit without the bypass condenser would be completed through

the B -battery or other source of plate voltage back to the filament and this
battery or voltage source would undoubtedly be used for other tubes as wen
But here again, by connecting a condenser between

as for the one considered.

the return end of the plate coil and the tube's filament, the plate circuit i;
completed for the high frequency currents without their having to pass through'
any other parts than those shown.

The grid bypass is connected from the negative filament terminal of the
tube (usually marked -) to the grid return of the same tube, which may be
a terminal of any coupling unit such as a.radio frequency transformer, an
antenna coupler, an audio frequency transtormer, a choke, a resistance or
whatever unit is used in the receiver. The plate bypass is connected from
either the negative or positive filament terminal of the tube to the plate return
of the same tube, which is the B -battery terminal of any of the coupling units
just mentioned. This does away with the need of separate bypass condensers
for batteries, rheostats, potentiometers. etc., since both plate and grid circuit;
have thus been completed independently.

Of the two bypasses, grid and plate. the plate condenser is of greater use.
fulnms provided both kinds arc not used. A plate bypass will greatly improve
the quality of reception from any receiver. These bypasses as described should
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2.-Bypass Condensers in a Receiver.

be used on all amplifier tubes, both radio frequency and audio frequency
types, but the connection for the detector tube is slightly different as shown

in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows many of the parts and circuits of a complete receiver up to
the detector tube and shows the proper use of grid and plate bypasses for each
tube. For the first amplifier tube the grid bypass condenser is marked
Without this bypass the grid return would be through the potentiometer whose
high resistance in the grid circuit would broaden the tuning and reduce the
volume. The plate bypass for this first tube is marked P -I. Without it the
plate return would be through the Ii -battery to the tube filament.

The grid bypass for the detector tube is marked G-2 and without it the
detector grid return would he through the rheostat which is bypassed I*.
condenser G-7.

Two bypasses are connected to the plate of the detector tube in .Fig 2.
One of these, P-2, is the regular plate bypass already explained. It Is r".
nected from the B -battery terminal of the audio frequency trattsfurmer to

CONDENSER, BYPASS
the tube's filament terminal. The bypass marked P-3 is for the purpose of
bypassing the radio frequency currents around the high impedance of the
audio frequency transformer with its iron core. Without this condenser there
would be such great impedance to the radio frequency currents attempting to
hats through the transformer winding that amplification and volume would be
reduced to a fraction of their proper value. Bypass condenser P-3 allows the
radio frequency currents from the plate of the detector tube to return directly
to the filament of this tube, while the lower frequency Ludic) currents pass
through the winding of the transformer. Sec Detector, Plate Bypass for.

Sizes or Capacities of Bypass Condensers.-In the circuits of
radio frequency amplifying tubes, grid bypasses may be of any
capacity from .0005 microfarad up. Plate bypasses for these tubes
may be from .001 microfarad up to any size available.

In the circuits of audio frequency amplifying tubes the grid bypasses should be of at least one-half microfarad capacity. The plate
bypasses should be of at least one microfarad capacity. Any capaci-
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Ftc. .3.-Connections of Bypass Condensers to Receiver Terminals.

ties greater than those mentioned may be used for either radio
or audio circuits and for either grid or plate returns.
The radio frequency bypass connected between the plate of the
detector tube and this tube's filament must be large enough to bypass all of the radio frequency, but not so large as to pass any of the
audio frequency currents. At this point, indicated by P-3 in Fig. 2,
the condenser should not be smaller than .001 microfarad and not
larger than .005 microfarad capacity. 'The best value for any particular
frequency

receiver may be found by experimenting with different capacithe greatest volume and best quality are secured.

ties until

Battery

Is not fittedBypasses

and Resistance Bypasses.-If the receiver

with the grid and plate bypasses shown in Fig. 2, the

CONDENSER, CAPACITY OF

principal points of trouble may be handled separately as in Fig. 3.
The battery bypasses are connected between the receiver terminals as shown, either on the outside of the cabinet or inside as
for the A -battery is not really remay be convenient. Bypass
quired in the majority of cases. Bypass B-1 takes care of the detector plate circuit and should be used. Bypass 13,2 is for the
amplifier circuit and is the most important of the four shown. Using B-2 alone will not provide a bypass for the detector circuit, although this B-2 bypass across the entire B -battery is often the only
one used or recommended. Bypass C is for the grid circuits. It is
of less importance than the B -battery bypasses but is of greater advantage than the A -battery bypass. In the order of their advantage
to the receiver the bypasses shown in Fig. 3 would range; first B-',
second B-1, third C, and fourth .4. Bypass C may he as small as
one-half microfarad capacity, but all others should be of at least one
microfarad size and B-2 may better be of two microfarad capacity.
to
r4c1 re

ro tube

filament
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4.-Bypass Condensers for Potentiometer and Rheostat.
The connection of bypas:.es around rheostats and potentiometers is shown
The potentiometer bypass of .001 or .032 capacity is absolutely
necessary when a potentiometer is used. The rheostat bypass is not required
hut is of sonic advantage with radio frequency amplifier tubes. It is el
.cot microfarad capacity. Neither of these external bypasses arc needed it
the grid and plate bypasses of Fig. are used.

in Fig, 4,

1

CONDENSER, CAPACITY OF.-The capacity of a con-

denser is a measure of its ability to receive and hold an electric
charge. The capacity is the relation between the charge that will
be taken by a condenser and the voltage that is applied to give Ihi'
charge.

The capacity depends on four things, (1) the surface area or size
of the plates, (2) the number of plates in the condenser, (3) thr
separation of the plates or the thickness of the dielectric between
them, and (4) the kind of dielectric or the nature of the material
between the plates.

Capacity is increased by larger plates, by more plates, and by
bringing the plates closer together. Capacity is decreased by using
smaller plates, fewer of them, and by separating them more front
one another. The capacity is also affected by the nature of the

CONDENSER, CAPACITY OF
See Constant, Dielectric. The capacity is measured in
microfarads, micro-microfarads, or centimeters of capacity. See
Capacity, Units of.

dielectric.

The capacity in micro-microfarads of a multiple plate condenser with air
tot dielectric, such a condenser as used for tuning purposes, may be calculated

mint the formula:

o' One Side
(Total Number
)
0.0885 X Arra
of Dine Plate X
of Plaits
-1
Capacity in
Separation between Plates
Mirro-microfarads
The area of one side of one plate is in square centimeters.
The thickness of the dielectric or separation of the plates is in centimeters.
The capacity of condensers using other dielectrics than air; such as mica
iondensers and paper condensers, may be found by multiplying the value given

=- - --

from the above formula by the number representing the dielectric constant
ni the material between the plates.

The formula then becomes:

C4(1)04:1.1). in

mir,,,..microfaradj= Capacity with di. Dielectric X Dielectric Constant
in which all of the values are the same as in the first formula but with the
addition of the dielectric constant K. Values of K arc given in the table
under the heading Constant, Dielectric.
.As an example, take a variable air condenser of 13 plates, each plate having
an area on one side of 12 square centimeters and with a separation of 0.05
centimeter between plates. Using the first formula and substituting the

values:

Capacity

0.08/15 X 12 X (13-1)
0.05

Solving this equation gives the capacity as 254.0 micro-microlarads. The
condenser is undoubtedly intended to have a nominal capacity of 250 micromicrofarads or .00025 microfarad. one of the common sizes.
Were the dielectric of mica with a dielectric constant (10 of 6. in place of
air, but with all other values and dimensions remaining the same, this condenser would have a capacity six times as great, 1520.4 micro-microfarads or
approximately .0015 microfarad.
To find the capacity in micro-microfarads of a two -plate condenser such as
a paper condenser the following formula is used:
Capacity in

0.014145 X

Micro-microlarads

.Area of One Side

Dielectric

al One Plate X Constant
Thickness of Dielectric

The area of one side of one of the two plates is measured in square centiThe dielectric constant is the constant of the material used between
the Plates. The thickness of the dielectric is measured in centimeters.
metrrs.

Condensers in Parallel.-Condensers connected in parallel add

their capacities together thus:

Mid Capacilv.C.-1-C,FC, etc. for all so connected.
Taking four condensers in parallel with capacities of .001, .0005,

.0005 and .0002; they would be added:

CONDENSER, CAPACITY OF
.001

.0005
.0005
.0002

making a total of .0022 microfarad in all.

Condensers in Series.-To obtain the value of a number of condensers connected in series it is necessary to add together the reciprocals of the capacities of the separate condensers which gives the
reciprocal of the total capacity. The reciprocal of a number is
divided by the number.
1

1

ntal Capacity

1

C

1

+

1

1

C3

3

'

etc.,for all Jo connected

As an example, take the four condensers just considered as in
parallel and connect them in series, using the capacities in micromicrofarads as 1000, 500, 500, and 200: these corresponding respectively to the values in microfarads of .001, .0005, .0005, .0002.
The reciprocals then are:
1

1

1

I

1065

500

500

200

=C

Adding these fractions gives the result as 10/1000 which is equal

to 1/C. Then 1000/10 is equal to C/1, and
is equal to C itself
and the total capacity must be 100 micro-microfarads for the four
condensers connected in series.

Parallel
Condensers in Parallel and in Series.

It will be found invariably that the total capacity of any number
of condensers in series is smaller than the capacity of the smallest
condenser in the lot. It is thus possible to obtain capacities of
smaller value by using two or more condensers in series and to obtain

capacities of larger value by using two or more condensers in
parallel.

CONDENSER, CAPACITY OF
The following tables give the capacities resulting from the connection of
two condensers in series and from the connection of two condensers in parallel.

These tables make use of the usual capacity sizes of both variable air con(10,:rrs and of small fixed mica condensers. It is possible to place a fixed
ondenser either in series or in parallel with a variable condenser to obtain a
timer minimum .or higher maximum capacity. Also, with a limited number of
omilenser capacities available it is possible to obtain many other capacities.
CAPACITIES OP CONDENSERS IN SERIES

Combined Capacity.

Two Separate Capacities Combined

Microfaradr

icro- m icrofarads
.00005
.000072
.000083
.000091
.000095

.0001
.00025
.0005
.001
.002

.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001

.000096
.000098
.0000984
.000125

.0025
.005
.006
.00025

.0001
.0001
.0001
.00025

.000166
.0007
.000222
.000227

.0005

200
222
227

.002
.0025

.00025
.00025
.00025
.00025

238
240
250
333
400

.000238
.00024
.00025
.000333
.0004

.005
.006
.0005
.001
.002

.00025
.00025
.0005
.0005
.0005

417
455
462
500

.000417
.000455
.000462
.0005

.0025
.005
.006

.0005
.0005
.0005

.001

.001

666

.000666
.000714
.000833
.000857

.002
.0025
.005
.006

.001
.001
.001
.001

1111

.001
.001111

.002
.0023

1250
1428
1500

.00125
.001428
.0015

.00.15

.002
.002
.0125
.002
.002

1578
1666

.001578
.001666
.0025
.002727

.006
.005
.005
.006
.006

50
72
83
91

95

96
98

98.4
125

1(.6

714
833

857
1000

2500
2727
3000

.003

.001

.005

.006

.0025
.0025
.00.5

.005
.006

CONDENSER, CAPACITY, MATCHING OF
CAPACITIES or CONDENSERS IN PARALLEL

Combined Capacity
Two Separate Capacities Combined

_

3licroffuradi

Micro-wirrularalr

200
350
500
600
750

.0002
.00035

.0001
.0001

.00(X
.00075

.0001
.00025
.00025
.0005
.0()05

.00I

.000;

.U011

.1101

.0005
.0001

.00125
.0015
.002

.001
.001
.001

.001)25

2100
2250
2300
2600
2750

.0021

.002
.002

1000
1100
1250
1500
2000

A1005

.00025
.000)
.00025

.0005
.001

AXJ2

.0001
.00025
.0005

.L1026

.0025

.00(11

.(X)275

.11)25

.00025

30(10

.4103

3 500

.003
.0035

4000
4500

.0W
.0045

.0025
.002
.0025
.007
.0025

.0005

3000

5000
5100
5250
5500
6000

.005
.0051
.00525
.0055
.006

.0025
.005
.005
.005
.005

.0025

6100
6 )50
6500

.00111

.006
.006
.006
.00n

.0001
.00025
.0005
.001
.002

.00225
.0025

70(10
70(X)

.00625
.0065
.007
.007

7500

.0075

.005

.00.45

.01
.011

.006
.006
.005
.006

.012

.001.

'u00
s500
10(XXI
1 ItX10
12(X)0

.00$5

.005

.001

.001
.002
.002

.0001
.00025
.0005
.001

.0025
.002
.0025
.005
.005
.00f.

CONDENSER, CAPACITY, MATCHING OF. -See Os-

cillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

CONDENSER, CHARGE OF. -See Condenser, Action of.
CONDENSER, CHEMICAL -See Condenser, Electrolytic.
CONDENSER, CONNECTIONS TO. -With any variablecondenser
having a shaft extending through a panel and ending with

CONDENSER, COUPLING BY MEANS OF

a dial or knob touched by the hand of the operator it is necessary to

connect parts of the condenser attached to the shaft to the low

voltage side of any circuit which includes the condenser. This avoids
the bad effects of body capacity. See Capacity, Body. The mov-

ahle plates or rotating plates of the condenser are attached to the
shaft. the moving assembly being called the rotor of the condenser.
The rule is then to connect the rotor to ground or low voltage wires.
fies2VOCaeion to

plates.kato

Rotor

connoct ion to -f2212C16

and rotary plates - Rotor

Connections to Rotor and Stator of Condenser.

A condenser used with a tuned radio frequency transformer has one side
connected to the grid of the following tube and the other side connected to
the grid return or filament circuit of that tube. The rotor part of the condenser must always be connected to the filament or grid return side of the
circuit and the stationary part or stator of the condenser must be connected
to the grid of the tube as in the diagram.
With other condensers, such as balancing condensers, the stator of the con firmer is connected to the plate side, the grid side, or other high voltage side
of the circuit. The rotor is connected to the battery or coil side.

CONDENSER, COUPLING BY MEANS OF.-See Cou-

pling, Capacitive.

CONDENSER, CURRENT FLOW THROUGH.-See
Condenser, Action of.

CONDENSER, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF.-

The following remarks on features of condenser design apply particularly to variable air condensers used for tuning purposes. As
mentioned under the heading Condenser, Action of, any condenser
is made up of two principal parts considered from the electrical
standpoint. One of these parts consists of the stationary plates and
rotary plates while the other part is formed by the dielectric between
the plates.

Since the stator and rotor are insulated from each other, the two
sets of plates make a further division of condenser parts into stator
plates, rotor plates, and dielectric. The condenser's rotor and shaft
bearings, the end plates, the spacer rods and the panel support studs
or bosses are of metal and are all in contact with one another so that
they form one continuous electrical conductor all parts of which
must be at the same voltage at any one time. All of these parts
are shown in the typical condenser of Fig. 1.

The stator plates are all connected with each other metallicly,
but the stator plate assembly is electrically insulated from all other

CONDENSER, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
metal parts of the condenser. The support. for the stator is formed
by insulation attached firmly to the end plates or other metallic parts
forming the framework of the condenser. The stator plate assembly
is carried by this supporting insulation so that the stator plates are
held rigidly in place and interleaved between the rotor plates. One

or more terminals for making connections to the stator plates are
mounted somewhere on the insulating support.

The stator plates and all metal parts and terminals connected to
them should be carried as far back of the panel supports as possible
so that the operator's body capacity will have little or no effect.

Condenser Plates.-The metal of which the plates are made is
preferably of the same kind as used for the rotor shaft and for the
metal support which joins the stator plates together. Unless well
soldered or welded together, two different metals will in time corrode at a joint between them and this corrosion makes very high
resistance. To guard against high resistance between the plates and
ENO PLATE
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1.-The Parts Considered in Design of a Typical Variable Condenser.

their supports, the plates should be soldered, brazed or welded to
their shaft or other support. A few condensers are built with the

plates and their supports cast in one piece, this being an ideal
method, although quite costly.

Plates are generally made either of brass or of aluminum. There is little
difference in their resistances. Brass is subject to corrosion while aluminum
practically free from this corrosion. Brass plates are often lacquered to
prevent this corrosion.
Plates which are thin will reduce the losses from skin effect and from eddy
currents. But plates must be strong and rigid to maintain a uniform capacity

and prevent the possibility of short circuit between stator and rotor plates

which would be caused should they warp or bend. It is to secure this needed
stiffness or rigidity that brass or aluminum is selected rather than pure copper.
although copper is a better conductor than either.

Supporting Insulation.-The material used for the insulating

support should have the lowest possible dielectric constant consistent
with mechanical strength. The reason for requiring a low dielectric

constant is that this constant indicates the ease with which the

electrostatic lines of force pass through the material or are drawn

CONDENSER, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
into it, much as magnetic lines of force arc drawn into iron and steel
more easily than into other metals.
Phenol fibre products, such as Bakelite, also quartz and dielectric
glass, are the materials that best combine the requirements of mechanical strength with low electrical losses.

Hard rubber and

moisture -proofed wood would be satisfactory electrically, but cannot be depended on to hold their shape over long periods of time.
A

Fw.:

Electrostatic Field Affecting Design of a Condenser,

The supporting insulation should he placed in the weakest possible electrostatic field. Since the strongst electrostatic field is between the plates, the
insulation should be as far from the plates as it can be placed.

All dielectric or insulating material in the vicinity of the plates tends to
draw part of the electrostatic field into and through itself rather than allowing all of this field to exist between the plates. Therefore, the least possible
bulk of insulation should be used for the supports. Ilowever, a comparatively
large piece of insulation well removed from the vicinity of the plates is to be

preferred to a much smaller piece close to or in the field.
.470 TOR
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FR:. 3,-Terminal Positions Considered in Condenser Design.

The link of force forming the electrostatic field of a multi -plate variable
condenser arc shown in Fig. 2.

IC a piece of dielectric material or insulation be
Placed with its long dimension running in the same direction as these electrostatic lines of force, the lines will tend to leave the main part of the field and
Row through the length of the dielectric. This condition is to be avoided.
The electrostatic lines of force will leave the field between the plates and
mass through a large piece of dielectric as at A more readily than through a
"mall piece as at B provided both pieces arc equally close to the plates.

Terminals and Connections.-The terminal or terminals for

the

stator plates should have the greatest possible length or surface

CONDENSER, DIELECTRIC FOR

of insulation between them and the nearest metal part or terminal
which is connected to the rotor plates. This is to prevent surface
and volume leakage through the insulation from the stator plates to
the rotor plates. This is well illustrated in the condenser of Fig. 3
where the stator terminal is in the center of the length of the insulation and separated by the greatest possible distance from the
nearest points of the end plates.
It will be realized that some kind of connection must be provided between
the rotor plates and the stationary metal parts of the framework since the
rotor plates must move while the remainder of the condenser stands still. In
many condensers the only electrical connection from the moving rotor plates to
their terminal is through the shaft bearing. This does not make a satisfactory

connection and will generally lead to noisy reception after the condenser
becomes old.

A better practice is shown in Fig. 1 where a contact spring is solidly riveted
to the end plate and has its other end bearing firmly against the shaft carrying the rotor plates. This construction is open to the objection that dirt or
corrosion, either on the spring's end or on the bass against which it pre s,
will cause noise and a loss of energy.

A flexible pigtail connection between rotor plates and their terminal or the
end plate is most satisfactory, especially if the ends of the pigtail arc soldered
to the rotor plates or shaft and to the end plate or the terminal. The use of
such a properly installed pigtail will often reduce the resistance of a condenser

as much as ten per cent if the bearings alone have been depended on for
contact.

See Pigtail.

End Plates of Condensers.-Many variable condensers are

made with metal end plates like those shown in Figs. 1 and 3. Other
condensers, equally well designed, use end plates of dielectric material as in Fig. 4.

Whether end plates arc of metal or of insulating material, they
should be at the greatest possible distance from the active plates of
Furthermore, the
the condenser.
end plates, of whatever material.
should have the least possible bulk
or size consistent with the required
mechanical strength. The end plates

have no other purpose in the condenser than to provide a framework

and a support, so the less of them
the better.

An openwork end plate

is better than a solid end plate of
Erie/ Plate
-Comkma Designol
with Dielectric End l'tate.

Fu:.

any kind.
There are dielectric losses in the

end plates of a condenser usingin-

sulating material for these parts, but
there are equally serious eddy current losses in metal end plates.
The shape of end plates is of more importance than the choice of
material.

CONDENSER, DIELECTRIC FOR-In radio work there

are three principal kinds of condensers when clacced according to
their dielectrics. There are air condensers such as the variable

CONDENSER, DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION IN
tuning condensers, mica condensers such as the various fixed condensers of small capacity, and paper condensers represented by the
larger bypass units. Air condensers come closest to the ideal condenser. Mica runs next and paper condensers are poorest.

CONDENSER, DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION IN.-See

condenser, Losses In; also Absorption, Dielectric.

CONDENSER, ELECTROLYTIC.-An electrolytic

con-

denser is formed with a metal as one plate, a liquid electrolyte as
the other plate and with a gas layer between the two as the dielectric.
When metals such as aluminum and tantalum are put into an electrolyte it is possible for electric current to flow from the electrolyte into

the metal when voltage is impressed across them, but there is exceedingly high resistance to passage of any current in the reverse
direction; from the metal to the electrolyte. This principle of a
,me -way electric valve is utilized also in the electrolytic rectifier.

Since the combination of metal and liquid has the properties of
an insulator to flow of current one way, and since the metal and the

Terminals
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Fin. 1.-Parts of an

Electmlytir Condenser.

Fm. 2.-Etectrolylic Condenser for Direct Current.

liquid are both conductors, this arrangement has all the elements
needed to form a condenser. That is, the combination is made up
of two conductors separated by an insulator.
If two aluminum plates are placed in an electrolyte as shown by

rig. 1, the aluminum becomes covered with a very thin layer of
oxide. On this oxide there forms a thin layer of gas whose resistance
amounts to thousands of ohms. The electrolytic condenser of Fig. 1
is suitable fur use in alternating current circuits because it will not
allow flow of electricity through it. in either direction. In radio
work, such as power supply units, most of the condensers are used
with direct currents or at least with pulsating currents which do
not reverse their polarity. Therefore, it is possible to use the form
of electrolytic condenser shown in Fig. 2.

The condenser of Fig. 2 consists of the aluminum as a positive
Plate, of the gas film as a dielectric and of the electrolyte as a
negative plate. In order to make a connection from the electrolyte

CONDENSER, ELECTROLYTIC
to the negative side of the circuit a piece of lead is immersed in the
electrolyte, this lead acting only as a terminal for the liquid and
having no condenser action whatever. It is impossible for current

to pass from the aluminum to the electrolyte, consequently this form
of condenser provides the necessary insulating effect as long as the
positive side of the circuit is connected only to the aluminum.

The capacity of the electrolytic condenser depends On (1) the
area of the metal plate, (2) on the material of which this plate is
made, and (3) on the thickness of the dielectric film of gas. The
thickness of the gas film depends on the voltage which is used when

the film is first formed. The higher the voltage applied during
formation of the film, the thicker the film is made and the less the
capacity becomes.
After the condenser elements arc assembled a direct voltage is applied for
eight to ten hours. This voltage causes formation of the gas film. The
maximum working voltage of the condenser when finally placed in service must
be less than the voltage used during the forming process. If higher voltages
are applied, the gas layer will become thicker and the capacity of the condenser will be reduced. As long as the formation voltage is not exceeded in
service the gas layer will remain of constant thickness and the condenser

capacity will remain unchanged.

The maximum formation voltage which may be safely applied depends on
thr chemical used in making the electrolyte solution. Various chemicals will
withstand certain maximum critical voltages and if these voltages arc exceeded
the gas layer will he punctured. Puncture of the gas layer allows the condenser to break down and cause a short circuit between its terminals. Upon
reduction of the applied voltage the break will be mended by formation of a
new film

The following list shows the maximum voltages which may be

used with condensers having several kinds of electrolytes dissolved
in pure water and employing aluminum plates:
Borax; sodium tetraborate
480 volts
Ammonium citrate
470 volts
Ammonium phosphate
460 volts
Sodium silicate
445 volts
Ammonium bicarbonate
425 volts
Potassium cyanide (very poisonous)
295 volts
Ammonium chromate
122 volts
Potassium permananate
g
112 volts
Sodium sulphate (Glauber's salts)
40
(from "Electrochemical and Metallurgical Industry")
volts
Inasmuch as the thickness of the gas layer is determined
by the
voltage of formation, the capacity of the
condenser
really
depends
on this voltage, on the
metal used for the plates, and on the area
of the plate surface.
These three factors are taken into consideration in the curves of Fig.
3 which show the capacity in microfarads
per square inch of plate
area for the metals aluminum and tantalum
with various formation voltages.
'

From these curves it is seen that
great capacity per unit of area may be
obtained when using up to
or 150 volts on formation.
higher
formation voltaces the capacity100
becomes
comparatively small andn'titlis there

CONDENSER, ELECTROLYTIC
liar desirable to use such condensers with 100 volts or Ins across their terWhen higher voltages than this arc to be handled, two or more condensers may be connected in series as shown by Fig. 4. The voltage that may
then be applied across the condensers is equal to the maximum voltage allowed
minals.
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-Capacity of Electrolytic Condenser with Various Formation Voltages.

fur one condenser times the number of condensers and the capacity is equal to
the capacity of one condenser divided by the number of condensers.

As indicated in Fig. 4, the condenser may consist of a number of
thin aluminum plates to increase the surface area within reasonable
,\.erall dimensions. A single lead plate serves as a common negative
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FIG. 4.-Electrolytic Condensers in Series for High Voltages.

terminal for the whole condenser. The aluminum plates may be
made quite thin, number 18 gauge being suitable for this work.
I he
size of th3 plate connection where it goes through the surface Of
the electrolyte into the air must be as small as possible and this

CONDENSER, EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE IN

portion of the plate should be covered with insulation of rubber
tubing, glass tubing or wax which extends at least one -quarter inch
both above and below the surface of the electrolyte. This insulation
is to prevent the voltage from arcing over at the surface of the liquid!.
A condenser made with eight aluminum plates two inches wide and five
inches long formed at 125 volts will have a capacity of about sixteen micro farads. If formed at 300 volts the same condenser will have a capacity of
slightly more than six microfarads. If formed at 40 volts, as for work in
A-pnwer units. this condenser would have a capacity of about 65 microfarails.

CONDENSER. EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE IN.-See

C'ondenser, Losses In.

CONDENSER, FIXED.-Fixed condensers are those in which
the capacity is determined and fixed at the time of their manufacture and which cannot be changed afterward. Variable condensers
are condensers in which the capacity may be changed by the operator while the condensers are in use.
Fixed condensers are of two general types. Those of small ca-

pacity are known as mica condensers because they use mica for
their dielectric. Those of larger capacity are generally known as
paper condensers, these having paper for dielectric.
The small mica condensers are made in a great variety of sizes or capacities.
the following capacities in microfarads being those in general use:
CAPACITIES OF FINED CONDENSERS

0.00004

0.0002
.00025

.0000.,
.00007
.00008

.0003
.00035
.0004
.0005
.000n
.0007
.0008

.0001

.00012
.00015
.000175

0.001
.0012
.0015
.00175
.002
.0025
.003
.0035
.004

0.005
.006
.007
.0075
.008
.01

.012
.015
.02

In mice-microfarads the above capacities range from 40 to 20,000 and by
using them in parallel or in series with each other an almost infinite variety of
capacities may be had. In mentioning these small sizes they are generally
spoken of as follows: A .0001 condenser is called a "triple oh one" condenser.
a .00025 is called a "triple oh two five," one of .005 capacity being called
"double oh five," and a .02 size being called "oh two."

Some mica condensers are made by coating thin sheets of mica
with a layer of silver just as a mirror is silvered. Metal foil is
placed between these sheets of silvered mica and solidly clamped
after which the condenser is treated with paraffin or other wax.
Other fixed condensers are made in a similar way but without the

silver coating. The dielectric in these condensers is therefore a combination of mica and wax.
These small mica condensers are used for radio frequency. for
headphone and for loud -speaker bypasses; as grid condensers for detector tubes; as coupling condensers in all types of capacitive ant:
piing; as blocking or stopping condensers to prevent direct currents
from entering various
parts of circuits; and as antenna condensers.
It is rather astonishing to find that small mica condensers, in spite of
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their solid dielectric, have no greater losses or resistance than the
air type of tuning condensers of small capacities. This is due to the
fact that these fixed condensers have very small and thin plates in
which there is little skin effect. The reduction in skin effect offsets
the increase of dielectric absorption in the solid dielectric so that the
net result is a low resistance.
blot of these mica condensers will be found accurate as to capacity within
a plus or minus variation of ten per cent. If greater accuracy is secured, the
condensers generally cost more than the regular variety. Where exact capacilic-L, arc required it is necessary to either buy tested and matched condensers
or to measure the capacities of standard types and select those that arc suitable for the work. Capacity may be measured as described under Bridge,
ifta.surcments with and under Oscillator, Uses of.

The larger capacities of fixed condensers are of the paper type.
The following sizes or capacities in microfarads are generally used
for bypasses and filter condensers in all types of circuits:
1'10

1/4

1/2

1

2

3

4

MICA CONOCN3eRS

S

16

24

PAPEQ CorvOENsER

Types of Fixed Condensers.

Paper condensers, unless built especially for high voltages, often

break down or puncture when subjected to pressures greater than
100 volts. This trouble, causing a high resistance leak or even a

direct short circuit, should be tested for when such a condenser can
he suspected.

Papers condensers consist of layers of very thin metal foil sepa-

rated by one or more thicknesses of insulating paper, and finally impregnated with paraffin or other wax. A paper condenser has comparatively high dielectric absorption.

lor the various uses of fixed condensers, see the following: Con-

druser, Antenna. Condenser, Bypass. Coupling, Capacitive. Condenser, Stopping. Detector, will: Grid Condenser and Leak. For
methods of matching fixed condensers for capacity and for comparing impedances

see Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

CONDENSER, FIELD OF, ELECTROSTATIC.-13ctween any

electrostatictwo conductors separated by dielectric material there are

lines of force whenever the two conductors are at dif-

CONDENSER, FILTER
ferent voltages. These electrostatic lines of force form what is
called the electrostatic field. In a condenser the electrostatic field
is between the plates, through the dielectric. There is also an electrostatic field between the stator plates of a condenser and the shaft
carrying the rotors, the end plates, and all other metal parts connected with the rotor plates. These strty electrostatic fields exist
because the stator plates are at a different voltage from that of the

rotor plates and parts connected with them.

See Field, Electro-

static.

CONDENSER, FILTER.-See Filler; also Power Unit.
CONDENSER, GANG.-See Condenser, Multiple.
CONDENSER, GRID.-Sec Detector, with Grid Condenser

and Leak.

CONDENSER, GROUNDING, IN RECEIVER. --See

Ground, Receiver.

CONDENSER, IMPEDANCE OF.-See Impedance.
CONDENSER, INSULATION OF.-See Condenser, Design

and Construction of.

CONDENSER, LOOP TUNING.-Sec Loop, Dcsign and

Construction of.

CONDENSER, LOSSES IN.-An ideal condenser would have
no resistance, no leakage or absorption of the charge, and no inductance. Such an ideal is manifestly impossible of attainment.
Everything about a condenser which causes it to fall short of this
ideal is a condenser loss. The principal losses are classed as ohmic
resistance of the plates and metal joints, as equivalent series and
shunt resistances of the condenser as a whole, as surface and volume
leakage in the insulating supports, and as dielectric absorption.

Ohmic Resistance.-The plates of a condenser have resistance
just as any other conductor has resistance. This ohmic resistance
is governed by the same laws that govern the resistance of any conductors, that is, by the conductor's material, length and cross section.
The resistance of thick plates would naturally be less than that of
thin plates. The skin effect increases with increase of frequency
and at radio frequencies the skin effect is of more importance than
the ohmic resistance.
The joints between plates and the parts in which they are supported may
under some conditions be of high resistance. When the plates are of one
metal and the shafts and brackets of another metal it is more than likely that
there will be corrosion, oxidation or looseness at the joints.

Equivalent Resistance.-The equivalent series resistance of a

condenser is the amount of resistance which, if placed in series with
a perfect condenser of the same capacity, would allow the same current to flow that actually flows in the condenser being considered.

This is shown in Fig. 1. The equivalent series resistance acts to
lessen the flow of current in the condenser's circuit just as an actual
ohmic resistance would lessen it.

Series resistance is due to skin effect in the plates, to dielectric absorption. to
the formation of eddy currents in end plates and other metal parts and to
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the ohmic resistance of the condenser's plates and their connections to ter -

The loss of energy due to skin effect and eddy currents increases with
The loss in dielectric absorption is much like the loss
cosec by heating in a conductor. The equivalent resistance of a condenser
increase of frequency.

decreases with increase of condenser capacity. Taking several condensers of
the same style made by the same manufacturers, the resistances are found as
billows for various capacities: In the 250 micro-microfarad size the resistance
is 1115 ohms; in the 350 micro-microfarad size the resistance is 1.10 ohms; in
the 500 micro-microfarad size the resistance is 0.85 ohm and in the 1000
micro-microfarad size the resistance is only 0.60 ohm.

Condensers also have what is called an equivalent parallel resistThis is the amount of resistance which, if placed in parallel
with a perfect condenser, would allow the same escape of current
ance.

around the perfect condenser that actually escapes through the

parallel resistance of the condenser under consideration. The paral-

Id resistance allows a leakage of alternating current between the
plates of the condenser.

The principal cause of equivalent parallel resistance is the surface leakage
and volume leakage over and through the insulation used in the condenser

Perfect' Co/lienser Perfect' Co.7o/eas-er

Effect of efai'valeolwvvw
Effect of efaivaleni
series resistance
parallel resis7aace
1.-Effect of Loss from Equivalent Resistance in Condensers.
supports.

The better the grade of insulation and the greater the length of
the insulation between stator plates and rotor plates or their supports the
less will be the loss due to parallel resistance.

Compared with the resistance of coils generally used in connection
with tuning condensers the resistance of the condenser is of minor
importance. Measured at radio frequencies the resistance of coils
:s many times greater than the resistance of only moderately good
condensers.

Capacity Reactance Effects.-As the plates of a condenser are
turned out of mesh, that is, as the dial is turned from 100 or the

highest reading down toward zero, the resistance does not increase to

any great extent until the plates are about three-quarters out of
mesh. On a dial with one hundred divisions this would be at about
on the dial. As the setting is turned further down toward zero
the condenser's resistance begins to rise very rapidly. At. 20 it has
about doubled in value. At 10 it is about seven times as great and
1.)elow

ing.

ten the resistance goes "out of sight," comparatively speakTherefore condensers should be large enough so that it is not
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necessary to go below one -quarter or one-fifth of their total capacity
for the lowest wavelength stations to be received. The resistance of
any condenser is least when the plates arc fully in mesh, that is,
when it is being used for the lower frequencies or higher wave.
lengths.

Surface and Volume Leakage in Insulation.-Some power is

lost in condensers by leakage of current across the surface of the
insulating parts and supports of the condenser. Such leakage is in.
creased by dampness or dust on these parts. Finally there is an
extremely small leakage of current from positive to negative plates
right through the insulating supports which carry these plates. The
effects of the surface leakage and volume leakage combine and are
then called the parallel resistance of the condenser because their
effect is the same as if a resistance were placed across the stator
and rotor plates as in Fig. 1. A very small amount of current flows
away through this parallel resistance. This form of loss usually is
so small as to be of little importance.

Dielectric Absorption.-When a condenser is charged it

will

immediately give back a flow of current into a circuit attached to it.

2.-Current and Voltage in Quadraturc.

This charge which flows out instantly is called the free charge.
Some kinds of dielectrics will allow the condenser to deliver a
further flow of current later on. This is called the residual charge
and is an absorbed charge.
At the high frequencies used in radio work the condenser does
not have time between alternations to give back all of the absorbed
or residual charge left from one voltage peak before another one
comes along. Therefore, most of the absorbed charge is lost and is
never recovered from the condenser. This loss is due to dielectric
absorption.

The amount of dielectric

With air the loss

is

absorption depends on the kind of dielectric used.

negligible.

absorption is very small.

With mica or with oil as the dielectric the

Glass is somewhat poorer in this respect, %%tile
phenol fibre materials are really
troublesome.
The loss in the dielectric depends altogether
used

on the kind of dielectric
and not on the amount that is used or on the spacing
between plates. If an
attempt were made to reduce
this
loss
by
doubling
the
thickness of dielectric,
doubling the separation
between plates would be required. In order to regain
the original capacity. the
area of the plates would then have to be doubled,
resulting in four times the bulk of dielectric being
used. Since the plates would
then br twice as far apart the voltage
gradient through the dielectric would
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The dielectric loss varies as the square of the voltage gradient
and the square of one-half is one -quarter. Therefore there would be one quarter the loss for a given volume of dielectric but four times as much dielectric would have to he used. The actual or total loss would be just the
.ins as in the beginning. See also Absorption, Dielectric.
be halved.

Phase Angle Difference of Condensers.-ln all alternating

current circuits, such as those including condensers, there is a rise,
fall and reversal of electrical pressure or voltage, also a rise and fall
of current or amperage. The rise and fall of voltage is not always
in exact step or in phase with the rise and fall of current. In an
ideal condenser, which does nut exist in practice, the current rise
and fall would lead the voltage rise and fall by one -quarter of a
cycle or ninety degrees as in Fig. 2.
All condensers throw the current and voltage slightly off from
the ninety degree ideal difference, which is called in quadrature.
The more the condenser throws the current and voltage out of quadrature the greater is the loss of energy. The amount of displacement
is called the phase angle difference of the condenser. The phase
angle difference is a measure of poorness in a condenser. The
greater the phase angle difference the poorer the condenser.
There is a slight increase in the phase difference as the condenser capacity
The smaller the condenser capacity the greater the phase difference.
This applies to variable tuning condensers of the air type. In fixed mica
,ondensers the phase difference becomes less and less as the capacity of the
condenser decreases. A small fixed condenser has decidedly less
ence than a large one of the same type. The phase angle difference in fixed
condensers shows great irregularities. These irregularities depend on slight
imperfections in individual condensers of the same capacity rating. The
reAstanees and phase differences of first-class fixed mica condensers are no
greater than the resistances and phase differences of high grade variable air
condensers. Therefore, there is no objection to using fixed condensers and
variable inductances for tuning. That is, there is no objection as far as the
loses in the circuits arc concerned.
decreases.

CONDENSER, MICA TYPE.-Sce Condenser, Fixcd.

CONDENSER, MULTIPLE TYPES.-Multiple or tandem
tuning condensers similar to those shown in Figs. 1 and 3 are used

FIG. 1.-A Two -Part Tandem Multiple Condenser.

CONDENSER, MULTIPLE TYPES
for tuning several circuits or several stages of radio frequency amplification to the same frequency at the same time. Two, three, or
more condensers may thus be connected together.
A single shaft, a toothed rack, a pulley cord or similar connection
operates all parts of the multiple condenser and to this control are
attached all of the sets of rotor plates. This method is satisfactory
and practical because in any multi -stage
5
S
amplifier the rotors of all the tuning condensers may be connected to a common
Tgrid return or grounded line as shown
R under Control, Single.
The scheme of electrical connection of
Fir. 2.-Etectrical Conneclions of Multiple Condenser.

three condensers used in this way is
shown in Fig. 2. This three -gang condenser has only one common rotor terminal R, but has three separate stator terminals S -S -S which are used for the grid connections.

The condenser shown in Fig. 1 has its stators mounted on opposite sides of the central shaft and the rotors are accordingly mounted
opposite each other. The two rotors thus balance their weights so
that the shaft does not require additional balancing or extra friction

FIG. 3.-Three-Gang Multipk Condermer.

devices to prevent the rotors falling into their lowest position. This
condenser consists of two units and is called a two -gang condenser.
The condenser of Fig. 3 is of the three -gang type. The central

shaft runs straight through and has the three sets of rotor plates

solidly attached to it. The stator plates of the rear or left hand condenser are fixed permanently in place but the stators of the other
two condensers are movable for vernier action. The small shaft
shown at the top of the unit controls the vernier action of the right
hand or front condenser while the small shaft at the bottom controls
the vernier action of the middle condenser.

CONDENSER, NEUTRALIZING

All of the features of design and construction as well as the explanations of condenser characteristics of all kinds apply as well to
multiple condensers as to single unit types. See also Control, Single.

CONDENSER, NEUTRALIZING.-See Condenser,

Balanc-

ing.

CONDENSER, PAPER TYPES.-See Condenser, Fixed.
CONDENSER, PARALLEL CONNECTED.-See Con-

denser, Ca pacit y of .

CONDENSER, PARALLEL RESISTANCE OF.-See

Condenser, Losses in.

CONDENSER, PHASE ANGLE OF.-See

1j

Condenser,

in.

CONDENSER, PIGTAIL FOR.-See
CONDENSER PLATES, NUMBER OF.-Condensers

should be rated according to their capacity in microfarads or in
micro-microfarads rather than according to the number of plates.
It seems that in early days of radio the first tuning condensers hap-

pen to have had either twenty-three plates or forty-three plates.
Consequently people began speaking of "twenty-three plate condensers" and "forty-three plate condensers." The common fortythree plate condenser generally has a maximum capacity in the
neighborhood of 0.001 microfarad or 1000 micro-microfarads. What
is commonly called a twenty-three plate condenser has a maximum
capacity in the neighborhood of 0.0005 microfarad or 500 micro farads. The seventeen plate size is intended to have a maximum
capacity of about 0.00035 microfarad or 350 micro-microfarads.
The thirteen plate and eleven plate condensers generally run
0.00025 microfarad or 250 micro-microfarads. Seven plate con-

densers would have a nominal maximum capacity of 0.00015 micro -

farad or 150 micro-microfarads. The actual capacity generally
varies as much as five per cent from the nominal rated capacity.

CONDENSER, REACTANCE OF.-See Reactance.
CONDENSER, RESISTANCE, EQUIVALENT.-See

Condenser, Losses in.

CONDENSER, RESISTANCE IN SERIES WITH, EF-

FECT OF.-A variable resistance placed in series with a con-

denser or with several condensers themselves connected in parallel
may be used to obtain a slight change in the effective capacity of
he condenser or condensers. This is because the variation
the

Variable-

resistaace

VariaiWe

resistance

Resistances for Change of Effective Condenser Capacity.

CONDENSER, ROTOR OF
resistance changes the impedance of the circuit containing the condensers.

CONDENSER, ROTOR OF.-See Condenser, Design and

Construction of.

CONDENSER, SERIES ANTENNA.-See Condenser, An.
torna.

CONDENSER, SERIES CONNECTED.-See

Condrnscr,

Ca pad! y o j

CONDENSER, SERIES RESISTANCE OF.-See

dosser, Losses in.

CONDENSER, SHIELDING OF.-See Shielding.
CONDENSER, SHUNTING ANTENNA.-See Condenser,
,lotcnna.

CONDENSER, STATOR OF.-See Condenser, Design and
Construction of.

CONDENSER, STOPPING.-A condenser used to prevent

direct current such as battery current from entering a circuit or part
of a circuit is called a stopping condenser. The term blocking condenser is sometimes used and has the same meaning.

Stoing
condense,
-

Fa:.

I -Stopping Condenser

in Resistance Amplifier.

Fa:. 2.-Stopping Condenser
in Speaker Connection.

The use of a stopping condenser for coupling in a resistance amplifier is
slam n in Fig. I. The plate of the left hand tube is connected to the high
voltage of the. B -battery or power supply through the resistance and to the grid
of the 10110%61%4 tube through the stopping condenser. Were it not for this
condenser the high voltage would pass directly to the grid circuit of the right
hand tube.
In Fig. 2 is shown the connection of a stopping condenser used to prevent
direct current at high voltage from flowing through the winding of a loud
speaker. The tube's plate
is connected to the B -battery or power supply
through the choke, but the
current cannot flow to the speaker because
of the stopping condenser indirect
the way. The audio frequency current from the
plate will, however, pass to the speaker through the stopping condenser as it
cannot pass as easily through the choke coil. Stopping condensers are usually
of rather large capacity. In radio frequency circuits these condensers are at
least .001 microfarad in size; in audio frequency circuits they are from .005
to 1,0 mirrofarad capacity and for loud speaker
use these condensers are one
microfarad or larger.
See also Amplifier, Audio Fri -wintry, Impedance Coupled and Resiimm,

Cm:pied.

CONDENSER, STRAIGHT

c-

LINE TYPES.-Tn
tuning condensers thatdifferent styles
typesarc in use
-

variable
These

CONDENSER, STRAIGHT LINE TYPES
are commonly called straight line capacity, straight line wavelength
and straight line frequency. The abbreviations SLC, SLW and SLF
refer to these styles.

When an ordinary tuning dial having graduations from 0 to 100

over half its circumference is attached to one of these condensers
the circuit controlled by the condenser may be tuned to various fre-

quencies or wavelengths as the dial is turned. This assumes that
the inductance of the coil used with the condenser remains fixed.
With the straight line capacity condenser there is an increase of
capacity that is in direct ratio to the increase in dial reading, that is,
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1.-Flate Forms of the Different Straight Line Condensers.

at 25 on the dial we have one -quarter of the total capacity of the
condenser, at 50 we have one-half the total capacity, at 75 we have
three-quarters of the capacity and at 100 we have all of the capacity.
The plates for such a straight line capacity condenser are semicircular as shown in Fig. 1. The capacity increase is in proportion
to the area of the stator and rotor plates enmeshed.
The straight line wavelength condenser has plates which are cut
off and curved on the entering side, on the side that goes into mesh
frith the stator plates as the dial reading increases. This is shown
itt Fig. 1. At first the capacity increases rather slowly but as the

CONDENSER, STRAIGHT LINE TYPES
plates go farther and farther into mesh the capacity increases more
and more rapidly, in fact the capacity increases as the square of the
dial reading. If the capacity at 25 on the dial is then represented
by 625 (or 25 squared) the capacity at 50 is represented by 2500
(50 squared). The capacity of the straight line capacity type is
twice as much with the dial at 50 as with the dial at 25, whereas
the capacity of the straight line wavelength type is four times as
great at 50 on the dial as at 25.
Plates in one type of straight line frequency condenser are sharply
tapered as shown in Fig. 1. The increase of capacity is even slower
than with the straight line wavelength type as the dial readings increase through the low numbers. The increase of capacity for a
given movement of the dial becomes greater and greater as the dial
travels toward 100. In this straight line frequency type the increase
15 44,
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2.-Distribution of Frequencies on Three Types of Straight Line
Condensers.

of capacity with dial reading is proportional to the reciprocal of the
dial reading squared, or is proportional to one divided by the dial
reading squared. With this straight line frequency condenser we
might represent the capacity at a dial reading of 25 by 18 (approximately). We may then represent the capacity of the condenser with a dial setting of 50 as having reached only 40. At a
dial reading of 75 the capacity would then be represented by 160.
It will be seen that the increase in capacity at low dial readings i s
very small but becomes greater as the upper end of the dial is ap-

proached.

The assignment of broadcasting stations is still often spoken of according
to their wavelength, although they are actually assigned according to frequency
in kilocycles. %%lien using a straight line
capacity condenser, in which the
capacity increases evenly all across the dial, 500 kilocycles in frequency arc
covered by the first ten divisions on the dial. Thatis,
is, fifty broadcasting
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frequencies or wavelengths are covered by the first ten divisions on the dial.
Then, at the upper end of the dial, only 100 kilocycles or ten broadcasting
frequencies are between 55 and 100. This makes a very uneven distribution
of stations on the dial because in the first ten points there is a broadcasting
frequency for every one -fifth division while in the upper half of the dial the
broadcasting frequencies are separated by almost five points. This is shown
by Fig. 2, which illustrates the part of the dial movement within which will
be found each fifteen broadcasting frequencies or wavelengths. Crowding and
separation of the three types are evident.
The straight line wavelength condenser, by increasing its capacity rather
slowly, spreads out the frequencies at the lower end of the dial and brings
them quite a little closer at the upper end as compared with the straight line
rapacity type. With the straight line wavelength condenser there are 200 kilocycles or twenty broadcasting frequencies in the first ten points and the last
100 kilocycles or ten frequencies are included between 75 and 100 in place of
between 55 and 100. This also is shown in Fig. 2.
The straight line frequency condenser increases its capacity with dial readings at such a rate that stations separated according to kilocycles are evenly
spaced from each other all the way across the dial. That is, the same number
of broadcasting frequencies or wavelengths are between zero and ten on the
dial as between ninety and one hundred. This even separation of stations is
an undoubted advantage.

For those familiar with the wavelengths of broadcasting stations

the following table gives a graphic view of the difference between the
three types of condensers. The frequency in kilocycles is given in
the first column, the meters of wavelength are shown in the second

column and toward the right in three columns for the three types
of condensers are shown dial readings at which these frequencies or
wavelengths would be tuned in under ordinary conditions:
Frequency in
Kilocycles

1500
1000
750

600
500

Dial Readings

Wavelength
in Meters
SLC

SLIV
3

4

10
28

27

42

52

74

55

76

100

100

90
100

100

300
400
500
600

SI.F

All straight line wavelength condensers do not have plates shaped
shown in Fig. 1. Square plates as in Fig. 3 may also he used
since their increase of capacity as they are drawn together will be
proportional to the square of the dial reading.
Ruth straight line wavelength and straight line frequency conas

densers

may have semi -circular rotor plates and may have their

stators shaped to give the required gradual increase in capacity with
dial reading. This method is illustrated in Fig. 4.

An idea of the capacity change required to tune between freten kilocycles apart may be gained when it is mentioned
that to change from a frequency of 1500 kilocycles to one of 1490
kilocycles calls for an increase in tuning condenser capacity of only
quencies
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three-quarter micro-microfarad when

using a condenser whose maximum

capacity

is

500

micro-microfarads.

But to change from 560 kilocycles to
550 kilocycles calls for an increase of

Fu; 3.-Squarc Plates for
Straight Line Wavelength

thirty-five micro-microfarads in the
same condenser.
It should be understood that, while the

straight line frequency condenser gives a

greater separation between the settings of
thc stations at low wavelengths, it does not
actually increase the selectivity of thc receiver. That is, the stations themselves arc separated by ten kilocycles of
Condenser.

frequency and the kind of condenser used has no effect on this station separation. It does become easier to tune in and to separate stations among the low
wavelengths because the straight line frequency condenser provides a greater
dial movement between the frequencies than is secured with other types.

As may be seen from Fig. 1, a straight line frequency condenser
designed so that the shape of the rotor plates alone is depended on
to give the frequency characteristics will be extremely wide. This
disadvantage is overcome to a certain extent by shaping the stator
plates as in Fig. 4.

The straight line frequency condenser may also be made more
compact by using a greater number of smaller plates for a given
capacity as in Fig. 5. A design which allows the condenser to be of

the straight line frequency type, yet use semi -circular plates, is
shown in Fig. 6. Here the thickness of both rotor and stator plates

4.-Stator Plates Shaped for Straight Line Frequency Condenser.

changes from one side to the other. As these plates are meshed it
will be seen that the spacing between them, or the thickness of the
air dielectric becomes less and less so that the capacity is increased
by the increasing mesh of the plates and by the thinning of the dielectric space at the same time.
In a straight line frequency condenser having sufficient maximum
capacity for tuning purposes, it is difficult to have a small enough
minimum capacity to give a full range of tuning over the entire
broadcasting range of frequencies. Even with the plates entirely
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out of mesh there is a considerable capacity effect remaining between
them because the condenser still consists of two metal parts separated by a dielectric of air. Because of this limitation and also because of the greater bulk of straight line frequency designs for a
given capacity, such condensers are generally built with maximum

5, --increased Number of PLAtes to Secure Compactness in Straight Line
Frequency Condenser.

capacities of .00035 microfarad and less. The .0005 microfarad size
is comparatively rare and the .001 microfarad capacity straight line
frequency condenser is not used at all.
In changing from straight line capacity or wavelength condensers

to straight line frequency types in a receiver already built it is
necessary to make sure that the coils are large enough to operate

6. ---Thin Edge Plates for Straight Line Frequency Condenser.

withone of the available sizes of the newer condensers.
Tinting, Sizes Required for.

See Coil,

Because of the great length of the plates in true straight tine frequency

condensers

a majority of units which are called "straight line frequency" are

in reality only a modified type. The portions of the plates that come together

CONDENSER, TANDEM
first, for tuning low wavelengths, are of real straight line frequency characteristic. But the outer ends of the platesare a compromise between straight line
frequency and straight line wavelength types. This can be seen in Fig. 7.
This makes a very satisfactory kind of condenser from the standpoint of the.

operator. Such types are sometimes called "straight line tuning" or "SLT''
condensers.

7.-Modified Straight Line Frequency Condenser.

The long narrow plate,: of straight line frequency condensers are usually
tied together at their outer ends to provide rigidity and permanent alignment
between stator and rotor. This also is shown in Fig.

CONDENSER, TANDEM.-See Condenser, Multiple Types.
CONDENSER, TUNING.-Any variable condenser of sufficient range may be used for tuning. In practice, variable tuning
condensers are always of the multi -plate type with air dielectric.

With a fixed inductance or coil and a variable condenser the
capacity must change according to the square of the change in
wavelength. For instance, if the range of wavelength to be covered
is from 200 to 600 meters we have a change in the condenser equal
to the squares of one and three or a change of one to nine. To
cover the broadcasting band between 200 to 600 meters the maximum capacity of a condenser must be at least nine times its nummum capacity. Because of the distributed capacity or minimum
possible capacity of the condenser it is necessary that the condenser capacity have a range of at least one to ten or even more in
total variation to cover the broadcasting band. See Resonance, In-

ductance -Capacity ['allies for.

A fixed condenser may be connected in parallel with a variable tuning
condenser to increase the maximum capacity available for tuning. The m..
mum capacity of the combination will then he the former maximum of the
variable condenser plus the capacity of the fixed condenser. The minimum of
the combination will be the former minimum of the variable condenser plus
the total capacity of the fixed condenser.
To reduce the minimum capacity of any condenser another fixed condenser
may be connected in series with the first one. The maximum capacity of the
combination will be less than the maximum capacity of either condenser alone. ,
this being shown by the table of combined capacities. under Condenser, CaPaotY
of.

CONDENSER, VARIABLE

CONDENSER, VARIABLE.-Any condenser whose effective
capacity may be changed while the condenser is being used in a
circuit is a variable condenser. As a rule, such condensers are made

continuously variable so that the capacity may be gradually increased or decreased, not changed by more or less abrupt steps.

While the great majority of the variable condensers are of the
multi -plate, air dielectric type, other constructions are available and
are sometimes used. Variable condensers arc used for all purposes
which require a change of capacity. They arc used for tuning pur-

poses, for control of regeneration and feedback, for changing the

frequency of the antenna circuit, for balancing condensers, for throttling condensers, and for various other uses throughout the radio receiver.

Screw Type Condenser.-A compact form of variable con-

denser may be made as in Fig 1. One of the plates, of which but
two arc used, is fixed in position. The other plate is formed of a
disc of thin spring brass split on one side so that it tends to spring
Terfillals

/9q,us ern? jcreur
Upper Pia le

Mica

eleciric
lower Hale
Insulating
dousing
1.-Screw Type of Variable Condenser.

up into a conical shape. Between the two plates is a very thin disc
of dielectric mica. A screw which may be turned by an external
knob within reach of the operator presses the brass disc down closer

and closer to the stationary plate, thus increasing the capacity of
the condenser. Such a design gives a very gradual change of capacity
since it requires several complete turns of the knob to pass from
minimum to maximum capacity. The losses in a well built unit of
this kind are low enough to allow its successful use in radio frequency
circuits.

Book Type Condenser.-Fig. 2 shows one of the first forms of

variable condenser used for tuning purposes, this being called the
hook type condenser on account of its resemblance to the leaves of

a book. The metal plates of the condenser are attached to the inner
surfaces of two hinged blocks with a sheet of mica or glass di(_'lectric hinged

loosely between them or fastened to one of the plates.
plates closer together increases the capacity. The
are normally pressed apart by a spring and are moved
together by a screw or cam attached to the operating dial.

the two
hinged
hinged plates

CONDENSER, VARIABLE

Compression Type Condenser.-The condenser shown in Fig.
3 consists of a number of plates having mica or glass dielectric sheets
between them. The. plates are normally forced apart by a series of
springs between adjacent plates and are pressed together by a screw
operated by a dial or knob.
DIEJECTR/C.

-Slifer

PLATES

FIG. 2.-Book Type of
Variable Condenser.

Ftc. 3.-Compression Type of
Variable Condenser.

A variation of this type is made as shown in Fig. 4. Here there is a
stationary bottom plate covered with a thin sheet of mica dielectric. The
upper plate is of spring brass formed into a curve so that, when fastened to
the lower plate at one edge, the remainder of the top plate tends to curl away
from the bottom plate. A slider is arranged to move across the springy top

plate and press it down onto the dielectric, thus increasing the capacity. This
type may be made in a circular form with the plates formed of rings which
are pressed or rolled together by the slider.

Mercury Condenser. --Fig. 5 shows a mercury type of variable
The two plates are formed of half circles of metal attached to insulating plates or discs. Approximately one half of the
supporting discs are immersed in a bath of mercury. A thin layer
of air between the plates acts as the dielectric. As the discs arc
rotated, more and more of the surface of the plates is carried down
into the mercury, leaving a smaller and smaller area of the plate
condenser.

Upper P/ext

.Sltoler

c6eiectr/i;
Lower

/d e

4.-Comprion Variable Condenser Operated with Slider.

surfaces above the mercury with air between them. The plate area
is thus reduced and the capacity of the condenser is decreased. The
two rotating discs are, of course, operated from a dial.
Dovetail Condenser.-The condenser shown in Fig. 6 consists
of two large plates, one made up of a series of cylindrical concentric
rings, the other of a corresponding series of cylindrical grooves "r
depressions into which the rings will fit.

CONDENSER, VERNIERS FOR

The grooved portion forms the stator of the condenser and is
mounted upon a panel or other support. The set of rings on their
Lase form what corresponds to a rotor. They are arranged to slide
back and forth, away from or toward the stator. The movable unit
\\\mow

ho. 5.-Mercury Type of
Variable Condenser.

no. 6.-Dovetail Type of Variable Condenser.

is operated by a shaft having a very coarse screw thread which engages the plate unit. The shaft is turned through one full revolution

or 360 degrees in bringing the condenser parts closely in mesh or
moving them apart to their maximum separation.
With the two plate units close together maximum capacity is obtained.
With the movable unit all the way black, the condenser is at minimum capacity.

Such a design may be made to act as a straight line capacity condenser, a

straight line wavelength condenser or a straight line frequency condenser. The
type depends on the shaping of the rings and grooves.

CONDENSER, VERNIERS FOR.-There are two principal

methods of providing a vernier effect for tuning condensers.
Rokr ,okles

In

rnier

sKhd/t

Yernier
cam

voE
,oS iddi&s-'r

k ;rival;

no. 1.-Hinged Condenser Plates with Cam Vernier.

order to do effective tuning on distant and weak broadcasting stations it is necessary to obtain a very accurate adjustment of the
tuning condenser. A simple dial attached directly to the condenser
shaft

cannot be moved slowly enough or moved a small enough

part of a turn to bring in such distant stations most effectively. 'l'o
overcome this handicap vernier motions have been introduced so
that a comparatively large movement of the tuning control makes

CONDENSER, VERNIERS FOR

only an exceedingly small movement of the condenser plates with
reference to each other. Either the stators or the rotors may be

affected by this vernier action.
In Fig. I is shown one method of obtaining a small movement of
the stator plates. The rotors arc carried in the usual manner on their

shafts but the stators are provided at one side with a pivoted

or

The other side of the stator plates is supported by
an offset cam between two arms attached to the edges of the plates.
Turning the vernier shaft rotates this cam so that the stator plates
are moved up or down a very little bit with reference to the rotors.
Turning of the rotor plates for rough tuning is not affected or altered in any way.
hinged support.

A method of obtaining a vernier action on the rotor plates

is

shown in Fig. 2. Two arms are clamped around one end of the shaft.

A tension screw draws these two arms tightly enough around the
shaft to cause considerable friction between arms and shaft. The
Rotor ,o/afes
Tension

screw

Rotor

shaft

Stator
plates
ernrer cern
Arms
-lianaVe

2, --Cam Vernier for Moving Condenser Rotor riatc:,_.

lower ends of these arms pass on either side of a cam to which is at-

tached the vernier handle. Moving the vernier handle rotates the
cam and imparts a very small motion to the arms, the rotor shalt
and plates. The pressure of the arms is adjusted by the tension
screw so that the vernier cam will move the plates but so that the
main tuning dial can rotate with comparative freedom for rough
tuning.
A geared type of vernier is shown in Fig. 3.

Here a large gear is
attached to one end of the rotor shaft and in mesh with this gear is a
small pinion held in engagement with the gear by means of a tension
spring. The pinion shaft extends
out through the panel and ends
in the vernier knob. The gear reduction in such devices is generally
between five to one and twelve to one so that very small movements
of the rotor plates may be obtained.
Still another method of obtaining tine tuning i, by the u.e of an auxiliary
variable condenser of small capacity connected in parallel With the main tuning
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condenser as shown in Fig. 4. After the main tuning condenser is brought III
a rough setting the final tuning is done by means of the small auxiliary condenser or vernier condenser.

It is rather poor practice to use an additional small condenser in parallel
with a larger tuning condenser for the purpose of obtaining fine tuning or
obtaining a vernier action. The two condensers in parallel add their minimum
capacities together, consequently the minimum capacity of the combination is

OMR
PINION
VERNIER)
KNOB

TEN.Sion SPRING

3,-Geared Vernier for Tuning Condenser.
equal to the sum of the minimum capacities of the two condensers rather than
lining equal only to the minimum capacity of the tuning condenser. This
makes it more difficult to tune to the higher frequencies or low wavelengths.
The effect of the small parallel vernier condenser is not the same at all
frequencies. At low frequencies or high wavelengths, adding or subtracting the
capacity of the vernier condenser has comparatively small effect because at low

frequencies almost all of the capacity of the large tuning condenser is being

nuxtbary

Condefoser

Etc. 4,-Auxiliary Condenser Used as Vernier for Fine Tuning.
used and the percentage of the total capacity represented by the vernier condenser is small. On the other hand, at high frequencies or low wavelengths

only a small part of the total capacity of the main tuning condenser is in use
and adding or subtracting the whole capacity of the vernier condenser has a

very great effect on tuning.
The perfection of tuning dials which incorporate a vernier action or reduction of motion within themselves has to a great extent done away with the use

CONDENSITE
of vernier ntechankin built into the condensers or of auxiliary vernier con_
dettsers,

See Dial, Tuning, rrrnirr.

CONDENSITE.-See Phenol Compounds.

CONDUCTANCE.-The ability of a conductor to carry an
electric current is called conductance.
and is the opposite of resistance.

It is measured in mhos

CONDUCTANCE, MUTUAL, OF TUBE.-See Tube, Mu-

trial Conductance of; also Tube, Characteristics of.

CONDUCTIVE COUPLING.-See Coupling, Conductive.
CONDUCTIVITY.-The conductance measured in mhos

through a centimeter cube of a conductor is called the conductivity
or specific conductance of that conductor. Conductivity is a

measure of the current carrying ability of a certain size of conductor.

CONDUCTOR.-Any path through which an electric current
may !low with comparatively little resistance is called a conductor.
The best conductors are of metal. All wires used in radio work are
conductors.

CONE SPEAKER.-See Speaker, Loud.
CONFINED FIELD.-See Field, Stray and Confined.
CONNECTOR.-When it is desired to join two wires crossing
each other at an angle or when it is desired to attach the end of one
wire to some point along the length of another wire as in the illustration, a neat, permanent and workmanlike joint may be made by
using soldered or solderles.4 connectors made especially for this pur-

Mr's- to be jothed
So/o'er/of cormediafi
(1,7k-(11
Types of Connectors.

pose. A solder type of connector consists of a piece of thin tinned
brass or copper with the ends formed into lips or ears. These lips
are turned up around the wires to be joined, clamped over the wires
with pliers, and soldered securely.
Solderless connectors arc made in the form of small screw clamps
which pass around the wires to be joined and fastened by turning
the screw tight.

CONSOLE.-In the language of radio a console is an orna-

mental combination of a receiver and a cabinet standing from the
floor upon its own legs. The console is designed to provide a space
for the receiver itself and for batteries or power supply units connected to the receiver. Some consoles are built so that they may

CONSTANT, DIELECTRIC
contain a loud speaker, either a separate speaker simply set into the

console or a sound chamber or horn built in as a part of the console's construction. See also Cabinet.

Comole Type of Cabinet.

CONSTANT, DIELECTRIC.-The capacity of a condenser

depends upon the kind of dielectric used between the plates. If a
certain condenser with air as the dielectric has a capacity of ten
microfarads, substituting mica in place of the air for a dielectric
will increase the capacity of the condenser. If the capacity is now
measured and found to be sixty microfarads the capacity has been
increased six times by using the mica in place of air as the dielectric.
l'he dielectric constant of this mica is then said to be six.
The dielectric constant of any material is the number of times
its use as a dielectric will increase the capacity over the use of air
as a dielectric in the same condenser. Another name for dielectric
constant is specific inductive capacity. A table of the values of
dielectric constants of different materials follows.

CONSTRUCTION, RECEIVER
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The dielectric constant of any material is a measure of its ability or Power
to carry the effect of electric charges through it between the plates. This
term should not be confused with "dielectric strength" which refers to the
strength of the material as an insulator, that is, its resistance to voltage.
The variations between low and high limits of the dielectric constants arc
due to the differences between grades and qualities of the materials. The
constant depends to a great extent on how nearly free from moisture the

material is made, since the presence of water will raise the constant materially
The values also depend on whether measurements arc made with direct or
alternating voltagcs and if alternating voltage~ are used the dielectric constant
will change with change of frequency.
DIELECTRIC CONbTAN TS

Constant

Dielectric Material

Air (taken mt standard).. 1.0
A reduction of pressure
below that of the atmosphere
constant

lowers

Alcohol

Bakelite, C
dielectro
micarta
Beeswax

Celluloid

('eresin Wax
Collodion

15.0

4.0 to 8.5
5.0 to 7.5
4.5 to 6.0
10 to
4.0 to 6.0
2.5

.1,7 to

4.0
5.0

50 to

8.0

6.8

Gelatine

4.0 to 6.0
7.5 to 8.0
3.0 to 7.0

h-ohnitite
Marble
Mica, sheet

built up
Oil. castor
cottonseed

;0 to

b.05.0

30 to
36

0.5 to 11.5
3.0 to 6.0
50 to 6.0
4S to 4.8
10 to 3.3

toto

2.0 to
sperm
3.0 to
transformer
2.4 to
turpentine
2.1 to
Paper, insulating, untreated 1.6 to
oiled or waxed
2.0 to

cardboard, press3.2board
blotting, porous

Film, pilot ugraiihic

heat misting
Gutta Nrcha

olive3.3
1:1.00

Ebonite (see Rubber, hard)
Fibre, uncolored
53
black
7.5

Glass, window
plate

Constant

petroleum

the

Cloth. oiled or varnished 3.0 to

red

Dielectric Material

Oil, neatsfoot

A

312

2.2

3.2
2.7
2.3

2.5
3.2

0

5.0

Paraftine wax
Phenol composition,

2.0 to

2.5

moulded
Porcelain
Quartz

5.0 to
4.0 to
4.5 to

7.5
0.0
5.0

Resin

2.5

Rubber, gum

2..3

soft vulcanized

2.0 to 3.0
2.0 to 3.5

hard
Shellac
Silk

I0 to

3.0

4.6

Slate, electrical
Sulphur
Varnish

6.0 to 7.0
2.5 to 4.0
42;05 to

5.5

Vaseline

Water. distilled
1Vood: bass, cypress, fir
maple
oak

81.0
.

2.0 to
2.5 to
3 0 to

3,0

4S
6.0

CONSTRUCTION, RECEIVER.-The construction of a
receiver naturally divides itself into four steps: First; deciding upon

the type of circuit, the number of radio frequency stages and the
number of audio frequency stages. Second; the layout or general
arrangement of the parts required for the chosen design. Third:
the assembly of these parts.
Fourth; the wiring.
It may be assumed that the type of circuit
or kind of receiver has
been decided upon. It will be made
up
of
a
considerable number
of major and minor parK The major
parts will determine the most
advantageous layout and the minor
parts or the auxiliaries must be
grouped around the principal ones.
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The major parts, the parts which determine the general plan or

of the whole, arc: The tuning condensers, the radio

arrangement
frequency couplers which are tuning coils or radio frequency transformers, the audio frequency couplers (transformers, chokes or re-

sistances) and the tubes. These are the parts which must be given

Speaker
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FIG. t.-Process of Amplification Considered in Receiver Construction.

greatest consideration and when they are properly placed the smaller

units must be located so that they will operate properly with the
larger pieces.

Interior Arrangement.-The signal comes from the antenna or

the loop, passes through the receiver, and is delivered to the loud
speaker. Between antenna and speaker there must be amplification,

Fu:. 2.-Compactness in Receiver Design and Construction.

which is secured by one or more stages of radio frequency amplification, a detector, and one or more stages of audio frequency amplification. Each stage of amplification consists of a vacuum tube and

a coupling device which takes the output of this tube and passes
it on to the next tube. The scheme of amplification in a receiver is
indicated in Fig. 1. Any of the tubes shown might be a detector.
Lverything from the antenna to the detector is in the radio fre-
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quency portion of the receiver and everything between the detector
and the speaker is in the audio frequency portion.
In general it is desirable to carry out the design in as nearly a straight

fine

such a straight line of amplification as shown in Fig. 1. The
weiver may be made shorter and deeper by some such arrangement as in.
dicated in Fig. 2. thus maintaining the general idea of passing the signal as
directly as possible through all the stages. All parts operating at radio freas possible.

quency arc at the left of the detector and all operating at audio frequency are
at the right.
It is also desirable to keep the radio frequency and the audio frequency
parts well separated from each other. Therefore, the arrangement of Fig. 3
would not be satisfactory without proper shielding because the output for the
speaker is brought back near the input from the antenna. With shielding
between audio and radio frequency this plan is satisfactory. The arrangement
of Fie. 4 is symmetrical and looks well because all of the tubes are in a line
Antenna

Coci,o/ets

Shield

z".
7116e

Couple y -s

Tube

De ector

-4;Pvir3.-Shielding Between Radio Frequency and Audio Frequency Parts.
and the couplers are evenly spaced. It is bad electrically and will usually be
difficult to operate with any degree of satisfaction.

If shielding is to be used, the parts must be arranged in such a
manner that the shields can come in the right places. If each stage
of radio frequency amplification is to be completely enclosed in a
shield the coupler and the tube for each stage must be placed to
allow the shield around them. With tuning by means of a variable
condenser the shield must enclose the tuning condenser, the tuning
coil and the tube as shown in Fig. 5.
It is not necessary that the
condenser, coil and tube be placed exactly as shown in Fig. 5, but
they must be placed so that all three
may be enclosed in a shield.
'1 'he next thing that
must
be
taken
into consideration is whether
two or more tuning devices are
to
be
operated from one control.
The plan shown in Fig. 2 allows
three tuned stages to be handled

CONSTRUCTION, RECEIVER
tkith two controls. One control operates the tuner or coupler attached to the antenna while the other control operates the remaining two radio frequency tuners or couplers together.

Mile/ma
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Fm. 4,-A Construction Which Is Poor Electrically.
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no. S.-Arrangement of Parts for Shielding.
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Where three tunirm elements arc to be handled from one control they may

be placed one behind the other so that they are in line from front to back

or they may tie placed end to end lengthwise of the receiver. One general plan
for the front to back arrangement is shown. in Fig. 6. The radio frequency

transformers or couplers are marked "Rh," the audio frequency coupler;
ttransformer, chokes or resi,:tancesi are marked ".-1F" and the tubes arc

numbered with the order in which the signal passes through the receiver from
antenna to speaker. There is seldom room in any ordinary cabinet for more

than three tuning controls arrar:ed in line from front to back.

Any number of tuning units may be placed on a single shaft running lengthwise of the panel as shown in Fig. 7. Here the tubes
from number I to number 4 are radio frequency amplifiers, number
S is a detector and numbers 6 and 7 are audio frequency amplifiers.

u.-Three Tuned Siam; on One Control Shaft.

Panel Arrangement.-After the general plan for the interior of

the receiver has been decided upon its effect on the controls must be
considered.
lane receivers are built with the appearance of the

cabinet and the panel as first considerations, everything else being
of minor importance. This, of course, is wrong and it is also needless. There is no reason why
a thoroughly efficient receiver cannot
be designed to allow the use of pleasing proportions in the cabinet
and of a symmetrical arrangement of panel controls.
The number and kind of controls will depend on the type of receiver being built. The simplest panel arrangement would include
one tuning control, one volume control and
a switch for placing the
receiver in operation. Starting from this acme Gf simplicity, more
and more controls
may be added until the panel is completely tilled.
The average modern
receiver will have

two tuning controls, one or

CONSTRUCTION, RECEIVER

f

16F
1.16. ;.-Single l'ontrol with More Than Three Stage:s.

Ftc. 8.-Panel Layouts for Single Control Receivers.
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two volume or regeneration controls and a switch. Many of the
older receivers have three tuning dials and from two to five rheostats.
regeneration knobs and miscellaneous switches.
With two or more tuning controls, the closer the dials or indicators are to
eai h other the easier will be the work of the operator. It is not convenient
to have to glance from one side of a receiver way over to the other side when
tuning two or more contra; to certain settings.
There should be some support on which the operator's hand or forearm may
rest while tuning. It is tiring to have to hold the entire hand and arm up in
the air while adjusting the controls. This support may be a drop front of a
console, the top of a table carrying a radio cabinet. or only a ledge of some
kind. The knob or dial which is grasped by the operator when moving the
controls should he at such a height above the natural support that it is not

u. --Panel Arrangements fur Two Tuning Controls.

necessary to raise the arm in the air. The knob, handle or dial to be moved
should be from two to five inches above the surface of the support if a great
deal of tuning is to be done without fatigue of the arm and hand muscles.

A number of panel layouts for receivers with but one tuning control are shown in Fig. 8. With the numbered scale concealed behind a panel and with the setting visible through a window there is
always a knob by means of which the operator rotates the scale.
layouts for two tuning controls are shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
'These
1hese include types with concealed scales and with exposed dials.
Thearrangements are typical of those used with many commercial
receivers but are, of course, subject to wide variations to suit different constructions. In Fig. 11 are layouts for three tuning controls with various kinds of dials and scales.

CONSTRUCTION, RECEIVER

Plc. 10.-Panels for Two Control Receivers.

Plc. 11.-Panels with Three Tuning Controls.

CONSTRUCTION, RECEIVER
In all of the panel arrangements it will be noticed that. controls of similar
size and appearance are laid out in line with one another. Two or more straight
lines drawn either horizontally or vertically across the panels will pass through
the centers of all the controls. For the sake of appearance this rule for lineup should be followed.
With the interior plan tentatively decided upon it is possible to figure out a
panel arrangement which will suit the general location of tuning and control
units called for. Some adjustment between the two plans will then be called

for after which the front panel may be laid out to show the centers of all
shaft holes and mounting holes.

Sub -panel and Base.-So that the receiver may be built as a
complete unit separate from the cabinet the entire construction is
usually carried out on the main panel or front panel and a sub -panel
as shown in Fig. 12. The sub -panel forms a kind of shelf which
carries the coils, transformers, chokes, tube sockets, resistors and
most of the wiring. A bracket of metal or wood attaches to both
panels, supporting the sub -panel from the bottom of the cabinet
and holding the front panel in its proper place and at the proper

angle.

Front Pd./el

or Plain Pane/
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BrecAet
12.-Sub-Panel Construction for Receivers.

If it is ma required that the receiver be removable as a unit from the

cabinet, the sub -panel may be dispensed with and all of the units not carried
by the front panel then mounted directly on the wood bottom of the cabinet.
'Ibis method saves something in first cost but is inconvenient. Receivers may

be designed so that all units arc supported from the front panel. This requires that some rather heavy parts be carried on the panel and with some
panel materials there will be considerable sagging and warping. Many of the
newer receivers arc constructed upon a steel or aluminum frame -work which
carries the condete<ers, coils, tubes and transformers and to which is attached
the front panel.
If a sub -panel is used it is possible to place many parts underneath so that
theinterior appearance is greatly improved. These parts include bypass condensers; choke coils; jacks and jack switches; rheostats; audio frequency
transiormers, chokes and resistance; controls for volume and for regeneration.;
and all wiring. Such parts as filament
control resistors, balancing condensers,
grid leaks and fuses should not be placed
the sub -panel because
it is often necessary to reach them in makingunderneath
service adjustments. The following parts are usually mounted on the front panel:
Tuning condensers; coupling or selectivity controls;
voltmeters or ammeters; panel or pilot lamps:
control knobs for volume and
regeneration; rheostat knobs; and switches
Some of these parts will
he above the sub -panel level and others will be below.
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The sub -panel brackets should come as nearly as possible underneath the
units, which will usually be the audio frequency couplers, transformers or chokes. The thicker the material used for the sub -panel, the farther
;:part the brackets may be placed. A span of fifteen inches is about the maximum distance between supports if sagging and deformation is to be avoided.
Phenol compounds, such as Bakelite, have the stiffness and 'mechanical strength
required for sub -panel work. Hard rubber has a decided tendency to change
,is shape under the continued action of weight.
heaviest

Tube Sockets.-The sockets should be placed so that the shortest possible distance is obtained between their grid terminals and
the parts to which the grid lines run. The length of plate leads and
their separation from grid lines should also be given careful con.4deration in placing the sockets. These points are illustrated in
Fig. 13. The position of the socket filament terminals is of no importance and is determined by the requirements for grid and plate
terminals.

In placing the detector socket it. must be remembered that a grid
leak and condenser will be connected to the grid terminal. These

Fin. 13.-Parts Arranged for Shortest Grid and Plate Connections.

parts should be accessible and sufficient room must be left around
one side or corner of the tube to take whatever type of leak and
condenser are employed. It is also necessary to figure on a small
bypass condenser on the plate side of the detector. Many receivers
place a radio frequency choke coil between the plate terminal of the
detector and the first audio frequency coupling unit. .All of these
accessories which are attached to the detector call for more room
around its socket than around the other sockets.
Many types of sockets allow the grid and plate leads to be taken from their

top while the two filament leads are taken from below. This is especially con-

venient when shielding is used, since the grid and plate leads may be kept
inside the shield and the filament lines may be run on the outside. The nee(,'sary
change of terminal arrangement can often be made by simply reversing the
screws in the sockets.
The tube sockets may be placed close to tuning condensers or may be
placed between these condensers. They should, however, be placed so that
the tubes are nut within the strongest part of the fields of tuning coils. Sockets
ould be placed at the sides of coils and not in line with the axes of coils
tarrying high frequency currents. Sec Coil, Mounting of.

CONSTRUCTION, RECEIVER
The final precaution in locating the sockets is to keep the grid wires

the front panel. Grid wires running close behind an.utiAirlded panel \yid
generally cause considerable body capacity effect. The grid connections to Ow

tuning condensers should be the only wires of this kind brought near the
front panel.

Binding Posts.-All of the binding posts are generally placed
along the rear edge of the sub -panel so that battery wires, Power
supply wires, and speaker wires may be brought through openings
in the cabinet directly to the posts. The position of the battery
posts should be chosen to allow the most convenient wiring to the
switches, tube sockets, rheostats, transformers, etc., to which they
attach. The posts for the antenna or loop connections should be at
least one inch from all other posts. It is not necessary that the
ground post be near the antenna post. One of the speaker posts
will often he connected directly to the high voltage B -battery or
power supply post, consequently these two posts should be next
to each other. The same rule applies to the ('-battery or grid bias
positive post and the A -battery or filament supply negative post

Fa:. 1-1.-Filament and I'latc Supply Wiring Arranged for Cabling in Receiver
Construction.

since these two are connected together.
shown in Fig. 14.

Such an arrangement is

Location and Mounting of Units.-Instructions for handling

the radio frequency coils or transformers are given under Coil,
.Ingic of Mounting and Coil, Mounting of. Tuning condensers, unless shielded, should have at least two inches clear space between
the nearest parts of adjacent units. If a loop is used the mstnic-

tions under Loop, Precautions in the Use of should be followed.
Audio frequency transformers may be placed close together and
with no regard to their positions relative to one another. This applies to transformers, and to chokes as well, when they are completely enclosed in metal shields. When using more than two stages
of audio frequency amplification the shields should be grounded.
With unshielded audio frequency couplers it may be necessary to
allow an inch or more separation between them and to place them
so that the axes of their coils arc at right angles.
Output transformers or output chokes and condensers for the
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loud speaker should be kept well away from other parts of the receiver. Leads to the speaker itself should run directly out of the
cabinet and should not be carried around the other wiring. I f power
ipply units arc placed in the same cabinet with the receiver, these
units should be located at the radio frequency end and nut near
the audio frequency parts because there will be less tendency to
pick up the low frequency hum with this arrangement. All wires
carrying alternating current for power supply should be of twisted
pair to prevent radiation at the frequency of the power circuit.
Any storage battery gives off fumes which are ruinous to metal parts of a
Therefore, all such batteries must be in compartments completely
,c.parated from the receiver and well ventilated to get rid of the fumes. This
applies to storage batteries, either for filament or plate supply, and to filament
;,ower supply units which contain a small storage battery as part of their
receiver.

construction.

The sockets should be placed so that all of the filament wiring
may be run together and cabled, such an arrangement being shown

Fc. 15.-Regeneration Controls Kept Away from Panel in Receiver
Construction.

in Fig. 14.

Connections running from coupling units to the terminals for B -batteries or power supply units should be run with the
filament wiring. The filament circuits include all rheostats, filament
resistors and switches.
Small condensers or resistances for control of oscillation and regeneration.
al,o the wiring attached to them, should be kept well hack from the panel
whenever this is at all possible. The same rule applies to tickler coils and their
connections. Such practice is shown in Fig. 15.

Related Subjects.-The following list of headings shows the

subjects which are of interest when designing and constructing a
complete receiver:
Amplifier, Audio Frequency
Cabinet
Amplifier, Radio Frequency
Coil, Angle of Mounting
&lancing
Coil, Design
Buttery, Connections
of A- Coil, Mounting of
and BCoil, Spacing of in Receiver
Rios, Grid, Methods of Obtain- Condenser, Bypass
lug
Condenser, Connections to

CONTACT. POINTS FOR
Condenser,

Design

and

Con-

struction of
Condenser, Tuning
Connector
Control, Single

Power ['nit
Resistor, Filament Control
Return, Grid
Rheostat

Detector, with Grid Cond eraser
and Leak
Dial, Tuning
Drilliug

Rheostat, Sizes Required
Screws and Bolts, Types of
Shielding
Socket, Tube
Soldering

'

Fuses and Protective Devic CS
Graining, Pond
Jacks and Switches, Uses of

Speaker, Loud, Connections to

Lamp, Pilot or Pond
Loop, Precautions in the U se of

Tools

Oscillation

Panel, Materials for
Post, Binding

Receiver

Switch

Tubing, Insulating
Volume, Control of
Wire

Iriring, Receiver

CONTACT, POINTS FOR.-A contact point is formed of a
szvtich

threaded shank carrying a disc shaped
head as shown in the illustration. Contact points are passed through panels

or other insulating materials to form
Contact Points.

a part of tap switches. The switch arm
makes contact with the disc while the
screw shank forms a terminal for a connecting wire.

CONTACT, SLIDE.-See Coil, Slide Contacts On.
CONTACT. SWITCH.-Sec Contact, Points for.
CONTINENTAL CODE.-See Code.
CONTINUOUS CURRENT.-Sec Current, Direct or Continuous.

CONTINUOUS WAVE RECEPTION.-See Reception,

Continuous Irate.

CONTROL, REMOTE.-One of the practices in broadcasting

by means of which a microphone is placed at a considerable distance
from the transmitter. The microphone works through a line amplifier feeding wire line connections running to the transmitting station.

Sounds originating at the microphone's location are sent by wire
to the transmitter where they are broadcast.
CONTROL, SINGLE.-In a well built receiver having several
stages of tuned radio frequency amplification it is always noticed
that the tuning dials maintain their settings very close to one another for all stations. By exercising the greatest care and precision
in design and manufacture it is possible to tune two or more stages
from a single control by allowing this control to simultaneously
operate all of the stages so handled.
Single control is used with multi -stage receivers having tuned
transformers. The tuning condensers or the variable tuning induc-

CONTROL, SINGLE

tances for all stages are connected together and operated together
by one control. For layouts see Receiver, Single Control.

The generally adopted method of building this type of receiver
k to use fixed inductances and variable capacities, that is, to use
coils that are not adjustable and tune them with variable condensers
as in Fig. 1. It is also possible to use variable tuning inductances,

Fixed Inductances

Vandile
Cdpaci6es
Common an/n9 Control
FIG.

I

-Single Control with Variable Conclen...ers.

Common Control

Fixed" CaloaclEles
2.-Single Control with Variable Inductance or Variornctcrs.

such as variometers, and provide them with semi -fixed capacities in
the form of condensers that arc adjusted to the correct capacity once
for all and left there. This is shown in Fig. 2.

Tuning Condensers for Single Control.-Several variable tun-

ing condensers may be placed end to end and use one common rotor
shaft for all as described under Condenser, Multiple Types.

CONTROL, SINGLE
Condensers may also be placed side by side with their shafts connected through pulleys and cords, through racks and pinions, or

through a system of parallel arms and levers; all of these methods
being illustrated in Fig. 3. With the pulley and cord scheme, the
cord is fastened into the groove of each pulley at. one point and
any slack or lust motion in the cord is prevented by inserting a small
coiled spring to maintain an even pull.
When using the rack and pinions, each condenser shaft carries a small pinion
which engages the teeth of a rack that is long enough to extend across all the

shafts. The rack may be moved by a separate pinion and tuning knob or it
may be operated by turning the dial for any one of the condensers. The

teeth of the rack arc held in mesh with the pinions by pressure springs so
that no Itst motion can develop.
A system of arms and levers may be used to impart the turning motion of
one condenser shaft to the shafts of all other condensers to be tuned simultaneously. The lost motion that would develop from the slight looseness in
the many pinned or pivoted joints is prevented by fastening a tension spring
to the arm attached directly to the rotor shaft of each condenser.
tens/ on.

sprinq

Pulley

fastening

nmsion Spring

rens/
Spring

Fir,. 3.-Single Control for Side -by -Side Tuning Units.

Any of the methods of connecting condensers may be applied equally
well to variable inductances used for single control tuning.

All of the condensers joined together for tuning must be exactly
alike in every respect, otherwise their capacities cannot possibly be
made to change in step with one another as the control is operated.
The condensers must change not only their capacities together, but
must change all resistances and losses in the same ratio right through
the tuning range. See Condenser, Losses in.
Mien two or more condensers are operated by a single control
these condensers are generally provided with very small semi -fixed
condensers in parallel with them. After the receiver has been assembled and the condensers connected to coils whose inductances
are alike, these semi -fixed condensers are adjusted to bring all of
the stages into resonance at the same setting for some one frequency.
Phis scheme makes the single control operate perfectly at the one
frequency where the balancing is done, but it is quite likely to allow
the resonant points of the different tuned circuits to get farther and
farther apart as this frequency is departed from. This objection
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applies when the capacities of the condensers, without their auxiliary
semi -fixed units, are not exactly alike at any one setting. If one of
the small auxiliary condensers must be given a greater or less capacity with change of frequency this stage cannot possibly be kept in
step because the change of capacity in the main tuning condensers
has no effect on the adjusted capacity of the semi -fixed condensers.

The real purpose of such auxiliary capacities is to compensate for
difference in stray capacity of the wiring of any one stage. They
cannot compensate for differences in the capacities of the tuning condensers.
Many ingenious methods have been developed to handle this problem of
compensating for differences in the capacities in the several stages. One manu-

facturer keys the rear rotor plate to the rotor shaft so that this end plate

may be slid along the shaft toward or away from the other rotor plates. This
end plate is moved to change the capacity of the condenser to the amount required and is then locked in place. Thereafter, the adjusting plate rotates

with the other plates so that the effect of the capacity change is carried all
the way through the tuning range and is maintained in proper ratio to the
total capacity of the condenser.
When a condenser is used for the higher frequencies its plates are generally
well out of mesh and a capacity near the minimum is being used. The internal capacity between the grid and filament of the tube may then be almost
as large as the condenser capacity and changing a tube will upset the tuning
balance for the stage in which such change is made. This trouble may be reduced by using a condenser of low enough minimum capacity so that its plates
arc still fairly well in mesh when tuned to the highest frequencies or lowest
wavelengths.

This may be accomplished only when distributed capacity in

the coils and stray capacities in the tuned circuits are reduced to a minimum.

Coils for Single Control Tuning.-The inductance coils used

for tuning in the several stages under one control must be identical
with one another. This means that all the coils must be of the same

shape and style, must be wound on forms that are exactly alike.
must be of the same number of turns, wound with the same kind of
wire, and with their diameters and lengths exactly the same. The
supports should be alike and terminals should be in the same positions for all coils. The primary windings should all be alike and
the coupling between primary and secondary windings should be
the same for all stages.
When controlling two or more tuned coils with condensers
operated together it is absolutely essential that the coils be exactly
alike in inductance, resistance and distributed capacity regardless of
the frequency at which they are being operated. Curves showing
the relation between frequency and inductance or distributed capacity must be exactly alike at all points for all such coils. Such curves
are shown under the heading Coil, Resistance of.
The primaries of tuned radio frequency transformers have a decided effect
on the secondaries and thereby on the tuning of the secondary. The primary
circuit is affected by the internal capacity and by the internal resistance of the
tube to which it is connected as well as by the primary's own inductance and
distributed capacity.
The tuning coils may be matched with one another under operating conditions at radio frequencies according to the method described under Oscil-

kuor, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

CONTROL, SINGLE

Detector Grid Return for Single Control.-Many of the multiple condensers have one continuous metallic rotor shaft common to

all the units, consequently all of the rotors must necessarily be at
one common voltage. If such a multiple condenser is used in the
amplifier stage connected to the grid of the detector tube and also
in the stages connected to the grids of radio frequency amplifier
tubes, the grid returns for all tubes including the detector will he
negative when using the connections shown in Fig. 1.
Whether a negative or positive grid return is required for the detector depends on the kind of tube used in this position. With hard

tubes, those having a high degree of vacuum with no intentional
gas content, a negative grid return does not give as great sensitivity
as a positive return. Consequently, hard tube detectors arc not
working at maximum efficiency with a negative grid return made to
the common rotor connections of these multiple condensers.
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4.-Positive Bias for Detector with Bypass to Condenser Rotor in Single
Control.

The negative grid return is desirable and gives the greatest sensitivity with any soft or gaseous detector tube. Many such tubes
are on the market and should he employed whenever the grid return is negative.

If it is desired to use a hard detector
tube with the proper positive grid
return when employing a multiple condenser having a common rotor shaft,
special means must be employed to provide the positive bias on the detector
and .a negative bias on all the radio amplifier tubes.
If the grid leak and grid
are in parallel with each other as. in
Fig. 4, the grid return for thecondenser
detector tube may be run to the positive Ida'tient terminal of the tube. This provides a positive bias. The high voltage
side or grid side of the grid circuit of the detector is connected to the stator
of one section of the condenser, consequently the filament side of the grid circuit must be connected to the rotor of thecondenser. This latter connection
is secured by placing a bypass condenser of .036 microfarad capacity or larger
hetween the positive filament line and the negative filament line or any other
line running to the condenser rotor.

CONTROL, SINGLE
If the grid leak is connected between the grid terminal and filament terminal of the detector tube as in Fig. 5, a positive bias may be secured by
attaching the grid leak to the positive filament terminal rather than to the
negative terminal. The grid condenser is then between the tube and the tuning coil and the other end of the coil may be connected to the lines running
to the condenser rotor as shown.

Some multiple condensers arc made with insulated rotors as well
as insulated stators and these styles may be connected with positive

return for the detector grid and negative return for the grids of
amplifier tubes. Any of the multiple condensers placed side by side
may be insulated completely from each other by using insulation
in the control connections. With pulleys and cords, the cords should
he of good insulating material. With gears or with rack and pinion.

the small pinions or the gears may be of insulating composition.
With parallel arms and levers, the levers attached to the condenser
shafts may be of insulating material.
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5.-Positive Rigs for Detector with Grid Leak Connection to Filament in
Single Control.

Difficulties with Antenna Stage Tuning.-The first stage may

give some trouble. It is comparatively easy to provide uniform tuning for all radio frequency amplifier stages after the first stage. The

effect of the antenna's capacity and inductance on the first stage
makes it practically impossible to keep the tuning of this first stage
in exact step with the tuning of the following stages. This difficulty
may be overcome by using special means to obtain exceedingly loose
coupling between the antenna circuit and the grid circuit of the
first radio frequency tube. Sec Antenna, Coupling of. Many receivers recognize this particular difficulty by using two tuning controls.

The first control handles only the first amplifier stage which

is coupled to the antenna. All of the remaining stages of radio
quency amplification are handled together by the other control. fre-

It is possible to obtain uniform operation and satisfactory single
control of
stages by using a coupling tube for the antenna circuit as shown

all tuned
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in Fig. 6. This idea is the same as that used for handling several receivers on
one antenna.
A variable high resistance is placed between antenna and ground with the
upper end of thc resistance connected to the grid and the lower end to the

filament circuit of the first tube. This resistance is adjusted for satisfactory
operation and allowed to remain without further change. It is not used for
tuning. The plate circuit of this coupling tube forms the primary of the first
radio frequency transformer and the first tuning control is in the grid circuit
of the second tube.

The first tube or coupling tube is used only to keep the direct effect of

antenna capacity and inductance from affecting the first tuned circuit. Little
or no amplification need be expected of this tube. The remainder of the
radio frequency amplifier, the detector and the audio amplifier may be built
according to any desired design. The coupling tube simply takes the place
of the usual direct coupling of the antenna to the first tuned circuit and does
not in any way affect the rest of the receiver.

Avoiding Stray Couplings.-When attempting to use single

it is absolutely necessary that all of the stray capacities or
distributed capacities between the parts and the wires of the receiver
must be in exact balance for all of the amplifier stages operated by

control

First tuned stage
to be operated from
common contra/

Fin. (I.-Antenna Coupling Tube to Allow Single Control of Tuned Stages.

the one control. It is not satisfactory to provide vernier controls

for the several tuning condensers because, while the use of these

controls will overcome capacity differences between the stages, they
really take the receiver into the multiple control class.
Single control of several stages of radio frequency amplification is
made simpler and easier if each stage is completely shielded.

Properly applied shielding prevents the feedbacks and stray couplings that would upset the tuning and make it exceedingly difficult
to obtain really efficient operation of several stages tuned together.
See Shielding.

Oscillation or Volume Control.-To conform with the requirement that all inductances and capacities in the amplifier stages
operated from a single control must be identical, special care must
be used in handling regeneration and oscillation. Any method of
preventing oscillation or of controlling regeneration that is applied
to one of the single control stages must be applied in exactly the
same manner and in exactly the same degree to all other stages so

controlled.

CONTROL. SINGLE
Almost all methods of handling regeneration affect the inductance, capacity,
or resistance

in the radio frequency circuits.

other stages

would be sure to upset the tuning.

Any change of one of these

factors in a single stage which did not affect the same factor equally in all

Adjusting the Single Control Receiver.-All tuning units

must be properly adjusted to work with each other and to obtain
resonance at a given frequency with identical settings of the several
tuning condensers.

When a single control receiver is assembled it should first be made

certain that all of the tuning condensers have their rotor plates
in exactly the same relative position with reference to the stator

('oils ofthe same measured inductance should be connected
All of these coils should be exactly like
one another down to the last detail. This includes length, diameter,
wire size, wire insulation, position of terminals, number of turns and
the size, location and shape of the primary winding.
plates.

to each of the condensers.
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7.-Use of Auxiliary Condensers for Adjusting Single Control.

Obscure and difficult causes of trouble will be avoided if the layout and all wiring in each stage is exactly like the layout and wiring
in all the other stages.
It is finally necessary to test the receiver in actual operation and

make any adjustments that are necessary fur maximum possible
efficiency. Tuning may be done with the help of a radio frequency
oscillator whose coupling to the receiver may be made quite close
to begin with. Then, as the stages are brought into approximate
resonance at one setting, the oscillator coupling may be reduced as
the work proceeds. If no oscillator is available for this work, the
receiver may be adjusted by tuning it to several broadcasting stations, selecting at least one of high frequency and another of low
frequency for the work.
If the stages are to be adjusted by tuning the receiver to broadcasting stations a comparatively near and powerful station should first be tuned in.
Small auxiliary variable condensers may then be connected in parallel with
each of the main tuning condensers.
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These auxiliary condensers should be set approximately midway between
minimum and maximum capacity.. The .settings of the auxiliary condensers

may then be changed one at .a time to increase. or. decrease their capacity.
They should be kit at the positions where reception is. most satisfactory.
Then proceed to tune in a weaker station and continue. to tune in stations
that are weaker and weaker or at greater distance,. changing the settings and

capacities of the auxiliary condensers from time to time to improve and
strengthen the reception.

lf, in the beginning, all of the stages of amplification have exactly the same
capacity and inductance at any given setting, the settings and capacities of the
auxiliary condensers will remain exactly alike, but if considerable changes
have to be made in the small condensers it shows that adjustments are required
as shown in Fig. 7. Provided it is felt that the main tuning condensers run
uniform with each other the adjustment will be made to the coils.
Whenever one of the auxiliary condensers has been given more capacity,
has its plates farther in mesh than the plates of other auxiliary condensers, it
indicates that the coil for that stage has too little inductance. The inductance
may be increased by adding turns of wire or by pressing the turns already
on the coil closer together provided such a thing is possible. This, however,
may change the distributed capacity.

Fro. S.-Modified Single Control Tuning Unit.

Wherever it has been necessary to give the small auxiliary condenser less
capacity, by turning its plates farther out of mesh than the others, it indicate,
that the coil for that stage has too much inductance, is too large. Turns of
wire or parts of turns may be removed from this coil and after each removal

it will be found necessary to turn the auxiliary condenser for that stage

farther into mesh. Wire should be removed from the coil until the corre
sponding small condenser is brought to a setting exactly like that of the other
small condensers. All of this work should be done while the receiver is tuned
in on a distant or weak station or very loosely coupled to an oscillator so that
accurate settings must be had to hear the signal with any volume.
After each coil has been adjusted so that the small condensers are all set
exactly the same these additional small condensers may be disconnected and
removed from the set since they have served their purpose. With them .removed it should be found that all of the stages so adjusted tune exactly alilfie

Modified Single Control.--It will be realized that a prope!IY

designed and built single control receiver will be a rather expellsIve
receiver.

At least, it will cost considerably more than a receiver

of the same general type but with individually operated controls for
each stage of amplification.

COPPER

In an attempt to provide at least some of the advantages of the
true single control receiver with the economy in first cost of the
multi -control types, the single control arrangement has been somewhat modified in many designs. These designs may operate all of
the tuning units together from one central dial or knob by using
connections such as racks and pinions. The shafts of the condensers
are driven by friction from the central control, yet each shaft may
he turned individually from its own knob or dial without turning
the other shafts since the friction grip on any one shaft is not great
enough to overcome the friction of all the others or of the main tuning control. This is a centralized or localized form of control, but
is not actually a single control.

A modified form of single control is used in receivers whose several tuning
condensers arc attached to individual tuning drums as shown in Fig. 8. These

drums revolve around a common center, arc parallel to each other and arc
close together. There may be sufficient friction between them so that moving
;Inv one drum will cause the other drums to move with it. Still, this friction
is not so great but what any one drum may be given a slight individual move-

ment of its own to correct for the small difference required in the several
stages.

This might be called a localized control.

COPPER.-Copper is by far the most important of the metals
from the electrical standpoint because it is used universally for con-

The metal is of reddish color and is very malleable. It
is quite heavy, having a density of about 8.9. Copper oxidizes

ductors.

easily in air, becoming covered with a black coating of copper oxide
which has rather high resistance. Fumes from lead -acid types of
storage batteries attack this metal and form copper sulphate or "blue
vitriol" which is poisonous. Copper melts at about 1980 degrees
Fahrenheit.
The resistance of soft annealed copper is 10.371 ohms per mil foot at 68
degrees Fahrenheit. Hard copper which has been rolled or drawn has a resistance of 10.65 ohms per mil foot. These values are for commercial electrolytic copper which is about 99.93 per cent pure copper. The resistance of
copper wire of all gauge sizes is given under Wire, Copper. Information on
the weight of copper sheets is given under Shielding.

COPPER CLAD WIRE.-See Antenna, Wirc for.

COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER.-See
COPPER WIRE.-See

Rectifier, Copper

Copper.

CORD, EXTENSION.-This is a flexible, two -conductor cable
with tips or terminals at one end suitable for connection into the output of a receiver and at the other end suitable for attachment to a
loudspeaker. Such an extension allows the speaker to be used at a
considerable distance from the receiver. These cords are usually
twenty feet or more in length.

CORE.-The iron center of an iron -cored inductance coil or

transformer is called the core. The purpose of the core is to concentrate the magnetic lines of force through the center of the wind-

ing and to make the passage of these lines of force easier than it
would be without the core. This increases the inductance.

CORE. TRANSFORMER
The inside of any coil or winding, that is. the space in which there is thr

greatest concentration of lines of force is called the core. of that coil or wind-.
ing. If the center or core of the coil contains no iron it is called an air -core
coil even though insulating material is present.

The central portion of a cable is called the core of the cable. The core
may or may not be the principal conductor. For example, in copper -OA

steel wire, the core is of steel.

CORE, TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer; also

former, Audio Frequency.

Trans-

CORE TYPE TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer.
COTTON COVERED WIRE.-See Wire, Cotton Covered,

COUNTER ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE.-See Inductance, Self.

COUNTERPOISE.-A counterpoise is a network of wires

or

other conductors carried underneath an antenna and used in place
of a ground in the antenna circuit of a receiver. Considering the
antenna system as a condenser, the antenna itself forms the upper
plate and the counterpoise forms the lower plate with air as the
dielectric between them. The counterpoise is connected to the
ground terminal of the receiver. A counterpoise and its connections
are shown in the illustration.

Use of Counterpoise in Place of Ground.
A counterpoise in shape and size should practically duplicate the antenna.
It is still better if the space covered
by the counterpoise is larger than that
covered by the antenna. The counterpoise should be supported a toot or
more above the ground and well insulated. If the receiver is in an upper

floor of a tall building or if the earth is very dry a counterpoise may work
better than a ground. A counterpoise must he protected with a grounded

lightning arrester just as an antenna would be protected.
A counterpoise may be built out of doors or it may be placed under a
floor, in a cellar or anywhere else underneath the antenna. The construction
may be carried nut according
to the rules given for antenna construction.
The counterpoise may be close to the ground or it may be ten feet or more
above ground and work equally well.

COUNTERSINK.-Sec

Tools.

COUPLER. --Any arrangement of inductance coils, condensers
or resistances so placed with reference to each other that there is
electromagnetic or electrostatic coupling between their circuits is
called a coupler. Sec Coupling; also
Amplification, of Coupling Devices.

COUPLER, FIXED TYPE.-A fixed coupler consists of two

windings, primary and secondary, which have a fixed relation or a

COUPLER, LOOSE

After such a coupler is constructed
the primary and secondary cannot be moved with reference to each
other. In the common type shown the secondary winding is on one
end of a tubular form with the primary on the other end of the same
form and separated from the secondary by a small space, generally
of one -eighth to one-half an inch. The greater the separation the
less the coupling. If the coupler is used for interstage coupling befixed coupling with each other.

tween tubes the outer end of the primary is connected to the plate

of the preceding tube and the inner end is connected to the B-batterv. In either case the inner end (it the secondary is connected to
the filament circuit and forms the grid return while the outer end
of the secondary is connected to the grid of the following tube. See
also Transformer, Tuned Radio Frequency.

COUPLER, LOOSE.-Any coupler that provides what

known as loose coupling is called a loose coupler.

is

See Coupling,

Loose.
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A Fixed Coupler,

A Slide Coupler.

COUPLER, SLIDE.-A slide coupler consists of a coil of wire

with which contact may be made at different points along the length
of the coil by means of a slide contact. A slide coupler is used to

insert more or less inductance in a tuned circuit.

Slide Contacts

See also Coil,

OM

COUPLER, SPLIT VARIOMETER FOR.-The two wind-

ings of any variometer may be disconnected from each other.

The
outer winding may then form the primary and the inner winding the
secondary winding of a variocoupler. See Variometer, Coupling
with.

COUPLER, VARIABLE.-Any coupling device in which the

degree

or coefficient of coupling may be changed while the unit is in
operation is called a variable coupler. A common type is shown.
Here the secondary winding is placed on a tube which supports a

COUPLER, VARIOCOUPLER TYPE

rotating primary winding at one end. When
the axis of the primary winding is in line with

the axis of the secondary winding, that is, when
both windings are flat, the coupling is closest.
With the axes at right angles, with the primary

turns straight up and down, the coupling is
loosest.

A variation in coupling may be obtained without moving any parts of a coupling device when

A V triable Coupler.

the actual coupling is obtained through resistances or capacities used in connection with the
two coupled circuits. The method shown in this
illustration provides a variation of the inductive
coupling between the coil windings.

COUPLER, VARIOCOUPLER TYPE.-Variocoupler is another word for variable coupler. Two forms of variocoupler are
shown. The upper unit consists of two spherical windings one with-

Two Types at Variocoupler with Thrir Symbol.

in the other. In this unit, as in many of the older types, the outer
or primary winding is tapped so that more or less of it may be included in an antenna circuit. With the two coils in the position
shown coupling is at a maximum. A shaft movement of ninety

COUPLING
degrees or one -quarter of a turn changes the coupling from minimum
to maximum.

In the type of coupler shown at the

bottom a half -turn of the shaft is required

to change from minimum to maximum
coupling.

The outer coil

is

a tapped

primary and is mounted at forty-five
degrees from the vertical. The inner
coil, the secondary, is attached at a forty live degree angle to a horizontal shaft.
Jn the position shown the coupling is at
its minimum. Before the two coils can
be brought into such a position that their
axes lie in the same line the shaft must
be rotated one hundred and eighty degrees or a half turn. The symbol for a
tapped variocoupler is shown at the right.

Capacitive Coupling.

COUPLING.-When any two circuits arc arranged so that

energy from one circuit passes into the other circuit the two are said
to be coupled. Coupling is obtained whenever parts of a magnetic
field or electrostatic field of one circuit pass through the field of the
other circuit. Coupling is obtained when the two circuits have resistance, capacities or inductances in common with each other. See
also Radio, Principles of.

COUPLING, ANTENNA.-See A 'derma, Coupling of.
COUPLING, BACK.-See Feedback.
COUPLING, CAPACITIVE.-Capacitive coupling is coupling
obtained by means of a condenser or an electrostatic field which is
common to two circuits. This common capacity is called the mutual
capacity.

In the capacitive coupling illustrated the capacity C is

mutual or common to circuit A and to circuit B.

COUPLING, CLOSE.-Any degree of coupling whose coef-

ficient of coupling is greater than 0.5 is called close coupling. The
closer the coupling, that is, the greater the coefficient of coupling,
the more energy will be transferred from one circuit to the other.
Sec Coupling, Coefficient of.

COUPLING, COEFFICIENT OF.-The coefficient of coupling between two circuits is a measure of the amount or degree of
coupling between them. It is a measure of the ease with which
energy may be transferred from one circuit to the other.
The coefficient of coupling is the ratio of the mutual inductance,
capacity or resistance of both circuits to the square root of a number
obtained by multiplying together the separate inductances, capacities or resistances of the two circuits. The coupling coefficient is
represented by the letter K. The value of the coupling coefficient
when two circuits are coupled by inductive coupling is represented
by the formula on the following page.

COUPLING, COEFFICIENT OF
Mutual Inductance or Coupling Inductance
I nduaance of
India -toner or
Spare Root if ( Oar Circuit
Other Circuit)

Coefficient

of Coupling

All inductances are in microhenrles, all in millihenries or all in
henries; the same unit being used for all three values.
li the mutual inductance is not known, the coefficient of coupling
may be calculated from the diameters and lengths of the two coils
when their axes coincide and when the centers of their lengths arc
together as at the left in the illustration. The formula for this value
of coupling coefficient follows:
(Diameter of
Smaller Coil

C.,tr;icient

Dianwer a
\ Larger Coil

of Coupling

Length of Winding
on Smaller Coil

1

A

\

)

- -7r--

1

Length of Ihniftrig
on Larger Coil

11 the aNtsA of the coils are inclined to make an angle with each other but
remain in the same plane as at the right in the illustration, the value of the
coupling coefficient K is proportional to the cosine of the angle of inclination.

Effect of Coil Position on Coupling Coefficient.

The following table gives the proportional values of K for various angles
of inclination. To find the actual value of coupling, multiply the value of K
as found from the above formula by the decimal fraction given opposite the
angle of inclination.
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Angle

Degrees
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I
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25
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Angle

Decimal

Degrees
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.\t4,
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.7t4.
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Decimal

Ingle
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Decimal

.643

6712
70
7212

.3s.;
.342
.301

.t09

75

.574

7,1_

571.;
60
621.,

.537

SO

.259
.216
.174

.462.500

$5

65 -

.423

571

;

.ss7

.1712

421
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521.,

a

.707
.676

.131

.057
.044

If the two coils arc moved bodily
apart Mbi c their axes are kept in line
the coetncient of coupling depends on the separation between the coils, becoming 1ess as the separation is increased.
The separation is measured be.

COUPLING, DIRECT
wen the ends of the windings which are toward each other, not from the
center of one winding to the center of the other.

The following table shows the change in coupling when the coiLl arc moved
The coupling with a separation of one inch is taken as 100. The two
,.0,s arc assumed to be exactly alike in every respect.

apart.

CHANGE IN 'MUTUAL INDUCTANCE WITH SEPARATION OF TWO Coll S

Separation
in Inches
1.0
1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0

,

Per Cent
Inductance
100.0
91.1
78.7
65.1

Separation
in Inches

Per Cent
Inductance

Separation
in Inches

3.5

36.2
28.5
22.1
17.4
13.6

6.0

4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5

47.6

I

Per Cent
Inductance

6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0

10.6
N.1

6.4
5.1
4.3

See als Coupling, Optimum.

COUPLING, CONDENSER TYPE. -See Coupling, Capaci-

tive.

COUPLING, CONDUCTIVE. -Conductive coupling. which
is also called direct coupling. is obtained through an inductance which
is common to two circuits. This type of coupling is equivalent in

Conductive or Direct Coupling.

its effect to inductive coupling. One form of direct coupling as used
in radio receivers is shown at the right of the drawing. An auto transformer makes use of direct or conductive coupling.

COUPLING, DIRECT. -See Coupling, Conductive.

COUPLING, EFFECT ON RESONANCE. -When two
tuned circuits are very closely coupled to each other it is found that
resonance is obtained with two different adjustments of the tuning
condenser or the tuning inductance. With the closest possible couPiing the two points of resonance or the two resonance peaks arc
some distance apart.

COUPLING, ELECTROSTATIC
Close Cou,ohag

Effect of Coupling on Resonance.

As the coupling is made looser the two peaks keep coming closer
and closer together until, with very loose coupling, they practically
merge and form a single resonance peak of greater height or amplitude than either of the others alone. This explains the broadness of
tuning when using very close coupling in radio frequency circuits.
COUPLING. ELECTROSTATIC.-Sec Coupling, Capanilive
COUPLING, IMPEDANCE.-Impedance coupling is obtained through an impedance Z which is common to the two circuits
.1 and B. The principle of impedance coupling as used in radio am -

h Ipedance Coupling.

playing circuits is shown a the right hand side of the drawing. See
also Amplifier, Audio Freq reney, Impedance Coupled.
COUPLING. INDUCTIVE.-inductive coupling is obtained

through parts of two magnetic fields which are common to two

COUPLING, INTERSTAGE
circuits as in the drawing where the two inductance coils L have
parts of the field of each passing through the field of the other.

These two coupling coils are said to have mutual inductance and
through this mutual inductance, coupling is obtained between circuits A and B. Inductive coupling as found in the commonly used
transformer coupling of radio circuits is shown at the right hand
side of the drawing.

COUPLING, INTERSTAGE.-Any form of coupling by

means of which one stage of amplification is coupled to the following stage of amplification so that energy may pass from one stage to

the next is called interstage coupling. The interstage coupling is
obtained through a transformer, a resistance, an impedance or a
reactance placed between the amplifying tubes in two stages.

COUPLING, LINK.-See Circuit, Link.
COUPLING, LOOSE.-Any degree of coupling whose co-

efficient of coupling is 0.5 or less is generally called loose coupling.
The looser the coupling the less energy is transferred from one circuit to the other and the less will be the effect of the inductance, the

capacity or the resistance in one circuit on the other circuit. See
Coupling, Coefficient of.

COUPLING, MAGNETIC.-See Coupling, Inductive.
COUPLING, OPTIMUM.-The optimum coupling between

two circuits is that coupling with which there is the greatest transfer
energy from one circuit into the other. The optimum coupling is
wither the closest nor the loosest coupling which may he used.

of

Loose 4 Co up/ing
Optimum Coupling for Energy Transfer.
With circuits containing high resistance the optimum coupling may be a
rather close coupling, a coupling whose coefficient is rather high. As the circuit resistance is reduced the greatest power transfer is secured with looser
and looser coupling. This effect is shown in the curve which illustrates the
rise in energy transferred as the coefficient of coupling is increased.
that with zero coupling there is

It

is seen

no energy transfer, that the transfer increases

quite rapidly with increase of coupling up to the optimum point, then decleases gradually.

Optimum coupling

when the values of and maximum possible transfer of energy arc obtained
frequency, mutual inductance and resistance satisfy the
equation

on the following page.

COUPLING, RESISTANCE
(Mutual Inductance

x

Frx.qiluorc7L.rin

h2sit

id Circuit)

CTohd Re,idanre\ x
4 One Circuit )

Total ktiimance\
Other Circui )

The resistances are the high frequency resistances measured at the frtquencv
used in the first part of the equation. See Resistance, High Frequency.

COUPLING, RESISTANCE.-Resistance coupling *is

tained by a resistance which is common to two circuits.

ob-

In the
drawing the common resistance R provides a coupling between cir-

Resistance Coupling.

cults :1 and B. The principle of resistance coupling as used in radio
amplifying circuits is shown at the right hand side of the drawing.
See also Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Resistance Coupled.

COUPLING, SELECTIVITY AFFECTED BY.-See

Selectivity.

COUPLING, TIGHT.-See Coupling, Close.
COUPLING, TRANSFORMER-Coupling from one stage

of amplification to the following stage which is obtained through
the mutual inductance of the two windings in a transformer is called
transformer coupling. This is the most common type of interstage
coupling. Tuned transformers are used for coupling in radio frequency circuits and untuned iron -core transformers are used for
coupling between audio frequency circuits. See Transformer.
COUPLING, TUBE FOR.-See Receiver, Single Control.
CRITICAL.-A point at which some certain change takes place
is called a critical point. For example, a critical resistance would be
the amount of resistance in a circuit at which devices in the circuit
would commence operating or cease operating.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR.-See Detector, Crystal.
CRYSTAL RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Crystal Type.

CRYSTAL, FREQUENCY CONTROL BY.-A piece of

quartz, called a quartz crystal, may be used to control the frequency
at. which a circuit oscillates, keeping this frequency so nearly constant that it is difficult to measure the slightest deviation. 'Phis
property of the quartz crystal is made use of in keeping the carrier
wave from any type of radio transmitter on the exact wavelength or
frequency which is desired. The crystal is also used for frequency'

CRYSTAL, FREQUENCY CONTROL BY

control in many other applications of radio circuits. This effect,
called the piezo-electric effect, is due to piezo-electricity generated
by the crystal, that is, to electricity generated by pressure.

When a crystal or a thin slab of quartz is placed between two
metal plates, as in Fig. 1, the combination forms a condenser with
the metal pieces forming the plates and the quartz forming the dielectric. If the plates are connected to a source of alternating current, the quartz is found to expand and contract as the charge on the
plates reverses its polarity. This seems a remarkable property, hut
it is still stranger to find that with the plates connected to a sensitive galvanometer the quartz crystal will actually generate alternating electric charges in the plates as the crystal is caused to expand
and contract, lengthen and shorten. The effect is reversible: alternating electric charges impressed on the crystal cause it to
lengthen and shorten, and the lengthening and shortening of the
crystal cause it to produce alternating electric impulses in the plates.
While this peculiar action exists to some extent no matter what
the frequency of the alternations, at one certain frequency the action
becomes very strong and pronounced, this being at the natural frequency of the piece of quartz crystal being used. The quartz has a
kind of mechanical resonance and electrical resonance combined
at this frequency.

1.-Action of the Quartz Crystal for Frequency Control.

At this natural frequency, which is determined by the thickness
and length of the piece of quartz, the crystal acts like a small high
frequency generator and produces alternating current of this frequency. The thinner and the shorter the piece of quartz, the higher
vill be its natural frequency. As a matter of fact, each piece of
quartz has two natural frequencies, one depending on its length and
the other on its thickness. A feature that makes quartz especially
valuable as a controlling standard is that its natural frequency is
almost unaffected by age, by changes of temperature, or by any of
the things that might be expected to affect any material so used.
When such a combination of a quartz crystal and two metal plates
is put into the grid circuit of a vacuum tube, somewhat as in Fig. 2,
and an exciting voltage applied to the plates, the crystal tengthens
or expands, then immediately shortens or contracts and in doing so
causes the plates to become charged. In an oscillatory circuit, which
may oscillate at the crystal's natural frequency, the crystal will
thus feed voltages or impulses at this frequency into the circuit.
1'hes e Impulses
delivers

act on the grid of a tube, whose plate circuit then

more powerful impulses at this same frequency. This crystal

CRYSTAL, FREQUENCY CONTROL BY

controlled tube is used to control another and larger tube which mar,

in turn, be used to control the frequency of a transmitter's entire

output.
Another view of the crystal action is as follows: The voltage applied to ow
two sides of the crystal causes it to get thinner and to become longer between
the metal plates. This movement of the crystal is energetic enough so that

it overshoots the mark and gets thinner than it would from the effect of the
Then, of course, the crystal comes back, gets thicker

applied voltage alone.
again.

This action is like that of a pendulum which, when pushed, swings past

the center and starts back. The crystal is like a pendulum in the radio circuit. It takes power to start it to swinging or oscillating, but when started
it swings at its own frequency or oscillates at its own frequency regardless of
the frequency of applied power. If power is applied to the pendulum or to

the crystal at its own natural frequency the response will naturally be yen,.
great. Once started in this way, either the pendulum or the crystal will Fite
off power at its natural frequency of oscillation.

The crystal is cut on planes which are determined by optical

measurements. It is then ground down flat with opposite sides perfectly smooth. The thickness of the crystals in general use deter-
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2.-Cryslal Control of Grid Circuit Frequency.

mines their natural frequency, the length not being used as a controlling dimension. The finished crystal may be round, square or
oblong.

The crystal mounting consists of two plates of good conducting
metal, such as copper or brass. The metal surfaces between which
the crystal is carried are ground perfectly smooth. The crystal is
usually held by the pressure of a light spring on one of the metal
plates.

Crystal Controlled Oscillators.-The circuit of a crystal con-

trolled oscillator is shown in Fig. 3. One side of the crystal is connected to a double -throw switch that may be thrown to either the

plate circuit or the filament circuit. Operation will generally be
better with connection to the filament circuit, although whichever
connection works best may be used.
The grid circuit of the tube is completed through a radio frequency
choke and a biasing ('-battery whose voltage is adapted to the tube

in use and to the applied plate voltage. The voltage of the A battery or filament battery depends on the kind of tube used.
Satisfactory results will be secured with from forty-five to ninety

CRYSTAL, FREQUENCY CONTROL BY
volts on the plate from the B -battery.

Higher plate voltages are

often used, but when the crystal is overloaded by the use of ex-

tremely high voltages, up around 400 volts,

it.

will crack and be

ruined.
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3.-Crystal Controlled Oscillator with Tuned Plate Circuit.

The crystal should always be handled with care and its surfaces
should be kept perfectly clean by washing with alcohol after becoming clouded. If the surfaces of the crystal become marred or
scratched it will probably refuse to oscillate.
feeoi6dcA

Coil

Grid

rondeaser
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-I.-Crystal Controlled Oscillator with Tuned Grid Circuit.

The jack in the circuit of Fig. 3 may be used for the insertion of
a milliammeter measuring up to five milliamperes for indicating resonance. This jack also may be used for the insertion of headphones.
The oscillator of Fig. 3 uses a tuned plate circuit. The condenser
and coil should be chosen to tune to resonance at the frequencies to

CURRENT

Sizes for broadcasting frequencies arc given under
Coil, Tuning, Sites Required for.
In operation of the oscillator the tuning condenser is varied while
the milliammeter is watched. There will be little change of current
he covered.

until the tuning approaches the natural frequency of the crystal.
The current will then drop rather suddenly. With minimum current
the crystal is oscillating at its own frequency and slight changes of
the condenser's capacity will not change this frequency which is
determined by the characteristic of the crystal alone.

In actual practice the plate circuit is not tuned to the exact frequency of the crystal because the absorption of power will stop the
tube from oscillating. With the tuning of the plate circuit slightly
off the resonant point the oscillator will operate at the crystal's frequency continuously. Crystals are seldom used for frequencies
higher than 3000 kilocycles. Higher frequencies are handled by
using one of the harmonics of the crystal, of which a very complete
series may be generated.
Fig. 4 shows the circuit connections of a crystal controlled oscilla-

tor using a tuned grid circuit with a tickler coil for feedback of
energy from the plate circuit. The action and operation of this circuit is very much the same as for the one in Fig. 3.

CURRENT.-The flow of electricity through a circuit is called
the electric current and is measured in amperes. The current
through a circuit is increased when the voltage is increased. It k
decreased when the resistance is increased, other things remaining
the same.
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One Cycle of Alternuting Current.

CURRENT, ALTERNATING,-Tri an alternating

current

the voltage rises from zero to its maximum value, whatever that

may be, then falls back to zero and goes on below zero on the negame

side just as far as it rose on the positive side.

It then conies back

CURRENT, CALCULATION OF
This rise to positive and fall to negative which starts from
and
ends
at zero is called one cycle. This is shown by the diazero
to zero.
grant.

The rise from zero to maximum positive voltage and the return to zero
The drop below zero to the negative voltage peak and
the return to zero is another alternation, therefore there are two alternations
is one alternation.

in one cycle.

One cycle is divided into 360 electrical degrees just as any circle may be

divided into 360 degrees. Since one alternation is a half cycle it is ISO degrees.
A quarter cycle is then 90 degrees. Any part of a cycle may thus be measured
liv the number of degrees covered.

Alternations which arc maintained by alternating voltages steadily applied
to a circuit are called forced alternations. Forced alternations may be maintained in any circuit. If the circuit is oscillatory, containing inductance and
capacity, energy applied to the circuit will start alternations or oscillation, at
the natural or fundamental frequency of the circuit. These arc called free
alternations.

CURRENT, CALCULATION OF.-See Law, Ohm's.
CURRENT, DIELECTRIC.-The current that seems to pass

into the dielectric of a condenser is called the dielectric current. See
Absorption, Dielectric.

CURRENT, DIRECT OR CONTINUOUS.-An electric

current which always flows in the same direction through conductors
or a current which does not change its polarity is called a direct current or a continuous current. A direct current generally remains at
constant voltage, that is, the voltage does not rise and fall. See also
Current, Alternating.

CURRENT, DISPLACEMENT.-When there is a voltage

difference impressed upon opposite sides of an insulator a slight
amount of electricity moves in the insulator. This is called displacement current. See Flux, Dielectric.

CURRENT, EDDY.-Whenever there is a movement of elec-

tromagnetic lines of force through any piece of metal, electric currents are set up in the metal. These are called eddy currents. If

Eddy

Currents
cP2.

Metal
Field Lutes

of force

Formation of Eddy Currents in Metal.

the electromagnetic field caused by an alternating or oscillating

current in a coil is allowed to pays through parts made of metal,
eddy currents are caused to flow in these metal parts. Since it re-

quires considerable energy to produce these eddy currents they place
a load or an effective resistance on the circuit which produces them.

CURRENT, FILAMENT
Eddy current losses may be avoided by keeping all metal parts out
of the fields or coils.
The loss of energy due to eddy currents increases with increase of
resistance in the metal. Shielding a radio frequency coil with copper
was found to double the coil's high frequency resistance, shielding
with brass trebled the resistance, and with iron the resistance was
nine times as great as without any shield.

CURRENT, FILAMENT.-The current which flows through
the filament of a vacuum tube is called the filament current. The
source of filament current may be the A -battery or any other source
of direct current. See also Circuit, Filament.

CURRENT, GRID.-The current which flows in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube when the grid is at a positive potential or
when the grid of the tube has a positive bias is called the grid current.

No grid current will flow when the grid is at negative potential.
See Circuit, Grid; Bias, Grid; and Tube, Characteristics of.

CURRENT, HIGH FREQUENCY.-Any alternating cur-

rent at the frequencies used in radio reception is called a high frequency current. Frequencies above 15,000 cycles or 15 kilocycles
are generally classed as high frequencies.

CURRENT, PLATE.-The currents which flow in the plate

circuit of a vacuum tube are called plate currents. There are two
kinds of plate current, one of
which is alternating and the other
direct.

A

AC

The direct current is that supplied by the B -battery or other
source of plate voltage.

The direct

current path is shown by full line
arrows in the drawing. The alternating plate current is that set up
Df^ in the plate circuit by the action
of the grid in controlling the flow
of plate current.

The path

these alternating plate currents

of
Is

shown by broken line arrows in the
Plate Currents in "acuum Tube.

drawing.

The amount of plate current in the direct current circuit is increased by

increase of plate voltage. The flow of alternating current in the plate circuit is controlled by the voltage changes on the grid of the tube. There is
also an electron flow through the same circuit used by the alternating plate
current. This electron flow passes around the circuit in a direction opposite
to that of the current flow. See Tuhr, Characteristics of.

CURRENT, PULSATING.-A current which always flows in
the same direction through a circuit but whose voltage rises and
falls at regular intervals is called a pulsating current or a pulsating
direct current. A rectified alternating current whose fluctuations of
voltage have not been smoothed out by a filter is a pulsating direct

CURVE

Most forms of battery chargers which include a rectifier
furnish pulsating current to the battery for charging purposes.
current.

CURVE.-See Graph.
CUSHION SOCKET.-See Sockct, Tube.
CUTTER, PANEL HOLE.-See Tools.
C. W.-An abbreviation for continuous wave.

See Wave, ConAlso
an
abbreviation
for
clockwise
rotation.
tinuous.

CYCLE.-One complete change of an alternating current from

zero to positive then to negative and back to zero is called a cycle.

When a current is spoken of as of a certain cycle, the number refers
to the number of cycles per second. For instance, a 60 -cycle current has sixty complete cycles each second. See Current, Alternating.

CYPRESS.-Sec Wood.

D

d.-The symbol for density.
DAMPED WAVE.-See Wave, Damped.

DAMPING.-The damping in an oscillating electric circuit

determines the rate at which the voltages decrease. This is illustrated in the drawing. Damping is the ratio of one maximum amplitude, such as .4 in the drawing, to the one preceding it in the
opposite direction, such as B in the drawing. To damp a circuit.
means to impede the oscillations. The coefficient of damping is
equal to the effective resistance in the circuit divided by twice the
inductance.

Therefore, the damping of a circuit depends on its

resistance, being greater the larger the resistance. Damping is also
increased by distributed capacity in the inductance coil of an oscillating circuit.
Whenever energy is subtracted from a circuit by any cause that
cause is said to introduce damping. All forms of losses in coils and
all losses in condensers increase the damping in the circuit. See Coil,
Losses in, also Condenser, Losses in. Any of these forms of damping reduce the voltage or amplitude of the oscillations.

B

Effect of Damping.

The decrement of a circuit is the damping coefficient of that circuit multiplied by the time of one cycle. This is the logarithmic decrement that is
generally called simply the decrement of the circuit.

If the damping effects in a circuit are exactly balanced by energy that is
tieing added to the circuit, the amplitude of successive waves remains constant and there is no decrement or there is zero decrement. A continuous
wave has zero decrement.

The decrement or damping in a circuit determines to a great extent the
selectivity of that circuit because it determines the sharpness of resonance.

Excessive damping of any kind will increase the range of frequencies to which
a receiver will respond.
It is possible to have too little damping in a circuit. Tuning then becomes
too sharp and the response curve of the receiver is not broad enough to take
in a wave channel 10,000 cycles wide. When this condition exists the higher
notes will be weakened or cut off,
It has been mentioned that damping is the ratio of the effective resistance
to the inductance, being found by dividing the effective resistance by twice
the inductance. Therefore, damping does not depend on resistance alone or
oninductance alone, but on the ratio between the two.
In an attempt to reduce damping a larger size of wire might he used on a
coil. Hut the larger wire would allow fewer turns per inch and would there.
fore reduce the inductance at the same time. Thus the resistance of the wire

D. C.
ind the inductance would be reduced together and their ratio would show
Increasing the number of turns of the larger wire in
order to regain the lost inductance would add to the wire length and its re;i,tatirc. Tints the inductance and the resistance would increase together
and their ratio would show little change. It is difficult to improve the ratio
'little if any change.

and reduce the damping, although either factor alone may be easily changed.

The clamping so far spoken of is electrical damping but mechanical
clamping is also used in radio work. Mechanical damping impedes
or hinders mechanical oscillatory motion such as the vibration of a
loud speaker's diaphragm. Diaphragms used in loud speakers have
a natural period or frequency at which they are resonant and they
will respond much more strongly at this natural period than at any
other period or frequency Mechanical damping in the form of
friction or clamping may be introduced to reduce the effect of this
natural resonant period of the diaphragm.
Rooms of certain size and proportion are known to produce loud
echoes of certain tones or notes. These echoes may be damped out

1w the use of heavy draperies or by the use of wall coverings of
non -resonant material. This is an example of acoustical damping.
In building transformers it is generally found that the combination
of inductance and distributed capacity will produce a stronger response at some one frequency than at other frequencies. This is
called the resonance hump of the transformer. It may be reduced
by the use of additional damping windings.
D. C.-An abbreviation for direct current. See Current, Direct
or Continuous.

D. C. C.-An abbreviation for double cotton covered. See Wire,
Cotton Covered.

DEAD END.-See Coil, Dead Ends in.

DECREMENT.-See Damping.
DECREMETER.-A decremeter is an instrument which meas-

ures directly the decrement or damping effect in oscillating circuits.
The design and construction of the decremeter is very similar to that
of a wave -meter or frequency meter.

DEMODULATION.-Demodulation is the opposite of moduIn modulation the sound frequencies are added to the carrier wave. In demodulation the carrier wave is removed from the
lation.

sound frequencies, leaving only the sound frequencies. Demodulation. is detection, the function of the detector in the radio receiver.
See

Detector, Action of.

DESIGN. ---See names of parts, also see Construction, Receiver.

DETECTOR, ACTION OF.-Before considering the action
of the detector in a radio receiver it will be well to look into the
needfor such a device. The first question to arise is, "What is a
radio) telephone signal?" A radiophone signal is, first of all, a
carrier wave coming from a broadcasting station. This carrier wave,
as shown in Fig. 1, consists of a series of alternating voltages of
equal amplitude at a frequency which is the frequency of the broadcasting station.

DETECTOR, ACTION OF

Modulation.-Sounds of voice or music which arc to he transmitted have an effect on the electric current passing through a
microphone somewhat as shown in Fig. 2. That is, the rise and fall
of a musical note might be represented by a rise and fall of electric
current as in Fig. 2. By the process of modulation at the broadcasting station the effect of Fig. 2 is added to the carrier wave of
and the amplitudes of voltages of the successive rises and
Fig.
drops are modified or modulated so that they become as in Fig. 3,
this being called a modulated carrier wave.
1

J
1.-Carrier Wave of Constant Frequency and Amplitude.

The shape of the modulated wave is called the envelope. The
envelope for the modulated carrier of Fig. 3 is shown by Fig. 4, just

as if lines were drawn around and over the positive and negative
voltage peaks.

Making the Signals Audible.-The signal or modulated carrier
wave of Fig. 3 cannot be heard directly in headphones or a loud
speaker for two reasons. First, the positive and negative alternations coming so fast after one another would tend to pull the diaphragm of a speaker first one way, then the other, and these opposite
pulls would be so frequent that the diaphragm could move neither

Fte.. 2.-The Sound Frequency.

3.-Carrier Modulated with Sound Frequency.

way and would stand still. Second, even were the diaphragm sensi-

tive enough to be moved by these high frequency alternations,
sounds of this great frequency would be of such high pitch that the
human ear wouldn't hear them at all. The ear doesn't respond to

sounds whose frequency is much more than 15,000 cycles a second
and the lowest frequency used by any broadcasting station's carrier
wave is 550,000 cycles per second.

DETECTOR, ACTION OF

So now the question arises, "What must be done to make the
signals audible?" We must regain the envelope of Fig. 2, which is
at audible frequency just as it went into the microphone which is
similar to a telephone transmitter. To regain this envelope we may
use either of the halves shown in Fig. 4. We may use the upper or
positive half of Fig. 2 or the lower negative half of Fig. 5,

.-,
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FIG. 4.-The Envelope of the Modulated Carrier.

Fic. S.-Lower Half of the Envelope.

That means we must eliminate the high frequency alternations of
the carrier wave and must also remove one half of the remaining
envelope. This is the work done by the detector and its associated
parts which will be described. The detector receives a signal like
the one in Fig. 3 and delivers one like that in Fig. 2 or Fig. 5. See
also Radio, Principles of.

Kinds of Detectors.-The oldest style of detector still in use is

the crystal type. The crystal is a sort of one-way electrical valve.
It will let currents pass through in one direction, but not in the other.
Grid CO /7 ae/7:e t-
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6.-Grid Condenser and Grid Leak in Detector Tube Circuit.

This action of the crystal effectively cuts off one half the modulated
carrier and then the impedance of the headphones, the loud speaker
or an audio transformer eliminates the high frequency alternations
01 the carrier. See Detector, Crystal.
There are two types of vacuum tube detectors. They do not differ
in the kind of tube that may be used, but they do differ in the way
of using the tube. The most generally used system is one in which
the detector tube is used in connection with a grid condenser and
grid leak as in Fig. 6. This outfit is said to obtain detection by grid

DETECTOR, CRYSTAL

Another system uses no grid condenser or
leak, but provides means of adjustment for the grid bias, for the
filament voltage, or for the plate voltage so that the bend of the

current rectification.

grid voltage -plate current curve is utilized in obtaining detection by
plate current rectification. See also Tube, Detector Types of.
The actions of the detectors arc described in detail under their different
It requires some little time to read about one complete series of
causes and results, but it should be remembered that the work of a detector
must be done so rapidly that one complete series of changes takes place for
each change in value of the envelope. These changes take place at audio
frequencies, so they must be completed at the rate of from 25 to 10,000 for
headings.

each second that the signal lasts.

DETECTOR, C -BATTERY TYPE.-See Detector, With

Grid Bids.

DETECTOR, .CRYSTAL.-Contacts between various min-

erals will allow electricity to flow quite freely through them in one
direction but strongly oppose the flow in the reverse direction.
An incoming radio signal consists of an alternating current with the
voltage rising to positive then falling to zero and dropping to the
same value negative that it formerly had positive.
When a crystal of certain minerals is inserted in a circuit carrying
such an alternating current, the positive voltages will pass through
the crystal and will be carried on to the part of the circuit on the
Ahhili\ALAAAAAAhhAAAAn
1.-Effect of Crystal Detector on Carrier Wave.

other side of the crystal. But the negative voltages will be prevented from flowing so that the signal is changed from a series of
positive and negative alternations to a series of positive rises with
little or no trace of negative alternations remaining.
Action of Crystal. --The effect of a crystal detector on a signal
such as that of Fig. 3 under Detector, Action of is shown in Fig. 1.
The bottom halves of all the waves have been cut off, leaving only
the rises or positive halves. These of course follow the signal's envelope. One of the simplest forms of crystal detector circuit is
shown in Fig. 2. The antenna is coupled to a tuned circuit and the
voltage changes across this tuned circuit are passed through the
crystal detector, shown by its symbol. This leaves only the one-way
pulses to affect the headphones.
The impedance of the headphone windings is so high that the high frequency alternations cannot pass through them. These high frequency alternations complete their path through the bypass condenser. This bypass condenser
is of a capacity too small
to allow the comparatively slow rises and falls of the
signal's envelope to go through it. Therefore these slow rises and falls of the
envelope pass through the headphone windings and the signal is heard.

Kinds of Crystals.-The crystal itself is an irregular shaped
piece of mineral mounted in a cup as shown in Fig. 3. These cups

are one-half inch in outside diameter and are filled in around the
crystal with a metal alloy of low melting point. The sensitive face

DETECTOR, CRYSTAL

of the crystal is upward. Contact with this sensitive surface is
through the tip of a small stiff wire called the cat whisker. The
cat whisker is usually mounted on an adjustable screw pin of some

This adjustment allows the end of the cat whisker to be
moved about until it. finds a sensitive spot on the crystal.
killd.
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Fa:. 2.-Simple Crystal Detector Circuit.

Some crystals have a fixed cat whisker which is placed in contact with a
sensitive portion of the mineral and remains there. The crystal and the cat
whisker may be protected from dirt and dust by a glass cover as in Fig. 4.

Galena, which is sulphide of lead, is used more than any other material

as a crystal detector. It is very sensitive. Zincite and silicon also are u-cd.
With any of these materials the adjustment between the surface of the crystal

and the wire bringing the current to it is very delicate and requires careful
adjustment.

Adjustment

CatiMisAtr

Crystal'.
Noe:it/n.9

Base
Fin. 3.-One Form of
Crystal Detector.

FIG. 4 .-Crystal Detector
with Fixed Cat Whisker.

A silicon crystal detector requires the use of an extra heavy cat whisker

and its signals are not as loud as those from galena or pyrite. A galetu
detector is sensitive and gives a louder signal than either pyrite or silicon.

Galena requires a very light cat whisker contact and is therefore not so
reliable, requiring more frequent adjustment of the cat whisker to find
a sensitive spot. Cat whiskers are made of any metal which does not corrode
ur rust. They are often gold plated or may be of solid gold.

DETECTOR, CRYSTAL
A very loud signal or a heavy burst of static will often destroy this.
sensitive point of contact between crystal and cat whisker. It is then
necessary to move the cat whisker to a new point before detection will again
take place.

A vacuum tube used as a detector not only operates as a detector but at

the same time operates as an amplifier. This is the reason that louder signal,

:ire delivered by a vacuum tube detector than by a crystal detector becau-e
the crystal does not act as an amplifier.

Carborundum Detector.-There is another material. carbortmdum, which is not nearly so sensitive as galena but which is not
easily thrown out of adjustment. With a galena crystal the pressure
exerted by the point of wire, called the cat whisker, on the crystal is
only a matter of an ounce or less. With carborundum this pressure
may he around lout or five pounds between the two parts. Contact
with the carborundum is made through a fine steel point.

In order to obtain as sensitive an action with carborundum as

with galena it is necessary to use a small battery called a biasing or
polarizing battery in the circuit. The connections are shown in Fig.
Cdrborti ndu en
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Fig. S -Use of Polarizing Battery with Crystal Detector.

The effect of this battery is to keep a small voltage continually
applied across the crystal. The signal voltages and current waves
are then added to and subtracted from this steady voltage.
With carborundum the conductivity increases greatly when the biasing
5.

voltage is made of a certain critical value.

In other words the voltage lowers
the resistance of the carborundum and allows the signals to come through
Ninth much greater strength.

The polarizing battery also causes the operation to take place at such a
point on the characteristic curve of the carborundum that the mineral acts
as a very efficient detector or rectifier of the alternating current. The curve
of a carborundum detector is shown in Fig. 6. With a zero voltage the rises
and falls of signal voltage are passed almost equally well through the carburundum, or rather they both are opposed about equally well. Hut when
the polarizing voltage is made sufficiently positive, operation takes place :it
the greatest bend in the curve. Alternations of one polarity arc then greatly
opposed or almost entirely cut off while alternations of opposite polarity arc
passed through the carborundum with comparative freedom. At this point

of the curve the best detection is obtained.
A satisfactory arrangement of a carborundum detector is shown in Fig. S.
The detector is used in connection with a dry cell and a potentiometer 10116

DETECTOR, WITH GRID BIAS
avows various positive nr negative voltages from the dry cell to be placed

series with the carborundum. A bypass condenser is placed across the
potentiometer so that its high resistance is not inserted in the radio frequency
in

circuit.

Adjustment of the biasing voltage is made to allow the most advantageous
balance between selectivity and sensitivity. The range of voltage is from three-
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FIG. G.-Effect of Biasing Voltage on Carborundum Crystal Detector.
quarter volt positive to three-quarter volt negative. The greater the positive
voltage the less will be the resistance and the greater the negative voltage
the higher will be the resistance. A fairly high resistance increases the selectivity. Operation of the potentiometer gives a certain control of regeneration
and oscillation in a radio frequency tube preceding the detector.
See also Receiver, Crystal.

DETECTOR, WITH GRID BIAS.-Under a

preceding

heading, Detector, Action of, it was mentioned that one method of
using a vacuum tube as a detector employs what is known as plate
current rectification. This simply means that advantage is taken of
an offsetting or unbalancing of the plate current from the tube due
to the fact that changes of grid voltage have unequal effects on the
rises and falls of plate current.
To understand this action it is necessary to examine Fig. 1 which
shows a plate current -grid voltage curve for a vacuum tube. That
Is, the curve of Fig. 1 shows the changes caused in the flow of plate

DETECTOR, WITH GRID BIAS
current by changes in the voltage applied to the grid. At the top
of the curve or graph of Fig. 1 are shown various grid voltages from
six volts negative at the left to four volts positive at the right. At
the left of the graph are shown the plate currents in milliamperes
that flow for the different grid voltages.

For example, suppose the grid were at one and one-half volts
negative, as shown by the small arrow. Following down on this one
and one-half volt line until it intersects the curve, then following a

horizontal line from the point of intersection toward the left, it is
seen that this horizontal line cuts the plate current scale at 0.5 or
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Fto. 1. -Action of Detector Using Grid Bias for Plate Current Rectification.

one-half milliampere. Assuming that the grid biasing voltage, or
the grid's voltage with no signal coming in, is one and one-half volts

negative, the steady plate current that flows under this conditionis

one-half milliampere.
Any signal coming to the grid of the tube will have its own voltage

added to or subtracted from this grid voltage. Below the curve is
shown a wave train of equal positive and negative amplitudes. The
highest of these amplitudes, all of which start from the one and
one-half volt negative bias line, will cause the grid's voltage to first
drop down to about three volts negative, then to rise to about zero

DETECTOR, WITH GRID BIAS
upward
voltage on the curve as shown by the broken lines drawn
voltage curve.
signal
amplitudes
to
the
plate
current
-grid
from the

When the grid voltage is depressed

to three volts negative, the correspond-

ing plate current is about 0.1 milliampere.

When the grid voltage rises to

zero, the plate current is about 1.5

Lines are drawn from
the other grid voltage amplitudes up
to the curve. The corresponding rises
and falls of plate current are shown at
milliamperes.

the

right

hand side following the

broken lines drawn toward the right
from the intersections of the grid voltage lines with the curve.

Effect of Bend in the Curve.-A

peculiar effect will be seen in the plate

current impulses shown at the right
of the curve. The rises of plate current above the normal current line are
much greater than the drops of plate
current below this normal line. Vet
the amplitudes or voltage changes of
the signal are equal on both sides of
the grid voltage line. This is the of
fect called plate current rectification.

In Fig. 2 the fluctuations of plate current shown at the right of Fig. 1 arc drawn
to a larger scale. It will be seen that the

aerage value of plate current rises or in-
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Fin 2.-Average Rise of Plate
Current from Detector with
Grid Bias.

creases during the signal, this average rise being shown by the broken line
curve of Fig. 2. At the bottom of Fig. 2 is shown the value of the changing
plate current, or average current, and it may be seen that there is a net rise.
This peculiar effect is due to the bend in the plate current -grid voltage
curve of Fig. 1. This bend is near the bottom of the curve. The grid voltage
with no signal must be such that the operation is on this bend of the curve.
Otherwise there would be no offsetting of the current and no rectification

It is easy to see that were the normal grid voltage higher up
on the curve, where the curve is practically straight, the rise and fall of
plate current would be equal above and below the normal line. A rise of
"rid voltage caused by the signal would cause a change of plate current just
equal to the change caused by a drop of grid voltage. The operating point
of the detector is where the average grid voltage intersects the curve.
The sharper the bend in the curve the more effective will be the action
taking place.

of the detector in reducing the strength of the amplitudes in one polarity while
increasing the strength of those in the opposite polarity. The tube's grid
voltage -plate current curve indicates the effectiveness.

Operation on the Bend.-Since this detector action depends on

eetting the operating point onto the bend of the curve it is necessary
to make whatever adjustments are required to satisfy this condition.
There are three ways in which the operating point may he moved

lip and down the plate current -grid voltage curve until the most
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pronounced bend and most satisfactory detection are found. These
are: first, by changing the grid bias: second, by changing the plate

voltage or B -battery voltage on the detector tube; and, third, by
changing the filament voltage or filament temperature.

It has already been found, from Fig. 1, that changing the grid
bias voltage will move the operating point onto the bend or away
from it. The effect of changes in plate voltage is shown in Fig. 3,
Increasing the plate voltage moves the curve toward the left. In
Fig. 3 it may be seen that eighteen volts on the plate brings the
sharpest bend of the curve around zero grid voltage. Forty-five
volts on the plate moves the bend so that its center is near two volts
negative on the grid. One hundred volts on the plate moves the
bend way over to nine volts negative on the grid.
Different tubes of the same identical type and make may have widthdifferent operating points for best detection, consequently it is necessary Co
provide adjustment for change of grid voltage, plate voltage or filament
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3.-Effect of Plate Voltage Change on Grid Voltage -Plate Current Curve.
voltage, whichever method is used for changing the operating point. It will
often be found that a tube may be an excellent detector but a poor amplifier,
and a good amplifier may be a very weak detector. Used as a detector, a
hard tube generally works best with from forty to forty-five volts on the plate.
However this kind of a tube may work very well with twenty volts on the
plate. A soft tube used for a detector almost always works best with from
sixteen to twenty-two volts on its plate, and will hardly ever prove a satisfactory detector with a high plate voltage.

Methods of Biasing.-There are three different methods of

changing or adjusting the amount of biasing grid voltage, these being
shown in Figs. 4 to 7. In Fig. 4 is shown the use of a potentiometer
in the grid return of the detector tube. The potentiometer arm is
connected to the grid return and the two sides of the potentiometer
arc connected to the positive filament and negative filament lines of
the tube. Moving the potentiometer arm toward the positive end

will make the grid bias less negative or more positive. Thus the
operating point as shown in Fig. 1 may be moved up and down the
curve until best detection is secured.

DETECTOR, WITH ORLI) ISIAb

in Fig. 5 is shown the use of a C -battery or biasing battery to

obtain the necessary grid voltage. The grid return is connected to
the negative side of the biasing battery and the positive side of the
battery is connected to the negative filament terminal or negative
filament line for the tube. The difficulty with this arrangement is
that the grid voltage can be varied only in steps of 11/2 volts each,

Pic. 4.-Detector Grid Bias
with Potentiometer.

Fic. S.-Detector Grid Bias
with C -battery Alone.

this being the voltage of a single dry cell such as used in C -batteries.
The ideal operating point may easily come midway between two of
these steps and best detection cannot be secured.
This difficulty may be overcome and a gradual change of grid voltage

wcured by using the connection shown in Fig. 6. Here the positive side
01 the C -battery is connected to the battery side of the rheostat for the detector tube in place of being connected directly to the negative filament
terminal of the tube. Now the voltage drop across the rheostat forms a

C6 a !Eery

Potenti ome ter
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6.-Detector Grid Bias with

Fir.. 7.-Detector Grid Bias with

C -battery and Potentiometer.
negative grid bias of its own and this negative bias is added to the negative
bias of the C -battery. The C -battery bias cannot be changed, but the
rheostat arm may be moved to slightly change the total bias and secure an
operating point on the sharpest part of the bend in the curve. In using
either of the methods employing a C -battery, it is seldom if ever that more
than two cells, or three volts, of the C -battery will be needed. In most
raAs. especially when using the rheostat drop also, one cell of C -battery will
be ample for the work.
C -battery and Rheostat.
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Another method of securing a gradual change of negative grid
voltage is shown in Fig. 7. Here a potentiometer is connecter] across

the C -battery and the grid return is connected to the arm of the
The positive side of the C -battery is connected to
the negative filament line or terminal of the tube as shown. With
the potentiometer arm moved over to the positive side of the C battery, the detector will have a zero grid bias, while moving the
potentiometer.

arm over toward the negative side of the C -battery will increase the
negative bias up to the full voltage of the C -battery. This methtxl

is undesirable because the continual flow of current from the C battery through the potentiometer will soon discharge the small
C -battery.

A bypass condenser of at least .001 microfarad capacity should
always be connected across a potentiometer so that the radio frequency currents will not have to pass through the high resistance of
the potentiometer.

8.-Detector Grid Bias with Potentiometer on B -Battery.
In Fig. 8 is shown a satisfactory method of obtaining gradual adjustment of
the 8 -battery voltage or plate voltage on the detector tube. In place of con
netting the negative side of the B -battery directly to either the positive or the
negative terminal of the A -battery, as is usually done, the negative of the
ft -battery is attached to the arm of a potentiometer whose two sides are. connected to the negative and positive sides of the A -battery lines or to positive
and negative filament terminals of the tube. Here again a bypass condenser
is placed across the high resistance of the potentiometer.
To make the initial adjustment, place the potentiometer arm at the center
of its travel. Then try different B -battery voltages by changing the connection from one tap or one cell to another until good average results are obtained in detector action. The potentiometer arm may now be moved one
way or the other to increase or decrease the B -battery voltage on the plate
since the potentiometer will have the effect of inserting more or less of the
A -battery voltage in the plate circuit.
In Fig. S there is a continual flow of A -battery current through the

potentiometer while the receiver is in use. With the A -battery this is not
a serious objection since the discharge through the potentiometer adds but
little to the regular discharge for the tube filaments. ]t is best to use ahigh
rinistance potentiometer, one whose resistance is at least 400 ohms, to minimize
the battery discharge.

DETECTOR, WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK

It will be seen by the diagrams of Figs. 4 to 8 that neither grid
condenser nor grid leak arc used when employing plate current
rectification. The grid of the detector tube is connected directly to
its grid coil.

It was mentioned that change of filament voltage and temperature
may be used when plate current rectification is employed for the
detector. The results will not be as satisfactory as when using any

of the methods shown in Figs. 4 to 8. A very low filament temperature is used, with most of the resistance of the rheostat in the circuit.
A rheostat with twenty-five ohms resistance should be employed.

DETECTOR, WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK.

-The circuit connections for the generally used type of detector are
shown in Fig. 1. Following is a brief summary of the action which
is described in more detail farther along in this section.
While the grid is positive it attracts electrons from the hot plate
just as a positive plate would attract them. But when the grid is
negative there is no attraction.
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1.-Typical Detector Tube Circuit with Grid Leak and Condenser.

The electrons are negative charges. Each of the positive alternations in the signal draws its share of negative charges over onto the
grid.

The grid continues to accumulate an increasing negative

charge all through one of the series of waves which compose a signal.
This accumulation goes on because, so far as flow of direct current

is concerned, the grid is connected to the filament circuit only
through the high resistance of the grid leak. The accumulating

negative charges or negative electricity cannot leave the grid through
the grid condenser because a condenser will not pass direct current.
'These electrons, all of negative polarity, would necessarily form a
direct current.
The resistance of the leak is so high, a million or more ohms, that
the negative charge being piled up on the grid by the signal can
flow away but slowly through the leak. Therefore, as long as the
voltages in the signal continue to increase, the grid becomes more
and more negative. This is because the negative charges accumulate

DETECTOR. WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK

faster than the leak can carry them away. Itut, when the signal
voltages start to diminish, the negative charge on the grid likewise

diminishes since the electrons then flow away through the leak
faster than they are added by the diminishing signal voltages.
Rise and fall of signal voltage thus causes a gradual fall and rise
of grid voltage or of the negative charge on the grid. The changine
value of negative charge on the grid causes corresponding changes
of plate current. Thus the signal voltage changes are turned into
plate current changes which exactly follow the signal.
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2.-Efirct of Grid Voltage on Grid Current with Grid Condenser.

Current Flow in Grid Circuit.-In explaining the detector's

action it was mentioned that a detector tube employing a grid condenser and grid leak takes advantage of what is known as grid current rectification. This term refers to the effect of changes in grid
voltage on the flow of current in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube.
In Fig. 2 is a curve which shows the amount of grid current caused
to flow with different values of positive voltage on the tube's grid.
The upper horizontal line represents grid voltages both above and
below zero. Those above zero, at the right of the zero mark, are
positive voltages and those below the zero at the left of the zero

DETECTOR, WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK
mark arc negative. Taking any voltage on this line and following
straight down until the curve is met, the corresponding grid current
is shown on the vertical scale of numbers at the left.
It will be seen that the curve starts at zero grid voltage. There is
a flow of grid current when the grid is at a positive voltage but no

flow of grid current when the grid is at a negative voltage. When
the grid is at a positive voltage it attracts electrons and there is a
flow of current between the grid and the filament.

We may now take a series of modulated alternations and see

what effect these changing grid voltages will have on the flow of grid

current. A series of alternations is shown in the lower part of Fig.
2. Broken lines are drawn from the peaks or maximum points of
positive and negative grid voltages upward until they strike the grid
current curve. Corresponding lines are drawn to the right from the
points where the grid voltages intersect the curve. The resulting
grid current fluctuations, increases and decreases, arc shown at the
right of the curve.
Current
Voltage

Fic. 3.-Corresponding Grid Voltages and Grid Currents in Detector with Grid
Condenser.

Effect of Bend in Current Curve.-A careful examination of

the grid current changes will show that the bend near the bottom of
the grid current curve produces a peculiar result. The alternations
of incoming grid voltage are of equal amplitude on both sides of the
line.

But the bend in the curve causes an offset or rectification

effect and the increases of grid current are greater than its decreases.
This effect is clearly shown in Fig. 3 where the equal alternations of
grid voltages are shown at the left and the unequal changes of grid
current are shown at the right. During one series of waves there is
an average increase of grid current. This effect is essential to the

operation of the tube as a detector and should be borne in mind
during the following explanation.

Accumulation of Negative Charge.-The flow of grid current

is from grid to filament as shown in Fig. 4. The average increase of
grid current flows through the grid, the filament and the grid leak.
During the flow of grid current there is an accompanying pascage
of negative electrons in the reverse direction, that is, from filament
to the grid. This is shown in Fig. S. The only path through which
these electrons may complete their circuit and pass back to the fila-

DETECTOR, WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK
ment from which they started is through the high resistance of the
grid leak.
Since, during a series of waves, there is an average increase of grid
current, there must likewise be an average increase of electron flow.

As the electron flow tends to increase it is held back by the high
resistance of the grid leak and an accumulation of negative electrons
collects on the grid and on the side of the grid condenser connected
to the grid. This accumulation is indicated in Fig. 5. This increasing quantity of negative electrons on one side of the grid condenser
and on the grid, causes the grid itself to become more and more
negative.
The effects of a signal may he more easily understood by reference to Figs.

6 and 7. Fig. 6 represents the modulated carrier wave. The effects of a
wave train acting upon the grid would, as shown by Fig. 7, cause an average
rise of grid current as long as the signal amplitudes or voltages continue to
increase.

When the signal amplitudes begin to decrease there is a correspond-

ing fall of average grid current. An average rise of grid current flowing as
in Fig. 4 results in an accumulation of negative electrons on one side of the
eo
ea

/7rcumaldtion
of negetii,e
c4arge on
condenser
Griot Led%
FIG. 4.-Path of Grid Current in
Detector with Grid Condenser.

Fm. S.-Electron Flow in Detector
Grid Circuit with Grid Condenser.

grid condenser as in Fig. 5 and depresses the grid voltage or makes the grid
voltage become more negative. This is shown in Fig. 7. As the average grid
current decreases, the average grid voltage will rise or become less negative.
Signal Effect on Grid Voltage.-We have thus changed an

incoming signal of equal positive and negative amplitudes, such as
the signal of Fig. 6, into an average decrease and increase of negative
grid voltage as shown in Fig. 7. This is the second important step
in the action of this type of detector. The entire wave train with
which we started in Fig. 6 has now been changed into a falling and
rising of the average negative grid voltage such as shown in the
lower part of Fig. 7. The changes in negative grid voltage are seen
to follow exactly the shape of the envelope of the signal from which
the detector action started.

Grid Voltage Effect on Plate Current.-The curve of Fig. S

is somewhat similar to the curve of Fig. 2 but in Fig. 8 is shown the
effect of the changing grid voltage on the flow of current in the plate

circuit of the tube. The grid voltages, positive and negative, are

shown along the upper horizontal line while the corresponding values

DETECTOR, WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK
of plate current in milliamperes arc shown along the left hand vertical line. Taking any value of grid voltage, either positive or negative, and following straight down until the line for this value inter-

sects the curve, the corresponding plate current may be found

directly at the left of this intersection. For example, in Fig. 8 one
volt positive on the grid causes a flow of four milliamperes in the
plate circuit.

o.-Equal Amplitudes of Modulated Carrier Wave Coming to Detector.

The average negative grid voltages which have resulted from grid
current rectification such as in Fig. 2 and the consequent negative
grid charge as in Figs. S and 7 are shown at the bottom of Fig. 8.
Tracing all of these voltage changes upward to the plate current
curve and then drawing lines from the intersections out toward the
right will show the changes of plate current which result from these
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7.-Efiect of Signal on Grid Current and Grid Voltage in Detector.

average negative grid voltages. It will be seen that the changes in

plate current shown at the right of Fig. 8 are an almost exact
duplicate of one half of a signal envelope.

The detector has completed its work, has taken the incoming high frequency alternations

with equal positive and negative voltages and has produced the
average rise and fall of plate current which represents one-half of
the signal envelope.

DETECTOR, WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK

Detection by Lowering the Plate Current.-.\ further ex_
amination of Fig. S will show that every tithe the grid becomes mory
negative there is a corresponding decrease of Idate current and every
time the grid becomes less negative in voltage there is a corresponding rise of plate current. But it should also be noticed from Fig. 8
that the value of the plate current in which is reproduced the signal
is always less than the plate current with no signal being received.

At zero grid voltage it is seen from the curve of Fig. 8 that the
flow of plate current will he about two and three -fourths milliamperes, this being shown by the line of plate current with no signal as

drawn out toward the right from the curve. All of the changes in
plate current fall below this line. Therefore. we say that detection
with a grid condenser and leak is accompanied by decreases of plate
current. Detection with a grid condenser is never accompanied by
increases of plate current above the normal flow. This is one particular in which a detector using a grid condenser differs from a
detector using a grid bias. the grid bias type causing increases of
plate current.
Selection of Grid Bias.-Going back once more to Fig. 2 it. will
be noticed that the zero line or center line of the grid voltages in
the wave train shown below the curve does not coincide with the line
of zero grid voltage. The zero line between positive and negative
alternations strikes the curve at about two volts positive. This two
volt positive voltage is the voltage of the grid when no signal is
being impressed, that is, it is the grid bias voltage.
It will be realized that the grid bias voltage determines the operating point on the curve. It determines the point on the curve from
which either increases or decreases of voltage must start. If this
operating point is on the positive side as in Fig. 2 any increase of
grid voltage caused by an incoming signal will cause the grid voltage
to be still higher while decreases of incoming voltage are subtracted
from the grid bias voltage and thus lower the net voltage on the
grid.
This grid bias voltage depends upon the connection of the grid return and
grid leak, The grid return and grid leak may be connected to the positive
end of the filament or to the negative end of the figment. Hard tubes used
for detectors should have the grid leak or grid return connected to the positive end of the filament because this makes the grid bias positive and better
detection is obtained than with a negative starting voltage.
The grid voltage is also affected by the voltage drop across the grid leak.
It has been mentioned that the grid current. which is a direct current. must
pass through the grid leak. The voltage drop is equal to the resistance of the
leak in ohms multiplied by the grid current in amperes. This voltage drop

combined with the voltage of the end of the filament to which the leak is

attached determines the grid voltage.
The reason for desiring a positive grid voltage may be se -en in Fig. 2. There

is a decided flow and rapid rise of grid current while the grid is positive

but there is no grid current whatever when the grid is negative. So if we were
to use a negative grid voltage we would not be making use of that part of the

grid current curve in which there
given change of grid voltave.

is

the greatest change of current for a

DETECTOR, WITH GRID CONDENSER AND LEAK

Values of Grid Condenser and Leak.-At the end of each

train of high frequency waves which have caused an accumulated
negative charge on the grid and the grid condenser, this accumulated
charge escapes by way of the grid leak, flowing to the filament where
it is neutralized. This leaves the grid condenser discharged and
ready to receive another accumulated negative charge from the folliming high frequency wave train.
The time that
required for the negative rharge to leak away depends

upon the rmistancc of the grid Irak and on the capacity of the grid condenser.
The time that it take-, for all of the accumulated negative charge to leak
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FIG. S.-Effect of Detector Grid Voltage on Detector Plate Current.
away must be ins; than the interval of time between successive wave trains.
li the previous negative charge has not completely disappeared ar.d kit the
condenser discharged, the effect of the following wave train will be lessened
because there is still some of the previous charge remaining on the condenser.

The greater the resistance of the grid leak the longer will be the time

required for the negative charge to leak away because the high resistance of
the leak prevents rapid dissipation of the charge. It is also true that the
larger the grid condenser the longer will be the time required for discharze
because the larger condenser holds a larger charge which naturally t:kes
longer to leak away. A high resistance leak and a large capacity conder.4er
are better for the reception of weak sicnals because the high resistance leak
allows building up of a maximum possible negative charge while the larze

DETECTOR, PLATE BYPASS FOR
all possible charge. With
condenser has sufficient capacity to receive andihold

the longer time required for discharge, the grid voltage s held negative for
longer. Comequently the plate current is held depressed during a longer time

and there is a stronger response to the signal.
An extremely high resistance in the grid leak may defeat its own purpose
by preventing the flow of sufficient grid current to obtain the desired voltage
drop acro6s the leak. This reduced grid current will reduce the flow of
negative electrons and reduce the amount of negative charge. on the grid.
Should a strong signal be received while a high resistance leak and a large
condenser arc in use the strong signal may give such a large negative charge

to the condenser and grid that this charge cannot leak away over the high
resistance grid leak before the next strong wave train comes along. The
condenser will retain such a large negative charge that the additional charge
from an incoming signal will have comparatively little effect. The tube is
then said to he blocking.

See also Leak. Grid.

DETECTOR, PLATE BYPASS FOR.-It will be realized

that while there is a gradual change of the average plate current
from the detector, this average is composed of a great number of
rapid rises and drops of current. In fact, the plate current is still

a high frequency current.

High frequency currents will not easily pass through the high
impedance of headphone windings, of audio frequency transformers,
of resistance amplifiers, or of any unit that follows the detector tube.

To act upon these units we want only low frequency changes or
audio frequency currents as represented by the average rise and
fall of plate current, not as represented by the high frequency fluctuations.

The detector tube changes the signal voltages into a gradual rise
and fall of plate current corresponding exactly to part of the signal
envelope. These rises and falls of average plate current are at audio
frequency and will act through the impedance of whatever device
follows the detector.
Such high frequency currents as might get through the coupling
unit which follows the detector tube would not produce audible
signals, since their frequency is far above the highest limits of
audibility. Yet they would impose a load on the audio frequency
amplifying tubes, being amplified by these tubes just as the lower
frequencies are amplified. The work done by an audio amplifying
tube on high frequency currents is of no value, in fact it is harmful
since just that much of the tube's total amplifying ability is taken
away from the useful task of increasing the audio frequency signals.
Therefore, it is highly desirable to get rid of the remainder of the
high frequency currents before they can enter the audio amplifier.
The method of separating the high frequency impulses of plate
current from the audio frequency changes of average plate current
is shown in the diagram. The plate of the detector tube is connected
to the plate terminal of an audio frequency transformer, to headphones, to the audio amplifier resistance, or to some other unit. The
plate of the detector tube is also connected to a small bypass condenser. The other side of this condenser is connected to the filament terminal of the tube.

DETUNING
The bypass condenser is of small capacity. The reactance of this small

condenser is very great to the low frequency or audio frequency impulses,

but its reactance or opposition to the flow of the high frequency impulses in
the plate current is very low. On the other hand the impedance of the
audio amplifying device or the headphone windings is high to the high
frequency impulses, but is low and offers little opposition to the passage of
the low frequency changes in plate current. Therefore, as shown in the
diagram, the low frequency average rises and falls of current go to the
amplifier or phones, while the high frequency impulses arc bypassed through
the small condenser.
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Separation of High and Low Frequencies with Detector Plate Bypass.
The best value for this bypass may be anywhere between .001 and .005
microfarad. Various capacities should be experimented with and when the
beg signals are received, that value should be adopted. Too large a capacity
still bypass the higher notes of audio frequency, while too low a value will
force radio frequency currents into the audio amplifying system, lowering the
volume, impairing the tone quality and causing high pitched whistles to come
through the audio amplifier.

When the receiver employs choke coupled or impedance coupled audio

amplification the larger capacities of plate bypass condensers are required, that

is, capacities up to .005 microfarad. The same is true of the second detector
in a superheterodyne circuit. NVith transformer coupled audio amplifiers, the
lower values, around .002 microfarad capacity, are generally best.

DETUNING.-As the word implies, detuning is the opposite of
Tuning consists of making such adjustments that the re-

tuning.

sistance of the receiver to currents of a certain frequency is reduced
to the lowest possible point, and the receiver with its circuits is then
said to be tuned to this frequency.
When a circuit is detuned, either the capacity of a tuning condenser or the inductance of a tuning coil is changed so that the
combination of capacity and inductance is no longer resonant or at
lowest resistance to the frequency being received. In effect, resistance has been added for this frequency. The volume or loudness of
the signal is reduced proportionately to the amount of detuning.
Detuning is often resorted to, to reduce the volume of the reception from

nearby stations. Since the selectivity of any receiver depends on having its
circuits tuned to the received frequency, detuning destroys the selectivity and
other stations having frequencies near the frequency of the one being received

'till break through. Detuning is not a satisfactory method of volume control.

DIAGRAM, READING OF

DIAGRAM, READING OF.-See Symbols, Radio and Electrical.

DIAL, TUNING.-In order that the operator of a receiver may
accurately adjust the tuning controls to the best position for reception, graduated and numbered dials arc attached to the shafts of
the tuning condensers or inductances. The graduations and numbers
may be on the edge of the dial as in Fig. 1 at the left. The pointer
or indicator then will be mounted on the panel. The dial itself may
carry the pointer which is then movable, while the graduations and
numbers are stationary on the panel as at the right of Fig. 1.
Dials for use with tuning condensers or inductances which rotate
through only a half turn from minimum to maximum are provided
with a numbered scale that extends only half way around the circle
or through HO degrees. The travel of the dial over this half circle
may he divided into one hundred equal divisions, this being the usual
practice. or it may be divided into graduations for the one hundred
and eighty degrees of the half circle. Both graduations are shown
in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1.-Graduations on Tuning Dial and on Panel.

With some types of condensers used for tuning, the shaft of the
instrument may make a complete turn between minimum and maximum settings. The dial or pointer must then travel completely
around a circle. This circle may be divided into one hundred divisions or sometimes into two hundred divisions. Then again it may
be divided according to the degrees of the circle, showing the full
three hundred and sixty degrees. Tuning over the full circle rather
than over only half of it allows double the amount of separation on
the dial between stations.
Some condensers turn toward the right, from left to right, in changing

their capacity from minimum to maximum, others rotate to the kit. The first
are called right hand and the second left hand condensers. The same difference
of rotation may lw found in tuning inductances. Since it is customary for the

numbers on a dial or =cafe to increase with increase of wavelength or with
decrease of frequency of the station being tuned in, the zero point on the dial
or scale should always be under the pointer when the condenser's capacity or
the coil's inductance is at a minimum. The dial should be attached to the
shaft of the tuning condenser so that, with the condenser plates all the u'it)*
out of mesh, zero on the dial or scale is under the pointer. The highest

DIAL, TUNING
reading of the dial or scale should then be under the pointer when the condenser plates arc fully in mesh.
This difference in direction of rotation calls for two styles of dials or
,tales; those which increase their readings when turned to the right or clockwise and those whose readings increase when turned to the left or anticlockwise. Dials which turn to the right or clockwise are called right hand
dials or clockwise dials; while the ones turning to the left with increase of
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FIG. 2.-Tuning Dial Graduations from Zero to One Hundred and from Zero
to One Hundred Eighty Degrees.
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Fm. 3.-Right Hand and Left Hand Tuning Dials.
readings are called left hand dials or anti -clockwise dials. It is important
to select the type of dial that will wo rk properly with the tuning condenser
or tuning inductance being employed in the receiver. Both rotations arc
-'hown in Fig. 3.

The dial may be made entirely of insulating material or only the
knob for the operator's hand may be of insulating material with the
main part of the dial and its scale made of metal. In any case there

DIAL, TUNING, VERNIER
is a metal sleeve in the dial's center, this sleeve fitting over the exposed end of the tuning unit shaft. After the dial is put in its
proper position it is locked to the shaft with a set screw or by
tightening the knob which clamps a split bushing down around the
shaft. All dials should be built so that the operator's hand is well
separated and insulated from the end of the shaft of the tuning unit.
The standard diameter for shafts of tuning condensers or inductances is one -quarter inch and dials have one -quarter inch holes in
them. Some of the older instruments may be found to have shafts
only three -sixteenths of an inch in diameter. A brass tubular bushing is then used between the inside of the hole in the dial and the
outside of the shaft, thus taking up the extra clearance.
GRIP
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FIG. 4. --Tuning Dial Dimensions.

Dials are generally specified according to their outside diameter
as shown in Fig. 4. Standard diameters are three, four and five
inches. Three inches is used when space will not allow anything
larger. Four -inch dials are the most popular. The larger the diameter of the dial, the easier will be the tuning. The size and diameter
of the grip or extended portion of the dial should be as large as
possible because a large grip prevents the operator's fingers from
becoming tired when much tuning is to be done. A low or only
slightly elevated grip of small diameter is always to be avoided.

DIAL, TUNING, VERNIER.-A vernier tuning dial is a dial

which contains within itself a reduction gearing or friction device
which reduces the motion of the knob under the operator's hand so
that this knob must be given a number of turns in order to rotate
the shaft of the tuning unit through one-half turn or a full turn as
required.
Some vernier dials provide a reduction of as little as five or six

to one, while others have been built with reductions as great as one
hundred fifty to one. When a dial has but a low reduction, say
from five to one up to around twelve to one, the vernier action is
used for all tuning. But with very great reductions of motion it
would take too long to get over the entire dial and provision is made
whereby the dial may be used either as a plain non -reducing type
(one-to-one ratio) or the vernier action may be employed at will.
Rough or approximate tuning is then done without the vernier action
in use and, after a station is once heard, the final setting is made
accurately with the help of the vernier.

DIAMOND WEAVE COIL
There arc literally dozens of different makes and types of vernier dials.
some use toothed gears in pairs or in trains. Others use the friction between
the edge of a large disc and a groove cut into the circumference of a small disc
attached to the operator's knob. There is no particular object in going into
ill these designs since the problem is a purely mechanical one. A ratio of as
low as five to one will allow easy and accurate tuning, although ratios of
ten to one and twelve to one may prove somewhat easier to operate for the
novice in tuning.

Some verniers grip the shaft through a friction collar. This allows the
main tuning dial to be rotated rapidly to an approximate setting after which
the vernier moves the shaft to. an exact setting.

Two Types of Vernier Tuning Dials.

Back lash or lost motion may be very harmful or may do but little harm.
If the back lash allows free back and forth movement of the shaft of the
instrument being operated it is harmful and should not be tolerated. lf,
however, there is back lash or movement only in the hand dial or knob,
while the shaft of the instrument remains stationary, the back lash will not
be 50 harmful. The dial scale or other indicating device must be attached to

he shaft of the instrument and not to the dial or knob when there is back
lash in the dial or knob.
The back lash or play between gear teeth or in brackets or pivots is
often taken up by springs. Thee sprinp hold the gear teeth always together
on one side or hold a pivot always against one side of its bushing or hearing. This prevents any lost motion from affecting the tuning. Two common
forms of vernier dial arc shown.

See also Condenser, Verniers for.

DIAMOND WEAVE COIL.-See CoilSpiderweb.

DIAPHRAGM. --See Speaker, Loud.
DIELECTRIC.-Any material through which electric force may
act is a dielectric. All dielectrics arc insulators, not conductors. A
dielectric substance will allow the passage through it of induction, of
magnetic lines of force, and of electrostatic lines of force.
Just as iron placed in a magnetic field will allow easier passage of
the magnetic lines of force through itself, so will a dielectric placed
in an electrostatic field allow easier passage of the electrostatic lines
of force through itself. A dielectric placed in the electrostatic field
of a condenser, between the plates of the condenser, will cause the
field to become stronger and the condenser plates to become more

DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION
highly charged with the same impressed voltage than when air only
is between the plates.

The power of the dielectric to thus increase the capacity of a condenser
in which it is used is called the specific inductive capacity or the dielectric
constant of the material. See Constant, Dielectric, under which heading
arc given the dielectric constants for most of the substances used in radio
work.

The dielectric constant of a dielectric material is a measure of its ability
to increase the capacity of a condenser. A substance may be a very good
dielectric from the standpoint of increasing capacity, yet may be poor from
the standpoint of radio work because of the losses it may introduce. The
measure of a dielectric's value for radio work is its phase angle difference,
that is, the amount it displaces the waves or oscillations passing through it.

The various properties and characteristics of the different dielectrics arc discussed under the headings of the dielectric's name.
Following are the most important which may be referred to:
Fibre
Porcelain
Air
Celluloid

Glass

Cloth, Insulating
Binders
Rubber

Mica

Oils, Insulating
Paper

Quartz
111 ood s

Insulation, Moulded

All of these things arc insulators as well as dielectrics. When they are
considered from the standpoint of insulation, it is their resistance to voltage
that is important. When they are considered from the standpoint of their
dielectric properties, such as dielectric constant and phase angle, it is their
effect on the electric force or electrostatic fields in radio that is of impor-

tance. Some materials are powerful dielectrics, others arc strong insulators, and
many fulfill both requirements at the same time.
Many parts of a radio receiver should be thought of from the standpoint
of their dielectric properties. This applies to the insulation of wires and
cables, which takes in cotton, silk, enamel and rubber. It also applies to all
the insulating supports used in building condensers and coils, and to the sheets
of insulation used for panels, sub -panels and cabinets; taking in such things
as hakelite, hard rubber, fibre, glass, porcelain and woods. Then come the
oils, waxes and binders used as insulators, and finally the mica and paper used
because of their dielectric properties in condensers.

DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION.-See Absorption, Dielectric;

also Condenser, Losses In.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT.-See Constant, Dielectric.
DIELECTRIC CURRENT.-See Current, Dielectric.
DIELECTRIC HYSTERESIS.-See hysteresis.
DIELECTRIC RESISTANCE.-See Resistance, Dielectric.
DIELECTRIC STRAIN.-See Strain.
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH.-See Strength, Dielectric.
DIELECTRIC STRESS.-See Stress.
DIFFRACTION.-An action by which waves of different fre-

quencies are deflected or bent out of their original paths by differing amounts depending on their frequency. Long waves or low frequencies are diffracted or bent more easily than short waves. The
long waves will pass around and almost completely envelope a small
obstacle in their path while with short waves the obstacle will produce a comparatively "sharp shadow" because the waves pass on in
almost straight lines.

DIODE

DIODE.-A vacuum tube having only two elements, one a filament and the other a plate. Such tubes are sometimes used as detectors and are commonly used as current rectifiers. See Tube,
Rectifier Types of.

'DIRECT COUPLING.-See Coupling, Conductive.
DIRECT CURRENT.-See Current, Direct or Continuous.

DIRECT CURRENT CHARGER.-See Charger, Battery,

Direct Current Type.

DIRECTION FINDER.-See Compass, Radio.

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Directional
Effect.

DIRECTIONAL LOOP.-See Loop, Directional Effect of.
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT.-See Current, Displacement.
DISTANCE, RECEPTION FROM.-See Range, Receiver.
DISTANCE, GEOGRAPHICAL.-The following list shows the

approximate air line distances between principal cities in the United States,
Canada and Mexico.
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Ames, Iowa
Atlanta, Ga

Atlantic City, N. J.

1140 750 300 500 610 540 1000 965 720 285 900
925 700 590 375 550, 6001 740 660 525 470 535
270 335 700 530 4051 4901 95 551 295 880 140

Baltimore, Md
Beaumont, Texas
Birmingham, Ala.

350 180 600 420 3101 405. 17011 90 195 730 35
1510 1200 875 825 1035:1030'1325,12501050 645 1125
1050 805 575 420, 6201 640 8501 7751 61% 400 630

Boston, Mass..
Bristow, Okla.
Buffalo, N. Y.

1400 1035 615 680 8651 830'12351175 930j 310;1065

Calgary, Canada
Chicago, Ill
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Davenport, Iowa
Denver, Colo
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit, Mich
Elgin, Ill..
Fort Worth, Texas
Galveston, Texas
Ilartford, Conn
Ilastings, Neb
Havana, Cuba
llot Springs, Ark.
Houston, Texas

400 835 725' / 540 6001 190 265 475/10251 385

400 -

450

-

3901

1731 215' 295. 2851 1801 650 295
65015501 200011190 1750 14401I1950
300' 73; 705' 655 415 255 590
1

2080 1725 1380 163

/50
835 450
725 390 250 - 2201 225 555 4951 2551 315 400
540 175 3001 220 - 1 90 400 3551 115 485 300
625 295 275 100 125 160 470 410. 160! 390 325
1

1520 1180 795 800 10051 99011350128011060' 54511165

990 600 155 360 4551 390 8601

5601

805

1750 1350 900 1075 1205 11401600 1550
1150 750 300 500 605 54011010 9651

200 735
77511475

705 260 890
603 215 235 225 90 - 1 4751 4401 210 450' 395
870 480 30 275 330 2651 735 685, 445 2551 620

1550 1205 810 820 1025 100511375 13101 10851 56011190

1580 1270

945 890 1100111001385131511125 690.1200
150! 175, 375 960 300
90 325 750 630 460

1405

1005 560 735 860t 795
.

1210. 960 44511120

I

1495 1390 1320 1100 12a01320 12951127011215116511125
1280 945 5751 550 765 745 1105,1030 820. 340 925
1570 1260 9251 890 1090 1085114001315 1125. 66511200
i
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Indianapolis, Ind.
Iowa City, Iowa
Jefferson City, Mo
Kansas City, Mo.
Lancaster, Pa.
Lansing, Mich.
Lincoln, Neb
Los Angeles, Cal
Louisville, Ky
Madison, Wis
Memphis, 'Tenn.
Mexico City, Mexico
Miami, Ha.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Montreal. Canada
Newark, N. J
New Orleans, La
New York City
Oakland, Cal
Omaha, Neb.
Ottawa, Canada
Philadelphia. Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pontiac, Mich.
Portland, Ore.
Providence, R. 1...
Regina, Canada
Rochester, N. Y
St. Louis, Mo
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio. Texas
San Francisco, Cal
Schenectady, N. Y.
Scranton, Pa
Seattle, Wash.
Springfield, Mass
Tampa, Fla
Toronto, Canada
Troy, N. Y
Vancouver, Canada
Waco, Texas
Washington, D. C
Winnipeg, Canada
Zion, Ill.

0

C.;
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790 425 160 100 255 235 630 575 325 235 480
1045 650 200 405 510 435 911) 855 603 210 785
1130 750 325 420 585 540 975 910 665 110 810
1230 850 400 540 690 640 1075 1025 775 225 925
W5 255 600 430 300 390 125
65 200 750 90
675 275 170 235 170 80 550 520 285 400 470
1315 920 470 645 775 700 1175 1125 875 360 1145
2550 2160 1725 1875 2015 1950 2425 2360 2115 15 70 2255
815 475 270 90 305 310 650 570 345 250 465
925 525 120 375 400 325 800 750 520 300 700
1125 800 475 410 625 615 950 875 650 240 750
2300 2000 1680 1600 1800 1795 2125 2035 1860 1425 1850
1275 1185 1175 950 1050 1150 1100 1025 1015 1075 923
840 450 80 325 335 250 725 685 -00 320 625
1110 725 355 600 625 540 1010 975 740 4(0 925
2(0 320 740 700 490 515 340 400 475 975 490
195 285 700 550 390 470
8
75 300 875 195
1335 1075 825 700 915 930 1160 1075 910 605 950
190 295 705 555 400 475
80 303 870 200
2650 2260 825 2005 2125 2050 7525 2475 2230 1710 2400
1260 875 425 625 735 660 1135 1080 835 350 1010

310 240 645 635 410 430 340 385 410 880 460
285 655 495
475 180 415 255
615 230 225 240
2500 120 1725 1960
45 390 825 710
2(;5

440 80
250 800
210 305 250
560
110 20 490 450 225 450
2030 1935 2420 2375 2150 174.5
525 585 150 235 450 1000
355
115

120
190

410
320
355

1680 325 1000 1250 1260 1160 16201600 1375
340 65 510, 445 235 275 250 260 225
1025 650 255 315 485 450 870 800 560
2075 1675 125011440 1550 1475 1950 1900 1650
1735 1410 1035 1025 1235 1225 1565 1475 1275
2640 2250 1815 1995 2115 2040 2515 2465 2220

1095 550
725 300
705

250 700 (00 400
230 615 490 315
2460 2095 1710 1930 2000
80 3
755 650 460
1180 1050 1000 775 925
430 55 425 400 185
135 265 710 605 415
2480 2115 1750 1990 2035
1585 1250 871 860 1075
385 295 590 400 300
1350 990 710 965 940
$40 450 40 285 300

900 315
790 200
1700 2300
960 320
860 815
640 350

145

245

460 150 210 350
390 100 105 230
1920 2385 2360 2115
525 120 200 400
985 1000 925 865
200 345 340 225
475 140 205 360
1945 2400 2375 150
1050 1400 1335 125
395 200 120 190
850 1285 1260 050
235 710 660 420

-

1150 1825
765 1360
1715 2390

910 325
1745 2325
615 1225
705
85012451
2651 593

DISTORTION

DISTORTION.-Before it is possible to consider the causes of
distortion and their remedies, distortion itself must be defined. It
is to be presumed that the sounds originating in the broadcasting
studio, whether they be speech or music, are good to listen to. Grant-

ing this, it is also necessary to grant that these sounds from the
studio are amplified and sent out over the air as a true picture of
themselves. Finally the waves must reach the receiver antenna just
as sent from the transmitter. It is then up to the receiving equipment to reproduce these sounds from the loud speaker or headphones in exactly the same form that they originated. Any change
between the studio and the loud speaker means distortion.
Many radio listeners are unable to recognize distorted signals upon listening to them because of having listened to so many receivers which do nothing
much more than distort. The true test of distortion would be to have the
receiver in a room adjoining the broadcasting studio and with a soundproof
wall between them. It would then be possible to listen to the receiver and to
then suddenly open the door, noting the difference between the original and
the reproduction.

It may now be asked, what happens when a signal is distorted?
Of course there are many kinds of distortion but the following are
among the most common:

The higher notes or tones are weakened and the sound of consonants in speech is suppressed.

The signals are weak and thin on the lower notes but have good

volume on the high notes.
There is a drum -like or muffled sound in all reception.

Certain notes or tones, generally those which are naturally high
or shrill, are much louder than any other notes or tones.
All signals have a harsh sound.
All signals are mushy and blurred, having a ragged characteristic.
Some faults will produce but one of the foregoing types of distortion while other faults will produce several types at once.
There are at least eight different places in which causes of distortion may be found. Each of these places will be considered.
First of all the broadcasting station may be sending out distorted

signals.

It may as well be understood that such an occurrence is

almost unheard of. However, if all stations with the one exception
allow the receiver to give forth pure, clear, undistorted tones it may
be assumed that the one offending station is at fault.
Looking at the receiving equipment, distortion may be due to the

radio frequency amplifier, to the detector, to the audio frequency
amplifier, to the wiring, to the batteries or power supply, or to the

loud speaker.

Distortion in Radio Frequency Amplifier or Tuner.-Now
to consider the radio frequency amplifier or the tuning circuit should
the receiving equipment start with a detector. From the discussion
given under the heading Band, Wave, it will be seen that a certain

range of frequencies is required for the reproduction of natural

sounds.

With present broadcasting practice each station is allowed

DISTORTION

a frequency band or wave band 10,000 cycles wide. This allows
the addition of frequencies of from zero to 5000 cycles both above
and below the carrier frequency.
I f the radio frequency circuits or the tuning circuits are tuned too
sharply the necessary side bands are cut off from the signal because
the peak of resonance is made so sharp that, in place of extending
nearly to 5000 cycles, the band of frequencies actually amplified
may be only 1000 or 2000 cycles wide. The high notes are not
amplified. The remedy is to reduce the sharpness of tuning, generally by increasing the coupling.
A regenerative receiver or any tuned radio frequency receiver having an
adjustable control for oscillation may be operated too close to the point of
oscillation, that is, regeneration may be pushed too far. Of course this will
bring in the distant stations very well but will cause distortion. Regeneration
pushed so far that it becomes (it:ciliation causes the production of a local
oscillating current which combines with the incoming signal to produce beats
or heterodynes. This allows only the carrier wave frequency to come through
properly and badly distorts the side bands and high notes because on these
side bands the locally generated oscillation does not exactly match the
oscillation of the signal and the two try to destroy each other. The remedy
is to avoid using so much regeneration.

Distortion in Detector Circuit.-The detector may next be

considered. When strong signals from nearby broadcasters are being received it. is very easy to overload the detector tube. By overloading is meant that the voltages furnished to the grid of the detector tube are so great that they cannot be handled without forcing
the grid voltage either too far negative or too far positive. The
remedy is to either detune or to provide some form of volume control which affects the radio frequency amplifier before the signals
are passed on to the detector.
Still considering the detector, it is next in order to examine the
resistance of the grid leak. A leak of too high resistance will cause
the detector tube to block when powerful signals arc being received.
By blocking is meant an excessive accumulation of negative charges
on the grid of the detector tube, this accumulation weakening the
effect of an incoming signal and almost completely overcoming the
effect of the signal amplitudes. The use of a grid leak with
lower resistance will avoid this trouble because the negative charges
are allowed to leak off or escape from the grid so that the next wave
or impulse of the signal may do its proper work. Grid leaks of more
than two megohms resistance are generally too large for strong
signals. For local and nearby reception a grid leak of one megolim

resistance is very satisfactory although resistance up to five megohms
may be used for distance work. This is an argument for the use
of.a variable grid leak.
The next examination of the detector circuit is for the purpose of

discovering the escape of radio frequency current into the audio

amplifying circuits. This trouble results in two serious difficulties.
First, the tone quality is damaged, and second, volume is decidedly
reduced. The audio tubes are able to do just about so much ampli-

DISTORTION
lying. All of their power of amplification should be used to increase

the strength of the audio frequency signals. But, when radio frequency currents get through into these tubes part of their amplifying power is wasted in building up the radio frequency. All of the
effort expended by the tube on the radio frequency currents must
be subtracted from its total ability with a consequent reduction of
signals we wish to hear.
Practically all receivers have a bypass condenser of small capacity (.001 to
.005 microfarad) connected between the plate terminal of the detector tube
and one of the filament terminals of the tube as in Fig. 1. The purpose of
this condenser is to bypass all radio frequencies from the plate of the detector,
allowing only the lower audio frequencies to pass on to the first audio transformer or other coupling device. It may be possible that there is sufficient
distributed capacity in the windings of the audio transformer to allow radio
frequency currents to flow in the transformer. This distributed capacity is
illustrated by the broken lines in Fig. 1. A similar escape of radio frequency
currents into the audio amplifier may be allowed by wiring which is improperly placed so that detector plate leads have considerable capacity to other
wires.

A.F
Coup/et-

Detector
7746e

R.F.
ChoA

Bypass

Stri6uted
Ccvdct4
Du. 1.-Detector Circuit

With

Bypass and Radio Frequency Choke to Prevent
Distortion.

To prevent radio frequency currents from leaving the detector tube circuit
is advisable to insert a radio frequency choke coil at the position shown
in Fig. 1, between the plate terminal of the audio transformer or other
coupling device and the junction of the bypass condenser lead with the plate
terminal of the detector tube. The reactance of this choke coil is great enough
to prevent the passage of radio frequency currents through it. yet is not so
high as to interfere with audio frequency currents.
it

Distortion in Audio Frequency Amplifying Tubes.-In the

audio frequency amplifier, distortion may occur because of wrong
conditions in the tubes, because of wrong conditions in the audio
transformers or other coupling devices, or because of faults in the
Wiring.

Examination of the characteristic curve of a vacuum tube used
as an amplifier will show that the straight portion of the curve is
quite long, extending from some negative value of grid voltage up
to zero grid voltage and quite a distance above zero on the positive
side as in Fig. 2.

DISTORTION

It is not possible to use the straight part of the curve on the positive side of zero without distortion. The reason is as follows:

When the grid voltage becomes positive the grid really acts in
the same way that the plate acts. Under this condition the grid

as well as the plate has a positive voltage. Electrons from the filament are attracted to any positively charged body and the electrons
do not care whether that positively charged body is the grid or the
plate.
When the grid voltage is negative the grid itself is negative and no

electrons will flow from the filament to a negatively charged body.
0
+ Top of
G rid

Cut off

14.

In CCM! nz,7 4-/2ere/

voita,9es

FiG. 2.-Distortion Caused by Zero Grid Bias.

Therefore, with signal impulses of negative voltage all of the dcctrons which permanently leave the filament pass to the plate. The
plate current, which is composed of these electrons, reaches a value
determined by this negative grid voltage. That is to say, the mint mum current flowing in the plate circuit corresponds to the maximum negative voltage on the grid.
But, when positive signal impulses come along, making the grid
positive, all of the electrons which permanently leave the filament
do not flow to the plate because a part of them are attracted to the
positive grid. Therefore, the current change in the plate circuit
at the time of these positive impulses, which should be equal ex-
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actly to the change with negative 'impulses, is not equal because
of the electrons which arc subtracted from the plate circuit as they
flow to the grid. For this reason the change of plate current with
positive impulses will not be as great as the change with equal
negative impulses and one-half the wave is amplified more than the
other. This means distortion.

In Fig. 2 it will be seen that the incoming signal is of symmetrical or
undistorted form on both sides of its zero line. Here the grid of the amplifier
tube is assumed to have zero grid bias, something no audio amplifier tube
should have. The positive signal impulses use that part of the curve on the
right of the zero line, while the negative impulses use that part of the curve

0
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FIG. 3.-Distortion Caused by Excessive Negative Grid Bias,

to the left of zero, that is, on the negative side. Whenever the positive side
of the curve is used current flows in the grid circuit and is subtracted from
that which should flow in the plate circuit. Therefore, the tops of the
amplified signals are cut off as shown and distortion takes place because of

a change in the form of the signal.
Whatever current is thus caused to flow in the grid circuit must flow
through the secondary winding of a transformer preceding the amplifier tube.

ihe grid current might be great enough to saturate the transformer core,

which would reduce the amplification and cause still greater distortion.
The condition just outlined and shown in Fig. 2 may be corrected by using
a greater negative bias on the grid of the amplifier tube. This negative bias
would generally be provided by using more cells of a C -battery. See Rios,
Grid.

DISTORTION
The opposite condition from the' one just considered is shown in Fig.
Here the grid of the amplifier tube has been given too great a negative bias,
Now the operating point is so far down on the curve that the negative
impulses of the incoming signals cause the plate current to d:op almost to
zero while the positive impulses arc amplified in the usual way. Again it will
be seen that the incoming signal is undistorted, being equal on both sides
of its zero line. But the amplified signal is badly distorted because the de-

crease of plate current is only a fraction of the increase of plate current.
The original form of the signal is greatly changed and distorted.
The remedy for this condition is to use less negative grid bias or
C -battery. Should the use of less negative bias cause the signal to use part
of the positive side of the curve, as in Fie. 2. it is then necessary to increase

the plate voltage or B -battery voltage which will have the effect of raising
the curve, pushing it farther to the kit and increasing the length of the

straight portion.

Operation of the amplifier tubes with low plate voltage will generally cause the operating point to come on or near a bend in the
curve. Operation on any part of the curve except a straight portion will result in distortion similar to that shown in Fig. 3. Once
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4.-Resonance Peak Causing Distortion in Audio Frequency Coupler.

in a while an amplifier tube may not have a suitable curve for its
use, that is, it may have no straight portion of its characteristic
curve. Such a tube will be a poor amplifier but a good detector.
It is impossible to receive undistorted signals of great volume
unless high voltage is applied to the plate of the tube and a correspondingly high negative biasing voltage applied to the grid.
Proper plate and grid voltages are shown under Tube, A In plifying
Types of.
The best results will always be obtained by using the highest
plate voltage the tube will stand and by using the value of C -battery
or grid biasing voltage recommended for this plate voltage.
and good quality together can be had in no other way.

Volume

Distortion in Audio Frequency Transformers or Chokes.-

Distortion in audio frequency transformers may be due w three
principal reasons. First: the core may be too small, of a poor grade
of iron or with too heavy laminations. Second: the primary wind-
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jog may he so small that it has insufficient reactance. Third; the
secondary winding may have too much distributed capacity.
A transformer built with a small core or a core of poor iron will

lose

both the high and low notes and will amplify unequally many of the intermediate tones.

A transformer having a small primary winding offers such low reactance
to the lower audio frequency impulses, which represent the low notes, that
these impulses pass on through the winding without producing the proper
effect in the secondary. Consequently the low notes arc lost. Transformers
of high ratio generally have primary windings which arc too small for their
work unless the transformer is of large size.
A transformer with a large secondary winding, such as is generally found
in high ratio instruments, will often have a rather large distributed capacity
in the secondary winding. This is due to the large number of turns with
small spacing between the wires. This distributed capacity acts as a bypass
for high frequencies and causes such a transformer to lose the high notes.

This high distributed capacity in the secondary winding may combine
with the inductance of the same winding to produce resonance at some
frequency within the audible range. At this resonant frequency, which will
be among the high notes of the musical scale, the resistance of the secondary

circuit is greatly reduced and notes of this frequency will be amplified to a
much greater extent than those of other frequencies. Thus the transformer or
other coupling device depending on reactance will have a resonant peak as
shown in Fig. 4.
The causes for these peculiar actions in transformers and impedances arc
discussed at greater length under the heading Transformer, Audio Frequency.

A drum -like or muffled sound especially noticeable in speech and

the lack of consonant sounds in speech arc generally due to poor
amplification of high frequencies. Such poor amplification may
he caused by excessive distributed capacity in the secondary of the
audio transformer.
Placing a high resistance of 100,000 to 500,000 ohms in series .with the grid

return from the secondary of the audio transformer as in Fig. 5 tends to
flatten its amplification curve and to give more uniform amplification over
the entire range of frequencies. The amount of amplification is however
reduced considerably by this method.

Distortion may be caused by operating the filaments of the tubes
at too low temperature. When the plate voltage is exerting its full
pulling power on the electrons emitted from the hot filament there
must be a plentiful supply of electrons to make up the required
plate current. If the filaments are operated at low voltage and consequent low temperature there will be enough emission for the high
notes and for all comparatively weak signals. But when greater
Power is demanded for the amplification of low notes or for handling strong signals of any kind this power may be lacking.
With a limited filament emission the plate current can rise to a point
represented by this emission, but can rise no higher under any conditions.
The weaker notes will be fully reproduced but the stronger ones will fail
to come through. Volume should not be controlled by reducing filament
voltage and temperature.

Distortion Caused by Wiring and Batteries.-Discharged or
weak B -batteries or C -batteries arc bound to cause great distortion. A weak B -battery delivers a plate voltage lower than normal
and brings the curve to such a point that operation is bound to be
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upon the bend which results in distortion similar to that shown in
Fig. 3. Weak C -batteries reduce the amount of negative grid bias
below that needed so that operation is on the positive part of the
curve and distortion is caused similar to that shown in Fig. 2.
If the wiring in any part of the receiver is laid out in such a way
that grid leads and plate leads run near to and parallel with each
other there will be feedbacks of energy from one amplifying stage
to the preceding stage. This, of course, may be avoided by proper
wiring layout. Care should also be exercised to sec that all battery
leads are run close to each other or arc cabled so that inductive
loops arc avoided.
To discover whether high frequency oscillations are taking place in an

audio amplifier connect a fixed condenser of .002 microfarad capacity or lms

between the grid terminal and negative filament terminal of each of the
audio tubes one after the other. The connection Ls shown in Fig. 6. With
this condenser connected to some one of the audio tubes the volume may
increase. The greatest effect will probably be found on the last audio tube.

Fa:. S.-Resistance for Securing Uniform Amplification and Reducing
Distortion.

Fu:. n.-Distortion Reduction
with Bypass Condenser for
High Frequencies.

The condenser should be permanently connected to the grid and filament of
the tube where it does the most goof.
A condenser used in this way to bypass high frequency and keep it out of
the tube may reduce the amplification of some of the higher musical notes
and harmonics. A condenser larger than .002 microfarad should not be used
and after the point of trouble is located it would be better to try condensers
of .001, then .0005 and finally .00025 microfarad capacity. Use the smallest
value that will allow full volume.

The omission of proper bypass condensers in the grid return circuits and more especially in the plate circuits will cause resistance
feedbacks and oscillation in an audio amplifier. See Condenser,
Bypass. Such oscillation may sometimes evidence itself by very
weak and high pitched whistling or squealing heard by listening
carefully at the loud speaker. These noises will be prevented by
use of proper bypass condensers or by rearranging the wiring to
prevent the feedbacks which are causing the trouble.
Distortion in Loud Speakers.-Distortion may be caused in
an

speaker having an adjustable diaphragm by setting this ad-

DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY

justment at a point too critical in an effort to make the speaker
more sensitive to weak signals.

Noises and distortion may also be

caused if any of the internal parts of the speaker have become
loose, this applying especially to the diaphragm and its adjustment.

Any loud speaker may be overloaded by attaching it to a receiver which delivers more power from the last amplifying tube
than can be handled by the speaker in question. Small speakers
will handle only small amounts of power and can be expected to
deliver only reasonable volume without distortion.

It is also possible to overload a loud speaker by allowing direct
current from the B -battery or a power supply to flow through its
windings. This direct current, especially when at high voltage used
with power tubes, should be bypassed around the speaker. This
is described under the heading Speaker, Loud, Connections to Receiver.

Considerable distortion may apparently be had from a

loud

speaker placed too close to walls or other flat surfaces which echo
the sound. A loud speaker placed near heavy draperies will sound
the best.
With horn types of speakers it may be found that the smaller sizes arc
in themselves resonant to certain tones just as one of the strings of a violin
is resonant to its tone or note. These tones to which the horn is naturally
resonant will be amplified far above all others. It may often be found that
a small, light horn will vibrate noticeably at certain tones when the tips of
the fingers are held upon it. These objections seldom apply to cone type
peakers.

Some of the larger and more powerful speakers, especially those of the
lone type, will rattle badly when operated from on ordinary amplifying tube
in the last audio stage of the receiver. Ordinary quarter -ampere amplifying
tubes will deliver maximum power amounting to only fifteen thousandths of
a watt with ninety volts on its plate. This amount of power will not operate
a large speaker and it is useless to try the experiment. A dry cell type of
tube of the smaller type delivers only seven thousandths of a watt in power,

many have tried to use them with large speakers. A power type of

t)e.aker can be successfully operated only with a power tube.

Apparent Distortion.-The troubles which have just been considered are those which cause actual distortion in the receiver. Ap-

parent distortion may also be caused by various kinds of noises,
by howling, by interference and by oscillation, all of which may be
referred to under their respective headings. See also Trouble, Receiver, Location and Remedy of.

DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY.-See Capacity, Distributed.
DIVIDER.-See Tools.
DOUBLE -CIRCUIT JACK.-See Jacks and Jack Switches,

7. ypes of.

DOUBLE -CIRCUIT RECEIVER.-See Receiver,

Circuit.

DOUGHNUT COIL.-See Coil, Closed Field, Toroid.
DOVETAIL CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Variable.
DOWN LEAD.-See Antenna, Lead-in for.
DRILL.-See Tools.
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DRILLING

DRILLING.-In the construction and assembly of radio

re-

ceivers it becomes necessary to drill holes in various kinds of metals
and of insulating materials. The following paragraphs give information needed in doing this work:

Machine Screw Tap and Clearance Holes.-Different sizes of
machine screws are used in radio work. The following table shows

the number of the screws, the number of threads per inch, their

diameter, and the drills to be used in making holes either for thread-

ing (tapping) or for allowing the screw to pass through freely
(clearance). Further information on such screws is given under
Screws and Bolts, Types of.
SIZES OF TAP AND CLEARANCE: DRILLS

Drill Number
Screw

Threads

Number per Inch

56
64

40

Fu Tap 1Clearante
No. 50

No. 42

49

42
42
38
38
38

48
47
43

4

48
56
32

4

36

4

40
30, 32

41

36
40
30, 32
36
40

38
37
35

3

5

6
6

Drill Number
S,:rew

'Threads)

Number per Inch)

For Tap

2$

NO. ;2

30

31

7

32

30

8
8

24. 30

30

7

9

37
24
28

31
31

9

30

29
29
28
27

9
10
10
10

25
25

33

29
29
29
26
26

32
24

32

26

43
42

40

9

12
12
12

Clearance

No. 21
2!
21
17
17
13
13
13

13

30

1

8

32

21

8

20

22. 24

19
17

28

15

Drilling Metals.-All metal .drilling is done with round twist
drills which may be secured in sizes designated by numbers as in
the foregoing table or in sizes designated by fractions of an inch
varying by sixty-fourths. When drilling steel the drill should be
lubricated with light machine oil as it enters the hole. Brass, aluminum and cast iron arc drilled dry without lubricant of any kind.
Drilling Insulating Material.-Moulded and laminated phenol
compositions such as Bakelite, Formica, Redmanol, Celoron, etc..
are best drilled with the point of the drill ground to the usual sixty
degree angle but with the front of the cutting edge ground straight
or flat to remove the hook. With hand drills any speed within the
ability of the operator will be satisfactory. With power drills for
holes not larger than one-half inch diameter speeds up to 1500 revolutions per minute may be used. These materials may be drilled
dry or a small quantity of light machine oil or lard oil may be used
as a lubricant. All phenolic substances of this class are very hard

DRIVER
on drills and dull the points quickly. The hole may be found two
or three thousandths of an inch smaller than the drill size should
the work be done so rapidly as to heat the material being handled.
To prevent the hole breaking around the edges when the drill comes
through the back it is advisable to hold a block of wood solidly against the
rear surface of the material being drilled. To prevent the holes from running off from the true position as marked with a punch it is best to first
drill a small hole, about one -sixteenth inch diameter. The larger drill to
make the finished hole will then follow this small hole as a guide.

Hard rubber is drilled in much the same manner as the other insulating materials just mentioned. The rubber is much easier to
work than are the phenolic substances. It is essential to drill small

guide holes first and to back up the rubber with wood blocks to

prevent its breaking through around the hole.
Drilling Glass.-Plate glass in thicknesses of five -sixteenths inch

and greater may be drilled successfully if plenty of time is spent
and plenty of work applied. The drilling is done with emery dust
kept wet with turpentine. A piece of drill rod is secured of proper
diameter for the finished hole and the end of the rod is ground off
perfectly flat. The rod is rotated at a few hundred revolutions per
minute and is held against the glass with moderate pressure while
the emery dust and turpentine are applied in liberal amounts until
the glass is literally worn through by the process.

Laying Out Drill Holes.-It is advisable to lay out the posi-

tions of all holes for screws and control shafts with a pencil on a
sheet of heavy paper the exact. size of the panel or base board being
used. This paper template is then fastened to the panel with library

Each point for drilling is marked by placing a sharp prick
punch on the mark and striking the punch a single light blow with
a hammer. The paper is then removed and all punch marks gone
over with a center punch, again striking but a single sharp blow to
avoid the possibility of working the mark out of place with added
blows. The work is then ready for drilling.
paste.

See also Tools.

DRIVER-A source of high frequency alternating current used
to supply energy to radio circuits is called a driver since it supplies
the necessary driving force for the work to be done. See Oscillator.

DROP, VOLTAGE.-See Potential, Dij7crcnce of.
DRY CELL.-See Battery, Dry Cell Type.
DRY CELL TUBE.-See Tube, Filament Current Supply for.
D. S. C.-An abbreviation for double silk covered. See Wire,
.

Covered.

DUOLATERAL COIL.-See Coil, Honeycomb.
DX.-An abbreviation standing for "distance" in radio work.
Stations at a great distance from the receiver are called "DX stations," and working with such stations is called "DX work."
DYNE.-The unit of physical force. It is the force exerted by
a weight of one milligram when acted upon by gravity.
gram is equal to 1/454,545 part of a pound.

One milli-

E
e.-The-symbol for electromotive force (instantaneous value).
E.-The symbol for electromotive force or voltage (effective
value).

See Electromotive Force.

EARTH.-See Ground, Receiver.
EBONITE.-See Rubber, Hard.
EDDY CURRENT.-See Current, Eddy.
EFFECTIVE RESISTANCE.-See Resistance, Effective.
EFFECTIVE VALUES.-See Value, Average and Effective.
ELASTANCE.-The reciprocal of the capacity of a condenser

or anything having capacity is called the elastance of the condenser
or other unit. The elastance is equal to divided by the capacity
in farads.
1

ELECTRICITY.-The cause of all electric and magnetic ef-

fects is called electricity. Many theories have been advanced from

time to time to explain the nature of electricity itself, the most recent being known as the electron theory which is explained under
the heading Electrons. The effects and action of electricity are used
in radio and all electrical sciences.

ELECTRICITY, PRODUCTION OF.-See Induction, Eke-

tromagnetie ; 13a11ery; and Thermo -Electricity.

ELECTRODE.-Either one of
-Cathode the terminals of an electric source is
it, tube
nnode
cn ta6e

called an electrode.

electric current or an electron stream
enters or leaves anything is called an
electrode.

Anode j

The terminal,

connection or conductor through which

The

terminal

through

which the current enters is called the
Cathode anode, the terminal through which
hc°7itter..4, the current leaves being called the
cathode.

See Anode and Cathode.

ELECTRODYNAMIC. - Re-

lated to or caused by the action of an
electric current upon itself, by the
action of two electric currents upon
each other, or by the action between
Electrodes of Tube and Battery. electric currents and magnets.
le
trodynamics is the science of electric currents or of electricitEyici;
motion.

ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKER.-See Speaker, Loud.
ELECTROLYTE.-A liquid or solution in which the passage
of an electric current causes chemical and electrical changes is
called an electrolyte. An electrolyte must be an electrical conductor

ELECTROLYTIC CHARGER

whose atoms are broken up by the effect of the current. See also
Battery, Storage Type.

ELECTROLYTIC C HA RGER.-See Charger, Battery, Electrolytic Type.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER.-See

Condenser, Electro-

lytic.

ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER.-See

Charger,

Battery,

Electrolytic Type.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD.-See Field, Magnetic and
Eiretromagnetic.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FLUX.-See Flux, Electromagnetic.
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPEAKER.-See Speaker, Loud.
ELECTROMAGNETISM.-See Magnetism and Electro-

magnetism.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE.-This is the force which will

produce a flow of electric current in a conductor. Electromotive
force is measured in volts. Its abbreviation is E. M. F.
Electromotive force acts when there is a difference of potential
or difference of electric charge between two parts of a circuit. Elec-

tromotive force in an electrical circuit is similar to water pressure
in a water circuit. Electromotive force may exist without there
being a flow of current just as pressure may exist in a water system
without there being any flow of water.
Electromotive force is produced by primary batteries which
change the energy of their chemicals into electric pressure, by electric generators which turn mechanical energy into electric pressure,
by thermocouples which turn heat into this pressure, and by certain
crystals which turn mechanical pressure changes into voltages.
The term electromotive force means practically the same thing
as either voltage or potential difference. Electromotive force is
generally taken as meaning the total difference in electrical pressure throughout an entire circuit or the difference in pressure at
the terminals of a source. Potential is generally used when mentioning the difference in pressure between two parts of a circuit.
Voltage is often limited to designating the difference of pressure
between a point and the earth which is assumed to be at zero voltage.

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE, COUNTER.-See induc-

tance, Self-.

ELECTRONS.-An electron is the smallest quantity of negative

electricity that may move by itself between atoms of matter. The
electron is a charge of negative electricity. .All material substances

as we know them are composed of molecules of the substance.
Each molecule is made up of a number of atoms of the different
elements. which cannot be further subdivided into other substances.
For instance the finest division of water is a molecule of water;

but this water molecule may be divided into atoms of hydrogen and

ELECTRONS

Hydrogen and oxygen arc elements and cannot be divided
into anything else.
oxygen.

An atom of any substance contains both positive and negative
electricity in equal amounts. When the smallest portion of some
of this negative electric charge becomes detached from the atom,
this detached charge is called an electron. An electron is not matter as we know it, nor has it any material substance of any kind.
It is simply an electric charge.

An electron must be thought of as a charge of negative electricity rather than as any material form of matter of any kind. A
study of electrons and their action is comparatively easy with an

active imagination, otherwise it is difficult.
In a vacuum tube, electrons pass from the heated filament to the
positively charged plate. The plate is positively charged because
it is connected to the positive terminal of the Ii -battery or power
unit. The number or amount of electrons flowing depends on several thinxs. The hotter the filament the more will flow, the higher
the plate voltage the more will flow, and the higher the degree of
vacuum in the tube the more will flow. An increased flow of elec-

trons is also caused by larger filaments and plates and by having

the filament and plate closer together.
One reason for thinking of electrons only as charges of electricity
is that no matter how long the electron flow continues from the
filament to the plate, and no matter how great the flow, the plate
never gains the slightest bit of weight.
The electrons are negative charges and flow toward a positively
charged body such as the plate. That is, they flow from a point
of lower voltage to another point of higher voltage. Electric current flows from a point of positive voltage to one of negative voltage.

Therefore, in any circuit, the electron flow is in just the op-

posite direction to the current flow. The electrode from which the
electrons flow is called the cathode. In the case of a radio tube the
filament forms the cathode. The electrode to which the electrons
flow is called the anode. In a vacuum tube the plate is the anode.
Atoms of matter of all kinds are composed of various numbers
of electrons associated in the atom with a positive nucleus. The
positive charge of the nucleus exactly balances the negative charge
of the electrons. If one or more negative electrons arc removed
from an atom then the atom becomes positive. If the atom gains

one or more negative electrons in addition to its normal number

of electrons then it becomes negative or is negatively charged.
The flow of electrons from the filament in a tube when the filament is heated is often called the thermionic current. The amount
of energy or voltage required to cause electrons to flow away from

or leave the filament or cathode is called the equivalent voltage.
The smaller the equivalent voltage for a certain cathode the larger
will be the thermionic current which flows, that is to say, the less
the energy that is required to cause electron flow the greater will

ELECTROSTATIC
be the flow. The equivalent voltage is a measure of the power required in heating the filament to cause a given electron flow.

When electrons leave the cathode and travel toward the anode
they collide with the atoms of any gas which may be in the space
between cathode and anode. Each time an electron collides with
an atom it imparts some of its own energy to the atom.
The speed with which the electrons travel through the space is
in proportion to the voltage between anode and cathode. The
greater the voltage the greater the speed of the electrons. With
high voltage the electron speed will be so great that enough energy
is imparted to the atoms to detach some electrons from the atoms.
The voltage at which this action takes place is called the ionization voltage and the process of breaking away of electrons from an
atom by the collision or impact of other
electrons is called ionization.

If the filament temperature or voltage in a tube is too high, ionization
will be greatly increased and will be
noticeable by a blue glow in the tube.
This blue glow is caused by ionization
due to the collisions of electrons with
atoms. When ionization takes place
under such conditions there is an ex-

Current
Flow

Electron
Flow

cessive flow of thermionic current, this
current being visible as the blue glow
The movement or flow of electrons
is always toward a positively charged

body or toward a point of higher po
tential. That is, the electron flow is

Electron Flow and

Current Flow.
from negative to positive. Since elecIrons are themselves negative, they are attracted to and flow toward
the positive or high voltage points. Before the electron theory was
so widely accepted the convention was adopted which says the electric current flows from a positive -point to a negative point in a circuit. Therefore, we find the electron flow from negative to positive
and the current flow from positive to negative.
See also Tube, Action of.

ELECTROSTATIC.-Electricity may exist either in motion

or at rest. Electricity in motion, either as an electric current or as
a magnetic field, is studied under the names of induction and of
electromagnetism. Electricity existing as a stationary charge, as it

exists on the plates of a charged condenser, is studied under the
name of electrostatics. Therefore, any action or effect that is
associated with stationary charges of electricity is called an electrostatic or a capacitive action or effect. Any action or effect associated with the electric current is called an inductive or an electromagnetic action or effect.

An electrostatic field, such as that existing between the plates

ELECTROSTATIC CAPACITY

of a condenser and extending through the dielectric, is a stationary

It exists between the positive charge of one plate and the
negative charge on the other plate. The two charges are always
of opposite polarity and of equal quantity. The electrostatic field
is between stationary charges of electricity.
Whenever the word electrostatic is used it refers to effects, to
causes or to conditions having to do with condensers or with the
field.

capacitive effect between conductors.

ELECTROSTATIC CAPACITY.-See Capacity.
ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE.-See Charge.
ELECTROSTATIC COUPLING.-See Coupling, Capacitive.
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD.-See Field, Electrostatic.
ELECTROSTATIC INDUCTION.-See Induction, Electrostatic.

ELECTROSTATIC STRAIN.-See Strain.
ELECTROSTATIC STRESS.-See Stress.
ELIMINATOR, BATTERY.-See Power Unit.
ELIMINATOR, INTERFERENCE.-See Trap, Wave.
ELIMINATOR, STATIC. ---See Static.

ELONGATION FACTOR OF COIL.-See Coil,

tance of.

Induc-

E. M. F.-An abbreviation for electromotive force. See Electra -

motive Force.

EMISSION, FILAMENT.-See Tube, Filament Emission of.
ENAMELLED WIRE.-See Wire, Enamelled.
ENERGY.-The ability to do work is called energy. While
energy implies the ability or power to do work, this energy may not
be in use but simply held available for use. There are many forms
of energy such as electrical energy, mechanical energy, chemical
energy, etc.

Kinetic energy is any form of energy contained in a body by
virtue of the body's motion. The amount of kinetic energy contained in the body depends on its size and weight, also on its speed
or velocity of !notion. Thus a baseball thrown with speed contains
more kinetic energy than is contained in a light feather dropping
slowly through the air.
Potential energy is the energy contained in a body because of the
body's position, shape, etc. Thus, a coiled spring contains potential
energy because of its shape, a suspended weight contains potential
energy because of its being held up in the air. If the spring is
allowed to uncoil, its energy changes to kinetic energy and likewise if the weight is allowed to drop its energy changes from potential to kinetic energy. The magnetic field about a coil contains kinetic energy, the charge on the plates of a condenser is a
form of potential energy.

ENERGY, TRANSFER OF.-Sec Coupling.

EQUALIZING CONDENSER

EQUALIZING CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Balancing.
EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE.-See Resistance, Equivalent.

ETHER.-It is supposed that all space is Idled with a medium

called the ether. The ether is not itself a material thing and therefore exists everywhere, even when the space is occupied by solids.
liquids or anything else. The existence of the ether has not been

proven, but by supposing it to exist explanations of many peculiar
actions are made easier.
Radio waves and electromagnetic waves traveling through space
with the speed of light are said to travel in the ether. Wave motion
in radio is assumed to consist of movements or strains set up in the
ether. A wave consists of alternating compressions and rarefactions passing through the ether. See Radiation.

EVACUATION OF TUBE.-See Tube, Manufacture of.
EXCITATION, SHOCK.-See Selectivity.
EXCITER.-See Oscillator.

F
f.-The symbol for frequency. See Frequency.
FACTOR.-See Coefficient.

FACTOR, POWER.-The power in a direct current circuit is
measured in watts, one watt being equal to one volt pressure with
one ampere flow. Therefore, the number of watts of power is equal
to the number of volts multiplied by the number of amperes.
The actual power in watts in an alternating current circuit may be measured by a wattmeter. The apparent power may be calculated by multiplying
the number of volts by the number of amperes. The apparent power in any
alternating circuit, except a resonant circuit, is greater than the actual power.

The ratio of the actual power to the apparent power or the actual power

divided by the apparent power is the power factor of the circuit. Multiplying

the volt-amperes or apparent power by the power factor will give as a

result the actual power. This power factor may lie anywhere between zero
and one. The power factor is equal also to the resistance of the circuit
divided by the impedance of the circuit.
Dielectric power factor is a measure of the losses in a dielectric which arc
due to the volume leakage current and the dielectric hysteresis. In a condenser
it is equal to the resistance divided by the capacitive reactance.

FADING.-When listening to a distant station the volume of

the signal as heard from the receiver may suddenly begin to diminish
and within a minute or less may have almost disappeared. No
amount of readjusting the controls of the receiver will again bring
back the signals when they have thus grown weak. Then, within

the next minute or so the original volume may reappear and grow
even louder than before; all this without a single thing about the
receiver having been changed in the meanwhile. This action is
called fading.
There is no explanation of fading which can be proven positively
correct. However, there is a very interesting theory which seems
to account for all of the freakishness of fading.

The action of the sun's rays produces an effect on the air which

is called ionization. Ionized air is'a conductor of electricity whereas
ordinary air is an insulator. It seems that there is a layer of ionized

air well up above the earth's surface. Radio waves will not go
through this layer but. when they strike it they are reflected back
toward the earth in much the same way as light rays would be
reflected back from a mirror. Of course, this ionized layer, called
the "Heaviside" layer, is not smooth like a mirror but seems to
roll and toss like waves of the ocean.
Radio signals or impulses sent out from the aerial of a broadcasting or transmitting station start out in every direction after
leaving the aerial. They go east, west, north and south, also up
and down. The waves that travel down are stopped by the earth,
which is a conductor. That is to say, the waves do not penetrate
the earth for any great distance. The waves that start out horizontally are absorbed by the atmosphere and various objects and

FADING
grow weaker and weaker as the distance from the transmitter increases.

The waves that travel upward continue until they strike the
Heaviside layer and many of them are then reflected back toward
the earth. Under some conditions the radio waves seem to slide
along on the Heaviside layer for a tremendous distance before being
reflected back to the earth. The signals coming to an antenna are
a combination of those that travel directly through the atmosphere
and those which have gone up to the Heaviside layer and have been
reflected back.

In the daytime, clue to the sunlight, the waves which go up in

the air are absorbed and do not return and the only signals received
are those called ground signals which come direct. But, at night
both the ground wave and the wave from above come to a receiver
which is comparatively near a transmitter, say within one hundred
fifty to two hundred miles. It is evident that the signals which have
gone up to the Heaviside layer and have then been reflected back
have traveled a greater distance than those coming direct from the
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Effect of Heaviside Layer on Fading.

Consequently the reflected signals may arrive just a
later than those coming direct. The combination may be

transmitter.
little

such that the two waves balance each other out because the positive
alternations of one arrive with the negative alternations of the other.
A shifting of the position or surface of the Heaviside layer will
change this relation and signals may again be heard. This seems
to be the most reasonable explanation of fading so far made. When
at such a great distance from the transmitter that no ground wave
is received fading is caused by movement of the Heaviside layer.
1 he reflected waves are sometimes concentrated quite strongly and
again are reflected hardly at all toward the antenna.
Fading is worst around 250 meters wavelength. Below this wavelength it
is nut so bad and above 400 meters there is very little fading and what does
occur is not so pronounced as at low wavelengths. When within about one
hundred fifty miles of a broadcaster the greater part of the signal strength
is provided by the ground wave, both day and night, and fading is practically
absent.

Beyond this distance signals arc received from the reflected wave more
Than from the ground wave and fading will take place, There is a certain
distance from a broadcasting station where fading is worst for that one station.
This distance generally runs between one hundred twenty-five and one hundred

FAHRENHEIT THERMOMETER SCALE
seventy-five miles. The signals from that one station will be received better

at greater distances and also at less distances but there will be a band of
comparatively dead spots forming a ring around the transmitter at some
critical mileage.

The critical mileage is sometimes called the skip distance.

Fading is noticed at night on distant reception because at night the overhead wave provides most of the signal strength from the distant stations,

little coming from the ground wave. In the daytime the ground wave provides

much of the strength and this part of the wave is not affected by fading.
The worst fading of all seems to occur at sunrise in the morning and again

at sunset in the evening.

Fading does not depend to any great extent upon the transmitter, the

receiver, the weather, or anything under human control. When a signal fades

there is nothing to be done about it until conditions change.
The following conclusions were drawn from tests on fading conducted by
the Bureau of Standards and the American Radio Relay I.eague. A changing
barometer at the transmitting station does not affect the fading. The fading
is greater when transmission takes place up or down the barometric gradient,
although there seems to be no difference between transmission of signals travel-

ing up and those traveling down. Waves which travel along the isobars or
lines of equal barometric pressure produce stronger signals than waves crossing the lines. The same conclusions apply to transmission across and in line
with the isotherms or lines of equal temperature. Best transmission is had
when the signals can travel with a line of some one temperature.
It was concluded that clouds at the transmitting station have no effect on
fading. Generally cloudy weather at and between the transmitter and receiver seems to increase the fading above the amount in clear weather. Clouds
at the receiving station seem to cause stronger signals. When the signals are
weak the fading is found to be slow and quite had. Nearby wire lines were
found to have no effect on fading.

FAHRENHEIT THERMOMETER SCALE.-See Tem-

perature, Scales of.

FARAD.-The farad is the unit of measurement of electrical
capacity. A condenser of one farad capacity would be of such size

that a current of one ampere might flow into its plates for one

second in charging the condenser to a pressure of one volt. A one
farad condenser would be of tremendous proportions. Were the

plates separated about three -eighths of an inch, with air for a
dielectric, the two plates of this one farad condenser would each
cover about three and four -tenths Square miles. The practical units

of capacity as used in radio work are the microfarad, which is

equal to one millionth of a farad, and the micro-microfarad which
is equal to one -millionth of a microfarad or the one -millionth part
of a millionth of a farad.

FEEDBACK.-A transfer of energy from the plate circuit or
output circuit of a vacuum tube back to the grid circuit or input
of that same tube is called a feedback. Also, a passage of energy
from any part of one stage of amplification to any part of the preceding stage or any other previous stage in a receiver is called a
feedback. Feedbacks may take place from the parts of a receiver
into the antenna of that receiver.
Regeneration is one form of feedback which is useful in radio. But an
undesired feedback may so strengthen the impulses in the grid circuit of a
tube as to cause local oscillations in the tube's circuits. Controlled feedbacks are useful while uncontrolled feedbacks are harmful.

FIBRE
Feedbacks may take place through any form of coupling, they may take
[dace through condensers, through stray capacities or through the internal ca-

iaciiies of tubes; also through the electromagnetic couplings of coils or the
windings of transformers and chokes. Feedbacks may take place through
amplifying resistances or through the resistance of wiring and batteries.
Since the power in the output circuit is much greater than the power
in an input circuit of a vacuum tube used as an amplifier, it is easier for
this power to feed backward than for the desired forward progression to take
place.

See also Regeneration, Action and Principle of and Oscillation.

FIBRE.-Fibre is a hard, tough material made from paper and

cellulose, compressed and dried into sheets, rods and tubes.

This

is called vulcanized fibre and comes as red fibre, black fibre or
natural gray fibre according to the coloring matter that is added.
Fibre absorbs moisture and upon drying it warps badly.
The dielectric constant of fibres ranges between 5.0 and 8.0. Its dielectric
strength varies between 200 and 400 volts per thousandth of an inch thick-

ness, consequently it is a good insulator. Fibre is an undesirable and altogether

poor material to use in radio receiver construction as may be gathered from
the fact that its phase angle difference is from three to five degrees.
Coils are sometimes wound on fibre tubing and spiderweb coils arc often
wound on flat fibre forms. Fibre is sometimes used for supports and for
bushings. All of this indicates the cheapest and least efficient type of construction.

FIELD, ELECTROSTATIC.-Between any two electrically
charged bodies there exist lines of electric force which form an

electrostatic field between the two charged bodies. Any two bodies

Positive Plate
//egg ti ve Plate
FIG. I.-Electrostatic Field between Condenser Plates.

Fie. 2.-Electrostatic Field
of u Coil Winding.

between which there is a difference of voltage are charged with
reference to each other. The body at the higher voltage or positive
voltage carries a positive charge and the one at the lower or negative
voltage carries a negative charge. The space between them is placed

Ftc. 3.-Electrostatic Field between Wires.

under a dielectric strain. Any insulating substance in this space
forms a dielectric and the two bodies are then in effect the plates of

a condenser.

The electrostatic field between two plates of a condenser is indicated by

the arrows representing electrostatic lines of force in Fig. 1 The direction of

FIELD, MAGNETIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
these lines of force is assumed to be from the positively charged body to the
negatively charged body.
In Fig. 2 is shown a cross section cut through the winding of a coil. If
current is flowing through the coil there will be a drop in voltage from one
turn to the next one. The wires forming the turns have therefore a voltage
difference between them and electrostatic lines of force form small electrostatic
fields between the turns.
Fig. 3 shows two wires which run parallel to each other through a part of
their length. Assuming that the two wires arc at different voltages there
will be an electrostatic field between them as indicated by the arrows.

FIELD, MAGNETIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC.--

The space in which are found the lines of force of a magnet is
called the field of the magnet. If this field is produced by an

electromagnet it is called an electromagnetic field, while if produced
by a steel magnet or a permanent magnet it is called a magnetic
field. There is no difference in the lines or in their action whether
the field is produced by a permanent magnet or an electromagnet.
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1.-Electromagnetic Field Lines around a Conductor.

FIG.

A conductor through which is flowing an electric current is surrounded by circular lines of force which whirl around the conductor
as a center. These lines of force always travel around the con-

ductor in one direction relative to the direction of current flow
through the conductor as shown in Fig. 1. If the current flow is
reversed through the conductor, the direction of the lines of force is
also reversed.
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2.-Electromagnetic Field around a Solenoid or Coil.

Should the conductor he made into a coil as shown in Figs. 2 and
3 the lines of force will not make complete circles around the turns
of the conductor, but will pass completely through the coil, which
is now a solenoid, and will then return in the other direction around
the outside of the coil.

If a piece of iron be placed within the solenoid the lines of
force that were traveling inside the coil will travel through the iron

FIELD, STRAY AND CONFINED

in the direction shown in Fig. 4, making the iron a magnet whose
polarity corresponds to the direction in which current flows through

the conductor. This combination of an iron core and a coil is
called an electromagnet. The strength of the electromagnet depends on the number of amperes flowing through the coil and on
the number of turns of the conductor around the iron core.
To produce a strong magnetic effect in iron or steel, the conductor
is wound around the metal. The lines of force then go through the
metal, called the core, and their direction through the core depends
on the direction of current flow through the conductor and on the
direction in which it is wound around the core.
The core of an electromagnet is made from soft iron, usually in
thin sheets or lengths of wire in place of in a solid piece. Such a
magnet retains its magnetism only as long as current flows through
its winding. A small amount of magnetism remains in the core, no
matter .how soft the iron may be, and this remaining magnetism is
called residual magnetism.
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Fic...1.-Elcctromagnetic Lines of
Force around a Helix.

Fa:. 4.-An Electromagnet
with Its Field.

Every roil through which flows an electric current has around it an elecThe coil may be wound around an iron core, it may be
wound on an insulating tube, or it may be wound in the air; but the magnetic
field exists nevertheless as long as current flows in the coil. The field rises
out of the coil as the current starts, the field becomes stronger as the current
becomes stronger, and then as the current drops away, the field lines of force
shrink and recede back into nothing as the current stops. This action is
called electromagnetic induction. See Induction, Electromagnetic. The same
action takes place around any wire or other conductor in which current
tromagnetic field.

flows.

FIELD, STRAY AND CONFINED.-A stray field is either
an electromagnetic or an electrostatic field which extends out to a
considerable distance from its source of origin in a conductor carrying current or in conductors at different voltages. The stray field
may interfere with the action of other parts of the receiver.
A confined field is an electromagnetic or an electrostatic field
which is closely confined within a coil carrying current or between
the plates of a charged condenser. Confined electromagnetic fields
are. such as found in closed field coils described under the heading
C_od, Closed Field Type. Confined fields of any kind are dosed

FILAMENT

FILAMENT.-See Tube, Design of and Tube, Filament Cur-

rent Supply for.

FILAMENT BATTERY.-See Battery, A.
FILAMENT CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Filament.

FILAMENT CONTROL JACK.-See Jacks and Jack

Switches, Types of.

FILAMENT CURRENT.-See Current, Filament.
FILAMENT CURRENT SUPPLY.-See Power Unit, Fila-

ment Current Types of.

FILAMENT EMISSION.-See Tube, Filament Emission of.
FILAMENT OF TUBE.-See Tube, Filament Materials for.
FILAMENT RHEOSTAT.-See Rheostat, also Resistor, Fifa-

111Clit Control.

FILAMENT VOLTAGE.-See Tube, Filament Current Sup-

ply for.

FILAMENT VOLTAGE, EFFECT IN TUBE.-See Tube,

Characteristics of.

FILAMENT VOLTMETER-See Meters, Ampere and Volt.
FILES.-See Tools.
FILTER-A filter is a combination of condensers and coils that
will separate direct current from alternating current or that will

separate alternating current of one frequency from alternating current of a different frequency.
--
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FIG. 1.-Three Water Circuits with One Common Tank.
It is possible to have a number of different currents flowing in the same
wire at the same time. Onc wire or conductor may be
common to almost any
number of currents and may carry a part of many different
electric
cuits at the same time. This is illustrated by the water circuit in Fig.cir-1.

Here is a large overhead tank partially

filled

with water and having six

openings from the bottom. The centrifugal pump sends a steady flow of water
in one direction through its pipe connections
and the tank.
reciprocating pump sends water first one way and then the other throughThe
piping and
the tank. The pulsating pump sends water always in the sameits
direction but
in short pulses through its piping and the tank.

FILTER
All of the water circuits enter, pass through and leave the tank which is

common to them all. Vet outside of the tank these circuits of the three
pumps are separate and distinct.
In Fig. 2 are shown electric circuits similar to the water circuits of Fig. I.
The direct current generator sends a steady flow of electricity through its
wiring connections and the common conductor. The alternator forces electricity
first one way then the other through its wiring and the common conductor.

The rectifier sends a pulsating direct current through its wiring and the
common conductor. All of these electric circuits enter, pass through and
leave the common conductor.

Between points a and b in the common conductor of Fig. 2 we find
Between 1) and C we find both direct and alternating

only direct current.

current at the same time. Between c and d we have all three kinds of current.

From d to e there is alternating current and aLso pulsating direct current.
And between e and / there is only alternating current.

One side or one part of any number of electric circuits may he
completed through one common wire or other conductor. It is the

purpose of a filter to separate these currents at any desired point
and to direct each of them separately into the conductors or wires

Ftc. 2.-Three Electric Circuits with a Common Return.

through which we desire to have them flow and to keep them out
of other wires or conductors.

A filter used to separate direct current and alternating current

operates because of two facts. First, direct current will not pass
through a condenser while alternating current will pass through a
condenser. Second, direct current will pass freely through the windings of a coil while the same windings will offer opposition or reactance to the passage of alternating current through them.
Take the case shown in Fig. 3. Here, in the wire at the left, we

have both direct current and alternating current coming along
through the same wire. Then this wire divides, one part being

connected to a condenser, the other to a choke coil. The dielectric
which is between the plates of the condenser is an insulator as far
as the direct current is concerned and the direct current cannot get
through the condenser. But the direct current can pass through the

winding of the choke coil with only the ohmic resistance of the

FILTER

wire to hinder its

flow.

So the direct current takes the path

through the choke coil and avoids the path through the condenser.
But when the alternating current starts through the choke coil
its alternations set up a strong electromagnetic field around the
coil and the counter electromotive force set up in the coil windings
so opposes the alternating current that it finds great difficulty in
getting through. The condenser, if of large enough capacity, offers
little opposition or reactance to the alternating current passing

Condense r

<

RC

1 1

--).0C
FIG. 3.-Filter Separation of Alternating Current from Direct Current.

right on through it. This is explained under the heading Con-

denser, Action of. So the alternating current takes the path through
the condenser and avoids the path through the choke coil. At the

right hand side of Fig. 3 the two kinds of current have been separated, each going its own way.
While it is of great advantage to be able to separate direct and
alternating currents it is of equal importance to be able to separate

Small condenser wah
,great reactance

Current`

Current

Large condenser- little reactance
Fro. 4.-Effect of Large and Small Filter Condensers on Alternating Currents.

an alternating current of one frequency from an alternating current
of a higher or a lower frequency when both frequencies are originally flowing in the same wire.
For separating different frequencies use is made of several rather
peculiar properties of coils and of condensers.
In Fig. 4 an alternating current is shown passing through two condensers.
one of small capacity, the other of large capacity. The condenser of small
capacity offers a great reactance or opposition to any alternating current.

FILTER
The voltage or amplitude of any alternating current is reduced and the flow
of current is reduced by a condenser of small capacity placed in a circuit.
At the bottom of Fig. 4 is shown the effect of a condenser of large capacity
on an alternating current. The greater the capacity of a condenser, the less
reactance or opposition it offers to any alternating current, consequently but
little reduction in current is caused by the large condenser.

In Fig. S arc two alternating currents passing through the same capacity

or same condenser. One current is of high frequency, the other of low fre-

quency. The high frequency current passes through the condenser with little

freyuency current

the reactance

Low fre9uency current- great reactance.
5.-Effect of Filter Condensers on High and Low Frequencies.
reduction either in its amplitude or current flow. The condenser has little
reactance or opposition to a high frequency current.

At the bottom of Fig. 5 is shown the effect of the low frequency current
meeting the same condenser or capacity in its circuit. Now the current is
greatly reduced. Any given size or capacity of condenser has greater reactance
to low frequencies than to high frequencies. Thus it is possible to choose condensers which offer either large reactance or small reactance to alternating currents.

Small znoluctance-141//e reactance.

Large thcluaidl7ce- great reactance
6.-Effect of Filter Inductances on Alternating Currents.
Now to consider the effect

inductance as obtained in coils on the flow
of alternating currents. At theoftop
of Fig. 6 is shown an alternating current
passing through a coil of small inductance. As may be seen, such a coil offers
little reactance or opposition to the current, which passes through without
much loss of voltage or amperage.

Should the amount of inductance be increased, as at the bottom of Fig. 6,
and the same alternating current brought to the coil, there would be a great
reduction of voltage and amperage because of the greater reactance of the
larger inductance in the coil.

FILTER
Fig. 7 shows the effect of a given inductance on alternating currents of

different frequencits. At the top is a current of high frequency trying to
pass through the inductance coil. The coil has a large reactance to the high

frequency and the flow of current is greatly reduced.
At the bottom of Fig. 7 is shown a low frequency current passing through
the same inductance. Here we find but little reactance and the low frequency
current passes with but small loss through the same inductance that nearly
stopped the current of high frequency. So we may choose inductances or
coils which offer either little reactance or great reactance to the flow of alter.
eating currents of various frequencies.

MO frequency current - great reactance

Low frequency current - little reacZance
Fin. 7.-Effect of Filter Inductances on High and Low Frequencies.

The facts brought out in the foregoing examination of capacities
and inductances in their effects on alternating currents of high and
low frequencies are summarized in the following table:
Amount of Opposition to
Alternating Currents

At High

At Low

Frequency

Frequency

Little

Great

Large

\'cry Little

Little

Small

Little

Very little

Large

Great

Moderate

Small

Condenser capacity

.

Coil Inductance

In addition to the effects produced by condensers and coils when
used separately from each other, there are other valuable and useful
effects to be secured by using capacities and inductances together.
In Fig. 8 are shown the effects to be secured by employing series
resonance and by employing parallel resonance.
At the left in Fig. 8 the circuit carries an inductance coil and a condenser
The combination of inductance and capacity will, at some
certain frequency, become resonant or "tuned" to that frequency. In the con-

connected in series.

FILTER
&don of series resonance the reactance of the circuit drops to the lowest pos<Ude value.

In fact, the opposition to current flow which is caused by the

reactance of the coil and the condenser is completely balanced out and

nothing remains to hold back the current except the ohmic resistance of the
conductors.

At the right in Fig. 8 the coil and the condenser, the inductance and the
capacity, have been connected in parallel with each other and the combination
is placed in series with the rest of the circuit. Just as before, the combination
of inductance and capacity will be resonant at some certain frequency. But
now, in place of series resonance reducing the reactance we have parallel resonance increasing the reactance to an enormous extent. In fact the reactance in
the circuit becomes so high that currents of this particular resonant frequency
are practically stopped from passing through at all.

Series

Pc7rc7/ie

Lessens reactance

Increases reactance

Fa:. 8.-Effects of Series Resonance and Parallel Resonance in Filters.

Kinds of Filters.-Filters may be made to do almost anything
in the way of passing or rejecting different frequencies of alternating current. Four principal types are in common use. These are;
low pass filters, high pass filters, band pass filters and band exclusion filters. The purpose of each is shown in Fig. 9.
At the left of Fig. 9 the shaded square is supposed to represent
a great number of different frequencies from low frequencies at the
bottom to high frequencies at the top of the square.
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V
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FIG. 9.-Typcs of Filters.

A low pass filter will allow the low frequencies to pass through
the circuit but will oppose high frequencies.
A high pass filter will allow the higher frequencies to pass through
the circuit but will oppose the lower frequencies.
A band pass filter will allow certain frequencies to pass through
but will oppose frequencies which arc either lower or higher than
the band that the filter is designed to pass.

A band exclusion filter opposes certain frequencies but allows

passage through the circuit of all frequencies which are either higher
or lower than the band which the filter is designed to exclude.

FILTER
Low pass and high pass filters are used for the prevention of some
kinds of interference and arc also used in power units for supplying filament and plate current to receivers. Band pass filters are
the basis of tuned radio frequency amplifier circuits and are used in
the absorption type of wave traps. Band exclusion filters are used
in the impedance type of wave traps.
Action of Filters.-Circuits generally consist of two sides and
are composed of two conductors or wires which are called the line.
As shown in Fig. 10 the line comes from the source and, after passing through the filter, goes on to the other devices in which the
current is to be used.
Filter units are made up of coils, of condensers, or of both coils
and condensers working together. A filter unit connected into the
line may be called a line unit as in the diagram. The purpose of
any unit in the line is to pass or encourage the flow of the desired

Line aint
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!hut
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10.-Connection of Filter Units in Circuit. Desired Frequencies in Full
Line Arrows; Unwanted Frequencies in Broken Line Arrows.

frequencies and it may also resist or hold back the unwanted frequencies as indicated by the full -line and broken -line arrows in

Fig. 10.
Many types of filters also employ coils, condensers, or both coils
and condensers connected between the two sides of the line. Units
so connected may be called bypass units. Their purpose is to bypass
or to turn the unwanted frequencies back to the source without letting them go on with the current to he used. Another purpose of
bypass units may be to oppose the flow of the desired frequencies
so that they are forced on through the line, this also being indicated
in Fig. 10.
In the types of filters to be shown it will be sufficient to illustrate the

action by showing only one line unit and one bypass unit in most cases. However, it should be understood that the effectiveness of any filter will be improved if duplicates of line units are inserted in both sides of the line as in
Fig. 11. Additional bypass units may also be connected as shown. The complete filter may be followed by another set of units exactly like the first set,
thus further increasing the effectiveness of the whole device. This is shown at

the right hand side of Fig. 11.

FILTER, BAND EXCLUSION TYPE
The capacity of bypass condensers is generally between one-half
microfarad and two microfarads, although much larger capacities
are often employed in the filters for power Eupply units and for
special filters of various kinds. See Condenser, Fixed.

11.-Filters Composed of Multiple Line Lnits and Bypass Units.

In the design of general purpose filters the reactance of the chokes
is more than double that of the condensers. The ratio of condenser
reactance to choke reactance usually runs between 1/10 and 1/50.
See Coil, Choke; Condenser, Bypass; Power Unit; and Interference.

FILTER, BAND EXCLUSION TYPE.-The purpose of a

band exclusion filter is to oppose the flow of certain frequencies in
a circuit while allowing the flow of frequencies both above and below
the excluded band.
To prevent the passage of the unwanted frequency a coil and condenser in

parallel with each other are placed in the line as shown at the left of the
diagram.

The inductance and capacity are of such values that the combination
remmant at the frequency to be excluded and this resonant condition offers
great opposition to this frequency. Other frequencies flow through easily.

Bypass
Line Lintz"

anit

Filter

Band Exclusion Filter Units.
In the center of the diagram is shown a bypass unit consisting of a coil and a
condenser in series with each other. The inductance of the coil and the
capacity of the condenser are so selected that the combination is resonant at
the frequency to be excluded from the main circuit. Therefore, at this frequency the bypass offers the lowest possible opposition to current flow and the
unwanted frequencies go back through the bypass to the source, being thus
prevented from going on through the filtered circuit.

At the right is shown the combination of line unit and bypass unit for

the complete band exclusion filter. These units may be used in both sides of
the line or may be repeated.

FILTER, BAND PASS TYPE.-The purpose of a band pass

filter is to allow the entrance into a circuit of only a certain frequency or a narrow band of frequencies, excluding all frequencies
either greater or less than those wanted.

FILTER, HIGH PASS TYPE
The combination of a coil and a condenser in series with each other will be
resonant at a certain frequency. Thu inductance of the coil and the capacity
of the condenser are selected so that they are resonant at the frequency to b -e
passed through the circuit. Their reactance will then he least at this frequency and will be high at all other frequencies.
In the center of the diagram is shown the bypass unit for a band pass filter.
This unit consists of a coil and condenser in parallel with each other. The

F-

Line Onct
Rand Pass Filter Units.
inductance of the coil and the capacity of the condenser arc selected so that
the combination is resonant at the desired frequency. The combination forms
a case of parallel resonance which offers the greatest possible opposition to
flow of current at the resonant frequency. Consequently this frequency is rejected by the bypass unit and is forced on through the circuit. All other frequencies, however, go back to the source through the bypass which offers little
opposition to frequencies other than the one at which it is resonant.
At the right hand side of the diagram is shown the combination of line unit
and bypass unit to form a complete band pass filter. These units may he re
peated to increase the effectiveness of the filter.

FILTER, HIGH PASS TYPE.-A high pass filter is designed
to allow all frequencies above a certain point to flow in a circuit
and to prevent the flow of all frequencies below this point. A condenser will pass currents of high frequency much easier than currents of low frequency. A condenser is inserted in the line as
shown at the left in the diagram, the capacity of this condenser
being selected of such value as to allow passage of frequencies above

the desired cut-off point and to hinder the flow of frequencies
below this point.

Line Unit

Bypdss

Filter

High Pass Filter Units.

In a high pass filter it is desired to return all frequencies lower than the

critical point to the source and to accomplish this an inductance coil is used for
a bypass as shown at the center of the diagram. An inductance will allow comparatively free flow of low frequencies through it while offering great opposition
to higher frequencies. The inductance of this coil is of such value that it carries
off the frequencies below the cut-off point, but rejects the higher frequencies
which are thus forced to pass on through the circuit.
The combination of a line condenser and a bypass coil to form a high pass

filter is shown at the right. As with all other filters, these units may he repeated. Since the cut-off points of coils and condensers with respect to frequency are not sharply defined it is necessary to build a high pass filter of
repeated units if it is to be reasonably effective in its work.

FILTER, LOW PASS TYPE

FILTER, LOW PASS TYPE.-A low pass filter is used to

allow all frequencies below a certain value to pass into a circuit
while rejecting or turning back all higher frequencies. An inductance coil inserted in the line, as at the left hand side of the diagram, will allow low frequencies to pass through. it with comparative
ease while offering much greater opposition to high frequencies.

-70 EL..9)-Line Uni t

filter
IBypass
Low Pass Filter Units

In order to turn the undesired high frequencies back to the source a condenser may be used as a bypass as shown in the center. The capacity of a
condenser may be selected of such value that it offers little reactance or opposition to frequencies above a certain value, yet greatly impedes the flow of
lower frequencies through it. Such a condenser is used for low pass filters.

At the right hand side of the diagram is shown the combination of a coil
line unit and a condenser bypass unit, making a low pass filter. The inductance of the coil holds hack the higher frequencies, which are bypassed through
the condenser. The condenser rejects the lower frequencies, which are allowed
to pass through the coil to the circuit.
The cut-off points of coils and condensers are not at all sharp with reference
to passing or rejecting certain frequencies, therefore a low pass filter should
hr made up of a number of similar units as shown at the right.

FILTER, STATIC.-See Static.
FILTER, WAVE.-See Trap, Wave.
FINDER, DIRECTION.-See Compass, Radio.
FIRE INSURANCE RULES.-See Rules, Underwriters'.
FIXED CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Fixed.
FIXED COUPLER.-See Coupler, Fixed Type.
FIXED RHEOSTAT.-See Resistor, Filament Control.
FLASHING OF FILAMENT.-See Tube, Restoration of;
also Tube, Ilanufacture of.
FLAT TOP ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Forms of.
FLEMING VALVE.-A two -element vacuum tube used as a
detector. See Tube, Rectifying Types of.

FLUX, DENSITY OF.-See Iron and Steel.
FLUX, DIELECTRIC.-It is considered that when the plates

of a condenser are charged with a certain quantity of electricity an

equal quantity of electricity is displaced or moved through the dielectric which is between the plates of the condenser. This electricity that is displaced in the dielectric is called the dielectric flux.
See Current, Displacement.

FLUX, ELECTROMAGNETIC.-The magnetism

flows in

which

a magnetic circuit and forms the field of the magnet or

coil is called the electromagnetic flux. The flux consists of the lines
of force. See Field, Magnetic and Electromagnetic.

FLUX, LEAKAGE

FLUX, LEAKAGE.-In an electromagnetic circuit a part of
the lines of force do not completely encircle all of the turns of the
magnet coil. The part of the flux which is not useful in producing
linkage is called the leakage flux.

FLUX, SOLDERING.-See Soldering.
FOIL, SHIELDING.-See Shielding.
FORCED ALTERNATION.-See Current, Alternating.
FORCED OSCILLATION.-See Selectivity.
FORM, COIL WINDING.-See Coil, Design.
FORMICA.-See Phenol Compounds.
FOUCAULT CURRENT.-See Current, Eddy.
FOUR -CIRCUIT RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Four -Circuit.
FOUR -ELEMENT TUBE.-See Tube, Four -Element Type.
FRAME ANTENNA.-Another name for a loop antenna. See

Loop.

FRAME, RECEIVER-In many of the more modern types
of receivers all of the units arc carried upon a strong metallic framework which is called the receiver frame.
This framework is generally made up of cast brackets of alumi-

num or of brass. Provision is made for supporting a sub -panel at
some distance above the bottom of the cabinet when a sub -panel is
included in the receiver's design. Otherwise the framework is built
so that tuning condensers mount solidly in the framework and
tuning coils may be supported at convenient points for proper connection into their circuits. The framework always carries the front
panel which may be of metal or of some dielectric material. With
all of the parts mounted on the frame a complete receiver is formed
and this receiver may then be handled as a unit.

FREE ALTERNATIONS.-See Current, Alternating.
FREE GRID VOLTAGE.-See Tube, Characteristics of.
FREE OSCILLATION.-See Oscillation.
FREQUENCY.-The number of complete cycles that occur

during one second in an alternating current is called the frequency
of the current. A cycle includes the time between the rise of the
current from zero to maximum in one polarity, its fall to zero, rise
to maximum in the other polarity, and return again to zero. See
Cycle.
Various frequencies are used in radio. Audible frequencies lie between 16
and 15,000 cycles per second. Broadcasting transmission frequencies or carrier
wave frequencies vary from 550,000 cycles to 1,500,000 cycles. Visible light

rays arc measured in hundreds of trillions of cycles per second. The frequency
of X-rays is far higher than that of the visible light rays.
The frequencies employed in various kinds of radio service are given under
the heading Channtls, Radio.
FREQUENCY, AUDIO.-Audio frequencies include all of

the frequencies of vibration of sound waves which can be heard by
the human ear. The lowest audible frequency is around 16 cycles
per second while the highest audible frequency is somewhat higher
than 10,000 cycles per second. The parts of a radio receiver whirl

FREQUENCY, BEAT

handle and amplify these audible frequencies are called the audio
frequency parts of the receiver. Audio frequency is generally abbreviated "A. F." See also Sound.
FREQUENCY, BEAT.-See Beats, Formation of.
FREQUENCY CHANGER.-See Changer, Frequency.

FREQUENCY, CRYSTAL CONTROL OF.-See Crystal,

Frequency Control hy.

FREQUENCY, FUNDAMENTAL.-All radio circuits con-

tain inductance and capacity. An antenna circuit contains the
capacity of the antenna and the inductance of the antenna as well
as the inductance of any coil connected in this circuit. All coils
have inductance but have within themselves distributed capacity as
well as inductance.

Any combination of inductance and capacity forms a resonant
circuit at some frequency. No matter how small the inductance nor
how small the capacity there will be a frequency, although it may

be a high one, at which they form a resonant circuit. The frequency at which the natural inductance and capacity in any circuit
or any unit are resonant is called the fundamental frequency. Another name for fundamental frequency is natural frequency. The
fundamental or natural frequency is the frequency at which the
unit or circuit is resonant without making any adjustments or
intentional changes either in the capacity or the inductance and
without adding either external inductances or external capacities.

FREQUENCY, FUNDAMENTAL OF ANTENNA.-See

Antenna, Fundamental Frequency of.

FREQUENCY, GROUP.-The number of sets or groups of

waves passing in one second is called the group frequency.

The
number of groups per second is usually low enough so that the group
frequency is an audio frequency or the frequency of an interrupted
continuous wave.

FREQUENCY, HIGH.-The terms high frequency and low

frequency have a relative value qnly. Compared with the 60 -cycle

frequency ordinarily used in house lighting and power circuits a
frequency of 500 cycles is considered to be a high frequency. Compared with a broadcasting frequency of perhaps 1,000,000 cycles

per second a frequency of 15,000,000 cycles per second used in
amateur radio is a high frequency. The radio frequency currents
are often called high frequency currents while the audio frequency
currents are classed as low frequency currents.

FREQUENCY, INTERMEDIATE.-In between audio and

radio frequencies.

See Receiver, Superheterodyne.

FREQUENCY, LOW.-See Frequency, High.
FREQUENCY, MEASUREMENT OF.-See Meters, Fre-

quency, Signal Frequency 31easurement with.

FREQUENCY, METERS FOR.-See Meters, Frequency.

FREQUENCY, NATURAL.-See Frequency, Fundamental.
FREQUENCY, RADIO.-Radio frequencies include all of the

FREQUENCY, RADIO

frequencies of radio waves which are used for the transmission of
radio signals through space. These frequencies range from between
90,000 and 100,000 cycles per second in long wave transmission
up to 400,000,000 or more cycles per second used in some kinds of

amateur transmission.

See Channels, Radio.

The parts of a radio receiver which take these frequencies from
the waves coming through space, amplify them and deliver them

to a detector tube, are called the radio frequency parts of a receiver.

Radio frequency is generally abbreviated "R. F."

FREQUENCY, REACTANCE AFFECTED BY.-See Re-

actance.

FREQUENCY, RESONANT. Any circuit in which arc found
inductance and capacity will combine its inductive reactance with
its capacitive reactance so that the two balance out at some certain
frequency, leaving only the ohmic resistance in the circuit. The
frequency at which this balancing of the two reactances takes place
is the resonant frequency for that circuit with its particular values
of inductance and capacity. See Resonance.
A tuned circuit in a radio receiver has either its capacity or its
inductance adjusted so that their reactances balance out and make
the circuit resonant at the frequency which is to be received and to
which the circuit is tuned. See Resonance, Inductance -Capacity
Values for.

FREQUENCY, SUM.-See Beats, Formation of.

FREQUENCY, WAVELENGTH RELATION TO.-See

Wavelength, Frequency Relation to.

FULL WAVE RECTIFIER.-See Rectifier, Full Wave.
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY.-See Frequency, Funda-

mental.

FUNDAMENTAL WAVELENGTH.-See Antenna, Fun-

damental Frequency of.

FUSES AND PROTECTIVE DEVICES.-When using

batteries as a source of filament voltage and of plate voltage for the

tubes in a receiver there is coniderable danger that the voltage

of the plate battery will be accidentally applied to the filament circuit. The result will be an instantaneous burning out of the filaments in all tubes connected to circuits receiving this abnormally
high voltage. Of course it is not the voltage that causes the filaments to burn out but is the greatly increased flow of current or
increase in the number of amperes that pass through the filaments
under the effect of the high voltage.
Various forms of fuses have been made for attachment to the
filament circuits of vacuum tubes in such a way that any abnormal
increase of voltage would immediately cause burning out of the
fuse, this resulting in opening the filament circuit and protecting
the filaments themselves. It is quite difficult to make a fuse which
will be burned out by the increase of amperage which is sufficient
to destroy a tube's filament.

FUSES AND PROTECTIVE DEVICES
A satisfactory method of preventing tube burnouts which might be caused
B -battery voltage is shown in the illustration. The line from the negative
terminal of the B -battery to the receiver is detached from its terminal on the
receiver. This line is then connected to one side of any ordinary 25 -watt lamp
bulb such as used for house lighting on 110 -volt circuits. A wire is then run
from the other side of this lamp to the receiver terminal from which the negative B -battery wire was removed. Such a lamp will not pass a current of snore
than one -quarter ampere unless the B -battery is in excess of 100 volts. This
quarter -ampere, which is the maximum allowed in the B -battery circuit by the
lamp, is not sufficient to burn out the filaments of ordinary quarter -ampere
vacuum tubes. A lamp of this size will not protect three -volt tubes which are
used with dry cells for filament batteries or A -batteries since such tubes
require only six hundredths of an ampere through their filaments.

Incandescent Lamp for Protecting Tube Filaments.
When using this scheme it is essential to connect a bypass condenser of at
least one microfarad capacity between the B -battery terminals on the receiver.
This prevents forcing the high frequency currents through the resistance of the
Limp. The bypass must be connected at the receiver as shown and not across
the terminals of the batteries because it is necessary that the bypass include
both the battery and the lamp.

When using plate power units rather than batteries for the plate
voltage there is little or no danger of burning out the filaments of
the tubes. Most plate power supply units will not deliver more
than one -tenth of an ampere under any conditions and this small
current is far below the amount which will burn out a tube filament. Filament power units deliver enough current to burn out
a tube.

Protection against power line voltages when using certain types
of battery chargers may be had by the use of a condenser in the
grounded circuit of the receiver as described under Ground, Receiver.

G

G. g.-The symbols for conductance measured in mhos. See Conductance.

GALENA.-See Detector, Crystal.
GALVANOMETER.-An instrument which will measure or
indicate the presence of very small electric currents is called a galvanometer.

GANG CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Multiple.
GANG CONTROL.-See Control, Single.
GANG SOCKET.-See Socket, Receiver.
GASEOUS DETECTOR-See Tube, Detector Types of.

GASEOUS RECTIFIER.-See Power Unit.
GAUGE, WIRE.-See TVire, Copper.

GENERATOR, HIGH FREQUENCY.-See Oscillator.
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTANCES.-See Distances, Geo-

graphical.

GEOMETRIC.-A series of numbers which increase in value
according to the same factor used as a multiplier in each case is
called a geometric series. For example, the numbers 9, 18 and 36
form a geometric series because each number is multiplied by 2 to
form the next number in the series. The geometric ratio of two
numbers is the quotient obtained by dividing one number by the
other. For example, the ratio of 3 to 4 is three -fourths.

GERMAN SILVER.-See Silver, Nickel.
GLASS.-The dielectric constant of plate glass may run as low
as 3.0 while the dielectric constant of ordinary window glass may
be found as high as 8.0. The dielectric constant of glass classed as
heat resisting is generally between 5.0 and 6.0.
Glass is a desirable insulator from the standpoint of radio losses, having a
phase angle difference in plate glass of around 0.55 degree and as low as 030
degree in some types of heat resisting Wass. The dielectric strength of glass as
an insulator runs from 150 to 300 volts per thousandth of an inch thickness.

GLASS, DRILLING OF.-See Drilling.
GOLD.-Gold is a metal which is practically unaffected by moisture, by heat or by the common acids and alkalies. Gold is very
soft when pure and is alloyed with copper or silver before being
used in commercial work. The electrical resistance of gold is about
1.15 times that of copper.
Because of the fact that gold does not corrode or oxidize it is often used as
the plating of copper wire in radio frequency work. Gold plated wire may be
left bare of insulation, thus doing away with any of the losses due to insulating
materials around the conductor

GONIOMETER.-This is one form of direction finder or radio
It employs two loops set with their planes at right angles
and mounted in a fixed position, that is, so that they do not rotate.
Each of the loops is tuned with a condenser, the two condensers
compass.

GONIOMETER

Each loop is connected to two
coils, the two for each loop being in series
4'Fi.reo/
with each other and the loop. The four
Loops
coils for the two loops are arranged in the
form of a square as shown by the drawing.

being operated by one control.

Within the square is a small pickup coil
which is connected to the input circuit of
This pickup coil may be
a receiver.
rotated until the weakest signal is indicated by the receiver. The coil is attached to a compass dial and its position
with reference to the dial indicator shows

from which direction the signal is coming.

GRAINING, PANEL.-The smooth

polished surface of any panel material may
be given a dull, satiny appearance by
graining. The panel surface is cleaned

and the sheet laid flat on a solid surface.
A block of wood three or four inches long

is prepared by attaching a pad of

felt

about one -quarter inch thick to one side. Principle of the Coniometer.
Over the felt is placed a sheet of number 0000 sandpaper. The
panel surface is rubbed in one direction and in straight lines with
the sandpaper backed with the felt pad. A few minute& rubbing
will produce the desired finish.

GRAM.-Sec Metric System.
GRAPH.-A graph, or as it is often called a curve, is a simple
and easy method of showing how a change made in one thing will
affect some other thing. Graphs may be used to show the relation
between any two values or quantities, not only in radio work but
in everyday life. For instance, a graph or curve might be drawn
showing the relation between the weight of a loaf of bread and its
size in cubic inches. Many graphs are made which show changes
of business conditions with reference to months of the year.
A large number of graphs arc shown under the heading Tube, Character.
These graphs show the relation between various factors which affect
the performance of the tube in its work of amplification, detection, modulation
or oscillation. Two variable quantities arc always considered in laying out
any one curve on a graph. If more than two quantities or conditions arc to
be considered, two or more curves are shown. A single graph may show
several different relations between quantities and these quantities may or may
not be related to one another. Referring to the article mentioned, graphs may
be examined in which are shown the effects of grid voltages on plate current,
of plate voltages on plate current, of plate voltages on internal resistance and
011(5 of.

many others.

The graph is laid out on two scales, one vertical and the other horizontal.

The horizontal distances are laid off on lines called abscissas and the vertical
distances arc laid off on lines called ordinates. Which of the values arc placed

on the abscissas and which on the ordinates is a matter of convenience or of
adaptability of the graph sheet being used. The elementary principles governing the use of graphs in radio work are explained in the following pages.

GRAPH

A graph consists of a sheet which is ruled off in squares by vertical
and horizontal lines. Fig. 1 shows the general plan of all graphs.

A square is divided into four equal parts by a vertical line and a
horizontal line intersecting at the center of the square. The center
of the square is considered to be of zero value or quantity. If it is

desired to show increases these increases arc shown above the horizontal line or to the right of the vertical line. Decreases in value or

quantity are shown below the horizontal line or at the left of the
vertical line. In Fig. 1 arrows pointing toward plus signs indicate
positive values or increases while arrows pointing toward minus

signs indicate negative values or decreases.
Curves which show increases or positive values use only the upper
right hand quarter of the complete square. This upper right hand
quarter is shown enlarged and off by itself in Fig. 2. The zero
point is now in the lower left hand corner and moving away from
zero, either horizontally or vertically, shows an increase in whatever
quantity is being considered.
To show the use of graphs several curves will be developed showing the relations between the number of turns of wire required on

a tuning coil and the diameter of the coil or the capacity of the
condenser with which the coil is used. These values will be found
written out in the table showing the turns required on tuning coils
using number 20 double silk covered wire under the heading Coil,
Tuning, Sizes Required for. For convenience this table is repeated
below:

Condenser
Capacity
in Mids.
.00025
.0003
.00035
.0005
.001

Diameter of Coil Winding
2"

2"

ni"

3',

3j4,,

lli"

41,

ISO
128
113

108
93
82
62
39

96

86

80

74

69

76
65

67

83
73-

66

61

58

56

51

35

32

47
30

45
28

84
48

58
52

10
25

Supposing it is desired to show the relation between the number of turns
required and the diameter of the coil in inches. That is, we arc going to show
how the diameter of the coil affects the number of turns required. The graph

will be laid out as in Fig. 3 with zero for both the number of turns and the

diameter of the coil in the lower left hand corner. It will be convenient to use
the vertical scale to indicate the number of turns on the coil and to use the
horizontal scale to show the diameter of the coil. There is no reason why this
could not be reversed and the coil diameter shown by the vertical scale with
the number of turnson the horizontal scale.
It will be necessary to divide the vertical scale so that the greatest number
of turns will come within the range of the scale. Lspection of the table shows
ISO to be the highest number that must be handled. There arc nine divisions
in the vertical scale of the graph and if each division is assumed to represent
20 turns of winding the highest number, or ISO, will come below the top of

GRAPH
the vertical scale. Consequently the vertical scale is laid off, 20, 40, 60, etc.
The horizontal scale must accommodate the greatest diameter to be considInspection of the table shows this to be four inches. It is found that the
ered.

horizontal scale, like the vertical, has nine divisions. H two divisions are
allowed to represent one inch of coil diameter the greatest diameter, four
.4
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3.-Laying Out the Points for a Graph.
inches, will be included on the horizontal scale. Therefore, each second division is marked off to represent one inch. The intermediate divisions will then

present half inches of coil diameter. We are now ready to lay out the curve.
We will assume that it is desired to show the number of turns required
for various diameters when using a .00025 microfarad tuning condenser.

GRAPH
This will take in all of the values shown in the top line of the table. A coil
two inches in diameter is found to require 150 turns, therefore a small circle
is made at the intersection of the vertical line representing two inches and a

horizontal position that would represent 150 turns. This circle is marked .4.
Following the table it is seen that a two and one-half inch diameter requires 108 turns, so another circle marked IS is placed at the intersection of
the two and one-half inch line and a horizontal line that would indicate 108
turns. The next value, 96 turns for two and three-quarter inches, is marked
off by a third circle at the proper intersection. All of the remaining values

are marked with small circles until 67 turns is indicated as the number for

the four -inch coil. This makes a series of circles whose positions represent all
of the relationships given in the top line of the table.
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4.-Drawing in tie Curves and Determining an Intermediate Value for a
Graph.

It might also be desired to show the number of turns required when using
a .001 microfarad condenser, these values being shown in the bottom line of
the table. When more than one curve is to be drawn on a single graph it
is customary to lay off the points for one by using small circles, the points
for a second by using small crosses, the points for a third by dots, and so on,
the idea being to distinguish the points which apply to each curve,
In Fig. 4 the points laid out on Fig. 3 have been joined by curves drawn
through them. It will be noticed that in place of drawing straight lines from
the center of one point to the center of the next, a smooth curve of gradual

slope is drawn so that it passes as nearly as possible through each of the
points. It is assumed that the changing relation between coil diameter and
number of turns is gradual and not as might be represented by a jagged line.
It will often be found that one or more of the points are not exactly cut by
the curve but this is neglected.

GRAPH

One of the most useful features of such curves is that they allow
intermediate values, not shown in the table, to be determined very
closely. As an example; suppose it is desired to know the number

of turns required for a coil 2YI inches in diameter used with a
.00025 condenser, this being a value not given by the table. An
examination of the upper curve in Fig. 4 will give the number.

Following upward on a vertical line from the VA inch position, it is
found that this line cuts the curve opposite the point for 125 turns.
That is, following across to the vertical scale for number of turns

from the intersection of the vertical line for VA inch diameter

.)
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Fro. S.-Graph Showing Condenser Capacity and Number of Turns.

brings us to a point on this vertical scale that. represents 125 turns,
which is the actual number required.
A person using the table alone might quite naturally suppose that the number
of turns for 24 inch diameter would be midway between the numbers for 2
inches and for 2'4. inches diameter. But this would not be correct because
the difference between 150 turns (for 2 -inch diameter) and 125 turns as found
for 21A -inch diameter is 25, yet the difference between 125 turns and 108 turas
(for 2.1.:; -inch diameter) is not 25 but is only 17. Curves are used to avoid
the necessity of many long and difficult calculations because they show the
results instantly and with much less chance of error than by using the slower

methods of calculation.

GRAPHITE

The graphs so far used have been laid off in squares, but graphs
may be laid off in any kind of rectangles or oblongs as well as
squares. This is brought out in Fig. S. Here it is assumed that

we wish to learn the relation between the number of turns required
on a coil of given diameter and the capacity of the tuning condenser
used with the coil.
Referring again to the table, it is found that the largest condenser

capacity to be considered is .001 microfarad while the smallest
capacity is .00025 microfarad. The curve of Fig. 5 is laid out to

show the effect of changing the condenser capacity with a coil two
inches in diameter. The vertical scale is again laid off to take
care of the maximum number of turns on a two-inch coil, this being
shown as 150 turns in the table.
It is not necessary that the lower left hand corner of the graph, or that any
other part of the graph show zero value. It is only necessary that the total
width and height of the graph take in the whole range of values to be considered. On the horizontal scale it is then necessary to include capacities
between .001 and .00025, but it is not necessary to go either above or below
these capacities. Therefore the horizontal scale starts in with .001 micro farad near the left hand side and goes only a little ways beyond .00025 microfarad at the right.
From the table it is found that a .001 microfarad condenser calls for 43
turns. Therefore, a point is marked on the graph at the intersection of the
lines for .001 capacity and for 43 turns. The .0005 condenser calls for 84 turns
so the second point is laid off at the intersection of .0005 microfarad capacity

and 84 turns. This is continued for all other values given by the table. A
smooth curve drawn through all these points shows the relation between the
number of turns required on a coil of given diameter and the capacity of the
tuning condenser.

Here again it is possible to learn values that arc not given in the table

from which the graph of Fig. 5 was prepared. Supposing a tuning condenser
of .0004 microfarad capacity were available. Following up on the vertical
line from this capacity to its intersection with the curve, and then from this
intersection over to the scale for number of turns required it is seen that the
two-inch diameter coil with the .0004 microfarad capacity condenser would
need about 102 turns.
Curves arc of the greatest value in all work such as done in radio and since
they arc really so simple and easy to. understand they form one of the best
possible ways of showing effects and causes in their relation to one another.

GRAPHITE.-See Carbon.
GREEK ALPHABET.-See Symbols.
GRID.-See Tube, Action of; also Tube, Design of.
GRID BIAS.-See Bias, Grid.
GRID CIRCUIT.-See Circuit,, Grid.
GRID CONDENSER.-Sec Detector, with Grid Condenser

and Leak.

GRID CURRENT.-See Current, Grid; also Tube, Character-

istics of.

GRID CURRENT RECTIFICATION.-See Detector, with

Grid Condenser and Leak.

GRID LEAK.-See Detector, with Grid Condenser and Leak;

also Leak, Grid.

GRID MODULATION

GRID MODULATION.-See Modulation.
GRID -PLATE CAPACITY.-See Tube, Capacities, Internal.
GRID RESISTANCE.-See Tube, Input Resistance and Impedance of.

GRID RETURN.-See Circuit, Grid; Return, Grid and Bias,

Grid.

GRID VARIOMETER.-See Regeneration, Methods of Ob-

taining.

GRID VOLTAGE, EFFECT IN TUBE.-See Tubc, Char-

acteristics of.

GRID WINDING.-See Winding, Grid.
GRIMES RECEIVER-One type of reflex receiver. See Re Principles of.

GROUND, RECEIVER-It is often found that. a receiver

connected to an antenna that has been constructed with high regard

for all the rules is connected to a ground that is little better than
nothing at all. The signals are received by both antenna and
ground, which act together as the upper and lower plates of a
condenser with the air between them for a dielectric. Nobody
would think of using a tuning condenser with half of its plates perfectly built and insulated and with the other half thrown together
in any kind of a haphazard way. Yet this is just what is being
done when a receiver is connected between an excellent antenna
and a defective ground.

The plates of any condenser must be made of a conductor.

Therefore, the ground plate of the antenna condenser must be a
conductor. Dry earth is not a good conductor. So the ground

connection must be carried down to soil that is always moist. There
are various ways of accomplishing this.
The most commonly used of all methods is to connect the ground
lead to a cold water pipe as in Fig. 1. This generally forms an excellent ground because the water pipes run down .deep under the
surface and soil around them is generally moist because of leakage
from the pipes themselves. If a water meter is in the system, the
ground connection should be made on the street side of the meter.
This is to avoid the resistance of any joints in the meter. For a
similar reason, to avoid joint resistance, the ground connection
should not be made to hot water pipes, to a radiator or to gas pipes.
If no water piping is available a song pipe or metal rod may be driven Into
the ground until its lower end is at least five or six feet below the surface.
ALo a metal plate of any kind may be buried in moist earth as in Fig. 2.
Before either the pipe or the plate is put in place, a spot on its surface is
thoroughly cleaned and one end of the ground lead is soldered to it.
Twenty or thirty feet of bare wire may be laid in the bed of a convenient
small stream or lowered into a well. A cistern built inside of a building is
often insulated by its own construction and a wire or plate put into a cistern
Wray not make a ground connection.
Nothing will tell what available method may make the most effective ground,
therefore, it is best to try everything within reach, retaining the connection

that gives the best reception under all conditions.

All conditions are men-

GROUND, RECEIVER
tioncd because ground that is moist in the winter and spring may become dry
during the summer and fall seasons. If no connection to permanently moist
earth can be secured it will be best to build a counterpoise. See Counterpoise,
Ground Lead.-The connection from the ground binding post

of the receiver to the pipe, plate or other object used for the ground
itself is called the ground lead. Its importance is comparable with
the importance of the antenna lead-in. Both must be given careful
consideration.

The ground lead should, first of all, be as short as possible. It
should be made of insulated copper wire, not smaller than number
14 gauge. Larger wire is still better. Every joint, from the receiver
to the ground or the ground clamp, must be soldered and soldered
well.
When making connections to cold water pipes and to other large bodies of
metal it is not possible to solder the end of a ground lead directly to the pipe

or metal because the large surface will carry the heat away faster than the
soldering iron can apply it. This difficulty is overcome by using a ground
clamp.

Frc.

Watcr Pipe
Receiver Ground.

Fro. 2.-Buried Metal Plate
for Receiver Ground.

A ground clamp should be sturdily made. It must have provision for
making a permanently tight metallic connection with the pipe to which it is
attached. As a general rule this kind of a contact is secured by providing the
ground clamp with a pointed screw or corrugated grip that is made to dig
into the metal of the pipe or other object so that all dirt is forced out and
kept out.
The end of the ground lead must be soldered, not screwed or clamped. to
the ground clamp. Ground clamps must always be used when a connection is
made in damp locations where corrosion js sure to affect any kind of a joint

except one that is properly soldered.

Ground Condenser.-Danger of accidental burning out of tube

filaments may be greatly reduced by connecting a fixed condenser
of one microfarad capacity between the ground terminal of the receiver and any wires in the receiver which would normally connect

directly to the ground terminal. Any receiver may be thus re-

modeled by disconnecting all wires attached to the ground terminal,
connecting one side of the condenser to this terminal and then connecting the wires to the other side of the condenser as in Fig. 3. A

GROUND, RECEIVER
condenser of such large capacity +ill not affect the tuning in any
way nor will it tend to upset the effect of any balancing scheme
employed.

Without such a condenser in the ground lead it is quite possible
to make a connection from the receiver's filament circuit to the

3.-Connection of Ground Condenser.

power or light circuit of the building should some types of power
supply units be used. With battery chargers utilizing an auto transformer the tube filaments would be burned out should the
receiver switch be turned on with the charger in Operation.

GROUND CLAMP.-See Clamp, Ground.
GROUND SWITCH-See Switch, Grounding.
GUTTA PERCHA.-A natural gum obtained from certain

trees.

It is very similar to rubber in all respects and is used prin-

cipally as insulation for wires and cables.

H

h.-A symbol for henries of inductance.
H. -A symbol for magnetic field intensity.

HACK SAW.-See Tools.
HALF WAVE RECTIFIER.-See Rectifier, Half Wave.

HA M MER.-See Tools.

HARD RUBBER.-See Rubber, Hard.
HARD TUBE.-See Tube, Hard.
HARMONIC.-A harmonic is a frequency which is a multiple
of another frequency. The first frequency is called the fundamental frequency.

A frequency twice as great is called the second
harmonic, one three times as great is the third harmonic, one four
times as great is called the fourth harmonic, and so on.
Starting with a fundamental frequency of 600,000 cycles or 600
kilocycles, for an example, its second harmonic would be 1,200,000
cycles or 1200 kilocycles. Its third harmonic would be three times
the fundamental, or 1800 kilocycles, the fourth harmonic being four
times the fundamental of 2400 kilocycles.
In music, harmonics are desired since they make the tone difference between
two different instruments sounding the same note. A certain note struck on
a piano sounds different from the same note on a violin, yet the fundamental
frequency is the same for both. The piano produces one series of harmonics
along with
fundamental while the violin produces a different series of
harmonics, thus making its note differ from that of the piano. Musical
harmonics are called overtones.
In broadcasting it is desired that the transmitter send out a carrier wave
of a fundamental frequency only. No harmonics arc desired, in fact they arc

very harmful since they too arc transmitted and may be received if sal.

ciently strong. A loosely coupled and properly controlled transmitter will not
emit harmonics.
Taking the series of harmonics of the fundamental frequency of 600 kilocycles mentioned in a foregoing paragraph, it is interesting to trace the
frequencies and wavelengths of the seAral harmonics. The second harmonic
of 1200 kilocycles corresponds to 250 meters wavelength while the fundamental
frequency of 600 kilocycles corresponds to 500 meters wavelength. The third
harmonic of 1800 kilocycles forms a wavelength of 166.6 meters. The fourth

harmonic of 2400 kilocycles is at a wavelength of 125 meters while a fifth
harmonic of 3000 kilocycles would have a wavelength of 100 meters. In

each case the approximate wavelength is found by dividing 300,000,000 by the

frequency in cycles or by dividing 300,000, by the frequency in kilocycles
Sec also Sound.

HEADPHONE.-See Phone, Head.
HEAT.-See Temperature, Scales of.

HEAVISIDE LAYER THEORY.-See Fading.

HELIX.-A coil which is wound in spiral form is called a helix.

See Coil, Solenoid.

HENRY.-The henry is the unit of inductance. If a current
which is changing its flow at the rate of one ampere per second
induces an electromotive force of one volt in a circuit that circuit

HETERODYNE
has an inductance of one henry. The henry is a rather large unit

for use in radio.

The inductance of iron -core coils used in this

work is generally measured in millihenries. A millihenry is the one
thousandth part of a henry. The inductance of air -core radio coils
is generally measured in microhenries. One microhenry is the one
millionth part of a henry.

HETERODYNE.-When currents of two different frequencies

flow in the same circuit they will produce a new frequency which is
equal either to the difference between the first two frequencies or is

equal to the sum of the first two frequencies. When two different
frequencies combine in this way to produce a new frequency they
are said to heterodyne and the new frequency is called a heterodyne
frequency. This is the principle upon which is based the action of
the superheterodyne receiver. See also Beats, Formation of.

HIGH FREQUENCY.-See Frequency, High.

HIGH FREQUENCY BUZZER.-See Oscillator,

Buzzer

Type.

HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENT.-See Current, Iligh Fre-

quency.

HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR.-See Oscillator.

HIGH FREQUENCY RESISTANCE.-See

Resistance,

High Frequency.

HIGH MU TUBE.-See Tube, Amplification of.
HIGH PASS FILTER.-See Filter, IIigh Pass Type.
HONEYCOMB COIL.-See Coil, Honeycomb.
HOOK-UP.-The method of connection between the various
units which compose a radio receiver is called the hook-up of that
receiver. This word is also applied to the diagram of connections
used. The principle upon which the receiver action is based is often
spoken of as the hook-up of the receiver; for example, a Neutrodyne receiver may be said to use a Neutrodyne hook-up.

HORN.-See Speaker, Loud.
HOWLING.-See Noise; also Oscillation.

HYDROMETER-See Battery, Storage Type.
HYSTERESIS.-When current commences to flow around the
wincing of an electromagnet the magnetism and the electromagnetic
field do not appear in their full strength instantaneously but require
a short time to rise from zero to maximum value. When the flow
of current in the winding is stopped the magnetism and the electromagnetic field die away to zero but the speed with which this dying
away takes place is less than the speed with which the magnetism
built up. In other words there is a lag in completely demagnetizing
,the iron core of a magnet. This lag is called magnetic hysteresis.
This lagging is caused by the residual magnetism which remains in
the iron and must be destroyed.
When an alternating electromotive force is applied to a dielectric between
the plates of a condenser there is a lag in the dying away of the electrostatic
field in the dielectric. This action is similar to the lag in the magnetic field of
a magnet, and is called dielectric hysteresis.

I
i.-The symbol for current (instantaneous value) in amperes, etc.

I.-The symbol for electric current or for amperage (effective

value). See Current.
I. C. W.-An abbreviation for interrupted continuous wave.
See Wave, Interrupted Continuous.

IMPACT EXCITATION.-See Selectivity.
IMPEDANCE.-Impedance is the effective resistance or opposition to flow of current in an alternating current circuit when this
circuit contains, in addition to ohmic resistance, inductance, capacity or both. Impedance is measured in ohms. The impedance of

a circuit is the combination of the circuit's reactances and its resistance, but the impedance is not equal to the sum of the reactances
and the resistance, both of which are also measured in ohms.

The total impedance in ohms bears the same relation to ohmic
resistance and reactance that is borne by the hypotenuse of a right
angled triangle to the two sides of the triangle. The square of the
hypotenuse, representing the impedance, is equal to the sum of
the squares of the other two sides which represent respectively the
ohmic resistance and the net reactance.

Relation of Impedance to Reactance and Resistance of a Circuit.

The impedance is equal to the square root of the sums of the squares of
the resistance and the effective reactance. This is shown by the following
formula:

Impedance

V (Ohmic Resistance)'

(Effective Reactance)'

If the circuit contains only resistance and inductance the impedance is found
by using the number of ohms resistance and the number of ohms inductive reactance, in the foregoing formula as shown.

IMPEDANCE, COUPLING BY
If the circuit contains only resistance and capacity the impedance is found
from the ohms of resistance and the ohms of capacitive reactance, these values
being used in the formula.
But if the circuit contains both inductance and capacity in addition to the
resistance it is necessary to first compute the effective reactance of the inductance and capacity together. This net value of the total reactance is then
wed in the foregoing formula.

With both inductance and capacity in a circuit the tendency is for them
to balance each other and the net reactance is the difference between the
two reactances. Ii the inductive reactance is the greater, as is usually the case,

the capacitive reactance is subtracted from it.

If the capacitive reactance is
greater than the inductive reactance then the inductive is subtracted from
the capacitive reactance to obtain the net or effective reactance. See Reactance.

The current in amperes which flows in an alternating current circuit

is

equal to the number of volts divided by the number of ohms impedance, thus:
.Imperes

rag
Impcdance

IMPEDANCE, COUPLING BY.-See Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Impedance Coupled.

IMPEDANCE, MATCHING OF.-Any electrical

device

which produces or delivers power, such as a vacuum tube, will put
forth the greatest effort and will deliver the greatest possible power
when the impedance of whatever unit forms the external load is
at least equal to the internal impedance of the source of power, the
tube in this case.
In the earlier days of radio reception little if any attention was
paid to this subject of matching impedances. The results were manifested in poor performance.
,t

I

pxi

Load

Impedance

in,Ded.e rice

Fin. I.-Impedances of Plate Circuit and of Load.

The principal concern in this matter of matching impedances is to
obtain a balance between the plate impedance of a tube and the
impedance of whatever unit is connected as a load in the external
plate circuit. These impedances are shown in Fig. 1. The plate
of a tube may be connected to any form of coupler such as an
audio frequency transformer, an audio frequency impedance or an
audio frequency resistance coupler. The plate circuit of the tube
may also be connected to a loud speaker, to a pair of headphones or
to a coupling transformer for a loud speaker. In any of these cases
theimpedance of the plate circuit in the tube, measured in ohms,

IMPEDANCE, MATCHING OF

should be equaled or exceeded by the impedance of the coupling
device or speaker.

To attain this object is not quite so easy as it sounds because the
impedance of the winding in any transformer, in any loud speaker,
or in any other unit containing inductance or capacity changes with
every change of frequency. The higher the frequency the higher
becomes the impedance of a transformer, a choke or a speaker in
which inductance is the chief factor in its impedance.
The impedance in the tube is composed principally of the resistance between
plate and filament. In tables of tube characteristics it is the plate resistance
which is usually specified and for the work of matching impedances sufficient

accuracy will be obtained by matching the impedance of the load with the
plate resistance of the tube, both bring measured in ohms. In the following
paragraphs the plate resistance will be spoken of as representing the plate impedance.

The impedance of the external load changes greatly with change of the
frequency being handled but there is comparatively little change of the tube
resistance with change of frequency. Therefore, it is impossible to match the
load impedance with the plate resistance at all frequencies. The parts of the
audio frequency range which arc used the most run between 103 cycles and
3000 cycles. The impedance match may he made at a medium frequency, say
around 1000 to 1200 cycles, and the results at lower and higher frequencies
left to care for themselves. This is the most economical method because it
allows the use of small inductance in the external load but it is not the most
satisfactory.
Better all around results will be had by matching the impedance and resistance at much lower frequencies. This will call for a larger inductance In
whatever unit follows the tube. At higher frequencies the impedance in the
load will then be two, three or four times the resistance of the tube but this
is an advantage rather than a disadvantage.
The plate resistance of a tube is changed by changes in the plate voltage or
B -battery voltage.

For example, a certain amplifying tube has a plate

resistance of 5500 ohms with 135 volts on the plate, while with only 90 volts'
on the plate the resistance rises to 8S00 ohms. It is generally quite easy to
learn from information published by tube manufacturers the resistance of
their various tubes with different plate voltages. Such information is given
under Tube, Amplifying Types of. It is not always easy to learn the impedance of the windings in loud speakers, amplifying transformers and
chokes.

It has just been stated that the impedance of the load should at least equal
the resistance of the tubes. If there is any difference, the load impedance
should be greater than the tube resistance, even up to double the value. Since
the impedance of a speaker, choke or transformer becomes less at lower frequencies it follows that an insufficient amount of impedance causes these units
to lose the low notes. For this reason it is best to use a speaker, choke or
transformer whose impedance is equal to the resistance of the tube at the
frequency of the lowest notes or tones t) be reproduced. Of course, this

would call for an impedance higher than provided in the great majority of
coupling units.

Tube Resistances.-Starting with the smallest vacuum tubes,
those employed with dry batteries for their filament current, we
find plate resistances averaging around 15,000 ohms with 90 volts
on the plate. The storage battery types of amplifying tubes which
use one -quarter ampere for filament current and which were in almost universal use at one time, have an average plate resistance of
around 11,000 to 12,000 ohms with 90 volts applied to the plate.

IMPEDANCE, MATCHING OF
The semi -power tubes, taking one-half ampere of filament current
and operating with storage batteries, as a source of filament supply,
have plate resistances of from 5000 to 9000 ohms with plate voltages
between 160 and 90 volts respectively. More recent types of power
tubes using up to 180 volts on the plate with a high biasing voltage
have a low resistance of around 2000 ohms.

The lower the plate resistance of a tube the greater will be the
flow of current in its plate circuit. The low resistance offers less
opposition to the flow of current and the high plate voltage which
is used in obtaining this low resistance acts to force still more current through the circuit. Dry battery tubes will not deliver more

than five or six thousandths of a watt in power while the tube

having a plate resistance of around 2200 ohms will deliver almost
three-quarters of a watt of power, more than one hundred times as
much as the power obtained from the dry cell tube. Yet many will
try to force a dry cell tube to operate a loud speaker with the same
volume that may he obtained with the best power tubes.

2.-Matching Impedances with Special Transformer.

Regardless of the amount of power in watts that is put out by the tube,
the advantages of this power cannot possibly be obtained unless it is given
something to work upon. The impedance of whatever unit follows the tube
must be high enough to comume almost all the power a tube is capable of
delivering.

In a transformer it is only the power which is used up in the primary that
is passed on into the secondary or the output circuit of the transformer. In
a loud speaker it is only the power which is used up in the windings which
reappears as energy to operate the speaker's diaphragm and produce sound.
li a speaker or a transformer has so little impedance that power is not absorbed, then no energy can reappear.

Coupling Transformers for Loud Speakers.-When imped-

ances of tubes and speakers cannot be properly matched by selection of suitable units, a match may be obtained by using an output
transformer which is designed to have a primary impedance matching the tube resistance and a secondary impedance matching that
of the speaker.
Thus, should it he desired to use a high resistance tube with a
low impedance speaker the coupling transformer between them
would require a high primary impedance and a low secondary im-

IMPEDANCE, PLATE
pedance. In other words, the transformer would have a step-down

voltage ratio as in Fig. 2. The voltage from the secondary would
be less than the voltage into the primary, the power remaining about
the same since power is a product of voltage and current.
If it is necessary to use a low resistance tube with a high imped-

ance speaker the transformer characteristics would have to be reversed. That is to say, the transformer would have a small primary
and a large secondary, thus producing a step-up of voltage and a
reduction of current.
Impedance Match for Detector.-The matching of impedances

is important not only in the output stage of a receiver but in

all

other stages as well. There is almost as much advantage in matching the plate resistance of the detector tube with a proper impedance
in the transformer, choke or coupling resistance which follows the
detector as there is in matching the resistance of the last audio tube
by proper impedance in the loud speaker.

Lowest Ratio
Transformer

Detector Tube
Fie. 3.-High Impedance Couplers Should Follow the Detector for Matching.

Most tubes used as detectors have a high plate resistance. This is due
partly to the fact that the detector tube almost always operates with a low
plate voltage. Furthermore, the detector is not a power tube but is a tube

designed for voltage amplification. The plate resistance of an average detector
tube is in the neighborhood of IO,0400.ohms. Therefore, the detector should
be connected to high impedance, If it is connected to a transformer, this
transformer should have a large primary winding and will probably be a low
ratio unit as in Fig. 3. If the detector is connected to an amplifying choke

or impedance coil this coil should have a large number of turns and consequent high impedance. Likewise, a coupling resistance should be proportionately high when it follows the detector.
Radio Frequency Stages.-The matching of impedances in a

radio frequency amplifier is almost impossible since the primary
circuit of a radio frequency transformer cannot possibly be built
with an impedance even approaching the resistance of the tube
from whose plate circuit it is supplied. This is one of the reasons
why radio frequency amplifiers are so remarkably inefficient.
For methods of comparing impedances see Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

IMPEDANCE, PLATE.-See 7'ube, Output Resistance and

Impedance of.

IMPEDANCE, TUBE

IMPEDANCE, TUBE.-See Tube, Output Resistance and

Impedance of; also Tube, Input Resistance and Impedance of.

IMPULSE.-Any force acting during a short time is called an

For example, a momentary rise of voltage would be called
a voltage impulse.
impulse.

IMPULSE EXCITATION.-See Selectivity.
INDICATOR, RESONANCE.-See Meter, Frequency.
INDOOR ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Indoor Type of.
INDUCTANCE.-Any change of current, either a rise or fall,

in an electric circuit will cause the generation of an electromotive
force or voltage in that circuit or in any nearby circuit. The property of a circuit which enables it to exercise this power is called
inductance. The greater the ability of the circuit to cause voltages
in itself or in neighboring circuits the greater is its inductance.
Inductance is measured in the unit called a henry or in milli henries or microhenries which are respectively the one -thousandth
part and the one -millionth part of a henry. See Coil, Inductance of,
for the factors which affect this property of a circuit and for its
calculation.

Forming a conductor into a coil, turning it back upon itself many
times, greatly increases the inductance. Because of this faculty
of coils they are generally used when it is desired to obtain a maximum of inductance in a minimum of space. A coil used because of
its property of inductance is sometimes called an inductance, although it is more properly called an inductor.
If the inductance in a circuit or in a coil causes the rise and fall of current
to produce a voltage in the same circuit it is called self-inductance. The
voltage produced by self-inductance has a polarity which acts against the
polarity which is causing the flow of current in the circuit. That is, the
voltage of self-inductance or the self-induced voltage opposes the original
voltage in the coil or circuit and thereby opposes the change in flow of current. If the current is increasing, the induced voltage
opposes this increase.
When the current is decreasing the induced voltage opposes the decrease, that

tends to keep the current flowing.

When the inductance in a circuit or a coil produces an electromagnetic field
around the circuit or coil this electroniagnetic field may pass through nearby

circuits or other coils and will cause an electromotive force or voltage to
appear in these nearby circuits. This is called mutual inductance. It is this
property of mutual inductance that is used to obtain coupling between the
primary and secondary windings of transformers. See also Induction,
The inductance of an oscillatory circuit at resonance may be expressed in
terms of the capacity in the circuit and the frequency of resonance. The
formula is as follows:
Inductance

a

(159.17 -1- Frequency)2
Capacity

The inductance is in microhenries, the capacity in microfarads and the
frequency in kilocycles.
Should the inductance be measured in henries, the capacity in farads and
the frequency in
cycles, the formula becomes:

Inductance -

(0.15917

Freqsuncy)2

Capacity

INDUCTANCE, ANTENNA

INDUCTANCE, ANTENNA. --Sec Antenna, Capacity and
Inductance of.

INDUCTANCE, EFFECTIVE.-See Coil, Inductance of.
INDUCTANCE, MATCHING OF IN COILS.-See Oscil-

lator, Radio Frequency, Uscs of.

INDUCTANCE, MEASUREMENT OF.-See

Bridge,

Measurements by; also Meters, Frequeney,.Capacity and Inductance Measurements with.

INDUCTANCE, MUTUAL.-Mutual inductance is the property of a circuit or a coil whereby it is enabled to produce voltage
in another nearby circuit or coil whenever there is a change of current, either a rise or fall, in the first circuit. If the neighboring
circuit is a closed circuit a flow of current will take place in it because of the voltage set up by mutual inductance.

Itralueln
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Mutual Inductance between Two Windings.

The induced voltage is produced in the second circuit or coil
whenever current in the first one starts to flow, ceases to flow,
changes its rate of flow, or changes its direction of flow. It may be
said that any change whatsoever in the current of the first coil
will, by means of mutual inductance, produce a voltage in the second coil. The intensity of the voltage induced depends on and is
proportional to the rate at which current changes take place in the
first coil. The greater the frequency the more rapid is the change
of current and the greater will be the induced voltage. The greater
the amplitude or rise and fall of current in the first coil with a given
frequency the greater will be its rate of change and the higher will
be the induced voltage.
Two coils may be placed with reference to each other so that a part of the
electromagnetic field of one coil passes through or cuts through the conductors
forming the other coil. Then as the electromagnetic held rises and falls, there
is mutual inductance between the coils and they are said to be coupled. Sec
Coupling.

INDUCTANCE, RESONANCE VALUES OF
The value of the mutual inductance is represented by the symbol M. The
mutual inductance, or M, depends upon the size of the two coils, their distance
apart and the angle which their axes make. The value of If is also affected
by the induced voltage. The larger the coils the greater their mutual inductance. The closer they are to each other the greater their mutual inductance.
And the more nearly their axes coincide the greater is the mutual inductance.

The calculation of mutual inductance when taking into account all of the
foregoing factors is rather complicated, involving the use of logarithms to a
considerable extent.

The inductive effect of the two coils on each other is called the coefficient
of coupling and is usually represented by K. The value of K changes as the
coils are moved with reference to each other, whether this movement changes
their distance apart or whether it changes the angle of their axes. The value
of K also depends on the sizes of the two coils, on their diameter and on their
length.

The percentage changes of mutual inductance or coupling between two coils
as they have their axes inclined to each other and also as they arc moved

lengthwise away from each other arc given under the heading, Coupling,
Coefficient of.
See also Induction, Electromagnetic.

INDUCTANCE, RESONANCE VALUES OF.-Sec Res-

onance, Inductance -Capacity, Values for.

INDUCTANCE, SELF -.-The property which is called self-

inductance causes the generation of a second electromotive force or

voltage in any circuit whose current is changing its rate of flow.
The flow of current in the circuit may be starting and then increasing, or it may be decreasing and coming to a stop, or it may be
changing its direction of flow. Of course, there is a voltage being
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Fro, 1.-Effect of Self -Inductance in a Coil.

applied to the circuit in order to cause the flow of current, but the
current itself causes a second and different voltage to appear. The
ability of the circuit to generate this second induced current in it Self is called the circuit's self-inductance or simply its inductance
in most cases. The self-induced voltage is called counter electromotive force.
The induced voltage tries to prevent the current from doing what-

ever it may be doing at the time. If the current is on the increase.

INDUCTANCE, SELF -

the induced voltage tries to hold it back, tries to prevent its inIf the current is already decreasing, then the induced voltage tries to keep it going, tries to keep it from decreasing.
Since self-inductance is an effect that a circuit has upon itself,
crease.

the effect is greatly increased by turning the circuit around and
around on itself; in other words winding the circuit into a coil.
11rhenever self-inductance is desired, coils are used to obtain it in
a lumped form.

Rir Core

Less Inductance

Iron Core

In I d
More Inductance

Fic. 2.-Iron Core for Increase of Self -Inductance.
Inductance in electricity is like inertia or momentum in mechanics. Adding
inductance to an electric circuit is like adding weight to a pendulum; the
weight prolongs the swings of the pendulum and makes them persist, while
the inductance keeps the swings of electric current or the oscillations more
persistent.

The energy which goes into a coil in the form of voltage and current reappears in the form of a magnetic field around the coil. The lines of force
which form this magnetic field travel around through the center of the coil
and the space around the outside of the coil. As soon as these magnetic lines
of force have risen to their maximum they then start to collapse. If but few
of them have been lost in the process and if nearly all collapse back into the
coil, most of the original energy or voltage and current reappears in the windings of the coil.

3.-Inductance Coils in Series.
11 it is cast' for the magnetic lines to travel through the field then there is
little loss and the coil will have great self-inductance. But if there is a great
loss in the magnetic lines while they arc in the field of the coil, then the selfinductance will be reduced.
The difficulty with which magnetic lines of force travel through any substance is called the reluctance of that substance. Reluctance is magnetic resistance. Anything that reduces the reluctince of the magnetic field will increase the inductance of the coil and anything that increases the reluctance of
the field space will decrease the inductance. Iron has only a small fraction of
the reluctance possessed by air, so making the core of the coil from iron as in
Fig. 2 increases the inductance by decreasing the reluctance of the magnetic

path.

INDUCTANCE, SELF Shortening the magnetic path, decreasing the size of the field of the coil,
will also reduce the reluctance and give the coil greater self-inductance.
For the calculation of self-inductance in coils, see Coil, Inductance of.

Inductances in Series and Parallel.-Coils connected in series

as in Fig. 3 simply add their self -inductances together. Three coils,
having inductances of 100, 150 and 200 microhenries, would have a
combined inductance when connected in series of 100 plus 150 plus
200, or 450 microhenries.
This adding together of the inductances of coils in series applies

in the manner just stated -when the coils are so far apart in space

or are placed at such angles with each other that they have no

Should there be magnetic coupling the effect
of the mutual -inductance will be added to the self -inductances and
the total will be greater than the sum of the self -inductances only.
magnetic coupling.

Fm. 4.-Inductance Coils in Parallel.

When coils arc connected in parallel with each other as in Fig. 4 their

combined inductance cannot be found by simply adding the separate inductances. The sum of the reciprocals of the separate inductances is equal to the
reciprocal of the combined inductance. A reciprocal of any number is 1 divided
by that number. The formula is as follows:

;

etc.

17, '

When L, is the total inductance of all coils in parallel, La, Lk, La, etc., are
the separate inductances of the separate coils.
If the separate inductances arc in microhenries, the total will be in micro henries, if the separate inductanct.s are in henries the total will likewise be in
henries.

Again taking the three coils whose separate self -inductances are 100, 150
and 200 microhenries; their combined self-inductance would be found as
follows:

1
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100
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200

=

13
6(.10

The total inductance is then 600/13 microhenries or approximately 46.15
lns,than the smallest separate self-inductance of any one coil.
microhenries, The combined self-inductance of coils in parallel will always be

See also Induction, Electromagnetic.

INDUCTANCE, SWITCH FOR

INDUCTANCE, SWITCH FOR.-See Switch, Tap.
INDUCTANCE, UNITS OF.-The standard unit of inductance, whether of self-inductance or mutual -inductance, is the henry.

One henry is the inductance of a circuit when one volt electromotive force is produced by a current changing at the rate of one ampere per second.
Except for the larger sizes of iron -core coils, the henry is a larger unit than
is convenient to use. Therefore, most radio inductances are measured in milli henries and microlienries. One millihenry is one thousandth of a henry. one
microhenry

is

one millionth of a henry.

INDUCTANCE, VARIOMETER FOR.-See Variantder,
Coupling with.

INDUCTION.-Induction is the action by means of which an

electric force is produced in a conductor by an electric field. The
electric force produced may be an electromotive force or voltage in
a conductor, it may be a charge on a condenser plate or it may he
magnetism in a magnet. The field may be composed of lines of

force about a conductor, of electrostatic lines of force about a

charged body, or of magnetic lines of force about a magnet.
Induction is the act itself while inductance is the ability or property of a circuit to produce induction.

INDUCTION, ELECTROMAGNETIC.-A voltage

and

current may be produced in a conductor whenever it is cut by or is
itself cutting through lines of force which are coming from a mag-

net, from a coil acting as a magnet, or from another conductor.
The act of producing voltage and current in a conductor by any of

these means is called electromagnetic induction.
If the induction is brought about
Inductive Effect
by the magnetic field around a conductor or coil, the voltage and cur aff//
.0711
1!.<7
rent which are induced may be set
///ili/

up either in the conductor or coil

having the field or in any other
nearby conductor or circuit. If the
induced voltage is in the same con-

ductor whose field causes the induction, the action is called selfireaPfied s induction. If the voltage is inEaerg

here

duced in a nearby circuit the action
is called mutual -induction.
Energy Transfer by ElectroWhenever there is any change of
magnetic Induction.
current in a conductor that change
causes lines of force to appear around the conductor. As these
lines arise out of the conductor and fall back into it they, of
course, move. And in moving thus, either through the conductor

itself or through any nearby conductor, they set up an induced
voltage either in the same conductor which is carrying the current changes or in a neighboring conductor. Any movement of

INDUCTION, ELECTROSTATIC

lines of force through a conductor induces a voltage in that conductor.

Naturally enough, the same effect may be secured if the lines of
force stand still and the conductor is moved through them. This
is simply another way of making the lines of force and the conductor cut each other.
The intensity of the induced voltage and current depends on the rate at
which the conductor cuts lines of force or on the rate at which lines of force
cut through the conductor. The cutting of 100,000,000 lines of force in one
second produces an electromotive force of one volt in the conductor.
The direction or polarity of the induced voltage is always such that it
tends to retard or oppose the motion which produces it. This motion may be
of the lines of force through the conductor or may be of the conductor through
the lines of force, but the induced voltage always acts to retard this motion.
See Inductance, Sell-.

Electromagnetic induction is one of the most important actions in the
whole field of practical electricity., whether it is used to set up voltages in a
radio coil or to operate the motors of an electric locomotive.
As utilized in radio receivers, electromagnetic induction may be considered

as the action which produces a voltage and current in one conductor or coil
when there is any change in the amount of current flowing either in the same
circuit or in a nearby circuit.

INDUCTION. ELECTROSTATIC.-If any conductor

is

given a charge of electricity, of static electricity, and is then brought
near another conductor, there will be two equal and opposite charges
induced on the other conductor. On the part of the second conductor which is nearest the first one, there will he induced a charge

of opposite polarity from the first one. And on the part of the
second conductor which is farthest from the first one will be induced a charge of the same polarity as the first charge.

t
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Charge

Charges Produced by Electrostatic Induction.

This is shown in the drawing. The plate is assumed to carry
a positive charge. A metal rod is brought near the plate, but is not
allowed to touch it. Two charges appear on the rod. At the end
nearest the plate is found a negative charge and at the end farthest from the plate is found a positive charge. The positive
charge on the one end of the rod just equals the negative charge on
the other end, although neither will equal the original charge on
the plate.

The like charge or positive charge on the far end of the rod may be removed by touching or connecting the rod to earth for a moment. The
negative charge which was on the end of the rod nearest the plate will now
travel along the rod and distribute itself evenly along the length of the rod.

INDUCTION, MAGNETIC
The positive charge which first appeared on the far end of the rod is called
the repelled charge. The negative charge which remains on the rod after the
removal of the positive charge is called a bound charge. The rod may now be
taken away from the plate and will keep its bound charge until it is neutralized by an equal positive charge from some other source, this retention of the
bound charge being possible provided the rnd is properly insulated.

INDUCTION, MAGNETIC.-When a piece of iron or steel

is brought into a field composed of lines of force the iron or steel
becomes a magnet. If a field or lines of force are caused to pass
through a piece of iron or steel here again the metal Will become
a magnet. This action of producing magnetism in the iron or steel
by the action of lines of force or a magnetic field is called magnetic
induction.

In a transformer the lines of force in the field set up by the

primary winding will magnetize the core by magnetic induction.
Soft iron loses its magnetism as soon as removed from the field or
as soon as the field dies away. Hardened steel retains its magnetism.
Sec also Field, Magnetic and Electromagnetic.

INDUCTIVE COUPLING.-See Coupling, Inductive.
INDUCTIVE FEEDBACK.-See Oscillation.
INDUCTIVE REACTANCE.-See Reactance.
INDUCTOR.-See Coil.
INPUT RESISTANCE.-See Tube, Input Resistance and Im-

pedance of.

INSIDE ANTENNA.-Sec Antenna, Indoor Type.
INSULATION.-Electric voltages and currents are kept within
their proper circuits and are made to follow the desired paths by

the use of insulation around conductors. Any material or substance
used for insulation must be a non-conductor having high resistance
to voltage. The greater its resistance or the higher the voltage required to break through, the better is the material as an insulator.

The insulating ability of such materials is specified in either of

two ways. The insulation resistance is measured by the number
of ohms resistance offered by a piece of the material having a certain size. The dielectric strength is measured by the number of
volts required to force a current through the insulation by breaking
it. down.
Many kinds of insulation arc described under their respective headings, the
following being the principal ones so treated:
Air

Porcelain

Fibre
Paper

Mica

Glass

Wood

Quart:

Rubber
Waxes, Insulaling
Cloth, Insulating
Oils, Insulating

Insulation resistance is of two kinds; volume resistance or resistance to

passage of voltage through the mass of the substance, and surface resistance
or the resistance measured across the surface or across a film of the substance.

The dielectric strength or voltage required for breakdown is affected by heat,
becoming less as the temperature increases; by the length of time the impressed
voltage continues, becoming less with increase of time; and by the frequency
of the applied voltage, becoming less as the frequency increases. As a general

INSULATION, MOULDED AND LAMINATED
rule the insulator will have greater dielectric strength if it is made up of a
large number of thin layers or laminations. See also St rengt is, Dielectric.

INSULATION, MOULDED AND LAMINATED.-Very

few of the materials used as insulators in radio work are employed
in their natural state. Most of them are compounds of different

substances treated under heat and pressure and with the aid of
chemical reactions while they are moulded into desired shapes or
while they are built up in layers or laminations to form sheets.
Many kinds of raw materials enter into the composition of insulators. Among the more common are phenol base compounds, resins,
shellacs, varnishes, waxes, powdered and sheet mica, clay, wood
flour, rubber, vegetable fibres and asphalt.
The principal insulators used in radio receivers include phenol compounds,

hard rubber, woods, and to some extent fibre. The characteristics of these
materials and of others used for similar purposes arc described under their
respective headings to which reference may be made.
See also Panel,
.Materials for.

INSULATION, RESISTANCE OF.-See Resistance, In-

sulation.

INSULATOR.-Any piece of insulating material which is used
for its insulating properties and often as a support for other parts
at the same time is classed as an insulator in the usual meaning of
the word.

Such use of an insulator calls for high resistance, both volume

and surface.

The volume resistance is taken care of by selecting materials of
high ohmic resistance; glass, porcelain, hard rubber, and the better
grades of moulded and laminated compounds being favored. The
surface insulation is increased by corrugations and by extending
rings or bosses such as seen on antenna insulators and on the insulating spacers of some variable condensers. Any shape which increases the distance measured over the surface between the two ends
of the insulator will increase the surface resistance which is a desirable feature.
Since almost all insulators used aroand receiving equipment must withstand
high frequencies it is important that they have a
satisfactory dielectric
constant and small losses from dielectric absorption and dielectric hysteresis.
Insulators used as supports, such as antenna insulators, must have good
mechanical properties. They must not absorb moisture, they should not be

too brittle, and they should be strong both in tensile strength and compressive strength.

These qualifications are well cared for by porcelain, high

grade moulded materials and glass.

INSULATOR, ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Insulators for.
INSURANCE RULES.-See Rules, Underwriters'.
INTENSIFIER.-See Trap, Wave.
INTERFERENCE.-By interference is meant any kind of an
electrical impulse, other than the desired signal, which may be
heard from the receiver. The kinds of interference to be considered
under this heading arc impulses which come through in spite of a
receiver's having a satisfactory degree of selectivity. Signals from

INTERFERENCE
a broadcasting station whose frequency or wavelength is nearly the
same as the one it is desired to hear are not here treated as interference because a receiver of great enough selectivity might tune
out this unwanted station. Sec Selectivity.
All interference must arise from some electrical cause. By strict
interpretation this definition of interference would include static disturbances.

But static will not be considered here because

it is

given individual treatment under the heading Static.
The bothersome interference may come through the air from the
outside, may come through circuits used for power, light or telephone service, may come from faults in electrical wiring and electrical devices within the building where the receiver is located, or
may arise within the receiver itself. It is first in order to list the
principal causes of all kinds of interference.

Interference coming through the air to the antenna:
Radio telegraph transmitters, either on shipboard or on shore, may emit
a wave so broad and so overpowering that no receiver will tune them
out, They arc heard as the series of rapid dots and dashes that sooner
or later becomes familiar to most broadcast listeners.
The receiving antenna may be close to, or may even run parallel with,
electric power lines. Loud crackling noises will then be picked up whenever these lines are in use.
Discharges of lightning during any kind of electrical storm.
An oscillating receiver operated by some neighbor. Sec Re -radiation.

Interference coming through power, light or telephone circuits
from outside:
Sparking commutators of motors, of oil burners, vacuum cleaners, sewing
machines, or other household devices.
Sputtering arc lamps.
Sparking trolley wheels or third rail shoes.
Heating pads, curling irons, electric irons, and all other devices using electric heat.
Vibrating battery chargers.
Violet ray and X-ray machines.
Power or lightning circuits in which may be found accidental grounds
through trees or guy wires, crackod or dirty insulators, defective switch
contacts, grounded transformer neutrals, etc.

Interference from electrical parts within the
Sparking may be suspected in any electrical device which contains a motor.
Radiation of interference as well as of warmth may be suspected from any
device which uses electricity to produce heat.
Practically all medical and physiological appliances for household use are
likely to cause interference.
Loose connections or contacts anywhere in the house lighting circuit;
this applying to switches, fuses, wall plugs, lamp sockets, and everything
else about the wiring or fixtures.

Apparent interference within the receiver:
Faults of this kind will produce noisy operation. All of the causes and
remedies for noise are treated under the heading Noise.
If interference of the kinds already considered is of considerable strength
and comes from a nearby source it may be picked up by any long leads
between the receiver and batteries.

INTERFERENCE
If the receiver is opLeated from any'kindof a power supply unit attached
to the lighting circuit of the building, disturbances in these circuits may
be carried through into the receiver if the power supply unit has a
faulty nr poorly designed filter system.

Recognizing the Kind of Interference.-It is not sufficient to

simply realize that some kind of interference is spoiling reception.
It is quite necessary to be able to make an intelligent guess as to
the cause of the interference. About the only thing on which such a
guess may be based is the kind of sounds that are heard. Some of
these will now be described although it is rather difficult to describe
some of the sounds that are caused by interference.
A rapid and regular clicking noise which keeps time with the frequency of the power lines may be attributed to vibrating battery
chargers or any other electrical device employing a vibrator.
A rapid whirring noise which rises in pitch immediately after it
starts and then falls in pitch as it comes to a stop may be blamed
to direct current motors using commutators.
An intermittent rasping and scratching noise of varying intensity
may be caused by defective insulators, accidental grounds or loose
contacts in any circuit.
A loud roar which dies out after a few seconds is usually caused
1)2,, the charging of lightning arresters.

A more or less steady and continual crackling comes from arc
lamps, medical devices or any electrical units in which there is a
heating coil.

A rather faint buzzing which lasts for only a few seconds at a

time is generally due to vibrating bells, door bells, telephone bells,
etc.

A violent squeal which rises and falls in pitch when the receiver's
dials or controls are not being touched is caused by a nearby oscillating and radiating receiver. The changes are caused by the operator of the offending receiver because he cannot be satisfied with
his lack of success in tuning and is continually trying to do the impossible by changing his controls.
A loud crashing noise which rises in intensity and finally dies
away alter five or ten seconds is generally caused by trolley cars,
elevated trains or subway trains whose contact wheels or shoes are
sparking.

Rather musical long and short dashes and dots which rise and
in pitch are caused by radio telegraph stations. These are
especially noticeable when tuning at the highest wavelengths.
fall

A steady, rapid, sharp buzzing may be caused by the small motors
used in vacuum cleaners, electric sewing machines, oil burners, etc.
A low pitched, rather soft vibration, continuing as long as the receiver is used is almost always caused by the antenna or ground
lead being near power lines or by the use of an improperly filtered
power supply unit.
A cracking sound which recurs at regular intervals is generally
due to electric sign flashers.

INTERFERENCE

Locating the Position of the Source of Interference.-The

first step in this part of the work is to decide whether the interference is in the receiver, in electrical parts within the building, in
outside power, light or telephone lines, or in the air.
First disconnect the antenna. If the interference continues, disconnect the ground. If it. still continues the fault is in the receiver
itself, unless a power supply unit is being used. Of course, if the
power supply unit were to be disconnected the receiver would no
longer detect nor amplify either interference or signals and nothing
would be gained. If the power supply unit furnishes current for the
filaments only and contains a small storage battery it may be disconnected and the tubes operated from the storage battery for a
short time. Should the interference continue with all possible outside connections removed from the receiver, the methods given under the heading of Noise should be followed.
If the removal of antenna or ground stops the interference the trouble may
have been coming through the air or it may be due to faults in the antenna
or ground. Reconnect both of these and then go over them while the receiver
is in operation; moving and shaking all joints, insulators and supports. If
this procedure has any effect on the interference it indicates that there are
pour connections or poor insulators in the antenna or ground circuits.
To determine whether the interference comes from electrical equipment
within the building, wait until the offending noises arc decidedly noticeable
and then open the main supply switch just inside of the building. This of
course presumes that the receiver is operated from batteries and not from
power supply units. If it is found that the interference may be stopped as
the switch is opened the fault is within the building. The test should he
made by opening the switch while the interference is bad and noting the
result. Noting the effect of closing the switch Ls not so reliable because the
interference may stop while the switch is open and may not start immediately after the switch is closed.
Should it be decided that the interference is in the building, try removing the

fuses or opening the circuit breakers for any branch circuits, handling these
circuits one at a time. Should the interference stop with any one circuit
open, that is the circuit giving the trouble. It is then in order to go over
this line of wiring; tightening all terminal screws, loose wire ends, fuse clips,

switch contacts, service outlet plugs, lamp sockets, lamp bulbs in their sockets,
wall switches, etc.

Interference Coming Through Wiring from Outside.-If

none of the foregoing methods have stopped the interference and
shown it to he in the receiver or within the building, it may be coming through the air to the antenna. The location of the antenna
should be checked and if it runs near to or parallel with any power
lines its position must be changed so'that it is as nearly as possible
at right angles to these lines. Using a shorter antenna or a lower
antenna will help to reduce the effect of the interference although
it will not eliminate it. The effect of the interference may be reduced by connecting a resistance of 50,000 to 100,000 ohms between the antenna binding post and the ground binding post of the
receiver as in Fig. 1. This will bypass most interference of low frequency to ground, but it will also greatly reduce the sensitivity and
distance getting ability of the receiver.

INTERFERENCE
If it is finally decided that the interference is coming from outside the building, either over power lines leading into the building
or through the air to the antenna, it is advisable to attempt cooperation with other listeners in the neighborhood. Inquire of these
neighbors whether they experience the same kind of interference
and enlist their help in tracing it to its source.
Power and light companies, also all other companies using electrical apparatus which may be causing the interference, arc almost without exception
more than glad to help in its removal. This is true because the interference
indicates that something is wrong with their equipment and any faults in the
equipment generally mean a loss of money to its owners.
The interference may be reported to any of these companies. It is necessary to make an intelligent report if anything is to be gained. In writing to
the company or talking with its representatives be prepared to describe as

Receiver Circuits

Fin. 1.-Using Resistance to Reduce Effect of Interference.
well as possible the sound of the interference, its tone or pitch and whether it
ti intermittent or continuous. Make a notation of the exact time down to
the minute at which the interference starts and when it stops. Also make a
note of weather conditions during the time of interference, whether rain was
falling, whether there was a high wind, the temperature and any abnormal

With this information the power company or any other °ream!ation interested will be enabled to trace down the interference and remove
conditions.

Its cause in most cases.

Tracing Interference.-Should it become necessary to locate

the point at which the interference is originating without help from
other listeners this may be done with the help of a reasonably sensitive portable receiver equipped with a loop antenna. The receiver

must he completely self-contained, batteries and all, within its
cabinet. Nothing except the loop may appear outside. The cabinet

INTERFERENCE
must be completely shielded, top, bottom and sides, with no joints
or openings at any point.
A receiver for this work may be of the three -tube regenerative
type, using a detector regenerating with a tickler coil, followed by
two stages of audio frequency amplification. Since headphones will
be used in tracing the interference it is advisable to provide jacks
for the phones so that they may be used either after the detector,

after the first audio stage, or after the second audio stage. This
is done because the sound from the interference may be too loud

for comfort with two stages of audio amplification when the operator
finally comes close to the source of the trouble. It is also possible
to use a portable superheterodyne receiver for this work provided
it is completely shielded and self-contained.

Interference

Loop
Bea

FIG. 2.-Locating Interference with Portable Receiver.

Unless the receiver is light enough to he carried about in the hands it is
best to carry it in an automobile. The receiver is placed in operation and
the tuning controls or regeneration controls arc changed so that the sound
of the interference is loudest. The loop is then rotated until the sound of
the interference is at its maximum volume. The loop is then pointing toward
the interference.

It is almost essential to have some kind of a map of the locality in which
the work is being done. This map may be nothing more than a rough pencil

sketch showing the principal streets but something of the kind should be
used. The position of the portable receiver when the first bearing is made
with the loop should be noted on the map and a short straight line laid ofi
on the map in line with the plane of the loop. This line will then point
toward the interference as in Fig. 2.
The portable receiver is now moved three or four blocks away from the
first position, the loop is again turned until maximum interference is heard,
and a second line is laid off on the map to coincide with this new position
of the loop. A third and fourth hearing may be taken after moving the receiver into new positions each time. The map will now have three or four

INTERFERENCE
hoes on it and if these lines arc extended until they meet or until they come
almost together at a central point the source of interference is at or very near
the place on the map at which all the lines cross.
The receiver should then be taken to this indicated point of trouble and
moved around while the loop is rotated. It will finally be possible to move
the receiver all the way around one location with the loop being continually
changed to point toward the center of this small area around which the receiver is being carried. The cause of the interference is somewhere around this
point. It is then in order to go back to the list of causes of interference given
at the beginning of this section and check over each one as to the possibility
of its being present.

Reducing and Eliminating Interference.-If the interference

is found to be in some electrical device such as a motor, a converter,
a spark coil, a heater, or similar offending unit, various means may

be taken to prevent its further radiation of troublesome waves
through the air or surges through its supply lines. For this purpose use is made of choke coils and bypass condensers, most of
the principles being described under the heading of Filter.

Fir.. 3.-Bypass Condensers
for Preventing Interference from Sparking
Brushes on Motor

4.-Use of Ground and Fuses on
Interference Filter.

All bypass condensers which are used in connection with supply
lines of from 110 to 220 volts must be able to stand one thousand
volts of direct current. Should it be necessary to use bypass condensers in connection with 550 -volt lines two of the thousand -volt

condensers should be connected in series and inserted wherever a
bypass condenser is called for.
Filter circuits used for eliminating interference must contain fuses
which protect the power lines to which they are connected. Two
fuses should be used, one placed in each side of the power line between the filter and the line. The fuses should not be larger than
ten -ampere size unless more than ten amperes of current are used
by the device being handled. Filters for any electrical unit which
uses more than ten amperes of current require special construction
to comply with insurance rules.

INTERFERENCE
Where the interference arises from nothing more serious than a slight sparking between the brushes and commutator of small motors it may be sufficient

to connect a two-microfarad bypass condenser between the brushes of the
motor us shown in Fig. 3. With larger motors, or if the simple bypass con -

Fir.

S.-Handling lnterierence of Vibrators and Flashers.

Iron Pipe

Spark
Plug
Pla9neto Cod to
or transformer ground
6.-Shielding of Ignition Circuits to Prevent Interference.
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7.-Filter Placed between Interfering Device and Power Line.
denser does not eliminate the interference, it may be necessary to use two
condensers across the brushes with a connection made to ground from be,
tween the condensers. This is shown in Fig. 4. This illustration also shows
the installation of protective fuses.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY
Any electrical device using vibrating contacts, such as a vibrating battery
charger, may be handled by the method shown in Fig. 5. A bypass condenser

of at least one microfarad capacity is connected across the contacts and choke
coib are inserted in each side of the supply line. The same method may be
used with sign flasher contacts.

All ignition system such as used for farm light engines or for oil burners
should have its high tension wiring between the spark plug and the magneto,
coil, or transformer shielded by running the wires through an iron pipe which
is grounded. This is shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. S.-Interference Filter with Grounded Center Tap.
A low pass filter as shown in Fig. 7 and constructed according to the
principles laid down under the heading Filter, Low Pass, may be placed between any electrical device which is causing interference and its power line.

In Fig. 8 is shown a form of low pass filter which will often give excellent
Here the disturbance is bypassed to ground through two condensers having the ground lead between them. The disturbance is prevented
from going into the power line by choke coils in each line.
Any kind of filter system must be connected as close to the source of
trouble as possible. The case containing filter chokes and condensers should
be placed right alongside of the device which causes the interference, not four
satisfaction.

or tive feet away.

Choke coils suitable for this work are described under the heading Coil,

Choke.

INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY.-See Receiver, Super-

heterodyne.

INTERNAL CAPACITY OE TUBE.-See Tube, Capacities,

Internal.

INTERNATIONAL CALL LETTERS.-See Letters, Sta-

tion Coll.

INTERSTAGE COUPLING.-See Coupling, Interstage.
INTERSTAGE SHIELDING.-See Shielding.
INVERSE DUPLEX SYSTEM.-See Relic:dug, Principles
of.
ION.-When a molecule is broken up into two parts the parts

arc called ions. One of the ions is minus one electron and therefore
has a positive charge. The other ion is a negative charge. An ion
may consist of one or more atoms of an element. Positive ions are
called cations while negative ions are called anions. The cations

move toward the cathode and the anions move toward the anode.
This action takes place in electrolytes and in gases. See the following: Anode; Cathode, and Electron

IONIC TUBE

IONIC TUBE.-Another name for vacuum tube. See Tube.
IONIZATION BY IMPACT.-Sec F.lectrons.
IONIZATION IN AIR.-In its normal state air is an in-

But when air is acted upon by waves of extremely high
frequency such as some of those found in sunlight, part of the air
molecules are broken up into positive and negative ions. When
this happens the air is no longer an insulator but is a partial consulator.

ductor. It is a conductor of rather high resistance, still it will
transfer electricity. Air that has thus been made a conductor is
said to be ionized.

A body or a layer of ionized air acts very much as a metallic shield when
struck by radio waves. It either refracts, reflects or absorbs the waves. According to the Heaviside layer theory, ionized air accounts for many of the
peculiar behaviors of radio waves, including their transmission around the
curved surface of the earth for great distances and their fading under some
conditions. See Fading. also Radiation.

IONIZATION IN TUBE.-See Tube, Ionization in.
IONIZED LAYER.-See Fading.
IRON AND STEEL.-Since steel is simply one form of iron,

both metals will be discussed together. In considering the metal
iron it must be looked at from two standpoints. First from the
standpoint of its magnetic properties, second from the standpoint
of its conductivity to electric currents or its properties as an ordinary
conductor.

work iron is looked upon as a magnetic material and any

qualities as a conductor which may be possessed by the iron arc
only incidental. Before it is possible to make any intelligent comments upon the performance of iron in magnetic fields it is necessary

to define some of the words and terms used in such a discussion.
Permeability is a measure of the iron's ability to carry magnetic lines of

force. Permeability in magnetic circuits is similar to conductance in electric
circuits. Permeability is generally measured by the ratio of the permeability

of the metal to the permeability of air. The permeability of air is considered
as being equal to one or to unity. See Permeability.
Reluctance is the opposite of permeability. It is similar to electrical resistance. Retentivity is a measure of the ability of iron to resist loss of its
magnetism, to retain some of the lines of force even after the magnetizing
current has been stopped. See Reluctance.
The effect of a magnet winding in producing lines of force in an iron core
is called the magnetizing force. It is measured in ampere -turns per unit
length of winding. Magnetomotive force is a term of similar meaning to
magnetizing force.

Hysteresis is a measure of the power that is lost when iron is magnetized
and demagnetized, it is a measure of the difference between the power applied by the magnetizing coil and the power which may be produced in a coil
when the iron demagnetizes. The amount of magnetomotive force that is
required to fully demagnetize the iron and to completely destroy any residual
magnetism is called the coercive force. See Hysteresis.
The flux density in iron is a measure of the number of lines of force which
are passing through a given area of cross section in the iron.

Various alloying substances are added to iron or steel which is to
he used in magnetic circuits. Carbon decreases the permeability
increases the coercive force and hysteresis losses and also increases

IRON CORE COIL
Silicon, which is often used in
magnetic iron and steel, increases the permeability and reduces the
hysteresis loss. Aluminum has very much the same effect as silicon,
increasing the permeability to a slightly greater degree than silicon.
Tungsten and chronium harden the steel, greatly increasing its
retentivity and making it suitable for permanent magnets.
The permeability of iron and steel is changed but little by moderate increases of temperature but when a temperature around 1,400
degrees Fahrenheit is reached iron becomes non-magnetic.
Ordinary iron and steel suffer from the effects of aging in increasing their hysteresis losses and decreasing their permeability. Silicon
steel is practically non -aging under all ordinary temperatures.
the electrical resistance of the iron.

Cast iron is not a satisfactory material for use in radio work

when considered from the standpoint of magnetic qualities. Malleable iron is slightly better than cast iron. Cast steel is not suitable
when the field strength is changing rapidly. Wrought iron is satis-

factory from the standpoint of permeability but has rather high

hysteresis losses.
It. has been found in laboratory experiments that the desirable magnetic
qualities of iron would be greatly increased were it possible to obtain the iron
by electrolysis and to then melt it in a vacuum. Under such conditions it
has been possible to obtain nearly four times the permeability with but onethird the hysteresis loss of ordinary transformer steel. This is mentioned
simply to show what is possible under ideal conditions.
The electrical resistance of iron is of importance in its effect on eddy currents. The higher the resistance of the iron the less will be the loss in eddy
currents. Silicon steel has advantages in this respect inasmuch as its resistance is about five times that of ordinary iron.
When iron is used in a field produced by a high frequency current its permeability does not change from the value found with low frequencies. It is
fortunate that the great increase of skin effect at high frequencies tends to
reduce eddy current losses far below their value at low frequencies.

IRON CORE COIL.-See Coil, Iron Core Types; also Coil,

Choke.

IRON CORE TRANSFORMER.-Sec Transformer.
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JACKS AND JACK SWITCHES.-Jacks and jack switches
arc devices employed for making various changes in the circuits of
radio receivers. Among the more common uses of these devices are:
Cutting in or cutting out additional stages of audio frequency amplification or radio frequency amplification, operating different combinations of loud speakers and headphones, changing from one antenna to another, control of power supply units, and the insertion
of volt and ampere meters in vacuum tube circuits.

Prongs
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Contacts
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Plug

FIG. 1.-Construction of Jack and Plug.

The general construction of a jack is illustrated in Fig. 1. This
particular type consists of four prongs, two of which are hooked at
their ends. All four prongs carry contact points which are touching

one another, as in Fig. 1. One circuit may thus be completed
through prongs 1 and 2 and another circuit completed through
prongs 3 and 4. The jack is mounted on a panel as shown.
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3
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2.-Plug Inserted in Jack.

At. the right of the jack is shown a telephone plug constructed of
an outer metallic sleeve within which is a metallic rod ending in a
small ball. The sleeve and the rod are insulated from each other.
At the right hand end of the plug arc shown spring connections
through which wires ending in telephone tips are inserted into the
plug so that one wire makes contact with the sleeve and the other
with the ball end.
In rig. 2 the plug has been inserted in the jack. It will be seen that the ball

tip is now in contact with the upper hooked prong, and that the sleeve 91
the plug is in contact with the lower hooked prong. The contact points in

JACKS AND JACK SWITCHES
the jack have now been separated so that the circuits which were completed
in Fig. I have now been opened. Any wires connected to proiw 2 and 3
will remain open -circuited. A wire connected to prong 1 will complete a
circuit through the ball tip and center connection of the plug. A wire connected to prong 4 will complete a connection through the sleeve of the plug.
RN' the use of such a jack any unit connected to the wires leading into the
plug may be put into a circuit between prongs 1 and 4.

Plug tip coimectzoir

FIG. 3.-Mounting Bracket Used as Sleeve Connection for Jack.

The mounting bracket of a jack is sometimes used as a connection for the
sleeve of the plug as shown in Fig. 3. The hooked prong of Fig. 3 makes
contact with the ball tip of the plug while the mounting bracket makes connection with the sleeve of the plug.

Jack switches make circuit changes without the use of a telephone
plug. The operating principle of a jack switch is shown in Fig. 4.

This particular type has three prongs, the center one being much
longer than the other two and extending out over a cam. The cam
is operated by a small knob or lever placed on the outside of the
panel which carries the jack switch.
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4.-Operating Parts of a Jack Switch.

As the cam is turned, rotating to the right, it will close the upper
pair of contacts and open the lower pair. This is shown more clearly
by the sketch at the lower right hand side of Fig. 4. In one position

of this jack switch a connection is made between prongs 1 and 2
while in the other position a connection is made between prongs 2
and 3.

JACKS AND SWITCHES, TYPES OF
The prongs of jacks and jack switches are held in position but are electrically separated from one another by blocks of fibre or other insulation.

Wires are soldered to the extensions of the prongs. When mounting is upon
a panel of insulating material any type of jack or switch may be used. But
when one of these units is mounted upon a metal panel it is necessary to
select a type in which the mounting bracket is insulated from all of the
prongs. Such a type is shown in Fig. I. The jack shown in Fig. 3 has
a bracket which is electrically alive and it should not be used on a metal panel.
It is customary to make all connections for the positive side of circuits to
the sleeve of a telephone plug. Positive circuits will then be connected with
the jnck prong or jack bracket making contact with the plug sleeve.

JACKS AND JACK SWITCHES, TYPES OF.-Fig.

shows the construction and operation of three types of jacks. The
one at the top, A, is an open circuit jack whose prongs remain separated until connected through a telephone plug. The type shown
at B has the two upper prongs connected until a plug is inserted.
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Fic. 1.-Operation of Jacks and Jack Switches.

The center prong is then disconnected and the plug circuit is completed through the upper and lower prongs. The type shown as C
has two closed circuits, both of which are opened by insertion of a
plug.

In Fig. 1 and in following illustritions showing types of jacks and
jack switches the drawing at the left shows the construction of the
unit. The drawing at the center shows the contact connections with
no plug inserted in the jack or with the jack switch turned to the
"off" position. The drawing at the right shows the connections
made through the jack or jack switch when a plug is inserted or
when the switch is turned to the "on" position.
The letters used to indicate the various types of jacks and switches
will be used in following circuit diagrams which illustrate the em-

JACKS AND SWITCHES, TYPES OF
plovinent of these units in numerous receiver circuits. By noting
the letter appearing near the jack or switch in the receiver circuits
it will be possible to refer to the diagrams of operating positions
given in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

Filament Control Jacks.-A type of jack which automatically
lights or puts out the filaments in certain tubes which it is desired
to have operative or inoperative is called a filament control jack.
Various types of filament control jacks are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4.
The lower part of jack D in Fig. 2 corresponds exactly to jack A in Fig. 1.
The lower part of jack E corresponds to jack B arid the lower part of jack F
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2.-Jacks with Two Filament Control Contacts.
is the same as jack C in Fig. 1. Each jack in Fig. 2 has two more prongs
than the corresponding jack in Fig. 1, these two extra prongs being used to
open or close a filament circuit. As shown by the center sketches, the upper

contacts of jacks D and E arc normally open and are closed by insertinn the
phone plug. The upper contacts of jack F arc normally closed and arc opened

Iry inserting the plug. The upper hooked prong operates the top contacts
through a short piece of insulation as shown.
A different style of filament control jack is shown in Fig. 3. Here there arc
three prongs in the filament
circuit portion of the jack. The lower part of
?ackG in Fig. 3 corresponds to jack B in Fig. 1. The lower
part of jack II
in Fig. 3 corresponds to jack C in Fig. 1.

JACKS AND SWITCHES, TYPES OF
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nu. 3.-Jacks with Three Filament Control Contacts.
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4.-Jack Remodeled for Closed Circuit Work.
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5.-Single Pole Jack Switches.
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JACKS AND SWITCHES, TYPES OF
The three upper prongs in the jacks of Fig. 3 arc so arranged that one
circuit is opened while the other is closed. The position of the contacts with
no plug inserted is shown by the center sketches and the positions with a
plug in the jack are shown by the right hand sketches.

jack I of Fig. 4 is a modification of jack B in Fig. I made by permanently
connecting two of the prongs of jack B together with a short piece of wire.
Thif. makes jack ! into a closed circuit type in which connection remains complete between the two outside wires until the phone plug is inserted.

Jack Switch Types.-Fig. 5 shows the circuit changes made by

single -pole, single -throw switch I, and by a single -pole, double throw switch K. These have respectively two and three prongs.
a

Construction

Off
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Fm. 6.--Doubic Pole Jack Switches.

Switch L in Fig. 6 is of the double -pole, single -throw type controlling two circuits at the same time. This switch either opens
both circuits or closes both. Switch M is of the double -pole, double throw type. With this switch it is possible to throw both sides of
one
into two sides of either of two other circuits.
I, he switch marked N in Fig. 6 is a modification of switch M made
by permanently connecting two of the prongs with a length of wire.
It is useful in many special circuits.

JACKS AND SWITCHES, USES OF

JACKS AND SWITCHES, USES OF.-In all of the follow-

ing diagrams showing the circuit connections for jacks and jack

switches these units are designated by letters in circles alongside the
jack or switch used. These letters correspond to the letters in Figs.
1 to 6 of the preceding section which show the construction and the
contact positions both open and closed.

Cutting in Phones or Speaker.-Fig. 1 shows the connections
for a type B jack to allow the insertion of headphones or a loud
speaker following any one tube of a receiver having transformer
or choke coil coupling. With this connection the B -battery or plate
supply remains connected to the following coupling unit even when
this unit is cut off from the plate. The method of Fig. 3 is preferred.

If resistance coupling is used, the resistance of the phones or
speaker is so much lower then that of the resistance unit in the
coupler that insertion of phones or speaker would destroy the am-
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Fic. 1.-Jack for Phones or Speaker
Following Any Tube.

FIG. 2.-Jack for Insertion of Phones
or Speaker with Resistance Coupling.

plification.

To avoid this effect'a resistance coupled amplifier is
treated as shown in Fig. 2. A fixed resistance approximating the
amplifying resistance in value is placed between the B -battery or
power supply line and the jack as shown.
The use of the type C jack for inserting phones or speaker after
any one tube is shown in Fig. 3. With phones or speaker inserted,
both sides of the coupling unit are completely disconnected from
both plate and battery. This type of jack is preferred for transformer or choke coil coupling but cannot be used for cutting in on
resistance coupled stages. Were the scheme shown in Fig. 4 employed to serve the purpose of the resistance in Fig. 2 this resistance
of Fig. 4 would be in series with the regular amplifying resistance
at all times. This method is therefore not feasible and the additional
resistance must be connected to the phones or speaker outside of the
jack.
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3.-Jack for Phones or Speaker.

Ftc. 4:-An Unsatisfactory Method.
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5.-Similarity of Terminal Connections with Various Couplers.
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6.-Filament Control Jacks on Two Stages.

JACKS AND SWITCHES, USES OF
The coupling units arc shown simply as boxes having four terminals marked

P for plate connection, B for B. -battery or plate supply connection, G for
grid connection, and F for filament or C -battery connection. This symbol
represents either a transformer, a choke coil or a resistance coupler, whichever may be found in the receiver. The similarity of connections may be -seen
from Fig. 5 in which are shown the internal connections for the three types
of coupling units, all with the same markings for their terminals.

Filament Control Jacks.-When inserting headphones or loud
speaker in the output or plate circuit of any tube except the last
amplifier it is advisable to open the filament circuits of all tubes not

being used so that filament current is saved and so that all plate
circuits connected to the inoperative tubes are dead. This may be
done as shown in Figs. 6 to 10.
Fig. 6 shows the connections for one type II and one type D jack operating the last audio amplifying tube so that phones or speaker may be cut in
on the plate circuit of the preceding audio amplifier. With the phones or
speaker inserted in jack H the left hand tube will be lighted but the right

7.-Filament Control
Operating One Tube.

Flo.

8.-Filament Control with
Two Tubes in Operation.

hand one will not. When inserted in jack D both tubes will operate and the
output will be from the right hand tube.

Figs. 7 and S show in detail the action in the filament circuits of Fig. 6

with the plate and grid circuits omitted. The small arrowheads show the flow
of current. Fig. 7 shows conditions when only the left hand tube is in operation. Both tubes are operative in Fig. 8.*
Fig. 9 shows the connections of type H and type D jacks for cutting headphonms into the detector output, at the same time opening the filament circuits
of both the audio frequency amplifying tubes. With the phones or speaker
inserted in the output jack D, both the audio amplifying tubes will be lighted.
Both audio tubes are controlled by the filament connections on jack D.
Fig. 10 shows an extension of the scheme used for Fig. 9. Now the phones
or a speaker may be cut in on the detector, on the first audio amplifying tube
or on the second audio amplifying tube. When plugged in on the detector
neither of the audio tube filaments will receive current, when plugged in on
the first audio tube only this tube and the detector will be lighted, and when
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plugged in on the output jack D all three tubes will be lighted automatically.
This method makes the wiring quite complicated and is seldom used for that
reason.
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Cutting Out Intermediate Stages.-When a power tube is

used as the last audio amplifying tube in a receiver this power
tube always should be connected to the speaker if best results are

to be obtained in tone quality. With a power tube in the last stage
it would be inoperative when cutting a speaker into the first audio
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FIG. 11.-Jack Switch for Cutting Out Intermediate Audio Stage.
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12.-Jack Switch for Cutting Out Intermediate Radio Tube.

amplifying tube as in Figs. 6 and 10. It is better to cut out the
intermediate stage, leaving the detector output connected directly
to the power tube stage by using the methods of either Figs. 11
or 12.
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The method of Fig. 11 is very satisfactory for the reason that it
cuts off the filament current of the first audio amplifying tube when
this tube is not in use. The change is made by using a type Al jack

Only five of the six prongs are used and if a five prong
switch is available it may be used in place of the type M. However, if only the regular double -pole, double -throw switch can be
switch.

had, as is usually the case, the sixth prong may be ignored as shown
by the broken lines indicating its position in Fig. 11.
The connections to the 13 -battery or power supply and to the C -battery
from the coupling units arc not shown since neither these circuits nor the grid
circuits are altered when installing the intermediate stage control switch. This

method may he applied to the first or the second audio amplifier tube in a

three -stage amplifier as well as to the first tube in a two -stage amplifier.
The method of Fig. 11 may also be employed to cut out the second radio
frequency amplifying tube in a two -stage or three -stage radio amplifier.

Special precautions must be taken in radio stages to avoid extremely bad
effects of feedback due to plate circuit wires from two stages coming into the

13.-Jack for Filament
Ammeter.

same jack switch.

14.-Jack for Filament Voltmeter.

If these wires are kept well separated right up to the

switch and other usual precautions taken to avoid excessive feedback little
trouble will be had in two -stage radio amplifiers.

Fig. 12 shows the use of a type N jack switch for cutting out an
intermediate stage of radio frequency amplification. With the
switch turned to its "off" position the plate of the left hand tube is
connected through the switch to the primary of the second coupling

transformer. With the switch turned to "on" the circuit from the
plate of each tube goes to the transformer immediately following
the tube. This method does not cut off filament current from the
Intermediate tube, consequently it is effective only in reducing vol-

ume, not in reducing the consumption of filament current.

Voltmeter and Ammeter Connections.-A filament ammeter

having its terminals connected to a plug may be placed in series
with the filament circuit of any tube or tubes by using a type I jack
as shown in Fig. 13. A filament voltmeter with its terminals con-
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nected to a plug may be placed in parallel with any filament circuit
by connecting a type A open circuit jack as shown in Fig. 14.
If a filament ammeter is mounted permanently in a receiver it may be cut
in or out of series with any filament circuit with a type K switch as in Fig
15. A mounted filament voltmeter may be cut in and out of a parallel connection with a type J switch as in Fig. 16.

FIG. 15.-Switch for Filament
Ammeter.

Fir.. 16.-Switch for
Filament Voltmeter.

A plate milliammeter connected to a plug may be inserted in any plate
circuit by using a type I jack as in Fig. 17. A plate voltmeter connected to
a plug may be put in parallel with any plate circuit by using a type .4 jack
as in Fig. 18. It should be noted that this connection shows the voltage
actually acting on the plate, not just the voltage of the plate supply unit or
11 -battery, which does not take into account the voltage drop through the plate
circuit.

FIG. 17.-Jack for Plate
Milliammeter.

18.-Jack for Plate
Voltmeter.

A permanently mounted plate milliammeter may he cut in and out of
series with any plate circuit with a type ,K switch as shown in Fig. 19. A
mounted plate voltmeter may be operated with a type .1 switch to indicate
true plate voltage as shown in Fig. 20.

Speaker Connections.-It is sometimes desirable to plug in a

set of headphones for tuning and upon removing the headphones to
have the loud speaker automatically start to operate. This may be
done with the connections for a type C jack shown in Fig. 21. In-
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sertion of phones in the jack completely disconnects the speaker
which is re -connected upon withdrawal of the phones.

An exactly similar result may be obtained with a type B jack
connected as in Fig. 22. With this type B jack the speaker remains connected to the B -battery or plate supply unit at all times.

10.-Switch for Plate Milliam-

20.-Switch for

meter.

Plate Voltmeter.

Either one of two loud speakers may be operated from a type
M switch connected to the output tube of an amplifier as shown in
Fig. 23. The speakers may be located at considerable distances
from each other and from the receiver, even fifty to one hundred
feet from the receiver, if the two leads to the one speaker are

21.-Jack for Completely Disconnecting Speaker.

Fm.

22.-Jack Cutting Speaker
Off Plate Circuit.

separated to reduce the capacity between them which may act as a
partial bypass for the plate current.
Several speakers may be operated from one receiver through wiring run to points at which reproduction is wanted. The outlets for
speaker connection are fitted with type I closed circuit jacks as
shown in Fig. 24. With a speaker plug inserted in any one jack its
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speaker is connected in series with the line. With the plug withdrawn the line is again completed so that the operation of other
receivers is not interfered with.
If many speakers arc to he operated on one line from a single receiver it
may be found that a considerable reduction in volume takes place when all

411

23.-Switch for Changing from One Speaker to Another.

.37L

FIG. 24.-Plug-In Outlets for Several Speakers.

25.-Plug-In Outlets with Compensating Resistances.

sneakers are in operation at once. This is especially true if the speakers have
rather high resistance in their windings.
This difficulty with the method shown in Fig. 24 may be avoided by using
type C jacks as in Fig. 25. A resistance unit having approximately the same
value as the resistance of one speaker is connected between the center prongs
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of each jack.

With the speaker out of the line and the jack closed, this
;.sin circuit to take the place of the speaker resistance.

compensating resistance

Kith the speaker inserted, the resistance is cut out and operation goes on with
practically no change in total resistance of the line.
With either the method shown by Fig. 24 or the one of Fig. 25 an output

transformer or an output condenser and choke may be used following the
last amplifier tube. we Speaker, Loud, Connections to Receiver,

Inserting Loop in Place of Antenna.-A receiver may be built

to operate with an outdoor or indoor antenna or else with a loop.
The loop may be fitted with a plug which can be inserted in a type
e jack as in Fig. 26. This will cut off the antenna, the ground and
the antenna tuning coil or coupler. The loop will be connected
across the first tuning condenser so that the same condenser formerly used for antenna circuit tuning will be used for loop tuning.
The on y changed connections are those shown in Fig. 26.

Grout/eh/7g

FIG.

26.-Jack for Cliangitt from Antenna to Loop.

A similar result may be secured without the necessity of using a loop plug
by employing a type A! switch as in Fig. 27. With the switch thrown one
way the antenna and ground arc in use, while with the switch reversed the
loop alone is in use. Both the loop and the antenna arc then permanently
connected to the receiver.
If it is desired to operate the loop with one side connected to ground it
is only necessary to add the broken line connections shown leading to ground

in both Fig. 26 and Fig. 27. The broken line connection for Fig. 26 diagram
16
conveniently made by connecting the two lower jack prong permanently
together with a short wire.
Insertion of Loading Coils. --When a tuned circuit is to be

operated at higher wavelengths or lower frequencies it may he accomplished by inserting an additional inductance coil in series with
the regular inductance. When the tuned circuit is to he operated
at lower wavelengths or higher frequencies it is necessary to cut off
Part of the inductance.
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Either of these things may be done with a jack as shown by Fig.
If the coil to be added or subtracted from the circuit is fitted
with a plug the work may be done with a type I jack. The coil is
completely disconnected from the circuit when the plug is removed.
28.

nfite/7fid

Coil

721174 ng

Grouao'/a9

Condenser

Were

FIG. 27 --Switch for Using Either Antenna or Loup.

28.-Jack for Insertion of
Loading Coil.

FIG. 29.-Switches fur Insertion
of Loading Coil.

The method shown in Fig. 29 in which a type K switch is used, is not sn
very satisfactory for loading coils since the additional coil is left as a dead
end when not completely in circuit.
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If a switch is to be used for insertion of a loading coil the type N should
be employed as at the right hand side of Fig. 29, With the switch in one
position both inductances are in use and connected in series. With the switch
in the other position only the main tuning coil is used, the other one being

completely disconnected.

Series -Parallel Switch.-The type N double -pole,

double -

throw jack switch may be used as a series -parallel switch as shown
by Fig. 30. With the switch thrown to the position at the left of

the diagram the two units are in series with each other and with
the line. With the switch in the right hand position the two units
are in parallel on the line.

(Line

SERIES
Fm. 30.-Double-Pole, Double -Throw Switch for Series -Parallel Work.

The two units indicated may be two condensers, two coils, two
resistances, or any desired combination of condensers, coils and resistances.

Added Radio Stages and Intensifiers.-A number of units

are marketed whose purpose is to make an existing receiver more
powerful and more selective. These are mainly radio frequency
amplifying units of one type or another. They usually employ one
or more vacuum tubes and are provided with a filament or battery
switch.

31.-Switch for Control 9i Filament Current in Two Units.

To avoid the necessity of turning on and turning off two separate
switches, one in the added unit and the other in the receiver, a type
L switch may be used as shown in Fig. 31. The switches in the
receiver and in the extra unit are allowed to remain turned on at
all times, the type L switch providing the only needed control for
both.

Power Unit Controls.-Two separate sources of power may be

alternately connected to the one receiver by using a type M switch
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as in Fig. 32. The two units may be two A -batteries as indicated
or may be two B -batteries, two filament power units or two plate
supply units. The connections toward the right go to the receiver.
When a power unit is used for plate voltage supply and a separate
A -battery for filament current it. is necessary to turn on the power
unit at the same time the filament switch of the receiver is turned

/7-

.

1/4

Fic. 32.-Switch for Using Either of Two Power Units
on.

Both operations may be done at the same time and with

motion of a type L switch as shown in Fig. 33.
Turning on
closes

from the

one

and

power line to the input of the plate voltage supply unit and at the

same time closes the circuit between the A -battery and the receiver.
The filament or battery switch of the receiver is placed in the "on"
position and allowed to remain there at all times.

Power
Line

Plate lflEdge
Scefiioly

A- a

eery

Fib. 33.-Switch for Control of A -Battery and Power Supply.
Receivers are sometimes operated with a battery for plate voltage and

a filament current supply unit consisting of a storage battery and a trickle
charger to keep the storage battery continually charged. As the filament or
battery switch of the receiver is turned on the trickle charger should he
turned off to avoid an undesirable hum, This operating of two separate
switches may be avoided by using a type M switch as in Fig. 34.

JAMMING
The filament or battery switch in the receiver is allowed to remain turned

on all the time. As the type M switch is turned to its "on" position the circuit

from .A -battery to receiver is closed and the circuit from the power and
light line to the trickle charger input is opened at the same time.
A receiver may be equipped with complete power supply for both filament
current and plate voltage. This requires that with turning on of the receiver

Power
( Line

Trickle
Charger

/7 -battery

34.-Switch for Control of Trickle Charger and Receiver.
the plate supply be turned on and the trickle charger turned off. To avoid
this operation of three separate switches either a type II jack or a special
switch of similar construction may be used as shown in Fig. 35. If the jack
is used as a switch it is necessary to use an ordinary phone plug to operate
it, hut with no connections made to the plug itself.

Power Line

Tric

e

/7-

Charger Battery

.1.7c1te

voltage
Supply

(
35.-jack Switch for Power Supply Control.
With the plug withdrawn as in Fig. 35 the receiver will operate; the A battery being connected, the plate voltage supply turned on and the trickle
charger turned off. With the plug inserted and left inserted the receiver will
cease to operate, the plate supply will be disconnected from the power line
and the trickle charger will be placed in operation.

JAMMING.-A name for interference. See Interference.

K

K.-The symbol for a constant or factor of various kinds such
as dielectric constant, coefficient of coupling, etc.

KENOTRON.-A two -element type of rectifying vacuum tube
containing only a filament and a plate. This tube is exhausted to
a very high vacuum so that its action depends on the electron flow
and not on any conductivity of ionized gas as in gas filled rectifier
tubes.
The kenotron is made in various siza4, from small ones handling less than
fifty milliamperes of current up to those which will rectify a number of kilowatts of power. The amount of rectified current that may be secured from
one of these tubes depends on the filament emission and the voltage applied
to the plates. The plate forms the negative terminal when the tube is considered as source of electric current. See also Tube, Rectifier Types of.

KEY.-A lever which operates contacts for the rapid opening
and closing of an electric circuit is called a key. The key of a
radio telegraph instrument controls the sending circuit.

KILO.-A prefix meaning "one thousand." It indicates that

the value expressed by a word having kilo- as its first four letters
is to be taken as one thousand times that of the unit which follows
these four letters. Thus: a kilocycle is equal to 1000 cycles, a kilowatt is equal to 1000 watts, etc.
KILOCYCLES.-See Wavelength, Frequency Relation to.

KIT, CONSTRUCTION.-A collection

of radio receiver

parts for use in building a receiver of some type is called a kit.
Kits generally contain the principal tuning elements such as condensers and coils and may also contain parts of the audio frequency
amplifying apparatus. A few kits are put up in complete form,
that is, with everything necessary to build a receiver, but the major-

ity require additions whose valuc may be as much or even more
than the cost of the kit.

KNIFE SWITCH.-See Switch, Knife.

KNOB.-A knob is a small dial -like attachment put on the end
of the shaft for any variable control unit. Knobs seldom carry any
marks of graduation but usually have arrows or pointers.

L

1.-The symbol for length.
L.-The symbol for inductance. See Inductance.
L-ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Forms of.

LAG, ANGLE OF.-See Phase.
LAMINATED INSULATION.-See Insulation, Moulded
and Laminated.

LAMINATION.-Any part constructed of a large number of

thin layers is said to be laminated and the layers are called laminations. Transformer cores are made of laminated iron, that is, of a
large number of very thin sheets of iron. Insulators arc often laminated to increase their resistance.

LAMP, PILOT OR PANEL.-A small incandescent lamp is

often connected in parallel with the filament lighting circuit of a

Pilot Lamp Connections.

receiver so that the lamp glows and indicates that the filament
The connections for such a lamp are shown in

switch is closed.
the diagram.

LAMP SOCKET ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Light and

Power Circuit for.

LATTICE WOUND COIL.-See Coil, Honeycomb.
LAW, OHM'S.-The relation between volts, amperes and ohms,

from which any one of the values may be found when the other two
are known, is called Ohm's law. The rules based on this law are
among the most useful in electricity and it is best to become familiar
with their application to practical problems.
In writing Ohm's law, use is made of symbols or letters which
stand for volts, amperes and ohms. For volts the letter E is used,
standing for Electromotive Force; for amperes the letter / is used,
standing for Intensity of current; and for ohms the letter R is used,
standing for Resistance.
The number of ohms resistance is equal to the number of volts
divided by the number of amperes. Written in the form of a
formula this would be:

LAW, OHM'S

Ohms-.-.Volts

Amperes

Substituting the letters or symbols, the formula is:

The number of volts pressure is equal to the number of amperes
times the number of ohms, and as a formula this would be:

rats - mperesX0hms
Then substituting the letters, the formula is:

E-IXR
The number of amperes is equal to the number of volts divided
by the number of ohms, and as a formula this is:
Volts
Ohms

And substituting the letters:
E
R

If one of these formulas is true, then the others must also be true.
as may be easily seen by taking certain values for the letters; for
example, 3 amperes, 6 volts, and 2 ohms as the values in a certain
circuit. Then, taking the first formula and substituting these numerical values, we have:

It=

I

or

2 (ohms) = 6 (volts)

3 (amperes)

It is seen that 2 is equal to 6 divided by 3, as the formula shows.
Then, taking the second formula and substituting the numbers:

E= IXR

or

6=3X2

And, taking the third formula with the numerical values:

1=R

or

3- 26

Many problems encountered in receiver construction and in the
location and remedy of troubles are simplified when considered in
their relation to the facts of this law.

LAW, RADIO
A few applications of Ohm's law will be
In Fig. 1 is shown the determination

Ammeter

Rheostat

given.

of the number of ohms resistance in a rheostat where this value is unknown. An ammeter is connected in series between the
rheostat and any convenient battery and a
voltmeter is connected across the terminals
of

the rheostat.

The other side of the

rheostat is then connected to the battery as
shown. Supposing that the current is shown
to he six amperes and the voltage to be 0.2
on the voltmeter. Substituting these values
in the formula for resistance we would find
that the number of ohms resistance in the
rheostat is equal to 6 divided by 0.2, giving
ohms as the resistance to be found.

In Fig. 2 is shown the determination of;
the drop in voltage through a resistance of
20 ohms when the resistance is carrying a
current of one -quarter ampere. Now substituting the known values in the formula
for voltage we have T/1 (ampere) times 20
(ohms). One -quarter of 20 is 5, therefore,
the voltage drop across the resistance is 5

Fm. I.-Determining Rheostat
Resistance with Ohm's Law.

volts.

Restsrence
20 o4ms

Tube

Voltmeter

Battery
2.-Determining Voltage

Drop with Ohm's Law.
Fig.

3.-Determining Current

with Ohm's Law.

3 shows the determination of current flow in amperes through a

Assuming the tube to have
aresistance of 24 ohms in its filament and to be connected across a battery
giving 6 volts. Substituting these values in the formula for current we have
the current as equal to 6 (volts) divided by 24 (ohms). Six divided by 24
equals IA, so the tube will take a current flow of one -quarter of an ampere.
LAW, RADIO.-The law governing radio is printed in a
known resistance connected to a known voltage.

pamphlet of one hundred pages entitled "Radio Communication
Laws of the United States." This pamphlet may be obtained by
sending fifteen cents in the form of a money order or express order
to, Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Ilashington, D. C. Currency may be sent at the sender's risk.
Postage stamps will not be accepted.

LAW, SQUARE

LAW, SQUARE.-The average plate current from a detector
tube varies as the square of the voltage or amplitude of the signal
impressed on the detector's grid. This is called the square law.

LAYOUT, RECEIVER.-See Construction, Receiver;

also

Tools and Drilling.

L -C VALUES FOR RESONANCE.-See Resonance, In-

durtance-Capacity Values for.

LEAD, ANGLE OF.-See Phase.
LEAD-IN, ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Lead-in for.
LEAK, GRID.-A grid leak is a high resistance unit connected

between the grid terminal of a detector tube or an amplifying tube
and some part of the filament circuit for that tube. Grid leaks have
resistances from 50,000 ohms to ten megohms.
Many kinds and types of grid leaks have been used and are being used.
The original grid leak consisted of a few pencil marks drawn on a piece of
paper and placed between the points usually occupied by the leak. The resistance of this leak was reduced by adding more pencil marks and was increased by erasing pencil marks. Naturally such a leak is affected by every
change in weather or temperature. More modern leaks are made with pieces

of paper, fibre or cloth impregnated with or covered with some form of

These resistance units arc mounted inside of short lengths of gla_ss
tubing to which are attached metal end caps which fit into spring clips. Such
leaks arc quite satisfactory when the internal connections are electrically
perfect and mechanically permanent. It is also necessary that the tube caps
fit tightly to exclude moisture.
Recent types of grid leaks are made with units formed by depositing metal
upon various kinds of insulating material, these units being enclosed in glass
tubes similar to the type just mentioned. Still other grid leaks are made by
depositing a metal coating of high resistance on the inside of a glass tube
under the influence of great heat. These last two types are generally called
metallic or metallized grid leaks.
carbon.

Grid leaks are rated according to their resistance in megohms

(millions of ohms) or in fractions of a megohm. Values in common
1, 1/2, 2, 2'/;.., 3, 5 and 10 megohms. One
use include t.t, 1/2,

of the greatest troubles with grid leaks is the uncertainty and the
unreliability of their resistance rating. With many kinds of leaks
a certain rating in megohms m4y mean almost anything within
several hundred per cent of this value.
Because of this uncertainty and because of advantages to be obtained by
changing the grid leak resistance to suit changing conditions of reception.
variable grid leaks have been designed and arc in fairly common use. Considered from the standpoint of design and construction there arc literally
dozens of different types of variable grid leaks. Some of them are excellent
and others are exceedingly poor in their operation. Variable grid leaks arc
made in different ranges, such as from 1/1b to 5 megohms in one unit, from 1
to 10 megohms in another unit and so on for any ranges that are useful. Sew
also Resistor.

Detector Grid Leaks.-A high resistance of between one and

ten megohms is connected between the grid terminal of a detector
tube and some part of a circuit leading directly or indirectly to one
of the filament terminals, either positive or negative. The purpose
of this leak is to assist in the control of the grid bias of the detector
tube and also to allow dissipation of the excess negative charges

LEAK, GRID

that accumulate on the grid of this tube. For a discussion of the
action of the detector grid leak see Detector, with Grid Condenser
and Leak.

The grid leak is connected either from the grid terminal of the
tube to one of the filament terminals or else is connected in parallel
with and across the grid condenser. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2
these two connections amount to very much the same thing, since
in either case one end of the leak connects to the grid terminal and
the other end connects to the filament terminal either directly or
through a coil in the grid circuit. Which method is adopted is
mostly a matter of convenience.

The proper value of grid leak depends on the type of tube used
as a detector, on the strength of signal being received, and on the
characteristics of the receiver, especially those affecting its tendency
toward oscillation.

Grid Leak

Detector 7/6e

L-Grid Leak Connected to
Detector Tube Terminals.

Leak

Ftc. 2,-Grid Leak Connected
Across Grid Condenser.

The weaker the signal being received the higher the resistance which should
be used in the grid leak to secure rrfaximum volume. On the other hand
strong
signals call for a comparatively low resistance leak in order
to preserve good
tone quality. With a hard tube in use as
a detector, grid leaks of from two
to five megohms are generally most satisfactory.
same values are suitable
for use with the newer gas content or alkaline The
vapor detector tubes. The
old style soft tube using one ampere of filament
leak of only one-half megohm for proper operation. current requires a grid
The best value of leak
:or a certain receiver
of a number of sizes. under given conditions can be determined only by trial
If the grid leak is of too high resistance it will be indicated
by a tendency
of the receiver
to howl and squeal without much provocation. The detector
tube also

tends to block, this blocking being indicated by a series of rapid

LEAK, GRID
clicks or by regular popping noises. These clicks or pops may occur very
close together or may be separated by a considerable fraction of a second.

If the receiver is of the regenerative type or of a type using control of
regeneration under some other name, a grid leak of too high resistance will
cause a very rapid increase of regeneration as the control is moved. Regeneration will tend to change into oscillation very easily. It should be borne in
mind that the regeneration control of a receiver may go under the name of
volume control, sensitivity control, or almost any other wording that indicates
a control over the power or distance getting ability of the receiver.
If the resistance of the grid leak is too small the volume of reception from
distance stations will be poor. It may be found quite difficult to make the
receiver regenerate satisfactorily. When the regeneration control is brought up
to a point of satisfactory reception the receiver will be quite likely to go into
oscillation without any of the dials or controls being touched. This change
into the oscillating condition may be caused by a strong signal, by static, nr
by any jarring or movement of the receiver. It is then necessary to move the
regeneration control considerably below the point of satisfactory reception before oscillation stops. When the volume is again increased by increasing
regeneration there is the same danger of oscillation all over again. This indicates a grid leak of too low resistance.

FIG. 3.-Grid Isolated by Condenser
With No Leak in Use.

Flu. 4.-Application of Grid Leak
to Stabilize Grid Circuit.

Amplifier Grid Resistance.-Grid leaks or resistances are also
used for tubes in resistance coupled and in impedance or choke -coil
coupled amplifiers. Whenever the grid of a tube is connected di-

rectly to a condenser of any kirid a grid leak is required. The
condenser may be a blocking or stopping condenser used to keep
high voltage plate current from the grid of an amplifying tube.
With the grid connected to such a condenser it is impossible to
apply a proper biasing voltage except through a resistance unit. A
biasing voltage is a direct voltage, not an alternating voltage, and
cannot act through a condenser which forms an open circuit for
direct voltages.

As shown in Fig. 3, were the grid connected to a condenser alone its
normal voltage without a signal coming in would be the free grid voltage.
The action of the tube would then be very erratic since the grid would be
released from the control effected by a biasing voltage. The application of a
leak is shown in Fig. 4.
Under such conditions the biasing voltage for the grid of the tube is determined by the leak and by the point to which its filament end is connected.
Connection to the negative filament line applies a negative bias while connection to the positive filament terminal applies a positive bias. Sec also

LEAKAGE FLUX
Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Impedance Coupled and Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Resistance Coupled.

LEAKAGE FLU X.-See Flux, Leakage.

LEAKAGE, SURFACE AND VOLUME.-The flow

of

current which occurs across the surface of an insulator is called
surface leakage. It is distinguished from volume leakage which is
the flow of current that takes place through the mass or body of an
insulator.

See also Condenser, Losses in.

LETTERS, STATION CALL.-Radio broadcasting stations
are designated according to certain letters of the alphabet which
CALL LETTEKS-ALNIA 11 h3 ICAL

First Letters
in All Calls

Nation

AA to AM
Ate to AW

Ge-many
Norway

AY
LI

CA to CE
CF. to CK

CL to CM
CI

Venezuela

Great Britain
Chile

British Colony

...Spain
...Great Britain
Bolivia

Portuguese Colony
Portugal

CW
CX
CY

Uruguay.
Spain
Mexico

DA to DS
DU to DZ
DT and KAZ

Germany
Germany
Danzig
Spanish Colony
Great Britain
French Colony
Great Britain
Hungary
Switzerland
Ecuador
Netherlands

F
G
HA
1B

IC

ID to HE
IF

H to IlK
II. to 1INU
10 to HZ
1

KA to KAY
KB

KD to KZ
LA to 1.11

1.1 to I.R
IS to 1.1.:

IN

1.X to 12
M

Nation

in All Calls

CP
CR
CS to CU

EA to Eli
El to 1.2

First Letters

Serbia
Colombia
Spain

French Colony
Italian Colony
Japan
Germany
Germany
United States
Norway
Argentina

Great Britain
Norway
Bulgaria

Great Britain

N

United States

OA to OB
OC to OF
OG to 01
OK
OM

Peru

ON to OT
011 to OZ
PA to P1

PN to PP

PQ to PS
PT to PV
P\V

PX to PZ
RA to RQ
RX
SA to SM

SN to ST
TF
TI to TO
TP to TU
TV to TZ
CA to UM
UN

1:0
UP to CZ
VA to VG
VII to VK
VM
VO

VP to VS
VX to VZ

XA to XD
XE to XM
XN to XS
XT to XZ
Y
Z

Great Britain
Denmark
Czecho-Slovakia
Netherlands
Belgium Colony
Denmark

Netherlands
Brazil

Portugal
Brazil
Cuba
Netherlands
Russia
Panama
Sweden
Brazil
Iceland
Spain
Norway.
Netherlands
French Colony
Serbia
Austria
Italy.

Canada
Australia
New Zealand
Newfoundland
British Colony
British Colony
United States
Mexico

Great Britain
China

Great Britain
Great Britain
Great Britain

LETTERS, STATION CALL
form the station's call letters. A typical list of such call letters for
several American stations is shown under the heading Calibration of
Receiver.

All of the countries of the world in which arc located radio transmitting stations have been assigned certain letters and combinations
of letters. The preceding list shows the letters in alphabetical order

followed by the name of the nation to which they are assigned.
Only the first letter or the first two letters in all calls are given in
CALL LETTERS-BY COUNTRIES

Argentina
Austria
Australia
Britain

LI-LR
UO

VH-VK

B CO EI-EZ G LS-LU M CC -OF XE-SM
XT-XZ Y Z

Colonies, etc
Bolivia
Bulgaria

CF-CK VP -VS VX-VZ

Belgium-Colonies

CP
LX-LZ
ON -UT

Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Czecho-Slovakia
Cuba

PN-PP PT- PV SN- ST
CI -CE
HJ-HK
OK
PW

Canada
China
Denmark
Ecuador

VA -VG

Germany
Danzig
Hungary
Iceland
Italy

AA -AM DA -DS l)L-DZ KA-KAY KB
DT KAZ

France-Colonies

XN-XS
0G-01 OU-OZ
HC
F HO -HZ CA -UM
HA

TF
CP-UZ

Colonies

japan

Mexico

Norway
Netherlands
New Zealand
Newfoundland
Portugal
Colonies
Peru

Panama
Russia
Spain
Colonies
Switzerland
Sweden
Serbia

CY XA-XD

AQ-AW ,LA-LII LW Tp-n:
HD -HE OM PA -PI PX-PZ TV-TZ
VL-VM
VO

CS -CU PQ -PS
CR

0A-OB

RN
RA-RQ

CL -CM XC HL-IINL; TI -TO
EA -EH
HB
S A-SM

HE UN

Uruguay
U. S. Commercial Stations
Army
Navy

KDA-K72 WAA-Wr2 WAVA-WWZ
WUA-WVZ WXA-WZZ
NAA-NZZ

Nrenezuela.

AY

CW

LEVEL, STATIC
this list, since it is the first letter or first two letters which determine
the country from which the signal is being sent. For example, in
the United States the assigned call letters are given as KD to KZ,

also N and W. The call letters of all stations in the United States
start with these letters although all of the calls contain one or more
additional letters.

LEVEL, STATIC.-The static level or the noise level is the

combination of all the noises coming into a receiver. These noises
are caused by true static, by any kind of interference, by squealing
and re -radiating receivers, or by anything that forms electrical impulses which may be picked up and amplified.
The static level determines and limits the distance from which reception
may be had with a receiver capable of great amplification. As stations sought
for become more and more distant, the strength of their signals which finally
reach the receiving antenna is weaker and weaker. A point is reached at

which the feeble signal of the far distant station has less strength than the

impulses forming the static level. It is then impossible to receive such a
station because, as the receiver attempts to amplify its signal into audibility,

so will the noises be equally amplified and will continue to be louder than
the signal sought for. See Static.

LIGHTNING ARRESTER.-See Arrester, Lightning.
LIGHTNING SWITCH.-See Switch, Lightning.
LINE RADIO.-See Radio, Wired.
LINES OF FORCE.-See Field, Magnetic and Electromag-

netic.

LITZENDRAHT WIRE.-See Wire, Stranded.

LOAD.-Any form of resistance, reactance or impedance in a
circuit is called a load. A load is that which forces a source of
electric energy to do work. A load may consist of an ohmic resistance, a reactance, an impedance or any combination of these. That
is to say, the load may consist of conductors, condensers, coils or
any combination of these parts.

LOADING COIL.-See Coil, Loading.
LOCAL OSCILLATIONS.-See Oscillation.
LOCKING SWITCH.-See :switch, Locking.

LOG, OF RECEIVER-See Calibration of Receiver.

LOGARITHMIC.-Any series of values, the change between
successive numbers of which may be represented by logarithms, is
said to be logarithmic.
The common logarithm of a number is the exponent indicating the power
to which the number 10 is raised to equal the given number.

LONG WAVE RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Long Wave.
LOOP.-A loop consists of a number of turns of wire mounted
upon a framework of insulating material. The diameter of the
turns is large, being from one to four feet in most cases, and the
adjacent turns are spaced from each other by
one -quarter inch or
more. The two ends of the loop are connected to a variable tuning

condenser which makes the loop circuit resonant at frequencies to be
received.

It then acts as an antenna tuned to the frequency desired

and connected to a vacuum tube grid.

LOOP, ANTENNA ACTION OF

LOOP, ANTENNA ACTION OF.-Any loop consists of

vertical wires and horizontal wires. The loop might be circular or
the wires placed at various angles, still we would have some wires
running up and down or practically so and others running across or
horizontally.

As shown in Fig. 1 a loop operates as a coil or an inductance in
which the radio waves generate a signal voltage. On the other hand
an open antenna, outdoor or indoor, is primarily a condenser on
whose plates the radio waves build up electric charges.

Coil

Loop

hint ns
ConoFnser-

Tune ng

Condense, Fro. 1.-The Loop ls, in Effect, an Inductance Coil,

The radio signal may he considered as traveling horizontally away

from the transmitting station. Oncoming radio waves will strike
first one edge of the loop, then pass across to the other edge. As a
one side of the loop it causes a voltage to he generated
in the vertical wires on that side. The wave then travels across the
loop, strikes the other side, and causes an exactly equal voltage to
be generated in the vertical wires on the other side of the loop.
The two voltages oppose each other as may be seen from Fig. 2.
Both voltages tend to force current up or both tend to force it down

Rise and

fall of
Sisondi

wave

Loop

Oncomin_q

Net oWference

.of voltages

Fa. 2.-Equal Voltages Generated FIG, 3.-The Phase Difference Allows .1
in Both Sides of Loop.
Net Voltage to Be Delivered by a Loop

on both sides of the loop. Naturally two currents flowing down on
opposite sides of the coil formed by the loop will meet each other.
and if they meet at exactly the same time and in equal quantities
will balance each other completely. The same thing will happen
with two currents both flowing upward on opposite sides of the loop.

LOOP. ANTENNA ACTION OF

The only reason the loop delivers any signal to a receiver is because the two voltages generated on opposite sides of the loop are
not generated at exactly the same time. The voltage in the side of
the loop toward the transmitting station, in the side the radio wave
strikes first, rises to its maximum a little before the maximum voltage
in the side of the loop away from the transmitting station. There
is a difference in phase or in time between the two voltages.
Because of this difference in phase the voltage peak in one side
of the loop will occur when the voltage in the other side is not quite
at its peak as in Fig. 3. The difference between the higher voltage
on one side of the loop and the lower voltage on the other side of
the loop will be the net voltage that is available as signal strength in
the receiver.

FIG. 4.-Box Type Loops.

Were it possible to build the loop, with its sides so far apart that they

would be separated by one-half the length of the wave we would have ideal
conditions because the rise of the wave to positive voltage would then act
on one side of the loop while the increase of the wave in negative voltage
acted on the other side of the loop. To build loops as wide as one-half a wavelength would mean they would be of the general proportions of battleships
and this is not practical. It is true however that the greater the distance
between the sides of the loop the greater will be the power received.
The higher the loop the greater will be the length of the vertical sides.
The greater the length of wire exposed to the radio wave the greater will be
the voltage generated in such a wire. Therefore, the higher the loop or the
longer its vertical sides the greater will be the signal strength received by
the loop.

Thus the signal is increased by increasing the width of the loop and it

is

also increased by increasing the height of the loop. The greater the area of
the loop the greater will be the signal strength it delivers.
The signal energy received by a loop increases with increase of the number
of turns or with increase of the inductance of the loop. The signal energy
increases with decreasr of resistance in the loop, A loop will receive short

LOOP, ANTENNA ACTION OF
wave or high frequency signals with more power than it will receive long
wave or low frequency signals. The average loop picks up less than one -tenth

the signal strength that is picked up by the average outdoor antenna. Even
though the total length of wire be the same on two loops of different area,
the strength of signal from the loop of larger area will he much greater than
from the one of smaller area. Under this condition the signal strength varies
almost directly with the area.

The resistance of a loop increases

rapidly as its natural frequency is

onummon.mt

....nom=

.

approached. The natural frequency
is determined by the inductance and
the distributed capacity of the loop.
For best results the wavelength of
the signal must be equal to at least
three times the natural wavelength
of the loop. For wavelengths closer
to the natural wavelengths the results will be unsatisfactory. There-

fore, for short waves or high frequencies the operation of a small
loop may be better than that of a

larger one.

The capacities between parts of
the loop circuit cause it to act as
an ordinary antenna as well as act as a loop. For this reason
the actual strength of signal received by a loop is always greater
than the strength that might be expected from calculation only.
This antenna effect is one reason why the signal from a loop can
never be reduced to zero no matter how the loop is turned with
FIG.

5.-A Spiral Loop.

reference to the direction of signal travel. The loop effect or the
coil effect might be completely eliminated but the antenna effect
would remain. Under some conditions it is found that the antenna
effect is stronger than the coil effect in the loop.
The approximate ratio between the signal strength from a loop and from
an outdoor antenna is shown by the following formula:

Signal Strength -

Loop AreaX2Vo. of Tunis
antenna lleight X Wa vele ngt h in Met ersX111593

Thus: assume a loop with an area of 3 square feet and with 15 turns to be
compared with an antenna 30 feet high, both operating at a wavelength of
300 meters. The upper part of the ratio would be equal to 3X15, or 45 as
representing the strength of loop signal. The lower part of the ratio is equal
to 30X300X0.1.503, or 1333.7 as representing the strength of antenna signal.
The ratio of loop signal to antenna signal is then 45/1333.7 or approximately
one thirtieth in strength.

There are two principal types of loops, one called the box loop
and the other the spiral loop. The box loop of Fig. 4 is made with
its turns side by side around the outer circumference of a frame-

work, and has approximately the shape of a single layer coil of

LOOP, ANTENNA AND GROUND CONNECTIONS
great diameter and little length. The spiral loop of Fig. 5 is wound

on the spokes of a flat form, the inside turn of the winding being

toward the hub or center and the following turns being wound
around and around, progressing toward the outer edge of the framework.

LOOP, ANTENNA AND GROUND CONNECTIONS

TO.-As a general rule a loop alone is sufficient to furnish signal
energy for a receiver. Some receivers arc constructed so that they

Antenna
Tap

\Ground

Receiver

Tap

7ernpod is
1.-Using Antenna and Ground with a Loop.

may be operated either with the loop or with an antenna and ground
connection, the loop being cut out while the antenna system is employed. The method of making such connections through a loop
jack or a switch is shown under Jacks and Switches, Uses of.

7.11
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Ftn. 2.-Additional Turns for Antenna with Loop.

It is also possible to use a loop and an antenna or ground at the
same time. The loop may be used as if
it were the secondary of a
tuned coupler or tuned radio frequency transformer
in any of the
following
ways.

LOOP, BOX TYPE
From the end of the loop already connected to the filament circuit
of the receiver, make an additional connection to ground as in Fig.
1. Allow the loop connection to the receiver to remain in place.
At a point in the loop which is two or three turns from this ground
connection make a tap and connect this to the antenna. The other
end of the loop is to remain connected to the grid of the first tube
in the receiver. The loop tuning condenser is not touched or altered.
Another method is to wind two or three additional turns on the
loop frame, placing them near the end or side of the loop that connects to the filament circuit in the receiver. Connect one end of
these added turns to the antenna and the other end to ground. This
principle is shown in Fig. 2.
It is also possible to use two separate loops of different size, one inside the
other as in Fig. 3. The larger outside loop should be connected to the receiver
in the usual way and the smaller inside loop should be connected to the
antenna and to ground. Turning these two loops at greater angles to each
other will reduce the coupling, reduce the power and increase the selectivity
of the arrangement.

1.

Extra

Loop

\\\''

Re_guIdr

oop

\

Receiver
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3.-Use of Extra Loop fok Antenna and Ground Circuit.
An increase of signal strength, but with a loss in selectivity, may be obtained by connecting one end of the loop to ground as in Fig. 1. Ground the
end which does not lead to the grid of the first tube in the set, that is, ground
the end which leads to the filament of the first tube, or to the filament circuit
of the receiver. No antenna is used with this scheme.
All of these uses of an outdoor antenna and ground with the loop will
reduce the selectivity and increase the distance range of the receiver.

LOOP, BOX TYPE.-A box type loop may be made to swing
around a vertical axis, being then higher than broad. Or it may
swing on a diagonal axis between two opposite corners. There is
little difference in signal strength with any particular mounting.

The box type loop has greater inductance than the spiral type
for a given length and resistance of wire. However, the box type
has somewhat greater distributed capacity than a spiral type with
equal spacing of the wires. This is because the terminals of a box
loop are closer together than the terminals of a spiral loop of the

LOOP, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
same inductance and because a box loop has less voltage drop between turns.
It is often claimed that the box loop has somewhat less directional effect

or less selectivity than a spiral loop but in actual practice there is little it any

difference between the two types on this score.

Box loops must generally be at least fifteen inches on a side if sufficient
inductance is to be obtained without too many turns. The larger a box loop
the more efficient it will be as a collector of radio energy. Loops having their
sides four feet long do excellent work and still larger sizes may be employed
if space permits.

LOOP, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF.-In build-

ing a loop for a receiver the safest method is to use an excess length
of wire to begin, with. After the loop is wound, a high wavelength
or low frequency broadcasting station should be tuned in. If the
dial setting of the loop tuning condenser is much too low, that is, if
too little of the condenser is used for this wavelength, wire should
be removed from the loop. Take off one-half turn at a time. The

loop should be retuned after each alternation and wire should be
removed until the dial setting is correct for the station being received.
The inductance of the loop and the maximum capacity of the tuning condenser used with it determine the highest wavelength or lowest frequency to
which the combination will be resonant. It would be highly desirable to use
a loop with large inductance and a very small tuning condenser because the
large loop would collect much more energy than a small one and the voltage
thanges across it would be greater than those across a small one.
However, it is unfortunate that such ideal combinations cannot be made to
handle the entire range of broadcasting frequencies. The small condenser has
not sufficient change of capacity between minimum and maximum settings to
change the 1.-C value over the necessary amount for tuning. Furthermore,

the distributed capacity of the loop winding forms a much larger proportion
of the whole capacity in the circuit when the variable condenser is a small
one and this distributed capacity in the loop is not subject to variation for
tuning.

It will be found that a tuning condenser of .00025 microfarad capacity is
slightly too small for loop work in many cases. With a carefully constructed
loop having the wires well spaced a .00035 condenser will generally cover the
entire broadcasting range. A condenser of .0005 microfarad capacity will be

still easier to tune and the signal power will be only slightly reduced.

It

should hardly be necessary to use a .001 microfarad condenser to tune a loop.

Condenser Capacities:-Loops with few turns have a greater

range of tuning than those with many turns. The big problem in
designing and building a loop is to reach the lower wavelengths or
higher frequencies when a small condenser is used. It is desirable
to use the largest loop and smallest possible condenser because the
larger the loop in area and number of turns the greater will be the
signal strength collected. With such a combination the minimum
capacity of the condenser must be small and the distributed capacity
of the loop must likewise be small, otherwise the two capacities
combined will prevent tuning to low wavelengths because of the
combination of the capacity with the large inductance in a big loop.

By using a larger condenser and a smaller loop the change of

capacity in the condenser between minimum and maximum settings

LOOP, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

is great enough to avoid trouble in tuning, but the signals will not
be as strong.
The wires on the sides of the loop may be run in two banks staggered
with reference to each other as at the left in the illustration. They may also
be run at angles with one another as at the right in the same drawing. Either
of these methods reduces the distributed capacity of the loop but reduces the
inductance at the same time.

Length of Wire on Loop.-The length of wire on a loop has

no direct bearing on the frequency or wavelength to which the loop
will respond. The frequency depends on the inductance of the loop
just as the frequency to which a coil will respond depends on its
inductance and not directly on the number of feet of wire in the coil.
Loops of average size and construction, when used to receive broadcasting
stations, require about eighty-five feet of wire when the loop sides arc short.
and about one hundred feet with long sides. This wire should be flexible
stranded, double silk covered. Loop wire generally consists of thirty to
sixty strands of very line bare copper wire such as number 38. Solid or
stranded wire may be of number 14 or number lb gauge.

Parallel wires

set in

staggered
holes

Wires
crossing al
angle to
reduce

capacity

Arrangement of \'ire on Loop Framework.

Construction of Frame.-The framework of a loop should have
no metal inside of the turns of wire. Any metal within the loop is,
in effect, inside the field of a tuning coil and the eddy currents set
up in the metal cause a loss of energy. The framework of the loop
should contain the least possible material of any kind and whatever
material is used should have low dielectric losses. That means that
the most suitable materials are the high grade moulded and laminated compounds such as Formica, Bakelite, Celoron, etc., also well
prepared woods and glass.
All supporting points for the wire windings should be made of the
best of insulating material. It is not sufficient to depend on the
insulating covering of the wire alone. If wood is used for supports
the wires should not rest directly against the wood but should be
carried upon some insulation of greater resistivity.
The two ends or terminals of the loop winding should be kept at
the greatest possible distance from each other. They should never

LOOP, DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

be connected to a duplex cable, a cable with two conductors, on
their way to the receiver but should be kept well separated. This
is to avoid the bypassing effect of the capacity between parallel
wires and terminals that are close together.
Spacing of Wires.-A loop, like any other coil, has inductance
which is desirable, and distributed capacity which is undesirable.
Therefore, we do everything possible to increase the inductance for
a given length of wire or resistance and do everything possible to
decrease the distributed capacity without too greatly affecting the
inductance.

Inductance is increased by using more turns, greater length in

each turn, and less spacing between turns. Distributed capacity is
reduced by using fewer turns and more spacing between turns.

It will be seen that these requirements are opposed to one another. We want more turns to increase the inductance, but fewer
turns to reduce the capacity. We want less spacing to increase the
inductance and more spacing to decrease the capacity.
There is a more or less critical spacing beyond which additional spacing
does not greatly reduce the distributed capacity. For a loop only two feet
square the gain with spacing greater than one -eighth cf an inch becomes less
noticeable. For a loop four feet square this critical spacing is somewhat less

than one -quarter of an inch, while for a loop eight feet square the wires
should be at least three -eighths of an inch from one another.
As the number of turns on the loop is increased the distributed capacity
becomes greater. At first this increase in capacity is quite rapid but as more
and more turns arc added to the loop, bringing its ends farther apart, the increase of capacity does not keep pace with the number of turns.

Turns Required on Loops.-The following table shows the

number of turns required on box loops of various dimensions when
used with tuning condensers from .00025 to .001 microfarad capacity.

The loops are considered as being square, that is, with four

sides of equal length. These sizes run from ten inches square up
to thirty-five inches square.
Dimensions are given both for length of the sides of a square loop
and for the area in square inches of the side of an oblong rectangular loop. A rectangular loop laving the same area as a given
square will operate satisfactorily with the number of turns specified
for the square loop. The longer dimension of the loop should not
be more than twice its shorter dimension.
As an example, a loop having sides of 16 inches and 25 inches has an area
of 400 square inches. A loop 20 inches square likewise has an area of 400
inches, The numbers of turns given in the columns for loops 20 inches square

are applicable then to loops with sides 16 and 25 inches long or to any other
combination of dimensions which yields an area of approximately 400 square
nc hit; .

In winding loops which arc longer than they are wide and using the following tables in determining the number of turns, it is always advisable to
place at least one extra turn in the beginning to care for changes brought
about by the difference in shape. The extra wire may then be removed if
it
is found unnecessary, this being known when the loop is tried out with the
tuning condenser which will be regularly used. The added turn or turns may
be supported in a temporary manner while testing.

LOOP, DIRECTIONAL EFFECT OF
Tuxxs REQUIRED FOR RECTANGULAR LOOPS
Length of Side in Inches-Square Loop
or

Arca of Rectangular Loop
Condenser

Spacing X -inch Between Turns

Capacity
in Mfds.

10:10 12:12 14 :14 16x16 18x18 20x20 25x25 30x30 35x35
324
400
625
256
1%
900
100
144
1225
.00025
.00035
.0005
.001

-- -- 16

21

20
16

23
18
15

21
17
13

17

22
18

13

11

10

9

9

7

25

14

II

15
12

13

10

9
6

11

6

Spac ng 1!. -inch Between Turns
10x10

al

.00025
.00035
.0005

14x14

16:16

1%

256

18:18 20:20 25:25 30:30 35x35
324
400
625
900
1225

- - 22

.001

12x12
144

17

24
14

20

23

20

16

17
14

20

18

13

11

12

11

16
10

15
12
10

8

7

6

Spac rig 5,/ -inch Between Turns

10:10 12:12
100

.00025
.00035
.0005
.001

14.4

14:14
196

16x16
256

18x18 20x20 25x25
324
400
625

-- -- -- -- -- -- - 21

17

21

22

25
19

14

12

11

30x30 35x35
900
1225

24

20

17

19

13

15

16
12

9

8

7

10

LOOP, DIRECTIONAL EFFECT OF.-If a loop is turned
so that it is pointed edgewise toward the transmitting station, radio
waves from that station will travel the greatest distance between the

Loop

Fro. 1.-Loop Pointed at Most Favorable Direction Toward Transmitter.

LOOP, DIRECTIONAL EFFECT OF
This is shown in Fig. 1 with the loop turned
at the most favorable position toward the transmitting station.
When the loop is finally turned so that its fiat side is toward the
transmitting station the signal strength will be least. Under this
two sides of the loop.

Maximum
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1

2.-Efiect on Signal of Turning Directional Loop with Reference to
Nearby Transmitting Station.
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FIG 3.-Effect of Turning Directional Loop with Reference to Distant Station.

condition the advancing radio wave strikes both sides of the loop
at the same instant, generates exactly equal and opposite voltages
which balance each other out completely, leaving no signal for the
receiver except that due to loop capacity.

LOOP, PRECAUTIONS IN USE OF
It will be seen from the foregoing that the strongest signal will
be delivered by a loop which is pointed directly toward the transmitting station, that is, when its edge is toward the station. 'Ile
least signal strength is received when the loop is broadside toward
the station.
Therefore, it is possible to partially or wholly tune out an un-

desired station by turning the loop broadside toward it. Pointing
the loop will greatly increase the signal strength from a distant
station. One of the greatest advantages of the loop is in this ability
to tune out unwanted signals while receiving the desired signals
with maximum strength.
In using a loop it will be found that the signal strength from a nearby

station remains approximately the same until the loop is turned almost exactly at right angles to the station. The signal strength will then show a
sudden and decided decrease during the last few degrees of loop movement.
This is shown in Fig. 2 for various angles of a loop.
On the other hand the signal strength from a distant station will show 3
very gradual increase as the edges of the loop are brought into line with the
direction of the radio waves.

But during the final few degrees of loop move-

ment, the movement that brings the loop directly in line with the station, a
decided and sudden increase in signal strength will be noticed. This is shown
in Fig. 3.

LOOP, PRECAUTIONS IN THE USE OF.-A loop will

not receive signals with any satisfaction from stations whose frt.

Connections from Spiral Loop to Receiver.

quency is above the fundamental frequency of the loop. This fundamental frequency of the loop is determined by the combination
of its inductance and its distributed capacity. Whatever the ire:
quency at which these two produce resonance, that is the limit of

LOOP. RECEIVERS FOR
the loop's usefulness on the lower wavelengths. This is the reason
for taking every care to reduce distributed capacity.
In making connections between a spiral loop and its receiver the
inside of the spiral should always be connected to the filament circuit in the receiver, as in the drawing. The outer end of the spiral
will then be connected to the grid of the first tube.
It is necessary that the loop be protected from the field of any radio frequency coil or oscillator coil in the receiver. These coils often have a widespread and rather powerful field. A loop placed close to the receiver will

rick up energy from such a coil and oscillation will be difficult to control.
In a loop receiver it is often necessary to shield the radio frequency or

oicillator coils or to shield the entire receiving set.
A loop receiver used in the same room with another receiver connected to
an antenna and ground will he broad tuning. Experiments show that an
antenna wire ten or twelve feet away from a loop will so strongly affect the
loop that a station tuned in on the antenna may be heard regardless of change
in loop tuning. In buildin* having steel framework it may be found that
a short indoor antenna is much better than a large loop.

LOOP, RECEIVERS FOR USE WITH.-See Receiver,

Loop.

LOOP, REGENERATION WITH.-Since the amount of

energy collected by a loop is very small even under the most favorable conditions, it is of great advantage to employ regeneration.
This greatly reduces the effective resistance of the loop circuit at
the frequency being received. Regeneration may be obtained in a
loop by any of the methods which would allow regeneration in a
tuned radio frequency transformer.
Loop
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One Method of Regeneration with a Loop.

Energy from the plate circuit of the first tube may be fed back
Into the loop through a variable condenser of small capacity. The
connections are shown in the diagram. One end of the loop is connected to the grid of the first tube. Two or more turns away from
the connection to the filament circuit at the other end a tap is used.
from the tap, connection is made through the small condenser to
the plate circuit.

LOOP, SPIRAL TYPE
With another method a few additional turns are placed on the loop and

used as a tickler winding. Current through this tickler may be controlled with
a high resistance, a variable condenser or any other means generally adopted

for control of tickler effect.

Sec also

Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

LOOP, SPIRAL TYPE.-A spiral type loop may be mounted
to swing either upon its long or short horizontal axis or upon a
diagonal axis. Spiral loops are often made of circular or oblong
shape.

A spiral loop has less inductance than a box loop for the same
outside dimensions and for the same length of wire used. The spiral
loop has slightly less distributed capacity than a box loop, spacing
and other factors being the same. See also Loop, Box Type.

LOOP, TAPS IN.-Dead ends are very harmful in a loop.

They reduce the power and broaden the tuning. If a loop is built
with a dead end and the dead end turns then removed, the wavelength to which the loop responds with a given condenser setting
will be lowered, that is, the loop will respond to higher frequencies.
Short circuiting the dead end turns will only make matters worse.

LOOP, WAVE TRAP WITH.-Any form of wave trap may

be used in connection with a loop. A series or impedance wave trap
may be placed in the lead from the loop to the filament connection

in the set. An absorption wave trap may be connected in this
same lead which goes to the filament connection in the receiver.
See Trap, Wave.

LOOSE COUPLING.-See Coupling, Loose.
LORENZ COIL.-See Coil, Basket Wound.
LOSSES IN COIL.-See Coil, Losses In.
LOSSES IN CONDENSER-See Condenser, Losses I,:.
LOSSES IN CONDUCTORS.-See Resistance, High Fre-

quency; also Skin Effect.

LOSSES IN TRANSFORMERS.-See Transfornicr.
LOUD SPEAKER.-See Speaker, Loud.
LOW FREQUENCY. --See Frequency, High.
LOW-LOSS.-Radio units and parts which arc described as

low -loss are understood to have low radio frequency resistances and.

slight absorption of energy. See the following: Coil, Losses in;
Condenser, Losses in; and Resistance, Eigh Frequency.

LOW PASS FILTER.-See Filter, Low Pass.

M

m.-21 symbol for mass.
M.-A symbol for mutual inductance.

MACHINE SCREWS.-See Screws and Bolts, Types of.
MAGNET WIRE.-See Wire, Magnet.
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Magnetic.
MAGNETIC COUPLING.-See Coupling, Inductive.
MAGNETIC FIELD.-See Field, Magnetic and Electromagnetie.

MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS.-See Hysteresis.

MAGNETISM AND ELECTROMAGNETISM.-Like

electricity, magnetism can be described best by telling of its actions
and effects. The action most commonly thought of is that by which
a magnetic piece of iron or steel attracts another piece of iron or
steel to itself.
Magnetism is assumed to flow in magnetic lines of force and these
lines of force travel in magnetic circuits through the magnet and
through the space immediately surrounding the ends or poles of the
magnet.
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1.-The Poles and Field of a Magnet.

These lines of force pass through the metal of the magnet from
one end to the other and. after issuing from the magnet travel

through the surrounding space to re-enter again, thus keeping up a
continuous travel or magnetic circuit as shown in Fig. 1. The end

of the magnet from which the lines of force leave the magnet is
called its positive pole, and the end at which they re-enter is called
the negative pole.
A piece of iron or steel may be made a magnet through the influence of another piece that is already magnetic or by being acted
upon by the electrical influence from a conductor carrying current.

magnet shows attraction for another magnet or for any piece of

iron or steel near it.

The end at which the lines of force enter, the negative pole in

other words, may also be called the south pole, while the end from

MAGNETISM AND ELECTROMAGNETISM

which the lines of force leave is called either the positive or north
pole. The space in which the lines of force travel outside the magnet is called the magnetic field.
While all metals are conductors of electric current, in practical work only
iron and steel can become magnets. However, lines of force easily pass
through all other substances, metal or otherwise, almost as if the substances
did not exist. Magnetism can be controlled only by providing paths of iron
or steel for it to travel through, there being no materials that confine magnetism
as insulators confine electric current.
A hard steel magnet retains magnetism until heated, violently jarred, etc.,
and is called a permanent magnet. Soft iron will not retain magnetism and

remains magnetic only while in the field of another magnet or of a currentcarrying conductor. Soft iron in contact with a magnet becomes magnetic

itself.

Magnets brought near each other with like poles together show repulsion
for each other; with unlike poles together, they attract each other. Twu

positive or two negatives repel, while a positive and a negative attract.
Magnets placed together with like poles together form a compound magnet
stronger than a one-piece magnet of the same weight as all the parts together.
Magnets placed together with unlike poles (positive and negative) next one
another. neutralize each other's strength and there is no useful outside magnetic field.
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Fir.. 2.-Electromagnetic Lines of Force Around a Conductor and a Coil.

Electromagnetism.-A conductor through which is flowing an
electric current is surrounded by circular lines of force which whirl

around the conductor as a center. These lines of force always

travel around the conductor in one direction relative to the direction
of current flow through the conductor and as shown in Fig. 2. 11
the current flow is reversed through the conductor, the direction of
the lines of force is also reversed.
Should the conductor be made into a coil as shown at the right
in Fig. 2, the lines of force will not make complete circles around
the turns of the conductor, but will pass completely through the
coil, which is now a solenoid, and will then return in the other direction around the outside of the coil.
If a piece of iron be placed within the solenoid the lines of force
that were traveling inside the coil will travel through the iron in
the same direction as shown in Fig. 3, making the iron a magnet
whose polarity corresponds to the direction in which the current
flows through the conductor. This combination of an iron core
and a coil is called an electromagnet. The strength of the electromagnet depends on the number of amperes flowing through the

MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE

coil and on the number of turns of the conductor around the iron
core.

To produce a strong magnetic effect in iron or steel, the conductor is wound around the metal. The lines of force then go
through the metal, called the core, and their direction through the
core depends on the direction of current flow through the conductor
and on the direction in which it is wound around the core.

DI re c.L co'?

of Current
FIG. 3.-Current Flow Around an Electromagnet.

The core of an electromagnet is made from soft iron, usually in
thin sheets or lengths of wire in place of in a solid piece. Such a
magnet retains its magnetism only as long as current flows through
its winding. A small amount of magnetism remains in the core, no
matter how soft the iron may be, and this remaining magnetism is
called residual magnetism. See also Induction; Circuit, Magnetic;
Field, Magnetic and Electromagnetic; and Iron and Steel.

MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCE.-See Iron and Sled.
MANGANIN.-An alloy metal commonly used for its resist-

ance properties in rheostats and resistors. It is composed of about
S4 per cent copper, 12 per cent manganese and 4 per cent nickel.
See Resistance, Materials for.

MAPLE WOOD.-See Wood.
MATCHING COILS AND CONDENSERS.-See Oscil-

lator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

MATCHING IMPEDANCES.-See Impedance, Matching of.
MAXIMUM COUPLING.-1See Coupling, Close; also Cou-

pling, Optimum.

MECHANICAL RECTIFIER.-See Charger, Battery,

brating Type,

Vi-

MEG.-A prefix meaning one million. These letters before a
ord indicating a certain value mean that the value expressed by
the word alone is to be taken one million times its unit value. Thus,
a mcgohm is equal to one million ohms.

MERCURY.-A heavy, silver colored metal; the only metal

which is liquid at ordinary temperatures. A column of pure mercury is used as a standard of resistance. See Ohm. The specific
gravity of mercury is 13.55. The resistance of this metal is 576.23
ohms per mil foot.
MERCURY CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Variable.

MERCURY RECTIFIER.-See Rectifier, Mercury Arc Type.

MERSHON CONDENSER

MERSHON CONDENSER. Sec Condenser, Electrolytic.
METALS.-See names of various metals; also Resistance, Materials for.

METER.-A unit of length in the metric system of measureOne meter is equal to 39.37 inches, 3.281 feet, or 1.094

ment.

yards in English units of length. Commonly used fractions of the
meter include the centimeter, which is one one -hundredth of a meter,

and the millimeter, which is one one -thousandth of a meter. For
conversion values of metric and English units of length, area, volume
and mass see Metric System.
The meter is the unit in which the length of radio waves is measured. See Wavelength.

METER-AMPERE.-A measure of the strength of a radio

transmitting station. The number of meter -amperes is found by
multiplying the number of amperes of maximum current in the antenna by the number of meters of height of the antenna.

METERS.-Any instrument which measures electrical values
is called a meter. An ammeter measures the current in amperes.
a voltmeter measures the electromotive force in volts, a wattmeter
measures electrical power in watts. A milliammeter measures current in milliamperes or thousandths of an ampere. The potentiometer is wrongly named since it does not measure potential but
divides potential between different circuits. Frequency meters
measure the frequency of alternating fields.

eter-

Circuit

METERS, AMPERE AND

VOLT.-An ampere meter or ammeter measures electric current flow
in amperes, its scale being graduated
in amperes and parts of amperes. A
voltmeter measures electric pressure,
potential or electromotive force in
volts with a scale divided into divisions representing volts and parts of

wilts. The principles upon which
Fic. 1.-Ammeter in Series with ammeters and voltmeters operate arc
Circuit.

the same. The ammeter allows the
current to flow practically unhindered and indicates the effect of the

current passing in a circuit. The voltmeter offers such high resistance to the How of current that this flow is practically stopped.
The voltmeter then measures the effect of the voltage or pressure
acting upon its terminals.
Ammeters are connected in series with the circuit in which the
current is to be measured. That is, the circuit is opened and the
ammeter inserted between the opened ends, as in Fig. 1. Voltmeters
are connected in parallel across the two sides of a circuit without
opening the circuit when the voltage difference between the two
sides is to be measured. Voltmeters are also connected across any
two points in a circuit when the voltage drop between these points
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is to be measured. A voltmeter may be connected between any two
points whose voltage difference is to be measured, either in an open

circuit or a closed circuit. Such connections are shown in Fig. 2.
Ammeters may be used in a receiver to measure the flow of current to the filaments of the tubes, although this is seldom done.
Milliammeters arc often used to measure the flow of direct current
in the plate circuits of the tubes, this being an indication of considerable value in the proper operation of a receiver.
Voltmeters are often used to measure the voltage across the tube
filaments and other voltmeters or a double range meter may be used
to measure the voltage applied to the plate circuits.
More current flows through the filament of a new tube than flows when
the same tube is older. While the current in amperes for best reception decrca.e_s with age, the voltage across the filament remains the same for best

reception practically regardless of age or at least until the tube is in such

condition it. should be discarded. For these reasons a reading of the filament
voltage is of greater value in a receiver than a reading of filament current.
A filament voltmeter is to be recommended in place of a filament ammeter.
Voltmeter connections may be made by using an open circuit jack between
positive and negative filament connections at or near the tube, making the
connection on the tube side and not on the battery side of any resistor in

Neter-
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is measured

Fin. 2.-Voltmeter Connected Across a Circuit.
the circuit. Ammeter connections may be made by placing a closed circuit

jack in series with the line whose current or amperage is to be measured.
Methods of inserting voltmeters and ammeters into the various receiver circuits are shown under Jacks and Switches, Uses of.

Ranges of Meters.- The range of a meter is the greatest value
it will measure, either in amperes or volts. For instance, a voltmeter which reads from zero up to eight volts is said to have a range
of eight volts. For measuring filament voltages when using storage
batteries the voltmeter should have a range of at least 0-7% volts
and this may well be 0-10 volts. For measuring plate voltages

when using batteries for this work a voltmeter of 0-150 volts
range is generally employed, Since voltages greater than 150 are
seldom secured from batteries. Voltmeters having two or more

ranges combined in the one instrument are often used with a switch Over connection so that either range may be employed. These
double range meters generally have the first range of from 0-7%,
0-10 or 0-15 volts and the other of 0-150 volts.

Plate milliammeters for measuring the flow of direct current to

plate circuits have ranges depending on the total plate current consumption of the receiver. Some receivers use very little plate cur-
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rent and a meter of 0-30 milliamperes range will be sufficient.
But with some of the larger power tubes a meter showing up to
milliamperes or even higher may be required.

Voltmeters Used as Ammeters.-It will be found that

50

many

voltmeters may be used as plate milliammeters although the voltmeter scale will not read correctly for milliamperes. Because voltmeters have a very high resistance this is not good practice. The
high resistance cuts down the plate voltage and may cause resistance coupled feedbacks and howling.

Fm. 3.-Multiplier Used with
Voltmeter.

4.-tilnint Used with
Ammeter.

A voltmeter originally intended to read comparatively low voltages may be used to read higher voltages which are multiples of the
lower ones by inserting a resistance unit in series with the voltmeter
as in Fig. 3. These resistances are called multipliers. They may
be bought ready made of proper value for many high grade meters

and serve the purpose of making the instrument one of several
ranges.

A voltmeter may be used as an ammeter by plac-

ing a rather low resistance unit between its terminab. Of course, the meter scale must then he
calibrated for the new purpose. An ammeter made
for one rang'e may be used for measuring higher
ranges by adding a low resistance element called a

shunt between its terminals. These ammeter shunts
may be bought for the better grade instruments just

as voltmeter multipliers may be bought.
shows a shunt in use. The meter scale

Fig. 4
readings

must then be multiplied by some number, generally
2, 5, 10 or similar numbers, to give correct indications.

Ftc.5.-Milliammeter
Used :IS Voltmeter.

Ammeters Used as Voltmeters.-A milliammeter may he used as a voltmeter by
connecting a high resistance unit in series

with the milliammeter as in Fig. 5. The number of ohms resistance
will determine the maximum voltage that may be measured with
the remodeled instrument.
Milliammeters generally have a full scale reading of one, five.
ten, twenty, thirty or fifty milliamperes. It will be convenient to
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make the meter read a maximum voltage which is some even multiple of the maximum number of milliamperes since it will then be
comparatively easy to translate the scale readings into voltages.
Fur example, a milliammeter reading up to ten milliamperes may be
changed to a voltmeter reading up to one hundred volts. Each milliampere on the scale will then indicate ten volts and the entire ten
milliamperes will become equal to the entire one hundred volts.
The number of ohms resistance to be placed in series with various minium-

meters to change them over into voltmeters is given in the following table.
The resistance is shown at the intersection of the lines for the present maximum reading of the milliammeter scale and the desired maximum voltage
reading.

The less the range of the milliammeter to begin with the more efficient it
will be as a voltmeter. This is because the meter must always carry enough
current in milliamperes to cause its pointer to move and it takes more current
to get a full scale deflection from a meter originally intended to measure
comparatively large currents. To operate a meter with a range of ten milliamperes takes ten times the current required to operate one having a range
of one milliampere.
The resistance used must be capable of carrying the number of milliamperes
which the meter is originally designed to indicate with full deflection. As a

general rule none of the leak type resistors will carry more than twenty

milliamperes without overheating, and the only sizes that will carry this much
current are those of lowest resistance. The table of resistance shows only the

combinations that may be made within the current carrying ability of high
grade resistors of the types sold for resistance couplers.

Any other combination may be figured out by dividing the desired full
scale voltage by the decimal indicating the maximum number of amperes
handled by the milliammeter. The result will he the required resistance in
ohms.
RESISTANCES FOR NIILLIAIIMETERS 1-7SF:D AS VOLTMETERS

Desired Full Scale Voltage Reading

Present Full
Scale in

Milliamperes

1

5

10
15

20
25
30

10

20

30

50

10000
2000
1000
667
500

20000
4000
2000

50000

1000

30000
6000
3000
2000
1500

400

R00

1200

333

667

1333

W000
5000
3333
2500

-

--

IOU

200

100000 200000
40000
20000
10000
6667

300

500

300000

500000

---- --- ----

60000

--

---

The combination of milliammeter and fixed resistance should be tested with
several known voltages, such as li-battery voltages, to ascertain the accuracy
of the device and to make a record of its error due to the use of resistances
not of the exact number of ohms specified.
If the milliammeter has a full scale reading of more than five milliamperes,
the arrangement will he of little use for testing the voltages of plate power
qipply units because the meter combination will then take more current than
all the tubes together in many receivers. This current through the meter will
drop the voltage far below its actual value when the power unit is working
only on the receiver.

METERS, FREQUENCY

Requirements of Meters.-Cheap meters, either voltmeters or
ammeters, are generally unsatisfactory. In a voltmeter high resistance is desired. Only very little current should flow through the

meter to operate it and its mechanism must be very delicate and
fine. Such construction cannot be put into a cheap meter. In an

ammeter we want the least possible resistance and the meter's movement is shunted across a low resistance conductor carrying the current. Again the mechanism must be delicate and costly.
A poor voltmeter of low resistance will allow so much current to flow
through itself that this load will reduce the voltage in the measured circuit
below its proper value without the voltmeter in use. Small, low-cost volt-

meters are worthless for measuring the voltages from plate power supply units
because many of these voltmeters take far more current than all the tubes in
the receiver combined.
Various types of meters will measure either alternating currents and voltages or direct currents and voltages, but one meter is not always -suitable for
both direct and alternating. Meters for use in alternating circuits give greatest
satisfaction when of the hot-wire or thermo-couple type. Both of these types

depend on the heating effect of a current and heating

is

independent of

whether the current is direct or alternating. Hot-wire meters operate because
of the expansion of a wire which is heated by the current to be measured.
Thermo -couple meters operate from the electricity generated at a joint between two different metal;, this electricity operating a small galvanometer
which indirectly indicates the conditions in the main circuit.
METERS, FREQUENCY.-Frequency meters or wave -

meters are among the most useful instruments to be found in a

radio laboratory or radio shop. Among the many applications of
such meters are the following: They may be used for measuring
the unknown frequency of signals being received, for the measurement of unknown inductances and capacities, for the measurement
of the frequency ranges of circuits containing inductance and capacity, and for the calibration of the settings for receivers without
the necessity of waiting for broadcasting stations to be heard.
A frequency meter or a wavemeter is a device by means of which
an unknown frequency or wavelength may be measured. The frequency meter or wavemeter generally consists of a coil of fixed
inductance and a condenser of variable capacity as its chief parts.
The device may also include some means of indicating the flow of
current in the oscillatory circuit formed by the condenser and coil.
The method of connection is shown in Fig. 1 for the simplest form
of meter using an indicator.
The range of the frequency meter is determined by the inductance of the coil and the capacity of the condenser. Many of these
meters are built so that the coil may be changed for other sizes.
Higher frequency ranges are then handled by substituting a coil of
less inductance and lower ranges are handled with a coil of greater
inductance. The condenser remains unchanged except as its capacity is varied by moving the plates.
The frequency meter thus consists of a tuned circuit which may
be brought into resonance at the frequency to be indicated or measured. At resonance the flow of current in the frequency meter cir-
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cuit is at a maximum and this maximum flow of current generally
operates some sort of indicating device which shows that resonance
has been attained. The indicating device may he some form of
meter, a lamp bulb, or a set of headphones.
The indicating device may be in series with the coil and condenser as in Fig. I or it may be in a separate circuit which is

coupled to the resonant circuit formed by the coil and the con-

denser. This is shown in Fig. 2.
Frequency meters which include only a coil and condenser without any
indicating device have a limited range of usefulness since the only indication
of their resonance is the effect on another circuit whereby the meter's circuit
absorbs power from the other circuit to which it is coupled or brought near.
A frequency meter employing a condenser of the straight line frequency
type will measure approximate frequencies directly on its scale, while if wavelengths are to be measured they must be computed from the frequency. Ii
the instrument uses a condenser of the straight line wavelength type, its scale
will read directly in approximate wavelengths, corresponding frequencies being
arrived at by computation.

Fn:. I.-The Simplest Frequency
Meter Circuit.

F. 2.-Frequency Meter with
Coupled Indicator Circuit.

Calibrating the Frequency Meter.-The condenser dials of

frequency meters or wavemeters are seldom marked directly in frequencies or wavelengths but are graduated over half of the circle
Of the dial, from zero up to one hundred or up to one hundred and
eighty. Therefore it is necessary to have some means of translating the dial readings to frequency or to wavelength. This is done
by preparing a graph or curve such as the one in Fig. 3 which shows
the relation between the dial setting and the frequency. Instructions
for plotting curves are given under the heading Graph.

It should be distinctly understood that the coupling between a
frequency meter and the circuit with which the frequency meter is
being made resonant must always be as loose as possible. The coupling depends on the nearness of the frequency meter coil to any coil
in the circuit being tested or measured and also depends on the angle
of these two coils with each other. Frequency meter coupling may
sometimes be made as close as six inches when very feeble currents
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exist in the circuit being tested, but with stronger currents the coupling may be several feet.
With too close coupling between the two units, sharp indications
of resonance cannot be obtained and the measurements will he inaccurate. A close coupling broadens the resonant peak or may even
make two distant peaks separated considerably from each other.
The proper method is to bring the frequency meter close enough
to the other circuit to obtain a decided indication of resonance in
the meter. Then move the meter farther and farther away, continually testing for resonance until the least indication is received
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Frequency Meter Dial Settings.

which is distinctly noticeable on the meter. Then continue the work
with this coupling and no more.
It is absolutely essential that any frequency meter be calibrated
while using the same resonance indicator and wiring connections
that will be used whenever the frequency meter is employed. This
applies to headphones, lamps. milliammeters, phone cords and all
other similar parts.

If the frequency meter contains only a condenser and coil but
no indicating device, it may be calibrated from a receiver by tuning
the receiver to broadcasting stations of known frequency. With
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this method the receiver must not be allowed to oscillate. The frequency meter is rather loosely coupled to the antenna circuit of the
receiver or is brought close to the first coil in the receiver as in Fig.
4. The meter dial is now turned until the signal being heard from
the receiver is reduced to its lowest possible volume. At this point

the frequency meter is resonant at the frequency of the station
being heard on the receiver. A number of settings are thus made
and a curve plotted similar to the one in Fig. 3.

It is possible to calibrate an indicating frequency meter from broadcasting
station signals with the help of an oscillating receiver, The receiver is accurately and sharply tuned to a broadcasting station of known frequency or
wavelength. The meter, including a pair of headphones, is then brought near
the receiver until it is possible to hear a click in the phones when the meter's
condenser is turned. The meter is kept as far away from the receiver as will
still give readable signals in the phones. The receiver itself should be in an
oscillating condition and while in this oscillating condition should be tuned to
zero beat, that is, until heterodyne whistles disappear, yet will reappear as the
receiver tuning controls arc turned either way.
As the meter's condenser is turned, a click will be heard in the phones when
the meter's setting passes by the frequency corresponding to that of the re -

Fro. 4.-Coupling between Frequency Meter and Receiver.

Two clicks slightly separated from each other mean that the meter
is too close to the receiver. The reading on the meter dial at the exact
position at which the click occurs indicates that the meter is set at the freceiver.

quency of the station being heard over the receiver.
The receiver is then tuned to various stations of known frequency and each
time a station is tuned in, the meter's setting is changed until the click occurs
in the phones. These various settings of the frequency meter are plotted on a

curve which will apply to the frequency meter when in use.
If a calibrated oscillator of the vacuum tube type is at hand, the frequency
meter may be calibrated directly from this oscillator as described under
Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of. The oscillator is set at some frequency
and allowed to remain there. They frequency meter is brought near the oscillator until it is found that the meter indicates resonance as the meter dial is
tuned across the point corresponding to the oscillator's frequency.

The frequency meter is now moved away from the oscillator, making the
coupling looser, until the least readable indication is secured on the meter.
The meter's condenser is set to give maximum deflection or indication under
these conditions, and a record is made of the condenser reading which corresponds to the meter's setting for the frequency of the oscillator. The
oscillator is then changed to another frequency and the same procedure gone
through with, obtaining another calibration point for the meter. When eight
Or ten points have thus been determined a curve is plotted for the meter.
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Resonance Indicators.-The characteristics

of

the various

kinds of resonance indicating arrangements determine their selection according to the use to which the frequency meter will be put.
It may be desired to obtain a measurement of the strength or energy
of a signal at a given frequency as well as to learn of the frequency
itself. More generally, however, it is only the frequency that need
be recognized. Of course, the resonance indicator must be very sensitive so that it will respond to the minute energy available.
In working with high power, such as from a transmitter's circuits,
the resonance indicator generally consists of a small incandescent
lamp bull) or a neon tilled bulb inserted in series with the coil and
condenser as shown in Fig. 1. A sensitive galvanometer or milli ammeter having a full scale deflection of from one to three milliamperes may be used in place of the lamp bulb.
Indicators formed by thermo-couples with galvanometers, by
crystal detectors and galvanometers, and by hot-wire meters are
also suited for operation where the received power is considerable.

5.-Frequency Meter with Direct
Coupled Indicator Circuit.

FIG. G.-Frequency Meter Indicator
Coupled through Single Wire.

:Methods which are better for work with broadcast receiving
equipment employ a pair of headphones and a crystal detector
coupled directly to the resonant circuit of the frequency meter as
in Fig. 5 or coupled through a single wire as in Fig. G. Either of
these methods of coupling is more sensitive than the inductive coupling of Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows a very satisfactory method of placing the resonance indicator

in a separate circuit Iiich is loosely coupled to the frequency meter circuit.
The coupled circuit includes a small coil,.a crystal detector and a pair of
headphones. Coupling is obtained by connecting one wire from any point in
the frequency meter circuit to a point in the coupled circuit. The connection

to the coupled circuit may be made between the coil and detector as shown.
between the detector and the phones or between the phones and the coil, the
connection which gives the best indications on the headphones being the one
retained.

The coil in the coupled circuit should consist of only thirty or forty turns
of medium size wire, such as number 20, close wound on a two-inch tube..
This coil is placed two or three inches from the frequency meter coil, the two
coils being in the same box.
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If the small coil in the coupled circuit is made with too many turns, the
calibration of the meter will be changed when the crystal is adjusted to new
points. If the small coil has too few turns, the meter will not show sufficient
indication of resonance. This coil should be made so that it gives the best

no. 7.-Inductively Coupled Indicator
Circuit for Frequency Meter.

Fm. R.-Frequency Meter with Special Coupling for Indicator.

indications without causing a change in the frequency meter setting with
changes in adjustment of the crystal detector. The layout is shown in Fig. a
If it is found impossible to secure sufficient sound in the phones, more
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Flo. a-Layout for Frequency Meter with Special Indicator Coupling.
energy may be introduced into the coupled circuit by mounting a metal plate
about two by three inches or three inches square near the stator plates of the
frequency
meter condenser and connecting this plate to a point in the coupled
circuit.
This circuit was designed at the Bureau of Standards.

METERS, FREQUENCY

Autodyne Frequency Meter.-The action of producing beat

frequencies in two circuits may be employed in a frequency meter
constructed as shown in Fig. 10. This construction is simply that
of a vacuum tube oscillator whose frequency of oscillation is controlled by the variable condenser in the grid circuit. A pair of
headphones is connected to the jack in the plate circuit. The pickup coil should be loosely coupled to the circuit whose frequency is
to be measured.
By listening in the headphones a squealing noise will be heard
similar to that produced in a receiver which is oscillating. As the

tuning condenser is moved, a point will be found at which this
At this point the frequency produced in the
meter is exactly the same as that in the circuit being measured.

sound disappears.

Fm. 10.-Circuits of Autodyne Frequency Meter.

The setting of the frequency meter condenser will then indicate
the frequency of the circuit being measured.
The accuracy of this type of meter depends somewhat on the grid to lila
meat capacity of the tube which is in parallel with the capacity of the frequency meter tuning condenser. Changing tubes will make a change in the
meter's calibration and a new set of values will have to be determined. Any
change in filament voltage across the tube will likewise have an effect upon
the meter's indication. Consequently, the filament voltage should always be
maintained at the same point.

Construction of Frequency Meters.-All of the parts used

in building a frequency meter should be of the best obtainable
quality and so proportioned as to allow the smallest possible radio
frequency losses in coils, condensers, resonance indicator and wiring. All wiring and internal connections should be short, rigid and

METERS, FREQUENCY, CALIBRATING RECEIVERS WITH
securely. fastened. Connections should never be made with long
twisted cables.
Satisfactory coils may be made by winding number 20 or 22 double

cotton covered wire on suitable sizes of tubing. The number of
turns of wire for various tubing sizes may be found under the heading Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for. Frequency meter coils are

generally made for use with a condenser of .001 microfarad capacity.
The coil should be solidly built and solidly mounted outside of the
case containing the condenser.
Frequency meter condensers must always be of the variable type
with air as the dielectric. The .001 microfarad size is common in
this work. These condensers should be strongly built, having large

bearings and heavy or stiff plates. The condenser may advantageously be enclosed in a metal housing or in a shielded box with
the shield connected to the rotor plates.
It is necessary to use either a vernier condenser or a vernier dial. The dial
markings may be from zero to one hundred or from zero to one hundred and

FIG. IL-Frequency Meter with Shielded Cabinet.
eighty.

The markings should be made with fine, sharp lines and a hair -line
marker provided for accurate reading. It is not advisable
to attempt having
the dial of the frequency meter read directly either in frequencies
or wavelengths. It should be numbervl from
zero up as just mentioned. This is
because in time the calibration of the frequency meter may change. A new
calibration curve may be made easily but it would not be so convenient to
alter the markings on a dial.
A crystal detector used in a frequency meter should be of the most sensitive
type obtainable, should have the lowest possible resistance and should be
adjustable.
The frequency
condenser and all necessary terminals are mounted in
a shielded cabinet meter
as in Fig. 11. The panel to which the condenser is fastened
should be of a high grade dielectric material such as used for panels in
ceivers.

re-

Coils arc mounted outside of the cabinet
that they may be able
to pick up the energy which operates the frequencysometer.
bee also Ostillaior.

METERS. FREQUENCY.
RECEIVERS
AND CIRCUITS WITH.-ByCALIBRATING
the use of a frequency meter it
is possible to determine the frequency range of any oscillating cir-

METERS, FREQUENCY, CALIBRATING RECEIVERS WITH
cuit composed of a coil and condenser. The method is shown in
Fig. I. The circuit to be excited is connected to a high frequency
buzzer unit or to an audio frequency oscillator. The frequency
meter is then brought near the excited circuit and the frequency
meter condenser is varied until the indicator shows the greatest response.

If the action of the indicator is not sharp, it shows that

the frequency meter is too close to the excited circuit.

Excited Circuit

Frequency

Meter

toil
Buzzer or
Oscillator

FIG. l. --Calibration in Measuring Tuning Range of Excited Circuit with
Frequency Meter.

With the greatest response in the frequency meter indicator the
meter is adjusted to the natural frequency of the excited circuit.
These frequencies may be read for both minimum and maximum
settings of the variable unit, condenser or inductance, in the excited
circuit, thus giving the range over which the excited circuit may be
tuned.

Receiver

Buzzer or

Oscillator

Fro. 2.-Calibrating Receiver with Frequency Meter.
A receiver may be completely calibrated for all frequencies within the

broadcasting band by using the frequency -meter excited by a buzzer or audio
oscillator according to the method shown in Fig. 2. The coil of the frequency
meter is brought near the antenna circuit of the receiver. The frequency

meter dial is then set at the various frequencies or wavelengths which it is
desired to tune in on the receiver. lVith each setting of the meter the re-

ceiver's tuning controls arc changed to bring in the signal at maximum volume.

METERS, FREQUENCY, CALIBRATION OF
These settings of the receiver controls arc those at which a broadcasting
station will be received when it is operating at the frequency or wavelength
,hown by the frequency meter dial.

METERS, FREQUENCY, CALIBRATION OF.-See Os-

cillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

METERS, FREQUENCY, CAPACITY AND INDUCTANCE MEASUREMENTS WITH.-Either the inductance

or the capacity in an oscillatory circuit may be measured with the
help of a frequency meter. That is, an unknown inductance may
be measured if a known capacity is at hand, or an unknown capacity may be measured if the inductance is known.
The circuit containing the inductance and capacity is excited by
an audio oscillator or buzzer as indicated. The coil of the frequency
meter is brought near the inductance in the circuit being measured
and the frequency meter condenser is varied until maximum resonance indication is obtained. The reading of the frequency meter
then gives the frequency of the circuit being tested.

Buzzer or
Oscillator

Circuit being

tested

Frequency

Meter

Measuring Inductance and Capacity with Frequency Meter.

Of the three values: frequency, inductance and capacity; two are known.
The frequency from the meter setting and the known inductance or the known

capacity may be inserted in the following formulas to learn the third or
unknown value. The numerator in the second term of both formulas is the
"I. -C Value for Frequency." The number to be placed in this position in
completing the formulas will be found in the table under Resonance, Inductance -Capacity Values /or. The frequency being used is found in the left
hand column of that table and then, in the column headed L -C Value, will
be found a corresponding number for insertion in these two formulas. The
frequency is in kilocycles, the i.nductance in microhenries, and the capacity
in microfarads.
Unknown Capacity=. L-C'Value for Frequency Used
Known Inductance
Unknown Inductance

L -C Value for Frequency Used
Known Capacity

METERS, FREQUENCY, OSCILLATOR USE OF.-A

frequency

meter may be used for an oscillator with which to excite
or radio receivers for purposes of calibration. A high
frequency buzzer
or an audio oscillator is connected to the frequency meter as shown in Fig. 2 under Meters, Frequency,
Caliradio circuits

METERS, FREQUENCY, SIGNAL MEASUREMENT WITH
orating Receivers and Circuits with. With the buzzer or oscillator
in operation the frequency meter's circuit will oscillate at whatever
frequency is indicated by its setting. Radiation from this oscillator
may be employed in the same manner that radiations from any other
form of oscillator would be used. See Oscillator.

METERS, FREQUENCY, SIGNAL FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT WITH.-The unknown frequency of a sig-

nal being heard in a receiver may be determined with a frequency
meter as shown in the illustration. With the receiver tuned to the
signal, the frequency meter coil is brought near a coil in the antenna circuit of the receiver and the frequency meter condenser is
set at the point which gives maximum resonance indication if the

Measuring Signal Frequency with Meter.

frequency meter uses headphones or other indicator. Otherwise
the meter is set at the point where the receiver signal is reduced
to the lowest volume if the frequency meter has no indicator. At
this point, the frequency meter indicates the frequency of the signal
being received.

METERS, KILOCYCLES RELATION TO.-See Wave-

length, Frequency Relation to.

METERS, MILLIAMPERE.-An ammeter for the measure-

ment of very small currents and whose scale is graduated to milliamperes (thousandths of an ampere) and fractions is called a milli ammeter.

See Meters, Ampere and Volt.

METERS, VOLT.-See Meters, Ampere and Volt.
METERS, WAVE.-See Meters, Frequency.
METRIC SYSTEM.-The metric system of units and measure-

ments is universally used throughout the world of science. The following tables show the relation between the metric units and English
units of length, area, volume and weight.

In the metric system of measurement each unit is equal to ten
times the next smaller similar unit and is equal to one -tenth of the
next larger similar unit. Thus; one meter is equal to ten centimeters
and one centimeter is equal to ten millimeters. The centimeter is
then equal to ten millimeters, the next smaller unit, and is equal to
one -tenth meter, the next larger unit of length.

MFD.
METRIC UNITS TO ENGLISH UNITS

1 millimeter
I ,A.utinicter
locter
1 kilometer

0.03937 inch
0.3937 inch

=

-

1

39.37

= 3281.0

inches
feet

= 0.003281 feet
= 0.032808 feet
= 3.280833 feet
= 0.6214 mile

= 1.094 yds.

0.1549 sq. inches = 0.002471 sq. feet
I sq. centimeter -.
= 1549.9969 sq. inches = 10.76387 sq. feet
1 sq. meter
1 cu. centimeter =
=
I liter

-

I cram
kilogram

=

0.0610 cubic in.
33.8147 fluid oz.

= 0.0000353 cu. ft.
= 1.05671 liquid qt.

15.43 grains
35.274 avoir. oz.

=

0.03527 avoir. oz.
2.20462 pounds

= 0.2642 gals.

- 0.0022 lbs.

ENGLISH UNITS TO METRIC UNITS

I itch
loot
1 yard
l

=

1 mile

millimeters
25.4
30.48
centimeters
91.44
centimeters
1.609 kilometers

I square inch = 6.452 square cm.
1 square foot = 929.034 square cm.
1 cubic inch
1 cubic foot

1 liquid qt.

=
=
=

=
2.54
centimeters = 0.0254 meters
=
0.3048 meters
=
0.9144 meters
= 1609.347 meters
=
=

0.00065 sq. meters
0.0929 sq. meters

-

0.02835 kilogram
0.45359 kilogram

cubic cm.
0.0283 cubic meters
0.9463 liters
3.7853 liters

16.387

1 ounce (Av.) = 28.3495 crams
1 round
- 453.592 grams

MFD.-An abbreviation for microfarad. See Capacity, Units of.
MHO. -A unit of measurement for conductivity, the opposite
of resistance. A mho is the reciprocal of an ohm. The number of
mhos conductivity is equal to 1 divided by the number of ohms resistance. The word mho is formed by spelling the word ohm backward.

MICA. --Mica is one of the most important dielectric materials
used in radio and electrical work generally. Mica is a mineral which
occurs in laminated crystalline form, it being possible to split sheets

of mica along the laminations into layers of about one-fourth of
une thousandth of an inch in thickness.
Mica has a dielectric constant of.3.0 to 0.0.

It has low radio frequency

losses, some grades showing only about 0.05 degree phase angle difference.

As a dielectric, built-up mica is not so good, having a phase angle of around
one degree.

The dielectric strength of mica ranges from 700 to 1200 volts

per thousandth of an inch thickness for the grades of lower resistivity. Some
mica shows dielectric strength as high as 2000 to 3000 volts per thousandth of
inch. SIN! also Rrsistonce, Insulation.

MICA CONDENSER. -See Condenser, Fixcd.
MICA DIAPHRAGM.-See Speaker, Loud.
MICA RTA .-See Phenol Compounds.

MICRO-

MICRO.-A prefix meaning the one -millionth part of. When
these letters form the first part of any value, the value is the one millionth part of the unit forming the last part of the word. Thus
a microfarad is the one -millionth part of a farad, a microvolt is the
one -millionth part of a volt, and so on. The prefix "micro -micro"
means the one -millionth part of a millionth part, one micro -micro farad being the one -millionth part of a microfarad.

MICROMETER DIAL.-See Dial, Tuning, Vernier.
MICROPHONE.-A device by means of which sounds are

made to change the resistance or impedance in a circuit, thus chang-

ing the flow of current in the circuit so that the carrier wave of a
transmitter including the circuit is modulated according to the

sounds passing into the microphone.

Sec also Modulation.

MICROPHONIC NOISES.-See Noise.
MIKE.-Slang for Microphone.
MIL, CIRCULAR.-The area of a circle which is one -thou-

sandth of an inch in diameter. The one -thousandth part of an inch
is called one mil. The circular mil as a unit of area is used in
measuring the cross sectional area or size of conductors.

MILEAGE DISTANCES.-See Distances, Geographical.
MILLI.-:\ prefix meaning the one -thousandth part of. When
it precedes a word which indicates a certain value or quantity, that
value or quantity is to be divided by one thousand. For example,
one milliampere is the one -thousandth part of an ampere.
MILLIAMMETER.-See Meters, Volt and Ampere.

MILLIMETER.-See Metric System.

MMFD.-An abbreviation for micro-microfarads of capacity.

MODIFIED SINGLE CONTROL.-See Control, Single.
MODULATION.-Modulation is the process of varying the
amplitude of a carrier wave so that the average rise and fall in
amplitude, or the envelope of the carrier, represents the rise and
fall of the, sound waves which are to be sent out from the transmitter. See Radio, Principles of ,and Detector, Action of.

Grid Modulation.-The simplest method of modulating the out
put of an oscillator tube or generator tube is shown in Fig. 1. A
microphone and a battery are connected in the primary circuit of
a transformer whose secondary winding is in the grid circuit of the
tube to be modulated. Sounds reaching the microphone change its
resistance and the changes of resistance change the current through
the transformer primary. The secondary circuit of the transformer
changes the voltage on the tube's grid, and the plate circuit output

of the oscillator tube varies to correspond with the sound fre-

quencies sent into the microphone. This is called grid modulation.
Absorption Modulation.-The absorption method of modulation
is shown in Fig. 2. The right hand tube is an oscillator or generator

whose output is absorbed according to sound frequencies by the
left hand tube which is the modulator or absorber. The plate circuits of the two tubes are in parallel. The grid voltage of the

MODULATION
modulator tube is changed in accordance with sound frequencies
impressed on the microphone transformer by the microphone in the
transformer's primary circuit. In practice a bypass condenser is
placed across the microphone transformer secondary.

The output of the oscillator or generator tube would normally
Part of
the output of the oscillator tube goes to the regular output circuit
and part of it goes to the plate circuit of the modulator tube. The
amount of power going to the plate circuit of the modulator tube
be constant, since there is no variation of its grid voltage.

varies with the sound frequencies reaching the microphone and the
remainder of the total power passes to the output of the transmitter.
The net output from the transmitter is thus the difference between
a constant value and the power required by the modulator, and this
difference, of course, corresponds to the power being taken by the
modulator.
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1.-Grid Modulation of Oscillator Tube.

Variation of Input Power. -A more practical and efficient
method of modulation than either of those preceding is by variation of the input power to the plate of the oscillator or generator
tube. This system is shown in Fig. 3. The tube at the left is the
oscillator or generator. Its plate and grid coils are coupled in the
manner which is usual for any oscillator and the modulated output
is secured by a coupling to these coils. See Oscillator. The tube at
the right is the modulator with a microphone and transformer in its
grid circuit.
Plate current for both tubes is furnished through the choke coil of large
This choke keeps the total plate current practically uniform. There arc two resistances in parallel attached to this choke,

inductance and reactance.

the two resistances being the plate resistance of the modulator and the plate
The microphone circuit causes changes of grid

ristance of the oscillator.

MODULATION
voltage on the modulator tube, and since the plate current in any tube depends on the grid voltage, the plate current of the modulator tube varies ac-

cording to the sound frequencies in the microphone circuit. Here again a bypass condenser is placed across the secondary of the microphone tramforin(:r.
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2.-Absorption Method of Modulation.

Thus, in effect, the resistance of the plate circuit of the modulator varie

nt sound frequencies. With two resistances in parallel, the current through
each will depend on their relative resistances at any one instant. Change of
plate resistance of the modulator therefore changes the current through its own
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3.-Modulation by Variation of Input Power.
plate circuit and also changes the amount of current or plate voltage to the
plate circuit of the oscillator tube at the same frequencies.
Variation of the plate supply to the oscillator tube causes sound frequency
variations in the output of this tube and its output is modulated according to

MODULATION OF OSCILLATOR
the sound frequencies impressed on the microphone in the first place. The
radio frequency waves emitted by the oscillator carry the sounds which It is
desired to transmit.

MODULATION

OSCILLATOR.-See

OF

Oscillator,

Audio Frequency, Uses of.

MONEL METAL.-A natural alloy composed of 68 to 70 per
cent nickel, 28 to 30 per cent copper and 2 per cent iron. Its resistance is 256 ohms per mil -foot.

MORSE CODE.-See Code.
MOTORBOATING.-A regular "putt -putt" or rise and fall of

volume at the loud speaker. It is due to low frequency oscillations
produced by feedbacks or regeneration in the audio amplifying and
power supply system or to incorrect filament and plate voltages.
The trouble sometimes may be eliminated by increasing the capacity of the
condenser nearest the receiver in the B -power supply unit, also by increasing
the capacity of the bypass condensers between the various plate voltage terminals and the negative side of the power supply unit. These condensers may
be identified in the diagrams under Power Unit, Plate Voltage Types. With

battery power the motorboating may be caused by lack of the battery by-

passes shown under Condenser, Bypass. A separate bypass condenser must be
placed between each plate voltage terminal and the negative line.
Motorboating is more apt to occur with all audio amplifying stages exactly
alike in units and wiring than when combinations of transformer, impedance
and resistance coupling arc used. Reversing connections on the grid side of
one transformer or impedance may help. Blocking of a tube due to too high
grid leak resistance will cause a motorboating effect.

MOTOR-GENERATOR.-An electric motor and a generator
are often connected together with the motor driving the generator
for the production of suitable voltages for plate circuits, filament
circuits or both in either receivers or transmitters. The generator
is always of the direct current type, the motor being alternating
or direct current type according to the available supply current for
driving it.

MOULDED INSULATION.-See Insulation, Moulded and

Laminated.

MOUNTING, COIL.-See Coil, Mounting of.
MU.-The name of the Greek letter which is a symbol for the

amplification constant of
of.

vacuum tube. See Tube, Amplification

MULTIPLE CONDENSER. -See

Types.

Condenser,

Multiple

MULTIPLE ELEMENT TUBE OR MULTIVALVE.-

See Tube, Multiple Element.

MULTIPLE REGENERATION.-See Regeneration, lleth-

ods of Obtaining.

MUSIC.-See Sound.

MUSLIN, VARNISHED.-See Clot!:, Insulating.
MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE.-Sec Tube, Mutual Conduc-

tance of and Tube, Characteristics of.

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE.-See Inductance, Mutual.

N

n.-A symbol for number of turns, revolutions, etc.
"N" CIRCUIT.-See Receiver, "N" Circuit.

NATURAL FREQUENCY.-See Frequency, Fundamental.
NAVY SOCKET.-See Socket, Tube.
NEATSFOOT OIL.-See Oils, Insulating.
NEGATIVE.-An electrical pressure less than that of the earth
is called negative. The negative parts of a circuit are those toward

which the current is assumed to flow, they are the parts having
lower electrical pressure than other parts which are said to be positive. Negative is the opposite of positive. A negative current is a

current flowing toward the source, a negative conductor is one
carrying negative current. Parts which are negative are marked
with the negative or minus sign "-".

NEGATIVE BIAS.-See Bias, Grid.
NEGATIVE RESISTANCE.-Sec Resistance, Negative.
NEUTRAL.-Neither negative nor positive, at zero electrical
pressure or at the pressure of the earth.
NEUTRALIZING.-See Balancing.
NEUTRALIZING CONDENSER.-Sec Condenser, Balancing.

NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Neutradyne;

also Balancing.

NODE.-A point in a series of vibrations or waves at which

there is no motion in any direction. In the rise and fall of electromagnetic or electrostatic waves, the nodes are the points between

No des

Nudes in a Wave.

rises and falls, the zero points. In an alternating current or voltage the nodes are the points at which there is no flow of current
either way or at which there is no voltage.

NODEN VALVE.-One cell of an electrolytic rectifier.

See

Charger, Battery, Electrolytic Type.
NOISE.-In considering the subject of noise and its elimination
from radio reception it is first necessary to distinguish between
different kinds of noises. The kinds of noises discussed in this
section are those which are not due to interference, to static, to distortion or to uncontrolled oscillation.

NOISE

If the noise is simply a case of poor reproduction with some notes
over -emphasized and others slighted, see Distortion.

If the noise
consists of howling, squealing and high pitched whistling and if it
is reduced or eliminated by using less plate voltage or B -battery
voltage, see sections on Oscillation; Condenser, Bypass and Leak,
Grid.

If the noises continue after the antenna and ground have been
disconnected from the receiver and are not of the kinds mentioned
in the foregoing paragraph, they are properly classified as receiver
noises. The receiver should first be tuned to resonance with some
broadcasting station or sonic broadcasting frequency at which the
noises are apparent, because without the receiver being so tuned
the tracing of trouble is not so easy.

Thumping, Regular Ticking Noise and Vibrations.-Such

noises are caused by oscillation starting and stopping at intervals
corresponding to the frequency of the ticking, the vibrations or the
regular thumping.
The oscillation may be produced by turning the regeneration or volume
control up too far. It may also be caused by a grid leak of too high resistance

or by a grid leak that is disconnected or otherwise completely out of the
circuit. A rare cause of this trouble is a grid condenser that is too large.

Microphonic Noises and Howling.-It is sometimes found

that a howling noise starts when the receiver is performing satisfactorily and this howling noise may steadily grow in volume until
it completely drowns out the music or speech being received. This
is called microphonic noise and is caused by vibration of some of
the parts in the detector tube cr in the audio amplifier tubes. The
detector is the usual offender in this respect.

Noise Prevention with Di:vices for Deadening Vibration in Tubes.

The grid, the plate or the filament of the offending tube may be inse-

curely fastened so that the vibration of the sound waves from a loud speaker

is sufficient to make these parts move inside the tube, This changes the dis-

tance between the grid and the plate or filament so that the plate current
must follow the rapid vibrations. The plate current changes arc amplified
by following stages and the vibrations arc reproduced in the speaker with
great volume.

If the trouble is due to microphonic feedbacks of the sound vibrations to the tube elements, it may be stopped or greatly reduced by
taking hold of the suspected tube with the fingers so that the vibrations are damped. The permanent remedy is to use a tube that is
better constructed, or to use cushion sockets or cushion tube bases.

NON -INDUCTIVE WINDING

The noise may sometimes be prevented by moving the loud speaker
into a different position with relation to the receiver.
The use of properly constructed tubes in cushion sockets or with cushion
bas-; will prevent this trouble, but neither a good tube nor a good socket
will always do the work alone. A tube should not give forth excessive and

continuing howls when lightly tapped with the finger nail while the receiver
is in operation. If it is impossible to use cushion sockets, the microphonic
effect may be prevented by the use of various devices on the market for the
purpose of holding the tube against rapid vibration. It is not necessary that
the tube and its elements remain perfectly still, only that they do not vibrate
at frequencies so high as to be within the audible range.

Rasping and Crackling Noises.-This class of noise is due to
poor construction or poor design in the parts of the receiver. It is
the kind of noise that is made worse or more noticeable when the
receiver is jarred or vibrated as when the cabinet is struck or even
when someone walks near the receiver.
If the noise becomes worse when any one control is turned, as when a
condenser, a variometer or a rheostat is moved, that one part should be examined for bearings that arc loose or dirty, for contact springs that are loose
or have dirt under them and for pigtail connections that have become loose.
If there is a decided rasping or clicking when a tuning condenser is moved
over one part of its range, it may be found that the stator and rotor plates
are bent and touching each other.
All batteries and battery connections should be examined. The

B -batteries or the A -battery may be run down. It is more than
likely that battery connections have become loose and that storage
battery terminal connections have become eaten and corroded.
Each tube should be removed from its socket and replaced again.
While the tube is out, clean the tips of the prongs on the tube base
and make sure that the socket contacts arc clean and have sufficient
tension to make firm contact with the tube prongs. The tubes may
possibly, be of such poor quality that their low grade filament wire
will cause noise whenever it is heated. This may be determined by
substituting another tube for a noisy one.
The detector tube grid leak may be at fault. First try turning it
around in its clips or tighten its connections. Substitute another
leak if possible. Cheap grid leaks are notoriously noisy.
While examining inside the receiver remove dust and dirt from
all bare metal parts, especially from between the plates of tuning
condensers. The plates may be cleaned easily with an ordinary
pipe cleaner.

It may finally be necessary to test every.terminal connection and wire joint
in the receiver. This is most easily done by taking a long thin piece of wood

or any other insulating material with which every suspected joint and wire
may be pushed back and forth and pulled if necessary. Should the noise become much worse or should reception he stopped when any one point is thus
tested, the seat of the trouble has been found. Look especially for corroded
and loose soldered joints and for worn or displaced insulation. During this
examination test the cords leading to loud speakers and batteries by pulling
them and bending them while the receiver is in operation. Sec also Interference and Trouble, Receiver, Location and Remedy of.
NON -INDUCTIVE WINDING.-See Coil, Non -inductive.

0
OAK WOOD.-See Wood.
OHM.-The unit of measurement for electrical resistance to

flow of current. One ohm resistance in a circuit will allow a pressure of one volt to send a current of one ampere through the re-

There is one ohm resistance in 156.6 feet of ordinary
number 18 copper bell wire at ordinary temperatures. One thousand feet of number 10 copper wire has a resistance of almost exactly one ohm. The number of ohms resistance in a circuit may
be found by dividing the number of volts pressure across the circuit by the number of amperes (lowing through it.
sistance.

One ohm is defined as the resistance of a body of mercury having a weight
of 14.4521 grams when formed into a thread of this metal 106.3 centimeters
tong and while maintained at the temperature of melting ice. See Law,01nn's;
also Resistance.

OHMIC RESISTANCE.-See Resistance, Ohmic.
OHM'S LAW.-See Law, Ohm's.
OILED CLOT H.-See Cloth, Insulating.

OILED PAPER.-See Paper.
OILS, INSULATING.-Various oils may be used as insula-

tors or as dielectrics. Those commonly employed include castor,
neatsfoot, olive, petroleum, and turpentine oils. One advantage in

the use of oil either as an insulator or as a dielectric is that
film of oil instantly renews itself between two conductors after a

momentary breakdown or puncture by high voltages. The following table gives the average dielectric constants of common oils and
also gives their dielectric strengths in volts per thousandth of an
inch or volts per mil:
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AND STRENGTHS or OILS

Dielectric Constant Dielectric Strength Volts per Mil
Castor Oil
Ncatsfoot Oil
Olive Oil
Petroleum Oil
Sperm Oil
Turpentine Oil

4.5 to

4.5

'3.0 to 3.2
3.0 to 3.3
2.0 to 2.2
3.0 to 3.2
2.1 LO 2.3

325
225
190
125

225
275

OLIVE OIL.-See Oils, Insulating.
ONE DIAL CONTROL.-See Control, Single.
OPEN ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Open.
OPEN CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Open; also Trouble, Circuit,

Open, Location of.

OPEN CIRCUIT JACK

OPEN CIRCUIT JACK.-See Jacks and Jack

SwitcheT,

Types of.

ORDINATE.-See Abscissa.
OSCILLATION.-Everyone who has operated a receiver, unless it is of some thoroughly balanced type, such as any of the
bridge circuits, has found that there is a decided tendency to

howling and squealing when tuning in stations at low wavelengths
or high frequencies. Most receivers have some means of controlling this howling or squealing which is caused by oscillation.

FeedbaS

no. t.-Oscillation Caused by Feedback from Plate Circuit to Grid Circuit

When a part of the signal strength in the output or plate of a
vacuum tube circuit is sent back to the input or grid side of this
circuit it increases the strength of signal fed into the grid and increases the amplification. The feedback idea is shown in Fig. 1.
This is called regeneration.
Feedback

FeedbacA

energy

energy NA

fired

resistdnee

El

Pestilence,

Oscillatton

Regeneratt'on

7.-Oscillation Producing Feedback Energy Compared with Grid
Resistance.

Regeneration, the feeding back of energy from the output to the
input of the same tube, greatly increases the signal strength. It

acids power to the input of the tube and greatly increases the signal
voltage. The power added to the input side overcomes more and

OSCILLATION

more of the resistance in the grid circuit. It is possible to feed
enough of the output power back into the input or grid side to more
than overcome all of the resistance in the grid circuit. We have
then passed the point of maximum regeneration and have reached
the point of oscillation. Excess of feedback is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Until oscillation is reached, or as long as we have regeneration only, the
end circuit is absorbing power because of its resistance. But when the point
oi oscillation is reached we are furnishing more power to the grid circuit than
it absorbs and this circuit then has an excess of power. This excess of power
is amplified in the tube and increases the plate current. This increased plate

current feeds back to the grid circuit and there is a still greater increase all
over again.

Regeneration greatly increases the signal strength, but used in moderation
it does not cause distortion. When the circuit starts to oscillate it may be
impossible to hear the music or speech or, if they can be heard, they are badly
distorted. Regeneration is desirable but free oscillation must be avoided. The
distinction between regeneration and free oscillation should be kept clearly
in mind.

Things Which Affect Oscillation.-The tendency to oscillate
increases as the frequency increases or as the wavelength decreases,
other things remaining the same. This is also true of regeneration.

A receiver may deliver very weak signals from high wavelength
stations, which are of low frequency. The same receiver may be
very satisfactory at medium frequencies and wavelengths and may
be almost impossible to control or to prevent from howling at low
wavelengths and high frequencies.

We may have oscillation with radio frequency amplifier tubes,
with detector tubes or with audio frequency amplifier tubes. In a
receiver which includes all three kinds of tubes the greatest tendency to oscillate is found in the second radio frequency tube or in
the third radio frequency tube if a third one is used. The next
greatest tendency toward oscillation is found in the detector tube.
The tubes in the audio amplifier have the least tendency to oscillate.
As a general rule the tendency toward oscillation is increased by low resistance, that is, by good design in the grid circuits. It is also increased by
using large tuning coils with small condensers, although this is good practice.
The tendency to oscillate is generally increased by close coupling in radio
frequency transformers because the close coupling allows a greater transfer
of power and increased signal voltage in the grid circuit to begin with. Loose
coupling of the antenna circuit increases the oscillation tendency because the
loose coupling removes some of the load from the grid circuit of the first

coupled tube, or reduces the loss of energy from the coupled circuit into the
antenna. Tube filaments lighted at normal brilliancy further increase the likelihood of oscillation.

The tendency to oscillate is increased by increase of plate voltage. The
higher the voltage 012 more easily will the circuit oscillate. Oscillation is increased by connecting two or more radio frequency or audio frequency stages
to the same B -battery or power unit.
Of course, this is the common practice. The reason for this increased
oscillation is that the resistance of the common power supply forms a resistance
coupling between the stages and there is a feedback of energy through this
resistance coupling.
The converse of all of the above causes of increased oscillation will naturally
reduce oscillation.
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FACTORS CONTROLLING OSCILLATION

Tendency toward Free Oscillation
Is Increased by --

Tendency toward Free Oscillation
Is Decreased by-

Higher frequencies or lower wavelengths

Lower frequencies and higher wave.

Additional radio frequency stages
Low resistance, good design
Large tuning coils and small condensers
Close coupling between coils
Loose coupling of antenna circuit
Normal filament voltage
High plate voltages
Using common B -battery or power unit

lengths
Fewer radio frequency tubes or stages
Iligh resistance, poor design
Small tuning coils and large condensers
1.00sc coupling between coils
Close coupling of antenna circuit
Reduced filament voltages
Lower plate voltages
Using separate B -batteries

Controlling or Preventing Free Oscillation.-Oscillation may

be controlled by four principal methods. First we may eliminate
couplings through which energy can feed back from the output to
the input circuits. These couplings may be inductive, such as the
coupling between the coils. They may be capacitive, as in the
coupling between nearby wires, coils or other parts which are at
different voltages. The couplings may also be through resistance

such as that of batteries or power units connected to more than

one stage.
A second method of control balances the feedback with a second
feedback whose effect is the opposite to that of the first one. Such
methods are used in all bridge circuits. In these circuits we allow

the undesired feedback to take place but add another feedback
which sends energy into the grid circuit in the opposite direction and
in the same amount as the undesired feedback so that the two balance each other. See Balancing.

The third method reduces the power either in the grid circuit
or in the plate circuit below the point at which there is sufficient
excess energy to cause oscillation. With such methods we can use
maximum regeneration but can prevent enough power or energy
from appearing in the circuits to cause oscillation.
The fourth method introduces resistance or losses into the circuits,
either into the grid circuit or into the plate circuit. This resistance
absorbs the excess of power that is fed back from plate to grid circuit or absorbs so much power that too little is left as a feedback to
cause free oscillation. Such resistance is usually put into the grid
circuit since it does its work more effectively here than in the plate
circuit.

The introduction of resistance does not mean only resistances
formed by lengths of resistance wire such as in rheostats, but It
means any added high frequency resistance or any loss that acts as
an effective resistance.
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Increasing Oscillation Tendency.-It is possible to increase
the tendency toward oscillation in several different ways. Anything
that increases the tendency to oscillate also increases the ability of

the circuit to regenerate before oscillation sets in. Aids to oscillation which may be controlled so that regeneration is not allowed to
bass into oscillation arc desirable, while aids to uncontrolled oscillation are undesirable.

The first great class of aids to oscillation is that composed of

means to lessen the resistance in the grid circuit. Lowered resistance

the grid circuit means a great gain in selectivity, in signal
strength, and in distance -getting ability. The grid circuit resistance
is reduced by using coils made of the proper size wire properly inin

sulated and mounted or built on forms whose construction and
material do not add resistance. All of these points arc taken up
under the heading of Coil, Design, and Coil, Losses in. Grid circuit

resistance is also reduced by using high grade tuning condensers.
A well built tuning condenser in connection with an efficient coil
will always make a circuit which oscillates readily when tuned to
resonance at the received frequency.
Finally the grid circuit resistance is reduced by using less coupling in the
radio frequency transformers or between the antenna coil and the first tuned
circuit. This coupling should be close enough to obtain a satisfactory transfer of power between the two circuits but should not be so close that the high
resistance of the antenna circuit or of a coupled plate circuit is placed on the
grid circuit, We do not want to reduce the tendency to oscillate by increasing resistance in any form. See Coupling, Optimum.

The second great classification of aids to oscillation is in the increase of power, and here again we want to do everything possible
to increase the power, even though the receiver will oscillate more
readily.
Power is increased by using coils of large inductance with condensers of
mall capacity in the tuned circuits. The voltage drop across a large coil is
greater than across a small one and it is this voltage drop that is impressed on
the grid of the next tube. The increased voltage results in increased signal
strength.

Normal heating of the filament, thlt is, operating a filament at its normal
rated voltage will increase the tendency to oscillate when compared with tube
operation at reduced filament, heating and voltage. All tubes should be
operated at their normal filament voltage because it is then only that the
tube works at maximum efficiency.

Finally we obtain an increase of power and increase in the tendency to

oscillate by increasing the plate voltage applied to the tubes. Vet it is only
applying a normal or proper plate voltage to the tubes that we can cause

asuflicient flow of electrons in the plate circuit to obtain real volume and
distance -getting ability from the receiver. While it would be desirable to
operate all tubes at maximum possible plate voltage, this cannot always be
done because the power might be so great with certain designs that no avail-

able means would be sufficient to prevent free oscillation. Therefore, in some
well designed receivers, oscillation is controlled by reducing the plate voltage.

We now find that there are certain well understood practices by
means of which the efficiency of a receiver is improved while the
tendency toward oscillation is increased at the same time. A list
follows:
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Ares TO OSCILLATION

Lower Resistance in Grid Circuit, Coils so built as to reduce high frequency
resistance losses of all kinds.
Condensers having low losses.
Moderate coupling in transformers.
Increasing Power,
Large inductance in coils.
Small capacity in condensers.
Use of normal filament voltages on tube

Use of high plate voltages.

Eliminating Uncontrolled Oscillation.-Now we come to the
causes of oscillation which arc wholly undesirable and which we
wish to eliminate or counterbalance. They include all the uncontrolled causes of feeding energy backward from the plate circuit to

the grid circuit of the same tube or from the plate of any tube to
the grid of another tube preceding it in the receiver.
A note should be made here that in receivers Of the regenerative
type there is provided an intentional feedback from plate to grid
circuit but this feedback in a regenerative set is under control and
is adjustable. It is used to bring the circuit up to maximum regeneration while keeping it below oscillation. In talking of feedbacks we are not concerned with these intentional feedbacks but

only with feedbacks which are not adjustable and which are not
under the control of the operator after the receiver is designed and
built.

Resistdfice
of Plate power suro,oey
Fm. 3.-Feedback through Plate Supply Resistance to Cause Oscillation.

Fin. 4.-Feedback through Grid Bias
Resistance to Cause Oscillation.

There arc three kinds of undesired feedback. One kind occurs through resistances which are common to more than one circuit and these are called
resistance feedbacks. Another feedback is caused by coupling between part which have inductance such as coils and loops of wire. These arc called
inductive feedbacks. Then we have the feedbacks caused by capacity effects
between all of the various parts in the circuit, that is, between all parts which
are conductors.

Resistance Feedbacks.-Whenever two or more circuits come
together at a resistance there is a resistance feedback because we
have a resistance coupling at this point. An explanation of this
coupling is given under the heading Coupling, Resistance. It will
be recognized that the act of connecting the plate circuits of two
or more tubes to a common B -battery provides a coupling between
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these tubes by means of the resistance of the battery as shown in
Fig, 3. Whenever we connect the grid return of the grid circuit of

two or more tubes to a common C -battery or to the battery side of
a common rheostat we have a resistance coupling through the resistance of the C -battery or the rheostat as in Fig. 4. With any of
these resistance couplings there is a chance for energy from one
stage or tube to be transferred back to a preceding stage or tube.

Now for the elimination of resistance feedbacks.

It would be

possible to use separate A -batteries, B -batteries and C -batteries for
each tube in the set and this would eliminate many resistance feedbacks.

Of course such a procedure is out of the question because

of the space and expense involved.

Fortunately it is comparatively easy and not so very expensive to
complete each plate circuit and each grid circuit without their going
through the B -battery or the C -battery. In the ordinary receiver

the plate circuit may be considered as starting at the filament.
Electron flow is from filament to plate, then through the plate and

5.-Bypass Condensers for Reducing Feedback Couplings and

Fan.

Placed to have MiniFm,
mum Inductive Coupling in Reduclion of Oscillation.

the external coupling in the plate circuit which may be a coil or a
resistance. From here the electron flow is to and through the B battery or power unit back to the connection to the A -battery and
then to the filament, thus completing the circuit. If two stages or
more are connected to one B -battery or power unit, the electron
flow from both or from all of them is through the same unit.
The proper procedure is to place a large capacity condenser across the
B -battery or, when building the receiver, to connect this condenser between
the tube filament and the B -battery or power supply end of the coil or resistance in the plate circuit as in Fig; 5. Flow of plate electrons is then from
plate to coupling coil or resistance, through this large condenser and back to
the filament without going through the I3 -battery. When each tube or each
stage is provided with such a bypass the resistance coupling will be practically
eliminated.

The capacity of such a bypass condenser for radio frequency tubes should

be at least .006 microfarad and may well go as high as .01 microfarad.

The
capacity of the bypass condenser in detector and audio circuits should be one

microfarad. It is not sufficient to use only one bypass if the feedback is to
be eliminated. A separate bypass must be used on each stage or tube of the
receiver.

Bypass.

The connections of all these bypasses arc shown under Condenser,
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The coupling through C -batteries is eliminated by connecting a bypass
condenser of large capacity, such as one-half to one microfarad, between the
negative filament terminal of each audio frequency tube socket and the filament or "F" terminal on the audio frequency transformer which is ahead of
this tube. The grid terminal on that transformer connects to the grid terminal
on the socket of the tube in question.
If the grid returns from the secondaries of the radio frequency transformers
are connected to the battery side of a rheostat which controls all radio frequency tubes, there will be a back coupling through this rheostat unless the
bypass condensers arc installed.

Inductive Feedbacks.-Tt is well known that the magnetic fields
of two coils will couple with each other unless the coils are a very
great distance apart, a distance greater than could be provided in a
radio receiver.
When two coils have their axes in line their coupling will depend
on the separation between the coils. While they are in line, moving

them closer together will increase the coupling and moving them
apart will decrease it.
If the separation of the two coils remains the same, turning them
so that their center lines or axes are at an angle with each other will

Fm. 7.-Feedback Coupling between Parallel Coils Causing Oscillation.

reduce the coupling and when the two coils are at right angles, as in
Fig. 6, the coupling will be as near zero as it can be made. Therefore, one method of reducing inductive feedback due to magnetic
fields is to place the coils at right angles to each other and another
method is to place them as far apart as possible.
'There is a third method of reducing inductive feedback. If two
or more coils are placed parallel to each other, the magnetic field

from one of them will pass through the other as shown in Fig. 7.
Whenever lines of force cut through,or pass through one side of the

turns of wire on a coil, and do not also cut through the opposite
side of the same turns, there will be a voltage induced in the turns.
But if all of the lines of force which cut through one side of a coil
also cut through the other side, then equal and opposite voltages

are induced in the two sides of the same turns of wire.

These

voltages balance each other and there is no induced current and no
inductive coupling.
By inclining the center lints of the coiLs, still keeping them parallel but
changing the angle or inclination of the coils from a line drawn through all
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of them, more and more of the magnetic lines of force sent out by adjacent
coitc will cut through both sides.
This angle or inclination may be increased until the point is reached at
which all of the lines of force cutting through one side of a coil also cut
through the other side as in Fig. 8. At this particular position there will be
minimum magnetic coupling. The exact angle for this absence of coupling
varies with the coil diameter and coil length. It is often said that the proper
angle is fifty-four degrees and fifty-seven minutes because in some of the
first Neutrodyne receivers the coils happened to be of such proportion that
this particular angle was required.
To determine the proper angle for any receiver the quickest and most practical method is to try various inclinations while receiving a station whose
Ivavelength is around 350 to 400 meters. Sec also Coil, Angle of Mounting.

There is a fourth kind of inductive feedback which is present in
the great majority of poorly designed receivers and in a great many
of the home-made variety. This is an inductive feedback through
closed loops in the wiring.
A closed loop is formed whenever the wire for the positive side
of any circuit is some little distance from the wire for the negative

side of the same circuit as in Fig. 9.

This applies to all of the

filament circuits, that is, to all circuits connected to the A -battery.

r-

Hu. 8.-Coils in Position of Minimum Coupling and Minimum Oscillation.

It also applies to all plate circuits or circuits connected to the B battery and finally it applies to grid 'circuits or circuits connected
to the C -battery.
It

is very easy to eliminate this form of coupling by bunching or cabling

the battery wires. It is true that connections between coils and grids of the
tubes should be well separated from all other leads. It is also very desirable

that all connections attached to the plate terminal of tube sockets be well
separated from all other wires. Hut all the remaining wires which run to or
from any of the batteries should be run close together, in fact it is best to
use insulated conductor and to actually bind all of these wires together into
one cable. It is better to make the battery leads long and cable them than to
make them short and have them run by themselves.

Various remedies and prevelntatives for most of the feedbacks

have been suggested.

There is one method that has not yet been
It is not only the most effective method of preventing
capacity couplings between coils or condensers but also of preventing the least trace of inductive coupling between coils. This method
consists of using metal shields between the parts which must not
couple. Shielding is generally made of copper or aluminum and the
shields are grounded. This subject is taken up under the heading
mentioned.

Of

Shielding.
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Capacity Feedbacks.-Capacity feedbacks arc the most trouble.
some of all because they arc hardest to locate and hardest to remedy.

It is unfortunate that a certain capacity feedback in a receiver becomes worse and worse the higher the frequency or the lower the
wavelength. There are capacities inside the tube between filament,
plate and grid; also between the windings of transformers and of all
coils. There are also capacities between condensers and between
all of the separate wires in a receiver. At ordinary broadcast frequencies some of these capacities form a path almost as easy as a
piece of metal for the high frequencies to follow.
Much of the work in preventing oscillation is in attempts to avoid
a feedback of energy from the plate circuit of a tube to the grid
circuit of the same tube. Vet within the tube itself there is a fairly
large capacity between the plate and the grid. This capacity varies
somewhat with different tubes but always amounts to a few micromicrofarads and is plenty large enough to carry considerable high
frequency current from the plate back to the grid.

Incorrect position of wires

Both sides of
circuit to he
run toget/4ep

induct, ve
loop formed
here)

FIG. 9.-Wires Run Together to Avoid Loops Which Cause Oscillation.

An effective way to overcome the feedback between plate and
grid is to use another feedback which sends energy in the opposite
direction through an additional circuit outside the tube. This is the
principle used in all bridge circuits and -balanced circuits. The external feedback, which is to balance out the internal feedback in

the tube, is made of opposite phase to the tube feedback. Each
positive alternation passing through the tube capacity is balanced
by an equal negative alternation through the external feedback.
The various methods of accomplishing this result are described under
Balancing.
It is said of many receivers that they arc self neutralized or that they do
not require special control of oscillation. Such receivers contain sufficient
resistance or low in their circuits to prevent oscillation.
Mist builders of radio receivers realize that there is an inductive feedback
caused by the magnetic fields of coils but they sometimes forget that there i=
also a capacity feedback between coils. Any two coils wound with metal wire

and separated by an air space form the two plates of a condenser separated
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by the dielectric air. There is an electrostatic field as shown in Fig. 10. This
capacity is reduced by separating the coils a greater distance.

Toroid or closed field coils of any type have practically no inductive
coupling because they have practically no external magnetic field, yet two
such coils have a capacity coupling in proportion to their size and nearness to

The less the bulk of two coils the less will be the capacity between them and the greater their distance apart the less will be the capacity
each Other.

between them.

Finally we have capacity feedbacks between the different wires in a receiver.
The most troublesome arc between plate and grid wires. Such feedbacks arc
easily eliminated by keeping all plate and grid connections as far apart as
oc,;ble and, when they must come near to one another, running plate wires

at right angles to grid wires or at least running them so that they are not
parallel with grid wires. This is one great disadvantage with the beautiful
appearing parallel and square -cornered wiring in many receivers.

It would

be far better from the standpoint of radio reception to run plate and grid

wires as directly as possible between the two points they connect and not to
lengthen them and run them all parallel.
The tuning condensers should be placed at the greatest possible distance
from each other. The tuning condensers include large masses of metal and
if condensers in successive stages are close to each other, there will be a large
capacity feedback between them.

Primary

Secondary

Electrostatic

Field

Fu:. 10 -Capacity Effect between

Coils Which Causes Oscillation.

Fin. II.-Primary and Secondary with
Minimum Capacity Coupling to
Reduce Oscillation.

Capacity Feedbacks in Radio Frequency Transformers.-

The primary and secondary windings of radio frequency transformers may be closely coupled inductively but should have a very

loose capacity coupling because there will be a considerable feedback with close capacity coupling. If we can make the coils small

and compact and then keep them far apart, we will have little
capacity coupling.
Capacity coupling between two coils or between the primary and

secondary of a radio frequency transformer is determined by the
size or surface area of the two coils and by their closeness to each
other. The greater the size or surface area the greater will be the
capacity coupling and the closer these comparatively large bodies
are together the greater will be the capacity coupling. It is not
practical to make the secondary coil of very small size because to
do so would mean the use of super -imposed turns or very small
sizes of wire. These things would increase the distributed capacity
or resistance of the coil which would mean greater losses.
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Resistance in the transformer primary circuit is of no great importance and
it may be increased considerably without any great harm resulting. Therefore the primary should be made small in size. At the same time the primary

may have a great deal of inductance because it may be made of a large numb
of turns of very small wire and these turns may be wound one over the other

as in Fig. 11. A primary made in this way will have a very small surface
area and regardlesks of how close it is placed to the secondary the capacity
coupling between the two will be small.

Feedbacks through Plate Tuning Effect.-In a radio

fre-

quency transformer the inductance and distributed capacity of the
winding connected to the plate may form a circuit which is resonant
at some high frequency. The tube will then oscillate freely at this
frequency.

The winding may be made of

less inductance, the

change preventing this self -tuning effect.
In a radio frequency transformer using moderately close coupling or very
close coupling the primary winding cannot be considered as entirely separate
from the secondary. Tuning of the secondary winding with a condenser really
serves to tune the primary winding to the same frequency when the coupling
between the two is close. Under this condition the tube connected to the
primary winding will oscillate when the secondary is tuned to the same
frequency as the grid circuit of the preceding tube.

Detector RFche4e
Audio

coupler
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12.-Radio Frequency Choke and Fir.. 13.-Bypass in Grid Circuit
Tubc for Prevention of
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of Oscillation.
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Oscillation.

Feedbacks in Audio Amplifiers.-Disagreeable howling is often
caused by feedbacks from the audio frequency stages to preceding
amplifying stages. Such trouble may be avoided by using short wiring connections in the audio amplifier. It is highly desirable to use
not only a proper bypass from the detector tube plate to its filament
circuit but also to insert a radio frequency choke as in Fig. 12 between the detector and the first audio amplifier coupling unit which
may be a transformer, resistance or choke coil. See Detector, Plate
Bypass for.

A loud speaker cord or connection that is brought from the audio
frequency end of a receiver back toward or around the radio frequency end of the same receiver will almost always give rise to
persistent howling. Howling due to high resistance feedbacks between audio stages is often due to run down plate or B -batteries.
An open circuited grid return from any amplifier tube will cause
similar howling.
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Interstage feedback in an audio amplifier may show itself in a rather faint
and high pitched whistling noise. This whistle may be noticeable only when
lbtening carefully for it but its elimination will increase the volume and improve the tone quality. Trouble such as this may be located by temporarily
connecting a .002 fixed condenser from the grid of one audio tube after an-

other to the negative filament terminal of the same tube as in Fig. 13. The
connection of this condenser at one of the tubes will either greatly reduce or
entirely eliminate the whistle. In this particular case the whistling noise is
caused by a high frequency feedback. The fixed condenser bypasses this high
frequency current to ground through the negative filament line.
Even though no whistling be audible under any conditions, there still may
he high frequency oscillation taking place in the audio tube. This oscillation
is harmful to the ton_ quality and reduces the volume obtainable. The ult
shown in Fig. 14 may be applied to locate this trouble.
With the tube in proper operation there will be no rise or fall of average
plate current caused by the signal. The plate current indicated by a milliammeter should be the same with and without a signal impressed on the grid.
The milliammeter is cut into the circuit as shown and a reading taken. The

grid and negative filament terminals are then shorted on each other and
another meter reading taken. This second reading will be the same as the
first if no oscillation is taking place.

Prevention of Feedbacks.-It is now possible to tabulate the

methods employed for preventing uncontrolled oscillation due to
various kinds of feedbacks. The following is a summary of methods
just described:
FEEDBACK PREVENTATWF-5

Resistance Feedbacks,

Use bypass condensers in plate and grid circuits.
Avoid common grid returns to rheostat.

Inductive Feedbacks,

Place coils at right angles or at non -coupling angle.
Place coils far apart.
Avoid closed loops in wiring.
Use interstage shielding.

Capacity Feedbacks,

Use external balancing feedbacks for tubes.
Place coils far apart.
Use coils of small physical dimensions.
Do not run plate and grid wires parallel.
Make plate and grid leads short.
Place Luning condensers well apart.

Make transformers with little capacity coupling between primary and secondary windings.
Do not use excessively close inductive coupling in radio
frequency transformers.
Audio Feedback,

Make all wiring leads short.
Use detector plate bypass and radio frequency choke.

Keep speaker cord and leads away from radio frequenc

Do not use run-down plate or filament batteries.

Use proper plate and grid circuit bypasses in audio
amplifier.

Methods of Preventing Free Oscillation.-Any method which

absolutely prevents a receiver from oscillating under any condition
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will at the same time prevent that. receiver from using the maximum
possible regeneration because of the small change required in any
one circuit to change regeneration into oscillation. Since regeneration, properly used and controlled, is one of the most effective means

of increasing a receiver's sensitivity, selectivity and power all at
the same time it is generally true that some of these desirable qualities must be sacrificed to some extent if oscillation is to be absolutely prevented and put beyond the control of the operator.
Under the heading of Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining are
described most of the ways in use by which regeneration is controlled. All of those methods control regeneration and if pushed too

far will cause oscillation. In one sense those methods will therefore prevent oscillation because they need not be carried so far as
to cause oscillation. When considering the control of oscillation or
its prevention the methods described under Regeneration, Methods
of Obtaining should be taken into account.
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14.-Testing Plate Current for Oscillation.

Free oscillation is most troublesome in intermediate radio frequency stages. The average tuned radio frequency set uses two
stages of radio frequency amplification before the detector. There

is very little trouble with free oscillation in the circuits attached

to the first tube because the grid circuit of this first tube is coupled
to the antenna circuit. This places a load on the grid circuit which
quite naturally prevents oscillation. The second radio frequency

tube has no such load and it is in this tube and its circuits that

trouble is encountered. In applying preventatives of oscillation to

only one tube they should be applied to the grid circuit or plate
circuit of the second radio frequency tube.

Methods which absolutely prevent oscillation under any condition fall into
In the first class arc all the balancing or neutralizing methods

two classes.

by means of which the capacity feedback through the tube is balanced or

neutralized by another external feedback of equal voltage but opposite phase.
The source of this external feedback voltage may be from the secondary winding of the transformer following the tube, as in the Neutrodyne receiver; from

the plate of the tube, as in the Rice circuit; or from an additional winding
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on the transformer, as in the Roberts circuit. This balancing feedback may
be properly adjusted once for all by small condensers or high resistances in the
teedback circuits. These methods are described in detail under Balancing.

The methods of controlling plate circuit power and those which control

regenerative feedbacks are under the control of the operator and arc classed
a5 controls of regeneration, not as preventatives of oscillation.
In the second class of oscillation preventatives we have the methods of
placing intentional resistances or losses, either apparent or disguised, in the
various grid or plate circuits. One of the most common types of loss method
is to place the coils so that their fields pass through the end plates of tuning
condensers, these end plates being of metal. The eddy currents set up in the
end plates prevent oscillation by absorbing power.

Another common method of preventing oscillation is to use a
radio frequency transformer whose primary is made of only a very
few turns, usually not more than six or eight, and sometimes even
fewer turns being used. The transfer of energy in such a transformer is too small to support sustained oscillation. It is a method
of failing to use available power which gives good results at high
frequencies .and poor results at low frequencies unless used with a
very efficient antenna.
In a few receivers a resistance is placed permanently in the grid
circuit or in the tuned circuit connected to the grid. This resistance
absorbs or dissipates so much energy that oscillation cannot persist.
At the same time it reduces both sensitivity and selectivity of the
receiver.
When oscillation is caused by magnetic feedback between the transformer
coils of two radio stages the trouble may be reduced or eliminated by reversing the connections to the primary winding of any one of the transformers.
This reversal should be made with only one primary because if all are reversed
the effect will be the same as before.
The magnetic feedback is similar to the feedback from a tickler coil to
a grid coil in a regenerative receiver. Reversing the connections then produces a reversed feedback. Instead of the feedback 'energy reinforcing the
energy in the grid circuit these energies will be opposed and cause a loss of
power and reduction of oscillation. Sec also Regeneration, Action and Principle of.

OSCILLATOR.-Any device which will produce and emit al-

ternating radio waves or oscillations is called an oscillator. Oscillators are used as sources of either radio frequency or audio frequency energy. Oscillators may be operated either by means of a
magnetic buzzer and battery or by means of a vacuum tube of the
same kind generally used for amplifying or detecting in receivers.
A source of either radio or audio frequency which is always available and ready for use makes it possible to do practically all of the
testing and experimental work that might be done while listening to
broadcasting stations, but without the necessity of receiving signals
from such a station. Such a source, in the form of a suitable oscillator, also makes possible many tests that otherwise could not be
performed at all.
An oscillator may be used in calibrating frequency meters, in
making predetermined logs or calibrations of receivers, in balancing
radio frequency amplifying circuits and in testing the operation of
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a receiver in almost any way that it might be tested while in

its

accustomed use.
Various radio devices and units may be tested with the help of an
oscillator. An audio oscillator may be used in trying out loud
speakers and all audio frequency amplifying units. The oscillator
is also useful in comparing high frequency resistances and losses in

coils and condensers and with the help of a suitable bridge it

is

possible to measure capacity and inductance.

In effect an oscillator is a miniature broadcasting station which
may be made to operate at any desired frequency or tone for any
length of time required in the completion of tests and experiments.
The principle of a radio frequency oscillator is shown in Fig. I. In its
simplest form we have only the oscillatory circuit composed of the inductance
or coil L, and the capacity or condenser C. When an alternating voltage
or a pulsating voltage of any kind is applied across the terminals of this cir.
cuit oscillations will take place between the coil and condenser at a frequency
determined by the values of its inductance and capacity.

Exciting
/oltdoe

I.-Principie of
the Oscillator.

Fir. 2.-Buzzer Excited
Oscillator Circuit.

One of the simplest methods of applying an exciting voltage is shown in
Fig. 2. A battery or a single cell is connected through a buzzer to the terminals of the oscillatory circuit, The battery current is interrupted by the action

of the buzzer and the battery's circuit is completed through the inductance
coil L. The rapidity or frequency with which the buzzer operates has nothing
to do with the frequency at which the circuit LC will oscillate. The frequency
of oscillation is dependent on the value, of inductance and capacity and not
on the frequency of the buzzer action.

In place of exciting the oscillator circuit with a buzzer it may be excited
by any other source of alternating current, either low frequency or high frequency. In Fig. 3 the plate circuit of a vacuum tube is used to excite the
oscillatory circuit connected to the grid of the same tube. The coil in the
grid circuit is coupled to a coil in the plate circuit so that energy from the
plate circuit is fed back into the grid circuit. This will be recognized as a
case of regeneration, The grid circuit will 'oscillate at a frequency determined
by its inductance and capacity and this oscillation will he maintained by energy
secured from the plate circuit.
In a case of this kind it does not matter which of the two circuits, grid or
plate, is the tuned circuit. Fig. 4 shows the tuned coil and condenser in the
plate circuit. Otherwise the connections are the same as in Fig. 3.

The action

is similar to that in Fig. 3 but now the frequency of oscillation is determined
by the values of inductance and capacity in the plate circuit.
The close coupling between plate and grid coils in Figs. 3 and 4 will eau t*
the tuned circuit to be strongly affected by the coil in the untuned circuit
If the coil in the plate circuit of Fig. 3 has sufficient distributed capacity to
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produce resonance with the plate circuit inductance at a natural frequency of
this coil, the entire system may oscillate at this natural frequency rather than
at the frequency of the tuned circuit. Such trouble may be avoided by loose
coupling between the two coils or by coupling them through intermediate
circuits.

Feed6ac4

coils

3.-Oscillator with
Tuned Grid Circuit.

4.-Oscillator with
Tuned Plate Circuit.

Link circuit

.441

Fm. S.-Oscillator with Part of
Plate Coil in Tuned Circuit.

6.-Link Circuit Coupling
for Oscillator.

One method of preventing oscillation at a natural frequency of one of the
cods is shown in Fig. S. Here the tuned circuit includes only a small part

of the coil P which is connected directly between the plate and the plate
battery
Oscillation will not take place in the coil L of the tuned circuit
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until there is an oscillating current through the plate coil P and the tuned
circuit will then oscillate at its own proper frequency.

Still another method of obtaining loose coupling is shown in Fig. 6. Hcrc
the coil in the plate circuit is far removed from the roil in the grid circuit.
The two arc coupled through an intermediate circuit or a link circuit which
may or may not be tuned.
The coupling between plate circuit and grid circuit must be close enough
to produce an energy feedback sufficient to maintain oscillation, yet it must
not be so close that the inductance and capacity of the untuned circuit will
seriously affect the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit.

It. is a well-known fact that any coil which is carrying oscillating
current will radiate waves having the same frequency as that of the
oscillating circuit containing the coil. Therefore, any of the schemes
shown in Figs. 2 to 6 will radiate waves having a frequency determined by the inductance and capacity of the tuned circuit. Additional coils are sometimes used to obtain greater radiation but for
most of the work done with oscillators additional coils are not required.

OSCILLATOR, AUDIO FREQUENCY.-An audio

fre-

quency oscillator produces or generates oscillations at audio frequency, not at radio frequency. The audio frequency oscillator
does not radiate its energy in the form of electromagnetic waves as
does the radio frequency oscillator. It is true that some interference

may be caused by an audio oscillator if it is placed close to a
broadcast receiver, but this effect is not a part of the intentional
operation of the audio oscillator.
SEC
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E-Simple Form of Audio Oscillator.

The output of the audio oscillator, in the form of audio frequency
alternating current, is taken from the terminals of the oscillator and
led through conductors to whatever tlevice is to be operated from
the oscillator.

Oscillator Design.-There are many satisfactory designs for

One of the simplest is shown in Fig. I. For the
construction of this unit the only parts required are an audio frequency transformer, a fixed condenser, a vacuum tube, a socket
and a rheostat. The plate circuit of the tube is connected through
audio oscillators.

the primary winding of the transformer to the B -battery. The grid

of the tube is connected to one of the secondary terminals of the
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transformer and the fixed condenser is placed across the transformer's secondary. The remaining terminal of the transformer's
secondary is left unconnected. The output is taken from a point

between the positive of the B -battery and the audio frequency transformer.

The circuit for a more satisfactory type of audio frequency oscillator is shown in Fig. 2. The base -board layout for this unit is
shown in Fig. 3. The parts required are as follows:
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Fin. 2.-Circuits of Practical Audio Oscillator.
One vacuum tube of the amplifier type.
One tube socket.

One rheostat of from twenty to thirty ohms resistance.
One iron -core choke coil having from twenty to thirty henries inductance.
One bypass condenser of one or more microfarad capacity.
One audio frequency transformer.
Several small fixed condensers in capacities ranging from .0001 to .006

microfarad and larger if available.

Three variable high resistance units giving up to 100,000 ohms.
Necessary terminals and wiring.

All of the connections should be made as indicated in Fig. 3.

This type of audio oscillator has the advantage of sending no

direct current into its output circuit.
Direct current in the output
circuit makes most tests less reliable because the permanent magnets
of speakers and the iron cores of many devices under tests
are harmfully affected by high voltage direct current.

Because of this feature
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of the oscillator it is possible and quite desirable to use high plate
voltages, either from B -batteries or from power supply units.
If the audio frequency transformer has a step-up ratio, if it is anything but
a one-to-one unit, the grid of the oscillator tube should be connected to 6,
primary winding at the plate terminal. The plate circuit of the oscillator tulle
comes through the coupling resistance and should be connected to the grid
terminal in the secondary winding of the transformer. This allows a better

range of frequencies and prevents the oscillating system from operating at the
natural frequency of the winding connected in the grid circuit of the tube.

Tube
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3.-Layout for Practical Audio aicillator.

Adjusting the Oscillator.-To test the operation of the oscillator a pair of headphones or a loud speaker unit may be connected
to the output terminals. With proper batteries attached and a tube
in the socket the rheostat is turned.up until the tube lights at normal
filament temperature. A note should then be heard from the phones
or speaker. ff no sound is heard, check, the batteries, making sure
the C -battery is in circuit and that the plate voltage is at least sixty.
preferably more. It may be necessary to try a different tube since
some tubes do not oscillate readily at audio frequencies, yet are
satisfactory in a receiver.

Still failing to hear a note from the speaker or phones it is

in

order to try reversing the connections to either the primary side or
secondary side of the audio frequency transformer, but not to both
sides. This is to make sure that the feedback is in the right direction
to produce regeneration and oscillation. Finally increase the resistance of the coupling resistor number I, increase the resistance of
the series resistor number 2 and lower the resistance of the shunt
resistor number 3. Unless there is a fault in the parts used or in
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the wiring a loud clear note will be heard from any reproducing
unit connected to the output terminals.
The coupling resistor number 1 determines the amount of coupling between the plate circuit and the grid circuit of the tube. The
less the resistance at this point the greater the degree of coupling.
The proper coupling is determined by experiment, since it depends
on the tube being used and on the impedance of the transformer
winding to which this coupling leads. It will he found that less resistance is allowable when the oscillator is working at the lower
frequencies. A high resistance, which is perfectly satisfactory for
the higher frequencies, will prevent oscillation altogether on the low
notes.
A wide range of frequencies may be obtained with adjustment of the series
resistor number 2. With all other adjustments remaining the same, increasing

the resistance of number l will lower the frequency of oscillation very de-

cidedly while lessening this resistance will increase the frequency until it reaches
very high notes. This makes a gradual increase or decrease of frequency possible with any one value of tuning condenser in use.

The shunt resistor number 3 is in shunt or in parallel with the load connected to the output terminals. The higher the resistance at 3 the more of
the oscillator's output must flow through the load. The less this number 3
resistance the more of the oscillator's output will be bypassed around the load
and the less will flow through the load. This resistance is adjusted to suit
the characteristics of the load applied, making it possible to handle all types
of speakers, transformers, chokes, amplifiers, etc.

Changing the filament voltage on the tube will make a very noticeable
change in frequency and in power of the oscillator. In order to obtain results that may be used as a basis of comparison at different times the filament
voltage should always be the same as long as any one tube is being used.
To make sure of this point it is advisable to connect a filament voltmeter
across the filament terminals of the tube socket. The correct voltage is then
noted or is marked on the voltmeter scale so that the rheostat may be sea for
this voltage each time the oscillator is used.

The frequency at which the oscillator operates is determined by
the inductance of the transformer windings and by the capacity of
the fixed tuning condenser. Obviously it is impossible to change the
transformer windings, so the easiest way of obtaining different frequencies for testing is to change the tuning condenser. The fastenings for this condenser should be such that different ones may be
quickly slipped in place or,removed.

While the tuning condenser in Fig. 3 is shown on the side of the transformer
connected to the tube plate, it may be placed on either side or used alternately
on both sides. Higher frequencies will be obtained by using a fixed condenser
of given canacitv on the smaller winding of the transformer. This would be
the winding marked "Primary" and originally intended for connection in the
plate circuit of an audio frequency amplifying tube. The highest frequency
of which the oscillator is capable with given adjustments of the resistors
will be obtained with no tuning condenser on either side of the transformer.
For still hi gher frequencies it is necessary to change either number I or 2
resistance.

The greater the number of condenser capacities available the greater will
be the number of different frequencies at which the osdllator may be operated.
It is desirable to have as many values as possible between .0001 and .02
microfarads capacity. Condensers of quarter microfarad and larger capacity
are of no use since they simply bypass all the energy.

OSCILLATOR, AUDIO FREQUENCY, USES OF

OSCILLATOR, AUDIO FREQUENCY, USES OF.-The
principal uses for the audio frequency oscillator are as follows:
To test the amplifying characteristics at various frequencies
audio frequency transformers, chokes, resistance couplers and all
forms of combination couplings for use in the audio frequency stages
of receivers.

For testing the tone reproducing qualities of all forms of loud
speakers.

For testing the operation of complete audio frequency amplifiers
and of devices for coupling loud speakers to power tubes.

For use as a source of sound with the bridge described under
Bridge, Measurements by.
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-Comparative Test of Ampli- Fm.:.-Comparative Test of Choke
or Resistances with Audio

Eying Transformers with Audio
Oscillator.

Oscillator.

For use with a pair of headphones in tracing open circuits and
grounded circuits.
For modulating the output of a radio frequency oscillator with an
audible note.

Testing Audio Frequency Transformers.-The connections

for comparing two audio frequency amplifying transformers are
shown in Fig. 1. A four -pole, double -throw switch is used with one

transformer connected to one side and the other transformer connected to the other side of this switch. The oscillator is set to
operate at the desired tone for the test and allowed to remain without
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Throwing the switch from one side to the other will operate
the speaker through one of the transformers when on one side and
the other transformer when on the other side. The results may be

change.

compared by the sound from the speaker as the switch is quickly
changed from one position to the other.

Testing Choke Coil and Resistance Couplings.-Amplifying

choke coils or resistances may be tested with the connections through
the four -pole, double -throw switch shown in Fig. 2. The condenser

shown should be of the same capacity as one ordinarily connected

between the choke or resistance and the grid of the tube which

would follow the coupling unit in a receiver. Since the operating
principles of choke coil coupling and of resistance coupling are the
same, the same connections are used for either type of unit.

Head-

phones

Spe

Headphones
Test.poznis

Oscillator

Fm. 3.-Comparison of Speakers or
Headphones. with Audio
Oscillator.

Fm. 4.-Using Audio Oscillator as a
Circuit Tester.

It is possible to compare one method of coupling with a different method
A choke coil may be placed on one side and a resistance coupler on the other
as in Fig. 2 or a transformer might be placed on one side with the connections
ui Fig. 1 while either a choke or resistance might be on the other side at the
same time for a comparative test.

Testing Loud Speakers and Headphones.-For a comparative
test of two loud speakers or two sets of headphones the connections
of Fig. 3 are used. Here the switch is of the double -pole, double throw type. One half of the Avitch used in Figs. 1 and 2 may be
used in Fig. 3. Throwing the switch from one side to the other will
first operate one speaker or headset then operate the other unit
under identical conditions of power input.

Circuit Testing.-For testing circuits to locate points that are
open,
points of high resistance and accidental grounds the audio
oscillator
may be used with a pair of headphones and a pair of test
points as shown in Fig. 4. The exact methods of procedure are
described under Trouble, Circuit.
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Testing Complete Audio Amplifier.-The audio amplifying

end of a receiver may be tested without operating the detector or
the radio frequency amplifier. The method is shown by Fig. 3,
The detector tube is removed from its socket and the B -battery
power unit is disconnected from the detector plate circuit terminal.
This terminal is usually marked "B+Det" on the receiver. The
output terminals of the audio oscillator are then connected to the
plate terminal of the detector socket in the receiver and to either
positive or negative filament terminal on the detector socket.
Sicrea,41-

Oscillate,Flo. S.-Testing Complete Audio Amplifier with Audio Oscillator.

With the audio frequency amplifying tubes in operation and a
speaker connected to the receiver in the usual way, the tone of the
audio oscillator may be changed to test the operation of the audio
frequency amplifier at various frequencies.

Modulating Radio Frequency Oscillator.-The output of a

radio frequency oscillator is not easily audible through a receiver
unless its transmitted waves are modulated at an audio frequency.
This may be done as shown in Fig. 6.

Autho
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OscVial*

FIG. b.-Modulating Radio Frequency Oscillator with Audio Oscillator.

To the two coils regularly found on the radio frequency oscillator

a third coil is coupled by placing it in line with and close to the
radio oscillator coils. This third coil is not directly connected
with the radio oscillator but its two ends are attached to the output
terminals of the audio frequency oscillator as shown.

OSCILLATOR, BUZZER TYPE

The output of the radio oscillator will then be a carrier wave

having a frequency determined by the setting of the radio oscillator
condenser, but this carrier will be modulated by the audio frequency

note at. which the audio oscillator is adjusted. This modulated
carrier will be heard in any receiver which is close to the radio oscillator and which is tuned to the frequency of the carrier wave.
The radio oscillator for this work is described under Oscillator,
Radio Frequency.

OSCILLATOR, BUZZER TYPE.-The tuned circuit of a

radio frequency oscillator may be operated by the interrupted impulses of current from a battery and a small high frequency buzzer,
the circuit used being shown in Fig. 1. The layout of the apparatus
is shown in Fig. 2.
If not already contained within the buzzer, a bypass condenser of about

one-half microfarad capacity should be connected across the contacts as shown.

This condenser will prevent excessive arcing at the contacts and will help to
sharpen the tuning of the oscillator. It must be confessed that the tuning
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1. --Circuits of Buzzer Type Oscillator.

of this type of oscillator is not any too sharp at its

best. The condenser
should be connected across the contacts as shown and not across the terminals

of the buzzer as indicated by broken lines.

A variable tuning condenser is connected across the terminals of
a tuning coil to form the oscillating circuit. The condenser is usually of the .001 microfarad capacity size, although any other available size may be used. The coil should be of a size which will tune
over the broadcasting range with the condenser selected. Coil sizes
are given under Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for. The condenser
should he mounted on a panel of dielectric material and fitted with
a dial and pointer.
One terminal of the coil and condenser unit is connected to one
terminal of the buzzer. A battery of one or two dry cells, just
enough to operate the buzzer, is connected between the remaining
terminal of the coil -condenser unit and the buzzer with a switch
Placed between the battery and the coil -condenser unit.

OSCILLATOR, BUZZER TYPE

When the switch is closed, battery current flows through

the

tuning coil and the buzzer magnet winding. The buzzer starts to
operate and opens and closes the battery circuit at a high rate of
speed. This sets the tuned circuit into oscillation at a frequency
determined by the capacity setting of the tuning condenser and the
inductance of the coil. Radio impulses or waves are now emitted

by the tuning coil and they will affect any tuned circuit which in
be brought into the field of the coil.

The frequency at which the buzzer excited oscillator is operating may
determined by coupling it to or bringing it near a frequency meter or wave meter that is already calibrated. With the oscillator's tuning condenser F.et
for any desired frequency as determined by the frequency meter, the oscillator

may be used at this frequency for any of the work usually handled with
radio frequency oscillators.
The buzzer excited type of oscillator may be classed as a modulated radio
frequency oscillator because the high frequency radiations from the coil are
modulated by the audio frequency impulses from the buzzer. Should an

no. 2.-Layout of Buzzer Oscillator.
oscillator of this type be set up and its radiation be tuned in on a receiver.
the modulated high frequency will be detected in the receiver and the sounds
of the buzzer will be carried into headphones attached to the detector tube

or will be amplified by an audio frequency amplifier in the receiver.

The

note of the buzzer may be changed by a screw adjustment.

Radiation from a buzzer excited oscillatof may therefore be heard in a

receiver even though the radiated waves from the buzzer arc at radio frequency

and not at audio frequency. In this respect the buzzer type of oscillator
differs from the pure radio frequency oscillators. The radio frequency oscillators emit an unmodulated continuous, wave at high frequency or radio
frequency. Such a high frequency wave cannot be heard in a receiver unless it is used to produce heat notes or whistles by heterodyne action.

A buzzer type of oscillator may be used for any of the work done
with a vacuum tube type of radio frequency oscillator. The buzzer

type is somewhat simpler and is cheaper to build and operate than
the vacuum tube type. It is not capable of the fine work anti

close regulation to a certain frequency that is possible with the
vacuum tube type of audio frequency oscillator but for rough work
it makes a satisfactory outfit. See also Buzzcr.

OSCILLATOR, CRYSTAL CONTROLLED

OSCILLATOR, CRYSTAL CONTROLLED.-See

tal, Frequency Control by.

Crys-

OSCILLATOR, RADIO FREQUENCY.-The radio

fre-

quency oscillators shown under Oscillator are practical types, and
devices built according to these circuits will operate satisfactorily.
In order to obtain a greater current in the oscillating circuit, coupling much closer than shown in those diagrams is often used.
Oscillator circuits which arc generally adapted for use with low
power tubes such as receiving tubes are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Here the two coils, plate and grid, are joined together and from

the junction a connection is made to the filament circuit of the
tube, this connection forming both a grid return and a plate return
for the tube.
In Fig. 1 the plate part of the double coil is included in the tuned
circuit while in Fig. 2 the entire coil is shunted by the variable
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1.-Radio Frequency Fu.:. 2.-Radio Frequency Oscillator
OAillator with Tuned
with One Condenser for Both
Plate Coil.

condenser and consequently is included in the tuned or oscillating
circuit. The coupling, which is close enough
to cause a strong current in the oscillating circuit, may cause a radiation which is too
powerful to allow the oscillator's use close to a circuit to be tested.
Phis is especially true when doge coupling with coils of the oscillator
would change the tuning of the circuit under test.
Under such
conditions the scheme shown in Fig. 3 may be used. Here a coil
composed of a few turns of wire is closely coupled to the oscillator
coil and is connected through long leads
few turns, which may be coupled loosely to another coil, also of a
or closely to the circuit
being tested.
The oscillators shown in Figs. 1 and 2
may have their dial settings
calibrated
according to the frequency at which they are operating.
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This calibration is made by setting a frequency meter at any of the
frequencies to which it is desired to calibrate the oscillator. The
oscillator condenser is then varied until indication of resonance
secured on the frequency meter. The coupling between the oscillator
and the frequency meter is then reduced by moving the two farther
apart until it is just possible to obtain a sharp indication of resonance on the meter. The oscillator dial is then set at a point
for the frequency shown by the meter. The same process is repeated for any desired number of points on the oscillator dial and a
curve of the settings is prepared. See Meters, Frequency, CaUltra,.
ing Receivers and Circuits with.
It is rather difficult to maintain the frequency calibration of :ui
oscillator because it depends on a number of variables such as the
internal capacities of the tube in use. If fairly close coupling is
used, the operating frequency of the oscillator will be changed by
the load applied. Change of coupling also changes the frequency.
A reliable frequency meter should always be available for use with
the oscillator and for this reason it is not really necessary to accurately calibrate the oscillator itself.
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3.-Link Circuit for Radio Oscillator Coupling,

Construction of Oscillator.-The circuit of a practical and

easily constructed radio frequency oscillator is shown in Fig. 4.
The layout of the parts and the connections of this oscillator are
shown in Fig. 5.
The tuning condenser may be of any type, although values between .0005 and .001 microfarad capacity are generally used. The
tube is equipped with a two-megohm grid leak and with a .00025
fixed condenser in its grid circuit. The terminals for the two coils
should be on top of the cabinet and connected as shown. The inductance of these two coils taken together should be such that the
condenser will tune over the broadcast range of frequencies. See
Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for. A jack is inserted in the plate
circuit so that headphones may be connected when obtaining indications of resonance.

OSCILLATOR, RADIO FREQUENCY

The output or radiation from an unmodulated radio frequency
oscillator is not audible in a receiver unless it is heard as a heterodyne whistle. When it is desired only to operate a frequency meter
from the oscillator, it is unnecessary to modulate the output since
the radio frequency energy sent out from the oscillator will produce
an indication of resonance in the frequency meter.
A valuable addition to the radio frequency oscillator may be made by connecting a milliammetcr in circuit between the positive terminal of the B battery and the battery connection between the coils. This connection is
indicated by the broken lines in Figs. 4 and 5. This ammeter should read
from zero to thirty milliamperes because an ordinary amplifying tube of the
quarter -ampere type will draw twenty-five milliamperes in its plate circuit
while oscillating with ninety volts applied to the plate. Such a tube will
draw five or six milliamperes when it is not oscillating. If the plate voltage
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is reduced to about twenty, the tube will draw around five milliamperes while
oscillating and only one or two milliamperes when not oscillating. A dry -cell
tube of the type using three volts on the filament will draw about three miiliamperes when oscillating with twenty volts on the plate circuit.
It is possible to tell when the tube is
by observing the reading
of the minim/meter. When the oscillator oscillating
is closely coupled to another circuit
and is tuned to resonance with OW circuit,
the reading of the milliammeter
will drop sharply when resonance has been reached and oscillation ceases.
A milliammeter reading from zero to one milliampere may be connected
in the grid circuit
grid milliammeter of a tube if no grid condenser is used. The action of the
will be similar to that of the meter in the plate circuit
when the tube grid is given a positive bias.
Any type of coil may be used with a radio frequency oscillator. Solenoid

coils or few turns and
diameter are satisfactory and spidervecb types
may be substituted withlarge
equal satisfaction. The oscillator may be made
portable by using dry -cell tubes, either those requiring three volts or those
requiring one and one -tenth volts for their filaments. More accurate work
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may be done if the box or cabinet containing the tuning condenser and the
tube is completely shielded with the shield grounded to the negative side of
the A -battery.

Operation of Radio Frequency Oscillator.-14 no plate or

grid milliammeter is fitted to the oscillator, it will be necessary to
use other means for determining when the oscillating condition
exists. With a receiver which is in operation a click or a heterodyne

it
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Fu. 5.-layout and Plan of Rail° Frequency Oscillator.

whistle is heard from the receiver if the tube is oscillating and the
oscillator dial turned to the frequency of the receiver. Oscillation
may be induced or encouraged by increasing the plate voltage Oil
the oscillator tube or by using a closer coupling between the oscillator coils. Some tubes will oscillate more readily than others but
it is generally found that any tube which will work in any socket
of a receiver will oscillate freely at radio frequencies.
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The rheostat should have twenty to thirty ohms resistance so that the
voltage may be reduced below the point of oscillation in numerous
tests made with the oscillator as a radiator of low power radio frequency
energY The jack is of the closed circuit type so that its circuit is complete
when the phone plug i s withdrawn. The phone bypass condenser of .002
fmcrofarad capacity is necessary to prevent the high resistance of the headphone windings from being placed i n the radio frequency plate circuit of the
oscillator. This jack is not essential and may be omitted when the oscillator
used with a frequency meter having an audible or visible means of show 314 the resonant point. Modulation of the. radio oscillator's output may be
Made through a coil or transformer connected in the plate circuit through the
filament

jack, or this modulation is easily obtained by using the audio frequency oscillator as a source of audible sounds.

6.-Principle of Crystal Control of Radio Oscillator Grid Circuit.
The radio frequency oscillator may be controlled by a quartz crystal which
This system is described
under Crystal, Frequency Control by. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 6.
will maintain an absolutely constant frequency.

OSCILLATOR, RADIO FREQUENCY, USES OF.-In

order to make full use of a radio frequency oscillator it is essential
to have a frequency meter available. The frequency meter is used
for setting the oscillator to operate at certain desired frequencies.
For tests which require that the oscillator operate exactly at a certain frequency the meter is indispensable. For other tests requiring
only that the oscillator operate at a relatively high or low frequency,

without necessitating an exact setting, the oscillator may be set

without the use of the frequency meter. For this latter work it is
advisable to have the oscillator dial roughly calibrated to frequencies
or wavelengths.

Calibrating Oscillator' from Frequency Meter.-Place the

os-

cillator and the frequency meter within six or eight inches of each
other. Turn on the oscillator tube. Insert headphone in the jack
of the frequency meter shown in Fig. 9 under Meters, Frequency.
Set the frequency meter dial for the frequency to he transferred to
the oscillator. Then rotate the oscillator dial while listening to the
.Phones.
A steady note will be heard at all settings of the oscillator
dial except at one point where there is a sharp change in tone which
in dicates
resonance between meter and oscillator. This setting of
ttoscillator

corresponds in frequency to the setting of the meter.

.Calibrating Oscillator with Frequency Meter and Receiver.
--Phis is a much
easier and

desired

more accurate method of obtaining a
setting of the oscillator than the one just described.
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Place the frequency meter and the oscillator within six or eight
inches of each other and place both of them several feet from the
receiver. Place the receiver in operation by turning on its switch.
It is not necessary to have the receiver at any particular setting,
just as long as it is in operation, and the receiver may itself be oscillating or not. Then set the frequency meter at the frequency to
be transferred to the oscillator.
Next light the tube of the oscillator, turning the rheostat up to
a point that causes squealing in the receiver. Turn the rheostat
back to a point where the squealing stops. Now rotate the dial of
the oscillator and it. will be found that two clicks are heard from
the receiver, either in a loud speaker or in headphones. Loosen
the coupling between oscillator and meter by moving them farther
apart and continue turning the oscillator dial to produce the two
clicks. As the coupling is loosened the clicks will come closer together on the oscillator dial until they finally merge into one. This
point of a single click or a point midway between the two is the
setting of the oscillator which corresponds to the frequency setting
of the meter.
This general method may be followed with the oscillator rheostat turned
up to a point that produces a steady squeal from the receiver. As the oscillator dial is turned it will be found that the squeal stops between two points.
Loosening the coupling between oscillator and meter will make this silent
spot narrower on the oscillator dial. The middle of the silent spot on the
oscillator dial denotes the frequency at which the meter is set.

Calibrating Frequency Meter with Oscillator.-This work

requires the use of a broadcast receiver to pick up a carrier wave or
signal of known frequency as a starting point. The oscillator and

frequency meter are placed near together and both are kept at a

distance of six or eight feet from the receiver.
The receiver is placed in operation and a broadcasting station of
known frequency or wavelength is carefully tuned in, making all
settings on the receiver dials as accurately as possible. The oscillator is then turned to produce a heterodyne whistle in the receiver
and a setting of the oscillator dial is found which produces zero
beat in the receiver. The reception of the broadcasting station will
be very badly distorted by the oscillator,.which is now tuned to the
frequency coming in on the receiver. If the oscillator itself is
being calibrated, the point of zero heat on its dial is the setting for
this particular frequency.
Leaving the oscillator and receiver' settings alone, the frequency
meter is now carefully tuned to the oscillator. That is, the frequency meter dial is turned to a point that gives maximum indication of resonance with the oscillator. If the meter, shown in Fig. 9
under 211 etcrs, Frequency, is used, this point will be determined by
headphones in the frequency meter circuit. It is advisable to yell'
carefully retune the receiver and oscillator for zero beat and again
check the frequency meter setting for resonance indication. The
final setting of the frequency meter is at the received frequency.
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Several frequencies or wavelengths are thus brought in on the
receiver and each one is transferred to the oscillator and then to
the frequency meter as described. A note of each setting of the
meter dial is made and these settings form the basis for plotting a
curve showing the relation between dial settings and either frequencies or wavelengths for the meter.

Determining Frequency of Incoming Signal.-If the

fre-

quency meter is already calibrated, it is possible to determine the
frequency or wavelength of a signal being heard on a receiver. The

accuracy of frequency meters in common use is not better than

five per cent, although some carefully built and carefully calibrated
meters may vary not more than two per cent from correct readings.

Therefore it should not be assumed that a broadcasting station is
not operating at its correct frequency simply because a frequency
meter shows a variation from the station's assignment. The principal use of frequency meters is not for determining the frequency
at which broadcasting stations are operating but for setting the
radio frequency oscillator and for measuring frequencies of operation
in resonant circuits of receivers and various radio accessories.
To determine the frequency of an incoming signal the method is exactly
like that just described for calibrating the oscillator up to the point of setting
the frequency meter. The meter is set in resonance with the receiver and
oscillator and the setting of the meter dial is translated into wavelength or
frequency from the previously prepared curve. This is the signal frequency.

Logging or Calibrating Receiver with Oscillator.-If either

a completely calibrated oscillator, or an uncalibrated oscillator together with a frequency meter, is available it is possible to make a
complete calibration or log of settings for the controls of a receiver.
These settings will be within two or three per cent of those which
will later tune in broadcasting stations at the various frequencies
or wavelengths when the receiver is placed in operation. The calibration, however, is made without listening to any stations.

The receiver is placed in operation by turning on the necessary switches.
The tube of the oscillator is lighted and the rheostat of the oscillator turned
just below the point at which squea4 arc caused in the receiver. The oscillator dial is then turned to the various points which correspond to the
frequencies of broadcasting stations to be heard on the receiver. If the oscillator is not calibrated, it will. be necessary to employ a frequency meter for
this work.

The calibration of the oscillator with the help of a frequency

meter has already been described,
With the oscillator operating at one of the desired frequencies the receiver
controls arc moved until a whistle from the oscillator is heard from the loud
speaker or headphones of the receiver. The receiver controls are then brought
to the position at which the receiver wilt tune in a station operating at the
frequency in use on the oscillator.

Adjusting Regeneration Control of Receiver.-With the help
of the radio frequency oscillator the regeneration control of any
receiver may be adjusted to prevent oscillations and squeals from
the receiver at all settings. It should be remembered that regeneration controls are called by various names, among the more common being volume control.
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The oscillator should be located ten to twenty feet. away from the
The oscillator is first set at a low frequency or high
wavelength and the receiver is tuned so that the oscillator is heard
as a whistle or heterodyne. The oscillator rheostat is then turned
receiver.

down to a point just below that at which the whistle is no longer
heard in the receiver. The receiver is again tuned to get the os-

cillator note clearly and without a heterodyne whistle. Under these
conditions the regeneration control of the receiver should be able to
bring about receiver oscillations (squeals) or should prevent oscillation so that only the clear note is heard.
It is next in order to set the oscillator at a high frequency or low
wavelength. The receiver is again tuned until the heterodyne
whistle is heard, following which the oscillator rheostat is turned
down just enough so this whistle disappears. With the receiver
tuned to the oscillator's frequency, the regeneration control should
again be able to start or stop oscillation in the receiver circuits.
In making these tests do not set the oscillator at the frequency of a nearby
broadcasting station which is in operation because the carrier from the broadcasting station and the carrier from the oscillator will heterodyne with each
other and produce an uncontrollable whistle from the receiver.

Balancing Radio Frequency Circuits in Receiver.-The balancing condensers of Neutrodyne or other receivers using a capacitive feedback to balance the tube capacity may be adjusted at all
broadcast frequencies with the help of a radio frequency oscillator,
avoiding the necessity of waiting to receive broadcasters.
The oscillator is located twenty feet or more from the receiver to be adThe oscillator is set at a low frequency, the receiver is tuned to the
heterodyne whistle from the oscillator, and the oscillator rheostat is then
turned just low enough to prevent this whistle in the receiver.
The clear note from the oscillator should still be heard from the receiver.
While this note is coming through the receiver, the balancing condensers are
justed.

adjusted according to the usual methods. These methods are explained under
Balancing, The work is done by leaving the radio frequency tubes in their

sockets with current shut off from their filaments while the balancing condensers are set to eliminate the signal_

Comparing High Frequency Impedances of Coils and Condensers.-This work is done by Acing the condensers or the coils

to be compared in a link circuit between the radio frequency oscillator and a frequency meter of the type shown in Fig. 9 under
Alders, Frequency.
The radio frequency oscillator is provided with an additional coil
as shown in Fig. 1. This coil is now to be used as a pick-up coil in
the link circuit. The link circuit is coupled to the frequency meter
by winding three or four turns of insulated wire around the same
coil form that supports the frequency meter coil. There is no connection between the additional turns of wire placed on the frequency
meter coil form and the internal circuits of the meter except through
the inductive coupling of the coils. The oscillator and the frequenc):
meter should be placed far enough apart so that no indication 01
resonance can be obtained on the meter without the link circuit m
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operation; that is, there should be no direct
from the oscillator by the frequency meter.

pick-up of energy

The pick-up coil at the oscillator may be of ten to twenty turns

on a form having the same diameter as the regular oscillator coils.

The pick-up coil on the oscillator and the small coupling coil of a
few turns on the meter are connected as shown in Fig. 1. The meter
is then tuned to resonance with the oscillator. Tests may be made
at both high and low frequencies. A condenser to be tested is connected across the link circuit, in parallel with its coils. The greater
the impedance of the condenser, the less effect it will have on the
resonance indication in the frequency meter. If the condenser is
leaky, it will form a bypass for part of the energy from the oscillator and the indication in the meter will be less pronounced than
with another condenser having lower leakage losses.
Condensers being thus compared should be of equal capacity because a
Lager capacity will naturally offer less impedance than one of small capacity.
If variable condensers arc being tested with their plates partly out of
both condensers under test should be set at the same capacity.
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FIG l.-Comparing Impedances of Coils and Condensers with Radio Oscillator.

Coils whose relative impedances are to be tested are connected in
series with either side of the link circuit, this connection being indicated by the broken lines in Fig. 1. The greater the impedance
of the coil placed in the link circuit, the less pronounced will be the
indication of resonance in the frequency meter. The lowest possible impedance would be a straight conductor, while a very high
impedance would be offered by an iron -core coil with many turns
in its winding.

By substituting different condensers, either fixed or variable, and different
coils in the position shown in Fig. 1 the resonance indication in the frequency
meter will he a rough measure of the relative impedance in the units being
tested.

Matching Coils

for Inductance.-When building a receiver it
is generally
necessary
ductances are alike. to obtain two or more tuning coils whose inBy using a radio frequency oscillator and a
frequency
meter
connected
inductance of different coils through a link circuit as in Fig. 1 the
may be indicated by settings of the
frequency
meter dial. The principle of this test is shown in Fig. 2.
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The oscillator and frequency meter are again placed far enough apart so
that there is no pick-up of energy in the meter except through the link circuit.
One of the coils to be tested is connected across the terminals of the frequency
meter condenser without disturbing the connection of the meter coil to this
condenser. The coil to be tested and the regular coil of the frequency meter
are now in parallel across the condenser.

The inductance of the two tooth"

is therefore less than the inductance of either one taken alone.
The frequency meter dial is now set near the center of its scale, at fifty
when the scale has a total of one hundred divisions. The oscillator dial is
turned until the frequency meter gives a resonance indication. Leaving the
oscillator at this setting, the frequency meter dial is carefully adjusted for
resonance. A note of the frequency meter dial setting should then be made.
The coil just tested is disconnected and another one put in its place.
The setting of the oscillator is not to be changed. With the new coil in
place the frequency meter dial is turned until a maximum resonance indication
is once more obtained. If this indication comes at exactly the same point on

the meter dial as with the first coil tested, the two coils are exactly alike
in inductance and also in distributed capacity. If the frequency meter reading is higher for the second coil, this coil has less inductance than the first

one tested; if the meter reading is lower, the second coil has more inductance.
Some coils have much more distributed capacity than others, even though
their inductance at a certain frequency may he the same. When two coils
have been matched at one setting of the oscillator it is advisable to use a new
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5.-Measuring Distributed Capacity of Coil with Radio Oscillator.
oscillator adjustment for a second test so that it may be learned whether the
two coils will tune evenly over the broadcast range of frequencies. The two
coils may be matched for inductance by removing wire from the coil which
has the greater inductance in the first place. This test is of value when building single control receivers.

Matching Fixed Condensers for Capacity.-There is an astonishing variation between the actual capacities of fixed condensers
and their nominal capacities. Poorly constructed condensers and
those which are readily affected by moisture and weather conditions

may vary by as much as fifty per cent from their rated capacity.
A large number of high grade, well built and well protected fixed

condensers may be tested and the extreme variation between the lot
will often be lees than ten per cent. Therefore, it is desirable to
pick condensers of the same actual capacity, especially when they
are used as tuning condensers with variable inductances.
The method of comparing condenser capacities is shown in Fig.
3. The radio frequency oscillator and the frequency meter are
coupled through a link circuit as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. '1 he
fixed condenser to be tested is connected across the terminals of the
variable condenser in the frequency meter so that the two con-
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densers, fixed and variable, are in parallel and add their capacities
together.

The frequency meter condenser is set at the middle of its dial
scale and the oscillator is adjusted to produce a maximum indication of resonance with the meter in this position. The oscillator
is allowed to remain at this setting until the test is completed.
Since the two condensers in parallel as shown in Fig. 3 form a rather large
capacity, it is quite possible that the resonant frequency of the meter will be

loo tow when using all the frequency meter coil. Either of the schemes
shown in Fig. 4 may be used. The frequency meter coil may be tapped so
that only a part of its winding is used. The easier method is to place an
additional fixed condenser in series with the condenser under test. This extra
condenser will reduce the capacity of the part formed by itself and the condenser under test so that the total capacity across the frequency meter coil
will allow tuning within the range of the oscillator. The extra condenser
should have a capacity about equal to that of the frequency meter variable
condenser.

With the condenser to he tested inserted in the frequency meter circuit by
any of the methods indicated in Figs. 3 and 4 the frequency meter dial is
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3.-Matching Fixed Condensers with Radio
Oscillator.
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Fie.. 4. -Variations of Test for Matching Condensers with Radio

Oscillator.

carefully adjusted (or maximum resonance. The first condenser being tested
is then removed from the circuit and. another one inserted in its place. The
frequency meter dial is again adjusted for resonance. If the dial reading is
higher for the second condenser, it indicates that this second condenser has
le's capacity than the first one, tested. If the dial reading is lower, it indicates
that the second condenser has more capacity than the first one. A series
of right high grade fixed condensers tested according to this method gave the
following readings on the frequency meter dials: 44, 45, 40, 51, 52. 56, 50, 61.

Measurement of Distributed Capacity.-The distributed capacity of a coil may be meastired as shown in Fig. 5. Make a circuit including the coil to he tested and a high grade condenser calibrated according to capacity. The coil should he loosely coupled
to the oscillator. Adjust the oscillator to a low frequency, selecting
one which may be exactly doubled. Set the condenser connected
to the coil so that resonance is obtained and make a note of the
capacity in micro-microfarads. The resonance indication may be
obtained from a milliammeter in the coil and condenser circuit or by
the use of a frequency meter.

OSCILLATOR COUPLER

Now set the oscillator at exactly twice the first frequency. For
instance, if the first frequency was 560 kilocycles, change to a frequency of 1120 kilocycles. If the first setting was at a frequency
of 600 kilocycles, make the second one at 1200 kilocycles. Make
a note of the capacity now being used on the condenser connected
to the coil.
The distributed capacity of the coil may now be found by multiplying the second reading on the attached condenser by four and

subtracting this product from the first capacity read on the condenser. Divide the number thus secured by three which will give
the approximate distributed capacity of the coil in micro -microfarads.
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Fuc. S.-Measuring Distributed Capacity of Coil with Radio Oscillator.
As an example, supposing the first setting to be 600 kilocycles with a
capacity of 200 micro-microfarads on the condenser and the second setting
to be at 1200 kilocycles with 45 micro-microfarads on the condenser. Multiply
45 by 4, obtaining 180, and subtract this from the first reading, 200, leaving
20. Divide 20 by 3, giving 6.66. which is the distributed capacity of the coil
in micro-microfarads.
The calculation of distributed capacity is expressed in the
formula:
C

following

X - (4 X Y)
3

in which C is the distributed capacity of

the coil

in micro-microfarads,

X is the capacity in micro-microfarads required with the lower frequency, l'
is the capacity in micro-microfararls required fol. the higher frequency.

OSCILLATOR COUPLER.-See Receiver, Superheterodyne.
OSCILLATOR TUBE.-Any vacuum tube used for the production of oscillating currents either at radio frequency, at audio
frequency or at an intermediate frequency is called an oscillator
tube. One of the tubes in a superheterodyne receiver is an oscillator
tube.

OSCILLATORY CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Oscillatory.
OSCILLOGRAPH.-An oscillograph is a device which

makes

a pictorial or visible record of the changes in current or voltage in
an electric circuit. This record may be impressed upon a photographic film or may simply be observed upon a piece of ground
glass or in mirrors.

OUTDOOR ANTENNA
One type of oscillograph operates by means of a beam of light reflected
front a mirror, the mirror being moved by fluctuations of current or voltage
in a circuit. Other types of oscillograph make use of special forms of vacuum
tubes giving a direct indication of changes in a circuit connected to the tube.
ty.rillograph records may be made of currents at the highest frequencies and
the behavior of these currents may be studied from the oscillograph indication.

OUTDOOR ANTENNA.-See Antenna.
OUTPUT CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Output and Input.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE.-See Tube, Output Resistance and

impedance of.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer, Output.
OXIDE COATED FILAMENT.-See Tube, Filament Ma-

toials fur.

P
p.-The symbol for power (instantaneous value) in watts.
P.-The symbol for electrical power (average value) measured
in watts.

Sec Watt.

PANCAKE COIL.-See Coil, Spiderweb Type.
PANEL.-The part of a radio receiver on which are carried the
controls for tuning, for volume, for selectivity, etc., also any necThe panel is usually vertical or slightly inclined,
forming the front of the receiver. It may also be in a horizontal
position. The control panel is often called the front panel or main
essary switches.
panel.
metal.

Panels are made either of dielectric material or of sheet

Sub -panels are supplementary panels or shelves inside the receiver, generally

behind the main panel and approximately at right angles to it. Sub -panels
carry tube sockets, coil mountings, audio frequency amplifying apparatus, resistances, etc.

PANEL, DRILLING.-Sec Drilling.
PANEL, GRAINING.-See Graining, Pond.
PANEL, MATERIALS FOR-The most generally used ma-

terials for panel work are those of the phenol base class which includes Formica, Bakelite, Celoron, etc. From the mechanical
standpoint all of these are excellent since they are unchanged by
weather and temperature and have practically no tendency to warp
or bend even when rather heavily loaded. These materials are made
in various finishes and colors, many of which imitate the graining of

All instruments may safely be mounted directly on
panels of these materials since they have high resistance, both surface and volume, and they have reasonably low power losses.
Hard rubber has been used rather extensively for panels, but due
to its tendency to bend under strain and to compress underneath
screw heads and other fastenings it is not so desirable as the phenol
base class from the standpoint of mechanical permanence. Front
the standpoint of electrical losses of all ,kinds, hard rubber is even
better than the phenol products.
fine woods.

If hard rubber is exposed to strong sunlight for considerable periods of
time, it may lusc its tine deep black lustre and take on a grayish or browiush
hue. This is caused by the sulphur used in manufacture. This surface layer

is of much lower resistance than the original form of the rubber and con-

siderable surface leakage may take place, If hard rubber is used for paneling,
only the very best grades should be considered at all.

At rather frequent intervals there appear on the market cheap imitations
of hard rubber and of phenol base insulators. As a general rule tlmse int!talions have such low resistivity and such great leakage and other high irequency losses that they ruin the operation of a receiver which might other8".
be satisfactory. Experimenting with them is poor economy.
Various kinds of hard woods, treated to make them proof against moisture:
dirt, dust and weather temperature changes, have been found satisfactory a'
panel materials aside from a tendency to warp. In sonic of these woods its

PANEL SHIELDING
original beauty of their grain is well brought out. Panels may be made from
ii.,rd maple or white oak. The wood is first formed and drilled with all
i.ces.....zay holes, after which it is treated with hot paraffin and beeswax mixtures.

The advantages gained by shielding make it logical to employ sheet metal
panels of aluminum, hard copper or brass. Any parts which are electrically
;dive must be well insulated from metal panels with washers and bushings of
good insulating properties. Fibre and paper washers arc not satisfactory.

The panel is grounded to the low voltage side of the filament circuit and

thus forms an effective shield. ColLs should be kept well away from metal
panels because of eddy current losses.

PANEL SHIELDING.-See Shielding.

PAPER.-Used as an insulator, paper has the disadvantage of a
for moisture, which it retains unless especially dried and
treated with oils and waxes. Dry paper is an excellent insulator,
liking

withstanding from 100 to 250 volts per thousandth of an inch thickness. Moist paper is a conductor, though a poor one. The dielec-

tric constant of insulating paper before treatment is between 1.6
and 2.5.

Paper that has been treated with oils or paraffin wax has its dielectric

strength raised to between 400 and 600 volts per thousandth of an inch thick and its dielectric constant ranges from 2.0 to 3.2.

PAPER CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Fixed.
PARAFFIN WA X.-See Waxes, Insulating.
PARALLEL CAPACITIES.-See Condenser, Capacity of.
PARALLEL CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Parallel.
PARALLEL INDUCTANCES.-See Inductance, Self-.
PARALLEL RESONANCE.-See Resonance, Parallel.
PARALLEL -SERIES SWITCH.-See Switch, Series Parallel.

PARALLEL TUBE OPERATION.-See Tube, Parallel

Operation of.

P. D.-An abbreviation for potential difference. See Potential,
Difference of.

PEAKED TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer, Audio Frequencv.

PEANUT TUBE.-See Tube, Peanut Type.
PERIOD.-The time which is required to complete any action.
The period of an alternating current is the time required for the
current to pass through one complete cycle. Periods are generally
expressed in fractions or multiples of a second. Thus, the period
of an alternating current whose frequency is 500 per second, would
he 1/500 of a second.

PERMEABILITY.-A measure of the ease with which any

material, usually iron, carries electromagnetic lines of force or flux.
Permeability in magnetism is similar to conductivity in considering

electric currents. The permeability of a material is the ratio of the

number of lines of force it carries with a certain magnetomotive
force or certain number of ampere -turns to the number of lines
carried by air with the same magnetomotive force in effect.

PERMITTANCE
The permeability of the iron or steel used in transformers may be 40,30
even higher, that is, this iron will carry four thousand 9r more times the

number of magnetic lines of force that would be carried by air under the

same conditions.

Sec also Iron and Sled.

PERMITTANCE.-The capacity of a condenser is called the
condenser's permittancc.

PETROLEUM OIL.-See Oils, Insulating.
PHASE.-The position which an alternating current wave may

be occupying in its rise from zero to maximum is called its phase.
Phase is measured in electrical degrees, of which a complete cycle
contains 360 and an alternation 180. Phase may be measured in
the number of electrical degrees that a wave has progressed from
zero. Two waves which start from zero at the same time, rise together and reach maximum at the same time, then fall together to
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Resistance only
Fa;. 1-Current and Voltage in Phase.

zero arc said to be in phase with each other.

If the maximum
points do not come together in time or electrical degrees, the two
waves are said to be out of phase.
Phase relations between voltage and current arc generally shown by curves
which represent the rise and fall of both values. 1Vhen one value paws

through the maximum point after the other, it
passes through maximum first, it is said to lead.

is said

to lag; and if it

If the current passes through

Pottage

Carr

Capaciz',y and

Resistance
2-Current Leading Voltage.

maximum before the voltage passes through maximum, it is said to be 2
leading current and if it passes through maximum after the voltage has done
so, it is said to be a lagging current.
If a circuit contains resistance only, no inductance and no capacity, the

current that is caused to flow will be in phase with the voltage that cube.,

the flow as in Fig. 1.
If the circuit has capacity in series with the resistance, but no inductance.
the current leads the voltage impressed on the circuit as in Fig. 2.

PHASE ANGLE, DIFFERENCE OF
If the circuit has inductance in series with its resistance, but no capacity,
the current lags behind the voltage ai in Fig. 3.

If the circuit has inductance, capacity and resistance, all in series, the current may either lead, lag or be in phase. Which condition actually exists
depends on the relative values of inductance and capacity in the circuit. If
the inductive reactance is greater than the capacitive reactance, the total re -
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*Current

indac ance and
Resistance
FIG.

3.-Current Lagging Behind Voltage.

actance is said to be positive and the current lags. If the capacitive reactance
is the greater of the two, the total reactance is negative and the current leads
the voltage. When thc two reactances balance each other, only thc effect of
the resistance remains and the current and voltage are in phase. This last is
the condition of resonance.

PHASE ANGLE, DIFFERENCE OF.-See Condenser,

Losses in.

PHASE, RELATIONS IN TRANSFORMER.-In a trans-

former having its coils or windings magnetically coupled the phase
relations are as follows:
The voltage in the secondary winding is opposite in phase or is
ISO degrees out of phase with the voltage in the primary winding.

As the primary voltage rises from zero to its positive maximum
value the secondary voltage is falling from zero to its negative maximum value. This is true in both iron -core and air -core transformers.

Therefore, when two tubes arc coupled through a transformer
the grid voltage of the secondary'circuit will be opposite in polarity
to the plate voltage in the primary circuit. As the primary voltage
is becoming more strongly positive, the secondary voltage is becoming more strongly negative, and when the primary or plate volt-

age has arrived at its maximum positive value, the secondary or
grid voltage for the following tube has reached its maximum negative value.

On the page following are shown three curves indicating the phase
relations between primary current, primary voltage and secondary
voltage in a transformer.

PHASE, RELATIONS IN TUBE..-The relations between

rise and fall of grid voltage, plate current and plate voltage in a
vacuum tube are as follows:

As the grid voltage rises the plate current rises with it, the grid

voltage and plate current being in phase.

A fall of grid voltage

PHENOL COMPOUNDS

is accompanied by a corresponding fall of plate current.
shown in the curves.

This is

The plate circuit voltage and plate current are 180 degrees out
of phase with each other. As the plate current rises the voltage
in the plate circuit falls proportionately and as the plate current
decreases the plate voltage rises.

Primary

GrI d

Currenr

Voltage

Prtmlry
Volta e

Seccm ary

Volta e

Phase Relations in Transformer.

PIJle
/foliage

Phase Relations in a Tube.

From the foregoing it may be seen that the grid voltage and plate voltage
are 180 degrees out of phase with cacti other. The grid voltage and plate
current are in phase, but the plate voltage is out of phase with the plate
current; therefore, the grid voltage and plate ,voltage pass through opposite
polarities at any one time.
All of these relations between voltage and current in grid and plate hold
true for any circuits connected to the grid and plate of the tube being considered.

PHENOL COMPOUNDS.-Much of the insulation used in

radio work is of the phenol compound type. This class includes

Bakelite, Formica, Condensite, Celoron, Micarta, Redmanol, Phenolite, etc. All are products of phenol and formaldehyde. Phenol has

a characteristic odor like carbolic acid or creosote. It is secured
from the distillation of substances such as coal, wood and organic
materials of various kinds. Under the action of heat the phenol
and formaldehyde form a kind of resin which, at this stage, may be
dissolved with acetone or alcohol to form a varnish.

PHENOLITE

The resin may be further treated with heat and pressure in

moulds to form moulded insulation parts of almost any desired
shape. Metal parts may be inserted into the mould and will be
mounted securely in the finished articles. Filling materials such
as asbestos, mica and wood flour are added to the resin before

moulding and any desired color may be had from dyes. The powder
which results from the mixing is placed in the moulds and pressure
of about one ton per square inch is used together with about 350
degrees of heat. A few minutes of this treatment causes the final
chemical changes with result in a strong, solid piece of insulating
material.

Laminated types of insulation are made by applying a phenol

binder to sheets of paper, fibre, canvas and asbestos which are built
up into panels or slabs of the desired thickness. The binder is the

varnish formed by dissolving the resin with alcohol or acetone.
After the sheets which form the base are impregnated with the
varnish they are subjected to heat and pressure. This drives off the

solvents and completes the chemical changes which end with a
solid laminated piece of insulation.

Among the principal advantages of the phenol compounds are uniformity
of the products, exceedingly' high resistivity, good appearance, mechanical
strength and durability, and resistance to the effects of heat, moisture and
acids to a satisfactory degree. A test on a laminated panel three -eighths inch
thick showed no permanent set or distortion under a four hundred pound load
applied for twenty-four hours between supports twenty-two inches apart.
The panel used was eighteen by twenty-four inches. No such strain is ever
imposed in receiver construction.

All of the phenol compounds may be cut, turned, drilled and threaded

satisfactorily with ordinary machine tools. These materials dull the toots more
quickly than mild steels.
The phase angle difference of phenol compounds ranges between one and
one-half and four degrees. This is considerably greater than the phase angle
of hard rubber which averages around one-half of one degree. The dielectric

constants of moulded phenol compounds run from 5.0 to 7.5 while the constants of the laminated materials run from 4.5 to 6.0. The dielectric strength
in volts per thousandth of an inch runs between 050 and 1200 volts for the
laminated materials and between 2;5 and 1000 volts for the moulded types.
The electrical losses increase slightly with increase of frequency and the resistivity decreases with increase of frequency.
None of the phenol compounds are readily inflammable and they will withstand continuously a temperature of 300 degrees Fahrenheit. Long continued heating at high temperatures tends to drive off some of the remaining volatile substances and when cooled the material may shrink with danger
of
splittine.

PHENOLITE.-See Phrnol Compounds.
PHONE, HEAD.-A headphone is a device which changes rise
and fall of current in a circuit into sound waves. The ordinary
headphone is very similar in construction to the receiver of a telephone.

Each headphone unit consists of an electromagnet near the
poles of which a diaphragm of thin and flexible metal is placed.
There is a minute air gap between the end of the magnet core and
the surface of the diaphragm and the magnetic attraction of the
electromagnet

acts through this gap to move the diaphragm in pro-

PHONE, HEAD

portion to the strength of currents flowing through the magnet

winding. This movement of the diaphragm produces sound waves,

The electromagnet is composed of a permanent magnet with soft iron
pole pieces carrying windin of very fine wire, enamelled or silk covered.
The magnet is carried in a cylindrical case of metalinsulating
or of
material.
The diaphragm is a circular piece of thin metal and it fits over the rim of the

case so that its surface is held just the right distance from the pole pieces
of the magnet. The diaphragm is locked in place by the rim of the phone

which usually screws in place.
Two of these phone units are generally used together, being connected in
series to increase their resistance and to force all of the current through
both sets of magnets. The sensitivity of the phones is proportional to the
number of turns of wire in the windini.% and the number of amperes flowing

through them, the product of the two forming the ampere -turns, a direct
measure of magnetic strength.

Construction of Headphone Unit.

Granting that the construction of a headphone unit is electrically correct
and that a high quality of wire is used, the higher the resistance the greater
the sensitivity. High grade units have resistances in excess of 1000 ohms.
The sensitivity of such an arrangement may be realized when it is known
that it will produce sound with far less than a millionth part of an ampere
.

of current flow.

PHONE, HEAD, CONNECTIONS FOR. --See Jacks arm

Switches, Lises of.

PHONE JACK.-See Jacks and Jack Switches.
PHONE PLUG.-See Jacks asd Jack Switches.
PHONOGRAPH ADAPTER.-See Adapter, Phonograph.
PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER.-See Amplifier, Phonograph

Type.

PHOTO-ELECTRIC.-Pertaining to the effect of light on

electric circuits.

See Television.

PICK-UP, ELECTRIC.-See Amplifier, Phonograph Type.
PICTURES, RADIO.-See Television.

PIGTAIL. --A pigtail is a flexible electrical connection between
a moving part and a stationary part of a radio device such as a condenser or a variometer. In a variable condenser the pigtail connects the rotor shaft and rotor plates to the stationary framework
of the condenser. In a variometer or variocoupler the two windings are connected by the flexible pigtail while one winding rotates
and the other remains stationary.

PILOT LAMP
Pigtails are made from stranded or braided flexible copper wire
which may be either bare or silk covered. They are also made
from loosely coiled spirals of thin, narrow brass or copper strips.
The ends of pigtails are generally soldered to the parts they connect,
although they are sometimes only bolted or screwed in place.
The purpose of a pigtail connection is to avoid the rather high and very
uncertain resistance of connections made through bearings and sliding contacts. A pigtail formed into a small coil, as is usually done, has practically
nu inductance perceptible in the action of broadcast tuning units.

Pigtail Cohnections for Rotor Shafts.

Any condenser, variocoupler, variometer, tickler or other unit
having a pigtail connection must be provided with stops which prevent its turning more than so far in one direction. This is to avoid
twisting and breaking the pigtail.

PILOT LAMP.-See Lamp, Pilot or Panel.
PITCH.-The frequency of a tone. See Sound.
PLATE.-One of the principal elements in a vacuum tube as

explained under Tube, Action of and Tube, Design of. Also a part
of a condenser as explained under Condenser, Design and Construction of.

PLATE BATTERY.-A battery furnishing plate current.

Battery, B-.

See

PLATE CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Plate.
PLATE CONDENSER.-A condenser having plates in sheets

or flat. See Condenser, Dielectlic for.

PLATE CURRENT.-See Current, Plate; also Tube, Char-

acteristics of.

PLATE CURRENT RECTIFICATION.-One method of
See Detector, with Grid Bias.
PLATE CURRENT SUPPLY UNIT.-See Power Unit.

detection.

PLATE -FILAMENT CAPACITY.-See Tube, Capacities,
PLATE -GRID CAPACITY.-See Tube, Capacities, Internal.
PLATE IMPEDANCE.-Sec Tube, Output Resistance and
Impedance
Internal.

of.

PLATE RESISTANCE.-See Tube, Output Resistance and
Impedance of; also Tube, Characteristics of.
PLATE VARIOMETER.-A variometer used in the plate
circuit.

See Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

PLATE VOLTAGE

PLATE VOLTAGE.-See Tube, Plate Voltages for;
Tube, Characteristics of.

PLATE WINDING.-See Winding, Plate.
PLATINUM.-A heavy, white metal which withstands

also

very

high temperatures and resists the action of all acids except a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric. This metal is used for contacts
where sparking may occur and for filament wires in some types of
tubes. The specific gravity of platinum is 21.37. Its resistance is
60.15 ohms per mil -foot.

PLATINUM FILAMENT.-See Tube, Filament Materials
for.

PLIERS.-See Tools.
PLUG, PHONE.-See Jacks and Jack Switches.
POINTS, SWITCH.-See Switch, Tap.
POLARITY.-The relative value of electrical pressure when

referred to the earth's pressure as zero. Points of higher pressure
than that of the earth are said to be of positive polarity while those
at a pressure lower than that of the eartfi are said to be of negative
polarity.

Polarity may refer to flow of electric currents, the current being
assumed to flow from positive points to negative points in the circuit, flowing away from positive points and toward negative points.
Polarity may refer to the magnetic field. The magnetic lines of
force issue from the positive pole of a magnet and flow around the
outside of the magnet to the negative pole. Inside the magnet the
magnetic flow is from negative to positive. See also Negative and
Positive.

If two wires attached to a source of direct current have their ends placed
in water to which has been added a small amount of any salt or any acid, a
large quantity of hubbies (hydrogen) will rise from around the negative wire
and only a very few bubbles (oxygen) will rise from the wire attached to the
positive of the source. If the two wires from a direct current source arc
stuck into a piece of raw potato, a green spot will appear around the wire
attached to the positive. Polarity may ob.° be determined with the aid of
a voltmeter on which the terminals arc marked positive and negative. With
the positive terminal connected to the positive wire the meter's pointer will
move across the scale in the proper direction.

PORCELAIN.-Porcelain for use as an electrical insulator is

made by mixing silica, clays and various feldspars with water, the
mixture being pressed or likewise formed to shape and dried in a
kiln under great heat. Most porcelain for insulators is glazed to
allow it to better resist the action of weather and time. Porcelain
has a dielectric constant of 4.0 to 6.0.
PORTABLE RECEIVER-See Receiver, Portable.

POSITIVE.-Any electrical pressure greater than the earth's

pressure is called positive. The earth is considered as being at zero
electrical pressure. In an electric circuit the current is assumed to
flow away from positive points and toward negative points. A cur-

rent flowing away from the source is called a positive current.

POSITIVE BIAS

Points which are negative are marked with the positive or plus
sign "-1-." See also Negative..

POSITIVE BIAS.-See Bias, Grid.
POST, BINDING.-A screw or spring fastening to which one
end of a wire is attached more or less permanently and to which

one or more other wires may be temporarily fastened to complete
a circuit.

Binding posts are made up of a threaded stud or screw which
passes through a support such as a sub -panel or a binding post
strip, a nut or threaded washer which holds the screw solidly in
place, and a binding nut or cap with which the temporary wire is
fastened. The binding nut or cap has a threaded metal cure covered with moulded insulating material. This describes the screw
type of post.

Spring posts are similar to the screw type except that the cap
is held with a spring so that it may be lifted or depressed for insertion of the temporary wire and allowed to spring back, locking
the wire in place.
The caps of binding posts arc either left plain or are marked with symbols
and abbreviations for the circuits which they are intended to complete. The
i4.11(ming marks arc in common use:
Ant.
Loop
Grd.
Phone

Input

A-

A+
A-1-11-

A-- B -

B-

Antenna connection
Loop connection
Ground connection
Headphone connection
Any incoming circuit
Negative
Positive

A -battery negative
A -battery positive

A -battery positive and B -battery negative
A -battery negative and B -battery negative

B -battery negative
B -battery positive
Detector B -battery connection
B Amp+ Amplifier B -battery connection
CC -battery negative
C -battery positive
C+
Speaker- Negative. loud speaker lead
Speaker+ Positive loud speaker lead
also Battery, Connection of A- and B-.

B+
B Det+

Sec

POTENTIAL.-A measpre of the electrification or degree of

electric charge of a point in a circuit or an electric field. Potential
has a meaning very similar to voltage and is measured in volts. The
word voltage is generally used when referring to the number of volts

pressure between a point and the earth, which is considered as having zero pressure or zero voltage. Potential is generally used to
express the difference in volts between two points in an electric current or electric field. For further explanation see Voltage and
Electromotive Force.

POTENTIAL, DIFFERENCE OF

POTENTIAL, DIFFERENCE OF.-The difference in volt-

age between two points which acts to cause a flow of current from
the point of higher potential to the point of lower potential. The
potential difference is the voltage drop.

POTENTIAL, GRADIENT OF.-The rate at which po-

tential or voltage changes through a certain distance or the rate at
which it changes between two points. This rate may be uniform
or it may be greater at one place between the two points than at
another place between them. Potential gradient is best shown by a
curve such as the one drawn between the plate and filament of a
vacuum tube.

(411\

Filament

Plate
Sli der
Resistance Terminals

vu
vu

Potential Gradient in
Vacuum Tube,

no. 1.-A Potentiometer and
Its Symbol.

POTENTIOMETER.-The name potentiometer would seem

to mean a device for measuring potential, a voltmeter. Common
usage has given another meaning to the word potentiometer and
the device itself is a voltage divider, a means for dividing a certain
potential difference between two different circuits or between parts
of the same circuit.
A potentiometer consists of a resistance formed either of wire or
some other material. This resistance in commercial potentiometers

is usually 200, 400, 600 or 1000 ohms. The resistance unit

is

formed into part of a circle so that a solid arm or slider may move
from one end of the resistance to the other. A potentiometer has
three terminals, one terminal at each end of the resistance and a
third one connected to the slider arm as in Fig. 1. There are many
uses for potentiometers. In fact it may be used under any conditions where a gradually changing or variable voltage or voltage drop

is required.

POWER AMPLIFICATION
The two terminals at the end of the resistance unit are connected
to the two terminals of a battery or other source of voltage when
the unit is used as a potentiometer or voltage divider and not simply
as a variable high resistance in series with a circuit.
The operation of a potentiometer may be easily understood by referring to
One end of the resistance is connected to the negative terminal of the
battery, and the other end of the resistance to the positive terminal of the
battery. Therefore, a current flows through the resistance at all times.
When the slider is at the negative end of the resistance there is no difference
of voltage between the slider and the potentiometer terminal at the negative
end. If the slider is moved all the way to the positive end of the resistance
the voltage difference between the slider and the negative end is equal to the
full voltage of the battery. If the slider is now placed half way along the
resistance the voltage between the slider terminal and the negative battery
terminal is one-half of the battery voltage. One-third of the way across the
voltage is one-third that of the battery and so on for any position.
Fig. 2.

3

2
K- VOlts

volts

4

volts --4:
Pdlitery

2.-Division of Voltage with a
Potentiometer.

Flo, 3.-Rheostat for Fine Control
with Potentiometer.

Between the negative terminal and the slider we can obtain any voltage
from zero up to the full voltage of the battery. And between the positive
battery terminal and the slider we may likewise obtain any voltage from full

battery voltage down to zero.
Under certain conditions it is desirable to obtain variations of voltage finer
than those between adjacent turns of wire on a wire -wound potentiometer.
This fine variation may be obtained by connecting an ordinary rheostat in
series with the potentiometer as shown in Fig. 3. The potentiometer slider

arm is placed to give approximately the desired voltage while the rheostat
arm is in its half way position. The rheostat arm may then be moved one
way or the other to give a slight increase or decrease in voltage.
POWER AMPLIFICATION.-See Amplification, Voltage

and Powder.

POWER AMPLIFIER.-See Amplifier, Audio Frequency,

Power Type.

POWER FACTOR.-See Factor, Power.

POWER LINE INTERFERENCE

POWER LINE INTERFERENCE.-See interference.
POWER, RECEIVER.-See Sensitivity; also Volume.
POWER TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer.
POWER TUBE.-See Tube, Amplifying Types of.

POWER TUBE, ADAPTER FOR.-See Adapter, power
Tube.

POWER TUBE, FILAMENT SUPPLY FOR.-See Power

Unit, Filament Current Types of.

POWER UNIT.-Power units of various types are used for

furnishing filament lighting current, for furnishing plate current
and also for furnishing grid bias voltage. These power units take
alternating current from a public service circuit and change it into
a smooth flow of direct current, into a smooth direct voltage.
The two principal types of power supply units include devices
which furnish filament current and those which furnish plate voltage. The grid biasing arrangement requires no additional important
parts. It is possible to combine any type of filament current supply
Voltage
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Output to Receiver

Fro. 1.-Principal Parts of All Power Units.

with any type of plate voltage supply, this giving rise to what

appears like an endless variety of power units. When these units
are looked upon as being composed of their separate component
parts this apparent confusion of types disappears.
Principal Parts of Power Units. --All power units consist of
the four principal parts of Fig. 1. Starting from the alternating
current supply line, the first part of the power unit is designed to
change the incoming voltage to a voltage suitable for use in the
receiver. This first part may be a 'transformer to either increase
or decrease the voltage for use on the plates, or to reduce the supply
voltage low enough for use in the filaments of the tubes. When it
is required only to reduce the voltage, and but small currents are
to be used, the work may be done by a number of incandescent
lamps connected in series, in parallel, or in series -parallel.
Following the voltage change part of the power unit comes the
rectifier which takes the alternating current at proper voltage and
makes it into a pulsating direct current. Many kinds of rectifiers

POWER UNIT
arc in use. The majority include some kind of rectifying tube, that
jR, some form of two -element vacuum tube. These tubes are made

either to rectify only one-half of the alternating current wave or to
rectify both halves, being called half -wave of full -wave rectifiers.
Electrolytic rectifiers also are used in many forms of power supplies.
After the rectifier comes a filter which removes the pulsations

from the pulsating direct current furnished by the rectifier and
leaves a smooth flow of direct current. These filters are built according to the principles outlined under the heading Filter, Law
Pass Type. They consist of choke coils in series with the lines
carrying current to the receiver and of condensers or resistances
placed across these lines.

The last part of the power supply unit, the part which follows
the filter and comes just ahead of the receiver, is the voltage con-

PRI

PRA

5EC

2,-Types of Tapped Transformers for Power Un s.
trot device.

This voltage control' allows the furnishing of voltages

which are suitable for the plates of detector tubes, for plates of
middle stage amplifying Obes, or for power tubes. The voltage
control may also handle the filament supply. Voltage control is
furnished by various combinations of resistances or by special voltage regulating vacuum tubes.

Voltage Changers for Power Supply Units.-Transformers

for use in power supply units as shown in Fig. 2 are of the iron -core,
Power type. They are quite generally made with a primary winding having one or more taps so that the output voltage may be set
approximately
receiver.

at the value required for maximum voltage in the

For full -wave rectifiers the secondary winding of the
transformer is tapped at its electrical center. For half -wave rectifiers this center tap is not required.
Additional secondary windings may be placed over the same core
and used for furnishing

POWER UNIT
filament lighting current, either for tubes in the receiver or for rectifying tubes. Transformers used in this work should have a cop-

per shield between the primary and secondary windings.
shield is grounded.
former.

This

It improves the voltage regulation of the trans-

//6 ampere

62O ohms

L4Ce2
/'/.2 ampere

66.6 ohms

,,

vam,oere
100 ohms
FIG. 3.-Lamp Bank Resistances for Voltage Reduction in Power Units.

If banks of lamps are used for reducing the voltage and limiting the current, it must be remembered that (he number of lamps in series determines
the drop of voltage, while the number of lamps in parallel determines the
current in amperes that will pass into the receiver circuits. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3.

Electrolytic Rectifiers.-The principle and action of the electro-

lytic rectifier are explained under the heading Charger, Battery, Elec.-

Rectifier
Cells

ie. Lead

0

)

'Choke

Choke

(111.

edeT

vcdter System

Lead

Transformer
4.-Power Unit with Electrolytic Rectifier.

tralytic Type. An electrolytic type of rectifier has the disadvantage
that it must be treated with care to avoid spilling. An electrolytic
rectifier of given current handling ability is more bulky than a tube
rectifier of equal ability. On the other hand the falling off of volt-

POWER UNIT
ace with increase of load in milliamperes is less with electrolytic rec-

tifier than with most tube types of rectifiers. This good regulation
of the electrolytic rectifier is due to the very low internal resistance
of the cells. The regulation is fuliy as good and even a little better
than most of the better types of tube rectifiers and is far superior
to the regulation of rectifiers using ordinary receiving tubes.

Lead

filter
system

Fm. 5.-Electrolytic Rectifier with Cells. in Parallel.

An electrolytic rectifier using only one cell might be used, but the filter
required with it would be so much more costly than the smaller filter rc-

quit -al with two or more cells that the
total cost of the outfit would be greater
for the single cell. With one cell it is
necessary to use at least thirty micro farads of condenser capacity. A filter
for use with a four -cell outfit will not
handle a single -cell outfit. The voltage
from a single rectifier cell should not
exceed from seventy to eighty whereas
one hundred twenty volts may be drawn
from four cells where two are always
in parallel on each side as in Fig. 4.
For one hundred and fifty volts it is
necessary to use eight cells as in Fig. S.

4-

Tube Rectifiers for Large
Currents.-A satisfactory tquarterampere filament supply unit may
be made with two 2 -ampere battery charging tubes so connected Fro. 6.-Charging Tubes Used as
that they

rectify both halves of

Filament Supply Rectifier.

the incoming alternating current. The connections are shown in
Fig. G. The tubes are called upon to furnish only the quarter of an
ampere required for operating a number of filaments in series. The
filaments

of the rectifying tubes are lighted from an additional

secondary winding on the transformer. With this system it is necessary to use a filter having large condensers and large chokes.
1.When a rectifier such as that just described is used with a receiver having

Ly-cell tubes the two -ampere rectifying tubes may be replaced with smaller

POWER UNIT
sizes such as those used for trickle chargers. The chokes and
the filter may then be made proportionately smaller. For handling a receiver with small tubes it is possible to equip a rectifier with the plate Itatizen
type of rectifying tubes of proper current handling ability. Such tubes, when
designed to furnish plate voltage only, will handle sixty milliamperes or more
and are not overloaded to carry the sixty milliamperes needed for the filaments

7

of dry cell tubes_

Tube Rectifiers for Plate Current Only.-Several types of

thermionic rectifying tubes are available for use in plate supply
power units. These operate according to the principles explained
under the heading Tube, Rectifier Type. Their symbols are shown
in Fig. 7. For rectifying only half of the wave such tubes have only
one plate. For rectifying both halves of the wave the tube has two
plates. Tubes of this type which are in common use will deliver
currents up to eighty-five milliamperes and will handle in excess of
400 volts. For still larger currents two of the half -wave rectifying
tubes arc used together as shown in Fig. 6. This combination will
deliver currents up to one hundred and twenty milliamperes at voltages over 400.

7.-Symbols for Various Rectifying Tubes.
Any vacuum tube may be made over into a rectifier tube by simply connecting the plate and grid together. This connection would naturally be
made between the terminals on the socket. The ability of a receiving tube to
act as a rectifier is limited by the current demands. An ordinary receiving
tube cannot be expected to supply plate current for more than two tubes
of the same type used as amplifiers if any reasonable length of life is to be
secured. By using larger tubes of the power amplifier type much greater plate
currents may be drawn.

Gaseous Rectifying Tubes.-A number of full -wave rectifying
tubes have been especially developed for use in plate and filament
power units. In this type of tube the gas between the electrodes is
ionized to start the action by the voltage from a transformer applied
across the electrodes. A comparatively low voltage starts the ionization.

In these tubes the action takes place by flow of current through
an ionized gas, while in the thermionic or vacuum type of tube
rectifier the action takes place by electron flow through the vacuum.

In the gaseous tube there is a very small separation between the
electrodes, the atoms of gas, which is at low pressure, being in this
space where they are struck and ionized by the electrons traveling
between the electrodes. The ionization is seen as a faint light front
the tube.

POWER UNIT

In the gaseous tube, were the two kinds of electrodes of equal
size, current would flow with equal ease in either direction under
the influence of the alternating voltage which is to be rectified and
passed to the filter.

By making one of the electrodes very small in comparison with the other
and using the smaller electrode as negative only a few millionths of an ampere
will flow from the large one to the small one. But with the small electrode

made positive many thousandths of an ampere would flow from the small
electrode to the large one. It is this fact that allows the gaseous tube to
act as a rectifier, passing current very easily in one direction but only with
the greatest difficulty in the other direction.
The tube is connected to the second/Mode
Cathodes
ary winding of the transformer as
shown in Fig. 8. With the transformer

winding at one polarity during half of
the alternating current wave one of the
small cathodes is positive and the other
one is negative. Current will then flow
from the positive cathode to the large
anode and out into the circuit. There
will

be practically no flow from the

anode to the other small cathode which
is held negative on this half of the wave.
On the following half of the wave
through the transformer, the polarities
of the small cathodes are reversed and
this half of the wave is likewise rectified

because we then have a flow of cur-

ube

Buffer's

U4

kg.z7A.',-- /A odes
FIG. S.-Connections for
Raytheon Rectifier.

rent from the second small cathode to the large anode and out into

the circuit.
What little current does flow from the large anode to the small cathode
which is at negative polarity during half of the wave is called the back current. The smaller the area of the cathodes with respect to the area of the
anode the !cm will be this back current. Back current in a rectifier breaks
down tbc gas insulation and increases the load on the filter circuit so that it
is more difficult to eliminate the hum. Finally the greater the back current
the less useful current can be taken from the rectifier and the greater will be
the drop in voltage under load.

In normal operation the temperature in the gaseous tube

is

about 200 degrees Fahrenheit. Overloading the circuit will cause
the parts to become red hot. This tube fits in a standard vacuum

tube socket. The filament terminals of the socket connect to the

two cathodes in the rectifying tube and the plate terminal of the

socket connects to the anode in the tube. The grid terminal on the
socket is left unconnected as in Fig. 8.
Various types of these rectifying tubes have been in use as development progressed.
The first units handled a maximum current

of about sixty milliamperes, this type being followed by another
capable of handling eighty-five milliamperes. Still other tubes now
rectify several hundred milliamperes.

POWER UNIT
In the circuit diagram of Fig. 8 will be sccn two condensers connected he.
center tap of the transformer and the end terminals of the
secondary winding. These arc called buffer condensers. They stabilize the
operation of the rectifier by haLncing the impedance to ground of each half
of the secondary. They ground the small inequalities of output from the two
tween the

halves of the transformer.

Filter System.-Upon the excellence of design and material in
the filter system depends the successful operation of any power

supply unit. A filter system using condensers of too small capacity
will fail to handle the load of loud signals, while with chokes that
are too small an annoying alternating current hum is almost certain
to appear in the receiver's output. The principles upon which filters

operate are explained under the headings Filter and Filter, Low
Pass Type.
All of the larger condensers in the filter circuit act as reservoirs
for voltage. The chokes oppose changes in flow of current through
Part of the alternating voltage which attempts to
them.

force changes of current through the chokes is stored up in the
As the current through the chokes starts to fall the
voltage stored in the condensers maintains the flow. The output
condensers.
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Fm. 0.-Power Unit Filter System with Three Condensers.

from the first. choke in a filter is therefore more steady and has less
voltage change than the output from the rectifier. The second condenser of the filter acts as another reservoir, storing excess voltage
until this voltage is required to maintain current flow through the

The last condenser in the filter, which should be
the largest of all, is a final reservoir of voltage from which the circuits of the receiver are supplied.
The action of the chokes is to prevent the current from rising to
the maximum value found in the alternating current wave and also
to prevent it falling to zero. The chokes hold the current back as
the rectified wave comes through. Part of the energy is stored as
a magnetic field around the choke. As the pulse of current from
the rectifier dies away, this magnetic field collapses, returns its
energy to the choke and this energy tends to keep the current flowing as the pulsating wave dies out.
second choke.

In the commonly used filter circuit of Fig. 0 which has three condensers
the rectifier, stores o13
it may be said that the first condenser, the one toward
the pulsations of voltage from the rectifier. It is easy to see that the pulsating
current cannot flow through the first choke coil as fast as it Comes from the

POWER UNIT
Were no condenser used, only a small part of the rectified current
would get through the first choke but the condenser acts as a reservoir for
ibis energy so that the condenser and rectifier together feed a fairly constant
rectifier.

pulsating current to the choke coil.

Therefore it. may be said that this first condenser controls the regulation
of the filter.
At the other end of the filter, the condenser next to the output controls the
volume and the quality of the audio amplifier. The milliamperes of current

required by the plate circuit of the audio amplifier vary within wide limits.
With powerful signals the demand for current may go as high as thirty or
more milliamperes and it may then drop as low as five or ten milliamperes.
The last condenser forms a reservoir of energy to take care of this great
fluctuation. The larger this condenser within reasonable limits the better it
will be able to care for the changing load upon it.
The middle condenser of the filter serves simply to assist the other two
in their work. That is, it improves the general all-around ability of the filter.

In the usual design of power units an improvement may be made by increasing
the capacity of the first and last condensers.

Half -wave rectifiers require chokes and condensers much larger
than those required with full -wave rectifiers, both types being assumed to have the same output. Some types of rectifiers, both tube
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Ftc. 10.-Power Unit Filter System with Single Choke.

and electrolytic, allow a considerable back current to flow. These

back currents not only make it more difficult to filter the output
of the rectifier but they also increase the heating of the choke coils.
The condensers used in powei supply units, especially in units
furnishing plate voltage, must themselves be able to withstand at
least 600 to 700 volts. IL will be better if these condensers
are
built to stand 1000 volts across their terminals. It is sometimes
difficult to obtain high voltage condensers of large capacity. A
number of small condensers whose total capacity is that required
may be connected in parallel to form the equivalent of
one condenser of large capacity. Various types of filters are shown in Figs.
10 and 11.
Methods of regulating the plate voltages applied

the various
circuits of a receiver are described under Power Unit,to
Plate Voltage
Types.

Construction of Power Supply Units.-All condensers
and
coils used in the filter system should be enclosed in metal
cases and all of those cases should be grounded
to the negative
choke

POWER UNIT, AMPLIFIER TYPES
side of the circuit. The condensers may be bound together into one
unit with their cases touching.
Since many parts of the circuits in power supply units are at high
voltage well insulated wire must be used. Rubber covered flexible stranded

wire is satisfactory or the work may be done with bus wire covered with

rubber tubing. Leads used for filament current circuits should be made fron
twisted double -conductor cable which will reduce pick-up of alternating current hum.

T
Fir. 1t. --Arrangements of Power Unit Filter Condensers and Chokes.
While it is true that all of the condcnsersuscd in the filter system should
be grounded, the cases of bypass condensers used in the output plate circuit
or loud speaker circuit of a power tube should not be grounded or connected
electrically to any other part. This is mentioned here because a power
amplifier is often combined with a power supply unit.

POWER UNIT, AMPLIFIER TYPES OF.-A lower am-

plifier consists of a power type of amplifying tube with the necessary current supplies and coupling devices as described under Aniplificr, Audio Frequency, Power Type. The coupling between the
power tube and the audio amplifier preceding the tube is generally
made through an audio frequency transformer. The power tube is
coupled to the loud speaker either through an output transformer
or through a choke and condenser as described under Speaker, Loud,
Connections to Receiver.
Outfits going under the name of power amplifiers are often made

up as complete self-contained units so that they may be attached
to any receiver. These power amplifiers include the actual power
tube amplifier mentioned in the preceding paragraph. They also
include a source of filament current for the power tube and a source

of plate voltage for the power tube andfor all of the tubes in the

receiver operated in connection with the amplifier.
Such complete outfits are shown in Figs. 1 to 4. Figs. 1 and 2
both show the same amplifier, Fig. 1 being a circuit diagram and
Fig. 2 a typical layout using the saine parts. Figs. 3 and 4 both
show a second type of amplifier, Fig. 3 being a circuit diagram and
Fig. 4 a layout of the parts.
With a few exceptions the two outfits arc alike. The amplifier
of Figs. and 2 uses a full -wave rectifying tube, uses resistances
for the entire control of plate voltages and uses a transformer for
coupling the power tube to the loud speaker. The amplifier of
Fig. 3 and 4 uses a half -wave rectifying tube, uses a voltage regulat1

ing tube for the control of one plate voltage and uses a combina

POWER UNIT, AMPLIFIER TYPES
tion of choke and condenser for coupling the power tube to the
speaker.

An examination of Figs. 1 and 3 will show that the portion of the
outfit above the horizontal broken line is simply a .power amplifier
consisting of the power tube with its input and output couplings.
The portions of both outfits below the horizontal broken lines are
nothing more than plate voltage supply units employing a power
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1.-Complete Power Amplifier with Full Wave Rectifier.

transformer with additional windings for lighting the tube filaments.
Any power amplifier might be thus connected to any plate supply.
Again looking at Figs.
and 3 it will be seen that the entire
power transformer is at the left hand side of the vertical broken
lines in each case. Each transformer has a single primary winding
and three secondary windings. One of the secondaries furnishes
the high voltage which is rectified and filtered for plate voltage.
1

POWER UNIT, AMPLIFIER TYPES
Another of the secondaries lights the filament of the rectifying tube.
The third secondary lights the filament of the power tube.
Three separate transformers might be used just as the one large
transformer with its three secondary windings. The high voltage

might be supplied from a transformer designed for a unit giving

only plate voltage supply. The filament lighting might be handled
with separate small transformers suited for this work. Of course
it would not be possible to follow the exact connections of Fig. 3
unless the filament transformers had center taps, but the same result may be had with the use of a potentiometer across a secondary
as shown in Fig. 1.

The chokes and condensers in the filter arc the same as similar units used
in any type of plate voltage supply unit. The values of the voltage regulating
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CPio. 2.-Layout for Power Amplifier with Full Wave Rectifier.

resistances between the plate voltage terminals will be determined by the
characteristics of the power transformer and the rectifier tube. The bypass
condensers placed across the regulating resistances may all be of one micro farad capacity.
The terminal marked "Plate" on the amplifier unit is connected to the plate
terminal of the first or second audio frequency amplifying tube in the receiver
to be used with the amplifier. This connection may also be made to the plate

terminal of the detector tube, but with a considerable reduction in volume.
The loud speaker is connected to the two terminals marked "Speaker'
in the diagrams.
The A -battery is left connected to the filament circuits of the receiver as
usual, since no filament current for the tubes in the receiver is furnished by
the power amplifier unit. The LI-battery terminals of the receiver are connected to the plate voltage terminals of the power amplifier unit. There are
two of these terminals provided, one for the detector plate voltage and the
other for the radio frequency and audio frequency amplifier tubes of the
receiver.

POWER UNIT, AMPLIFIER TYPES
The negative terminal of the A -battery Is connected to thc power unit
terminal marked "A-B-." A negative biasing voltage for the receiver's
audio amplifying tubes is provided from the amplifier unit terminal marked
-'C-." The terminal marked "C-" on the receiver is connected to this
terminal of the amplifier unit. The resistance between the "A-B-" terminal

and the "C--" terminal is made variable so that any needed biasing voltage
may be obtained. A variable resistor adjustable between 1000 and 2000 ohms
%%ill be satisfactory at this point.
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Fm. 3.-Complete Power *Amplifier with Half Wave Rectifier.

The amplifier unit thus connected does away with the need of any B batteries or any C -batteries for the receiver as well as for the power unit.
The only additional unit required is an A -battery or filament power unit
furnishing filament current to the radio frequency amplifying tubes, the detector tube and the audio frequency amplifying tubes in the receiver to which
the amplifier unit is attached.
These circuits and layouts illustrate two of the combinations which may be
made up from thc several units entering
into power amplifiers of the selfcontained type. The possibilities of designing other arrangements to be built

POWER UNIT, COMPLETE RECEIVER SUPPLY
from standard apparatus are almost limitless and the constructor may easily
choose such parts as meet the needs of certain installations, then combine them
into compact units along the general lines shown here.

In the layouts shown by Figs. 2 and 4 the apparatus is distributed over a
larger space than need be used when space is at a premium. With properly
built and shielded parts it is possible to place the transformers, chokes and

4.-Layout for Power Amplifier with Half Wave Rectifier.
filter condensers so close together that their cases touch one another. It is
best to allow at least two inches separation between parts entering into the
audio amplifier stage and the parts entering into the construction of the power
unit, or shielding may be used in the position shown by the horizontal broken
lines in Figs. I and 3 to avoid the picking up of alternating current hum by
the amplifier.

POWER UNIT, COMPLETE RECEIVER SUPPLY.From the explanations of the printiples of power supply units it
may be realized that combinations are possible which will furnish
filament current, plate voltage and grid bias, all from the one alternating current source.

Any desired negative grid bias may be obtained by proper connection of grid returns when series connected filaments are operated
from a power unit. Practical applications of this method are shown

under Power Unit, Filament Current Types of.

The negative grid biasing voltage for power tubes may be secured

from any type of plate voltage supply by providing a negative tap

as shown in Fig. 1. The grid return to be biased is connected to the

negative terminal of the voltage supply unit. The next higher
terminal is used as the regular A- and B- point for connection
of the filament negatives. No separate unit is needed to obtain a

biasing voltage.

POWER UNIT, COMPLETE RECEIVER SUPPLY

Methods of furnishing filament current to the final power tube
or output tube of a receiver are described under Power Unit, Filament Current Types of. Such a power tube supply may be used in
connection with any plate voltage unit simply by connecting the

B- or A-B-) terminal of the power tube amplifier to the B-

1,-Obtaining Grid Biasing Voltage from Plate Supply Unit in Complete
Receiver Supply Type of Power Unit.

terminal of the plate voltage supply unit or directly to the receiver.
This is shown in Fig. 2.
A power unit which furnishes filament current to tubes in series
and also furnishes plate voltage does not differ in any material way

to Receiver

Plate Voltage Stwily
FbwerTube Supply
Fir., 2.-Filament Transformer Used with Plate Voltage Unit to Form Complete
Receiver Supply.

from the unit made to furnish only plate voltage. Fig. 3 shows
the general method by which the combination unit furnishes both
filament and plate supply at the same time. The A+ connection

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES

is made through a resistance which has a large current carrying
ability. That is, the resistance must be able to carry the sixty
milliamperes for small tube filaments or the quarter ampere for
larger tubes without undue heating. The plate voltage or "B.
Lavery" connections and resistances are made in the usual way.
The biasing connection for a single tube is shown in Fig. 4.
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filament current
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3.-Voltage Control for Filament Current in Complete Receiver Supply.

Combination units do not introduce any new principles whatever. They
are primarily made up by connecting the various types of filament, plate atal
biasing arrangements to one set of terminals so that they may be conveniently
connected to a receiver and so that they may all be assembled in one housing
or box. It is possible to make up such a combination unit just as it is possible
to make up a receiver. In the power unit this is done by selecting the desired
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C4.-Biasing Resistance in Grid Return Used in Complete Receiver Supply.

type of filament supply, plate supply and grid bias method and building them
all together. In a receiver the thing is done by selecting the desired type 01
radio frequency amplification, detector and audio frequency amplification and
building them all together. It is just a matter of looking at the completed
job as an assembly of parts, all connected to one common set of terminals.
Sec also Jocks and Switches, Usrs of.

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES OF.-

The power units which are to be considered at this time do not in-

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES
dude those filament supply or A -supply units which employ a small
storage battery and a rectifying trickle charger. Such units are
described under the heading Charger, Battery, .Trickle Type.
rower units which furnish plate voltage may be combined with

filament current supply units but are often built and used sepa-

rately.

The necessary negative grid bias is obtained for amplifier tubes
having filaments in series by connecting the grid return for the tube
to be biased to the negative side of the filament in one of the preceding tubes. The voltage drop to the filament of the preceding
tube forms a biasing voltage.
Filament current supply units are made for use with various types
of receiving tubes. It is possible to operate any number of the small
three -volt tubes designed for dry cell filament supply by connecting

their filaments in series with each other so that the entire filament
circuit takes only the sixty milliamperes current required for any
one of the filaments. This is shown in Fig. I. It is also possible
to use a similar arrangement of series connected filaments with the

Ampliners

1.-Filaments in Series to
Use Filament Supply
Power Unit.

Power

FIG. 2.-Bypassing Resistances for
Tubes When Using Filament
Power Unit.

larger quarter -ampere receiving tubes, sending the required quarterampere through the entire circuit.
Connecting the filaments in series is feasible only when all the tubes require the same flow of current. A difficulty arises when the receiver is
equipped with an output tube of the power type, taking one-half ampere or
more. If the filament of such a tube is to be operated in series with tubes re-

quiring smaller currents, the smaller tubes must have bypassing resistances as
in Fig. 2. These resistances take care of the additional current which must
not go through the filaments of the small tubes. Resistances of 45 ohms each
are suitable for the small three -volt tubes when using a power tube taking 0.125
ampere filament current.
A more generally used arrangement for handling a single power tube is to
equip the power supply unit with an additional source of alternating current
at a voltage suitable for the filament of the power tube. Proper balancing of

the grid return circuit with a potentiometer or split transformer winding

allows satisfactory use of the alternating current for the power tube filament

without the need of changing it to a smooth direct current.

A supply of filament current for quarter -ampere tubes in series
may he secured from the unit shown in Fig. 3. The two rectifier
tubes, which are of the battery charger or trickle charger type, are
connected to a transformer having two tapped secondary windings.

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES
The filament sides of the tubes are connected to the positive side of

the filter circuit and the plates of the tubes are connected to the

negative side. This makes a full -wave rectifying outfit. Electrolytic condensers may be used.
If the arrangement of Fig. 3 is to be used only for filament supply,
the secondary voltage from the transformer need be only enough Co
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3.-Using Two Charging Tubes for Filament Supply Power Unit.

handle the filaments of the receiver to be operated. This required
voltage is found by multiplying the total number of tubes in the receiver by the voltage required for one of them, then allowing enough
additional voltage to overcome the voltage drop through the rectifier tubes and the filter chokes.

4.-Filament Supply with Resistors in Filter System.

If quarter -ampere tubes are to be operated, it will be found advisable to use two -ampere battery charging tubes for the rectifier.
I f the receiver uses dry -cell tubes taking only sixty milliamperes,
then the rectifier tubes may be of the trickle charger size.

If this general method of Fig. 3 is used for both filament and
plate supply, it will require that the transformer deliver a terminal
voltage at no load which is at least double that of the highest plate

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES

At the same time the transformer windings must be of
wire large enough to carry the total of filament and plate currents
voltage.

together without heating.

Fig. 4 shows the use of tubes like those of Fig. 3 but here the
filter system is composed of chokes and resistances in place of chokes
and condensers. The filament control rheostat of Fig. 4 may be

inserted in the filament current supply line of any type of unit.

The use of a full -wave rectifying tube for filament current supply is shown
It will be seen that the connections and the principle of operation
arr exactly like those for a plate supply unit using a similar tube. For
filament current, as in Fig. 5, the rectifying tube is of larger current carryin Fig. 5.

ing ability and the chokes also are wound to carry the increased current without overheating. When this outfit is used for combined filament and plate

!-upply purposes the output terminals are attached to any of the voltage control
*stems shown under Power Unit, Plate Voltage Types.
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Fi.. 5.-Full Wave Rectifying Tube for Filament Supply.

Power Tube Supply.-When the last tube in the receiver is of
the power type it is possible to furnish this power tube with filament
current directly from a small additional transformer used as shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. This system really applies alternating current to
the tube filament because this current does not pass through a rectifier of any type. By proper balancing of the grid return circuit
through a potentiometer it is possible to so reduce the alternating
current hum that it is not noticeable.
Such a unit as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 may be made up separately
and connected to follow either the detector or the first audio am [Allying tube of any receiver. It may also be incorporated in the
receiver when built in the first place. There is no difference in the
connections either way.
The power tube grid is operated from an audio frequency transformer as

shown or from any other type of coupling generally used for audio amplification. The primary of the coupling unit is connected to the plate of the

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES
preceding tube and to the B -battery or plate supply unit.
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bridged with a potentiometer and bypass condensers as shown. Fig.
shows a transformer with an untapped secondary while Fig 7. shows the con
nections used with a tapped secondary.
is

C'

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES
The outer ends of the transformer secondary arc connected to the filament
terminals of the power tube with the usual rheostat in series. Since the
current is alternating, it is not necessary to pay any attention to the positive

.ind negative markings of the filament terminals on the power tube socket.
The grid return for the power tube runs to a C -battery or to the biasing tap
of a plate supply unit. The center of the potentiometer is connected to the

i-

or B- terminal of the batteries or plate supply unit used with the reWith the power tube in operation the slider or arm of the poten-

ceiver.

tiometer is moved until the point of least hum is found.
Since a power tube invariably uses a high plate voltage, the loud speaker
connection indicated in Fig. 7 should always be used in preference to the
method of Fig. 6. In Fig G the high voltage direct current flows through the
speaker windings and tends to demagnetize the speaker magnets.

In Fig. 7
the alternating current part of the plate output goes through the speaker,
the direct current passing through the choke.

Grid Bias with Filament Supply Units.-By making the

proper connections of grid returns to the filament circuit of a number of filaments operated in series any needed amount of bias may
AF. rude

Detector Tube
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I'm. S.-Grid Biasing with Three -Vol Tubes in Series on Filament Current
Power Unit.

be secured from the voltage drop through the filaments. The principle is shown in Fig. 8.
In following out this method of biasing it is advisable to attach
the positive side of the current supply unit to the positive terminal
of the last audio tube being handled in the series circuit. And it
is also advisable to make the negative connection from the current
supply unit to the negative terminal of the detector tube.
This
puts the least likelihood of humfrom the power unit at the detector
end of the circuit where hum would be most harmful.

The last
audio amplifier tube can best stand any hum that
may come through
the power unit and such hum is most noticeable at the positive end.
Fig. 8 shows a receiver employing one radio frequency amplifying
tube,

one detector tube and

one audio frequency amplifying tube,
all three having their filaments
in series. Before going further it
should be mentioned that a
power
tube with a separate filament
current supply

as in Figs. 6 and 7 might be added to any of the
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circuits to be shown here without in the least altering the grid biasing of the tubes preceding the power tube.
Assuming the three tubes of Fig. 8 to be of the three -volt type
(dry cell tubes) it will be evident that the three will require three
times three volts or nine volts across the positive and negative terminals shown. Between the negative terminal of the power unit and
the positive side of the audio frequency tube we will then have nine
volts, between the audio frequency tube and the radio frequency
tube we will have six volts, between the radio frequency and the detector we will have three volts and from the detector back to the
negative terminal there is zero voltage. All these voltages are with
reference to the voltage at the negative terminal which is considered
as zero.

Now to secure the proper biasing. The negative side of the filament in the audio tube is at six volts potential. To obtain a three volt negative bias for this audio tube its grid return must be made
R.F. Tithe

Detector

Audio Tubes

Fin. 9.-Grid Biasing with Five -Volt Tubes in Serit-i,

to some point in the filament circuit whose potential is lower than
its own negative side. This connection is shown, all the lines being
marked with their potentials.
The negative end of the filament in the radio tube is at a potential of three volts and to secure three volts negative bias the grid
return for this tube is connected to a line at zero voltage, this alsi
being shown. In Fig. 8 it is assumed that a hard tube is used for a
detector and the needed positive grid bias is secured as usual by
making the grid return of the detector to the positive side of the
detector filament.

The same general method of biasing is applied to a four -tube receiver in
Fig. 9 having one radio frequency tube, one detector and two audio frequency
tubes. Here it is assumed that the tubes are of the five -volt type, consiquently four of them will require twenty volts. There is a five -volt drop
through each filament and the resulting potentials are marked on the various

parts of the circuit. In order to show the possibilities of this method tin:
List audio tube of Fig. 9 has been given a ten -volt bias. The negative end (!i

the filament in the lust audio tube is at fifteen volts and its grid return 1"

POWER UNIT, FILAMENT CURRENT TYPES
nude to a five -volt line, giving the desired ten -volt drop for the grid. The
first audio tube, with ten volts at its negative filament terminal, has a grid
return to a five -volt line, giving five -volt negative grid bias. The radio tube
uses the difference between five volts and zero voltage, giving it a five -volt
negative bias and the detector return is to the positive of its filament as before.
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FIG. 10.-Biasing for Five Tube Receiver with Three -Volt Tubes When Using
Filament Current Power Unit.

Fig, 10 illustrates a five -tube system, two radio, detector and two audio,
with each tube carrying a three -volt negative bias. Here the detector return

has been made to the negative side of the detector filament, this being a
practice followed with gas content or soft detector tubes. Fig. 11 shows a
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11.-Biasing for Six Tube Receiver with Three -Volt Tubes Using Filament
Power Unit.
six -tube circuit 'ising three -volt tubes, each tube having a three -volt negative

laid bias except the detector which, being a hard tube, uses a positive return.

1'o apply this method to any receiver it is only necessary to determine the desired amount of negative bias for each tube, then

POWER UNIT, PLATE VOLTAGE TYPES
make its grid return to a point whose voltage is lower than the negative side of that tube's filament, the difference in voltage being equal
to the desired bias. The voltages may be calculated according to
known voltage drops across the filaments. The drop may he de-

termined by the use of a voltmeter having its negative side connected to the negative terminal of the power supply unit while the
meter's positive side is touched to the negative filament socket ter-

minals and to the lines to be used for biasing grid returns
suitable voltages are located.

until

POWER UNIT, PLATE VOLTAGE TYPES.-Like

all

other power units the plate voltage type is made up of a voltage

changing device, a rectifier, a filter and a voltage control. The volt-

age changing device is usually a transformer, although it may be
a bank of incandescent lamps in some cases. The rectifier may be
of either the tube type or the electrolytic type. Transformers, rectifiers and filters are described under Power Unit. The plate voltage type of power supply unit requires a voltage control somewhat
more complicated than the simple methods suitable for control of
filament voltage.

Fic. 1.-Plate Voltage Control ResIstors in Series with Receiver Lincs.

Output Voltage Control.-Resistances for the control of the

voltage output from a power supply unit may be of the fixed or

variable type. They may be connected in series between terminals
of the power unit and the corresponding B -battery terminals of the
receiver as in Fig. 1 or they may be connected as shunts across the
total output of the power supply as in Fig. 2. Vhen connected

as shunts the resistances act as potentiometers, dividing the total
voltage unequally between several paths.

More or less trouble is always encountered when dividing the
output of a power supply unit between the various parts of a receiver by the use of variable resistors. This trouble arises because
of the fact that a unit. of this kind has not a large reserve supply
of power such as found in a battery. The power supply unit has
available a certain number of watts and watts are equal to volts
multiplied by amperes. If the receiver makes an extra demand for
current, more current may flow but the voltage must drop so that
the power remains practically the same.

POWER UNIT, PLATE VOLTAGE TYPES
As an example in drop of voltage, a certain rectifier unit will
deliver twenty milliamperes at 135 volts but when the current demand is raised to fifty milliamperes this is delivered at only seventy
volts.

When two or more resistances are used for voltage control in a
single power supply unit a change of any one resistance with the
intention of changing the voltage at its terminal will change the voltage at all of the other terminals even though their resistances are
not touched.
A fixed resistance is often used between the negative side of the filter

circuit and the terminal leading to the detector plate circuit, This resistance
should he of the lowest value that will give satisfactory detector voltage because any changes in the current drawn by the amplifying tubes will then
cause a smaller corresponding change in the voltage furnished to the detector.
All resistances used for voltage control should have bypass condensers across
their terminals unless the receiver is completely equipped with bypass condensers in all of its plate circuits. Bypass condensers across the resistance
units should be of one microfarad capacity at the least. An exception may

2.-Plate Voltage Control Resistors as Shunts Across Power Output.
made for the detector resistance across which a one-half microfarad bypass

n sufficient.

All resistance units must be of a type which will carry the required number of watts without overheating. Graphite resistances or metallized resistance units may be obtained with sufficient current carrying ability
for this work.

Determination of Regulating Resistances.-The

necessary

values of shunted resistances such as those shown in Fig. 2 may be
determined from Ohm's Law. It is necessary to know the voltage
drop across each of the resistors and the amount of current that
must flow through each in handling the plate circuits of the tubes
attached to the tap terminals. The values are inserted in the following formula:

Resistance in Ohms

Number of Volts Drop
Number of Amperes Carried

Determination of the number of volts drop is very simple. The voltage to

be applied to the detector plate is the drop across the resistor connected bc-

tHeen the B- tap and the B-}- Da tap. For 22 1/2 volts on the detector
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the drop is 22 1/2 volts, for 45 volts on the detector the drop is 45 volts and
so on. The voltage drop across the next resistor, the one between the B-1.
Det tap and the lowest amplifier tap is equal to this amplifier voltage less thc
detector voltage. With 22 1/2 volts on the detector and 90 volts on the first
amplifier, the drop will be 00 minus 22 1/2, or 67 1/2 volts. The voltage drop
across the next higher resistor will be equal to the number of volts at the
high end minus the number of volts at the lower end. If the higher voltage
is 135 and the lower one is 90, then the drop is their difference, or 45 volts
The number of amperes to be carried through the resistors is determined a!,
follows: An arbitrary current flow is assumed for the resistor between Band 84- Del. To avoid excessive variations of voltage to the detector this
resistance is made low enough so that about five milliamperes or .005 ampere
will flow through it. The first resistor then carries .005 ampere.

The next resistor, between II+ Del and the first amplifier terminal, will
carry all of the current through the first one (.005 ampere) plus the plate
current taken by the detector tube. With 22 1/2 volts on a hard tube de-

tector this current will average one-half milliampere or .0005 ampere. With
45 volts on a hard detector the plate current will be about one milliampere
or .001 ampere. The new gaseous detectors take about one milliampere or
.001 ampere. The detector plate current is added to the steady current through
the lowest resistor to give thc total current through the resistor between ELL
Drt aril the first amplifier tap. Depending on the detector used and on the
voltage applied this current will generally be around .0055 to .006 ampere.
Each of the following higher resistors carries all of the current flowing
through the one next below plus the plate current for the tubes connected to
its lower terminal. Thus. if the first amplifier terminal feeds two amplifying
tubes, each taking two and one-half milliamperes or .0025 ampere, the plate
current will amount to their sum or .005 ampere. This, added to the previously
determined current through the next lower resistor, will make up the total
current to be considered. For example, if the total current for the next lower
resistor were found to be 006 ampere, adding this .005 ampere would give
a total current of .011 ampere flowing through the resistor next above the
first amplifier terminal. The number of amperes plate current taken by various tubes with all the usual plate voltages and biasing voltages will be found
in the table under Tube, Amplifying Types of. The current in amperes found

from that table is multiplied by the number of tubes connected to the tap

being considered to find the total number of amperes drawn off at this point
The following tabulation indicates the method used for determining the currents carried by the resistors.

1st Resistor (B- to /1-4- Det)
005ampere
2d Resistor (8+ Drt to Amp)....Detector plate current
3d Resistor (Amp to Power )....Amplifier plus detector plus .005 ampere

4th Resistor (if used)

Added tube plus sum of all other plate currents.

Knowing the voltage drops across each resistor and the current in
amperes flowing through each one. it is now possible to use these
values in the formula first given. As an example, the voltage control at the right hand side of Fig. 2 will be calculated. Assumed
conditions are as follows: Detector voltage, 45; plate current, .001
ampere.

Tubes connected to "Amp" terminal, three with 90 volts
on their plates and each drawing two milliamperes or .002 ampere.
The current flowing to the power tube from the "Power" terminal
does not enter into the calculation but it will be assumed that this
terminal delivers 180 volts.
The voltage drops are as follows: 45 volts from 13- to Da, 45 volts from
Del to Amp, and 90 volts from Amp
Amp to Power terminals. These voltages arc
found by subtraction of each voltage from the next higher value.
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The currents in amperes are as follows: From B- to Det, .005 ampere asFrom Del to Amp, .005 ampere plus DOI ampere to detector,
making total of .006 ampere. From Amp to Power, .006 (the preceding total)
plus .006 ampere for the three tubes each drawing .002 ampere, making a
sumed value.

total of .012 ampere.
For the resistor between B- and Del, using the formula, we have 45 (volts
drop) divided by .005 (amperes carried), giving 9,000 ohms required resistance. For the resistor between Det and Amp we have 45 (volts drop) divided
by .006 (amperes carried), giving 7,500 ohms resistance required. For the resistor between Amp and Power we have 90 (volts drop) divided by .012 (amperes carried), giving 7,500 ohms required resistance. The three resistances
are thus found to be 9,000 ohms, 7,500 ohms and 7,500 ohms. Any other case
ma)' be calculated in a similar manner.

Voltage Regulating Tube.-The changes of voltage in one part
of the output circuit of a power unit with change of load, of resist-

ance of voltage in another part may be avoided by the use of
PO/A R

B+AMP

B+POwER

AMP

Bt OET

B-

Regulating
Tube

Ftc. 3-Voltage Regulator Tube on
Intermediate Plate Voltage.

BFic. 4.-Regulator Tube in Unit
with Three Plate Voltages.

what is called a voltage regulating tube. The purpose of such a
tube is to absorb power, to absorb all of the power that is not required by the receiver at any instant. The use of a voltage regulating tube allows the power supply unit to deliver an unchanging
amount of power at all times. The receiver takes whatever it needs
of this power and the balance is taken automatically by the voltage regulating tube. Changes of voltage make a decided change
of current through this tube.
These regulating tubes are designed so that a certain voltage
across their terminals will cause a flow of current between the anode
and cathode elements of the tube. As a greater voltage is impressed
across the terminals of the tube there will be a greater flow of current through it. If such a tube follows a filter which delivers a
constant output in watts, the additional flow of current through the
regulating tube instantly drops the voltage across its terminals. In
practice the

tube takes sufficient current to maintain a voltage
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across its terminals which does not vary by more than three or four
per cent within the operating limits of the tube.
Of course if an excessively high voltage should be applied to the

tube it will take only its rated maximum flow of current and its
terminal voltage will rise after this value of current has been
reached.
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Ftc. 5.-Half Wave Rectifier with Single Choke in Filter for Plate

O
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Supply.

When such a tube is inserted as in Fig. 3 between the negative side of the

power supply circuit and a tap from which it is desired to take ninety volts,
as an example, the total current from the power supply filter will remain
the same at all times. Whatever current is required through the ninety -volt
circuit of the receiver will flow through that circuit and the difference between
the receiver current and the total output current will pass through the regulating tube since the voltage across the tube's terminals must remain at ninety.
This tube performs another valuable service in bypassing any remaining ripples which are caused by slight variations of voltage through the filter. A
power tube circuit is shown in Fig. 4.

Chokes
/00, 000

ohms

CET

Fn.. t).-Full Wave Rectifier with Two Chokes in Filter.

Types of Plate Voltage Units.-Fig. S shows the connections

for a half -wave rectifier using a single tube. This tube may be any
of the types mentioned under Power Unit. While the filter shown

fairly satisfactory, any other filter circuit may be substituted.
The same advice applies to the voltage regulating resistances, either
the one shown may be employed or this may be replaced with any
of those in preceding diagrams.
is
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The unit of Fig. 6 uses a single tube of the full -wave type in connection with one of the most popular filter circuits. Here again it
is possible to substitute other filters and if more than two plate volt-

ages are wanted they may be secured by the use of any voltage

control method shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
In Fig. 7 is shown a full -wave arrangement formed by two half wave rectifier tubes on one transformer. There is practically no
other difference between this unit and the one of Fig. 6.
Fig. S shows the use of a full -wave rectifier tube of the type employing two filaments and one plate. This style of rectifier is equivalent in action to the tube of Fig. 6. Any type of filter and voltage
ChoAes

FIG.

Resistors

iao,000 ohms

.-Two Halt Wave Tubes Used for Full Wave Rectification in Plate
Voltage Unit.

control arrangement may follow this rectifier tube. As drawn, the
filter employs one choke in the positive line and another similar
choke in the negative line. Thi.s method is often used as an alternative to the one placing all chokes in one side of the filter circuit.
In Fig. 9 are shown the connections for using two standard transformers and two full -wave rectifier tubes, such as Raytheons, so that
the rectifiers act in series to practically double the output voltage.
The transformers and tubes are the same as those shown in Fig. 6.
The chokes in the filter ma)' be of standard construction but the
tiller condensers must be able to stand the extra high voltage. Any
type of voltage control resistor arrangement may be used with this
outiit, such controls being shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Switch controls for power units in various combinations are shown
under Jacks and Switches, Uses of.

Grid Bias from Plate Voltage Units.-Any desired grid bias-

ing voltage may be secured from a plate voltage unit by providing

a negative biasing terminal or terminals at a lower voltage than
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the B- terminal which is connected to the negative end of the filament circuit.
The negative terminal of the power unit forms the negative biasing terminal. Between this terminal and the one used as the B-

terminal a resistance is connected as in Fig. 10. The entire plate
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FIG. ft.-Full Wave Rectifier with Chokes in Both Lines.

current for the receiver passes through this resistance, consequently
there is a drop of voltage across it. This voltage drop depends on
the number of ohms resistance and the number of amperes of current flowing through the resistance. The voltage is equal to the
number of ohms multipled by the number of amperes. The re-
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FIG. 9.-Two Standard Rectifiers and Transformers in Series for High Voltage
Plate Supply.

quired resistance is equal to the number of volts divided by the
number of amperes.

As an example, supposing it is desired to provide a negative bias of twent.
volts from such a circuit. The current is first measured. It might be tell
milliamperes, or 0.010 ampere. Dividing the required voltage, 20, by the cur-
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rent in amperes, 0.010, gives 2,000 as the required number of ohms resistance.

A variable resistance unit may be used so that the number of ohms may be
made of any required value.
If two biasing voltages arc needed, the resistance is made in two parts as
in Fig. 11. The first or lesser negative voltage will depend on the number of
ohms resistance in the unit between the 11- terminal and the first biasing tap.

The greater negative biasing voltage will depend on the total resistance in ohms
of both parts. The voltage drop is found by multiplying the number of ohms
by the number of amperes.
Assume that the biases are to be six volts and fifteen volts. The current is

Assume the current to be fifteen milliamperes or 0.015 ampere.
To find the value for the first part of the resistance, the first voltage, 6, is
divided by the number of amperes, 0.015. The result is 400, this being the
required number of ohms for the first part of the resistance.
To find the value fur the second bias, the required voltage, 15, is divided
measured.

by the current in amperes, 0.015, giving 1003 as the number of ohms. Since
the first part of the resistance is 400 ohms, the second part must be 600 ohms

so that the total resistance is 1000 ohms to provide the 15 volt bias.
number of biasing voltages may be obtained in this manner.
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It should be understood that the biasing voltage is subtracted from the

total available voltage of the power unit. Thus, with a power unit capable
of furnishing a maximum of 200 volts a bias of 20 volts taken off leaves the
voltage remaining for application to the plate circuits as 200 less 20, or 180.
With power tubes calling for high biasing voltages the subtraction may make
quite a serious reduction in the plate voltage remaining. The power unit must

be able to deliver a maximum volt;ge equal to the sum of the maximum

plate voltage and the maximum biasing voltage.

As mentioned under Power Unit, Filament Current Types of, the
biasing voltages for tubes with filaments in series are obtained by
connecting the grid returns to various points in the filament circuit. See also Bias, Grid, Methods of Obtaining.

PRESSURE, ELECTRICAL.-See Electromotive Force.
PRICK PUNCH.-See Tools.
PRIMARY WINDING.-See Winding, Primary.
PROTECTIVE DEVICES.-See Fuses and Protective De-

vices.

PULSATING CURRENT.-See Current, Pulsating.
PUNCH. CENTER AND PRICK.-See Tools.
PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER.-See A inp/iiier, Audio Fre-

quency, Push -Pull Type.

PYRITE CRYSTAL.-See Detector, Crystal.

Q

Q. -A symbol for quantity of electricity in coulombs or ampere-

hours.

QUALITY, TONE.-See Tone, Quality of.
QUARTZ.-Quartz is one of the most desirable materials for
use as a dielectric and insulator in parts carrying high frequency
currents since it has very low losses at radio frequencies. Quartz
is a mineral, a variety of silica which is found in crystalline masses.
It may be clear and colorless or may be tinted with a variety of
colors. The dielectric constant of quartz is between 4.5 and 5.0.

QUARTZ CRYSTAL CONTROL.-See Crystal, Frequency

Control by.

R

R. r.-The symbols for electrical resistance.

See Resistance.

RADIATING RECEIVER.-See Reradiation.
RADIATION.-The action by which radio waves are sent out

from the aerial of a transmitter into space is called radiation.

The

exact means by which radiation takes place is still a subject for
controversy and all explanations of this action are merely theories.
Many of these theories are plausible and withstand the tests of close
examination and experiment. But still they remain theories because they cannot be proven beyond a reasonable doubt.
Radiation differs from induction. With induction a current
through a conductor causes a magnetic field to rise around the
conductor. Then the collapse of this field causes a current in the
conductor. Thus induction is an exchange of energy between the
conductor and its magnetic field. The energy stays in the vicinity of
the conductor. With radiation the energy sent into the conductor
leaves it and does not return to that conductor.

Fm. 1.-Radiation of Sound Waves from Vibrating Body.

The emission of radio energy from an aerial may be compared
with the emission of sound from any object which is set into vibration. Sound is transmitted in a series of compressions and rare-

factions in the air very much as.shown in Fig. 1. The air itself
does not move from place to place in carrying the sound but only
a changing condition of tbe air moves away from the source of
sound and to the receiver of the sound. The alternate compression
and rarefaction of the air may be represented by a wave form.
Radio energy passes through the ether which is assumed to be
all pervading. The radio waves pass almost without loss of strength
through all kinds of good dielectric. But when the radio waves try
to go through a conductor of any kind their energy changes into
electric currents which may be used to good purpose or which may
simply be wasted as eddy currents. This explains one reason for
the diminished strength of radio signals during daylight. The sunlight partially ionizes the air and any ionized gas is a conductor
°I a sort. The radio waves are thus dissipated by the conductivity
of the ionized air.

RADIATION
The energy of a transmitter in its aerial consists of two parts, one electro
magnetic and the other electrostatic. In the circuits of the transmitter, which
include the aerial and ground, these two parts are ninety degrees out of phase
and therefore oscillate back and forth. As in any oscillatory circuit, either
form of energy will change into the other. The energy is first in electromagnetic form, then in electrostatic form as it moves back and forth between
the coils and the condensers.
According to one theory these two components of the radio energy It -Ave
the aerial out of phase but after traveling for a fraction of a wavelength they
are in phase with each other as in Fig. 2. When in phase the two parts Of
the energy work together and arc therefore freed from the need of conductors
or condensers to contain or carry them. The radio wave then travels away
through the ether, still including both electromagnetic and electrostatic cornponents.

As the wave travels through space the inductive or electromagnetic part of
its energy drops rapidly in strength, far more rapidly than the electrostatic
part. The drop in the electrostatic part is only in direct proportion to the
distance traveled while the electromagnetic part drops in proportion to the
square of the distance.
In a certain sense the two parts of the energy support each other and carry
each other along. It may be said that the electromagnetic portion of the wave
provides the momentum driving the wave along its course while the electrostatic portion provides the needed elasticity 'between the parts of the wave
which correspond to the compressions and rarefactions of a sound wave.

Fm. 2.-Phase Relations of Electromagnetic and Electrostatic Portions of
Radiated Vave.

To produce a series of waves some kind of an elastic medium or
body is required. For sound waves this body is the air. For water
waves it is the water. For radio waves it is the ether. The radio
waves are started by the vibratiofis in an oscillating electric circuit

and they displace electricity somewhat in the manner that lines of
force are assumed to act.
As already mentioned the strength of the inductive field diminishes rapidly with increasing distance from the antenna. With the
usual elevated antenna the strength of the radiation field is greater
than the strength of the inductive field at all distances greater than
the wavelength in meters divided by 6.28. With the elevated antenna the strength of the radiation field is directly proportional to
the frequency, while with a loop antenna the strength is proportional to the square of the frequency. This is the reason why high
frequencies or "radio frequencies" are used for the carrier wave.
The radiation field from a frequency of fifteen hundred kilocycles
is 25,000 times as strong as the radiation field from sixty cycles.
This advantage of the higher frequencies is somewhat reduced by

RADIO BEACON

the fact that the absorption of power from high frequency waves
is greater than the absorption from low frequencies.
Radio waves act in a manner very similar to light waves. The radio waves
appear to pass through some materials as though those materials were transparent. Other materials appear to reflect the radio waves just as light is reflected
from a mirror. Still other substances seem to refract the radio waves just
as light waves arc refracted in passing through thick glass or through liquids.
The reflection of radio waves forms one explanation of why these waves travel
around the surface of the earth in place of moving away from the transmitter
in perfectly straight lines which would soon bring them far above the earth's
burl acc because of the curvature of this surface.
A

3.-Rellection of Radiated Waves.
This idea is shown in Fig. 3. Radio waves leaving the transmitter T rise
up until they strike the layer of ionized air a few miles above the surface of
the earth. The waves are reflected from this layer as shown by the broken
lines, coming back to the earth's surface to again be reflected. This continues
until the reflected waves reach the distant receiver. Were the waves to pass
away from the transmitter in perfectly straight lines, as along the line T -.t,
they would be far out of reach of the receiving station by the time they passed
over it.

RADIO BEACON.-See Beacon, Radio.
RADIO COMPASS.-See Compass, Radio.
RADIO FREQUENCY.-See Frequency, Radio.

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER.-See

Radio Frequency.

Amplifier,

RADIO FREQUENCY CHOKE.-See Coil, Choke.
RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.-See Trans-

former, Tuned Radio Frequency and Transformer, Untuned Radio
Frequency.

RADIO, HISTORY OF.-Some of the principal events in the
progress of radio science are given here under the years in which
they occurred.

1831.-Faraday discovered electromagnetic induction.

MO.-Henry produced high frequency oscillations and pointed out that

a condenser discharge is oscillatory.
11367.-Maxwell explained the theory of electromagnetism and predicted the
existence of electric waves as now used in radio.
1870.-Von Bezold found that oscillations from a condenser discharge cause
interference.

l877.-Microphone invented by Emile Berliner.
1879.-Hughes discovered the phenomena on which depends the action of

the coherer. a kind of detector.

RADIO, HISTORY OF
1882.-Professor Dolbear secured a patent on wireless apparatus and pre
dieted that communication might be established between points more than a
half mile apart.
1883.-Fitzgerald suggested a method of producing electromagnetic wave,
in space.

1885.-Preece maintained telephonic spoech between two insulated circuits
one quarter of a mile apart.

1887.-Hertz founded the theory upon which all modern radio is basal

Heaviside established communication between the earth's surface and an underground chamber.
1892.-Prcece established communication between two points by uniting
conduction and induction. Branly devised the soberer, an early form of
detector.

1896.-Marconi communicated over a distance of

1.t.i

miles.

Directional

reflectors were demonstrated.
1897.-Marconi maintained communication first up to 4 miles, then 10 mile-,
and then 143/2 miles. Signals were received at Bath, England, from Salisbury,
34 miles away.

1898.-First use of radio by a newspaper; Dublin, Ireland.

1899.-British warships exchanged messages at a distance equal to 85 land
miles.

1900.-DeForest was granted numerous r4clio patents.
1901.-Marconi received the letter "S" at St. Johns, Newfoundland, from

Poldhu, England, a distance of 1800 milts.
1902.-Signals were received by steamship Philadelphia up to a distance of
2099 miles from the Poldhu station.

1904.-The first press message was transmitted across the Atlantic. 1)
Fleming took out hisoriginal patent on the vacuum tube.
1906.-DeForest was granted a patent on a vacuum tube rectifier, the
audion. Dunwoody discovered the rectifying property of carborundum and
Pickard discovered this property in silicon, both of which form crystal detectors.

1908.-Professor Fessenden maintained radiophone communication between
Brant Rock, Mass., and Washington, D. C., about 000 miles.
1910.-A steamship received messages at a distance of 6735 miles irons

their source.

1911.-Radio service was organized in the Department of Commerce and

Labor.

1914.-The French and American GovernmentS experimented between Paris
and Washington to compare the speed of electromagnetic waves with that of
light. Radiophone experiments between ships were successful up to a distance
of 44 miles and continued for twelve hours without interruption. Armstrong
was issued a patent on the regenerative circuit.
1915.-The American Telephone and Telegraph Company, working with
the Western Electric Company, telephoned fro'm Arlington to Hawaii, nearly
5000 miles, and also from Arlington to Paris.
1918.-Radiophone communication progressed rapidly due to development
of vacuum tubes for transmission and reception. The United States, Government took over, with few exceptions, all land stations. Radio telegrams were
sent from Carnarvon to Sydney, Australia, 12,000 miles away.
1919.-The war -time restrictions on private radio stations were removed.
1921.-Many American amateurs communicated with British amateurs on
the short wavelengths in tests under the direction of the American Radio Re
lay League. The first broadcasting station licenseswere issued.
1922.-Successful radiophone communication was maintained from ship to
land stations up to 400 miles.
1923.-Professor Hazeltine was granted a patent on his Neutrodyne circuit.
The Westinghouse station at Cleveland successfully repeated short-wave signals
from the Pittsburgh station. KDKA. Great progress was made in the development of vacuum tubes, and in the use of short wavelengths. Many foreign

RADIO LAWS
countries took up broadcasting, American broadcasts were heard in England
Station KDKA transmitted a short-

and English broadcasts were heard here.
wave program to Great Britain.

1924.-A concert sent from station KDKA was relayed from London and

heard in Calcutta, India. The ship Arctic reported reception of ines.sages within

Signals from the Pittsburgh station were repeated
from a station in Cape Town, South Africa.
1925.-The Pittsburgh and Hastings, Nebraska, stations of the Westing-

is° of the North Pole.

house Electric & Manufacturing Company showed that short-wave transmission

could be picked up and relayed at its original power or greater power from
repeater stations. Radio transmission of pictures was demonstrated clearly.
High power broadcasting stations were taken out of large cities and connected by wire with their city studios. High power was experimented with
for broadcasting, as much as fifty kilowatts being used. Experiments were
conducted with piezo-electric crystals for frequency control.
1926.-Commercial radiophone service was experimented with between New
York and London, being later put into regular operation. The single control
receiver gained popularity. The United States Attorney General rendered an
opinion that the Secretary of Commerce has no jurisdiction as to wavelength
or power used by broadcasting stations not interfering with the Government
stations. Many broadcasters changed their wavelengths and increased their
power. Congress passed a joint resolution that all stations licensed must
waive any right to a wavelength or to the use of the ether.
1927.-The number of broadcasting stations increased to 733 in the United
States. A law was passed providing for control of radio by a commission of
five men. After the first year the commission will act only in the settlement
of disputes, direct control being given to the Secretary of Commerce.

RADIO LAWS.-See Law, Radio.
RADIO, PRINCIPLES OF.-A radio broadcasting station
or any other radio transmitter consists of devices which are designed to send electricity out onto a wire or collection of wires
called the aerial and to make the electric impulses leave this aerial
and travel away through space.

One end or one terminal of the apparatus in the broadcasting
station is connected to the aerial as shown in Fig. 1 and the other
end is connected to the earth or to ground. The electric impulses
act between the aerial and the ground to produce radio waves which

leave the aerial and ground corgbination and pass out from the

station with the speed of light. The speed of light is approximately
186,000 miles per second so it doesn't take the radio waves or radio
signal very long to travel Irom the transmitter to all the radio receiving sets within range.
Various qualities of electricity may be measured in various units just as
various properties of steam or water or any other medium for carrying energy
nay be measured in suitable units. ' The two measures of electric energy most
commonly used are those called volts and amperes, just as the two most com-

monly used units in talking of water power are pressure in pounds to the
square inch and gallons of flow per minute.
Just as pounds per square inch measure the hydraulic pressure of water so
do volts measure the electrical pressure of electricity. And just as gallons
Per minute measure the rate of flow of water through a pipe, so do amperes
measure the rate of flow of electricity through a wire. We measure water
pressure with a pressure gauge and we measure electrical pressure with a
voltmeter. We measure water flow with a water meter and we measure electtical flow with an ampere meter or ammeter.

RADIO, PRINCIPLES OF
It is necessary to understand that volts and voltage in electrical work refer
only to electrical pressure and have nothing to do with the quantity of electricity
or its rate of flow. Water pressure is measured in pounds per square inch.
although the water may not be flowing or moving at all. Just so with;
electricity; its pressure may he measured as so many volts although there
may be no electricity flowing, It is equally necessary to realize that amperes

and amperage refer only to the flow of electricity, to the amount that

is

passing a given point in a circuit, and do not in any way measure the pre: sure on the electricity.
In explaining radio sending and receiving it will be necessary to refer
frequently to the voltage nod to the amperage of the electricity. It will be
necessary also to refer to the frequency of the electric current. Except for
the current used on parts of the vacuum tubes and for the current sometimes used to light these tubes, the electric currents in radio are alternating
currents, as alternating current is a current that reverses its direction periodically, flowing first in one direction then in the other direction.
The number of times the electric current gocl through a complete change
of direction in one second is called the frequency of the current. If the
electricity or the electric current flows in one direction sixty times during one

second and also /lows in the opposite direction sixty times in the same second,
it has gone through sixty complete changes or sixty complete cycles. This
current is then said to have a frequency of sixty cycles, meaning sixty cycles
or complete changes per second. Electric current generally used for lighting
and power has a frequency of sixty cycles.

Aerial

Ground
FIG.

1.-Radio Waves from an Aerial.

Radio Waves.-The impulses of electricity sent out from the
broadcasting station are not of high voltage and arc of very small
amperage. But they are of extremely high frequency. The lowest
frequency used by a broadcasting station is one of 550,000 cycles
per second and the highest broadcasting frequency is 1,500,000
cycles. It is difficult to comprehend the tremendous rapidity of
these changes in direction of the current, yet even these frequencies
are very low when compared with 1.1;e frequencies used by amateur
transmitters. In these amateur sending sets we find frequencies
running into hundreds of millions of cycles per second.
In making one complete cycle the voltage rises from zero to maximum in
one direction, then falls to zero, rises to maximum in the other direction and
again falls back to zero ready to start over again. Of course the current does
likewise.

These rises, falls and reversals may be represented as shown in 1:14.

2 and this kind of a wavy line is generally used to represent the radio WaVt'
sent out from a broadcasting station.

Modulation.-The human ear can distinguish as sounds all vi-

brations having frequencies between about sixteen per second and
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fifteen thousand per second. Frequencies greater than these do not
affect the average ear as sounds. if we were able to make the radio
waves, at their great frequency, affect a telephone receiver, the ear
listening at that receiver would hear nothing at all because in place
of being below fifteen thousand vibrations per second the vibrations
would he well up into the hundreds of thousands per second. Therefore it is necessary to use modulated radio waves.

The waves of Fig. 2 are all of the same height and depth above

and below the zero line. This indicates that the rises of voltage and

amperage are equal to the drops of voltage and amperage and also
that they never change their voltage or amperage.
By means of apparatus called the modulator in the transmitting
station the voltage and current in the wave of Fig. 2 are caused to
gradually rise and fall as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 2 represents what
is called the carrier wave, while Fig. 3 shows the modulated carrier

wave.

The modulations themselves have frequencies, but these frequencies are low enough to be audible to the ear. In the broadcasting station the sounds of voices or instruments arc allowed to

2.-Representation of Radio

Fu;. 3.-A Modulated Radio Wave.

Vave.

affect an electric circuit just as a voice will affect the electric circuit through a telephone. These changes, at audible frequency,
are impressed on the carrier wave so that its voltage and amperage
are made to rise and fall to correspond with the rise and fall of the
sounds going into the microphone'of the broadcasting station.
We now have a modulated carrier wave going out from the aerial
system of the transmitter im the broadcasting station and traveling
with the speed of light to points many miles distant where the carrier will affect the antenna of a radio receiver. It is next in order
to look into the processes whereby this modulated carrier wave is
caused to operate a loud speaker at the receiving end.
The Oscillatory Circuit.-The foundation of radio is a peculiar
electric circuit called an oscillatory circuit. This circuit consists
of a coil of wire having its two ends connected to a number of metal
plates called a condenser. The coil of wire gives us an electrical
property called inductance. The metal plates of the condenser
are separated from each other by insulating material called the dielectric of the condenser. This arrangement gives the condenser
another electrical property called capacity or capacitance.
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The coil and condenser combination which forms an oscillatory
circuit is shown in Fig. 4. If the electric current is caused to flow
in such a circuit, some very strange things take place. As the electric current passes through the coil it causes the coil to act like a
magnet and a magnetic field forms itself about the coil. This magnetic field is composed of invisible lines called magnetic lines of
force. Practically all of the energy originally in the form of electric
current finally appears as a different form of energy in the magnetic
field of the coil. The inductance of the coil has had the effect of
stopping the flow of current and of changing the energy of the current into a magnetic field.
l'nhws a magnetic field Is formed by a permanent magnet of steel or by
steady current of electricity flowing through a coil the magnetic field cannot
long continue to exist. In the coil of Fig. 4 the flow of current has been
practically stopped and there is nothing to maintain the magnetic field. Consequently the field collapses, disappears or seems to go back into the coil.
As the magnetic lines of force drop back through the wires forming the
coil they set up a new electric current in the coil. Now the magnetic energy
has changed back to electric current. The current flows through the coil
winding and through the connections over to the condenser.

Coll

Chdrve of
Condenser

cisme te""

Fleid of Coil-,

FIG. 4.-An Oscillatory Circuit and Its Action.

The plate or plates of the condenser to which the current is flowing soon are given a surplus of electricity, they have more than their
normal amount of electricity. While current is flowing toward one

set of plates it must be flowing away from the other set of plates
so this other set finally has a deficiency of electricity, less than the
normal amount.
The plates of the condenser have now been charged.

The plates

that have more than enough electricity are said to have a positive
charge while those that have too little electricity are said to have
a negative charge. The condenser is the only device that actually
stores electricity in its original forth. A storage battery does not

store electricity but only provides materials which are changed
chemically by a flow of electric current through them so that they
may produce another electric current when the chemical change is
reversed. The condenser however actually stores a charge of electricity on its plates.
Assuming that one set of plates in the condenser has a charge 01
positive electricity and the other set has a charge of negative electricity, it may be realized that these two charges are going to come
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together and neutralize each other. 'rho charges come together as
the positive charge flows from the condenser around through the
coil to the other set of plates. Both sides of the condenser are then
again in a normal condition. But, as the electric current from the
condenser flows through the coil another magnetic field is built up
and so the action goes on.
The energy oscillates or swings back and forth between the coil and the
condenser and it keeps on oscillating until all the energy has been dissipated
the resistance in the parts of this oscillatory circuit. If the action of an
vacillating circuit is understood, many of the apparently mysterious actions in
radio will lose their mystery and be easy to understand.

Getting the Energy Started.-In the foregoing explanation of

the action that takes place in an oscillatory circuit it was taken for
granted that an electric current was flowing in the circuit to start
with. Naturally enough something must be done to get this current started.
Fig. S starts off with the same oscillatory circuit shown in Fig. 4,

that is, a circuit composed of a condenser and a coil. In place of
the small condenser it is possible to use a very large condenser with

Antenna

OsciadZory

Circuit

Coil

Large
Condenser

Ground

Fm. 5.-Oscillatory Circuit Formed by Antenna and Ground.

large plates placed far apart. The air between the plates forms
the dielectric of this condenser. Between the plates of this large
condenser is connected a coil just as in Fig. 4. The oscillating
action between this new combination of a large condenser and small

coil is no different from the action in any other oscillatory circuit
as already described.
Now another change will*be made in the coil and condenser. The

upper plate of the condenser is replaced, at the right hand side of
ig. 5 ,by an antenna composed of one or more long wires suspended
some distance above the earth. The lower plate of the large condenser has been replaced by the earth itself. Between these two
parts, which form the two plates of a condenser, is connected the

small coil.
In Fig. 6 a radio transmitting station is represented at the left while the
antenna, ground and coil combination is shown at the right. The aerial of
the transmitting station is sending out energy in the form of radio waves.
These waves finally reach the condenser formed by the antenna and ground.
As the waves pass through the condenser's dielectric, which is composed of
the air between the antenna and ground, they set up an electrical stress in this
air. The result is a charge on the antenna.
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The antenna charge flows through the coil to ground and in passing through
the coil produces an electromagnetic field whose energy eventually may be
used to produce sound from a radio receiver. This give the initial energy
for operating a receiver and it is possible to build a practical receiver which
requires no other energy than that received through the air from a distant
transmitting station.

Transfer of Energy from One Circuit to Another.-At one

time or another everyone has used a small magnet with which to
attract and hold pieces of iron or steel. A wire nail may be laid

1)) )))
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6.-Transfer of Energy from Transmitter to Receiver.

upon a table top and a magnet slid along the table toward the nail.
While the two are still some distance apart the nail will jump to
the magnet. This proves that there is some invisible force acting
between the magnet and the nail. This force is magnetism and it
exists as a magnetic field formed by magnetic lines of force around
the magnet. The nail jumps to the magnet because it is easier for
these lines of force to travel through iron than through air and by
the nail's attaching itself to the magnet the magnetic field of the

7.-Electromagnetic Lines
of Force Around a Coil.

FIG. 8.-Two Coils Coupled by
Induction.

magnet has been made to include more iron and less air through
which to flow.

A coil through which is flowing an electric current acts in every way like
a magnet. The magnetic effect produced by a coil of wire is called electromag-

netism and the lines of force about the coil are called electromagnetic ling:
of force. These lines follow paths as shown in Fig. 7.
Fortunately it is a fact that a flow of current through a coil will produce
a magnetic field about the coil and also that a magnetic field which is ire
motion around a coil will produce an electric current in the winding of the
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If a second coil is brought near the coil of Fig. 7 so that the second
within the electromagnetic field of the first one, an electric current
will be caused to flow through the winding of the second coil as in Fig. 8.
This action is called induction. The two coils are said to he coupled.
In Fig. 9 we have taken the antenna, the ground and the coil as
coil.

coil is

shown in Fig. 6 and have coupled the antenna circuit coil to another coil so that the energy received through the antenna by the
first coil is transferred over into the coupled coil. The broken lines
represent part of the cabinet of a radio receiver and the two coupled
coils represent the first two coils in the receiver to be built up.
Into this receiver will come the voltage changes represented by
the modulated carrier wave of Fig. 3. The rises and falls of voltage
will follow exactly the rises and falls sent out from the transmitter,

the only change being that the pressure or voltage is almost unbelievably small. The greater the distance of the receiver from
the transmitter, all other things being equal, the weaker will be the
voltage of the received impulses at the receiver. The received impulses are measurable only in millionths of a volt,

9.-Coupled Coils as First Circuit in Receiver.

Resonance.-Because the received energy is so small to begin
with, every precaution must be taken not to lose any more of it
than absolutely necessary. Electrical energy of any kind is lost
as it passes through resistance because in the resistance the electrical
energy is changed into heat. All materials have more or less resistance to the flow of electricity. If their resistance is very small,
the materials are called conductors. All metals are conductors,
copper and silver having the least electrical resistance. If the re-

sistance of a material is very great it is called an insulator and is
used to prevent the flow of electricity into places where it should

not go.
.9rdinary resistance is the only thing that tends to stop the flow of electricity and turn its energy into beat when the electricity flows as a direct current. A direct current is a current whose voltage and amperage neither rise
nor fall and which never reverses its direction but always flows in the same
way.

When we handle alternating currents, as in radio work, we have another

effect called reactance. This reactance exists in condensers and in coils. Its
effect on an alternating current is similar to the effect of resistance in reduc-
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ing the voltage and amperage of the current. Alternating currents are also
affected by resistance just as direct currents arc affected. The combination of

resistance and reactance, both opposing the alternating current,

is

called

impedance.

In order to preserve the minute strength of the radio signal

voltage we must. reduce the impedance. That is, we must reduce
the resistance by using good conductors and we must also reduce
the reactance of the coils and condensers.
Now it is perfectly evident that it is going to be more difficult to
produce a large magnetic field around a large coil than the smaller
field around a small coil. Also it is going to be harder to charge a
big condenser than a small one. By a big condenser we mean one
with its plates of large size or with many plates.
A current of high frequency changes its direction at such short

intervals that it has not sufficient time to fully magnetize a large
coil or to fully charge a large condenser. Large coils and large
condensers thus respond more easily to currents of low frequency.
This is not a complete explanation of the reasons for this effect, but
it makes a preliminary understanding easier to grasp than would he
the case when going into all the details affecting reactance.
In order to form an oscillatory circuit we must have inductance in a coil
and capacity in a condenser. But we want to use such values of inductance
and capacity that the reactance will be the lowest possible for the frequency of
the carrier wave being received. To obtain maximum current and voltage

from a given frequency and still have the lowest reactance we may use a

large coil and small condenser, a small coil and a large condenser, or a medium
size coil and a medium size condenser. It is the product of the inductance
multiplied by the capacity that counts. For each frequency there is a certain
product that gives best results. This product may be obtained either by using

large or small coils or condensers, just so the other unit is of a size to give
this necessary product.

When the condenser capacity and the coil inductance multiplied together
give a value such that a certain received frequency meets the least possible
reactance the coil and condenser circuit is said to be resonant to this frequency.
By producing resonance we can practically eliminate the effect of reactance,
leaving only the resistance to oppose the flow of alternating current. When
this condition is reached, the condition of resonance to the frequency being
received, the small impulses received from the antenna will do their best possible work in the receiver.

Tuning.-Different broadcasting stations send out their signals

at different carrier wave frequencies. This is the difference between
the signals of different stations that makes it possible to receive one
station while excluding another. In the words usually used, we

tune in one station and tune out another.
Tuning is done by adjusting either the inductance or the capacity
of the oscillatory circuits in the receiver so that they become resonant to the frequency we desire to receive. While resonant to
one frequency, the coil and condenser combination will offer very
high impedance to all other frequencies, and thus the receiver is
tuned to only one station at any one time.
Tuning is generally done with a condenser whose capacity may be

gradually changed by turning dials or control knobs on the panel
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of the receiver. The coil inductance is allowed to remain at a fixed
value at all times. It is possible, and is just as effective, to use a
condenser whose capacity remains fixed and change the inductance

of the coil in the oscillatory circuit. When either a condenser
capacity is variable or a coil inductance is variable the fact is indicated in circuit diagrams by drawing an arrow through the usual
symbol for the condenser or the coil. This is shown in Fig. 10.

1

Condenser
10.-Variable Condenser and Variable Inductance Coil.

Now we arc ready to tare one more step in the construction of
the receiver started in Fig. 9. In Fig. 11 the antenna is shown by
the accepted symbol for an antenna and the earth or ground connection is shown by the symbol for ground. The two coils are
coupled in Fig. 11 just as in Fig. 9. But in Fig. 11 we have
connected a variable condenser across the second coil, making it
possible to tune this second circuit to resonance with any carrier
wave to be received.

Antenna
Coupled
Coils
TiinCoied

Untune

Cod

Ground

Tiinno
Condenser

11.-Tuned Circuit Coupled to Antenna Circuit.
As previously explained the coil in the antenna circuit together with the
capacity of the antenna produce an oscillatory circuit. In Fig. 11 this antenna
circuit is not tuned with a variable condenser nor with a variable inductance

roil.

The reception would be stronger were the antenna circuit tuned but in
order to reduce the number of receiver controls we usually use an untuned
or an aperiodic antenna circuit as shown in Fig. 11. In actual practice the
coil in the tuned circuit is very Large in comparison with the untamed coil in
the antenna circuit, say about fifty turns on the tuned coil to four or five
turns on the untuned one. The effect of the large coil is so overpowering on
the small one that the antenna circuit is partially tuned to the resonant frequency of the tuned second coil.
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Now we have coupled a tuned circuit to the antenna circuit and
the voltage impulses in this coupled circuit will be quite strong when

it is resonant to the frequency to be received.
Detection.-Even though we have a gradual rise and fall of the
modulated carrier wave shown in Fig. 3; we still have a high frequency alternating current. And such an alternating current won't
affect a telephone receiver or a loud speaker, which is built on the
same principle. A loud speaker consists of a diaphragm which is
moved by a small electromagnet. Changes of current in the windings of the electromagnet cause the diaphragm to move and this
movement of the diaphragm moves the air to produce audible sound
waves.

If the alternating current is run through the magnet winding of a
loud speaker, the diaphragm will be pulled first one way and then
the other with such rapidity that it hasn't time to move far enough
in either direction to produce sounds. In order to let the speaker
do its appointed work it is next necessary to change the alternating

current into a unidirectional current, into a current that always

flows in the same direction even while its voltage and amperage rise
and fall. One way of doing this is by cutting off half of the wave
of Fig. 3, leaving the other half as in Fig. 12. This is done by the
part of the receiver called the detector.

AhAl\AAAMIAAA
12.-Hull of Modulated
Carrier Vaye.

FIG. 13.- A Crystal Detector and
Its Symbol.

One of the simplest forms of detector is that called the crystal detector. It
is a one way electrical valve which lets current flow through practically unhindered in one direction but greatly- hinders or stops the flow in the other

The crystal consists of a ?mall piece of some mineral such as
galena or iron pyrites, with the tip end of a fine wire resting on the surface
of this mineral or crystal. Current will flow through this combination in one
direction but is stopped when trying to flow in the other direction. A crystal
and its symbol are shown in Fig. 13.
By adding this crystal and a pair of headphones or telephone receivers to
the circuits of Fig. 11 we will have produced Fig. 14 which represents a complete radio receiver of the simplest type, biut one which will actually receive
and render audible the programs from nearby broadcasting stations. The
voltage oscillating between the coil and tuning condenser arc impressed on the
circuit containing the crystal and the phones. The crystal rectifies, demodulates, or detects the signals so that the average rise and fall of voltage in the
carrier wave will move the diaphragms of the phones. The sounds going into
the broadcaster's microphone are now reproduced in the headphones of the
direction.

crystal receiver.

The Vacuum Tube as an Amplifier.-It is perfectly true that
the crystal receiver of Fig. 14 will make it. possible to listen to
broadcast programs, but this receiver has no energy to work with
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except that coming in over the antenna. This energy is so small
that it will not operate a loud speaker nor will it make possible the
reception of signals from a broadcaster more than a few miles away.

To be able to listen to distant stations and to operate a loud

speaker we must strengthen or amplify the incoming signal strength.
For many years there were no successful means of amplifying. or
strengthening the signal. This condition of things remained until

the invention of the vacuum tube which has made modern radio
reception possible and enjoyable. The vacuum tube easily ranks as

one of the greatest advances in modern electrical science.
This tube consists of a glass bulb about the size of a small electric
lamp bulb. Below the glass bulb is a cylindrical base from the bottom of which protrude four contact pins. Inside the bulb are three
parts made of metal, these parts being called the filament, the plate
and the grid. After the parts of the tube are assembled the air is

pumped out before the glass part is sealed, this leaving a vacuum
inside the tube.

Crystal
Detector

TunedCircuit`
14.-Detector Connected to Tuned Circuit, Forming a Receiver.

Near the center of the tube is the filament. The filament is made
of thin wire which extends from bottom to top of the bulb or which

forms an inverted "V" with its point at the top and the two ends
at the bottom. Wound around the filament, but not touching the
filament at any point, is a coil or network of fine wire which is
called the grid. Around the outside of both filament and grid, but
not touching either one, is a sheet of thin metal which is called the
Plate. These parts are shown in Fig. 15 at the left. At the right
of Fig. 15 is the symbol for this three -electrode vacuum tube.
Two of the pins coming out.from the bottom of the tube base are
attached to the filament, the third pin is connected to the grid, and
the fourth pin is connected to the plate. It will be seen that the
symbol indicates the position of the grid between the filament and

the plate.
Many years ago it was discovered that a peculiar action may take place
when a wire filament and a metal plate arc enclosed in a glass bulb from
which the air is exhausted. In this combination, shown by Fig. 16, the filament is connected to a batten from which current flows through the filament
and causes it to become red hot or white hot in the same way that the fita-
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ment of an ordinary electric light bulb glows white hot when current flows
through it.
When another battery is connected with its positive or high voltage side
leading to the enclosed plate of Fig. 16 and the negative or low voltage side
of this extra battery attached to the hot filament, there is a flow of electric
current from the plate to the heated filament through the vacuum inside the
tube.

A

-Bulb
Plate

Grid

filament

Base
Pins
15.-The Vacuum Tube and its Symbol.
This plate current is secured from the battery connected between the plate
and the filament. This plate battery is entirely separate from the battery used
to heat the filament. If the filament is allowed to become cold, no ordinary

voltage applied to the plate will cause any flow of current, but just

the

instant the filament temperature rises above a certain point the flow of current

16.-Current Flow from Plate to Filament in Vacuum Tube.
from the plate battery commences. In Fig. 16 the amount of current flowing
in the plate circuit depends principally on the voltage of the battery connected
to the plate, the higher the voltage the greater being the flow of current.
If the two -electrode or two -element vacuum tube of Fig. 16 is changed by

the addition of the grid between filament and plate, we arc able to control
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the flow of plate current not only by changing the voltage of the plate
battery but also by the effect of any voltages applied to the grid.

The receiver of Fig. 14 may now be changed by inserting the

vacuum tube between the crystal circuit and the tuned circuit containing the coil and the variable condenser. We then have the arrangement of Fig. 17, a practical one -tube receiver.

The voltage from the tuned circuit which was applied to the
crystal of Fig. 14 is now applied to the grid of the vacuum tube.
The crystal detector and the headphones are now connected between the plate of the vacuum tube and the plate battery. The
filament lighting battery is connected to the filament just as in Fig.
16.

Whenever a voltage being applied to the grid drops to a lower
value, the grid acts to lessen the flow of current in the plate circuit.
Whenever the voltage applied to the grid rises, the flow of plate current increases. The rise and fall of voltage being applied to the grid
is thus followed exactly by rise and fall of current in the plate circuit of the vacuum tube.
Tuned
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17.-One-Tube Recjiver with Crystal Detector.

Now, in place of having only the small voltages from the antenna

to operate the headphones, we have the comparatively large and
powerful effect of the changes in current from the plate battery. A
vacuum tube will allow the smallest imaginable grid voltages to
produce comparatively large changes in plate current. The grid
acts just like a valve in the .plate circuit. The exceedingly small
voltages applied to the grid open and close this valve so that the
comparatively strong plate current is made to rise and fall in time
with the rise and fall of grid voltage.

The gain of signal strength by passing the signal through a single vacuum
tube may be anywhere from six to twenty times. The signal strength in the
plate circuit of the tube may be anywhere from six to twenty times as pow-

erful as in the grid circuit of the same tube. The tube allows the weak
signals from the antenna to control the power from the plate battery and this
Power from the plate battery operates the headphones.
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Stages of Amplification.-It is not necessary to end the process
of amplification with only the one tube since the plate current from
this first tube may be used to affect the grid of a second tube as in
Fig. 18. If the original signal strength be represented by 10 and we
assume the amplification constant of the tube to be 8, the strength
in the plate circuit of the first tube will be equal to 80. If this be
then amplified by a second tube, also having an amplification constant of 8, the result will be represented by 640 which is sixty-four
times the power of the incoming signal.
In Fig. 18 the plate of the first tube is connected to a small coil similar
to that in the antenna circuit. The changes of plate current through this coil
cause corresponding changes in voltage and since this coil is coupled to another one there are voltages induced in this coupled coil. The coupled coil
is also provided with a tuning condenser to obtain resonance and the combination applies its voltage changes to the grid of the second tube. The batteries
and their connections have been omitted from Fig. 18 since they do not affect

the operation of the tubes and would only make the diagram seem more
complicated.
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FIG. 18 -Two Stages of Amplification Before the Detector.

The Vacuum Tube as a Detector.-The three -element vacuum
tube not only makes the most efficient kind of radio amplifier but
may also be used as a detector to change the form of the incoming
carrier wave into one that is audible.
By selecting the proper plate battery voltages for use with the

tube it will amplify rises of voltage in the grid circuit to a far

greater extent than it amplifies drops of grid voltage. The tube will
receive the form of signal shown in Fig. 19 and, by amplifying the

top half more than the bottom, will.deliver the changes from its
plate circuit as shown in Fig. 20.
The grid voltages are equal above and below the zero line of Fig.
19, consequently the average of these voltages is zero. We have
already seen that an alternating voltage of this kind will not operate
headphones or a loud speaker. But in Fig. 20 the top impulses have
been amplified all out of proportion to the lower ones. The average

current then shows a rise as indicated by the heavy line at the
bottom. This average rise of plate current will operate the dia-
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phragm of the phones or speaker very nicely and we have the
vacuum tube operating as a detector.

The tube becomes a more sensitive detector if a condenser is inserted in its
grid connection and a high resistance, called a grid leak, placed between the
grid and one of the .filament terminals of the tube. The condenser causes a
large number of the incoming voltages to pile up on the grid so that the total
effect is much greater in changing the grid voltage than the effect when using
the tube as a detector without the grid condenser and grid leak. The purpose

of the grid leak is to allow this accumulation of voltages to leak away as

the applied voltages gradually die down, the -grid then being left in a condition
to respond to the next series of waves applied to it. These connections for
using the tube as a detector are shown in Fig. 21.

Radio Frequency and Audio Frequency Amplification.-In

all of the circuits shown so far we have used headphones but no loud

This is because the strength of the currents in the plate
circuits of the tubes have not been strong enough to operate a loud
speaker in spite of the amplification given by the tubes. The amspeaker.

plification we have been using is called radio frequency amplification
because we are amplifying the high frequency voltages as received
from the antenna circuit.

Average Effect
19-Voltages as Received by

Detector Tube.

Average Effect
in:. 20.-Voltages Delivered from
Detector Tube Circuit.

The frequencies used for the earrjer waves arc called radio frequencies.

The frequencies that arc audible arc below 15.000 cycles per second and arc
called audio frequencies. Everything as far as the detector is at radio frequency while everything folloaring the detector is at audio frequency.

We may take the plate current changes from the detector tube
and amplify them at the lower audio frequency in practically the
same manner as used for the radio frequency tubes which precede

the detector.
The gain in signal strength when amplifying at audio frequencies,
or low frequencies, is far
greater than the gain at radio frequencies.
Not because the tubes do any better work at audio frequency than

at radio frequency, but because it is easier to keep the audio frequency currents within hounds. Currents at radio frequency will
wander off through the air and through insulators in spite of all
we can do, while audio frequency currents are comparatively easy
to confine to their proper conductors.
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For coupling between tubes used at audio frequencies we arc able to use
The iron -core transformer consists of two windings or
two coiLs, both wound around a single core of iron. The iron is magnetized
some thousands of times easier than the air which surrounds the coils used
at radio frequencies. Consequently we can obtain really good coupling and
a very large transfer of energy from one coil or winding to the other.
iron -core transformers.
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21.-Detector Tube with Grid Condenser and Grid Leak.
Coupling of two tubes at audio frequency, one being the detector, is shown
While only one audio frequency
tube is shown, another one may be coupled through a second audio frequency
transformer. Transformers are not the only means of coupling in audio frequency circuits. Equivalent results may be obtained by using resistances or
choke coils as described under Amplifier, Audio Frequency. Fig. 22 shows a
three -tube receiver consisting of one radio frequency amplifying tube, one
vacuum tube detector, and one audio frequency amplifying tube. The output
of this receiver is powerful enough to operate a loud speaker with considerable
volume from broadcasting stations.

with an iron -core transformer in Fig. 22.

Grid Leak

and Condenser
Detector
La
Frequency Tube
Tube

Radio

to 23atteries.

Rua'io
Frequency
Tube

j

6t Iron Core Radio
Transformer

Fin. 22.-Audio Frequency Coupling with Iron -Core Transformer.

The foregoing explanation of the action taking place in radio
reception has covered only the principal features. In the actual
design, construction and operation of radio receivers there are many

detail refinements and additional controls which make for satisfaction. All of these other points are treated in detail under their

RADIO TELEGRAPHY
Complete descriptions of all the receiver parts
that have been mentioned and detailed explanations of all the elecrespective headings.

trical words and terms that have been used are also given under
their own headings.

RADIO TELEGRAPHY.-Radio communication by means

of the dots and dashes of the telegraphic code is called radio telegraphy.

Radio telegraphy may make use of the antiquated spark
system or of the more modern continuous wave transmission from
vacuum tubes. See also Code.

RADIO TELEPHONY.-Radio transmission and reception

of the sounds of voice and music as in broadcasting is called radio
telephony. By means of radio telephony it is possible to send and
receive any sounds that might be handled by wire telephony.

RADIO WAVE.-See Wave, Radio; also Radiation.
RADIO, WIRED.-Radio waves may be guided by wires between a transmitter and a receiver rather than being allowed to
radiate freely through space. This system is called by many names,

among them being; wired radio, wired wireless, line radio, carrier
current telephony and guided wave telephony. With the output of
a transmitter connected to one end of a pair of wires and the receiver
connected to the other ends, communication may be maintained
often up to distances twenty times as great as without the help of the
wires.
The carrier frequency employed in wired radio is generally less than the
frequencies employed without wires. The carrier must, of course, be above
audibility and is generally somewhere between 20,000 and 500,000 cycles.

By

proper selection of carrier frequencies so that the side bands do not overlap
and so that there is no interference between their harmonics it
is possible to
use a single set of wires for carrying many different messages at one time,
each message using one of the frequency channels. While carrying the wired
radio messages the wires may at the same time be in use for ordinary telephony and telegraphy. Power lines, lighting circuits, trolley lines and other
electric circuits may all be used for wired radio.

RANDOM WINDING.-See Winding, Random.
RANGE, METER.-See Meters, Ampere and Volt.
RANGE, RECEIVER.-The range or distance in miles over

which a receiver will be responsive to signals from broadcast stations

depends on things too numerous to be counted. Were it possible
to use two receivers under identical conditions at one time and the
same place the relative distance range would depend on the relative
sensitivity of the two receivers. The more sensitive one would, of
course, have the greatest range of reception. But aside from receiver sensitivity there are dozens of known influences on reception
and probably several dozen unknown influences. Atmospheric conditions have a decided effect.
Among the many factors affecting distant reception may be mentioned first of all the weather. There is a difference between results
during
warm weather and cold, between weather that is undergoing
a change and weather that is constant.
The location of the receiver
is of importance, also its general condition, such as the
age of the

RANGE. RECEIVER

tubes, the condition of power supply units or batteries, the antenna
and ground connections, etc.
Recent researches seem to show that a weather map may form a rather
reliable guide to probable radio reception just as it does to probable weather
conditions. At least it seems true that reception will be best when the signals
may travel along the lines of equal barometric pressure and will be poorer
when the signals must travel from a point of high pressure to one of lower
pressure or from a low pressure area to a high pressure area.
This theory may account for the fact that in a given locality the reception

may sometimes be best from the South, then again from the West, or the
East or the North. It is impossible to be sure of any particular distance
range at any particular time because conditions never remain the same fur
very long even though the set be unchanged and continue in the care of the
same operator.

The location of a receiver with reference to the broadcasting

station determines to a great extent the reception that may be consistently expected. This is because of the effect of attenuation of
the radio waves. Attenuation is the loss of energy due to dielectric
losses and eddy current losses taking place in materials and obstacles which the waves must. pass thropgli or around on their way
to the receiver. For this reason a receiver located way out in the
country will generally do much better distance work than a similar
receiver operated in a city. The difference is usually measured by
a thousand miles or more. A receiver surrounded by steel buildings is decidedly handicapped.

The power of the broadcasting station has a great effect on the
distance at which it may be received. Reliable night-time reception

under fair conditions with a sensitive receiver may be expected

from 100 -watt stations up to about 40 miles, from a 1000 -watt station this distance will be between 150 and 200 miles, from 2000 -watt

stations it will run between 250 and 300 miles, from 5000 -watt
broadcasters the distance will increase to between 350 and 500
miles, while 10,000 -watt stations should be heard quite regularly
from 500 to 700 miles away. The distance to which a broadcaster
reaches out depends not only on the power put into the aerial but
also on the general excellence of 'the station and on the degree of
modulation.
Where a station gives fairly consistent reception at night up to 300

to 400 miles its daytime range will be about 100 to 150 miles. A
good average receiver will bring in stations up to a ditsance of 500
miles with some regularity, will occasionally hear stations 1000 to
1200 miles away and very rarely will .1)ring in signals from a distance
of 2000 miles. The very distant stations may come through with

real volume for a few minutes and may not be heard again for
months.

Taking the volume given on a certain receiver from a broadcast-

ing station one hundred miles away as being represented by the
number 100, the effect of greater distances on the strength or volume
will drop approximately according to the following table, all other
things being equal:

RATIO
DISTANCE EFFECT ON VOLUME

Miles

Volume

Nliles

Volume

100

100%

600
700
800
900
1000

10%

4s%

200

24%
16%
14%

3(X)

4(X)
SOO

7%
6%
5%
4%

This is sometimes called the inverse distance effect, since the
volume of received signal varies inversely with the distance from the
transmitting station.
Extended observations under average conditions show that re-

ception is best from distant stations in January. Taking the January reception as represented by 100 per cent, the other months in
the average year rate as follows:
EFFECT OF SEASON ON VOLUME

lanuarif
*December

February
November

100%
96%
94%
92%

March
October

SO%

April

(4%

September

May

77%

August

62%

July

une

49%
48%
45%

Excellent radio reception may be expected from November to
February and poor reception from May to August. Reception during the remaining months should be fair. These figures arc for
average years, but many years prove to be decided exceptions.
Observation seems to show that distance reception is comparatively poor
during the time of full moon. At this time the reception will also he more
noisy. On a night durine which the
moon shines only in the early part of
the evening, reception will greatly improve after the moon has set.

See also Sr/auk/iv.

RATIO.-The quotient obtained by dividing one number by

another number is called the ratio of the numbers. Thus the ratio
of 10 to 5 is 2 because 10 divided by 5 equals 2. The ratio of 5 to
10 is 1/2 because 5 divided by 10 equals %. A ratio may be written
as a fraction, as the fraction 1/2 just given, or it may be written
with a colon between the numbers, as 5:10, which is read "the ratio
of five to ten."

RATIO, TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer.
RATIO, VOLTAGE.-See Transformer, Audio

and Transformer.

Frequency

RAYTHEON RECTIFIER.-See Rectifier, Raytheon Types.
REACTANCE.-Reactance is the name given to the opposi-

tion to flow of alternating current when this
is caused by
the inductance of a coil or by the capacityopposition
of a condenser. Re-

REACTANCE
actance is measured in ohms. The reactance of a circuit with the
resistance of that circuit makes up the circuit's impedance. Reactance is called the reactive component of the circuit's impedance.

Reactance caused by a coil's inductance is called inductive reReactance caused by a condenser's capacity is called
capacitive reactance. Any reactance caused by inductance, whether
in a coil or in any other conductor is likewise called inductive reactance while any reactance caused by capacity between pans is
called capacitive reactance. Either kind of reactance may act to
hinder the flow of alternating currents.
actance.

Inductive reactance, the reactance of a coil, increases with increase of
frequency and is often called positive reactance. Capacitive reactance, the
reactance of a condenser, grows less with increase of frequency and is often
called negative reactance. Therefore, the value of inductive reactance may he
preceded by the positive sign +, while the value of capacitive reactance may
be preceded by the negative sign -.
When the frequency is measured in kilocycles and the inductance in milli henries the inductive reactance in ohms is as follows:

Inductive Reactance = 62832 X frequency X inductance
The same formula holds true when the frequency is measured in cycles and
the inductance in henries.

If the frequency is measured in kilocycles and the inductance in micro -

henries, the formula becomes:

Inductive Reactance = 0.0062832X frequency X inductance
The number 6.2832 is the approximate value of two tittles 7, the Greek
letter which stands for the ratio of a circle's circumference to its diameter.
When the frequency is measured in kilocycles and the capacity in micro farads, the capacitive reactance in ohms is as follows:

Capacitive Reactance =

159,155

Frequency X Capacity

It the frequency is measured in kilocycles and the capacity in micromicrofarads, the formula becomes:

Capacitive Reactance -

159.154,600

Frequency X Capacity

If the iiiduct;ve reactance, which is considered as a positive quantity, just
equals the capacitives reactance, which is considered a negative quality, the
two will balance each other so that there is no effective reactance remaining
in the circuit. The only opposition then remaining to the flow of alternating
current at the particular frequency being considered is the resistance, and the
circuit is resonant at that frequency. Sec also Resonance.

Reactance is one of the components or parts of impedance in an
alternating current circuit. The other part is resistance. Resistance opposes the flow of both alternating and direct currents through
a circuit. The energy required to overcome resistance causes heat
and is beyond recovery.

Reactance opposes the flow of an alternating current through 3

circuit but the energy required to overcome reactance may be
stored in the circuit, is not lost, and may be recovered.

REACTIVATION OF TUBE
When only direct current flows through a circuit it is opposed only

by the resistance of the conductors, but when alternating current
flows it. is opposed by both the resistance and the reactance.

we can say that inductive reactance is the effect that a coil of wire has
nn an alternating current. Every coil of wire has inductance, that is, any
change of current in a coil causes a voltage which opposes the change of current. The effect of a coil of wire on alternating current is to hold back the
current or to temporarily choke it. This reactance effect which appears in a
roil is called inductive reactance because it is caused by inductance. The
inductive reactance turns part of the energy of the alternating current into a
magnetic field around thc coil or causes such a field to be built up. As this
magnetic field collapses it returns energy to the circuit and that is why we
say that reactance differs from resistance in not losing energy but in storing
energy.

A condenser also has reactance to alternating current. To a direct current
a condenser has exceedingly high resistance. In fact, to direct currents whose
voltage is not great enough to break through the dielectric, the condenser

forms an open circuit, or an infinitely high resistance.
A condenser does not offer this infinitely high resistance to alternating current but offers only reactance. Here again the reactance does not cause a
loss of energy but stores it on the plates of the condenser in the form of electric charges which will return the energy to thc circuit.
To an alternating current of given voltage and amperage a large condenser
has less reactance than a small one atid thc larger the capacity of a condenser
the less is its reactance to a given current and voltage.

REACTIVATION OF TUBE.-See Tube, Restoration of.

REACTOR.-A coil used to oppose the flow of alternating cur-

rent by its property of reactance is called a reactor. Choke coils are
reactors. See Coil, Choke. Reactance coils are used in many forms
of filter circuits. See Filter.

REAMER.-See Tools.
RECEIVER.-A combination of parts which receives radio

waves and makes them audible is called a receiver. A receiver may
consist only of a crystal detector or of a vacuum tube detector with
the necessary tuning parts and a set of headphones. The receiver
may also include one or more stages or radio frequency amplification
between the antenna and the detector and it may include one or
more stages of any type of audio frequency amplification following
the detector.
There are a number of different types of receiversircomtnon use,

the difference between them lying principally in the design of the
tuning elements and of the radio frequency amplifying stages.

The six fundamental types are as follows:
1. Regenerative receivers; those using a regenerative detector or
using regeneration in radio frequency stages and depending upon
regeneration for sensitivity and selectivity. Regeneration is sometimes used in receivers which also employ other features included
in the following list of principles.
2. Tuned radio frequency circuits with bridge or balanced control
1 oscillation.

This class includes the Neutrodyne, the Rice, the
oherts and similar circuits employing a capacity feedback for
balancing
the internal feedback through the tubes.

RECEIVER, RADIO AMPLIFIER FOR
3. Tuned radio frequency circuits with variable control for oscillation. This class includes the greatest number of models and
makes of receivers.
4. Super -heterodyne receivers using locally generated oscillations

for the production of a beat frequency or intermediate frequency at
which all signals are amplified.
5. Reflex receivers in which one or more of the tubes are made to
amplify both at radio frequency and at audio frequency.
6. Super -regenerative receivers using a rather peculiar method for
the automatic control of oscillation.
With the exception of the reflex circuit, the audio amplification part of any
receiver has nothing to do with determining the type of apparatus according
to the foregoing classification. With any of these types of receivers it is
possible to use any kind of audio amplification. The audio cnd of the receiver may employ transformer coupling, resistance coupling, choke coil or
impedance coupling, push-pull coupling or any combination or modification of
these methods. Any kind of an audio amplifier may be used with any kind
of a detector and radio frequency circuit so that the possible combinations are
varied in the extreme.

Under the following heading, Receiver, Alternating Current Tube
Type, are shown radio frequency amplifiers and audio frequency amplifiers using various types of A. C. filament tubes and heater type
tubes. The audio frequency diagrams and the radio frequency diacombinations specified to make
in
grams may

complete alternating current receivers when used with any of the
standard types of plate power units.
Another heading, Receiver, Audio Amplifier for, shows similar
layouts, wiring and specifications for audio frequency amplifiers
using the various standard kinds of direct current filament tubes.
Under other headings of Receiver are shown plans for standard types

of radio frequency amplifiers using direct current filament tubes.
Any direct current type of radio frequency amplifier diagram may
be joined with any direct current type of audio frequency diagram
to make the diagram for a complete receiver with any desired types
of radio frequency and audio frequency systems.
In the alt mating current designs the radio frequency amplifiers
have been arranged with their connecting wires on the left hand
side so that they match corresponding connecting wires at the right
hand sides of the alternating current tube audio amplifiers, which
are designed to go with them. In the direct current tube designs
this arrangement has been reversed to avoid confusion between the
types for different kinds of current supply.
It is not feasible to combine one diagram arranged for alternating
current operation with another arranged for direct current operation because of the differences in filament wiring and also in the
grid return and plate return circuits of the two types. It is, how
ever, possible to apply the principles of alternating current practice
to any or all of the receivers shown in the direct current diagrams.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE
To make such a change in a diagram originally intended for direct
current work it is necessary to omit all filament wires and all rheoqats and resistors intended for filament control. Grid returns in the
audio frequency amplifiers lead to and through the C -battery connections and are not affected by the filament wiring. Plate returns
similarly lead through the B -power connections and also are unaffected. The grid biasing and grid returns may be handled with
C -batteries as before, with negative bias taps on a plate power unit
or with biasing resistors in the alternating current filament supply
transformer center connections. All three methods are explained
under Tube, Alternating Current Type.
In the radio frequency amplifier diagrams which are arranged for
direct current filament supply, complete removal of the filament.
wiring would also remove the grid returns from the radio frequency
tubes. In such diagrams it is necessary to open the connections of
the filament lines to the filament terminals of the tube sockets but
to leave the remainder of the filament wiring in place. If the radio
frequency tubes require a negative bias the wire formerly connected
to the A -battery negative line at the right hand side of the diagrams
may be connected to any source of such bias. This source may be
a C -battery, a biasing terminal on a plate power unit or a biasing
resistor anywhere in the plate return circuit. If the radio frequency
negative bias is to be obtained with
potentiometer arm connections of alternating current filament supply

transformers the filament line formerly connected to A- is connected to ground and to
The grid circuits, other than the grid return lines, and all of the
plate circuits may be left in the remodeled receiver just as they were
originally placed in the direct current type.
These notes are made here to show the fundamental similarity between all receivers regardless of the source of filament or cathode

heating current and to show the simplicity of making such alterations in complete receivers whey the principles of alternating current filament and heater supply are underz_oc4d. Careful reading
of the section, Tube, Alternating Current Type and 2omparison of
instructions there given with following diagrams for direct current

receivers will be helpful.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE.
-The following receivers are designed according to the rules given
under Tube, Alternating Current Type and before commencing construction of these units that section should be read.
Some radio frequency diagrams can be combined only with their
own type of audio frequency diagrams using the same kind of tube
but in other cases one diagram, either radio or audio frequency, may
combine with two or more for the other end of the complete receiver.
Diagrams which may be combined will have corresponding wire connections at the left for radio and the right for audio frequency.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE
8+
SPEAKER

B+

SET POWER

Allow AMPLIFIER-A. C. FILAMENT Tuns
Features:

Tninsformer interstage coupling with output transformer
for speaker. Use one A. C. filament type voltage amplifier tube and one power tube with alternating current

Radio Amplifier:

May be used with amplifiers on following pages where

on filament.

Construction:

Parts Required:
1, 2
3

4
5

wire ends at right hand side of this diagram match those
at left hand side of radio frequency diagram.
Very simple. The alternating current wires are shown
in double lines, direct current wires in single lines. The
two kinds of wiring should be kept well separated. The
alt..iiiaiing current wires should be of twisted pair
"''throughout their length.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Audio amplifying transformers.
Output transformer.

Socket for A. C. filament amplifying tube.
Socket for any type of power tube with filament operated
on alternating current at different voltage from that furnished to amplifying tube.

6

Rheostat for amplifier tube filament. Resistance and current carrying ability to suit tube used. See Tube, :Vier noting Current Type. Compensates for differences in

7

Speaker terminals.

S, 9

Plate power terminals.

length of alternating current wiring to tubes.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE
B+

Bt

AMP 5-

A.C.

POWER

F11.

AMP

CR0

ANT

11

Irks

26

ifvet, 24

1

RADIO AMPLIFIER-A. C. AMPLIFIERS, D. C. DETECTOR
Ft -mores:

Audio Amplifier:

Construction:

Parts Required:

I. 2
..

4, 5
6

7, 8

0, 10
11

12
13
14

IS

Uses A. C. filament type tubes in two radio frequency
stages with 3 -volt detector operated on direct current
from plate power circuits.
May be used with audio amplifier in which wire ends at
right hand side match those at left hand side of this
diagram.

See preceding pages.

Alternating current wires in double lines, direct current in
single lines. Requires two A. C. voltages, one for power
tube in audio amplifier and one for all other amplifying
tubes of A. C. filament type. Provides two -dial control.
Grid biases seeded with resistors in plate return circuits
to transformer.
Sec list below. Numbers refer to
Double tuning condenser.
Single tuning condenser for antenna stage,
Tuning dials.
Antenna couplet with variable antenna coil.

Radio frequency transformers to tune with condensers to
which attached. See Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for.
Sockets for A. C. filament type amplifying tubes.
Socket for detector tube; 3 -volt, 0.06 ampere type.
Grid condenser, .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak, 2 to 5 megohms.
Plate bypass condenser, .0005 to .001 mfd. capacity.
Variable resistor of high current carrying ability to furnish
extra current from plate power unit to detector filament.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE
Must carry 20 to 40 milliamperes, depending on plate
current taken by other tubes. Adjusted to operate de.
tector filament at correct voltage and current.
Bypass condenser for 15, 1.0 mfd. capacity.

16
17

Grid bias resistor for power tube. For determination of
value see Tube, Alternating Current Type. Usually about
2,000 ohms.

18
19

Bypass condenser for 17, 1/10 to 1 mfd. capacity.
Variable resistor for amplifier tube grid bias, 2,000 t,,

20

5,000 ohms maximum value.
Bypass condenser for 19, 1/10 to 1 mfd. capacity.

21

Low resistance potentiometer for amplifier center return.

22

Filament rheostat for radio amplifier tubes. Must care
full filament current. From 1/5 to 1/2 ohm resistance.

From 6 to 25 ohms, depending on transformer voltage.

Regeneration control condenser, .001 mfd. capacity.
Control knob for volume and sensitivity.
Choke for throttle control, 2 1/2 millihenry inductance or

23

24
25

larger.

Auxiliary control condenser, .001 mid. capacity, to give
additional regeneration when required.
Switch for placing condenser 26 in circuit when needed.
Plate power supply unit terminals.
Filament supply transformer terminals, 31 for center tap.
Antenna and ground 'terminals.

26
27

28, 29, 30
31, 32
33, 34

The amplifier just described and the one covered in the description immediately following arc similar in all respects except in the
type of detector tube used. There is little difference in performance
or ability when built. The chief claim of the direct current detector
system is in the elimination of alternating current completely from
the tube most likely to produce a hum.
The heater type of detector tube shown in the following description provides greater amplification in itself than does the smaller
tube used with a plate current supply and from that standpoint may
be preferred. With proper biasing of the heater there is little or no
chance for hum with this method so that other considerations will
usually be the deciding factor in making a choice.
RADIG

AMr.I,IrliR-A.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR
C. AMPLIFIERS, HEATER TYPE DETECTOR

Features:

Uses A. C. filament tubes in two radio frequency stage with a heater type tube for detector in a five -pronged

Audio Amplifier:

May be used with audio amplifier in which wire ends at
right hand side match' those at left hand side of this

Construction:

Alternating current. wires in double lines, direct current
in single lines. Requires three A. C. voltages, one for
power tube in audio amplifier, second for heater type
detector tube and third for A. C. filament amplifier
tubes. Grid biases for amplifiers from resistors in plate

socket.

diagram.

Sec preceding pages.

returns to transformer center circuits. Provides two -dial

Parts Required:

control.
See following list.

Numbers refer to diagram.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE
B+
AMP B- BIAS

A.C.

A.C.

A C.

POWER

AMP

DET

GAD ANT

.239 24'0

I, 2, 3
4, 5
6

7, 8

0, 10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17

18
IQ

20
21

22

3, 24, 25
26, 27, 28
29, 30

Tuning condensers; 1 and 2 on single control,
Tuning dials.
Antenna coupler with variable coupling.
Radio frequency transformers to tune with condensers.
See Coil, Tuning, Si:es Required for.

Sockets for A. C. filament tubes, 4 -prong type.
Socket for heater type detector, 5 -prong type.
Plate bypass condenser, .0005 to .001 mfd. capacity.
Detector plate circuit radio frequency choke coil.
Grid condenser, .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak, 2 to 5 megohms.
Regeneration control resistor across tuned grid circuit of
detector tube, maximum 200,000 to 500,000 ohms.
Grid bias resistor for power Tr. bi "L:r .f' o r deifirmination of
value seo. Tube, Alternating Current 1 ype. Usually about
2,000 ohms.

Bypass condenser for 17, 1/10 to 1 mfd. capacity.

Variable resistor for amplifier tube grid bias; 2,000 to

5,000 ohms maximum value.
Bypa&s condenser for /0, 1/10 to

1

mfd. capacity.

Low resistance potentiometer for amplifier center return
From 6 to 25 ohms, depending on transformer voltage.
Filament rheostat for radio amplifier tubes. Must carry
full filament current. From 1/5 to 1/2 ohm resistance.
Plate power supply unit terminals.
Filament and heater supply transformer terminals; 26 and
23 for center tapped winding, 27 for potentiometer center
adjustment.
Antenna and ground terminals.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE
SPEAKER

,--o 7

8+ 8+

C- C -

DET MYER AMP PeYIER

890,,/kj
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Aunt° A hi PL IFELR-FOI: R PR ONG TYPE HEATER TURES
Features:

Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Uses tubes having A. C. heater connections on base prongs,
cathode being attached to heater. Standard sockets are
used throughout. Same A. C. voltages used for all tubes

in receiver, including power or output tube.
To be used with amplifier on opposite page.
Comparatively simple, although there are more plate voltage and grid bias wires than in most A. C. audio
amplifiers. Alternating current wires shown in double
Comparatively high
lines should be of twisted pair.
heater voltage for these tubes makes rheostats unneces-

sary and allows use of heater wiring of 16 to 18 gauge
size.

Parts Required:

See 1!*..tielow. Numbers refer to diagram.

1.

6

Audio frequency amplifying transformers.
Output choke, 20 to 30 henries inductance.
Output condenser, 2 to 4 mfd. capacity. Must safely stand
full voltage applied to power tube plate.
Socket for voltage amplifying tube.
Socket for power tube.

7

Speaker terminals.

7

3

4

8, 9
10, 11

Plate voltage terminals.
Grid bias terminals.

The tubes for which this amplifier and the one on the opposite page are
designed operate with an A. C. heater voltage of 15.0 and with a heater
current of 0.35 ampere. Different types of tubes are made for voltage
amplifier, detector and power tube use, although all are of the same general

design and of the same external appearance.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE

B+ C-

2:1+

AMP Ph C+ B- 471

/70

.5,

A.C.

CRD ANT

CoN

_20

.23

N

RADIO AMPLIFIER -FOUR -PRONG TYPE HEATER TUBES
Features:

Audio Amplifier:
Construction:

Parts Required:

A. C. voltage to all tubes in receiver.
To be used with amplifier on opposite page.
Simpler than most other A. C. types because of single
voltage used and because biases arc secured through a
C -battery or power unit taps. Alternating current wires
shown in double lines, direct current in single lines.
See list below.. Numbers refer to diagram.
Antenna section of pining condenser.
Double section of tuning condenser.

1

2

Two-part drum -type tuning digr.'-' .,

3
4

5, o

7, 8, o
10
11

12
13
14

IS
16

17, 18, 10, 20
21

Uses tubes having A. C. heater connections on base prongs
and standard sockets with no added connections. Same

........

22, 23

..

Antenna coupler with variable position* of antenna coil.
Radio frequency transformers to tune with condensers 1--2.
Tube sockets, 4 -prong type, number 9 for detector.
Grid condenser, .00025 mid. capacity.
Grid leak, 2 megohms, to positive bias of 3 to 6 volts.
Plate bypass condenser, .0005 to .002 mid. capacity.
Radio frequency choke coil for detector output.
Potentiometer, 50 to 100 ohms resistance.
Volume control resistor for plate voltage on R. F. tubes.
200,000 ohms maximum resistance.
Bypass condenser for 15;
mid. capacity.
1

Power unit and C -battery terminals as marked. Voltage
on number 20 may be increased to reduce hum tendency.
Heater supply transformer terminals.
Antenna and ground terminals.

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE

B+ C- B+
POWER APP OLT

SPEAKER

Features:

Aunio ANt PLUM -TOT CONNECTED HEATER TUBES
Uses tubes having A. C. heater connections made to top
cap, with plate. grid and cathode connections through
base prongs. Uses standard type of socket. Two A. C.

voltages arc used, one for amplifiers and detector and
the other for the power tube which is of any standard
type, not a top connected heater type.
Radio Amplifier: To be used with amplifier on opposite or following page.
Alternating current wiring shown in double lines should
Construction:
be of twisted pair and large gauge size. Direct current wires shown in single lines should be kept well
separated from A. C. lints. Rheostat 7 is set to compensate for difference in length of A. C. wiring to audio
and

radio

f,c..:-F.11 . ,;

frequeiicy

tubes.

Any type of interstain

and any type of speaker connections may be

used.

Parts Required:

See list below. Numbers refer to diagram,

1, 2

Audio frequency amplifying transformers.
Output choke, 20 to 30 henries inductance.
Output condenser, 2 to4 mfd. capacity. Must stand full
voltage applied to power tube.
Socket for voltage amplifying tube. Only three connections made to socket terminals.
Socket for power tube, standard type.
To carry 11
Rheostat for amplifier tube heater.
amperes, 1 1/2 to 2 ohms resistance.

3

4
5

6
7

8, 0, 10
11

Terminals

for plate and grid

bias

voltages.

to plate power unit and C -battery if

Speaker terminals.

used.

Connected

RECEIVER, ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBE TYPE
C-

84-

AMP RF 820'

.26

C-4"

RI

A.C.

A.0

POWER

AMP

CRD ANT

,--0
27
28

0

0

di=m1
139

-714-13--

Ek..9
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RADIO AMPLIFIER-TOP CONNECTED HEATER TUBES

Uses tubes having A. C. heater connections made to top
cap, with plate, grid and cathode connections made to
three of the base prongs. Uses standard sockets Two
A. C. voltages, one for power tube in audio amplifier
and other for all remaining tubes. Volume control by
variable resistance across primary of transformer 9.
Audio Amplifier: To be used with amplifier on opposite page or preceding
pages where connections at left of this diagram match
those at right of audio amplifier.
Construction:
Alternating current wires shown in double lines should
be of twisted pair and large gauge size and should he
kept well separate/I from direct current wires shown in
single lines. Shields as shown by broken lines should
be used unless closed field Tit-Vi:Klded coils are employed. Single control may be applied to dsaLs 5 and
6.
Power tube bias secured through fixed resistor 18,
amplifier bias through C -battery or plate power unit taps.
Parts Required: See following list. Numbers refer to diagram.
Features:

1. 2, 3

Tuning condenser's.

Numbers 2 and 3 may be handled with
a single control.
Tuning dials.
Radio frequency transformers, number 7 is antenna coupler

4, S, 6
7, it, 9

and may have variable coupling for antenna coil.
Sockets for heater tubes. Standard types used but no
connection is made to positive filament terminal. Negative filament terminal connects to cathode in tube.

10, II, 12
13

14

...........
............
.

.

Grid condenser, .00025 mfd. capacity.

Grid leak, 1/2 to S megohms.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER FOR
15
16
17
18

Detector plate bypass condenser, .001 mfd. capacity.
Detector radio frequency output choke coil.
Bypass for C -battery, .002 to .006 mfd. capacity.
Grid bias resistor for audio amplifier power tube. For

19
20

Usually about 2,000 ohms.
Bypass condenser for 18, 1/10 to 1 mfd. capacity.
Rheostat for detector tube heater, 1 1/2 to 2 ohms resistance, to carry 1 to 1 1/2 ampere. Adjusted for gre,,,i.

determination of value see Tube, Alternating Current Type.

est sensitivity.

22

Rheostat for radio frequency amplifier tubes, 1/2 to I
ohm resistance, to carry 2 1/2 to 3 amperes.
Volume control resistor for second stage. Variable type,

23

Balancing or neutralizing condenser for first stage.

21

200 to 1,000 ohms maximum resistance.

Balancing.

24, 25
26, 27, 28
29

30

31, 32
33, 34

Sec

Plate power unit terminals.
C -battery or grid biasing terminals.
Terminals for A. C. supply to power tube filament, center
tapped transformer winding.
Terminals for A. C. supply to amplifier and detector tube
beaters. Center tapped transformer winding.
Antenna and ground terminals.
Shielding partitions or, preferably, complete box shields
for radio frequencY stages of amplifier.

This amplifier and corresponding audio frequency units arc designed to use the heater type tubes in which the heater element
draws from 1.0 to 1.1 ampere of current at 3.0 volts maximum. The
rheostats may be set to give best operation at any current and voltage
not exceeding these values. Usual plate voltages are supplied to the
detector, amplifier and power tubes. The balancing condenser may
be dispensed with any type of regeneration control substituted as
described under the heading Tube, Alternating Current Type.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER FOR.-On each of the
pages immediately following is shown a layout, a wiring plan, and
a list of parts required for the construction of a direct current tube

type of audio frequency amplifier starting with the plate

line

from a detector and ending withi the loud speaker terminals. The
left

hand side rrelcn of these audio amplifier diagrams

will

match with the right hand side of similar diagrams under following
headings which cover the various types of radio frequency amplifiers and detectors. Any two diagrams, one radio frequency and
one audio frequency, will go together to make a complete receiver
from antenna or loop to loud speaker. Any desired type of radio
frequency amplification may be combined with any desired type of
audio frequency amplification.
The audio amplifiers include impedance coupling, push-pull coupling, resistance coupling, transformer coupling and combinations of
these systems. The list of parts required includes all units shown
in the diagrams but does not include panels, subpanels, tubes, cabinets, wire or small fastenings.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, IMPEDANCE TYPE
A A B C C- C- 8+ B+ 8+ 8+ SPEAKER
4-

--

Amu
Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

+

Ar,P POWER R.F

CET PIP POWER

-4-

-

AMPLIFIER WIl II THREE -STAGE CHOICE COUPLING

Will add one-fourth to speaker distance ranges given for
radio frequency circuits with two -stage audio amplifier.
Excellent.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand
side of diagram.
Not difficult. The B+ Radio Frequency line may be
connected to the B+ Detector or Amplifier terminals if
either of these voltages are to be used for radio frequency.

Features:

Parts Required:

See Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Resistance Coupled.
Superior amplification of the lower notes is secured through
the three choke couplings. The volume control is desirable although it may be dispe.tsed with when the radio
frequency ,circuit provides sufficient reduction of power

for local stations.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

Audio frequency amplifying chokes.
Coupling condenser', 1/10 mfd. capacity or larger.
Coupling condenser, 1 mid. capacity.
Grid leak, I to 2 megohm resistance.
Grid leak, 1/2 to 1 megohm resistance.
Volume control variable resistor; 500,000 ohms or more maximum resistance.

Sockets for voltage amplifying tubes.
Socket for power tube.

Filament resistors or rheostats suited to tubes
Rheostat, Sizes Required.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. See Construction above.

used,

See

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, IMPEDANCE TYPE
A

+

A

8

C

C- C- B+
AMP mots RF

8+
B+ SPEAKER
nEr AMP POWER + -

Aliato AMPLI111.1( WM! THREE -STAGE AUTOToRMER COUPLING.

Amplification:

Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Features:

Greater than two stages and less than three stages of transformer coupling.
Unexcelled.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side
of diagram.
Not difficult. If a power tube is not used, both C- line are brought to one terminal and the 13+ Amplifier and
power lines are 'brought together at one terminal. The
Radio Frequency line may be connected to the 13+
Detector or Amplifier terminals if either of these voltages are to be used for tadio frequency.
Very uniform amplification of all notes. Amplification i*
high on weak incoming signals although volume is limited. See Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Impedance (Step -

Parts Required:
1, 2,

.1

4, 5, 6
7, 8, 0
10
11

12

13, 14, 15
16
17

Lip Type).
See list below.

Numbers refer to diagram.

Autoformers or step-up impedance couplers.
Coupling condensers; IA mid. capacity.
Sockets for tubes. Number 7 for power tube if used.
Grid leak; IA megohm resistance.
Grid leak; VI megohm resistance.
Potentiometer for volume control; 500,000 ohms resistance
Filament resistors. Number 13 for power tube if used.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. Sec Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, IMPEDANCE TYPE
A

+

-A

C

+

C- C-

B+

8+

AMP POWER RC

DET

13+

8+

SPEAKER

AMP POWER + -

fC
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11:1.10 AMPLIFIER WI TII ONE. TRANSFORSILR AND TWO CHORES FOR COUPLING.

Amplification:

Will add one-third to loud speaker distance range as given
for radio frequency circuits with two -stage audio am-

Quality:
Radio Amplifier:

Construction:

plifier.
Excellent.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side of

diagram.
Not difficult. The B+ Radio Frequency line may be con-

nected to the B+ Detector or Amplifier terminals

if

either of these voltages arc to be used for radio frequency.
See Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Impedance Coupled.

Featurm:

The transformer increases the r::erall amplification while
the chokes handle the lower frequencies well. The volume control is a desirable addition to a three -stage am-

Parts Required:

Sec list below.

4, 5

plifier.

Numbers refer to diagram.

Audio frequency transformer; low ratio preferred.
Coupling condenser, 1/10 mid. capacity or larger.

Grid leak, is to 1 megohm resistance.

Variable resistor for volume control; maximum resistance

500.000 ohms or more.
Sockets for voltage amplifying tubes.
Socket for power tube.
Filament resistors or rheostats for tubes 8 and 9.
Filament resistor or rheostat for power tube.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. See Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, IMPEDANCE TYPE
A

+

A

- 13

C

C-

C-

13+

PoirtR er.

13f 13+ E1
UT AMP POWER

SPERPQR

At.D1u ASIPLITILlt 1VITI1 1/011111.T. Ism:DANCE COUPLING,

Amplification:

Will add one-fourth to loud speaker distance range as given

for radio frequency circuits with two -stage audio

Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

plifier.
Excellent,

am-

May he added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side of
diagram.
Not difficult. The 13+ Radio Frequency line may be con-

nected to the B+ Detector or Amplifier terminals if
either of these voltages are to be used for radio fee

quency.

Each coupling unit consists of three elements:

a 141p mfd. stopping condenser between the P and t;
terminals; a 50 to 75 henry, fine wire choke winding
between the C and F terminals; and a 75 to 100 henry

choke winding between the P and B terminals,
Features:

PartsRequired:
1, 2, 3
1
5, 6
7

8, 9
10
11

12

this

latter of wire heavy enough to carry the plate current.

The double impedances for coupling provide practically uniform amplification of all frequencies. The output trans-

former keeps all diicct current load out of the speaker.
Sec list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Double impedance coupling units. See Conitruction abo%c
Output transformer.
Sockets for voltage amplifying tubt-s. Use high Mu tulle,
Socket for power tube.
Filament resistors or rheostats for voltage amplifying tubes.
Filament resistor or rheostat for power tube.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. Sec Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, PUSH-PULL TYPE
A

A

+

C- C- B+

B+

AMP POWEA RF

PET

8+ 8+
AMP AVNER SPEAKER

/2
El
AUDIO ANIPLITlEk WIT1t ONE Pusit-Puu. STAGE.

Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Somewhat greater than usual two -stage transformer amplifier.
Excellent.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiverheadings through wire ends at left hand side of
diagram.

Not difficult, although wiring is somewhat complicated.

If

power tubes are not used in push-pull stage, both Clines arc brought to one terminal and the II+ Amplifier
and Power lines arc brought together at one terminal.
The B+ Radio Frequency line may be connected to the
13+ Detector o? Amplifier terminals if either of these

voltages are to be used for radio frequency.
Features:

Parts Required:

See

Ampli-

fier, Audio Frequency, Push -Pull Type.
Allows griat volume without distortion. Voltage amplifier
tubes may be used in the two push-pull sockets with

good results. Bypasses arc provided for all plate circuits.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

Audio frequency transformer; of low ratio or high impedance.
Input push-pull transformer.
Output push-pull transformer.
Socket for first stage tube.
Sockets for push-pull tubes. Power tubes go here if used.
Bypass condensers;
mfd. capacity.
Filament resistor or rheostat for first audio tube.
Filament resistor or rheostat for two push-pull tubes in
1

parallel.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required.

Sec

Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, PUSH-PULL TYPE

+- A

A

B

C
-4-

C- C- B+

AMP POKER R.F

8+ 8+ 8+
DET AMP AMER SPEAKER

A1'U10 AMPLIFIER WITH Two Pustt-Peta. STAGLS.

Will add one-half to loud speaker distance
range as given for radio frequency circuits with two

Amplification:

Very high.

Quality:
Radio Amplifier:

Unexcelled.

Construction:

Rather difficult because of large amount of wiring. The
B+ Radio Frequency line may be connected to the It+
Detector or Amplifier terminals if either of these voltagec arc to be used for radio frequency. Power tubes
should he used ifi last push-pull stage. Scc Amplifier,

Features:

Great volume without distortion. Bypasses arc provided
for both plate and grid circuits,
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

stage audio amplifier.

May he added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side of
diagram.

Audio-Frequency. Push -Pull Type.

Parts Required:
1

2

3
4

5, 6, 7
A, 9
10. 11. 14
12, 13
15
16

17
IR
10

Audio frequency transformer; of low ratio or high impedance.
Input push-pull transformer.
Interstage push-pull transformer.
Output push-pull transformer.
Sockets for voltage amplifying tubes.
Sockets for power tubes.
Bypasses for plate circuits; 1 mfd. capacity.
Bypasses for grid circuits; TA to 1/2 mfd. capacity.
Filament resistor for first audio tube.
Filament resistor for two push-pull tubes in parallel.
Filament resistor for two power tubes in parallel.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. Sec Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, RESISTANCE TYPE
A

+

B

-A -

C

+

C- C- 8+
RES MYER R.f.

El+
OET

84- 8+ SPEAKER
RES POWER + -

Audio AMPLIFIER WITH TIIREE-STAGL RI:SISTANCL COUPLING

Amplification:

Quality:
Radio Amplifier:

Construction:

Will add one-fourth to speaker distance ranges given for
radio frequency circuits with two -stage audio amplifier.
Excellent.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit through wire
ends at left hand side of diagram.

Not difficult. li a power tube is not used. both C-- lines

arc brought to one terminal and the 8+ Resistance and
Power lines are brought together at one terminal. The
B+ Radio Frequency line may be connected to the 13+

Detector or Resistance terminals if either of these

Features:

Parts Required:
1,

2, 3

4, 5, 6
S

9, 10, 11
12, 13, 14
15
10
17

Pt
10

20, 21, 22
25,
24

voltages are to be used for radio frequency. Sec Amplifier, Audio Fhquency, Resistance Coupled.

Gives excellent amplification pf the lower notes. The five step control for volume is a valuable addition.

See list Wow. Numbers refer to diagram.

Coupling resistors; 1/10 megohm to Al megohm each.
Bypass condensers; one mid. capacity.
Grid leak; 1 megohm resistance.
Grid leak; 34 megohm resistance.
Sockets. High Mu tubes in 9 and 10, power tube in 11.
Coupling condensers; .005 to .05 mfd. capacity.
Five -point switch for volume control.
Resistor; 100,000 ohms resistance.
Resistor; 250000 ohms resistance.
Resistor; 500,000 ohms resistance.
Resistor; 1 megohm resistance.

Filament resistors to suit tubes used.
Filament switch.

Terminal posts as required. See Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, RESISTANCE TYPE
Ft

A

B

C- B+

8+

8+

+ POWER RC

DIY

RES

C

.

t

6'

MI411
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8+ SPEAKER

POAIR + -
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men

Al:DIO AMPLIFIER WITII ONE TRANSFORMER

Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:

Construction:

AND

Two RESLsTANC:E STAGES

Considerably greater than two transformer stages.
Excellent.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown unthr
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side of

diagram.
Nut difficult. The B+ Radio Frequency line may be Con-

nected to the 13+ Detector terminal if this voltage is to
be used for radio frequency. See Amplifier, Audio Fre-

Features:

Parts Required:
1

2, 3
4, 5
6
7

R. 9
10

11, 12, 13
14, IS
16
17
18

quency, Resistance Coupled.

Provides good ampliPcation for all frequencies. Bypasses
are provided for all plate circuits.
See list 111:low. Numbers refer to diagram.
Audio frequency transformer; of low ratio or high impedance
Coupling resistors; 100,000 ohms resistance.
Coupling condensers; 1/10 mfd. capacity. Condensers as

small as .006 mfd. capacity may be used.
Grid leak; Y., megohm reststance.
Grid leak; V megohm resistance.
NOTE: Resistance couplers may be used for part 2, 4 and

and for parts 3, 5 and 7.

Sockets for voltage amplifying tubes. High Mu tubes.
Socket for power tube.
Bypass condensers; 1 mfd. capacity.
Filament resistors or rheostats for voltage amplifying tubes.
Filament resistor or rheostat for power tube.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. Sec Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, RESISTANCE TYPE
A

-A B

C

+

C- C- Ei+
RES

PoriER

R.F.

13+

8+ B+

CET

RES POcirA

-

SPEAKER

+

Aunt() ANIPLIFIER WITH Fox: R -STAGE. RESISTANCE COUPLING
Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Features:

Parts Required:
1, 2, 3, 4
3, 6, 7, 8
10
11

12

13, 14, IS

Will add one-half to loud speaker distance range as given
for radio circuits with two -stage audio amplifier.
Excellent.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side
of diagram.
Not difficult. The 13+ Rddio Frequency line may be connected to the 13+ Detector terminal if this voltage is
to be used for radio frequency. See Amplifier, Audio

Frequency, Resistance Coupled.

Provides uniform amplification of practically all frequencies
and with the four stages will provide any reasonable
volume. Bypasses are used for the plate circuits.
Sce list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Coupling resistors; 100,000 ohms resistance.

Coupling condensers; from .006 to 1/10 mid. capacity each.
Grid leak; 1 mcgohm resistance.

Grid leak;

mcgohm resistance.

Grid leak; 14 mcgohm resistance.
Grid leak; 100,000 ohms resistance.
Sockets for voltage amplifying tubes. High Mu tubes will
increase volume.
Socket for power tube.
Bypass condensers; 1 mfd. capacity.
Filament resistors for voltage amplifying tubes.
Filament resistor for power tube.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. See Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, TRANSFORMER TYPE
A

- -B.

A

+

C

C- C- 8+ 8+ 8+ 5+
AMP COEA flf

OET

-

SPEAKER
AMP POWER +

AUDIO AMPLIkIER WITH Two TRANSFORMER STAGES

Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Maximum for two tubes.
Good.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side
of diagram.
Simple and easy. If a power tube is not used, both Clines arc brought to one terminal and the B+ Amplifier
and Power lines are brought together at one terminal.

The B+ Radio Frequency line may be connected to
the 13+ Detector' or Amplifier terminals if either of

Features:

Parts Required:
1, 2

3

4, 5

these voltages arc to be used for radio frequency. See
Amplifier, Audio Frequencz Transformer Coupled.
Bypasses arc provided for all plate circuits. The input
choke helps to prevent high frequency currents in the
audio circuits.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Audio frequency transformers. If of different ratios, the
lower ratio goes in position 1.
Radio frequency choke coil.
Sockets for audio tubes. Number .5 is for a power tube if
used.

6, 7, 8
9, 10

Bypass condensers; 1 mfd. capacity.

11

Filament switch,
Terminals as required.

Filament resistors or rheostats to accommodate tubes used.

Number 10 is for a power tube if used.
12

See Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, TRANSFORMER TYPE
A

- -5
A

C

+

C- C-

Elf

AMP POWER RE

B+

El+

DET

AMP POWER

13+

SPEAKER

-

/?PO

AUDIO AMPLIFIER WITH

Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Two

TRANSFORMER STAGES AND OUTPUT CHOKE

Maximum for two tubes.
Good.

May, be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wires at left hand side of
diagram.
Simple and easy. If power tube is not used, the two C-

lines are brought to one terminal and the II+ Amplifier
and Power lines are brought to one terminal. The B+
Radio Frequency line may be connected to the B+

Detector or Amplifier terminals if either of these voltages
are to be used for radio frequency. See Amplifier, Audio

Features:

Parts Required:
1, 2
3

4,

5

6, 7
M

oi 10
11

12

.......

Frequency, Transformer Cqupied.
Bypasses arc provided for all plate circuits. The output
choke and bypass condenser take all direct current load
away from the speaker.
Set list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Audio frequencylransformers. If of different ratios, the lower
ratio goes in position 1.
Output choke.
Sockets for audio tubes. Number 5 is for power tube if
used.

Bypass condenser; 1 mfd. capacity.

Output condenser; 2 mfd. capacity.
Filament resistors or rheostats to accommodate tubes used.
Number 10 for power tube if used.
Filament switch.
Terminals as marked.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, TRANSFORMER TYPE
A

+

- -8
A

C

C- C - B+ 8+ 8+ 8+ SPEAKER
AMP

PtAvEll R F

CET

AUDIO AMPLIFIER Wm! Two TR.A.Nsroaxtus

Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:

Construction:

AMP POWER

AND OUTPUT TRANSFORMEP.

Maximum for two tubes.
Good.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side
of diagram.
Simple and easy. If a power tube is not used, both Clines are brought to one terminal and the 8+ Amplifier

and Power lines arc brought together at one terminal.
The B+ Radio Frequency line may be connected to
the B+ Detector or Amplifier terminals if either of
these voltages are 'to be used for radio frequency. See

Features:

Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Transformer Coupled.
Bypasses arc provided Lor ail plate circuits. The output

Parts Required:

speaker.
See list below.

1, 2

3

4, 5

transformer keeps the direct current load out of

the

Numbers refer to diagram.

Audio frequency transformers. If of different ratios, thc
lower ratio goes in position 1.
Output transformer.
Sockets for audio tubes. Number 5 is for power tuck
1:

used.

I mfd. capacity.
Filament resistors or rheostats to accommodate tubes
Number 10 for power tube if used.

6, 7, 8
9, 10

Bypass condensers;

11

Filament switch.
Terminals as required.

12

used

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, TRANSFORMER TYPE
A

A

90 -0

8

GI

C

+

C

Bt
RF

BI-

B+

-

SPEAKER

BET AMP +

0=0

0

Arnso AMPLIFIER WITH Two TRANSFORMER

STAGE -S

AND PARALLEL OUTPUT Trues

Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Features:

Parts Required:

1.2
3. 4, 5
II.
7

.
0

.

Equivalent of two stages.
Good.

May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at kit hand side of
diagram.
Simple and easy.

The 8+ Radio Frequency line may be
connected to the B+ Detector or Amplifier terminals
if either of these voltages arc to be used for radio
frequency. See Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Transformer

Coupkd.
Greater undistorted volume may be secured than from a
single tube in the last stage. It is possible to obtain
good results with voltage amplifying tubes in all three
sockets.

See list below.

Numbers refer to diagram.

Audio frequency ransformers. If of different ratios, the
lower ratio goes in position 1.
Sockets for tubes.

Filament resistor or rheostat for tube in socket 3.
Filament resistor or rheostat for two tubes in sockets 4 and 5.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. The
and C+ terminals

A-, B-

arc to be connected together, either under the panel as

indicated or on top as shown in other diagrams.

Construction above.

See

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, TRANSFORMER TYPE
A

+

A

8

-

C

+

C- C- 8+
AMP PAU R F

8+
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+

SPEAKER

-
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Aunt° AMPLIFIES( WITU Two TkANSFORMER STAGES AND
POSENTIOMETLR CONTROL

Amplification:

Quality:
Radio Amplifier:
Construction:

Will add one-half to the loud speaker distance
range as given for two -stage audio amplifier.
Excellent with high grade transformers and power tube.
May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left of diagram.
Rather difficult. Care must be used in wiring. Thc B+
Very great.

Radio Frequency line may be connected to the 8+

Detector or Amplifier terminals if either of these voltage,
are to be used for radio frequency. See Amplifier, Audio
Frequency, Transformer Coupled.

Features:

Parts Required:

I, 2, 3
4
5, ti

11, 12, 13
9, 10
ft,

14

IS
16
17

IS
19

Volume control allows maximum amplification without
distortion from 'all incoming signals. Both plate and
grid circuit bypasses are provided. High frequency currents are reduced by the radio frequency choke and the
grid leak on the power tube.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

Audio frequency transformers; of high impedance.
Radio frequency choke coil.
Sockets for voltage amplifying tube:.
Socket for power tube.
Bypasses for plate circuits; 1 mfd. capacity.
to 1 mfd. capacity.
Bypasses for grid circuits;
Grid leak; 1/10 to 1 mcgohm as required for good quality Potentiometer for volume control; 500,000 ohms resistance
Filament resistor for two voltage amplifying tulx-s.
Filament resistor for power tube.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. See Construction above.

RECEIVER, AUDIO AMPLIFIER, TRANSFORMER TYPE
A

- A

B

C

+

C- C- 8+

8+

POKER

DET

FlF.

8+ B+

-

SPEAKER

AMP POSER +

/7

-FJ
AUDIO ASIPLIEIER WITH THREE TRANSFORMER STAGES
AND SWITCH CONTROL.

Amplification:
Quality:
Radio Amplifier:

Construction:

Very great. Will add one-half to loud speaker distance
range as given for two -stage audio amplifier.

Good with power tube in last stage.
May be added to any radio frequency circuit shown under
Receiver headings through wire ends at left hand side
of diagram.
Rather difficult. Care must he used in wiring. The B+

Radio Frequency line may be connected to the B+

Features:

Parts Required:
I. 2

t

4. 1
6

7, 8, 11

0. 10
12
13

14. 15

..

17 ..........
18

Detector or Amplifier terminals if either of these voltages
are to be used for radio frequency. Sec Amplifier, Audio
Frequency, Transfermer Coupled.
Switch control allows use of either two or three stages,
but keeps power tube in output stage at all times. Has
bypasses for both plate and grid circuits.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Audio frequency transformers; of low ratio or high impedance.
Sockets for voltage amplifying tubes.
Socket for power .tube.
Bypasses for plate circuits; mid. caparity.
Bypasses for grid circuits; Vs to 1/2 mfd. capacity.
Power tube grid bypass; .0005 to .002 mfd. capacity as required to prevent high frequency currents in last stage.
Double -pole, double -throw jack switch for volume control.
This switch cuts out second audio tube in socket 5.
Filament resistors for voltage amplifying tubes.
Filament resistor for power tube.
Filament switch.
Terminals as required. Sec Construction above.
1

RECEIVER, BROWNING -DRAKE

RECEIVER, BRIDGE CIRCUIT.-See Balancing,
RECEIVER, BROWNING-DRAKE.-This receiver

makes

use of a single radio frequency stage employing a specially designed
transformer which provides great amplification in comparison with
most other types. This radio frequency stage is balanced by the

Hazeltine method as employed in the Neutrodyne receiver. The
transformer is provided with a primary winding composed of a
large number of turns of rather small wire laid in a groove or slot
near the filament end of the secondary winding. This allows a large

inductive coupling, yet prevents all but a small amount of capacitive
coupling between primary and secondary. A variable tickler coil
on a rotor is used for detector circuit regeneration. Two diagrams
arc shown, one using a 3 -volt tube in the radio frequency stage
and the other using a 5 -volt tube in this position. Sec also Balancing.

GRD

SHOAT

LONG

ANT

ANT

BROWNING -DRAKE RECEIVER

(With 3 -volt radio kequency tube)
Distance Range:
Selectivity:
Audio Amplifier:
Construction:
Operation:

600 to 1000 miles with two audio stages added.
Fair.

Any amplifier shown under Rrceiver, Audio Amp!Orr j!.r,

may be used by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Simple and easy with parts properly located and spaced.
Tuning is very easy with the two tuning dial. Detector
circuit regeneration is

controlled by a knob 9.

The

balancing condenser is adjusted according to instructions

RECEIVER, BROWNING -DRAKE
under Balancing. The left hand or antenna dial may be
logged clusely but the detector dial 4 is affected by the
regeneration control.
Fraturee:

Will not re -radiate when balancing condenser is properly

Parts Required:

number of tubes used.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

adjusted.

An

excellent

distance

getter

considering

........................................................................
1

2

3, 4
5

u

Tuning condenser for antenna coupling coil; usually of .0005
or .00035 mfd. capacity.
Tuning condenser for transformer coil 7; usually of .00035
or .00025 mfd. capacity.
Dials for tuning condensers 1 and 2.
Balancing condenser; usually .00001 to .00002 mid. capacity.
Antenna coupler, fixed primary and secondary windings, to
match condenser 1.

7

8
9

10
11

12
13

Radio frequency transformer with primary in groove under
end of secondary and with variable tickler coil. Secondary
to match condenser 2. This transformer is often built as
a unit with condenser 2.
Tickler coil for transformer 7.

Control knob air tickler coil 8.

Socket for 3 -volt radio frequency tube.
Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt size.
Fixed condenser; detector plate bypass; .002 mid. capacity.
Fixed condenser for long antenna; .00025 mfd. capacity.
The longer the antenna, the less should be the capacity
here.

16

Fixed grounding condenser; 1 or 2 mfd. capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 megohms resistance.

17

Filament resistor for radio frequency tube, 50 -ohms resistance.

14

15

20

Filament resistor or 25 -ohm rheostat for detector tube.
Ground binding post.
Short antenna binding post for antenna 50 feet or less in

21

Long antenna binding post for antenna more than 50 fret

la
lo

length.
long.

BROWN tsre.-DaacE REctivra

(With 5 -volt Radio Frequency Tube)
Distance Range:
Selectivity:

Audio Amplifier:
Construction:
Operation:

Features:

600 to 1000 miles with two audio stages added.
Fair.

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Simple and easy with parts properly located.
Tuning is easy with the two dials 3 and 4. Detector regeneration is controlled by knob 9. The balancing condenser 5 is adjusted according to instructions under
Balancing. The antenna circuit dial 3 may be logged
closely, but the tickler setting affects the detector circuit
dial 4.
Will not re -radiate when balancing condenser S is properly
adjusted. Balancing is not as easy as when a 3 -volt tube
is used for radio frequency amplification, but the power
is somewhat greater with the 5 -volt tube in this position.

RECEIVER, BROWNING -DRAKE
SHORT

CR0

Atir

LONG
ANT'

TICKLER
COIL

/2

Paris Required:
1

2

3, 4
S

0
7

8
o
10
11

12
13

Sec list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Tuning condenser for,antenna coupling coil; usually of txxii
or .00035 mid. capacity to match coil 6.
Tuning condenser for transformer coil 7; usually of .000.;5
or .00025 mid. capacity.
Dials for tuning condensers I arid 2.
Balancing condenser; usually .00001 to .00002 mfd. capacity.
Antenna coupler, fixed primary and secondary windings; to
match condenser 1.
Radio frequency transformer with primary in groove under
end of secondary and with variable tickler coil Secondary
to match condenser 2. This transformer and condenser 2

arc oftee built together as a unit.

Tickler coil for transformer 7.
Control knob for tickler coif 8.
Socket for radio frequency tube; 5 -volt size.

Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt size.
Detector plate bypass; .002 mfd. capacity fixed condenser.
Fixed condenser for long antenna; .00025 mfd. capacity.
The longer the antenna the less capacity should be u,;eil
here.

14
15

16
17

18, 10
20
21

22

Grounding condenser; 1 mfd. capacity.
Radio frequency bypass; .005 mid. capacity fixed condeim.r
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2-megohms resistance.
Filament resistors for ;./$ ampere tubes. Rheostats may l':'

used in one or both positions here.
Ground binding post.
Short antenna binding post for antenna 50 feet or less.
Long antenna binding post for antenna more than 50 /0'1.

RECEIVER, CRYSTAL

RECEIVER, CONSTRUCTION OF.-See Construction,
Receiver.

RECEIVER, CRYSTAL.-The operation of the crystal as a

detector is explained under Detector, Crystal.

Crystal

Ftc:. 1.-Simplest Type of Crystal
Receiver.

Fm. 2.-Crystal Receiver with Loose
Coupled Antenna Circuit.

The simplest type of crystal receiver is shown in Fig.

1. The
coil L and condenser C should be chosen to cover the broadcast band
according to specifications given under Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required

for.

The antenna taps may be made at 2, 3, 5, 8 and 12 turns as
Rec el ver

Crystal

Vart ome ter -

B

Switch

Corkafile

I

Buzzer

d tery

Coils

Fic. 3 -Circuit for Adjusting
Fic. 4.-Variometer for Tuning
Crystal Contact.
Crystal Circuit.
Shown, thus providing a good range of adjustment between extremes
01 selectivity and sensitivity. Like all receivers using no vacuum
tubes this type will provide headphone reception only.
A receiver with loose coupled antenna circuit
2.

is shown in Fig.

The antenna coil A may be built as shown and tapped
at about

RECEIVER, CRYSTAL

every fifth turn or it may be untapped and mounted so that its
coupling with the secondary coil L may he varied to provide the
required selectivity. The coil L and condenser C are of such sizes
as will cover the broadcasting band.

Fig. 3 shows a convenient method for allowing adjustment of the crystal to
maximum semitivity. The upper part of this circuit may be any kind of a
crystal receiver. Between the ground and the tuning coil arc two additional
coiLs A and B each composed of three or four turns and loosely coupled with
each other. Coil B is in series with a buzzer, a small battery for the buzzer and
r. switch. With the switch closed and the buzzer operating the buzzer signak

may be heard in the headphones while the crystal contact is adjusted.
switch is then opened and the receiver is used for reception as usual.

The

The circuits of Figs. to 3 use a variable condenser for tuning
to resonance. It. is also possible to use a variable inductance as
Tube
1

Detector

Bypass
Rodeo Frequency

rced t

Li 74'

PET)

'fade°

Transforener

5,-Substitution of Crystal for Tube Detector.

shown in Fig. 4. A variometer it; used at L. The antenna coil .1
may be tapped as in Figs. 1 or 2 or it may be arranged for rotation
in securing variations of coupling for selectivity. The coil B need
be of only ten or twelve turns at the most.

Changing from Tube to Crystal.-It is sometimes desired to

substitute a crystal detector in place of a vacuum tube detector already built into a receiver. This may be done as indicated in Fig.
5. The upper part of the drawing shows the detector stage of any
vacuum tube receiver. At the left is the radio frequency transformer or antenna coupler with its tuning condenser. At the right
is shown an audio frequency transformer which might be replaced
with either a resistance or choke coil coupling.
In the lower part of Fig. 5 the crystal has been inserted in place
of the tube. The tube and its grid leak and condenser are dts'
connected. The crystal is placed between the end of the tuned cir-

RECEIVER, FOUR -CIRCUIT
cuit formerly connected to the grid of the tube and the plate connection of the audio transformer or other coupler. The small bypass

condenser formerly connected from the plate of the tube to one of
its filament circuits is now connected across the primary of the
audio transformer or coupler. The B -battery or power unit is dis-

(onnected from the detector plate terminal of the receiver and a
wire is placed between this terminal and the tuned circuit.

Crustal

-EME3Connection
to Tuning

rj rid

1

.Bsipass

Le,74 and

Condenser Condenser

-

Detector

Tube Soc4et
-

.874017"

new cWneZ-1,;,7 hire
FIG.

G.-Lsing Crystal in Place of Tube Detector.

Tlive changes as actually made in the receiver arc shown in Fig. 6. The
tube is removed from its socket. The battery wire is taken off the B+ Detector
terminal. The crystal is connected from the tuned circuit at the left to the
audio transformer at the right, jumping the grid leak and condenser. If the
leak is connected from the grid terminal to the negative or positive filament
terminal of the tube, the leak should be removed entirely. The bypass con(lemer

is connected across the audio coupling device and the B+ Detector
of the transformer is connected to the .4- terminal on the receiver.

RECEIVER, FOUR-CIRCUIT.-The connections for a four -

circuit or link circuit receiver are shown in the diagram. The antenna is roughly tuned by the tapped coil 4 and the antenna circuit

Circuits of Four -Circuit Receiver.

RECEIVER, LONG WAVE
is coupled to the grid circuit of the first tube through coils I and 2.
Coil 1 consists of a single turn. Coil 2 is tuned to resonance with
a variable condenser, this coil 2 providing a link coupling between
/ and 3. Coil 3 is likewise tuned to resonance with a second variable
condenser, this combination being connected in the grid circuit of
the detector tube.
The arrangement of the coils or windings is shown at the righi.
Coil 4 is placed in non -inductive relation with coil 3 and has an
exceedingly small coupling with coils 1 and 2.

RECEIVER, LINK CIRCUIT.-See Receiver, Four -Circuit.
RECEIVER, LONG WAVE.-A great deal of the commercial and Government radio telegraph communication is carried on
with the so called "long waves," the wavelengths above 600 meters
and extending to 15,000 meters. The circuits of a receiver suited
for these long waves or low frequencies are shown in the diagram.
Layout, wiring and specifications arc also given.

A- ArL8-

BI:

Long Wave Receiver.

The tube may be any of the usual amplifying types. Receiving
is done with the tube in an oscillating condition so that a beat note
is produced between the tube and the incoming signal. The variable tuning condenser is of .001 microfarad or 1000 micro -micro farad capacity. The tuning coil is.made of various sizes according

to the wavelength to be received. The mounting for this coil
should be such that the coil itself is easily removed and replaced
with a different size.

For listening to transmission at 600 meters a honeycomb coil of 100 to ISO
turns is used; for use between 2600 and 5000 meters it is of 750 turns; and
for 5000 to 15,000 meters 1500 turns are required.
The rheostat should be of from twenty to thirty ohms resistance, sin4-c it
is used to control regeneration and oscillation. The grid condenser is of Eh'
usual .00025 microfarud capacity and the leak may be of two megolum re*

RECEIVER, LONG WAVE
sistance.

About forty-five volts should he used for the plate when employing

a hard tube. All receiving with thc outfit shown is with headphones, although
one or more stages of audio frequency amplification may be added for loud
speaker work. The antenna should be 100 feet or more in length.
CRD

ANT

LONG WAVE RECEIVER

Distance Range:

300 to 500 miles with two audio stages added.

Selectivity:
Sufficient for long wave work.
Audio Amplifier: Any two -stage or three -stage

amplifier shown under Re-

ceiver, Audio Amplifier for, may be added by connecting

to wires at right hand side of diagram. The line from thc
B+RF terminal on the audio diagram is omitted.
Construction:
Very easy to build and wire.
Operation:
Only one tuning control.
Features:
By the use of tuning coils of various inductances it is possible to receive signals on all the high wavelengths.
Parts Required: See list below, Numbers refer to diagram.

........................................................................

Tuning condenser; capacity .001 mfd.
Dial for condenser 1.
Honeycomb or bank -wound coil suitable for frequency to be
received. Detachable or plug-in mounting.
Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt size.
Fixed condenser for detector plate bypass; .002 mfd. capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 mid. capacity.
Grid leak; from 2 to S megohms resistance.
Rheostat for detector; 25 -ohms resistance.
Ground terminal post.
Antenna terminal post.

RECEIVER, LOOP

RECEIVER, LOOP.-Any receiver of sufficient sensitivity
may be used with a loop in place of with an outdoor or indoor
antenna. The only difference in connections is shown in the dia-

In Fig. 1 the loop is tuned with the variable condenser and
the combination is connected in the grid circuit of the first radio
frequency amplifying tube or the detector tube of the receiver.
grams.

Loop

'Variable

condenser

FIG. I.-Tuned Loop Connected to Amplifying Tube.

In Fig. 2 the loop has been replaced with an antenna and its

coupling coils. All of the changes are made on the left hand side

of the vertical broken line. The loop has been removed and in it
place is the secondary coil of the coupler. The antenna is coupled
to this coil with the small winding. This first circuit is still tuned
by the variable condenser.

Antenna
Coils

t
I

FIG. 2.-Loop Replaced with Antenna Coils.

Information on the subject of using loops for picking up signal energy
given under the heading of Loop. Methods of changing from antenna to 101)1)
on the same receiver are shown under Jacks and Switches, Uses of. Layout,
wiring and specifications are given for a receiverto he built either for loop
or antenna reception.
Local reception may be had with a loop connected to a regenerative detector.
For distance work it is necessary to use at least two stages of radio frequency'
amplification ahead of the detector and three stages will be better. The superheterodyne and many of the more powerful tuned radio frequency receivers
are well adapted to loop reception.

RECEIVER, LOOP
ANT

1/8.

GROUND

/94-'
/71

/71

411111T

IIMt=

Loot, OR ANTENNA Re.e.mvut
Distance Range:
Selectivity:

500 to 800 milts on a loop.

Audio Amplifier:

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side.
Not difficult with suitable parts or tuning units. If shielding is omitted, it is necessary to use closed field coils.

Construction:

Operation:
Features:

Parts Required:

Good.

Tuning condensers 1 and 2 should be provided with small
vernier condensers for preliminary adjustment.
It
separate condensers arc used for 1 and 2 their rotor
shafts should be metallically connected. Use any control
shown under Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

Left hand dial tunes loop or antenna coupler; right hand
dial tunes remaining two coils. See Control, Single.
May be built either for loop or antenna operation. For
loop operation, coupler 6 is omitted together with the
broken line wiring leading to it and the broken line wire
:1 is put in. For antenna operation the line :1 is omitted
and the coupler 6 with its connections is put in.
Sec list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

............... ........................................................
I, 2

3.............
4,

7,

5

Two tuning condensers on one shaft, both of same capacity
and type, to tune with coils 7 and S. One or both of these
condensers should have vernier condensers in parallel.
Tuning condenser. If loop is used, this condenser should be
of capacity to tune with it. If coupler 6 is used for antenna,
this condenser should tune with the coupler secondary.
Dials for tuning condensers.
Antenna coupler. This unit and the wins connected to it
in broken lines arc omitted if a loop is used.
Radio frequency transformers; secondaries to tune with condensers 1 and 2.

RECEIVER, "N" CIRCUIT

15
16

Sockets for radio frequency tubes.
Socket for detector tube. Soft or gaseous tube.
Detector plate bypass condenser; .002 mid. capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 megohms resistance if of fixed type. A
variable resistor with maximum resistance in excess of one
megohni may be used here as a regeneration control.
Filament resistor for first radio frequency tube.
Filament resistor for second radio frequency and detector

37

tubes; 1/2 ampere type.
Shielding partitions.

9, 10
11

12
13
14

Is
19

Loop or antenna terminal post.
Loop or ground terminal post.

RECEIVER. "N" CIRCUIT.-This receiver, of which the

tuning circuit is shown in the diagram. was designed by Sir Oliver
Lodge. Increasing the capacity of the oscillation condenser will
make the circuit regenerate and oscillate. Increasing the capacity
of the balancing condenser stabilizes the circuit and prevents oscillation. Decreasing the capacity of the oscillation condenser too
much for the constants of the parts in,use will cause oscillation at
low frequencies to he more pronounced than at high frequencies.
while using too much capacity here will reverse this tendency.

Oscillation
condenser-

Raclza

frequency
cho%e

Balancrn9
conc/en set -

/7t

The "N" Circuit Receiver.

Balancing is done by first setting the oscillation condenser at
maximum capacity and the balancing condenser at minimum capacity. The tuning condenser is set nearly to maximum capacity and
the tube lighted, which will cause oscillation. The balancing condenser capacity is increased enough to stop the oscillation and the
tuning condenser moved throughout its range. If oscillation occure,

at any frequency, the capacity of the oscillation condenser is lessened, the tuning condenser is again set near its full capacity and
the balancing condenser capacity increased just enough more to
prevent oscillation. This procedure is repeated until tuning condenser movement will not cause oscillation.

RECEIVER, NEUTRODYNE

RECEIVER, NEUTRODYNE.-This is a tuned radio fre-

quency receiver with each radio frequency stage balanced by a

feedback from a secondary circuit to the grid circuit of the preceding tube. This method is described under Balancing. These receivers may be built with either two or three stages of amplification
and with either single or multiple control for the tuning condensers.

The layout, wiring and specifications for a two -stage Neutrodyne
are shown.
LONG

SNORT
GRO

ANT

ANT

2.1

24

26

/6

13

.23

NLurauuv'e RECLIVER

Distance Range:
Selectivity:
Audio Amplifier:

Construction:
Operation:

Features:

Parts Required:

SOO to 1000 miles with two audio stages added.
Good.

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Not difficult with suitable parts.
Comparatively s%jmple with a little practice and after preliminary logging is finished. Three tuning controls are
used, but since no regeneration control is needed, the
operation is but little more difficult than with two tuning
controls and a regeneration control. Sec Balancing for
adjustment of balancing condensers.

Will not re -radiate with balancing condensers /0 and ii
properly adjusted. Freedom from oscillation produces

excellent quality but somewhat lessens the selectivity in
comparison with receivers which allow variable control
of regeneration.
See following list. Numbers refer to diagram.

RECEIVER, ONE TUBE
1,

2, 3

Tuning condensers; ail alike and of .00025 to .0005 Info
capacity.
Dials for tuning condensers.

4, 5, 6

Antenna coupler; secondary to tune with condenser
Radio frequency transformer with tapped secondary

7

8, 9

I.

ings as shown.

10, 11

Balancing

12, 13

maximum capacity. See Balancing.
Sockets for radio frequency tubes; 5 -volt size.
Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt size,

14
15
16

Usually of .00002

to

Detector plate bypass condenser; .002 mfd. capacity.

17
18
10

20, 21, 22
23
24

condensers.

Antenna series condenser; .00002 to .00025 mid. capacit%
required for desired selectivity.
Grounding condenser; 1 mfd. or larger capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 nth!. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 megohms resistance.
Filament resistors or rheostats to suit tubes used.
Shielding partitions.
Ground terminal post.

,i,

25

Short antenna terminal post for antenna 50 feet nr less in

20

Long antenna terminal post for antenna more than 50 feet

27

Grid return; may be made either to positive or negative line
A small double -throw switch may lie used to allow
changing of detector tube type.

length.
long.

RECEIVER, ONE TUBE.-A single vacuum tube may be

used as a detector for satisfactory headphone reception up to fair
distances. A non -regenerative one -tube receiver with condenser

Fm. 1.-One-Tube Single
Circuit Receiver.

2.-One-Tube Variometer
Tuned Receiver.

tuning is shown in Fig. 1. The coil and condenser are chosen according to information given under Coil, 7'uning, Sizes Required
for. A similar non -regenerative receiver, but with variometer toning

is shown in Fig. 2. The receivers of Figs. 1 and 2 are both of the
single circuit variety, delivering considerable power but having lithe
selectivity.

RECEIVER, PORTABLE
Regenerative one -tube receivers arc shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The antenna
circuit is loosely coupled in both of these types, the single circuit arrangement
being a too powerful radiator to allow its use with regeneration. The circuit
of Fig. 3 uses the usual tickler coil feedback. The receiver of Fig. 4 uses a

FIG. 3.--One-Tube Receiver with
Tickler Coil Regeneration.

4.-One-Tube Receiver with
Variometer Regeneration.

plate variometer for producing feedback through the internal capacity of the
tube. Both of these methods of obtaining regeneration are described under
Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

RECEIVER, PORTABLE.-A portable receiver is any

ceiver which is completely self-contained and which is light enough
to be carried about with compvative ease. Portable receivers are

limited to types using pciwer units or else dry cells as a source of
filament current. These receivers are often operated with a loop,
although an antenna and ground may be rigged up quite easily in
practically any location.
Portable receivers for headphone work may be made very small and compact
since it is necessary to use only one or two tubes. Operation of a loud speaker

calls for at least two audio frequency stages which add considerably to the
bulk and weight of the outfit_ Any form of tuned radio frequency receiver,
any form of superheterodyne, or any'regenerative receiver will make a satisfactory portable outfit when designed with dry sell tubes and put into a case
with all necessary batteries.

RECEIVER, REFLtX.-See Re flexing, Principles of.

RECEIVER, REGENERATIVE.-This type

of receiver

employs regeneration in the detector stage by using any of the
methods described under Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining. The
most commonly employed system uses a variable tickler winding
on a rotor mounted in one end of the coupler. The layout, wiring
and specifications for such an outfit are shown.
Distance Range:

Selectivity:
Audio Amplifier:
Cortst ruction:

About 200 miles with two audio stages added.
Fair.

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Easy to build and wire. See Regeneration, Methods of
Obtaining; also Coil, Tickler.

RECEIVER, REGENERATIVE
GRB

GI/3

014

DETLCTOR WITII TICKLER RLGENERATII)N

Operation:

Features:

Fairly simple, but requires practice for best results.

Tunine.

control by dial 2, regeneration control by knob 7, and
selectivity control by knob S. The controls for regeneration and selectivity both affect the tuning and make logging difficult.
With skillful use of antenna coupling control and of regeneration control it is possible to make this receiver
either an excellent distance getter or quite selective as
desired.

Parts Required:

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8

0
10

II

12
13
14

With optimum antenna coupling and maximum
possible regeneration, the range may be as much as three
or four hundred
under favorable conditions.
See following list. Numbers refer to diagram.

Tuning condenser; capacity to match coupler 3.
Dial for condenser 1.
Coupler with variable antenna coil, variable tickler coil, and
secondary to tune with fonclenser I.
Antenna coil of coupler 3.

Control knob for antenna roil 4.
Tickler coil of coupler 3.
Control knob for tickler coil 6.
Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt size.
Fixed condenser for detector plate bypass; .002 mfd. capaci('
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2-megohms resistance.
Rheostat for detector; 25 -ohms resistance.
Ground terminal post.
Antenna terminal post.

RECEIVER, RICE CONTROL

RECEIVER, RICE CONTROL.-This receiver

of the
anced by a capacitive feedback from the plate circuit of each
is

tuned radio frequency type with each radio frequency stage balamplifying tube to one end of the grid coil for the same tube. This
method is described under Balancing where the circuits are shown.
The layout, wiring and specifications are given here for a single
stage of radio frequency amplification using this control and followed by a regenerative detector stage.
cRo

Q/7

LONG SHORT
ANT
ANT

6,

//

ZIP'

41f91,

111111111.

ONE RADIO STAGE p'1111 RICE. CONTROL

Distance Range:
Selectivity:

Audio Amplifier:
Construction:
Operation:

Features:

Parts Required,

WO to 1000 miles with two audio stages added.
Fair.
Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier fur,
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Simple and eas with parts properly placed.
Tuning with dials 3 and 4. Regeneration control by variable tickler 7. The balancing condenser 14 is adjusted
according to instructions under Balancing. The antenna
stage tuning dial 3 may be closely logged but the setting
of dial 4 is affected by the tickler 7. The long and short
antenna connections allow choice between selectivity and
power.
Will not re -radiate when balancing condenser 14 is properly
adjusted. Has good power considering number of tubes
used.

See following list.

Numbers refer to diagram.

RECEIVER, RICE CONTROL
1,2

Tuning condensers; preferably of .00025 or 110035 mid

3. 4

7

Dials for tuning condensers 1 and 2.
Coupling coil; secondary to tune with condenser 1; primary
tapped for antenna connections.
Radio frequency transformer with variable tickler coil.
Variable tickler coil for transformer 6.

S

Control knob for variable tickler coil

o

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17

IS
19

capacity.

7.

Socket for radio frequency tube; 5 -volt or 3 -volt.
Socket for detector tube, 5 -volt or 3 -volt.
Detector plate bypass condenser; .002 mfd. capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 megohms resistance.
Balancing condenser; usually .00002 to .0000S mid. capacit
Filament resistor or rheostat for radio frequency tube ill

socket 9. See Rheostat, Si:es Required.
Filament resistor or rheostat for detector tube in socket 10
See Rheostat, Sizes Required.
Ground terminal post.
Long antenna terminal post for use with antenna more than

fifty feet in length.
Short antenna terminal post fbr antenna fifty feet or less in
length.

Any of the balancing systems may be applied to only a single

stage of radio frequency amplification, as with the Rice circuit here
shown, or they may be applied to two or more stages as in the layout shown under the heading of Receiver, Neutrodyne. Under the
heading of Balancing will be found the schematic circuits with full
explanations of the generally used bridge arrangements.
As a general rule it is advisableto use balancing condensers of
the same capacity range for all stages handled in this manner. With
two radio frequency stages, the second stage has the greater tendency toward oscillation because it is removed from the damping
effect of the antenna circuit. With three radio frequency stages.
both the second stage and the third stage require careful treatment
to avoid uncontrollable oscillation.
When balancing two radio freqgency stages it is often advisable
to add a third balancing condenser from the detector stage back to

the first radio frequency stage in addition to the individual condensers used between the first and second stages and also between
the second stage and the detector stage. This added balancing circuit will take care of the feedback between the detector stage and
the first stage which is not cared for by the regular bridging of the
two other condensers.

The problems to be met and overcome in balancing are quite
similar to those handled when applying single control, in that all
parts of the several stages must be identical in every respect, otherwise the feedbacks outside of the tube will make it impossible to
obtain complete balancing. All of these balancing methods are intended to compensate only for the internal feedback within the tube
from plate to grid. They cannot be made to care for any feedbacks
outside of the tubes.

RECEIVER, ROBERTS

RECEIVER, ROBERTS.-This is a tuned radio frequency

receiver with the single radio stage balanced by a feedback from
one part of a special double plate winding to the grid circuit of the
same tube through a small balancing condenser. The method is
described and the circuit shown under Balancing. The layout, wiring and specifications are given here for a radio stage using this
control, which is followed by a regenerative detector.
ANT

GROUND

02/

4'7 7

3

4

rr

/

ONE RADIO STAGE WITH ROBERTS CONTROL

Distance Range:

WO to 1000 miles with two -audio stages added.

Audio Amplifier:

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,

Fair.

may be added by connecting to the wire); at the right

Construction:
Operation:

Features:
Parts. Requireil:

hand side of the diagram.
Simple and easy with parts properly located.
Tuning with dtals 3 and 4. Dial 3 is affected for logging
by movement of antenna coil 6 while dial 4 is affected
for logging by movement of tickler coil W. Balancing
condenser 12 is adjusted according to instructions under
Balancing. Regeneration is controlled by movement of
coil 10. Any desired relation between selectivity and
power may be had by moving antenna coil 6.
Will not re -radiate when balancing condenser 12 is properly
adjusted. Has front panel control for selectivity by
moving antenna coil 6.
See following list. Numbers refer to diagram.

RECEIVER, SCREEN GRID TYPE
1, 2
3, 4

Tuning condensers; usually of .00035 or .0005 mfd. capacity.

S

Coupling coil; secondary to tune with condenser 1; antenn.1

Dials for condensers I and 2.
coil on rotor.
Antenna coil of coupler 5.

6

Control knob for antenna coil 6.

7

Special radio frequency transformer; secondary to tune with

8

condenser 2; double primary with two parts of equal
number of turns but wound in opposite directions and
close together; variable tickler coil at opposite end.
Double primary winding of transformer 8.

0
10

Variable tickler coil of transformer 8.
Control knob for tickler coil 10.

11
12

Balancing condenser; usually of .00002
capacity.

to

.0001

raw.

Socket for radio frequency tube; 5 -volt size.
Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt size.
Detector plate bypass condenser; .002 mfd. capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 megohms resistance.

13
14
15

16
17

Filament resistor or rheostat for radio frequency tube.
Filament resistor or rheostat for detector tube.
Antenna terminal post.

18
10

20

Ground terminal post.

21

RECEIVER, SCREEN GRID TYPE.-Under the heading
of Tube, Screen Grid Type are described the operating characteristics
of the four -clement tubes used in the following receivers, also the

precautions which must be taken in building and wiring these designs to insure satisfactory operation. That section should be read
before commencing construction.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR TUNED GRID RECEIVER

Distance Range:
Selectivity:

1500 to 2000 miles with two audio stages added.

Audio Amplifier:

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram. Space charge grid tubes may be used in
these amplifiers. See Tube, Screen Grid Type.
Requires the use of high grade tuning apparatus and very

Construction:

Good.

careful *bidding as indicated by broken lines in diagram. Grid and plate leads must be kept well separated.
Operation:
The high amplification makes tuning quite easy and distant stations are brought through with good volume.
Features:
Each of the two tuning dials operates two variometers and
both dials will tune nearly alike. Gives an exceptionally
good combination of sensitivity and selectivity, chiefly
because of the tuned dntenna circuit.
Parts Required: Sec following list. Numbers refer to diagram.
1

2

3

4, 5
6,
8

7

Variometer for tuning antenna circuit.
Variometer for first stage tuning, connected with / for
control by one dial.
Antenna coupling coil, one to three turns.
Variometers connected for tuning two gages with one dial
Sockets for screen grid amplifying tubes, may be shielded
Socket for detector tube.

RECEIVER, SCREEN GRID TYPE

.3

TUNED GRID CIRCU IT-11ARIONII TER COUPLING
9

10, 11

Variable condenser, .0005 mfd. or greater capacity for ad-

justing antenna circuit capacity to allow one dial control of variometers I and 2.
Fixed condensers 7f .00005 to .0001 mfd. capacity. Not
needed if variometers cover broadcast band without
them.

12, 13
14

15
16
17

IS
19

20, 21

22, 23
24
25

26
27

28
20
30
31

37.

...
34. 35
30

Coupling condensers, fixed type, .00025 mfd. capacity.
Variable condenser, .00005 to .0001 mfd. capacity for adjusting variometers 4 and 5 to tune together on one dial.
Grid condenser, .00025 mfd. capacity.
Plate bypass condenser, .001 mfd. capacity.
Regeneration coil, honeycomb type, 25 to SO turns as will
allow regeneration at low frequencies with control 25.
Detector plate R. N. output choke coil.
Grid leak, to 5 megohms for best results.
Plate circuit choke coils, ho'heycomb type, 750 to 1250
turns each.
Filament and grid bias resistors, 10 ohms each, R. F. tubes.
1

Filament resistor, detector, regular type for tube used.
Rheostat for volume control, 10 ohms.
Resistor for reducing R F. filament voltage, 21/4 ohms.
Antenna and pround binding posts.

Ground connection to shield. Omission increases selectivity
but lessens stability of receiver.
Detector plate lead to audio amplifier.

Scieen grid lead, to B + 45 volts, usually detector plate
voltage terminal of audio amplifier.

A + filament supply, 6 volts.
A - filament supply, 6 volts.
B + lead for radio frequency tube plate circuit.
Shield partitions to isolate coils 20 and 21.
Plate and grid leads in grounded sheaths or shields.

RECEIVER, SCREEN GRID TYPE
ANT GROUND

SCREEN BIAS

.27

f

CONDENSER AND COTIr-TUNED PLATE CIRCUIT

1500 to 2000 miles with two audio Rages added.
Good with loo6e coupling of antenna coil.
Audio Amplifier: Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand tAl.
of diagram.
Requires high grade tuning apparatus with low losses in
Construction:
condensers and coils to make good use of tubes' ability
in amplifying. Complete box 1-..hields must he used
indicated by broken lines.
Operation:
Individual dials may be used for the three tuning condensers or condensers 2 and 3 may be operated from one
Distance Range:
Selectivity:

control, preferably with a separate vernier conden-er

Features:

l'arts Required:

across number 3 to equalize tuning at high frequencies.
Plate vditage control of volume is shown but any other
control described under Tu5e, Screen Type may be used.
The variable antenna coil coupling allows greatest possible
sensitivity with the -electivity which may be required
by local conditions.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

4, 5
o

Tuning condensers, .0005 mfd. or greater capacity. Rotor grounded on shield.
Tuning dials.
Antenna coupler with variable coupling of antenna winding
to grid coil. Grid coil to tune with condenser 1 according to tables under Coil, Tuning, Sizrs Required for.

7, 8

panel if desired.
Impedance tuning coils to operate with condensers 2 anti
3.
Sizes according to table under Coil, Tuning, Si:ei

1,

2, 3

Control for variable coupling may be brought to front

RECEIVER, SCREEN GRID TYPI.,
Required for.
Sockets for screen grid tubes.

0, 10

11 ........... :
13, 13
14. 15

lo. 17

Is

.

Socket for detector tube; not screen grid type.
Screen grid bypass condensers, 002 mfd. capacity.
Plate circuit bypass condensers, .006 mfd. to 1/10 mtd.
capacity.
Coupling condensers, plate to grid circuit, .00025 mfd.
capacity. Number 17 acts as a grid condenser.
Plate bypass condenser, .0005 to .001 mfd. capacity.

17. 1.4

Radio frequency choke coil for detector plate output.
Screen grid tube filament resistors to furnish grid bias.
To be 10 ohms each.
Grid leaks, 2 to 5 megohms each.

24

Detector filament resistor, 2 ohms.

19

:0, 21

l.-;

26
21

iq

29
30

31

Variable resistor for plate voltage control of regeneration
and oscillation. Maximum value 200,000 ohms.
Bypass condenser for 25. Capacity, 1/2 to I mid,
Antenna binding post and lead.
Ground binding post and lead.
Screen grid biasing post. Connected to 45 -volt positive
terminal on plate power supply unit.
Ground connection to negative filament line. This connection is optional. Using it will increase the stability
and consequently the sensitivity of the receiver. Omitting it will increase the selectivity.
Detector filament resistor, 2 1/4 ohms.

The selectivity of this receiver and of the one following is determined chiefly by the degree of coupling of the antenna coil to
the first tuned coil, by the amount of regeneration introduced by
raising the plate voltage and by.the excellence in design and construction of the tuning condensers and coils. Space wound coils

wound on a minimum quantity of good dielectric generally give good
results. The antenna coupling may be made very loose, the antenna
coil being of ample inductance with four to six turns. As with all
other receivers, the use of regeneration will increase the apparent
selectivity. A short and rather low antenna will give better results
than any of large size. Twenty-five feet is generally a good length

and a fifteen to twenty foot elevation is satisfactory. Indoor antennas will give good results in practically all cases. A light socket
antenna will also give good'results in practically all locations.
Sensitivity may often be increased with lessened danger of oscillation by inserting choke coils and bypasses in the filament lines
;iccording to methods explained under Tube, Screen Grid Type. It
is always advisable
to run the plate leads in shielded wire with the
shield connected to the main box shield.
When two dials are used, with the right hand one controlling two
condensers, it is necessary to
use the same values for coupling condensers
and grid leaks in positions 16 and 17, 22 and 23. Different values
of coupling condensers make a decided change in the
tuning point for a given frequency.
In many cases it will help
materially also
to enclose the grid leads in shielded wire.

RECEIVER, SCREEN GRID TYPE

.17ZAMIPL 6
VARIOESETER TUNED PLATE CIRCUIT

Distance Range:
Selectivity:

Audio Amplifier:
Construction:

1500 to 2000 miles with two audio stages added.
Good with loose coupled antenna circuit at 7.
Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by ,connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Requires the use of high grade variometers of inductance
suited to tuning over the broadcast range. Variometee
shafts

Operation:

Features:

Parts Required:

1, 2, 3
4, S, 6

must

clear

shields,

and

instruments

must

he

mounted on insulating supports separating them from
the shield. Complete box shields must be used as indicated by broken lines. Either the positive or the neestive filament line must be connected to shields.
Variometers 2 and 3 may be operated from a single dial
control, adjustment for this single control of two stages
being made with the small condensers 9 and W. Because of a slight broadness, even on distant stations.
control with three dials is quite easy. No control for
regeneration and oscillation is shown, but any explained
under Tube, Screen Grid Type may be used. A 10 -ohm
rheostat in place of resistor 26 makes a good control.
A stop should be provided so that filaments cannot be
operated at more than 3.3 volts.
The variometers allow maximum inductance for each tuned
frequency and consequently provide maximum 'ollace
drop across the tuned circuits. Theoretically, this mill
increase the amplification over that secured with a ine:1
inductance and variable capacity.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Tuning variometcrs.

..................

Insulating mountings for variometcrs.

RECEIVER, SHORT WAVE

7 ..............

s, o, 10 ........
11 .

i

12

.........

; .............

14 , 15

In

17

1S

10

Antenna coupling coil, two to six turns of wire.
Tuning condensers, .00014 to .0005 mfd. capacity to allow
variometers to tune over broadcast band.
Sockets for screen grid tubes.
Socket for detector tube, not screen grid type.
Screen grid bypass condensers, .002 mfd. capacity.
Plate circuit bypass condensers, .006 to 1/10 mfd. capacity.
Plate bypass condenser, .0005 to .001 mfd. capacity.
Coupling condensers, .00025 mfd. capacity, same in both
stages.

20

21, 22

23, 24
1;
27, 2S
30

Note

Radio frequency choke coil for detector plate output.
Screen grid tube filament resistors to furnish grid bias.

Value, 10 ohms each.
Grid leaks, 2 to 5 megohms each.
Detector filament resistor, 2 ohms.
Screen grid tube filament resistor, 2 ohms.

Antenna and ground binding posts.
Screen grid bias post. Connect to 45 -volts positive.
Ground connection for negative filament line giving greater
stability if used and greater selectivity if omitted.
Except for tuning elements this receiver is like the one
preceding.

RECEIVER, SHORT WAVE.-Wavelengths below those in

the broadcasting band are used for radio telegraphy and also for a
considerable
of radio telephone work among the amateurs
and for such work as rebroadcasting. Receivers for use on these
short waves or high frequencies must be designed to avoid the harmful effects of uncontrolled oscillation from the many feedbacks that
take place easily at the high frequencies.
Practically all short wave receivers consist of a regenerative de-

tector without any radio frequency amplification other than that

provided in the action of regeneration. Radio frequency amplification, except with screen grid tubes, is so hard to control that its use
adds little if any to the sensitivity of such receivers. One or more
stages of audio frequency amplification may be added if desired for
loud speaker operation.
The regeneration should be obtained with a fixed tickler, that is,
with a tickler which is not, turned or rotated to change the amount
of regeneration. Several forms of fixed tickler are shown under
Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

The types controlled with a

variable condenser in the feedback circuit will be found satisfactory
or the resistance controlled types may be used if preferred. The
condenser control may be better for the shorter wavelengths.
One type of short wave receiver is shown in Fig. 1. The antenna
cod :I must be very loosely coupled
to the grid coil L. The grid
coil L is tuned by the variable condenser.
c onsists

The tickler coil T

of a few extra turns on the end of the grid coil.

tion I
s controlled by the variable condenser R.
hoke coil is placed between the audio

Regenera-

A radio frequency
transformer and the plate of

RECEIVER, SHORT WAVE
the detector tube. The grid leak may be of from two to ten meg.
ohms resistance and the grid condenser of .00025 microfarad capacity.

type of short wave receiver is shown in
The filament
circuit of this outfit is grounded. The antenna coil
circuit
sFhiogu. 1d2. be very loosely
coupled to the grid coil L and the tickler coil T may be placed very close
the grid coil. The number of turns in the tickler coil may be from one-third

the number of turns in the grid coil up to the same number as in the grid
Tuning is done with a variable condenser and regeneration control is

coil.

with variable condenser R. The radio frequency choke is placed as in Fig. 1.
This radio frequency choke may often be replaced with a resistance of from
25.(X)0 to 50.000 ohms with good results.

Grid LeaA and

R Chok,
Coil

Condenser

Audio
Tube

/que/io
TiVirsformer
71-

et

- Amp

Oct.

Ftc. 1.-Short Wave Receiver.
All three coils; antenna, grid and tickler; should be wound on high grade
The supports must contain the least possible amount of dielectnc
and no metal. The windings may be held together with a little collodion
Single or double cotton covered wire of 14 or 16 gauge is satisfactory. The
turns are space wound. The following table shows the number of turns required in coils of three-inch diameter when wound ten turns to the inch
tubing.

(spaced) and when used with tuning condensers of various maximum capacities.
The number of turns specified in the table applies to coil L in the receivers.
The coils must be changed in order to receive the several wave bands in which
short wave transmission may he heard.
Tuar:s REQUIRED FOR SHORTWAVE COILS

Coils 3 -inch diameter. spaced 10 turns per inch, with minimum dielectric

Tuning Range in Meters

Maximum Capacity
VI S.-VIILIU1134:1

in Nlicrofarads
0.0001
0.00015
0.00025

200 to 65

150 to 50

61

38
28
19

44
29

100 to 35

50 to 17

25 to 8
3

20.5

8

16

6

2

11

4

1.5

RECEIVER, SHORT WAVE

Almost any antenna may be used.

Outdoor antennas from

twenty-five to fifty feet long give good results and indoor antennas
may often be used with success. All antenna connections and all
ground connections must be well made and of low resistance. If
operation is found to be uncertain at some wavelengths, due to the
natural frequency of the antenna system, the trouble may be overcome by connecting a fixed condenser of from .0001 to .00025 between the antenna lead-in and the antenna terminal on the receiver.
The layout and specifications for a short wave receiver are shown.
For receiving radiophone signals, speech and music, the receiver
is kept just below the oscillating point. Regeneration is used, but
is not allowed to break over into oscillation. When receiving radio
telegraph signals the receiver is used in an oscillating condition.
R r ChoAe

Auoio
gucAo ti

B-

Tube

Dee
2.-Second Type of Short Wave Receiver.

Amp

The oscillation or regeneration ccAltrol is turned up until oscillation
starts and is then turned back until just apove the oscillation point
for most satisfactory reception.
Since the coils of short wave receivers are generally of the plugin variety, they may be subjected to rather rough handling. This
makes it advisable to sacrifice some electrical efficiency to gain the

needed mechanical strength.. Binders of good quality should be
applied to hold the turns in place. Either phenol compounds or
hard rubber may be used in the coil form or tubing.
Shielding is almost always helpful in receivers of this type and
Is found to introduce but very slight loss. Wire sizes around number 14 and number 16 show the best all-around efficiency. Still
larger sizes are also good but the resistance increases very rapidly
from. number 18 up, a number 26 wire showing three times the resistance of number 14.

RECEIVER, SHORT WAVE
GRD

40

/2

ANT

0

/3

/0
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

Distance Range:
Selectivity:
Audio Amplifier:

Construction:
Operation:
Features:

Parts Required:
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

R

9
10
11

12
13

500 to 2000 miles viith two audio stages added.
Sufficient for short wave work.
Any two -stage amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for, may be added by connecting to wires at

right hand side of diagram.
Fairly easy to build and wire. Requires care in wiring arrangement. See Receiver, Short Wave.
Proficiency easily acquired with a little practice.
By the use of various tuning coils 3 it is possible to receive phone or telegraph signals below 200 meters.
Sec list below. Numbers refer to diagram.
Tuning condenser of capacity according to preceding table
showing coils to be used. May have vernier.
Dial for condenser 1.
Coupler coil with secondary winding and tickler winding on
one form arranged for detachable or plug-in mounting.
Antenna coupling coil arranged for variable coupling with
coil 3. Coupling need rot be controlled from panel.
Radio frequency choke coil.
Socket for detector tube.
Grid condenser; .00025 to .0005 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak.; 5 to 10 megohms resistance.
Regeneration control condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity. This
is a tuning condenser type.
Knob for control condenser 9.
Rheostat for detector; 25 -ohm resistance.
Ground terminal post.
Antenna terminal post.

RECEIVER, SINGLE CIRCUIT

RECEIVER, SINGLE CIRCUIT.-A single circuit receiver
is one in which the antenna is directly connected to the grid circuit
of the detector tube. In two -circuit, three -circuit or four -circuit

I.-Single Circuit Receiver with
Parallel Condenser.

Fir.. 2.-Single Circuit Receiver with
Series Condenser.

receivers the antenna is more or less loosely coupled with the grid
circuit of the detector. Single circuit receivers may be used when
regeneration is not employed. With regeneration they become transmitters and re -radiate badly.

Fit.

A -Sing le Circuit Receiver with

Variomctcr Tuning.

FtG. 4.-Single Circuit Receiver with
Negative Grid Return for Soft
Detector Tube.

Fig.1 shows a single circuit receiver with a tuning condenser across the

en!! coil. Fig 2 shows a receiver of this type tuned by means of an antenna
st cies condenser. Fig. 3 shows a single circuit receiver with variometer tuning.

1-1g. 4 shows a negative grid return for the receiver of Fig. 1.

RECEIVER, SINGLE CONTROL

RECEIVER, SINGLE CONTROL.-Single control

receivers

are of the tuned radio frequency type with all tuning controls (usually condensers) operated simultaneously from a single knob, drum
or dial. Two radio frequency stages may be used, although three
or more stages are generally employed. The operation of these
receivers is exceedingly simple after they are properly built and the
necessary preliminary adjustments arc made. Their construction
and adjustment are rather difficult and require care in the selection
of apparatus, in the placing of the units and in the arrangement of
the wiring. The instructions given under Control, Single, should be
followed when these types are being built.
The layouts, wiring and specifications for several tuned radio frequency receivers with a single tuning control are shown.
ANT

GROUND

JJ11I

11

SINGLE DIAL WITII PLATE CONTROL

Distance Range:
Selectivity:
Audio Amplifier:
Construction:
Operation:

SOO to 1000 miles with two audio stages added.
Excellent.

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added.
It is necessary to use care in wiring. Coils must be of
closed field type or individually shielded.

One tuning control and one regeneration control make
operation easy after condensers are once adjusted to tulle

Features:

Parts Required:

together.

The coupling tube prevents the antenna from affecting the
tuning of the first radio frequency stage. Will not re radiate.
See following list. Numbers refer to diagram.

RECEIVER, SINGLE CONTROL
1,

Three separate condensers on one shaft or three -unit gang

1, 3

condenser for tuning. Tuning condensers should have small

vernier condensers in parallel with each unit.
Dial for tuning condensers.

4

5. O.

Radio frequency transformers of closed field type or individually shielded. See Coil, Closed Field Type.

7

Socket for antenna coupling tube.
Sockets for radio frequency tubes.
Socket for detector tube.
Detector plate bypass condenser; .002 mid. capacity.
Bypass condenser for control resistor; .005 mfd. or greater
capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 mcgohms resistance.
Coupling tube resistor; 75,000 to 100,000 ohms resistance.
Regeneration control variable resistor. Maximum resistance

o, 1U
11

i
13
15

to
17

18, 19, 20, 21
21

2!

200,000 ohms or more.

.

Filament resistors of size to accommodate tubes used.
Ground terminal post.
Antenna terminal post.

The purpose of the antenna coupling tube shown in the layouts of
single control receivers is to avoid the effect of the antenna's capacity and inductance on (he tuning of the first variable condenser
in the series of condensers handled by the one control. Were the
primary winding of the transformer coil tuned by the first condenser

connected directly into the antenna circuit, as is general practice,
this condenser would not tune in unison with the other condensers.
The effect of the antenna would be to add to the effective inductance and capacity of the first circuit so that the condenser's capacity would have to be kept below the capacity of the other condensers on the single control shaft.

Insertion of the coupling tube between the antenna circuit and
the first tuned circuit allows this first tuned circuit to act in exactly the same manner that all the other tuned circuits act and the
setting of all the condensers remains the same for all frequencies
received. So much of the action of the coupling tube is advantageous but the tube serves no other useful purpose, has no amplification whatever, and actually reduces the power of the whole receiver below what it. would be without this tube in use.
Under the heading of ..,Intenna, Coupling of are shown several
ways of obtaining exceedingly loose coupling between the antenna
and the first tuned circuit. The coupling which employs two separate coil forms, one carrying a small part of the tuned winding and
also the antenna coil, may be. made to give results generally as good
or even better than the coupling tube. By using such a loose coupling arrangement the antenna may be made to have so little effect
on the first tuned stage that the coupling tube may be dispensed
with and the first radio frequency transformer replaced with the
special type of antenna coupling coils. If it is desired to reduce
the number of tubes to a minimum, some such plan may be preferred
to the exact layout shown in the diagram. The antenna stage should
be made to tune broadly rather than very sharp.

RECEIVER, SINGLE CONTROL
CROUNO

ANT

'4 VI/
SLNGLE DIAL

Distance Range:
Selectivity:

Audio Amplifier:
Construction:

Vuu

THROTTLE CONTROL

SOO to 1000 miles with two audio stages added.
Excellent.
Any amplifier shown 'under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by connecting to wires at. right hand side
of diagram.
Requires care In wiring and placing of units. It is neces-

sary to use coils of the closed field type or others com-

pletely shielded.
Operation:

Features:

Parts Required:

Single tuning control with one regeneration control makes
operation very easy after preliminary settings of tuning
condenser verniers. This form of regeneration control is
exceptionally smooth and does not affect the tuning.
Single control or separate drum control may be used for
the three tuning condensers. The coupling tube prevents
the antenna circuit from affecting the tuning of the first
radio frequency stage. Will not re -radiate.
Sec list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

1

Three -unit tuning condenser with single drum or with sena.
rate drums for each. Each unit should have small vernier

2, 3, 4

Radio frequency transformers of closed field type to tune
with condenser 1.
Socket [or antenna coupling tube. This tube does not amplify but prevents antenna inductance and capacity from
affecting first tuned circuit.
Sockets for radio frequency tubes.
Socket for detector tube.
Detector plate bypass condenser .002 mfd. capacity.
Grounding condenser;
mfd. capacity.

5

6,
8
0
10

7

condenser in parallel.

1

RECEIVER, SINGLE CONTROL
11

(;rid condenser; .00025 mEd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 mcgohms resistance. Grid return end of

leak may be connected to either the positive or negative
line, depending on the type of detector tube used. A small
double -throw switch may be used here.

14

1;
16

17, 18, 10, 20 .

Coupling tube resistor; 75,000 to 100,000 ohms resistance.
Regeneration control condenser; .001 mfd. capacity.
Regeneration control choke; 10 to 15 millihenrits inductance.
Fixed resistor; 10,000 to 50,000 ohms. Resistance selected as
required to just allow oscillation at highest wavelengths or
lowest frequencies with control condenser 14 set at maximum capacity.
Filament resistors to suit tubes used.
Ground terminal post.
Antenna terminal post.

The throttle control shown in this receiver operates according to
the following principle: The high frequency current in the plate
circuit is held back or is allowed to flow in any amount desired so
that the energy passed into the following stage of amplification may
be reduced sufficiently to lower the volume, or may be increased to
cause maximum possible regeneration.
The plate circuit for one of the radio frequency amplifying tubes
passes through the primary winding of the following transformer

The other end of this primary winding is connected both to
the control condenser and to the control choke. The direct current for the plate circuit passes through the choke to the power

coil.

unit or the B -battery but the impedance of this choke is high enough
to prevent passage of the radio frequency current through it. The

radio frequency current is thus forced to take the path through
the control condenser. The other side of this control condenser is
connected to the negative filament line, completing the plate circuit back to the tube's filament.
With a control condenser of one thousand micro-microfarad capacity set with its plates fully in mesh, the flow of radio frequency
current in the plate circuit is practically unhindered and the result
is maximum volume or maximum regeneration. As the plates of
this control condenser are turned out of mesh, reducing its capacity
and increasing its reactance, the flow of 'high frequency plate current is lessened to a greater and greater extent. This serves to reduce volume or reduce regeneration.

In making a preliminary adjustment of this receiver, the radio
frequency plate voltage should be adjusted until it is just great
enough to allow oscillation .at the lowest frequencies or highest
.v
%avelengths
to be received when the control condenser is set with
plates fully in mesh or at maximum capacity. The condenser
will then handle all higher frequencies or lower wavelengths within the broadcasting range, starting or stopping oscillation at any
pointin the tuning scale. Failure of the control condenser to prevent oscillation at the lower wavelengths indicates that the primary
winding on the radio frequency transformer is much too large, or has

too many turns.

RECEIVER, SINGLE CONTROL
ANT

GROUND

SncCLE CONTROL oP FOUR STAGES

Distance Range:
Selectivity:

1000 to 1500 miles with two audio stages added.

Audio Amplifier:

Any amplifier shown sunder Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.

Excellent.

may be added by connecting to wires shown at right

Construction:
Operation:
Features:

Parts Required:

hand side of diagram.
Rather complicated and difficult. Shielding must be used
Some form of control shown under Regeneration, Methods o/ Obtaining, must be added.
The single tuning control makes operation very easy after
the stages arc once adjusted to operate together.
The coupling tube makes it possible to tune all stage
alike because the antenna does not affect the first stave
The crystal detect& aids in reducing the tendency to free
oscillation.
Sec list bdow. Numbers refer to diagram.

8. 9, 10, 11

Five -unit ganged condenser with drum carrying scale and
knob for tuning. Each unit has a small vernier device in
parallel.
Radio frequency transformer coils to tune with condenser 1.
Socket for coupling tube. :This tube does not amplify.
Sockets for radio frequency tubes; 3 -volt or 5 -volt size

12
13
14

Crystal detector; fixed contact type.
Biasing battery and control for detector.
Detector bypass condenser; .002 to .005 mfd. capacity.

IS
16, 17, IS, 10, 20

Coupling tube resistor; 75,000 to 100,000 ohms resistance
Filament resistors of size to accommodate tubes used.
Shielding partitions.
Ground terminal post.
Antenna terminal post.

2, 3, 4, 5, 6
7

desired.

21

22
23
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RECEIVER, SUPERHETERODYNE.-In the superheter-

odyne type of receiver the incoming signals are changed from their
original frequency to a new frequency at which they are amplified.
This new frequency is much lower than the frequency of the carrier
wave coming to the antenna or loop of the receiver, yet it is well
above any audible frequency. .All signal frequencies are changed
into the new frequency at which all of the amplifying stages of the
superheterodyne receiver are designed to operate most efficiently.
For example, if a superheterodyne receiver is designed to amplify
Loop

..--,1-i

71-lining

Condenser

.LDetector
--I
Tit be

1.-Tuned Loop Connected to a Detector as Used in a Superheterodyne
Receiver.

at a frequency of thirty kilocycles, all incoming signals are first

Signals of 1500
kilocycles or of 550 kilocycles all are changed to the same thirty
kilocycles. This change of signal frequency is the principal difference between the superheterodyne and other receivers. A much
greater degree of amplification is obtainable at the comparatively
changed to thirty kilocycles before amplification.

low amplifying frequency than can be had at the usual radio
frequencies used in tuned radio frequency amplifiers.

The foundation of the superheterodyne principle is shown in the
circuits of Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 is
the simplest possible radio receiving circuit consisting

of

a loop

tuned with a condenser and connected to a detector tube. With
t.he loop and condenser tuned to
resonance at a certain frequency,
signals or that frequency will be received and impressed on the grid of
the tube in the usual manner.
2.-Simple Form of Oscillator
Fig. 2 shows one of the simplest
Ud in Superheterodyne.

6rio'Cod

forms

of oscillator.

A

coil

in

the plate circuit of a tube ig inductively coupled to a coil in the
grid circuit of the same tube so that energy from the plate circuit
will be fed back into the grid circuit. The coil in the grid circuit
IS tuned with a variable condenser and the system will oscillate at

the frequency to which the grid coil and variable condenser are
tuned to resonance. This frequency may be made anything within
the range of the coil's inductance and the condenser's capacity. The
operation of such oscillators is described under Oscillator.
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In the circuit of Fig. we may receive the frequency of any
signal, that is, we may have in this circuit the frequency at which
the signal is coming to the loop. In the circuit of Fig. 2, the oscillator, we may produce any desired frequency independently of all
external forces or signals. If the circuit of Fig. 2 is coupled to
the circuit of Fig. 1, the two frequencies, one in each circuit, may
1

be made to produce a new and different frequency, a beat frequency.

The production of a beat frequency from two other frequencies is
explained under Beats, Formation of.
In Fig. 3 the two circuits have been coupled. The oscillator circuit is exactly like that of Fig. 2. The only change between the
loop circuit of Fig. 1 and the loop circuit of Fig. 2 is in the insertion
of a coupling coil or pickup coil between the loop tuning condenser
and the detector tube grid. The detector of Fig. 1 is now properly
called the frequency changer but is generally called the "first detector" of the superheterodyne.
Oscillator

7iintag
Condenser

Loop

Oscillator

Ilir441°

it.
Oscilie or
Coupler

Tube

000 : f

/11.12eteclor

or

Frequency

Changer

I)

Loop

Ti goo

Condenser
FIG. 3. --Oscillator and Loop Circuit Coupled for Frequency Changing in
Superheterodyne.

In Fig. 3 we have two tuning condensers. One is the oscillator
tuning condenser and the other is the loop tuning condenser. The
oscillator coupler consists of three coils; one in the plate circuit

of the oscillator, one in the grid circuit of the oscillator and the
third in the grid circuit df the frequency changer of first detector
tube.

The rise and fall of current in the plate circuit of the frequency
changer or first detector will be in accordance with the beat frequency produced by the mixing of the loop tuned frequency and
the oscillator tuned frequency. This beat frequency will still carry
the modulation of the signal received by way of the loop. Various
beat frequencies are selected by designers of these receivers. Some
superheterodynes use beat frequencies as low as thirty kilocycles,
others use as high as two hundred cycles.

The beat frequency is called the intermediate frequency and it
is amplified by several stages of amplification which make up the
intermediate frequency amplifier. A typical intermediate frequency
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amplifier is shown in Fig. 4. The first detector is at the extreme
left. This tube feeds into the first of three intermediate frequency
transformers and the transformer in turn feeds into the first intermediate frequency amplifying tube. This tube is followed by another transformer, a second intermediate tube, still another transformer and then comes the second detector.
This second detector, at the right in Fig. 4, is a true detector and

acts in just the same way that a detector tube acts in any radio
receiver. The particular circuit of Fig. 4 utilizes two intermediate
frequency tubes. It is general practice to use at least three intermediate tubes and four or even more arc sometimes found. The
number of intermediate stages does not in any way alter the principle of operation since they are all practically alike.
The intermediate frequency transformers may be either of the
iron -core or air -core type. Iron -core construction is quite generally

tits[

Intermediate Frequency Am,ohfierTranstrans-) Second
former
former Tube former Detector

Detector rTrans-

A-

CB*1/7t
8's Oct.

4.-Two-Stage Intermediate Amplifier of Superheterodyne.

used for all except either the first or last transformer in the intermediate frequency amplifier. One of these transformers may be
of air -core construction with its secondary tuned by a fixed or
variable condenser.
The intermediate transformers are constructed to amplify the
chosen frequency very efficiently by having their inductances suited
to handle this frequency with greatest transfer of power. They are
tuned rather broadly to the.intermediate frequency used in the
receiver

so that each intermediate stage increases the strength of

the desired signal while at the same time filtering out all other
signals that might have come through the first detector. It is the
number of amplifications and filtering processes at the intermediate
frequency

that gives the superheterodyne its fine selectivity and

extreme sensitivity.
The audio amplifier that follows the second detector may be of any type.
The audio amplifier has nothing to do with the operation of the receiver as
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a superheterodyne since all the peculiarities of this receiver arc contained in
the circuits shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The audio amplifier may be of the transformer coupled type, the resistance type, the impedance type or any other
arrangement that appeals to the designer or builder.
The principle of the superheterodyne may be summarized in Fig. 5 %vilere
all of the limits are shown. Signals arc picked up by the loop and pass into
the frequency changer or first detector. Current at a different frequency is
generated in the oscillator and this too passes into the frequency changer.

Oscillator

Jidermedi'die
/7-efueacy

Araolie

Frequency

fitn,ohnir

Amplifier

Loop

Ppn.

fi-eguenes ginger
or lit Derector

Second
Seteeter

:kat,

Spee%ey-

Fin. S.-Principal Parts of the Superheterodyne System.
The new beat frequency or intermediate frequency comes out of the frequency
changer and passesinto the intermediate frequency amplifier. This intermedi-

ate frequency or beat frequency still carries the modulation of the original
signal. The amplified intermediate frequency passes to the second detector
where the audio frequency is separated from the intermediate frequency. The
audio frequency from the second detector is then passed through the audio
frequency amplifier where its strength is built up to operate the speaker.

Oscillator
Condenser

111I111P

1L111I1I1

Bieck ag

Bt

Condenser

Fzckip

Bled/fig
Condenser

co,/

01/

o.-Oscillator with Tuned Plate Fin. 7.-Oscillator with Tuning Con denser Across Both Coils in

Circuit in Superheterodyne.

Superheterodyne.

Frequency Changers.-Almost any kind of oscillator circuit

may be used with a superheterodyne receiver. One type is shown
in Fig. 2. The oscillator in Fig. 6 uses a tuned plate, having the
tuning condenser across the plate coil in place of across the grid
coil as in Fig. 2. The oscillator of Fig. 7 has the tuning condenser
connected across both coils. In all oscillator circuits it is necessary
to use either the tuning condenser or separate fixed condensers as
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blocking condensers so that the direct high voltage for the plate
circuit cannot reach the grid Circuit which is connected to the filament of the tube. The only thing required of the oscillator is that
it produces a strong output at the required frequency.
Some superheterodyne receivers do away with the separate oscillator tube entirely. This is accomplished by making the first
Pc> Feed6ac4 Cod
c>
A

Loop

Sp

Osc

Condenser C.)ond
C
Loop

to

iotermee;d
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8.-Autodyne Combination of Detector and Oscillator Tube.

detector tube or frequency changer into an oscillator. A regenerative circuit does the work of changing this tube into a self -heterodyne

type so that it produces the frequency which is mixed with the
signal frequency to form the intermediate frequency or beat frequency.

Ftc. 9.-Bridge Circuit 'Equivalent of Auk

Circuit.

The autodyne method of combining the first detector and the oscillator is

shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The circuit connections arc made as in Fig. 8. The
10013 Is tuned by a condenser. Loop signals are carried through the circuit

containing coil A and are impressed on the grid of the tube. The oscillator
circuit is composed of coils A and B which are tuned by the oscillator condenser connected across both of them.
Energy for exciting the oscillator
circuit is introduced through the feedback coil which is in the plate circuit of
the tube. The frequency at which the oscillating circuit operates is determined
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by the inductance of coils A and B and the capacity of the oscillator condenser,
the feedback coil serving only to furnish the required energy. This oscillator
circuit is connected to the grid circuit of the tube so that oscillating voltages
of the required frequency are impressed on the tube's grid.

It is thus seen that the grid of the tube is acted upon by the signals from
the loop and by the oscillator frequency at the same time. The first intermediate frequency transformer is shown. The remainder of the receiver does
not differ from the system shown in Fig. 4.
The action may be made clearer by an examination of Fig. 9. Here coils
A and B, also the oscillator condenser and condensers IV and N, arc the same
as similar parts bearing the same designations in Fig. S. Coils A and B tngether with condensers .4f and N form the four arms of a bridge circuit which
is balanced by setting the small variable condensers M and N. The action of
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ftFin. 10.-Circuits of Ultradyne Frelluency Changer.
a bridge circuit is explained under Balanring. Signals from the tuned loop
pass through the bridge circuit without being affected or changed by the parts
included in the balance. The tuning of the oscillator circuit, which is the
bridge circuit, is not affected by the loop i ignals which arc passing through
it. Therefore it is possible to impress the two frequencies on the grid of the
one tube at the same time.

Still another method of producing the beat frequency or intermediate frequency is shown in Fig. 10 which illustrates the principle of the Ultradyne receiver. The loop is tuned by the variable
condenser in the usual way and the signals are impressed on the
grid of the modulator tube which takes the place of the first de-

tector or frequency changer.
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A separate frequency is generated in the oscillator shown in the lower part
of Fig. 10. The grid circuit coil is tuned by the oscillator condenser and is
coupled with the coil in the plate circuit of the oscillator tube. The plate of
the modulator tube is nut connected to a B -battery or plate supply unit in the
thual way, but is connected to the oscillator as shown. Through the coupled
feedback cods in the grid and plate circuits of the modulator tube, the oscillations from the oscillator are imprmsed on the grid of the modulator.
The plate circuit of the modulator tube is thus supplied continuously with
the high frequency oscillations from the oscillator, the frequency of thez,e
1,5cillations being determined by the setting of the oscillator condenser. These
vacillations sent into the modulator tube arc modulated by the signal coming
from the tuned loop. Thus the grid of the frequency changer tube, which in
this case is the modulator, receives two frequencies. One is the oscillator frequency and the other the signal frequency from the loop. These two frequencies combine to form the beat frequency or the intermediate frequency as
in any other type of superheterodyne.
The oscillations applied to the plate of the modulator cause the plate to be
positive (luring one-half of each cycle and negative during the other half. The
plate resistance of the tube is therefore varied, being practically infinite during

half the cycle and of normal value for the tube used during the other half.

The signal voltages impressed on the modulator tube grid also affect the flow
of current in the plate circuit so that the two effects combine in the beat
frequency.
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11.-Intermediate Amplifier with Input Filter for Superheterodyne
Receiver.

Intermediate Amplifier.-The intermediate amplifier as shown
in Fig. 4 consists of several stages, each made up of an amplifying
tube and a coupling transformer. In actual construction this intermediate amplifier often include/ one stage that is rather sharply
tuned to the frequency used by the part,icular receiver in question
and of two or more other stages which are not so sharply tuned.
The transformer for the sharply tuned stage is called the filter.
The transformers may be of the air -core type or may be built with
Some of the transformers may be of the iron a small iron core.
core type and the balance of the air -core type. Iron -core transformers are comparatively broad in tuning while those of air -core
construction are inherently sharp tuning. When all of the transfortners are of the air -core type the tuned filter transformer is often
dispensed with because the needed filtering action is obtained in
the series of rather sharply tuned air -core units working together.
The principal connections for one tvpe of intermediate frequency amplifier
are shown in Fig. 11. The left hand transformer, which follows the first
detector, is of the air -core type with a tuning condenser across the secondary
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windings, thus forming a sharply tuned filter. A bypass condenser is across
the primary. %%lien the falter transformer follows the first detector and is
the first transformer in the intermediate amplifier, it is called an input filter.
When the filter is used at the output end of the intermediate amplifier, just
ahead of the second detector as in Fig. 12, it is called an output filter.
The intermediate amplifying tubes in Figs. 11 and 12 are numbered 1, 2
and 3. The iron -core intermediate transformers are marked T in both diagrams. The same plate voltage or If -battery voltage is generally applied 141
all intermediate tubes and their grid returns are generally brought to a common grid bias such as the C -battery connection indicated in Fig. 11.
In Fig. 12 the filter is at the output end of the intermediate amplifier and
the first transformer, at the left hand end, has its primary bypassed by a fixed
condenser. This condenser bypasses both the signal frequency and the oscillator
frequency which exist in the plate circuit of the first detector. This leaves
only the intermediate frequency or beat frequency to go through the transformer primary for amplification. The condenser across the primary of the
input filter transformer in Fig. 11 serves the same purpose of bypassing the
unwanted frequencies. Resistances are sometimes used in place of condensers
for this bypassing around the first transformer.

T

/

Bypass

Output

Filter

2nd
Detector

B74
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/9Fut. 12.-Intermediate Amplifier with Output Filter.

-

Filter transformers are almost always of the air -core type and
built with loose coupling between primary and secondary. Because
of the difficulty of obtaining fixed condensers with capacity suffi-

ciently uniform and accurate for tuning, the filter transformer is
often fitted with a variable condenser as indicated in Fig. 13. In
some superheterodynes all of the intermediate transformers have
their secondaries tuned with variable condensers.
Because of the broad tuning of iron -core transformers they amplify quite
well over a fairly broad band of frequencies and there is little difficulty in
obtaining complete sets of these transformers which will work well together.
But with an intermediate amplifier using air -core transformers in all stages it
is generally necessary to match the severa% units quite closely if the be --t
results arc to be obtained. These transformers should have a fairly sharp
peak of resonance at the frequency employed in the intermediate stages of the
receiver. That is, with a superheterodyne designed to amplify at thirty kilo-

cycles, all

of the intermediate transformers should be tuned more or less

sharply to thirty kilocycles. Air -core intermediate transformers may be matched
closely according to the methods outlined under Oscillator, Radio Frequency,
Uses of. For such work the oscillator frequency may be 'adjusted to the desired intermediate frequency by using coils of great enough inductance and all
of the intermediate transformers may then he tested for their resonant Peaks
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Choice of Intermediate Frequency.-The intermediate

fre-

quency or beat frequency at which a superheterodyne receiver is to
operate must, of course, be above the audible range. Audio frequencies extend almost to 15,000 cycles or to fifteen kilocycles,
consequently the low limit of intermediate frequency must be at
least twenty kilocycles and in actual practice thirty kilocycles is
about the lowest practical frequency.
The great amplification which is characteristic of superheterodyne receivers
largely- due to this amplification being carried out at low frequencies. The
;ics

amplification with transformer coupling is limited by stability or

freedom from uncontrollable oscillation. The lower the frequency the greater
will be the stability and consequently the greater the amplification, the power
and the sensitivity of the receiver. From this standpoint it is desirable to
work at the lowest possible intermediate frequency.
To offset the advantages of low intermediate frequencies there are rather serious disadvantages. The lower the intermediate frequency the closer it comes to audible frequencies and the greater will be the amplification of all kinds of low frequency noises such
as static and power line types of interference.
Lpw frequency amplifiers are less selective
1.;.-Filter Transformer

stage than high frequency types so that
very- low frequencies sacrifice selectivity. By
using at least three intermediate stages and
by using a good filter or using all air -core transformers it is possible to
obtain ample selectivity regardless of the intermediate frequency employed.
wi h Both Windings Tuned
in Superheterodyne.

.)e

As will he shown in the following explanation of tuning characteristics of

superheterodyne receivers the lower the intermediate frequency the closer together will be the signal frequency and the heterodyne or beat frequency. This
may allow interference between nearby powerful stations and it also brings in
each station at two points which are quite close together on the oscillator dial.

Regeneration in Superheterodynes.-The superheterodyne is

generally designed as a loop operated receiver and regeneration may
be obtained according to the methods shown and described under
Loop, Regeneration with. This loop regeneration takes place in the

circuit of the first detector or frequency changer tube and has no
effect on the intermediate ampli§er.

It is usually possible to obtain regeneration in the intermediate amplifier
by bringing the grid returns through a potentiometer connected across the
filament lines as in Fig. 12* where the potentiometer controls regeneration.
This intermediate amplifier regeneration will be more effective when used with
air -core transformers and will be more effective when used with a rather high
intermediate frequency where operation is naturally less stable.
Regeneration may he applied to the second detector circuit of a super-

heterodyne when using an aircoit output filter transformer. It is possible to
employ many of the methods described under Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining.

Operation with Antenna and Ground.-The superheterodyne

receiver has sufficient amplification so that a loop should provide
ample signal energy for all purposes. Except under the most favorable conditions of location and weather, an antenna will bring in so
much noise and static that the final result will be no better and may
be worse than with the loop. Furthermore, a superheterodyne con-
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nected to an antenna becomes a very powerful radiator of interference because of the oscillations that are sent into the antenna
circuit through the close coupling of the oscillator to the first tuned
circuit of the receiver.
Methods of operating any loop receiver on antenna and ground
are shown under Loop, Antenna and Ground Connections to. Any
of these plans may be adopted with a superheterodyne originally
designed for work on a loop alone.

Construction of Receiver.The arrangement of parts for a

typical separate oscillator is shown
in Fig. 14. The coupler consists
of three windings, the grid winding.

the plate winding, and the pickup
winding which is usually arranged
with variable coupling to the plate
and grid coil combination. The
oscillator condenser is connected
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across the plate and grid coils. The
blocking condenser should be of
.005 to .006 capacity. The grid 0.5c/71a or Tube
and plate coils are both wound Fm. 14,-Oscillator Coupler for
around the form in the same direcSuperheterodyne.
tion and are then connected as shown.
Grid leaks and grid condensers for both detectors are of the usual
values. The condensers are of .00025 microfarad capacity and the
leaks of front two to five megohms resistance. Bypass condensers
used in the intermediate amplifier must be of greater capacity than
those used in ordinary radio frequency amplifiers because of the
lower frequencies to be passed and because of the greater currents
flowing in the superheterodyne circuits. The plate bypass condenser
between the plate of the second detector tube and the filament circuit of that tube must be of at least .005 microfarad capacity. This
condenser is shown in Figs. 11 ana 12. All of the usual plate and
grid circuit bypass condensers described under Cm:dosser, Bypass
may be applied to the superheterodyne.
Shielding is usually advantageous when using rather high frequency intermediate amplifiers. The oscillator tube, the oscillator variable condenser and
the oscillator coupler should be enclosed together in one shield. The first
detector tube and its condenser may be enclosed in a shield although this inot required if all other parts are shielded. The entire intermediate amplitier
may be enclosed in one ihield which surrounds the intermediate tubes and the
intermediate transformers. Materials and methods for shielding are shown and
explained under the heading of Shielding.
Any type of audio amplifier may follow the second detector. Various suitable amplifiers arc described under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for. One stage of
audio amplification should be ample for loud speaker work on statioas within

one or two hundred miles and two stages will give sufficient volume for any
distance if the rest of the receiver is working properly. The layout, wiring
and specifications for a complete superheterodyne amplifier will be shown.
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Tuning the Superheterodyne.-There are three tuning controls
for the superheterodyne. One control is the loop tuning condenser,

the second is the oscillator tuning condenser and the third is the

orientation or turning of the loop to pick up maximum signal

strength from a given station. The turning of the loop is not a
critical control. The loop tuning condenser is rather sharp in its
action although it does not generally require "hair line" operation.

The oscillator condenser is critical and a change of one or two points
on an ordinary dial will usually tune out a station completely.
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FTC. 15.-Typical Settings for: Oscillator and Ilop Dials of a Superheterodyne
Receiver,

For any given frequency or wavelength to be received there is
but one setting of the loop tuning condenser and stations operating

at this frequency or wavelength should not come in at any other
setting. There are two settings of the oscillator tuning condenser
for each frequency or wavelength. cis is because the same beat
frequency or intermediate frequency will be produced by the difference between the signal frequency and oscillator frequency or by
the sum of these two frequencies.
As an example in oscillator tuning, take a signal frequency of 750 kilocycles
and assume the receiver to operate Nvith an intermediate frequency of 30 kilocycles.

The signal frequency of 750 kilocycles will be applied to the first
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detector or frequency changer by the tuned loop circuit. If the oscillator be
tuned to a frequency of 770 kilocycles, this frequency will be subtracted from
the signal frequency to produce the intermediate beat frequency of 30 kilo_
cycles and the signal will be received and amplified. If the oscillator be tuned
to a frequency of 780 kilocycles, the signal frequency of 750 kilocycles will be
subtracted from this oscillator frequency to produce the intermediate beat
frequency of 30 kilocycles and again the signal will be received and amplified
Therefore, there will be two points on the oscillator dial at which any one
signal frequency will be changed into the same intermediate frequency.

Sometimes a signal will be handled better by using the higher

oscillator frequency and again it may be better with the lower oscillator frequency. This is determined by trying both settings. It
will sometimes be found that an undesired station interferes with
the wanted station on one setting of the oscillator. Using the other
oscillator frequency will then get rid of the interfering station.
Vhile the two possible settings of the oscillator provide an advantage under
some conditions as just mentioned, they often prove to be a disadvantage when
there are many local stations. In the case of ten nearby stations there would

be ten dial settings for an ordinary receiver, one for each station. NVith the
superheterodyne there would be twenty possible settings for the oscillator dial.
This makes the local stations come in at twenty points on the oscillator dial
rather than at only ten points and tuning between these many settings is rather
difficult.

Fig. 15 shows the relation between the loop tuning settings and
the oscillator tuning settings for a typical superheterodyne using
straight line wavelength condensers. With straight line frequency
condensers the three lines would be practically straight with the
lower scale laid out in frequencies in place of wavelengths. The
less the intermediate frequency theicloser together will be the two
lines for the oscillator settings and the higher the intermediate frequency the greater will be the separation between these settings.

SPEcirrcarnm
1000 to 1500 miles with two audio stages added.
INSTRUCTIONS AND

Distance Range:
Selectivity:
Audio Amplifier:

Construction:

Operation:
Features:

Parts Required:
1

2

3, 4

Excellent.

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for.
may be added by iconnecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Rather con2plicated and difficult. Improvement may some-

times be made by enclosing parts 1, 5 and 10 in one
shield; parts 2 and 11 in a second shield; parts 6, 7, 8.
12, 13 and 14 in a third shield and parts 9 and 15 in :1
fourth shield. Loop regeneration is secured with condenser 22 and regeneration in the intermediate amplitivr
with potentiometer 23.. Either or both may be used
Two tuning dials are used. The left hand dial will bring
in each station at two different places on its scale.
Very selective and powerful when built with high grade
parts.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

Oscillator tuning condenser to tune with coupler 5.
Loop tuning condenser to tune with loop used.
.00035 or .0005 mfd. capacity.
Dials for condensers I and 2.

Usual
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LOOP TAP LOOP

SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER

Oscillator coupler with variable loop pickup coil. To match
condenser 1.
Input intermediate frequency transformer. Usually the same
as transformers 7 and S but may be tuned with fixed con-

S

6

denser.

7, 8
9

10

II
12,
15
16

1.1, 14

17

18, 19
20
21

22

2.1

24, 25

26, 27, 28
29

AO. 31
32

......

Intermediate frequency transformers.
Output intermediate frequency transformer; tuned with fixed
condenser 17.
Socket for oscillator tube; 5 -volt size.
Socket for first. detector tube; S -volt size.
Sockets for intermediate frequency tubes; 3 -volt size.
Socket for second detector tube; 5 -volt size.
Blocking condenser for oscillator circuit; .005 mfd. capacity.
Output transformer tuning condenser; usually .00025 mfd.
capacity.
Grid condensers; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Detector plate bypass condenser; .0005 mid. capacity. This
condenser is omitted if regeneration condenser 22 is used.
Detector plate bypass condenser; .005 mfd. capacity.
Loop regeneration' condenser, variable type; .0001 mfd. maximum capacity. If loop regeneration is not used, this condenser and the broken line wires leading to it are omitted.
Potentiometer for control of regeneration in intermediate frequency amplifier; 200 -ohm or 400 -ohm type.

Grid leaks; 2 to 5 megohms resistance,
Filament resistors or rheostats for 5 -volt tubes.
Filament resistor for three 3 -volt tubes in parallel on 6 -volt
supply.

Loop terminal posts.
Loop tap terminal post. Sec Loop. Regeneration with.

RECEIVER, SUPER -REGENERATIVE

RECEIVER, SUPER-REGENERATIVE.-The super -re-

generative receiver is designed to allow maximum regeneration while
automatically preventing free oscillation. There are several variations of the principle of super -regeneration, one type being shown in
Fig. 1.

Neglecting for the present the coils A and B and the condensers M and x

at the lower part of the diagram it will be seen that the receiver

is of the
ordinary regenerative type. Signal energy is collected by the loop, the 10011
tuning being accomplished by the variable condenser. The grid coil is tuned
with the variable condenser C. Feedback of energy from plate circuit to grid
circuit is secured by coupling the tickler coil to the grid coil.
With the parts of the circuit so far considered it is possible for the tickler
coil to couple with the grid coil closely enough to produce regeneration which
will almost instantly build up into oscillation. Maximum amplification will
be secured just before regeneration changes into oscillation. In actual opera-

tion the receiver allows regeneration to start and to build up to a point that
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Circuits of Super -Regenerative Single Tube Receiver.

sends great energy into the grid circuit of the tube. While regeneration is con
tinuing to build up, but before it changes into oscillation, the additional circuit
in the lower part of the diagram absorbs so much power from the grid circuit
that regeneration is completely stopped. The absorption of power is then
stopped and regeneration once more starts building up.
Coils .4 and B together with their condensers M and N allow the tube to
act as an oscillator. Coil B is in the plate circuit and coil A is in the grid
circuit. The two arc coupled together so that continuous oscillations arc gen:
crated. The frequency of these oscillations is determined by the inductances of
the coils and by the capacities of the condensers M and N. The frequency
of the oscillations is made of some value above audibility, fifteen thousand ta
twenty thousand cycles being suitable values.
The oscillation voltages arc impressed on the grid of the tube so that the
grid voltage is alternately positive and negative. While the grid volts
negative the regenerative action in the grid and tickler coils builds up rapidly

applies the signal to the grid of the tube with great power. As soon a,
the oscillator voltage swings to the positive halt of a cycle the grid becorne,
positive and absorbs power. This absorption of power stops the regeneration
and

RECEIVER, THREE -CIRCUIT
Jost before it changes to oscillation. This action keeps on as long as the re' river is in operation.

The super -regenerative receiver
is difficult to control, very critical
in its adjustments, and because of

TicAler Coil

the peculiar action in the grid
circuit it lacks selectivity. Its
great advantage is in the extreme

/Thtenaa

amplification possible from a
single tube.
When audio frequency amplification is added it
becomes necessary to place a filter

Coil

circuit between the super-regen-

Thrce-Citcuit Receiver.

frequency tube to prevent the oscillations from coming through

Coil

crative tube and the

first audio

and being amplified with great volume.

RECEIVER, THREE-CIRCUIT.-A receiver of the regenerative detector type using .a tickler coil for feedback is called a
three -circuit receiver. The three roils are indicated in the diagram.
One coil is in the antenna circuit, another is in the grid circuit and
the tickler coil is in the plate circuit.

RECEIVER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY.-A tuned

radio frequency receiver is a receiver employing one or more stages
of amplification in which the inter -tube coupling is secured through

inductances and capacities which are tuned to resonance at the
frequency of the signal to be received. The tuned circuits of such
a receiver using tuned radio frequency transformers are shown in
the diagram. The antenna circuit coupler and the two radio frequency transformers are similar in construction. The diagram
shows two radio frequency amplifying tubes followed by a detector.
Tuning is done with the three variable condensers marked C.
Coupler

77-ansformer

77-imsformer

Detector
Tube

C

Rf

Tube

IZ.C)

RF1Tube

At
Rheostats

A- 8Radio Frequency Circuits of Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver.
Tuned radio frequency amplifiers using either tuned transformers, tuned imances or tuning variometers arc described under Amplifier, Radio Frequency.
ibis general principle of amplification includes all receivers which use variable
milrols for preventing oscillation while allowing regeneration. It also includes

RECEIVER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
all of the receivers using balanced circuits for overcoming the feedback through

the internal capacity of the amplifying tubes.

Tuned radio frequency in some form or other is the most com-

monly used method of amplifying radio signals. Following is a list
of subjects which deal especially with tuned radio frequency.
Amplifier, Radio Frequency, Tuned Impedance Coupled.
Amplifier, Radio Frequency, Tuned Transformer Coupled.
Amplifier, Radio Frequency, Variometer Coupled.
Balancing.
Coil, Angle of Mounting.
Coil, Basket Wound.
Coil, Closed Field Type.
Coil, Design.
Coil, Losses in.
Coil, Mounting of.
Coil, Tuning, Si:es Required for.
Condenser, Connections to.
Condenser, Design and Construction of.
Condenser, Losses in.

Condenser, Straight Line Types.
Condenser, Tuning.
Construction, Receiver.
Control, Single.
Jacks and Switches, Uses of.
Oscillation.
Selectivity.

Sensitivity.
Shielding.
Transformer, Tuned Radio Frequency'.

Tube, Amplifying Types of.
Variometer, Coupling with.
Volume, Control of.
INSTRUCTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS FUR TWo-STAGE RAM FREQUENCY

RECEIVER WITH PLATE CONTROL

Distance Range:
Selectivity:

Audio Amplifier:
Construction:

Operation:
Features:

SOO

to 1000 miles

pith two

Good.

audio stages added.

Any amplifier shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
may be added by connectjng to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Simple and easy. Coupler 7 and radio frequency trar..formers S and 9 should be placed at angle of minimum
coupling as explained under Coil, Angle of Mountie:.
Otherwise these three, units should be of the closed fiekt
type or should be individually shielded The grid return
may be made either to the negative or positive side of
the filament circuit as shown.
Not difficult after a little practice and after the three tuning dials arc logged for settings.
Simplicity of construction is obtained through the use of
three separate tuning controls rather than a single control of any type. Positive control of regeneration ofis
obtained with a variable resistance in the plate circuit

the radio frequency tubes.
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TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY WITH PLATE CONTROL

Parts Required:
1,

2, 3

4, 5, 6

See list below.

Nurnbers refer to diagram.

Tuning condensers, all alike and of .00025 to .0005 mfd.
capacity.
Dials for tuning condensers.

8, 9

Antenna coupler; secondary to tune with condenser 1.
Radio frequency transformers. To be placed at angle of
minimum coupling or replaced with closed field or shielded

10, 11

Sockets for radio freopency tubes.

7

units.

Either 3 -volt or 5 -volt

size.

Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt Aim.
Detector plat; bypass condenser; .002 mfd. capacity.
Bypass condenser for control resistor; .005 mfd. or greater

12
1.;
14

capacity.
13

Ici
17

18
10

20, 21, 22
23
24

...........

Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 megohms resistance.
Grounding conden.r; 1 mfd. capacity.
Antenna series condenser; .00002 to .00025 mfd. capacity as
required for desired selectivity.
Variable resistor for regeneration control. Maximum resistance 200.000 ohms or more.
Filament resistors or rheostats for tubes employed.
Ground binding post.
Short antenna binding post for antenna 50 feet or less in
length.

:)1

1 rrig antenna binding poet for antenna more than 50 feet
long

RECEIVER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
CROUNO

ANT

FILATIENT CONTROL OF RADIO STAGE

Distance Range:
Selectivity:
Audio Amplifier:
Construction:
Operation:

Features:

Parts Required:
1, 2

000 to 1000 miles with two audio stages added.

Fair.
Any amplifier shmen under Receiver, Audio Amplifier kr,

may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Simple and easy. Sec Rheostat, Vernkr, for construction
and design of control unit.

Tuning with two dials 3 and 4, both of which may be

logged, Regeneration control by vernier rheostat 15 in
conjunction with radio tube rheostat 14. Antenna coil o
may be set for any desired degree of selectivity or power
according to loci! conditions.
Positive and smooth control of regeneration over entire
tuning. range. Control for selectivity. Will re -radiate.
See list below. Numbers refer to diagram.

Tuning condensers; preferably of .00025 to

.00035 mid.

capacity.

2, 4
5

o
7

Dials for tuning condensers / and 2.
Antenna coupling coil; secondary to tune with condenser 2.
Variable antenna winding in filament end of coupler 5.

.Made

with five to twenty turns on rotor.
Radio frequency transformer; secondary to tune with condenser 2.

8

0
10
11

12
13

Socket for radio frequency tube; 5 -volt type.
Socket for detector tube; 5 -volt type.
Grounding condenser;
mfd. capacity.
Detector plate bypass; fixed condenser of .002 mfd capacilY
Grid condenser; .00025 mfd. capacity.
Grid leak; 2 to 5 megohms resistance.
1

RECEIVER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
Rheostat for radio frequency tube.
Vernier rheostat for regeneration control.
Fixed resistor for regeneration control. For values of this
r&sistor and of rheostats 14 and 15 see Rheostat, Vernier.
Detector tube rheostat; 25 -ohms resistance.
Ground binding post.
Antenna binding post.

14

IS

lb
17

Ig
10

Using Loop with Tuned Radio Frequency.-Any receiver of
the tuned radio frequency type can be operated from a loop in place
of from an outdoor or indoor antenna of the elevated type. In the
receiver as usually built for operation from an elevated antenna, the
first tuning condenser works in connection with an inductance coil
which is coupled to the antenna and ground circuit. By disconnecting the inductance coil from the tuning condenser and substituting

the two ends of a loop at the condenser terminals formerly connected to the coil ends, the condenser will tune the loop and allow
signals to be received. Of course, the inductance of the loop must
he of such value that the condenser's capacity will allow tuning
throughout the broadcast range.

Connection of Loop to Tuned Radio Frequency Receiver.

The connection of a loop to the first tuning condenser in a receiver is shown in the diagram, the tuning condenser being marked
C. The loop and condenser combination is connected between the

grid terminal of the first radio frequency tube and the negative
filament circuit of this tube as shown. This tube is followed in the
diagram by a radio frequency transformer in which the secondary
is tuned with the second tuning condenser also marked C. This
second tuned circuit is here followed by the detector tube, but might

be followed by one or more radio frequency amplifying tubes with

their couplings before the detector.
The sensitivity or distance ability of the receiver will he lowered

materially by substituting the loop for the elevated antenna. The
distance

range will generally be in the neighborhood of one-third

its former value with the change made to a loop. A loop -operated
receiver requires at least one additional radio frequency stage to
make it the equal of a similar receiver operated from the outdoor
antenna.

RECEIVER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
GROUND

ANT

.24

125

IAHumak 7

'TUNED ANTENNA SYSTEM

Distance Range:
Selectivity:

Audio Amplifier:
Construction:
Operation:

1000 to 1200 miles with two audio stages added.
Excellent.

Any amplifier shavo under Receiver, Audio Amplifier
may be added by connecting to wires at right hand side
of diagram.
Not difficult with suitable parts. Small vernier condenser
should be fitted to both parts of condenser 1.
Two tuning controls, dials 6 and 7, and one volume or regeneration control with knob 20. With any station twirl
in, the condenser 8 is adjusted for maximum volume and

Features:

Parts Required:

Two-part tuning condenser; each section of .00025 or .00035
mfd. capacity. To have vernier condensers on each part.
Variometer for tuning antenna circuit.

1

2

Variometer for tuning grid circuit of first radio tube 11
Antenna circuit coupling coil, 3 to 6 turns about y.: to !.1
inch from 3.
Insulating coupling tube of hard rubber or equivalent ma-

3
4
5

6, 7

is not again changed until a different antenna is used.
The tuned antenna allows equal power at all frequencies
and also provides excellent selectivity and distance ability. Two controls handle four tuned circuits.
See list below. Numbers .refer to diagram.

terial.

S

Dials for condenser I and variometers 2 and 3.
Variable antenna condenser; maximum capacity not less th'n

9, 10

.0005 mid.
Radio frequency transformers of closed field type. See evil'

11, 12

Sockets for radio frequency tubes.

.

Closed Field Type.

RECEIVER, TWO -CIRCUIT
14
14
14

1,
17
I
141

20

:1, 22

Socket for detector tube.
Tuning condenser for variometer .3; usually .0001 to .330015
mid. capacity. May be variable or fixed.
Grounding condenser; 1 mfd. capacity.
Detector plate bypass condenser; .002 to .005 mid. capacity.
Control resistor bypass condenser; .005 mid. or greater capacity.
Grid condenser; .00025 mid. capacity.
Grid leak; 1 to 5 megohms resistance.
Control resistor; variable type, up to 100,000 ohms resistance
or more.
Filament resistors or rheostats for radio frequency tubes.

7;

Filament resistor or rheostat for detector tube.

24

preferred; 25 ohms resistance.
Ground terminal post.

Rheostat

Antenna terminal post.

RECEIVER, TWO-CIRCUIT.-A receiver using an antenna
coupler in which the antenna winding is physically separate from
the grid winding is called a two -circuit receiver. The antenna is
inductively coupled to the grid circuit of the first tube in a two circuit receiver, while in a single -circuit receiver the antenna is conductively coupled to the grid circuit by a direct metallic connection.

RECEPTION, CONTINUOUS WAVE.-The modern sys-

tem of radio telegraphy makes use of high frequency alternators.
arcs or vacuum tube transmitters from which are sent radio waves
that do not vary in amplitude and are caNd continuous waves.
The transmitter circuit is opened and closed by a key so that the

continuous wave is broken up into the dots and dashes of the

telegraphic code by means of which radio telegraphic messages are
communicated.

RECEPTION, DAMPED WAVE.-The old system of radio
telegraphy sent out waves which started off at maximum amplitude
and gradually died away in amplitude due to damping in the circuit.
Damped waves arc produced by spark transmitters.

RECTIFICATION, GRID CURRENT.-See Detector, with

Grid Condenser and Leak.

RECTIFICATION, PLATE CURRENT.-See Detector,

with Grid Bias.

RECTIFIER, CHEMICAL.-See C 7sargcr, Battery, Electro-

lytic Type.

RECTIFIER, COPPER OXIDE.-A layer of copper oxide
On a piece of metallic copper causes the combination to offer very

little resistance to passage of electric current in one direction hut

to offer comparatively great resistance to flow of current in the

reverse direction. Such pieces may therefore be used as one-way
electrical valves or rectifiers for alternating current since, when
placed in an alternating circuit, they pass alternations of one polarity freely and to a great extent shut off those of opposite polarity.
The pieces of copper are oxidized on one side and are left bright
and clean on the other. To carry the current to the oxidized sur-

face a piece of lead or any other inert metal may be used by

RECTIFIER, ELECTROLYTIC

placing its surface in contact with the oxide. These copper oxide
units may be placed in series with one another by alternating them
with thin sheets of lead. They may be used in multiple by connecting the unoxidized sides of several pieces together on one side of
the circuit and connecting the oxidized sides together on the other
side of the line. The greater the voltage to be rectified the greater
the number of pieces that must be used in series and the greater
the current to he handled the greater the number of pieces in par.
allel.
The rectification is not perfect; it is nowhere as complete as with a rectifying vacuum tube. When using a copper oxide rectifier as a charger connected to a twenty -volt battery the back currents at various temperatures arc
as follows: At 86 degrees Fahrenheit, 0.6 ampere; at 104 degrees, 1.0 am-

pere; at 122 degrees, 1.5 amperes; and at 140 degrees, 1.75 amperes. This indicates the importance of running such rectifiers at moderate temperatures
The temperature increases with the current being carried and a sufficient number of units arc connected in parallel to keep the current through each unit at
a low value.
The connections of copper oxide units are made in practically the same was'
that is used for connecting electrolytic cells. The copper oxide type of rectifier is dependable and requires no care or upkeep of any kind when properly
dmigned and built.

RECTIFIER, ELECTROLYTIC.-Sec Charger,

Battery,

Electrolytic Type; also Power Unit.

RECTIFIER, FULL-WAVE.-A rectifier which rectifies both
alternations or both halves of the alternating current is called a
full -wave rectifier.

Both the positive impulse and the negative im-

pulse of the alternating current. are passed through a

full -wave

The resulting pulsating direct current has as many rises
and falls of current as the alternating current has alternations, this
being double the number of cycles.
rectifier.

RECTIFIER, GASEOUS.-See Power Unit.
RECTIFIER, HALF-WAVE.-A rectifier which rectifies only
one of the alternations or one-half of the alternating current is
called a half -wave rectifier. Only one impulse of direct current ap-

pears in the rectifier's output for each full cycle of the alternating
current. The other alternation is not exactly wasted but simply is
prevented by the rectifier from passing to the direct current output
lines. The frequency of the pulsating current is the same as the
alternating frequency.

RECTIFIER, MECHANICAL.-See Charger, Battery,

l'i-

brating Tvpr.

RECTIFIER, MERCURY ARC TYPE.-A rectifier for al-

ternating currents which consists of a large vacuum tube containing
mercury vapor and two pools of mercury. The tube has four elec-

trodes, two being in the mercury pools and the other two in the
walls of the tube. The two electrodes in the walls of the tube are
negative and those in the mercury pools are positive when considered as a source of current for a battery being charged. The
connections are shown in the diagram.

RECTIFIER, TANTALUM
An arc is maintained between the two electrodes in the mercury pools. This
arc keeps some of the mercury in the form of a vapor which will permit the
Clow of current. Current will flow through the mercury vapor only from the
,ide Wan electrodes to the bottom electrode so that the tube acts as a rectifier.

A. C.

Mr/nine's

to .8071rery
Circuits of Mercury Arc Rectifier.

RECTIFIER, RAYTHEON TYPES.-There are two types
of Raytheon rectifiers, one a gaseous or helium filled tube described

under Power Unit and the other a cartridge of which the metallic
shell forms one terminal and a connection to an internal metallic
alloy the other. Current flows freely from the outer shell into the
center electrode which, in a charger, is connected to the positive
terminal of the battery.
RECTIFIER, TANTALUM.-See Charger, Battery, Electrolytic Type.

RECTIFIER, THERMIONIC.-See Tube, Rectifier Types

of.

RECTIFIER, TUBE TYPE.-See Charger, Battery., Bulb
Type; Tube, Rectifier Types of, also Power Unit.

RECTIFIER, VIBRATING.-See Charger, Battery, Vibrat-

:n

Type.

REDMA N 0 L.-See Phenol Compounds.

REFLEXING, PRINCIPLES OF.-It is possible to use a
single vacuum tube for the amplification of two different frequencies
at one time, this being called reflexing. The principle is shown by
the diagram in Fig. 1.
The operation of a reflex amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. The two
frequencies travel as follows: High frequency or radio frequency

REFLEXING
is introduced from the winding 1 which is coupled with the winding
2 to form a radio frequency transformer. Voltage changes in winding 2 are impressed on the grid of the tube. The grid circuit is
completed to the filament through the bypass condenser A which
carries the high frequency around the high impedance of the iron core transformer.

The high frequency output' from the plate of the tube passes

through the winding 3 which is coupled with winding 4 to make a
transformer. The high frequency circuit is completed through the
bypass condenser B from winding 3 to the filament circuit of the
tube. Plate voltage from the B -battery is applied through the
winding of the right hand air -core radio frequency transformer.
The amplified high frequency appears in the winding 4.

R F Transformer
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1 ---Effect of Retlexing on Amplifying Tube.

Still referring to Fig. 2 low frequency or audio frequency is introduced through the left. hand audio frequency transformer. The
audio frequency voltages pass to the grid of the tube through winding 2, the grid circuit being complete through the winding of the
audio frequency iron -core transformer and winding 2 of the air -core
radio frequency transformer. Bypass condenser .4 is of small ca-

pacity which offers a very high reactance to the low frequency.

therefore does not bypass it but forces it through the winding of the
audio transformer, Winding 2 of the air -core radio frequency transformer is of comparatively few turns, has no iron core, and is there-

fore of low reactance to the audio frequency voltages and offers
practically no opposition.

The audio frequency output from the plate of the tube passes
through winding 3 of the right hand radio frequency transformer.
The reactance of this winding is very low to the audio frequency

REFLEXING

and it passes through with practically no opposition until the right
hand bypass condenser B is reached. This condenser, being of small

capacity, offers such great reactance that the audio frequency is
forced through the winding of the right hand iron -core audio freR.FTransformer
H.F77-ansforrner

Reflexed

RF
4

Amplify/4g
Tube

,q,c.-Transformer

R-ba t

1.1.1.

Fr-ansformer

.B-h at"1.11
2.-Circuits of Reflexed Amplifying Tube.

The audio frequency output then appears in
the secondary of this transformer.
quency transformer.

Reflex receivers provide two paths for the grid voltages and two paths for
the plate currents of all reflexed tubes. One path carries the radio frequency
current.

This path is of low reactance to the radio frequency and of high

reactance to audio frequency.

The other part carries audio frequency current

RE'
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3.-Single Tube Reflex Receiver with Crystal Detector.
and is of high reactance to the radio frequency. The two paths meet in the
tube and in the batteries. The radio frequency circuit is always carried around
the windings of iron -core transformers, speakers, etc. by bypass condensers.

Reflex Receivers.-A complete single -tube reflex receiver with
crystal detector is shown in Fig. 3. Windings 1,2, 3 and 4 of Fig.
3 correspond to similarly numbered windings of Fig. 2.
The radio

REFLEXING

frequency output of transformer 3-4 passes through .the crystal
detector. The rectified output from the detector passes through the

The audio frequency output
from the secondary of the audio transformer reaches the grid of the
tube through winding 2 and is amplified by the tube. The audio
frequency output from the plate of the tube passes through winding
3 and to the jack to which is connected the speaker or headphones.
Tuning is accomplished with the variable condenser across winding
2. Winding / is in the antenna circuit. The bypass condensers

primary of the audio transformer.

in these receivers are usually of .001 microfarad capacity. The
best value for the bypasses may be found by experimenting with
condensers of from .00025 to .002 microfarad capacity.
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Fta 4.-Refldx Receiver with Tube Detector.

Fig. 4 shows the circuits for a two -tube reflex receiver. This receiver employs a tube for its detector but is otherwise the same as
the arrangement of Fig. 3. In Fig. 3 the radio frequency output
from winding 4 is carried through the crystal. In Fig. 4 the output
of winding 4 is carried to the grid of the detector tube. The output

from the plate of the detector tube is carried to the primary of
the audio frequency transformer, the B -battery or plate voltage
supply for the detector being connected to the other end of this
primary winding.

The output from the secondary of the audio frequency transformer is carried to the grid of the left hand amplifier tube and is
amplified at audio frequency. From the plate circuit of this left

REFLEXING

hand tube the amplified audio frequency passes through winding 3
to the jack just as in Fig. 3. Tuning is accomplished by two variable condensers, one across winding 2 and the other across winding 4.
three -tube reflex receiver is shown in Fig. 5. Tube number 1

is the first radio frequency tube and the second audio frequency
tube. Tube number 2 is the second radio frequency tube and the
first audio frequency tube. Tube number 1 thus carries the lightest
radio frequency load and the heaviest audio frequency load. Tn
tube number 2 this condition is reversed by carrying the heaviest
radio frequency load and the lightest audio frequency load. This
division of load is the inverse duplex principle devised by David
Grimes. Tube number 3 is the detector and is not reflexed.
In this three -tube receiver tuning is done with the three variable
condensers.

Bypass condenser .4 may be from .002 to .005 micro -
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Fir.. 5.-Three-Tube Reflex Receiver.

farad capacity, bypass B is of one microfarad or even greater capacity, bypasses C are of..001 microfarad capacity, and bypass D
is of .002 microfarad capacity.

Regeneration may be applied to any reflex receiver either in the detector
circuit or in the radio frequency tube circuits. Connections of tickler coils
for regeneration are shown by brpken lines in Fig. 4. While only the tickler
coil method is shown, any kind of regeneration control may be applied to
those receivers.

Reflex receivers have the advantage of swing in the number of tubes required for a given amount of amplification. For example, the single -tube
receiver of Fig. 3 consists of one radio frequency stage, one audio frequency
stage and a crystal detector. The receiver of Fig. '4 consists of one audio
frequency and one radio frequency stage with a tube detector. The receiver
of Fig. 5, while using only three tubes, provides two radio frequency stages
and two audio frequency stages. A crystal detector might be substituted for
the tube detector in Figs. 4 and S. Reflex receivers are generally rather un-

REGENERATION, ACTION AND PRINCIPLE OF
stable and are more inclined to oscillate than receivers using separate tutiv.
for radio frequency and audio frequency amplification. Any of the
Lion controls described under Oscillation may be applied to these receivers

REGENERATION, ACTION AND PRINCIPLE OF.-.

Regeneration is the action by which a part of the energy from the
plate circuit of a tube is fed back into the grid circuit of the same
tube. The plate circuit energy is added to the energy already in
the grid circuit.
Fig. 1 shows a tube having one inductance coil in the grid circuit
and another inductance coil in the plate circuit. The energy in the
plate circuit is several times greater than the energy in the grid
circuit. The grid circuit is called the input circuit of the tube and
the plate circuit is called the output circuit of the tube. The signal
coming to the tube is introduced into the grid circuit and the voltage
changes in the signal cause corresponding voltage changes on the
grid of the tube. These voltage changes on the grid control the
flow of current in the plate circuit.

,bypass Conde/7 seriFic. 1.-Grid and Plate Coils
Entering into Regeneration.

Fic. 2.-Feedback from Plate
Circuit to Grid Circuit
Causing Regeneration.

The strength of the output from the tube is proportional to the
strength of the signal input. If the signal voltage impressed on
the grid is made stronger by any means, it will be followed by a
greater output in the plate circuit. Signal strength may be increased
through many causes outside of the receiver. For example, a
stronger signal will be received from,a nearby or powerful broadcasting station than from a distant or weak broadcasting station.
By means of regeneration the tube itself is made to increase the
input voltage. In Fig. 2 the two coils of Fig. 1 have been rearranged so that they are brought close together. The one magnetic
field now includes both coils. They are coupled and energy from
the plate coil is fed back into the grid coil.

If the grid circuit of the tube is tuned to resonance with the

frequency of the incoming signal, as is the case in radio frequency

REGENERATION, ACTION AND PRINCIPLE OF
amplifiers and in detectors, the inductive reactance and the capaci-

tive reactance in the grid circuit neutralize each other and leave
only the resistance of the 'conductors in the circuit to oppose flow
of current. Were it possible to reduce this resistance to zero nothing
would remain to oppose the current flow and when oscillating voltages were once introduced into the grid circuit they would continue
to flow indefinitely.

.It is evident that the same results may be secured by adding
just enough energy to that already in the grid circuit so that this
additional energy overcomes the loss due to resistance. As an

example, supposing the resistance of the grid circuit caused a power
loss of five watts and suppose that just enough of the plate circuit
energy were fed into the grid circuit to make up for this five -watt
loss.

Then the signal voltage originally brought into the grid

circuit would set up oscillations which would continue on and on
without diminishing.
It is possible to feed energy from the plate circuit back to the
grid circuit and reinforce the voltages in the grid circuit because
the frequency in the plate circuit is exactly the same as the fre-

quency in the grid circuit.
After enough plate circuit energy has been fed back to just overcome the grid circuit resistance still more ,may be fed back to increase the grid circuit voltages to almost any desired extent. The

power fed back from the plate circuit may be made sufficient to
maintain oscillations in the grid circuit without the help of any
outside voltage, such as an incoming signal voltage. Under such
conditions the tube will maintain oscillations in its circuits as long
as the filament batteries and plate batteries hold out. The tube is
then oscillating.

As long as the grid circuit absorbs power from the incoming
signal we have regeneration with a feedback in use. But just as
soon as the feedback energy is great enough to sustain oscillation
without outside help we have gone beyond regeneration and have
oscillation in the tube. The feedback energy is then able to keep
the tube's circuits in continuous oscillation.
It is apparent that regeneration allows an exceedingly weak signal to be
built up until it is as effective as a powerful signal. Thus regeneration increases the sensitivity of a receiver many times. Regeneration also increases
the selectivity of the receiver as may be seen from Fig. 3. The curve at the
left side indicates the response of a receiver to various frequencies when the
receiver is tuned to a frequency wf 750 kilocycles. When tuned to this irequFncy the circuits have the least possible reactance at 750 kilocycles. At
points below and above this frequency the response of the receiver will not
by so powerful because the reactance has not .been eliminated by the process
of tuning
to resonance.
The effect of regeneration is shown at the right in Fig. 3. The frequency of
750 kilocycles

is being fed back from plate circuit to grid circuit and the signal
at this one frequency is built up to great volume.

Since the feedback is occurring only at the tuned frequency other frequencites
below and above the
resonant points arc not increased in strength. Therefore the relative strength
of the 750 kilocycle signal with regeneration is several times as great as with-
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Any signals attempting to enter the receiver at other Ire
quencics arc relatively weaker under the conditions shown at the right in

out regeneration.
Fig. 3.

The feedback of energy from the plate circuit to the grid circuit
may be made through inductive coupling, through capacitive coupling or through resistance coupling. Inductive coupling and capacitive coupling are the types generally used because resistance
coupling is not effective at radio frequencies. With the more commonly used methods of obtaining regeneration an inductive coupling
between two coils or two parts of one coil is employed. Capacitive
coupling through the capacity existing between the plate and the
grid inside of the tube is used in a few instances.
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Fm. 3.-Effect of Regeneration on Signal.

There is always a feedback of energy from plate circuit to grid

circuit through the capacity between the tube's plate and grid.
This capacity feedback is independent of any external means for
additional feedback. Since the reactance of any capacity is less
at high frequencies than at low frequencies, the capacity feedback
at high frequencies will he much greater than at low frequencies
because of this change of effective reactance in the tube's internal
capacity.

Regeneration and oscillation occur more easily at high frequencies than

at low frequencies. Therefore less feedllack will always be required to produce
regeneration at the high frequencies or low wavelengths. Any control for re-

generation provides for increasing the feedback as the frequency is lowered
The lower the frequency or the higher the waVelcngth the more regeneration
will always be needed to produce a given strength of signal in the tube's output.

REGENERATION, CONTROL ADJUSTMENT OF.-

See Oscillator, Radio Frequency, Uses of.

REGENERATION, METHODS OF OBTAINING.-lt

is plain that the amount of feedback must be under the control of
the operator. For strong incoming signals little or no feedback
may be required while for very weak signals the maximum allowable feedback and the maximum regeneration must be used. There
is always a capacitive feedback through the plate to grid capacity

tube
The
added means for feedback must be controlled so that the feedback

of the tube and the amount of regeneration through this
capacity varies according to the construction of the tube.
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energy combined with the energy passing through the tube capacity
will equal the desired or needed value.
Regeneration is usually applied only to the detector tube and in the following diagrams showing the various methods of obtaining regeneration the plate
of the tube is shown connected to the primary winding of an audio frequency

transformer as would be the case with the detector plate. If choke coil
coupling or resistance coupling is used in the audio amplifier following the
detector, a choke or a resistance would be substituted for the audio frequency
transformer. The part of the detector circuit in which regeneration is obtained
would not be altered by this substitution.

TiC-4/er Coil

Arid Co/

Bypass

Audio
Coupler
Bt

FIG. I.-Regeneration Obtained with Movable Tickler Coil.

Tickler Coil Control.-Fig. 1 shows regeneration obtained by a
tickler coil connected in the plate circuit aq coupled to the tuned
coil of the grid circuit. The conTickler
struction of the tickler coil unit.
&Inca -ions
is shown in Fig. 2. The tuned
winding, which is the secondary
of a radio frequency transformer,
TO
and the primary winding of this
Grid transformer are wound on a stationary form in the usual way.
The tickler coil is wound on a
to
form which rotates within the
fi axed stationaryform.
A shaft is atPrimary
tached to the tickler coil form and
Fic. 2.-Construction of Movable
Tickler Coil Used to Obtain .

extends through to a control knob.
If the tickler coil is small, consisting of ten turns or less, it must

be placed close to the secondary
coil. If the tickler is large, containing fifteen to thirty turns, it may be placed farther away from
Regeneration.

the stationary coil.

As the tickler is turned to increase its coupling to the stationary

coil the effective inductance of the tuned stationary coil is increased.
Therefore, the tuning point at which the circuit becomes resonant

to a certain frequency will change with changes of tickler adjustment. This is a rather serious disadvantage of this method for
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obtaining regeneration since a receiver cannot be logged unless a
note is made of the tickler coil setting.
The tickler coil adjustment should be such that oscillation may be caused at
the lowest frequency or highest wavelength to be received. If oscillation cannot
be obtained when the tickler coil is turned to the position of maximum

coupling, it will be necessary either to increase thc number of turns on
tickler or to move it closer to the stationary coil.

the

The position of the tickler coil in relation to the fixed coil must be such
that increase of coupling between the two will increase the feedback, will
increase regeneration and finally cause oscillation. If turning the tickler coil
into line with the fixed coil reduces the signal strength by reducing regeneration, the connections to the tickler coil should be reversed or it should be
rotated in the opposite direction to increase regeneration.

When the axis of the tickler coil is in line with the axis of the grid coil,
there is maximum coupling between the two. If the voltages in the tickler

coil and in the grid coil arc in phase, the tickler will reinforce the grid coil
and there will be maximum regeneration. But if the voltages in the two coil;
are in opposite phase, the tickler coil will oppose the grid coil and the signal
strength will be reduced.

FIG. 3.-Reversed Feedback for Regeneration Control.

Some tickler coils are arranged so that they may be given one-half of a
complete revolution, starting with the axes of the two coils in line and ending with them again in line. Other ticklers arc arranged for only one -quarter
01 a revolution, starting with the axes at right angles and ending with them
in line.

The greatest range of control will be obtained when thc tickler coil is allowed

a half revolution. With the tickler coil axis and the grid coil axis in line at
one extreme of rotation the voltages will reinforce each other and there will
be maximum regeneration. With the tickler turned half way around, so that
the two coils are again in line, the voltages will oppose each other, there will
he a reversed feedback and minimum signal strength.

If the tickler is allowed only a quarter revolution, it is necessary that the

voltages be in phase when the coil axes are in line. Minimum coupling arid
minimum regeneration will be obtained with the coils at right angles but it will
be impossible to make the voltages oppose for a reversed feedback effect.
The feedback from plate circuit to grid circuit is at radio frequency. 1114:

radio frequency will not pass through the high impedance of the primary1winding in the audio transformer or choke. Therefore, a bypass condenser
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connected from the line between tickler and transformer to one of the filament

terminals on the tube.

This bypass should have at least

.001

microfarad

capacity -

Fig. 3 shows the method known as reversed feedback. The construction is exactly like that shown in Fig. 2. But now the tickler
coil is placed in such a relation to the stationary coil that its energy
opposes the energy in the stationary or tuned coil. The constants
of the tuned circuit are such that it normally tends to oscillate at
the lowest frequency or highest wavelength to he received. This
may be accomplished by using a large primary winding on the radio
frequency transformer and making the coupling between the primary and secondary of this transformer very dose.
When the reversed tickler Is in the position for maximum coupling, its feedback effect will be a minimum because it is opposing the voltages in the tuned

When the reversed tickler is at right angles to the fixed coil, regeneration will be maximum because then all of the opposing effect of the reversed
tickler will have been removed.

roil.

Tickler

Bypass
FIG. 4.-Variable Resistance and Fixed Tickler for Regeneration Control.

If a tickler coil used in the manner of Fig.

1

is rotated to the right to

increase regeneration, rotating it to the left will cause it to act as a reversed
tickler and the system will then correspond to Fig. 3.

Resistance Control.-Fig. 4 shows control of regeneration by a
variable resistance unit placed in the tickler circuit. This unit
should have a resistance which is variable up to 50,000 ohms.
Units providing still higher resistance will be equally satisfactory.
The plate of the tube is connected directly to the primary winding
of the audio frequency transformer. The resistance unit is in series
with the tickler coil and this tickler circuit connects to one of the
filament terminals through a bypass condenser having a capacity
not less than .001 microfarad.
In the case of Fig. 4 the coupling of the tickler to the tuned coil
Is not variable. The tickler coil is wound on one end of the form
that carries the secondary, this being shown in Fig. 5. The less
apace between the tickler winding and the tuned winding the fewer
tickler turns will be required to obtain satisfactory regeneration.
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The number of turns and the distance of the tickler winding from
the tuned winding should make it possible to obtain oscillation at
the lowest frequency or highest
Tickler
wavelength when the control unit
is adjusted for lowest resistance.
If it is impossible to obtain oscillation when using the least pos-

sible resistance, it will be neces-

sary to increase the number of

turns on the tickler winding or to
move this tickler winding closer
to the tuned winding.
With resistance units giving up to
50,000 ohms the tickler coil may usually

be placed so that the nearest turns of

tickler and tuned winding are separated
by three -sixteenths to. one -quarter of
an inch. From ten to thirty turns will

FIG. 5. --Construction of Fixed
Tickler Coil for Regeneration.

be required on the tickler coil.

Fig. 0 shows the use of a resistance control' shunted across the tickler wind-

ing. The construction of the tickler arid the tuned coil is the same as shown

in Fig. 5 and the adjustment of tickler turns and position is the same as for
the method of Fig. 4. The resistance of Fig. 6 forms a bypass for the radio
frequency energy from the plate circuit. The smaller the amount of resistance
used in Fig. 6, the less will he the regeneration obtained. In Fig. 4 the greater
the resistance, the less the regeneration. The two methods operate equally
well as controls for regeil ration.

B74"

ypd SS

FR:. G.-Fixed Tickler Control with Shunt Resistance.

Condenser Control.-Ii Fig. 7 the regeneration is controlled by
a variable condenser used as a bypass for the radio frequency
energy in the plate circuit. The tickler coil should be mounted so
that its coupling with the tuned coil may be varied. The method
of Fig. 2 makes a satisfactory mounting, but any other adjustable
coil mounting may be used. The variable condenser should have a
capacity of .001 microfarad, the old style forty-three plate units
being just right. If a smaller variable condenser is used, it will be
necessary to increase the number of turns on the tickler coil.
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The connections arc made exactly as shown in Fig. 7. The plate

of the tube is connected to the tickler and the other side of the
tickler is connected to the stator plates of the control condenser

and to the primary of the audio transformer. The rotor of the condenser is connected to either filament terminal of the tube.

Contra/

Condense/

7.-Variable Itypasz.. Condenser for Regeneration Control.

When making the preliminary adjastment for the system of Fig.

7,

the

condenser should be turned to maximum capacity with its plates fully in mesh.
Connections to the tickler should then be reversed and tried both ways. The
connections are left in the way that produces maximum regeneration or oscillation.

With the condenser still at maximum capacity the tickler is coupled

(loser and closer to the fixed coil until oscillation takes place. Oscillation may
then be prevented and regeneration controlled by varying the condenser. The
less the condenser capacity, the less will be the regeneration and the greater
the condenser capacity, the more regeneration will be obtained. If it is impossible to obtain sufficient regeneration at the lower frequencies or higher wave -

Control

Condenser

adlo

Co a pier-

S.-Regeneration Control with Condenser in Series with Tickler.
lengths, it will be necessary to increase the coupling or the number of turns
on the tickler coil.

The regeneration control of Fig. 8 is very similar to that. of Fig.
7 and all of the constructional details given for Fig. 7 apply equally
well to Fig. 8. The only difference between the two methods is in
the connections between plate, tickler and condenser.
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Fig. 9 shows still another method of controlling regeneration with
a variable condenser. Here the tickler winding forms part of the
tuned coil winding. The tickler winding should have a number of

turns equal to about one-fourth the number of turns in the tuned
portion of the coil. For broadcast reception this method of Fig. 9
is not as satisfactory as the methods of Figs. 7 or 8.

FIG. 0.--Condenz-cr Control o. Close Coupled Tickler.

Link Circuit Control.-Fig. 10 shows regeneration obtained

through a link circuit coupled at one end to the plate circuit and
at the other end of the grid circuit. It is necessary to insert an
additional air -core coil between the plate of the tube and the audio

Link circuit. with
variable CO/7 trails

Bypass
10. ---Link Circuit Control of Regeneration.

frequency transformer. This coil has two windings, both of the
same number of turns, and closely coupled by winding them end
to end or one over the other. Twenty turns on each winding will
usually be about right. If the coupling between these two winding
is to be varied to control regeneration, this unit may be made of a
split variometer.
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The tickler coil proper, which is coupled to the tuned coil of the
t:rid circuit, is fixed in position as shown in Fig. 5. It should consist

id ten or more turns. The number of turns on the tickler and its
closeness of coupling to the tuned coil are such as to allow oscillation at the lowest frequencies or highest wavelengths to be received.
Three different methods of control are shown in Fig. 10, although only one
La them would be employed at any one time. As already mentioned it is
1.0.:sible to control regeneration by varying the coupling between the coil in the
;,late circuit and the coil in the link circuit. With variable coupling neither
the variable resistance nor the variable condenser would be used.

If the variable condenser is placed in the link circuit of Fig. 10, neither

the resistance nor the variable coupling would be used. The resistance would
likewise be used without either the variable condenser or the variable coupling.

Control of Plate Circuit.-Fig. 11 shows regeneration control
1w limiting the eneru passing into the grid circuit to a value low
enough so that the total energy in the grid and plate circuits of
the tube, even with the feedback through the tube capacity, is not
sufficient to allow oscillation. A variable resistance, which may be

Primary
of A.F.

transformer

Coupler
Control

Reststante

to

Bypass

B -/-

Bypass
Fn:. 11.-Regeneration Control with I'late Circuit Resistance.

adjusted from about 10,000 to 100.000 ohms, is connected between
the B -battery or plate voltage supply unit and the primary of the
radio frequency transformer. Increasing the resistance lessens the
regeneration while lessening, the resistance increases the regeneration.
since this method acts to change the direct current voltage applied
to the plate circuit of the preceding tube it must not be allowed to
interfere with passage of radio frequency currents through its circuit. Therefore, the resistance is bypassed with a one microfarad

condenser through which the radio frequency currents pass unhindered.

Fig. 12 shows another method of regeneration control applied to the plate

circuit of one or more radio frequency tubes.
frequency

The primary of the radio
transformer is divided into two parts, one part being stationary
and the other being rotated. Rotation of the movable part of the primary
Ivinding allows it either to assist the stationary part, to oppose the stationary
liart, or to have any intermediate effect.
With the movable part of the
Primary opposing the stationary part regeneration is cut to a minimum. With
the two parts acting together regeneration is maximum.
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The split primary winding of Fig. 12 has been used for automatic control of
regeneration by attaching the movable part of the winding to the shaft of the
tuning condenser. More regeneration is always required for low frequentie.
than for high frequencies, consequently the connection is made so that the

two parts of the primary act together for maximum regeneration at

low

frequencies or high wavelengths.

/7.yed
Primary

Inefficient Methods.-The control methods shown in Figs. 1 to
12 allow efficient operation of the
receiver since they introduce the
least possible added resistance and
loss into

VartaPe
Primary
to/37,-

the grid circuits.

The

methods to lie shown immediately
following are classed as inefficient
a-/- since they add considerable resistresist-

ance directly or indirectly to

the

grid circuit. This causes a loss of

signal strength and broadens the
tuning of the receiver.

12.-Regeneration Control with
Fig. 13 shows the use of a variable
Variable Split Primary winding.
resistance unit in the oscillatory portion
of the tube's grid circuit. This resistance may be a rheostat or a potentiometer
used as a rheostat. The amount of resistance needed to control regeneration
and prevent oscillation depends on the size and construction of the coil and
condenser, also on the wiring in the grid circuit. Resistances as low as ten
to twenty ohms may be sufficient or it may be necessary to use two or three
hundred ohms.

Anienna cal
or Pr/Ind ry

of Coupler

Variaile
Resi stance

FIG. 13-Resistances in Primary Circuit and in Grid Circuit.
Fig. 13 also shows the use of a variable resistance between the ground con*

nection and the antenna coil, this methal being applied to the first tube of
the receiver. This resistance should have a maximum value of 200 to 400 ohm-.

A potentiometer or any variable resistance reaching this value will be satisfactory. Increasing the amount of the resistance will reduce regeneration
while reducing the resistance will increase regeneration and produce oscillation,

Fig. 14 shows the use of a variable grid leak for controlling regenerabon

This grid leak should be constructed so that its resistance may be reduced helo.w
100,000 ohms or one -tenth of a megohm. Reducing the resistance of the grid
leak lessens regeneration while increasing this resistance will increase regeneration and produce oscillation.

In Fig. IS a potentiometer is used in the grid return circuit.

Turning Cle
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potentiometer arm to the side connected to the negative filament terminal
places a negative grid bias on the tube, increases regeneration and increases
the tendency to oscillate Turning the potentiometer arm toward the positive

side provides a positive grid bias and allows the grid circuit to consume power.

Tuned.

Circuit

Variable
Leak

14.-Variable Grid Leak Controlling itegeneration.
This reduces regeneration. Thiis use of a potentiometer broadens the tuning
and distorts the signal. It also weakens the incoming signal
Fig. 16 shows the use of an absorption circuit for controlling ttgeneration.
The absorption circuit consists of a coil and a variable condenser. The coil
is loosely coupled to the tuned coil in the grid circuit. The absorption coil
may be mounted on the grid coil form as in Fig. & The coupling of the grid
coil to the absorption coil should be close enough so that oscillation may be
prevented at the highest frequencies to be received The absorption coil's

Tuned'

Rbsor,rioa

Circuit

16.-Absorption Circuit
Control of Regeneration.
inductance and the capacity of its tuning condenser must be of such values
that they tune to the highest frequency or lowest wavelength to be received.
As the regeneration control condenser is tuned more and more closely to
the frequency being received, the power absorbed from the grid circuit will
increase and regeneration will be reduced.
15. --Potentiometer in Grid Return to Control Regeneration.

Variometer Controls.-Fig. 17 shows one of the first methods
used for regeneration control in broadcast receivers. This is known

as the tuned plate method. A variometer is inserted in the plate
circuit between the plate terminal of the tube and the audio frequency transformer. As the inductance of the variometer is in-
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creased, the voltages across it are increased proportionately. Tit,.
feedback is obtained through the capacity between the plate and II:,

grid in the tube. This capacity is indicated in broken lines.
As the variometer's inductance
Inferno/ capacity

of tau

is increased, the feedback through
the tube capacity increases so that
additional energy is sent back into
the grid circuit. Reducing the
variometer's inductance reduces
the regeneration.
Fig.

IS shows the use of

a plate

variometer connected and operated in
the same way as the variometer in
Fig. 17. The grid circuit also contains
a variometer whose inductance is used
for tuning the grid circuit to the frequency being received.

Plate

Veirl'ometer
F e..

7.-Regeneration with
Plate Variometer.

Automatic Control of Regeneration.-Inasmuch as it is desir-

able to increase the amount of regeneration with decrease of the frequency being received, the regeneratiob control may be attached
to the tuning control so that both 'nave together. Tuning is usually

done with a variable condenser whose capacity is increased for the
reception of higher wavelengths or lower frequencies. If regenera-

Is.-Variometers in Both Grid Circuit and Plate Circuit.

tion is controlled with a condenser, this control condenser may be
connected to the tuning condenser so that the feedback is increased
as the capacity of the tuning condenser is, increased. The types of
control shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 and 16 arc well adapted to
automatic regeneration.
Automatic regeneration is always attended with considerable difficulty because of changes introducell by altering the antenna, by.
using different tubes, by movement or any coils, or by changes 01
any nature whatsoever in the receiver.
In Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10, increasing the capacity of the control condensers
increases the regeneration. Were these control condensers to be connected 1.1
the tuning condenser the two condensers should increase their capacities together
so that regeneration would automatically increase at the higher wavelengtlk.
grid
lower frequencies. The size of the tickler coil and its coupling to the gridcoil
coil are matters for experiment. The proper values will differ for each circuit
to which automatic regeneration control is being adapted.
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1Vith the control condenser fully in mesh, at lowest frequency, the tickler
cod should be given just enough turns or its coupling should be made just
',lase enough to bring the circuit to maximum regeneration while preventing
,scillation. The tuning condenser and control condenser are then turned to
their lowest capacities at which reception is expected. If oscillation occurs at
this point, it wilt be necessary to reduce the tickler coupling, to reduce the
number of turns on the tickler coil, or to use a control condenser of lower
minimum capacity.

Regeneration with a Loop.-Feedback regeneration may be
obtained in any loop receiver by the method shown in Fig. 19.
The number of turns on the loop is increased above the number
ordinarily used by adding from one-fourth to three -fourths the
original number of turns. The connection from the loop and the
tuning condenser to the grid of the first tube is not disturbed. A
tap is provided at the junction between the old and new parts of
the loop winding. From this tap a connection is made to the fila/fide

Turns

Regeneration
Condenser
FIG. 10.-Regeneration Applied to a Loop.

"tent circuit of the first tube and the loop tuning condenser. From

the outer end of the added turns a connection is made through a
variable condenser to the plate terminal of the first tube. This
condenser may have a capacity between .00025 and .0005 micro -

farad.
Increasing the capacity of the added regeneration condenser will increase
the feedback and the regeneration. Reducing the capacity of this condenser
will lessen regeneration. It should be mentioned that this system will cause
the loop to radiate sufficiently to bother nearby receivers. This system of receneration may be added to tuned radio frequency receivers or to superheterodyne receivers. When added to a superheterodyne the connection from
the added portion of the loop through the control condenser is made to the
Plate of the first detector tube. See also Loop, Regeneration whit.

Producing Regeneration in Balanced Circuits.-Various

kinds of receivers are provided with small condensers which balance
the feedback through the plate to grid capacity of the tube with an
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external feedback of equal voltage but of opposite phase. These
receivers include those using the Neutrodyne, Roberts, Rice, Samp-

son and similar circuits. The Neutrodyne, the Roberts, and the
Rice are shown respectively in
Control
Figs. 20, 21 and 22. In each
case the balancing condenser has

been replaced with a variable
condenser marked "Control."
With this control condenser

adjusted to the capacity which
exactly

balances the

internal

capacity of the tube the receiver
will be balanced and regeneration will be prevented. As soon

as the control condenser is adjusted to provide either more or
less capacity than the amount
required for balancing, regenera-

00,
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of following
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20.-Neutrodyne Circuit with
Balancing Condenser Used as
Regeneration Control.

tion will take place. Increasing the capacity of the control condenser will allow the external [Aback to be greater than the internal feedback. Reducing the capacity of the control condenser
will allow the exteTal feedback to be less than the internal feed -

Con tr\/

.5*

following
R.17

transformer
2.1.-Ruberts Circuit with Bal-

ancing Condenser Used as Regeneration Control.

FIG. 22.-Rice Circuit with Regeneralion Control.

Regeneration will take place in either case. To cause
regeneration at the lower frequencies or higher wavelengths it is
usually necessary to increase the control condenser capacity to provide a comparatively large external feedback.
It will be unnecessary to provide regeneration in more than one
of the radio frequency stages. The best results will be obtained by
unbalancing the circuit which immediately precedes the detector.
this being the second radio frequency stage.
Multiple Regeneration.-While regeneration is applied only to
the detector grid circuit as a general rule, there is no reason why
back.

REGENERATIVE RECEIVER
it cannot also be applied to the grid circuits of any radio frequency
tube including the one immediately following the antenna.
Systems have been designed in which variable regeneration control is applied

to the detector grid circuit and fixed or semi -fixed regeneration is applied to
one or more of the radio frequency stages preceding the detector. One method

substitutes for a single radio frequency tube two tubes having their grid

circuits in parallel. The plate circuit of one of these tubes is connected through
a transformer to the following stage as usual. The plate circuit of the other

tube is connected to a tickler coil in the tube's grid circuit and is not connected to the following stage. To be effective in increasing signal strength

and selectivity, regeneration must be increased as the received frequency is
decreased, consequently no method of fixed regeneration is of much value
except at some one frequency among all those to be handled.

One of the simplest and easiest ways of controlling regeneration
and preventing oscillation is by the use of a variable rheostat for
the tube in which regeneration is desired. Any radio frequency
stage in which the tube is fitted with a variable rheostat may be
made to regenerate and if this system is used on two or more radio
frequency stages we will have multiple regeneration.

REGENERATIVE RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Regenerative.

REGULATION, TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer.
REGULATOR TUBE.-See Tube, Voltage Regulator Type.
REINARTZ TUNER.-See Tuner.
REJECTOR CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Rejector.
REJUVENATOR, TUBE.-See Tube, Restoration of.

RELAY.-A device containing two electrical circuits with means

for allowing a small change of voltage or current in one of the

circuits to produce a comparatively large change of voltage or current in the other circuit. Ordinary electrical relays are provided

with contacts which open or close the circuit carrying the more
powerful energy. These contacts are operated by an electromagnet energized from the less powerful circuit.
In the three -element vacuum tube there is a relay action, the small changes
voltage in the grid circuit controlling comparatively large changes of
voltage and amperage in the plate circuit of the tube.
of

RELUCTANCE.-Opposition to the flow of magnetic lines of
The greater the reluctance of the substance through which the lines of force pass, the fewer lines will
force is called reluctance.

flow with a given magnetomotive force. See Iron and Steel.

REMOTE CONTROL.-Sec Control, Remote.
REPAIRS.-See Construction, Receiver; also Trouble.
REPEATER.-A relay of any kind may be called a repeater.

A stage of vacuum tube amplification which amplifies the output
of a preceding stage is called a repeater.

RE-RADIATION.-The antenna of a radio receiver is sup-

posed to receive energy from passing radio waves but is not supposed
to, radiate or send out radio frequency energy. Radiation of energy

S presumed to take place only from the aerials of transmitting
Yet a majority of radio receivers in use are capable of

stations.

RE -RADIATION

radiating energy which hampers or completely spoils the reception
of other receivers within a wide radius.
Any feedback of energy from receiver circuits which are in an
oscillating condition will cause radiation when this feedback reaches
the antenna circuit. The antenna is tuned more or less closely to
the frequency to which the receiver is tuned and the antenna then
radiates this frequency.

If the antenna of a radiating receiver sent forth only the fre-

quency to which the receiver is tuned, things would not be so bad.
But it almost invariably sends out at least two frequencies because
of the two points of resonance that exist in coils which are quite
closely coupled. Not satisfied with radiating two frequencies the
receiver will also send out harmonics of the received frequency,
these harmonics being at twice the received frequency, three times
the received frequency, etc.
A receiver does not nidiate sufficiently to cause harm unless one or more cit
its tubes are oscillating. The oscillating condition is 'brought about by pushing regeneration or "volume" too far so that regeneration gives way to oscillalion. It is fortunate that a receiver other than a superheterodyne operated
with any tubes oscillating will not give.satisfactory reception to its operator.
If the operator is sufficiently experienced to recognize the cause of his own

trouble, he will take steps to stop the oscillation provided his receiver has
the necessary control over oscillation. About the only type of receiver from
which radiation cannotOe prevented is the superheterodyne. This is partly
because the oscillator tobe, which must oscillate to operate the receiver, is
coupled almost directly to the antenna.
A superheterodyne operated with a loop antenna does not do a great deal
of harm with its re -radiation because the loop is an inefficient radiator and
its radiated energy travels for only a few yards in any direction. Regeneralion in the loop of a superheterodyne or ony other receiver makes this rr
radiation reach far enough to bother at least some of the neighbors. A superheterodyne operated with an outdoor antenna makes itself a nuisance to all
other receivers within a considerable distance.
Regenerative receivers, especially those of the single -circuit variety, are
among the worst offenders in the matter of re -radiation. Any receiver which
uses regeneration in the tube immediately following the antenna will re -radiate
badly when regeneration is carried so far as to cause oscillation. A stage of
radio frequency amplification which is properly balanced and placed between

the antenna and the tube using regeneration will quite effectively prevent
re -radiation. This is one of the chief advantages of properly built and

properly balanced Neutrodyne, Browning -Drake, Roberts and similar balancid

But when these receivers are not properly balanced and
balanced they are as bad as any others.
receivers.

The easiest way to locate a distant station on the dials of a

kept

regenerative

receiver is to turn the regeneration control to a point which causes oscillation.

then to rotate the tuning dials until the carrier wave of the desired station
causes a heterodyne whistle with the oscillations of the receiver. Regeneration
will be
may then be brought about by stopping oscillation and the station
received satisfactorily. But during the process of locating the whistle, the
id
oscillating receiver is acting as a transmitter and spoiling the reception
neighbors operating their receivers near that frequency.

Whether a certain receiver re -radiates may be determined by a
simple test with the help of someone within a short distance who
frealso has a receiver. The two receivers are tuned to the same The
quency, tuned to receive the same station at the same time.

RESIN

regeneration control of the receiver to be tested is then set at its
highest point to produce maximum regeneration. The tuning dial
or dials are then turned back and forth across this setting a number
of times. If the other receiver gives vent to a series of whistles
and squeals as the dials are turned on the first one, the receiver
being tested is re -radiating and is capable of causing much interference.
Whistles and squeals heard in a receiver may originate either in the same
receiver or in others which are re -radiating. If the pitch of the whistle rises
and falls while the tuning dials and other controls remain unchanged, the
interference is coming from another receiver. But if the whistle remains at
exactly the same pitch until the receiver controls arc moved and then rises
and falls with movement of the controls, it indicates that the receiver being
tested is oscillating and is undoubtedly re -radiating.

RESIN.-Sec Insulation, Moulded and Laminated.
RESISTANCE.-Resistance is the opposition to flow of electric
current offered by conductors through which the current flows.
Resistance affects the flow both of direct currents and of alternating currents. The opposition to the flow of alternating currents
caused by inductance and by capacity is called reactance. The
combined opposition of the resistance and the reactance to alternating currents is called impedance. See also Impedance, Reactance
and Skin Effect.
Resistance considered as to its effect on high frequency currents is generally

assumed to include not only true resistance, but also all losses of energy.
These losses affect the circuit in much the same way that it would be affected
by a loss due to resistance. These are often called equivalent resistances.
All resistances, reactances and impedances arc measured in ohms. The
symbol for resistance is "R," for reactance "X" and for impedance ''Z."

RESISTANCE, ANTENNA.-The antenna resistance is assumed to include all causes of energy loss in the antenna circuit.
This circuit consists of the antenna, lead-in, ground lead and the
ground itself.
The antenna resistance includes the resistance of the wires and conductors
used in parts of the antenna circuit. It also includes the loss of energy due
to leakage through and over the surface of insulators, the loss due tO currents
set up in nearby conductors and the losses due to nearby dielectrics such as
building walls, trees, poles, etc.

RESISTANCE, CALCULATION OF.-See Law, Ohm's.
RESISTANCE, COIL.-See Coil, Resistance of.

RESISTANCE, CONDENSER AFFECTED BY.-See
Condenser, Resistance in Series with, Effect of.

RESISTANCE, COPPER WIRE.-See Wire, Copper.

RESISTANCE, DIELECTRIC.-A name

strength.

for

dielectric

See Strength, Dielectric.

RESISTANCE, DIRECT CURRENT.-See

Resistance,

Ohmic.

RESISTANCE, EFFECTIVE.-The effective resistance of a

circuit is equal to the power in watts that is used in the circuit

RESISTANCE, EQUIVALENT

divided by the square of the number of amperes flowing in the
circuit. This is a true measure of the losses in a circuit whether they

are due to resistance, reactance or actual loss of energy through
leakages and similar effects.

RESISTANCE, EQUIVALENT.-The equivalent resistance
of any circuit is the resistance which would have to be added to
another circuit of the same type but composed of electrically perfect
units in order to make the losses in the two circuits the same.

Fu;. 1.-Equivalent Series and Shunt Rea.Lstances.
Equivalent resistance is usually indicated as being either in series or in
parallel with the circuit. In Fig. 1 at the lett is shown a circuit including
only inductance and capacity and having no resistance. Since it is impossible
to obtain such a perfect circuit in practice the resistance of all the parts may
be shown as a series resistance or as a shunt resistance, both of these being
indicated at the right hand Side of Fig. 1. The resistances shown, if con.
sidered as equivalent resistances, represent all of the losses in the circuit
These losses are due to actial resistance, to eddy currents, to leakages, and to
dielectric losses.

Series

Antenna

Res/stance

Circuit
Shw71
Ref/ad/Ice

Fm. 2.-Equivalent Resistances in Antenna Circuit.

Fig. 2 represents an antenna circuit. The equivalent resistance of such a
circuit may be shown as an actual resistance in series with the antenna or xi
a parallel resistance across the antenna capacity and the coil inductance. Both
representations are shown at the right hand side of Fig. 2. The equivalent
series resistance would tend to oppose flow of current. The equivalent parallel resistance would tend to bypass or waste a part of the energy in the antenna
circuit.

RESISTANCE, FEEDBACK FROM
A vacuum tube is represented at the left in Fig. 3 while at the right are

shown the equivalent resistances for such a tube.

The equivalent resistances

of the tube arc shown as existing between the plate and the filament and

Grid
Circuit

Plate
Circatt

Resistance

Resistance

FIG. 3. -Equivalent Resistances of Vacuum Tube Circuits.
between the grid and the filament. The plate -filament resistance is the output
resistance while the grid -filament resistance is the input resistance.
See also Condenser, Losses in.
RESISTANCE, FEEDBACK FROM. -7 --See Oscillation.

RESISTANCE; FIXED. -Any resistance unit in which the

amount of resistance is not readily variable is called a fixed resistance. Filament control resistors, grid leaks of the usual type and
some power supply resistors are examples of fixed resistances.

RESISTANCE, HIGH FREQUENCY. -The effective

re-

sistance to high frequency currents is the total of all resistances
and loss effects in the circuit.
HUAI FREQUENCY RESISTANCE OF COPPER WIRE

Ohms per llundred Feet in Straight Wires
Gauge Number
of (Wire

12
14

16

kr,if tar:Ct at
D:rec: Current

Resistance at
600 Kilocycles

.159
.253
.402

.94
1.25
1.62

.639

Rt.! iftance ul
1500 Kilocycles

1.55
1.97
2.51

18
20

1.O2

2'.10
2.75

22

1.61

3.50

4.01
5.25

24

/.57

26
28

4.08
6.49

4.50
6.35
7.90

6.77
8.78

30

10.32

32
34

16.41

11.35
17.50

26.09

27.00

36
38
40

41.48
65.96
104.90

42.20
66.40
105.15

3.20

11.41

14.80
19.92
28.52
43.14
67.00
105.57

RESISTANCE, INSULATION

The total high frequency resistance depends partly on the actual
resistance of the conductor at the frequency being considered, this
resistance in turn depending to a great extent on the skin effect.
The effective resistance depends also on the resistance in circuits
which are coupled, either loosely or closely, to the circuit being considered. The loss due to the production of eddy currents in nearby
conductors also enters into the high frequency resistance and this
resistance is raised still higher by any loss of energy through the
capacities between parts of the circuit or between its parts and those
of neighboring circuits. Finally, the high frequency resistance is
increased by the losses in condensers and coils used in the circuit.
See Skin Effect.
High frequency resistance in a tuned circuit reduces the frequency at which
the circuit is resonant. The effect is as if capacity or inductance were added
to the tuned circuit. Therefore, less of the variable tuning capacity is requirril
to reach a given frequency when the circuit contains high resistance.

RESISTANCE, INSULATION.-The ohmic resistance of an
insulating material to voltages tending to break through the material is called the insulation resistance.. It is measured in ohms.
See also Strength, Dielectric. The following table shows volume
resistance of dielectric materials as given by the Bureau of Standards.
RESLSTI%1TY or SOLID DIELECTRIC: MATERIALS

Resistivity of a centimeter cube at 22° Cent. or 71.0° Fahr. in billions
Bakelite
No.

1

No. 150
No. 100

No. L-558

micarta
Celluloid, white
Condcnsitc
Fibre, hard
red

Glass. ordinary
plate
Lavite
Marble

ohms (1,000,4000,000 or 10')
India. slight stains
moulded
200
Porcelain, unglazed
4000
Quartz, fused
100
20,000,000
50
20

Shellac

Sulphur

5

00.000
20,000
20

5

African, spotted black _40,000
African, brown clear -2,000,000

colorless

India ruby, stained

Rubber, hard

40
20

100

Tennessee
Vermont
Mica

Rosin

200,000,000
50,000

tii

..50,000,000
1,000,000
300,000

5000,000,000
50,000,000
1,000,000,000
10,000,901
100,000,000

1Vaxes

beeswax, yellow
beeswax, white

ceresin (over)
halowax No. 1001

2,000,00n
6 000,000
5,000,000.000
20.003

halowax No. 505513 -20,000.000
50,000.000
paraffin
10,000,000
parowax
8,000,000
scaling

Woods, paraftined
mahogany
maple
poplar
walnut

40,000
30
SCO

10

The surface resistivity of any material is lowered by humidity, by thy
presence of moisture. For example, the surface resistivity of hard rubber

which is 10" ohms at a relative humidity of zero drops only to 10'' at
humidity of 60; but it then drops to 10" at humidity of 80 and to 10' at

a humidity of 90.

RESISTANCE, MATERIALS FOR

RESISTANCE, MATERIALS FOR.-Resistance which is

necessary for the control of current flow and voltage is generally
obtained from wires, rods or bars of metal or carbon. In the following table the resistances of commonly used materials are given
in ohms per mil foot. These values show the resistance in ohms
of a piece of the material having a cross-sectional area of one mil
or one -thousandth of a square inch, and a length of one foot. To
find the resistance per foot of the material having any given crosssectional area it is only necessary to divide the value given in the
table by the number of mils of cross-sectional area in the piece being
considered.
For example, a number 30 gauge wire has a cross-section of 101 circular
mils. If it is desired to find the resistance per lout of number 30 aluminum wire,
the resistance given in the table, 17.02, is divided by 101, the result being 0.169

which is the resistance in ohms of one foot of number 30 aluminum wire.
The cross-sectional area of wires of various gauges is given under Wire,
Copper.

ISTANCI.; IN OIINIS PER Mn. FOOT
OF MLTALS AND CARBON
17.02

Aluminum
Antimony
Bismuth

250.8)

llrass

Cadmium

Carbon (coke, lampblack)
Copper (annealed)
Copper (hard drawn)
German Silver (18%)
German Silver (30%)
Gold

Graphite
Iron (pure, annealed)
Iron (Cast)
Lead

Magnesium

721.02
42.11
45.72
22,000.00
10.37
10.65

19853
294.78
14.68
4,300.00
60.16
435.00
132.35
276.74

Manganin
Mercury

Mond Metal
Nichrome
Nickel
Palladium
Phosphor Bronze
Platinum
Silver
Steel (cast)

(soft carbon)
Steel (transformer)
Tantalum
Tin
Tungsten (drawn)
Steel

Zinc

264.70
576.23
252.67
601.57
46.92
67.17

46.90
60.15
9 56

11450
95.50
66.17
93.25
60 17
33.68
34.85

RESISTANCE, MEASUREMENT OF.-See Bridge, Measurements bv, also Lou', Ohm's.

RESISTANCE, NEGATIVE.-The effect of feeding energy
from the plate circuit of a tube back into the grid circuit of the
same tube so that the resistance of the grid circuit is overcome is
called negative resistance. The effect is much as though the resistance of the grid circuit were made less than zero. Then, in
place of the grid circuit absorbing power, it delivers power to the
tube. Oscillation and regerteration will take place with negative
resistance.

See also Regeneration, Action and Principle of.

RESISTANCE, OHMIC.-The opposition to flow of electric
current which is due to the material, temperature and size of the
conductor is called ohmic resistance. Ohmic resistance affects both
direct and alternating currents. It affects the flow of low frequencies
and high frequencies. Resistance is measured in ohms. A circuit
through which an electrical pressure of one volt will send a current
of one ampere has a resistance of one ohm. See Law, Ohm's.

RESISTANCE, PARALLEL CIRCUIT

The resistance of a conductor depends cm the material of which
it Is made, on its length, on its size or cross-sectional area, and 141

some degree on temperature, high temperatures increasing the resistance of metals.
The resistance of a conductor varies directly with its length, that is, a conductor 200 feet long has twice the resistance of another one which is similar
except for being 100 feet long. A conductor similar in all other ways, but
only fifty feet long, has half the resistance of the 100 -foot length.
The resistance of a conductor varies inversely with its cross-sectional area
or its size around. That is to say, a conductor two square inches in area
has half the resistance of a similar conductor having one square inch area,
and one having one-half square inch area would have twice the resistance of
the one square inch size.

RESISTANCE, PARALLEL CIRCUIT.-The calculation

of resistance in parallel circuits differs from the calculation for
series circuits. The total resistance of two conductors in parallel
is less than the resistance of either conductor taken alone. A parallel circuit consists Of two or more conductors all connected to a
common source of voltage and current as in Fig. 1. A parallel circuit is sometimes called a shunt circuit and the conductors are
called shunts.

Fm. 1.-Circuits with Resistantes in Parallel on Batten.

Fu: 2.-Parallel Circuit with Its Resistance as Part of Series Circuit.

For purposes of explanation, the parallel circuit will be treated as if the
conductors forming the shunts were each attached to the common source of
pressure and current. It will often be found, however, that a parallel circuit
will form a part of a series circuit as in Fig. 2. In the illustration the portion
of the circuit between A and B would be treated as a series circuit and so
would the portion from C to D. In this way it would be possible to determine
the amperage flowing through the shunts X and 1' from B to C and to find
the potential difference between B and C. which would be the voltage acting
on the parallel circuit.
If the source of Fig. 2 is considered as having 12 volts pressure, if the
lines A -B and C -D have 2 ohms resistance each and if the shunt circuit B -C
has 2 ohms, then 2 amperes will flow in each part and 2 amperes will flow
from B to C, dividing between .V and Y. We know the amperage in B -C and
the resistance, each being 2. Then multiplying 2 by 2 gives the potential
difference as 4 volts between B and C. This 4 volts pressure acts on X and
also on Y.

RESISTANCE, PARALLEL CIRCUIT
It is often desired to find the combined resistance of all the parts
forming a parallel circuit, or to find the current flowing in each
branch when the resistances of the branches are known.
If all the branches of a parallel circuit have the same resistance, as with
the four parts of the circuit A B in Fig. 3, the resistance of the entire circuit
is found by dividing the resistance of one branch by the number of branches.
Thus, in .4-B of Fig. 3, dividing 20 (resistance of one branch) by 4 (number
of branches) gives the combined resistance as 5 ohms. The resistance of any
parallel circuit is always less than the resistance of any of its branches, because providing the current with several paths makes it easier for the
electricity to flow than would be the case using only one of the several paths.

If the resistances of the several parts of a parallel circuit differ
from one another, their combined resistance is found as follows:
All of the resistances are multiplied together and the product forms
the upper part or numerator of a fraction which will show the total
resistance. Thus in A -B of Fig. 4, multiply 2 X 3 X 4 = 24, which
will be the numerator. Then multiply each resistance by each one
of all the other resistances and add together sll the numbers thus
found. In A -B of Fig. 4, this would be done as follows: (2 X 3)
plus (2 X 4) plus (3 X 4) = 6 + 8 ± 12 = 26, which will be the
lower part or denominator of the fraction to be found. It will be
seen that in the latter operation each resistance was multiplied by
each of the other resistances. The fraction indicating the resistance
of the shunt circuit A -B will then be 24/26 or/12/13ths of an ohm.
The same method can be applied to any numAer of
2 ohms

3.-Parallel Circuits with Equal

FIG.

4.-Parallel Circuits with Unequal Resistances.

Resistances.

If the potential difference or voltage between, the ends of any one shunt is

known and if the resistancc.of the shunt is known, the flow through that
branch may be found by applying the rule: amperage is equal to voltage
divided by resistance. Thus, in .4-B of Fig, 4, if the potential difference is
assumed to he 12 volts, then the flow through the 2 -ohm branch will be 12

divided by 2, or 6 amperes; the flow in the 3 -ohm branch will be 12 divided
by 3, or 4 amperes; and the flow. in the 4 -ohm branch will be 12 divided by
4, or 3 amperes. The total flow will then be equal to the sum of the flows
in the branches, or 6+4+3 =-413 amperes.
This conclusion may be proven correct because the total resistance of the
circuit 4-B was previously found to be 12/13ths of an ohm and applying the
rule, amperage is equal to voltage divided by resistance, dividing 12 (the
voltage) by 12/13 (the resistance) the amperage is found to be 13.
The combined resistance of two resistances in parallel is shown as follows:
RaX Rh
R

Ra+ Rb

RESISTANCE, PLATE
when R is the combined resistance and Ra and Rb are the separate resistancr,.
The combined resistance of any number of resistances in parallel is shim:i
as follows:
1

-Rb.

--R a

Re

1

-----

,etc.

when R is the combined resistance and Ra, Rb, Re, Rd, etc. arc the separatu
resistances. The reciprocal of the total resistance is equal to the sum of thr
reciprocals of the separate resistances.

RESISTANCE, PLATE.-See Tubc, Output Resistance and

Impedance of; also Tube, Characteristics of.

RESISTANCE, SERIES CIRCUIT.-The diagram

illus-

trates a series circuit made up of five different conductors attached
between the terminals of a 6 -volt battery and with the assumed resistance of each part marked for reference. Current flowing through
any one part must flow through all the others.
The resistance of a s%rics circuit is equal to the sum of the resistances of
the parts included in the circuit. Therefore, the resistance of the circuit is
as follows:

.1 to B
B to C
C to 1)

1/2 ohm

I: to F

V, ohm

1 ohm
3 ohms

I ohm

6 ohms

Total, .1 to F

Knowing the resistance of a series circuit and the voltage acting nn thc
circuit (in this case 6 volts) the amperage can be found by the rule that tl

amperes arc equal to the volts divided by c
the ohms. Then, dividing 6 (volts) by o
,ohms) gives the current flow as ampere.
The current flow is the same through all
1

parts of a series circuit regardless of the
resistance of the part being considered, Thus,

the current through the circuit from C to D
amp_re and
against 3 ohms resistance is
the current through the circuit from 11 to B
1

against I/2 ohm resistance is likewise 1 ampere.
In the example being considered it is

6 volts
known that there is a pressure of 6 volts
between the ends of the circuit A and F, and
it is evident that it requires 6 volts to send
Series Circuit of Five
ampere through this circuit. Vet thole
1
Conductors.
will not be 6 volts pressure between C and
D, for example, because it is known that it does not require 6 volts to send

a
1 ampere against 3 ohms resistance. The rule has been given that voltage
equal to the number of amperes times the number of ohms, and, applying this
rule between C and D, 1 (ampere) times 3 (ohms) we find that 3 volts pre!,
sure is required. This pressure of 3 volts is used between C and D and the
potential difference is said to be 3 volts. Similarly the potential difference between any other points may be found; as from B to C, 1 ohm times 1 ampere
indicates 1 volt drop from R to C.

RESISTANCE, SHUNT.-See Resistance, Parallel Circuit.

RESISTANCE. UNITS OF

RESISTANCE, UNITS OF.-The practical unit of resist-

ance is the ohm. One ohm is the resistance of a column of pure
mercury having a weight of 14.4521 grams, a uniform cross-section
of one square millimeter and a length of 106.3 centimeters at a temperature of 0 Centigrade, 32° Fahrenheit. See also Ohm.

A microhm is the one -millionth part of an ohm. A megohm

is

one million ohms.

RESISTANCE, VARIABLE.-A resistance unit in which the
value of the resistance is readily changed is called a variable resistance. Rheostats and potentiometers are forms of variable resistances.

RESISTANCE, WIRE FOR.-See Resistance, Materials for.
RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIER.-See Amplifier,

Audio Frequency, Resistance Coupled.

RESISTANCE COUPLING.-See Coupling, Resistance.
RESISTOR.-A fixed resistance of any kind is called a resistor.
A fixed resistance is one that cannot be varied by an adjustment.
Fixed resistances or resistors are used at many points in radio receivers. They are used for plate resistances in resistance coupled
amplifiers. They arc used for detector grid leaks. Resistors of
comparatively low value are used for controlling filament voltage

Mountings for Fixed Resistors.

and current. Resistors are sometimes used for flattening the amplification curve of audio frequency transformers by connecting the
resistor across the secondary winding. Power supply units use resistors for controlling the voltage at the various taps.
A resistor should not change the value of its resistance under normal conditions of load and heating. When used as a coupling resistance or as a grid
leak the resistor must not produce noises in the receiver. The only thing
desired in resistors is ohmic resistance and they should not introduce either

RESISTOR, FILAMENT CONTROL
inductance or capacity into their circuit.
following currents:

High grade resistors will carry thr

ALLOWABLE CURRENT IN RESISTORS
Ohms

Megohm

Milliampere;
0.5 to

1.4

0.7

2.0
3.0

1,000,000
500,000
250,000

1.00
.50
.25

100,000
50,000
25,000

.10

3.0

.05

4.0

10,000
5,000
2,500

1.5

5.0

4.5
6.4
9.0

10.0
15.0

20.0

20.0

2R.0

14.0

Resistance elemerits arc sometimes made by. depositing carbon or
graphite on fibre or paper strips. These strips are enclosed in glass
tubes having metal end caps by means of which the resistor is supported between clips. A more recent development in the manufacture of resistors places a metallic deposit on the inside of a glass
tube or upon a glass rod which may be enclosed. These tubes, or
rods enclosed in tulk, are fitted with metal end caps for mounting.

Typical resistance ubit mountings are shown in the illustration.
See also Leak, Grid an(' Resistance, Materials for.

RESISTOR, FILAMENT (CONTROL.-Fixed resistance

units are used for the automatic control of filament voltage in radio
receiver tubes, these fixed resistors taking the place of rheostats.

FIG. 1.-Filament Resistor.

Fm. 2.-Single Filament Resistor for
Two Tubes.

These units are made in different current carrying capacities. A
unit for handling a me -quarter ampere tube is of course designed
to carry one -quarter ampere of current. Its connection in the filament circuit is shown in Fig. 1. These units are also made to carry
six hundredths of an ampere, one -eighth ampere, one-half ampere,

RESONANCE
or one ampere. A one-half ampere unit may be used for controlling
a single tube requiring one-half ampere of filament current or it
may be used to control two one -quarter ampere tubes in parallel as
in Fig. 2. The one ampere unit is used for the control of a single

tube requiring one ampere of filament current, for the control of
two half -ampere tubes in parallel, or for the control of four quarter -

ampere tubes in parallel.

The resistance clement used in these units is made of iron wire or of iron
Iron has the peculiar property of greatly increasing its resistance at a
critical temperature which is just below red heat. This characteristic of iron
is illustrated in Fig. 3. With a gradual rise of temperature the resistance of
the iron rises slowly but just before the iron becomes red hot the resistance
goes up rapidly and limits the flow of current. The size or gauge of the wire
is selected so that this increase of resistance will occur when the rated current
flow of the resistor has been reached. This action of the wire is independent
of the voltage applied, therefore, a resistor of this type tends to maintain a
fairly constant flow of current through the tube filament even as the battery
alloys.

becomes discharged.

ti

Inere ase of Tirnperdeure-0,.,
FIG. 3.-Increase of Resistance wi h Temperature in Iron
Used as Filament Resistor.

The various kinds of fixed resistance for controlling filament voltage operate
satisfactorily with storage batteries but not with dry cells. With a storage battery the change in current flowing to a quarter -ampere tube between the voltage

given by a fully charged battery and the voltage of a discharged battery is
only about six thousandths of an ampere. This is because the voltage of a
storage battery does not drop to any great extent until it is almost fully discharged.

These fixed resistors arc very satisfactory for tore control of current through
audio frequency and radio frequency amplifying tubes. But because it is often

advantageous to change the voltage applied to the detector tube filament in
obtaining maximum sensitivity, they are not as well suited as a variable rheostat for use with the detector.

RESONANCE.-Flow of alternating current in a circuit is opposed by three things; the resistance, the inductive reactance and
the capacitive reactance. The resistance is due to the resistance of
the various conductors in the circuit and to the connections between
them. It may be reduced by using conductors of adequate size and
of good conductivity, but resistance cannot be completely eliminated
from any circuit.
The inductive reactance depends on the inductance in the circuit,
the greater the inductance in the coils and other parts the greater

RESONANCE

being the resultant inductive reactance. The capacitive reactance
depends on the capacity of the condensers and other parts in the cir-

cuit, the greater the capacity the less the capacitive reactance..

Further explanations are given under the heading of Reactancc.
Inductive reactance is often called positive reactance while capacitive reactance is often called negative reactance. This is because
they have opposite effects in a circuit, that is, they tend to neutralize
each other.

If we have an alternating current circuit containing a certain

amount of inductive reactance, we can introduce capacitive reactance into this circuit and by gradually increasing the capacitive reactance can finally reach a point where the two reactances exactly
balance each other and leave only the resistance to oppose flow of
current through the circuit.
A circuit containing only resistance and inductive reactance offers
opposition to the flow of current, this opposition being due to the
combined effects of the resistance and the inductive reactance. We
may also have a circuit containing only resistance and capacitive
reactance in which opposition to flow of current is caused by the
CdrJdClt lye
Reirct_a_n;e

Rests ante

Balanced
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Resistance

1. --Circuits with Inductive
and Capacitive Reactances to
Produce Resonance.

Fin. 2.-Condition of

Series

Resonance.

combined effects of the resistance and reactance. These circuits
are shown in Fig. I. But if we have an alternating current circuit
containing resistance, inductive reactance and capacitive reactance,
the two reactances may be made'such that they balance out. This
condition is called resonance. 5ee Radio, Principles of.
When an alternating current circuit, as in Fig, 2, containing resistance and
the two kinds of reactance all in series is at its resonant point the effect of the
reactances is removed and we have the greatest possible flow of current through
the circuit at this time because only resistance remains. Resonance obtained
when the resistance, the inductive reactance and the capacitive reactance are
all in series with each other is called serics,rmonance.

When we arc speaking of adjusting the capacity and inductance
to resonance we are always referring to resonance at a certain frequency. At any given frequency there are certain values of capacity and inductance which cause resonance at this frequency but at
no other frequency. If the frequency in the alternating current
circuit should change, it would be necessary to make a different adjustment of either inductance or capacity, in order that the resonant
condition might again be obtained at the new frequency.

RESONANCE

With a given adjustment of capacity and inductance or a given
relation between them their reactance will balance out for one certain frequency and current at this frequency will then flow through
the circuit in maximum volume although currents at any other frequency still will be opposed by the reactances. The circuit is then
said to be in resonance at that frequency.
In practice, resonance is never so sharply defined at any one frequency that the reactance disappears completely for that frequency,
vet remains high for all other frequencies. The reactance is least
for the resonant frequency, then gradually increases for frequencies
farther and farther away from the point of resonance.
As the frequency is lowered, either
the inductance, the capacity of both
must be increased to maintain resonance. if the frequency is increased,
then the capacitor, the inductance, or
both must be decreased to maintain
In other words, the
resonance.
greater the frequency the less must
be the capacity and inductance and
the lower the frequency the greater
must be the apicity and inductance.

We may consider a circuit tuned to
resonance as being similar to the pen-

dulum of Fig. 3 which swings naturally at
a ,fertain speed or frequency. The applied
alternating current, which must be of the
same frequency, may be considered as simFtc.

3.-Mechanical Resonance
Between Pendulum and
Hammer.

ilar to a hammer with which the pendulum is being struck. The hammer must
be swung at the same speed or frequency
with which

the

pendulum

is

moving.

Then every blow of the hammer adds to the swing of the pendulum until the
pull of gravity and the friction on the pendulum prevent further increase just
as in the resonant circuit the resistance finally prevents further increase of
current.

The frequency of resonance is given by the following formulas when the
inductance and the capacity arc known:
159,155,000

Frequency = V mit rohenrksXmicro-nsicrofarads
Frequency

Frequency

Frequency -

159,155

V nsicrohenriesXmicrolarads
5,033

V nitlishenriesXmicrolarads
159.16

V henries X tnierolaraels

These values of frequency are in cycles per second. Dividing the result by
1030 will reduce the frequency to kilocycles.

RESONANCE, COUPLING EFFECT ON
The wavelength in meters for resonance is given by the following formulas.
Wavekngils = 1.884 X V microhenries X micro-micro/arads
Wavelength = 1884 X V microltennes X microfarads
Wavelength = 59,750 X V millihenries X microfarads
Wavelength = 1,884,000 X V henries X

COUPLING EFFECT ON.-Sec Coupling,
Effect on Resonance.

RESONANCE, INDICATOR FOR.-Sec Meter, Frequencv.
RESONANCE, INDUCTANCE -CAPACITY VALUES
FOR.-It is the product of the inductance and capacity in a circuit
that determines the frequency at which the circuit is resonant.

For

each frequency them is a certain value of this product which is
called the inductance -capacity value or the L -C value for resonance.

Knowing this value it is possible to determine the correct inductance for use with any given capacity or the correct capacity for use
with any given inductance. The L -C value is divided by the known
capacity or the known inductance, the quotient of the division being

the required inductanceor capacity, thus:

Inductance= L -C value
Capacity

L -C value

Capacity - Inductance

In the following table arc given the inductance -capacity values
for resonance at frequencies in the broadcast transmission bands.
The inductance is to be measured in microhenries and the capacity
in microfarads.

As an example, it might be desired to find the required inductance of a coil to tune to a frequency of 550 kilocycles or 545.1
meters wavelength with a condenser of .0005 microfarad capacity.
The L -C value for this frequency is found from the table to be
.08428. Substituting in the formula and dividing this value by the
capacity (0.0005) gives the result as 168.56 microfarads of inductance or approximately 170 microfarads.
Again, it might be desired to learn the required minimum capacity
of the tuning condenser to reach the frequency of 1500 kilocycles
or the wavelength of 199.9 meters with the coil of 170 microfarads
inductance. The L -C value for this frequency is found to be .01127

in the table. Dividing this by the inductance (170) gives as a
result .0000663 (approximate) microfarad of minimum capacity.
The required change of capacity is then from about .000066 to
.0005 microfarad. Any other coil and condenser combination maY
be similarly calculated.

RESONANCE, INDUCTANCE -CAPACITY VALUES FOR
Wavelength
in Meters

1.-C
Value

545.1

590

535.4
526.0
516.9
508.2

.08428
.08119
.07827
.07551
.07288

600
610
620
630
640

499.7
491.5
483.6
475.9
468.5

.07040
.06808
.06593
.06383
.06185

650

461.3
454.3
447.5
440.9
434.5

.05998

700
710
720
730
740

428.3

.05198

422.3
416.4
410.7
405.2

4051

750
760
770
780
790

399.8
394.5
389.4
384.4
379.5

.04495
.04380
.04268
.04164
.04060

800
810
820
830
840

374.8
370.2
365.6
361.2
356.9

.03960
.03866
.03774
.03684

850
860
870
880
890

352.7
348.6
344.6
340.7
336.9

.03511

900
910
920
930
940

333.1
329.5

950
960
970
980
990

315.6
312.3

Frequency

in Kilocycles
550
560
570
580

660
670
680

(00

1000
1010
1020

.05823

.05658
.05501
.05348

.04907
.04767
.04630

.035%
.03429
.03351
.03275
.03201

Frequency
in Kilocycles

in Meters

L -C
Value

030
040

291.1
288.3

.02389
.02343

050
060
070
080
090

285.5
282.8
280.2
277.6
275.1

.02299
.02255
.02213
.02171
.02130

100
110
120
130
140

272.6

.02090
.02052
.01016
.01980
.01946

150
160
170
180
190

260.7
258.5
256.3
254.1
252.0

.01914

200
210
220
230
240

249.9
247.8
245.8
243.8
241.8

.01760
.01731
.01702
.01675
.01648

250
260
270
280
290

239.9
238.0

.01622
.01596
.01571
.01546
.01522

300
310
320
330
340

230.6
228.9

325.9
322.4
319.0

305.9
302.8

.02804
.02746
.02688
.02634
.02382

299.8
296.9
293.9

.02532
.02483
.02436

309.1

270.1
267.7
265.3

263.0

236.1
234.2
232.4

227.1
225.4

223.7

.01882
.01852
.01821
.01789

.01499
.01476
.01452
.01432
.01411

380
390

220.4
218.8
217.3
215.7

.01390
.01370
.01350
.01330
.01311

400
410
420
430
440

214.2
212.6
211.1
209.7
208.2

.01292
.01274
.01256
.01239
.01222

450
460
470
480
490

206.8
205.4
204.0
202.6
201.2
199.9

.01205
.01189
.01173
.01157
.01142
.01127

350
360

370
.03129
.03059
.02991
.02926
.02864

W a v cleng t h

500

222.1

RESONANCE, PARALLEL

RESONANCE, PARALLEL.-We may have a circuit

in

which the inductance and capacity are in parallel with each other
and arc then placed in series with an alternating current circuit as
shown in the diagram. It is now possible to adjust the inductance
and capacity so that the two together form a resonant circuit. In
this resonant circuit, composed of the inductance and capacity with
the resistance of their connections, we would then have the conditions which allow the greatest possible flow of oscillating current
back and forth between the inductance and the capacity.
With parallel resonance the loop circuit which contains the coil
and condenser is itself practically in a condition of series resonance.
Under this condition the voltage on the condenser is equal and opposite to the voltage on the coil and there is a flow of current back
and forth between condenser and coil. At any instant the current
in the coil is opposite to the condenser current. The current in the
main circuit is the algebraic sum of these two currents in coil and
condenser and with 'these currents opposite and of practically the

In

c ta

Cdpc7C1

/7-e
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A.C. Circuit
Circuit for Parallel Resonance.

same value they just about balance and the net current in the main
circuit approaches zero, being equal only to the difference between
the coil current and condenser current.
In adjusting the coil's inductance or the condenser's capacity to
obtain parallel resonance we are.really adjusting these values to
cause the same value of current' in both coil and condenser. The
nearer the two currents approach equality, the less will be the current in the main circuit.
Inductance and capacity thus arranged in parallel with each other anti

adjusted to resonance arc sometimes called anti -resonance when placed in an
alternating current circuit because this combination allows the smallest possibly
flow of current through the alternating circuit whereas series resonance allows
the greatest possible flow through the alternating current circuit.
It is possible to change either the capacity or the inductance until they
arc resonant at the frequency of the alternating current circuit in which these
units are connected A condenser and coil thus tuned to a certain frequency
offer an exceedingly high impedance to flow of current at that frequency.
With the capacity and inductance remaining unchanged, the frequency 0$

the outside circuit connected to them may be changed until it reaches the
frequency to which the condenser and coil happen to be tuned. We again
would have the condition of parallel resonance. The condition of parallel

RESONANCE, SERIES
resonance

is always reached when the values of capacity, inductance and

frequency arc such that the least current will flow through the circuit.

RESONANCE, SERIES.-If a condenser and a coil, that is,

a capacity and an inductance are connected in series with each other
and placed in series with a circuit carrying alternating current, it is

possible to change either the capacity or the inductance until the
inductive reactance (alternating current opposition caused by inductance) is just equal to the capacitive reactance (alternating current opposition caused by capacity). When this condition of balance is reached there will be the greatest possible flow of current

foriac ante

Ca achy

/7 C. Circur t
Circuit for Series Resonance.

through the circuit because the inductive reactance and capacitive
reactance counteract each other for the frequency existing in the
connected circuit. This condition is called 'series resonance. If the
frequency of the circuit is changed, it will be necessary. to change
either the capacity or inductance to again obtain series resonance.

RESONANT CIRCUIT.-See Resonance.
RESONANT FREQUENCY.-See Frequency, Resonant.
RESONANT PEAK.-See Transformer, Audio Frequency.
RESONANT WAVE COIL.-See Antenna, Resonance Wave

Coil Type.

RESONATOR.-A name sometimes given to a loud speaker.

See Speaker, Loud.

RESTORATION OF TUBE.-See Tube, Restoration of.
RETENTIVITY.-See Iron rind Steel.
RETURN, GRID.-The connection of the filament circuit of a
vacuum tube to the grid circuit of the tube is called the grid return.

Return
to Aba

1.-Grid Returns to Filament or Battery Lines.

RETURN, GRID

2.-Grid Returns to CBattery and Resistances.

The grid return may be made directly to either the positive

or

negative filament terminal of the tube, or it may be made through
a rheostat or filament resistor as in Fig.
1.

The return may be through a C -

battery, through a potentiometer or
through a biasing resistance as in
Fig. 2.
The grid return for one tube may sometimes be mode through the filament circuits
of other tubes in the receiver or amplifier as
shown in Fig. 3. This prctice is followed
when a power supply is I sed for fit:einem 1current with the several tube filaments connected in series. Sec Power Unit, Filament Fin. 3.-Grid Return to Fifament of Preceding Tube.
Current Types of. If the plate voltages for
a receiver or amplifier are furnished from a power supply unit, the grid return
of one or more amplifier tubes may be made through the power unit.

FIG. 4.-Grid Leak

in

Return Circuit.

Grid

5.-Grid Return Through

Leak Across Grid Circuit.

The grid leak of a detector tube using grid condenser and leak is in the
grid return circuit as shown by Figs. 4 and 5. With resistance coupling or

R. F.
with choke coil coupling the grid return is obtained through the resistance
connected between the grid and filament terminals of the tubes, this being
shown in Figs: 6 and 7.

.8/oc4/.29

Condenser -

Plate

Res/dance
/o8iFIG. 6.-Grid Return Through Leak with Resistance Coupling.

Sic2CAth C0/70

Ftc.7.-Grid Return Through Leak with Choke Coil Coupling.

See also Bias, Grid; Circuit, Grid; and Control, Single.
R. F.-An abbreviation for radio frequency. See Frequency,
Radio.

RHEOSTAT.-A rheostat consists of a resistance whose value
may be varied while it is inserted in series with the filament of a
vacuum tube or tubes. The purpose of a rheostat is to allow an
operator to apply the correct voltage to the tube's filament and to
thus allow the correct flow of current through the filament.
There arc two important features in rheostat design to be considered from
the electrical standpoint. First, the rheostat must have a sufficient resistance

to prevent an excessive flow of current through the tube filament.

Second,

the material of which the resistance is made must be able to carry a sufficiently
large current to operate the tube filament at its most efficient temperature.

In a radio receiver we may provide one rheostat for each separate
tube or two or more tubes may be operated in parallel from one
rheostat. Various rheostat connections are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
In sonic receivers the filaments of two or more tubes are placed in
series with each other. This may be done when dry cell tubes arc
operated from storage batteries, or when filament power supply
units are employed.

RHEOSTAT

It is usual practice to place the rheostat in the negative filament
This is because the voltage drop through the rheostat is often
used as a grid biasing voltage. If a C -battery is used for grid biasing voltage it is immaterial which filament line contains the rheo.
stat. It may be more desirable to place the rheostat in the positive
line if the grid return is brought directly to the filament or brought
through a C -battery to the filament.
line.

With the grid return brought to the battery side of a rheostat.
the voltage drop in the rheostat provides a grid bias and every
change in rheostat setting makes a change in the biasing voltage.
With the grid return brought directly to the negative filament terminal the voltage drop in the rheostat has no effect on the grid bias.
With the rheostat placed in the positive lead to the filament it like.
wise has no effect on the grid bias. This is always the better practice
when using external means for biasing.

1.-Rheostat in Negative Line (Left) and Single Rheostat for Three
Tubes in Parallel (Right).
Rheostats arc usually made of a resistance element consisting of a flat coil

of resistance wire formed into part of, a circle so that the rheostat arm or
slider may be turned by a knob to make contact at various points along the
clement. This places more pr less of the resistance in the filament circuit
Examination of a rheostat will show that one of its terminals is connected
to the slider and that the other terminal is connected to one end of the
resistance element. The terminal connected to the slider is usually attached
to the line from the battery or other current supply unit. The terminal con
netted to the resistance element is then attached to the line running to the
tube filament. This is indicated in Figs. 1 and 2.
As the rheostat knob is rotated all the way to the left, anticlockwise, it will
be found that the slider runs off one end of the resistance element, thus (mourn:
the circuit through the rheostat and allowing it to act as a battery switch when
no other switch is provided. As the rheostat is turned in a clockwise direction.

to the right, the arm will again make contact with the end of the resistance
clement which is farthest from the terminal connected to the tube filament

All of the resistance is then in circuit. Continued turning of the rheostat arm
to the right cuts out more and more of the resistance until the end of the arm
finally rests on the end of the resistance that is connected to the tube filament.
All of the resistance is then out of the circuit.

RHEOSTAT, FIXED TYPE
A rheostat should be solidly and substantially built. The slider must make
a positive contact with the resistance clement at every point in its travel and

the movement from one turn of the rmistance wire to the next turn should
be smooth. The shaft which carries the slider and knob must not be loose
in its bearing. A good rheostat will not cause any noises in the receiver when
its knob is moved up and down or pulled back and forth.
It is essential that the resistance element be able to carry the current that
is required for the tubes it controls. When tubes are operated in parallel from
a single rheostat the number of amperes required by one tube must be multiplied by the number of tubes in order to find the total number of amperes
to be carried by the rheostat. A rheostat having too small current carrying
ability will overheat badly, oxidize the contact surfaces, and probably burn
out the resistance element.

2.-Rheostat in Positive Line (Left) and Piheostat for Two Tubes in
Series '(Right).

Rheostats arc made in standard sizes having resistances from one

and one-half ohms to fifty ohms and they are designed to carry
from one-third ampere to three amperes in the types used for receiving sets. The following table gives the usual proportion between

resistance and current carrying capacity:
STANDARD j?.11 EOSTATS

Resistance in Ohms Capacity in Amperes Resistance in Ohms Capacity in Amperes
2

6
10

2.5 to 3.0
1.0 to 1.5
0.75 to 1.0

20
30
50

0.6 to 0.75
0.5 to 0.6
0.3 to 0.4

RHEOSTAT, FIXED TYPE.-See Resistor, Filament Con-

trol.

RHEOSTAT, GRID BIAS WITH.-See Bias, Grid.
RHEOSTAT, SIZES REQUIRED.-In order to find the

re-

sistance in ohms that should be provided in a rheostat for any given

work we must know the voltage of the battery which supplies the

current, the filament voltage at which the tube is rated to operate

RHEOSTAT, SIZES REQUIRED

and the rated number of amperes through the filament at this voltage. These last two values, the filament volts and filament amperes,
are given in the instruction sheets or on the boxes of all tubes.
From the number of volts furnished by the battery subtract the
number of volts at which the filament should operate, then (livid,.
this difference by the number of amperes that should flow through
the filament.
For example, a 201A tube should be operated at S volts with 0.25 ampere,
If such a tube is operated from a 6 -volt storage battery, we subtract 5 from
o, leaving 1, then divide 1 by 0.25, giving 4 as the number of ohms resistancv
in the proper rheostat. Of course any greater rheostat resistance may he
used provided it will carry sufficient current.
It more than one tube is operated from a single rheostat, divide the number
of ohms obtained from the foregoing calculation by the number of tubes to be
handled with the one rheostat. To find the number of ampere; that must be
carried by a rheostat which controls more than one tube, multiply the amperage for one tube by the number of tubes.

The following table gives the required number of ohms resistance
and the size rheostat generally used for various types of tubes operating on from 1.1 to 7.5 volts and from 0.06 to 1.00 ampere. The
table takes in batteries from one dry cetl delivering 1.5 volts up to
8.0 volts on a large storage batterY.
REQUIRED RHEOSTAT SIZES

Tube
Fi I a meta

Volts

3 in Parallel
For 1 Tuhe 2 in Parallel
Tube Battery Batter)
Filament
;Volts No. of Usual No. of Usual No. of Usual
Amperes Type
Ohms Riley. Ohms Rhco. Ohms Rheo.
1.6
3.6
19.6

6 or 10
6 or 10

0.8

20

9.8

3.0

0.0

6 or 10

0.0

4.0
4.5
6.0

16.6

20

8.3

2i 0

30
50

1.1
1.1
1.1

.25
.25
.25

Dry Cell

1.5

Storage
Storage

2.0
6.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

.06
.06
.06
.06
.125
.125
.125

Dry Cell
Storage

Storage

6.0

5.0
5.0
5.0

.25

.50
1.00

Storage
Storage
Storage

6.0
6.0
6.0

6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

.25
.50
.50
1.00
1.00

Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage
Storage

7.5
7.5

.50
1.00

Storage
Storage

Dry Cell
Storage
Storage

1.8

12.5

20.

25.0
4.0
6.0

30

12.0

4.0
2.0

6 or 10
6 or 10

2.0

1.0

6

0.5

6.0
6.0
8.0
6.0

0.0
0.0
4.0
0.0

6

6
6 or 10
6

0.0
0.0
2.0
0.0

8.0

2.0

2 or 6

1.0

8.0
8.0

1.0
0.5

6

0.5
0.25

.4.0
Dry Cell '4.5

50.0
8.0
12.0
24.0

10

2

1.0

6 or 10 0.53
6 or 10 1.2

Gor
Gor 10

6.53

IU

6

0.0

10
20
30

5.53
8.33
16.66

6
Gor 10

10

10

20

10

4.0

Gor 10
Gor 10

20

10.0

10 or 20

6 or 10 2.66

6 or 10 1.33
0.66
6

6

0.0
0.0

2 or 6

1.33

6

6
2

6
2

2

2 or 6
2

0.33

2

RHEOSTAT, VERNIER
One dry cell gives 1.5 volts pressure, two dry cells give 3.0 volts. three dry
the cells are
cells give 4.5 volts and four dry cells give 6.0 volts when all
connected in series. A storage battery giving 2.0 volts pressure is a one -cell
battery, a storage battery giving 4.0 volts has two cells, one giving 6.0 volts
has three cells and one giving 8.0 volts has four cells.
The rheostat sizes given in the column headed "Usual Rheostat" are those
thich will carry the current required and give the needed voltage regulation.

RHEOSTAT, VERNIER-Rheostats in which

it is possible

to obtain a very slow and gradual change of resistance are called
vernier rheostats. This type may be used whenever the filament

temperature requires accurate setting, such as with certain forms of
detector tubes and also when the filament voltage is used for control of regeneration and oscillation.
There are various types of vernier rheostats. Some are made
with a single long length of wire laid in a spiral groove so that the

tip end of the slider may move around and around in the screw
threads. The slider travels from one end of the resistance wire to
the other with several complete turns of the control knob.

Fired

Res. stance

Vernier
Rheolide
Vernier Action with Two Rheostats and Fixed Resistor.

Other vernier rheostats are provided with an additional short
length of resistance wire mounted in a part circle so that an extra
slider arm may be moved over it. This added wire is in series with
the main resistance element and its resistance is usually equal to
that of one or two turns of the mzin element.
A very fine control of filament voltageand current may be secured by using
two ordinary variable rheostats and a fixed ristaiace in the arrangement shown.

The connections of the three 'units arc shown at the left and the circuit is
shown at the right. The main rheostat forms one side of a parallel circuit

while the fixed resistance and the vernier rheostat connected end to end form
the other side of the parallel circuit. The advantage of this scheme may be
reali2ed when it is stated that two 10 -ohm rheostats and a 25 -ohm fixed resistance used as shown will allow 'the entire range of the vernier rheostat to
make a change of only one -quarter ohm in the total resistance. A radio frequency receiver using this control for regeneration is shown under Receiver,
Tuned Radio Frequency.

In selecting the values of resistance for this combination the following points
should be observed: The main rheostat determines the maximum resistance

which may be had, therefore this main rheostat should be of the resistance
that would normally be used if no vernier method were contemplated. Having
elected the proper resistance for the main rheostat it is generally satisfactory
to use a vernier rheostat of the same resistance value.

RIBBON ANTENNA
The greater the resistance of the vernier rheostat the coarser will be the
vernier action.

Using a 10 -ohm main rheostat and a 25 -ohm fixed resistance;

a 20 -ohm vernier will allow a total resistance change of 1.04 ohms, a 10 -ohm.
vernier will allow a total change of 0.63 ohm, while a 6 -ohm vernier will
make a total change of only 0.42 ohm when turned completely around from
one side to the other. The finer the control desired the less resistance should

be used in the vernier. Of course this reduces the vernier range of adjustment.
The greater the resistance of the fixed resistance unit, the finer will be the
vernier action. Using a 10 -ohm main rheostat and a 10 -ohm vernier; tlrr
inclusion of a 10 -ohm fixed resistance will allow a total vernier action of 166

ohms, the use of a 25 -ohm fixed resistance will allow a total vernier action
of 0.63 ohm, while the use of a 50 -ohm fixed resistance will allow the total
travel of the vernier rheostat to change the total circuit resistance byheonly
0.44 ohm. Therefore, the finer the control desired the larger should

l

fixed resistance.

The minimum current carrying ability of this combination is the same as
the current carrying ability of the main rheostat, while its maximum ability
in current is equal to the combined ability of the main rheostat and the fixed
resistance or vernier rheostat.

In practice the main rheostat is set just below the point of maximum resistance required while 'the vernier rheostat is at the center of its total travel.
The vernier will then change the resistance, either increasing it or decreasing
it, to provide the needed circuit control.

RIBBON ANTENNA.-See,Anicirtra, Wire for.
RICE CIRCUIT.-See Receiver, Rice Control; also Balancing.
RIPPLE.-A sound caused by the slight rise and fall of voltage

in a direct current or in' an alternating current circuit. This sound
is audible'when alternating current used for power in radio sending
or receiving is not properly filtered and rectified.

ROBERTS RECEI1VER.-See Receiver, Roberts; also

Bal-

ancing.

ROTOR.-The moving part of a variable condenser or a variable inductance. The moving or rotating plates of the condenser
are called the rotor plates or simply the rotor. The rotating or mov-

able winding of a variometer, variocoupler or other unit
such a winding is called the rotor.

having

Since the rotor is the part moved, by the controls, this part will have a
shaft extending to the control dialz+ or knobs which are touched by the
operator's hands. To avoid the effect of body capacity the rotor side of

:any'

is always connected to elle grounded, the negative, or the low voltage side
of the circuit including the unit. See Capacity, Rody; also Condenser, CON.
neCtiONS to.

RUBBER.-In the original state crude rubber is the gum of a

tree.

The crude gum is washed and thoroughly cleaned after which

various fillers are added to give the rubber certain desired characteristics or to adulterate it and lower the cost of the article as
finally used. This prepared gum is treated with sulphur and is
heated to produce the action called vulcanization. The vulcanized
rubber gains elasticity, strength and durability. The rubber generally used for wire insulation contains considerable percentages 01
adulterants and is often composed largely of old rubber which has
been worked over or reclaimed.

RUBBER, HARD
The dielectric constant of pure rubber varies between 2.0 and 3.0, this

constant increasing with increase of fillers in the compound.

Good grades of
iruailating rubber have a dielectric strength of 250 to 900 volts per thousandth
of an inch thickness.

RUBBER, HARD.-When rubber is vulcanized at high temperature, with great pressure and with the use of comparatively
large quantities of sulphur it becomes very hard and strong, being
called hard rubber. Hard rubber is generally jet black and takes
a high gloss easily. The surface of rubber for use in decorative
panels may be colored to represent natural woods or other ornamental designs.

From the standpoint of electrical properties hard rubber is one
of the best of all available materials for use in insulators, brackets,
supports, bases and panels of radio receivers. Hard rubber has the
disadvantage of changing its form under pressure or bending strain.
Bolts and other fastenings which pass through hard rubber should
be secured with lock washers because in time the rubber will give
under the nuts or boll heads and looseness will result.
Hard rubber may be quite easily formed and bent, into any desired shape by immersing it for a minute or two in boiling hot water.
The rubber softens sufficiently to bend without cracking or breaking
and if held in position until it cools the new shape will be retained.
This is a very handy method for making special brackets and supports for receiver parts.
Good grades of hard rubber have a dielectric constant of 2.0 to 3.5. The
dielectric strength is high, being from 1000 to over 2000 volts per thousandth
of an inch thickness. It has very low' dielectric ktses when used in and near
coils and condensers which arc carrying radio frequency currents.
The phase angle difference of hard rubber at radio frequencies is about onehalf of one degree. This represents an exceedingly low fuss, being about one sixth that of fibre and one-third to one -eighth that of phenol compounds.
Hard rubber deteriorates slowly with age, but if properly vulcanized in the
first place and if then protected from light it is not affected. This material
softens to a noticeable extent at 150 degrees Fahrenheit, at the temperature of
boding water it bends easily, at 240 degrees it becomes leathery and may be
cut easily with a knife, and at 390 degrees it melts.
When exposed to sunlight hard rubbet discolors and deteriorates after a few

months. The sulphur in the rubber okidizes and forms the equivalent of
sulphuric acid which may take up ammonia from the air or may attack the
tillers iced in manufacture. Various sulphates are then formed on the surface of the rubber and its surface resistivity is greatly lowered.
hard rubber is practically moisture proof. It absorbc, only 0.02 per cent of
its weight of water when immersed for twenty-four hours. Even when exposed to steam, the rubber is affected only by the heat and not by the moisture. Alcohol attacks this materiat to a slight degree, ammonia has no effect.
henzol softens the rubber and ether dissolves a very small amount of the rubber and any free sulphur from the vulcanizing.
See also Panel, Matrrials for.

RUBBER COVERED WIRE.-See Wirt-, Rubber Covered.
RULES, UNDERWRITERS'.-The following rules are given
by the Fire Underwriters in order that radio receiving installations
may not void the insurance on buildings and property containing
the radio apparatus.

RULES, UNDERWRITERS'
The wires of the antenna and a counterpoise if used must be so placed ant!
supported that there is no chance of their coming in contact with any electric
light or power wires even under conditions of accident to the antenna supports
The lead-in wires must be no smaller than number 14 gauge if of copik,
and no smaller than number 17 if of bronze or copper -clad steel. All jointin the antenna proper are to be soldered. Where the lead-in travels alone

the outside of a building it must not come closer than four inches to any
electric light or power wires unless it is enclosed in an additional insulatin;,

covering besides the regular insulation of the wire. Where the lead-in enters
the building it must come through a bushing of porcelain or equivalent in_
sulating material which slants down toward the outside of the opening, or
else must be brought in with some special form of device that has been approved for this purpose.
Every lead-in must be provided with an approved lightning arrester placed

either just outside the building or inside the building, between the lead-in
entrance and the receiver and where a ground connection may be easily made.

The arrester must not he exposed to inflammable gases and must not b

where it may be reached by any other easily inflammable material. A ground.

ing switch may be connected between the antenna and ground if desired.
but the lightning arrester must be used just the same. The Underwriters
favor the use of a grounding switch and also of large switch connected
between the lead-in and the receiver. No fuses may be placed in the circuit
composed of antenna, lead-in, lightning arrester and ground lead.

The wire from the lightning arrester to gfound may be insulated copper.

bare copper, bronze, or copper -clad steel. The ground wire must be at least
as large as the lead-in wire, that is, number 14 if of copper and number 17
if of bronze or copper -clad steel. The connection from the lightning arrester

to the ground must be as :short as possible. The ground wire must be protected against accidental breakage. This wire may be run either inside or
outside of the building and it may be used as the regular ground connection
for the receiver,
The ground connection ,itself must .be made with an approved ground
clamp when any form of piping is used for the attachment. Water pipine
is the favored method of obtaining a ground, although well buried metal rods
or plates may be used. In steel buildings the building framework is an acceptable ground.
All wiring outside of the receiver cabinet must be installed in accordance
with approved methods of light and power .wiring. Wires attached to storage

capacity
batteries must be rubber covered and fuses of not more than 15 -ampere
None of the

near the battery.
must be placed in the storage battery linesthan
two inches to any light or
wires outside the receiver may come closer
wires for the receiver
power wire that is not enclosed in conduit unless the
approvedflexible insulator
are themselves enclosed in porcelain vibes or some
besides the wire insulation.
Sec also Arrester, Lighttudg.

S.-A symbol for surface or area.
SATURATION.-As the number of ampere -turns acting upon
a piece of iron is increased, the number of magnetic lines of force in

the iron increases very rapidly up to a certain point which is the
saturation point of the iron. With still further increase of ampere turns there will be a further increase of lines of force but this increase of lines will be at a comparatively slow rate and the additional energy to produce the extra ampere -turns is partially wasted.
In a typical piece of transformer iron the first ten ampere -turns produced
about 12,000 lines per square centimeter, the next ten ampere -turns wound
within the original space of winding produced only about 2300 additional
lints, while the third ten ampere -turns added produced an increase of but
1100 lints.

Saturation in the oores of audio frequency transformers produces
distortion because the comparatively large currents cannot produce
a proportional change in magnetism and a proportional effect on
the secondary winding when combared with the effect of the smaller
currents.

SAW, HACK.-See Tools.
S. C. C.-An abbreviation for single cotton covered. See Wire,

Colton Covered.

S. C. E.-An abbreviation for single cotton enameled wire. See
Wire, Cotton Covered.

SCREEN GRID OR SCREENED PLATE TUBE.-See

Tube, Screen Grid Type.

SCREW CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Variable.
SCREW DRIVER.-See Tools.

SCREWS AND BOLTS, TYPES OF.-Various types of

screws and bolts are used in the construction of radio receivers.
The most common forms are shown in the illustration. The machine

screws shown at the top of the (hawing are used for fastening all
kinds of small parts. These screws are specified according to the
kind of material; iron, brass or nickel; the type of head; the length
and the number of threads per inch. The types of heads are shown.
The length of the screw is given in inches or fractions of an inch.
the measurement for round heads being made from under the head
to the extreme end and for flat heads from the top of the head over
the entire length of the screw.
In using these screws it is necessary to drill holes which are then
threaded, or to drill holes through which the screws pass freely.
Tap and clearance sizes are given under Drilling.

The diameter of the screw is specified according to a series of numbers
starting with number
the smallest size and ending with number30 for
the largest. Sizes 2, 4,26,for
and 10 are generally used in receiver construction.
The following table shows8the
diameter of the body of the screw, the number
of threads per inch, and the lengths
available.

SEASON OF YEAR, EFFECT ON RECEPTION

a4`

Round
Head

/// sier

Head

Cap Screw

Nut

Stove Bali

Oval

Filbster
Pointed

Set Screws'.

Nut

Cap

Point

Carriage Bolt

Screws and Bolts Used in Construction Work.
MACRIER SCREW ,SPECIVICATIONS

Number

Diameter in Inches

'Threads per Inch

3

0.0842
.0973
.1105

4-8-5644
48-56
32-36-40
32-36-40
30-32-36

4
5

.13;6

6

.1368
.1500
.1631
.1763

7

8
9
10
12

.1'94
.2158

30-32
30-32-36
"14-30-32

24-30-32
20-24

Lengths in Inches
1/8 to 7,'S
1/8 to 7/s
1/8 to 2
1/8 to 2-114
1/8 to 2-1:1
1/8 to 3
1/8 to 3
3/16 to 3-1 '1
3/16 to 3-1.1
1/4 to 3 1 '2

Numbers 6 and 8, both %%Rh 32 thrtads per inch, are most corn

ly em-

ployed.

Sec also Construction, Receiver and Drilling.

SEASON OF YEAR, EFFECT ON RECEPTION.-See
Range, Receiver.

SELECTIVITY.-Selectivity is the ability of a receiver to

respond to the signals from one transmitting station without being
affected by or responding to the signals from other stations of nearly
the same frequency as the one being received.
Selectivity depends on the design of the receiver, on its antenna
and ground, on the quality of the materials used and on the excellence of workmanship. Broadcasting stations are operated witlt
separations of ten kilocycles throughout the broadcasting band (.1
frequencies. The lowest frequency is 550 kilocycles and the highest
is 1500 kilocycles. This provides ninety-six broadcasting channels.
each occupying a wave band of ten kilocycles. A receiver having

SELECTIVITY

good selectivity should be able to respond satisfactorily to a station
at one frequency while completely excluding stations ten kilocycles
away on either side provided these stations are a reasonable distance, say fifty miles or more, from the receiver.
Because of the large number of broadcasting stations in operation, selectivity is one of the prime essentials in a good receiver.
The degree of selectivity needed depends on the nearness of broadcasters to the receiver and on the separation between the frequencies
of the nearby or local broadcasters. A receiver operated one hundred miles from the nearest station needs but moderate selectivity
to be satisfactory. But let that moderately selective receiver be
brought into a locality .crowded with broadcasting stations, such as
found in the large cities, and it. will prove a more or less complete
failure as far as providing entertainment is concerned because there

is little pleasure to be had in listening to two or more stations at
the same time from the same loud speaker.
A receiver may be Said to have sufficient selectivity for almost all purposes when it will receive a distant station operating on a frequency thirty
kilocycles from the frequency ot a local station which is a mile or more
from the receiver. Many receivers wt11 receive a distant station within twenty

kilocycles of a local station also in operation, but this is really exceptional
performance. If a set will not receive a distant station closer than fifty or
sixty kilocycles to an operating local station, it cannot be said to have
reasonable selectivity.
The selectivity

cannot be judged unless the two stations
be separated are both in actual operation. A local station may be tuned in
and a note made of the control or dial settings. The dials may then be moved
to the settings for another station, possibly a disltnt one, which is twenty or
thirty kilocycles from the local broadcaster. If this distant station is not
operating when the test is made, in all probability the local station will still
be heard at the different setting. Yet if the different station were in operation, it might be tuned in to the almost complete exclusion of the local station.
In discussing the question of selectivity it is assumed that the operator of
the receiver is sufficiently skilled and experienced to get the best possible performance. If the receiver has several tuning dials, all of them must be turned
to the exact point of resonance with the frequency to be received. If one
dial is properly tuned and others are slightly detuned, the receiver cannot show
its real selectivity and only the operator is to he blamed. It will often he
found that a local station is heard on ooth sides of the settings for a distant
station, yet when the distant station is once being received with its settings
properly made the local station will no longer be heard. See also Tuning.

Shock Excitation.-There is a condition under which a receiver
having all the inherent selectivity that might reasonably be desired
will fail to exclude a nearby local broadcaster. When a receiver is
tuned or adjusted to receive signals at a certain frequency or wavelength, it will receive and amplify broadcast or other signals at this
frequency better than at any other frequency. But when all the
,:ircuits are tuned to resonance at any frequency, they will oscillate
at this frequency when any sufficiently powerful signal strikes the
antenna. This powerful signal may be at the frequency to which

the circuits are tuned, but it may just as well be at any other frequency. If it is strong enough, then the tuned circuits will be set
Into oscillation- at their resonant frequency.

SELECTIVITY

Everyone who has tuned a receiver located close to a powerfull
broadcasting station has found that the instant the set is allowed
to oscillate at any frequency or wavelength the nearby station will
be heard regardless of its frequency.
A tuning fork having a certain pitch will vibrate when this pitch is sounded

by a piano or other musical instrument near the tuning fork. Any other
patio note may be sounded without causing the tuning fork to respond but
if the fork is struck a direct blow with a hammer it will vibrate at its pitch
or frequency even though the blow itself had no frequency or pitch.
When a radio circuit is tuned to a certain frequency it is like the tunitrz
fork. It will respond to a radio signal of the same frequency but should any

impulse of sufficient strength reach this tuned circuit it will respond at the
frequency to which it is tuned regardless of the .frequency of the powerful
impulse which causes the action. Such a response of a radio frequency circuit
is called shock excitation or impact excitation. This explains why the sharpest possible tuning and the most selective possible circuits have no effect
whatever in excluding static or other atmospheric interference.

Selectivity in a receiver will not exclude the sounds caused by
interference from power lines, from electric machinery, or from disturbances arising in the faulty operation of neighborhood electrical
devices.

The problem of getting rid df these troubles is treated

under Interference.
The effect of shock excitation from nearby broadcasters whose
signals tend to blani:et 411 other reception may be greatly reduced
by the use of proper shielding (see Shielding) or by tuning the antenna circuit. See Antenna, Tuned.

Causes for Lack of Selectivity.-There are three main classifications of the causes t-ir lack of selectivity in a receiver. First
comes the class containing all the faults that produce excessive resistance in the circuits. Reducing this resistance to the lowest possible value will not only greatly increase the selectivity but at the
same time will multiply the sensitivity or distance -getting ability
and the volume of the receiver. This makes an all around improvement in receiver performance.
The second class of faults includes mistakes in coupling between
the various circuits. As a genera; rule, loosening the coupling between any two of the radio frequency circuits will increase the selectivity. At the same time, too loose a. coupling will reduce the
sensitivity of the receiver.
The third class includes the faults of poor proportion between inductance and capacity in the tuned circuits and in the antenna circuit. Many non -selective receivers are found to have too little in-

ductance in their circuits. Increasing the ratio of inductance to
capacity will improve the selectivity and the sensitivity at one and
the same time.

It is often said that the qualities of selectivity and of power or sensitivity
arc opposed to each other in receiver design. To a limited extent this maY
be true. If there need be no regard whatever for selectivity, it is possibk I"
build a comparatively simple receiver with great distance -getting ability.. DI!'
it will also be found that a well designed and well built receiver which
selective will also have ample power or sensitivity for all demands.

SELECTIVITY

Resistance and Losses.-Any point of high resistance or any

point at which there is excessive loss of radio frequency energy introduces excessive "damping" into the circuit containing the fault.
This damping does two things. It acts as a resistance to flow of
current, reducing the power, the sensitivity, and the volume from
that circuit and at the same time broadens the resonance peak so

that the circuit admits many frequencies each side of the one to
which it is tuned. These effects of damping increase with increase
of frequency. Therefore, the performance of the receiver will be
especially poor at the high frequencies or low wavelengths.

There are literally dozens of places in which to look for radio
frequency resistance and losses. Any one of these, or many of them
together, may be Causing the lack of selectivity. Among the most

common errors in receiver layout and wiring are lack of sufficient
spacing between coils, condensers and other parts. Trouble also
arises from long grid and plate wires running close together and
parallel to other wircs. In home made receiers poor connections
and loose joints are always to be suspected. Loose and corroded
terminals and attachmentsbof wires to terminals are very common
when the receiver has been in use for some time. Soldered joints
may appear good yet really be making almost no electrical contact
at all. Even such items as dirty contacts in tube sockets should be
looked for.
Losses that occur in the tuning coils are often responsible for lack of selectivity. Anything Olt is treated under the heading Coil. Losses in, may
be doing harm and these things should be looked after. The same advice
applies to the tuning condensers; an? of the thirks treated under the heading
Condenser, Losses in, may be broadening the tuning and if possible they should
be remedied. Among the most frequent troubles arc poor connections between condenser rotors and their terminals.
Under the heading of Oscillation arc described methods of preventing free
oscillation by introducing resistances or losses into the tuned circuits. Every

one of these schemes for preventing uncontrollable squealing and whistling
will go a long ways in destroying selectivity. True selectivity is almost a
synonym for efficiency in radio receivers.

Having gone over the receiver its$11 with the aim of discovering high
is in order to Examine the antenna circuit. The antenna may have joints that are not properly soldered but arc simply twLsted
together or the antenna may be supported by broken or leaky insulators or
even found to have no insulators at all. Antennas are still found supported
resistances and losses it

with nails and rope. The antenna may run so close to guy wires, power wires,
trees. or building walls that its collected energy is largely wasted.
Every joint in the lead-in and in the ground connection should be examined
:or looseness and corrosion, not forgetting the ground clamp or other attachment of the ground wire to whatever ground is u_e4.11. The ground may be a

lx)or one, this brine certain to destroy selectivity. Grounds should not he
made to piping that leads through water or gas meters and it is best to avoid
grounds to hot water or gas pipes altogether. Sec Ground. Receiver. Many
installations are found in which the lead-in and the ground wire run close
together for long distances, this serving to bypass much of the energy from the
antenna to ground.

Incorrect Coupling.-There is a certain best coupling between
the primary and secondary windings of radio frequency trans-

SELECTIVITY

Too close a coupling will actually reduce the power of
the receiver and will broaden the tuning to an almost unbelievable
extent by producing two different frequencies at which the circuit
is resonant. As the coupling is loosened the power will increase
and so will the selectivity. At a certain coupling the power will be
maximum and the selectivity good. A still looser coupling will informers.

crease the selectivity but will reduce the power.

See Coupling,
Optimum.
Loosening the antenna coupling is one of the easiest and most effective
ways to increase selectivity. Here again will be found a certain optimum

coupling for power. Loosening the coupling beyond this point will reduce
the power and still further increase the selectivity. See Antenna, Coupling 41,

Should it be difficult to increase the spacing between the antenna coil and
the circuit to which it is coupled, the same effect may be obtained by inserting a fixed condenser of from .0005 to .0001 microfarad capacity between the
antenna lead-in and the antenna terminal on the receiver. This will increase
selectivity at the sacrifice of power.

Inductance and Capacity Ratio.-Tuned circuits containing

coils of comparatively large inductance and condensers of small
capacity will prove more selective than span inductances and large
capacities. This is because greater. voltages are secured across the
large inductances and it is possible to use looser couplings while
still obtaining the same response to a signal of given strength.
A long and highs antenna is naturally opposed to selectivity.
one
Such an antenna has greater resistance than
and the antenna of great capacity tunes itself much more easily to
any powerful signal regardless of the receiver tuning. There is a best
size of antenna for any !;iven receiver. Antennas longer than this
will greatly reduce selectivity without adding much to the distance
range. Shorter antennas will improve the selectivity but will also
reduce the sensitivity to distant signals. It is better to use a short
and low antenna together with the coupling giving greatest power

in the receiver rather than to use a very long antenna and try to

obtain selectivity by using extremely loose couplings in the receiver
circuits. An indoor antenna is more selective than any outdoor antenna of ordinary size and a loop ,is many times more selective than
either an indoor or outdoqr antenna.
The greatest single aid to selectivity

is regCneration.

Regeneration tre-

mendously magnifies signals of the frequency to which the receiver is tuned,

all to the strength of other frequencies. A receiver
operated in a non -regenerative condition may receive two or three station7
at one time, yet will be highly selective when regeneration is added.

yet adds nothing at

RULES VOk SELECTIVITY

The following series of rules may be followed to obtain maximum selectivi:%
in any receiver:
Allow ample spacing between tuning coils and all other parts.
Avoid long plate and grid wires.

Keep grid and plate wires well separated from other parts.
Keep terminal connections clean and tight.
Examine and test all soldered joints for looseness and poor contact.

SELECTOR, WAVE
Clean all tube contacts.
Avoid all constructions and materials causing losses in coils.
Avoid all constructions and materials causing losses in condensers.

Do not control oscillation or regeneration with methods that introduce

losses into the tuned circuits.
Make all antenna connections through soldered joints.

Use perfect and unbroken insulators at both ends of antenna.
Allow good separation between antenna and all other objects.
Solder all joints in lead-in and in ground wire.
Make solid connection of good conductivity to ground.
Use a good ground, preferably a cold water pipe or a deeply buried metal
plate surrounded with permanently moist earth.
Use the optimum coupling in radio frequency transformers or use a coupling
still looser than this.
Use loose coupling between the antenna and the receiver circuit.
Make tuning circuits with large inductances and small capacities.
Use a short, comparatively low antenna, use an indoor antenna, or use a
loop.

Use regeneration properly controlled.
See also Trouble, Receiver, Locolion and Remedy o/.

SELECTOR, WAVE.-See Trap, Wave.
SELENIUM.-Selenium is an element somewhat similar to
Selenium has a rather high electrical resistance as long as
is kept in darkness, but when exposed to light of any kind its

sulphur.
it

resistance is reduced to between one -tenth and one two -hundredth
of the value in the dark. This makes selenium suitable for use in
some forms of photo -electric cells.

SELF-INDUCTANCE.-See Inductance, Self-.
SELF-OSCILLATION.-See Oscillation.
SENSITIVITY.-Sensitivity is a measure of the ability of a

receiver to receive, detect and amplify comparatively weak signals.
To discuss every point that has a bearing would be to review every
factor in receiver design because they all have more or less bearing
on sensitivity.
In a sensitive receiver everything possible has been done to amplify or magnify the received signals without distortion, but more
especially everything has been done to conserve every bit of energy

all the way through the receivar from the antenna to the loud
speaker.

The first aid to sensitivity is a good aitenna in a good location.
This means the entire antenna circuit, ground and all. A large antenna is more sensitive than a small one but the receiver must be
adapted for use with a large antenna. A good ground is absolutely
essential if real sensitivity issto be attained.
in the receiver it is possible to increase the distance -getting
ability or the sensitivity by using large tuning inductances and by
using the coupling between radio frequency circuits that will result
!n the greatest possible transfer of power from one to another. This
is not the closest possible coupling, nor is it the loosest coupling,
but is somewhere between. See Coupling, Optimum.

The more stages of radio frequency amplification the receiver

contains the greater will be its sensitivity provided that these stages

SENSITIVITY
really amplify. Many radio frequency amplifier stages are so poorly
designed and constructed that two, or even three of them are barely
equal to one good radio stage.

Tubes which are specially adapted to the work they are called
upon to do are among the greatest aids to sensitivity. Some tuba
make especially good radio frequency amplifiers, giving a good volt-

age gain front stage to stage. Other tubes are built only for the
work of detection and they do this exceedingly well. Some of the
newer detector tubes will make it possible to listen to stations on a
loud speaker which are audible only in headphones with other detectors.

Power tubes in the last audio frequency stage have the effect of
increasing sensitivity because they allow really satisfactory reception of weak and distant stations without forcing the amplification
in preceding stages to the point of distortion.
If a receiver is to be made sensitive to weak signals, every point of design.

everyitem of workmdnship and every choice between materials must be

watched. Every possible loss of energy must be eliniinated from tuning coils
and condensers. All wiring must be placed with proper regard to the capacity
and inductive effects between it and other parts of the receiver. The position

of every part, and especially the induetance coils, must be studied so that
there will be no excessive energy loss because of undesired couplings. See
ConsIntaion, Receiver.
The final point in obtaining sensitivity is in the receiver's operation. Very
few receivers are operated to obtain the maximum possible distance and power

It is only tMen an operator has learned all the tricks and peculiarities of hi.
receiver that he is able to reach out to the farthest broadcasting station and
bring it through with loud speaker volume.
There is a limit to the, useful sensitivity of a receiver. There are

certain electrical disturbances always in the air. These may be
very slight at times, but they are always present to some extent at
least. No matter how weak these disturbances or interferences they
are more powerful than the signals from broadcasting stations at
extreme distances from the receiver. A receiver may he made so
sensitive that it will amplify the weakest atmospheric disturbances
to loud speaker volume. Any signals from distant stations that are
weaker than these disturbances cannot possibly be heard above the
interference. Then the useful sensitivity of the receiver has been
reached because it has gone down to the "static level."
Distance reception is often made impossible by one bad joint somewhere in
the antenna circuit or inside the receiver. The same result will come from a
short circuited or wet lightning arrester.
It is often possible to greatly increase the volume on very distant and reak
signals by using a high resistance grid leak on the detector circuit. This leak
may be from five to ten megohms with good results. Sometimes removing
the leak entirely will result in an increase of sensitivity.
It should be mentioned that the ability of a receiver to bring in local and
nearby stations without either the antenna or ground connected to their prowr
terminals does not prove any excellence of the receiver. It only proves that

the wiring, the coils, and most of the other connections in the receiver are
acting as antennas. This proves that the receiver wall be far from selects`
when in normal operation.
See also Range, Recrivrr.

SERIES CAPACITIES

SERIES CAPACITIES.-See Condenser, Capacity of.
SERIES CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Series.
SERIES CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Antenna.
SERIES INDUCTANCES.-See Inductance, Self-.

SERIES -PARALLEL SWITCH.-See SwitchSeriesparallel.

SERIES RESISTANCE.-See Resistance, Series Circuit.
SERIES RESONANCE.-See Resonance, Series.
SET, RADIO.-See Receiver.
SETTINGS, RECEIVER.-See Calibration, of Receiver.
SHARP TUNING.-See Tuning; also Selectivity.
SHELL TYPE TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer.
SHELLAC.-See Binders.

SHIELD GRID OR SHIELDED PLATE TUBE.-See
Tube, Screen Grid Type.

SHIELDING.-The practice of surrounding parts producing

or carrying electrostatic or electromagnetic fields is called shielding.
The purpose is to prevent radiation and coupling. Since every
conductor carrying alternating current has an electromagnetic field
around it, and since every conductor having an electric charge has
an electrostatic field around it, these fields will produce electric
currents or charges on any other conductors it the neighborhood.
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FIG. 1.-Some of the Stray Fjelds to be Shieldo? in Radio Frequency Circuits.

The higher the frequency of the alternating currents the more
widespread will be the fields surrounding their conductors. In the
radio frequency part of a receiver every coil, every condenser and
almost every wire will be surrounded by an extensive field because
they all carry high frequency currents. The field of every single
part is doing its best to produce extra currents in every other part
of the receiver. in dozens of places the extra currents are harmful; they may reinforce other currents and produce oscillation or
they may oppose other currents and cause decided losses of signal
strength. This free-for-all struggle between the fields as barely
sug,gested by Fig. 1 is something to be avoided if possible.

SHIELDING

The lines of force of which both electromagnetic and electrostatic fields are composed will pass through insulators practicauv
as if the insulators were not in existence. In fact, the better the
dielectric properties of the insulating material the less success it
will have in hindering the passage of field lines of force.
Direct current itself may be confined within conductors by covering these conductors with insulation or by leaving them exposed
in air, which is one of the best insulators. But high frequency electric fields behave in a manner the exact opposite of the behavior of
the direct current.
An electric field, such as exists around a coil, a condenser, or any conductor
carrying high frequency alternating currents, travels freely and almost without
hindrance through air or any other good dielectric. The electric field, which

moves to great distances through dielectrics, may sooner or later meet a
barrier in the form of a material that is a good electrical conductor. The

lines of force forming the field enter the conductor but all of them do not pass
through it because their energy is used to produce electric currents in the conductor as in Fig. 2. These arc eddy currents and they simply dissipate or
destroy the energy of the field so that practically no lines go on through the
conductor.

Conductor

Field Lines
ck,` force

Eddy
tireeds

2.-Dissipation

of Energy in a Conductor Such as a Shield.

Thus it is seen that the effects of electric currents travel freely in conductors and arc confined by insulators, while the effects of electric fields travel

freely in insulators but are confined by conductors. Conductors used to confine
electromagnetic and electrostatic fields arc called shields and their proper application in radio receivers is called shielding.
Were it possible to separate the various parts carrying high frequency currents by great distances from one another their respective fields would not conic
together and would not need to be confined. The lines of force forming any
such field become fewer and fewer as the distance from their source increase,
Therefore, were the separation between sources great enough the fields would
not join.

The field of a good active coil will spread to a distance of a foot or two
from the coil before losing the strength relluired to generate undesired currents in other coils or conductors. The field around a wire carrying a good
healthy plate current will be full of activity at a distance of several inchc-c.
So when a receiver having a total length of thirty inches contains three or
more radio frequency coils, three or more tuning condensers, a collection el
iron -core transformers together with miscellaneous tubes and wires the condition of Fig. I is multiplied.

Applications of Shielding.-Properly applied shielding accom-

plishes two objects. It prevents harmful feedback of energy from
the parts in one amplifying stage to parts in the preceding amplifY-

SHIELDING
ing stage. This reduces the receiver's tendency toward oscillation,
makes it more stable. The shielding also prevents pickup of energy

radiated from parts of amplifying stages or radiated from the antenna system. This increases the receiver's selectivity because it
forces the signals from the antenna to proceed through the successive

stages of amplification in an orderly manner and it prevents stray
energy from powerful and nearby broadcasting stations from being
picked up by the coils and wiring in the receiver. It gives the tuned
stages of radio amplification a chance to get in their full filtering
effect.

Vnsulation,
Conductor

h ield

Fin. 3.-Shielding Applied to a Wire.

The action of any kind of a shield is to catch. the wandering lines
of force, turn their energy into eddy currents in the shield and thus
prevent the lines from passing on through the shield. The shield
itself is usually grounded so that Whatever forces appear in its body
will be neutralized or destroyed by carrying them to ground.
Shielding may be applied to individual wires as'in rig. 3. The conductor
is first covered with insulation to confine the electric currents. Then the insulation is surrounded with a sleeve or a tube of the shielding metal, generally
copper. This confines the lines of force that would otherwise radiate from
the conductor.

iSh.ielded
condenser

%gide'

Fin. 4.-Tuning Condenser and Coil Enclosed in Shields.
Shielding
may he
closed box or can.

applied to coils by placing the coil within a completely
The
field of the coil will travel out as far as the metal of
the shield, but there it will
be stopped.
can other fields get in to
influence the coil. Tuning condensers areNeither
similarly enclosed
copper or
aluminum boxes which form shields and prevent the exit of the in
condenser's
own electrostatic
in Fig. 4.

field and prevent the entrance of other fields. This is shown

Shielding as In
Fig.
frequency amplification
encloses the

5 may be applied to each complete stage of radio
in a receiver. A metal box or shield completely

radio frequency transformer, its tuning condenser and the tube
to Whose grid the transformer and condenser are connected.
This leaves only
the output
plate wire from the tube to pass out through the shield to the
following stage.

SHIELDING
In a superheterodyne or similar receiver the oscillator may be enclosed in
one shield, the first detector stage in another shield, the intermediate ampiifias

in a third shield, and the second detector in a fourth.
Finally the complete receiver may be shielded. The top. the bottom, aid
all four sides of the receiver cabinet arc completely lined with thin metal
acts as a shield for the receiver against all outside influences and interference

Effect of Shielding.-Unquestionably there are many advantages to be gained by shielding. But these gains cannot be hail
without some penalties in the form of lost energy. For shielding
to be effective the energy of the lines of force which are to be confined must be changed into eddy current losses. That much energy
is thrown away. The shielding metal must be a good conductor so
that eddy currents may be formed easily. If no eddy currents are
formed, there will be no shielding effect. Were the resistance of the

shield high enough to lessen the formation of eddy currents, the
shield would have to be a partial insulator and it would act like a
dielectric in passing some of the lines of force right on through.

If shielding is used it is going to cause a loss of power and to
make up for this loss more power must be added. With only two

FIG. 5.-Amplifying Stages Enclosed in Individual Shields.

stages of radio frequency amplification the loss may be great enough
to more than overcome the savings from prevention of intercoupling.

and the net result will be a reduction of the receiver's power. But
with three or more stages of radio frequency amplification there is
a net gain with shielding when it is properly applied. Three radio
stages without shielding roust have such low amplification per stage
in the prevention of oscillation that they are little better than two
stages. With shielding applied, the amplification per stage may be
greatly increased without danger of uncontrollable oscillation.

There is no real advantage in shielding with only one radio frequency stage except when working at very high frequencies.
The effect of enclosing a tuning condenser in an individual shield
whose sides come rather closely around the condenser plates is to
greatly increase the apparent or effective resistance of the condenser.
The larger the capacity of the condenser the less serious will be the
effect of close shielding. Condensers of .0005 microfarad capacitY
and larger may show an increase of as much as twenty-five Per
cent in resistance. Smaller condensers show increasing losses. A

SHIELDING

tuning unit of .00025 microfarad capacity may show from thirty to
forty per cent increase of loss when shielded. This is not as serious
as it sounds because the loss caused by a good condenser in its circuit is seldom more than three or four per cent of the total circuit
loss and increasing this small original loss even by as much as onethird would not greatly raise the total circuit resistance.
The effect of a shield around a coil is to increase the effective resistance of the coil and to reduce the coil's apparent inductance. In
other words, a larger coil must be used in order to tune to a given
frequency. If the shield is insulated from all circuits to which the
coil is connected as at the left in Fig. 6, the resistance increase is
much less than when the shield connects to one of the coil circuits,
such as the A -battery negative circuit or negative filament circuit
of the tube in the stage being shielded.
When a coil is enclosed in an individual shield for the coil alone it is necesary to keep the shield well separated from the coil if the loss is to he kept
%%Rhin reasonable limits. A large part of the total loss from coil shielding is
due to the capacity effect between the body of the coil and the metal of the
shield. The greater the space between the two, thc less will be the capacity

Ftc.)
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6.-Insulated and Grounded Shields.

and the less the lass.

Of course, the principal loss is due to eddy currents
formed in the shielding metal by the field of the coil. This effect too is

lessened by increasing the distance between coil and shield.

If the shield is brought within three -eighths of an inch of even a very
'mall and compact coil, the loss will be very high. Conditions improve quite
rapidly as the shield is moved away until the separation reaches an inch. To
obtain only reasonable losses the separation between a compact form of coil
and its shield must be at least one and one-half inches and two inches will be
a still safer minimum separation. Separations glicater than two inches offer
little additional saving of resistance and, because of thc great
space required,
are hardly worth while.
As may be judged from the foregoing paragraphs the form of the coil has
much to do with the success of the shielding and in determining whether there
is to. be an overall gain or loss.
For a given inductance the multi -layer honeycomb type of coil has the advantage because it is of the smallest possible size and has the smallest field of
any form of coil with open ends. It is only surpassed in this respect (extent
of field) by the coil forms having closed
or partially closed fields. A single
laver solenoid
having the same inductance as a honeycomb generally shows
tares to four coil
times the loss of the honeycomb when shielded. This may be
completely offset because the losses in a single layer solenoid without shielding
are much lower
than the losses in a honeycomb without shielding. A flat
s.1341. erych coil shows greater losses by about fifty per cent than the single
1-"qer solenoid
of equal inductance.

All things considered, single layer solenoids
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wound on forms having a diameter greater than their length and wound with
small sizca of wire, number 26 and snuffler, arc best suited for shielding, jinx..
ever, a well designed honeycomb is almost as good from the standpoint of
overall efficiency.

Partial Shielding.-Shielding by placing sheets of metal be-

As a rule it is better to shield
completely by fully enclosing the parts than to attempt the use of
partial shields.
As indicated in Fig. 7 a partition form of shield allows passage of
the lines of force around it. The smaller the shield and the farther
it is from the part to be shielded the greater will be the escape oi
the lines and the less effective the shielding.
tween parts is generally ineffective.

If a receiver is built with coils at. angles such thA there is minimum coupling
between them when no shielding is used, it will often be found that the introduction of a shielding partition between two coils will actually cause them In
couple where no coupling to speak of exists without the shield. The shield
will so displace the field of one or both c0i15 that the new paths of the line,
of force will cut through the other coil of a pair.

Materials for Shielding.-Copper, aluminum and brass are the
metals best suited for use as shields. Their relative values are in

Shield close
to coil

17isten
shZeId

-,..,

FIG. 7.-Effect of Distance Between Partial Shield and a Coil.

the order named, copper being best. A shield must be of good con-

ducting material so that eddy currents may be formed within its
mass. Lead foil and tin foil have resistances too high to allow them

to be used in satisfactory and effective shields. Here again it must
be remembered that the idea of shielding is to produce a loss, not
to prevent one.

Iron or steel must never be used for shielding high

frequency

currents or circuits. Iron and steel have relatively high resistance
when compared with copper and therefore do not so readily absorb
the energy from field lines of force, Furthermore, iron and steel
introduce magnetic effects and then have fields of their own which
may make matters worse than ever.

The lower the frequency the less effective a shield of given size and thickness will become. If audio frequencies were to be shielded the shields would
need be much thicker than those effective at radio frequencies. But the will'
lion of lines of force is less at these low frequencies so that the problem ti

not made any more difficult in reality.

A thin shield is effective at high ire-

quenCies because these frequencies, short wavelengths, do not go through an`'
thin
shields as readily as lower frequencies or higher wavelengths. The same
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shield is also effective at low frequencies because the radiation is less than the
radiation at the higher frequencies. Any thickness of metal from number 6
down to number 30 may be used satisfactorily for shielding. The following
table gives the thicknesses and weights of commonly used sixes:
THICKNESS AND WEIGHT OF

Number

vox SHIELDING

Weight in Pound% rer Sq. Ft.

Thickness
in Inches

Copper

Bruff

illuntinum

4.72
4.20
3.74
3.33
2.97

4.51
4.02
3.58

1.43
1.27
1.10

2.84

.90

2.64
2.35

2.53
2.25

2.10
1.$7
1.66

2.00

.80
.71
.64

1.79
1.59

.57

.032
.028
.025
.023
.020

1.48
1.32
1.17

1.41
1.1f)
1.12

.45

1.05

1.00

.93

.89

.57
.28

25
26
27
28
29

.018
.016
.014
.013

!83

.79

.74

.66
.59

.71
.63

.011

30

.010

10

0.102

11

.091
.081

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23

24

.072
.064
.057.
.051
.045

.040
.036

1.01

.50
.40

.25
.22

.52

.56
.50

.20
.18
.16

.46

.44

.14

Construction of Shielding. -It' is impossible to build a perfect

shield because all metals used for this wurt; have some resistance
and therefore cannot absorb all of the radiated lines of force.
The
fewer openings and the smaller the openings through the shield the

more effective it will be. Joints in the shield should be crimped or
soldered for their entire lengths.
Where a cabinet is completely shielded there will he an opening
ii.gmed at any hinged cover.
If this joint is staggered as shown in
Fig. 8, or as a refrigerator door
is staggered, the shielding at the
joint will be practically perfect. Wires passing through
a shield
should be
run
through
the
smallest
possible
opening
which
will
allow
for insulation.
To
prevent
the
passage
of
any
lines
of
force
into
a
shield the
wires
may
enter
and
leave
through
bent
copper
tubes
as
in Fig. 8.

SHOCK EXCITATION
While these precautions may seem rather elaborate their necessity may be
realized from the results of a simple experiment. A radio frequency receiver
may be completely shielded and a signal from a nearby powerful station tuned
in.

Disconnecting antenna and ground will cause the signal to disappor

Opening a crack a sixteenth of an inch wide in the shield will allow the signal
to be brought back again without either antenna or ground when the receiver
is slightly re -tuned.

The extent of capacity effects between the shield and all

coils.

condensers, tubes and wiring within the shield is increased the closer

any or all of these parts come to any point on the shield. So far
as space limitations will allow the shield should be kept at least
two inches from all of the shielded parts.
The capacity effect depends also on the difference in voltage of the shield
and the parts it encloses. It is customary to ground the shield to the negative
side of the tube filament circuit, to the negative A -battery line when a battery is used or to whatever line connects through to the receiver ground. This
method causes the greatest voltage difference to exist between the shield and
the enclosed parts because the shield is then at zero voltage.

The best results ire the prevention of feedbacks will be secured if
shields enclosing separate stages of a radio fr'equency amplifier are
allowed to remain insulated from all circuits in the receiver. That

c5hielci

8.-Protection of Joints in Shielding.

is, interstage shielding may remain insulated. On the other hand.
the best protection against pickup of outside interferences will lw
had by using a grounded shield. If the receiver is fitted with both
interstage shielding and with cotoplete cabinet shielding, the inter stage shields may remain insulated and the cabinet shield may be
grounded. This will prvide almost perfect protection from feed
backs and from energy pickup.
The effect of a rather close shield around a coil will be to more than double
the effective resistance of the coil if the shield is not grounded. That is. the
resistance will he somewhat more than twice the resistance of the coil unshielded. If the shield he grounded the ,effective resistance is still further

increased and is one-fourth to one-third greater than with the shield ungrounded. This is because of the added capacity effect.

When the shielding is connected to the negative filament line it is customarY
and advisable to connect all negative filament leads to the shield, In this %W..

much of the negative filament circuit wiring is done away with, the
taking its place.

SHOCK EXCITATION.-See Selectivity.
SHORT CIRCUIT.-See Circuit, Short.
SHORT WAVE RECEIVER -See Receiver, Short

shield

SHUNT

SHUNT.-One of the current paths or one of the branches in a

parallel circuit is called a shunt. See Circuit, Parallel.

SHUNTING CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Antenna.
SHUNTING RESISTANCE.-See Resistance, Parallel Circuit.

SIDE BAND.-One-half of a wave band. In broadcasting with
wave bands each ten kilocycles wide, the side bands are each five
kilocycles wide.

See Band, Wave.

SIGNAL.-Properly speaking the various messages sent out

from a radio telegraph station by using the code are called signals.
By common consent anything sent out from a radio station, whether
radio -telephone or radio -telegraph, is called a signal. Thus any radio

waves that are received from stations of any kind arc generally
called signals.

SILICON CRYSTAL.-See Detector, Crystal.
SILK.-See Cloth, Insulating.
SILK COVERED WIRE.-See Wire, Silk Covered.
SILVER.-Silver is the best conductor of all the metals. The
resistance of silver is 9.56 'ohms, per mil foot. This is about 92.2

per cent of the resistance of copper; the resistance of copper is about
108.5 per cent that of silver. This advantage of lower resistance is
hardly worth while in view of the much greater cost of silver. Like
copper, silver oxidizes quite readily when exposed to the air. Coin
silver has slightly more resistance than pure silver because coin sil-

ver contains only about ninety per cent pure silver, the remainder
being copper.

SILVER, NICKEL.-Nickel silver is a resistance alloy con-

taining copper, nickel and zinc; but no silver.

The metal is made
up of from fifty to sixty per cent copper, with from ten to thirty
per cent of each of the other metals. The greater the nickel content
the higher the resistance. The alloy is generally specified by mentioning the percentage of nickel in its composition. It may have
anywhere from fifteen to thirty times the resistance of copper. This
alloy is sometimes called German ,Silver. See Resistance, Materials
for.

SINE WAVE.-See .Wave, Sine.

SINGLE ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Multiple Receiver ConSINGLE CIRCUIT RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Single Cir-

nections to.
cuit.

SINGLE CONTROL.-Sec Control, Single.
SINGLE CONTROL RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Single
('ontrol.
_

SINGLE LAYER COIL.-See Coil, Single Layer Type.
SKIN EFFECT.-When direct current flows through a wire
it is evenly distributed
throughout the body of the wire, that is,
there is
as much current flowing near the center of the wire as near
With alternating current this is not true.

the outside of the wire,

SKIN EFFECT

Alternating current of high frequency tends to flow principally on
the surface of a wire and through the part of the wire nearest the
surface. Alternating current tries to avoid flowing through the cen
ter of the wire.
The resistance of a wire to direct current is a definite quantity di..
pending on the material, the length, the cross section or diameter,
and the temperature of the wire. Resistance to alternating current
depends on all of the things which affect direct current but the resistance to alternating current depends also on the frequency. The
higher the frequency the greater the resistance because when the
alternating current leaves the center of the wire and flows near the
surface, the surface portions of the wire are carrying more than
their share of the current.
This action of alternating current is called "Skin Effect." It increases with increase of frequency. Skin effect acts not only in
wires but in all conductors, such as the plates of condensers. At
rather high frequencies for a given weight of conductor we would
get better conductivity from a tube with thin walls than from a

_Direct

Current

/tie

High

Fre9u4ncy frequency

nilernatIng Current

Skin Effect on Current Distribution in Wires.

solid wire because the center of the wire only adds to the weight
and cost of the conductor without serving much of any purpose in
carrying current. The added resistance due to skin effect is greater
in large wires than in small ones because in the large wire less of its
total bulk is represented by the skin or surface so the less we use of
the whole bulk of the wire to carry current.
At a frequency of 1000 kilocycles (a wavelength of 300 meters) if we represent the skin effect as equal to 1 for number 28 wire, for number 26 it is equal
to 1'/,, for number 24 it is equal to 2.2, for number 22 it is equal to 2.7, for
number 20 it is equal to 3.4, for number 18 it is equal to 4.2, and for number
14 it is equal to 6.4.
At higher frequencies the skin effect is even more pronounced while at lower
at a
frequencies it is less pronounced. For example, taking a number 20 wire
frequency of 600 kilocycles (a wavelength of 500 meters) the skin effect rna.v
be represented by 2.7. At 800 kilocycles the skin effect would be represented
1400 kilo-

by 3; at 1000 kilocycles by 3.4; at 1200 kilocycles by 3.7; and at
muds
cycles by 3.9. This shows that there are disadvantages in the use of too

conductor when handling high frequency currents.
The values which have just been used to represent the relative resistance,
current.
are the ratios of the high frequency resistance of a wire to the direct
represented
When
we
say
that
the
resistance
is
resistance of the same wire.

SKIN EFFECT IN COILS
by 2.5 we mean that it is two and a half times as great as the resistance to
direct current.

It should be remembered that the direct current resistance of a
wire decreases as the wire size is increased so that the total resistance of the wire is affected both by skin effect and ohmic resistance.
See Resistance, Hick Frequency.
When wire is formed into a coil the strength of the magnetic field
inside the coil is greater than its strength outside the coil. This
makes the distribution of current in the wire even less uniform than
when the wire is straight and the result is that a given length of wire
formed into a coil shows from two to two and one-half times as
great a skin effect as the same wire when straight.
The resistance due to skin effect may be reduced by using a conductor composed of a large number of very small wires each thoroughly insulated from all the others and formed into a cable. This
cable is known as Litzendraht wire. Each of the small wires is
enamel covered. Th.ey are then woven in such a manner that each
small wire comes to the surface of the cable and remains on the
surface for exactly the samg proportion of the whole length as every
other small wire. There is little advantage in simply using a number
of small wires laid parallel. See Wire, Stranded.
The great skin effect in a coil is due to the crowdipg of magnetic lines of
force inside of the coil winding. The greatest'uart of the current flowing
through the wire forming a coil winding is on the sides of the wiry toward the
inside of the coil. A non -inductive coil shows none of this effect. The losses
due to skin effect form one of the best reasons for using small size wire in
winding radio frequency coils.

SKIN EFFECT, IN COILS.-Sec (toil, Losses in.

SKIN EFFECT, IN CONDENSERS.-See

Losses in.

Condenser,

SKIP DISTANCE.-See Fading.
SLIDE CONTACT.-See Coil, Slide Contacts on.
SLIDE COUPLER.-See Coupler, Slide.
SLIDE WIRE BRIDGE.-See Bridge, Measurements by.
SOCKET ADAPTER.-See, Adapter, Socket.
SOCKET ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Light and Power Cir-

cuit for.

SOCKET POWER.See Power Unit.
SOCKET, TUBE.-The tube socket is a device which sup-

ports a vacuum tube from a base or panel and at the same time
makes contact between the pins or prongs on the tube base and
terminal screws or soldering lugs around the outside of the socket.
The body is generally made entirely of moulded insulation, although
the sleeve portion that encloses the tube base has sometimes been
made of metal. The portion containing the contacts and terminals
must be made of insulating material to prevent electrical leakage.
The contact with the tube prongs is always made by means of
springs which are bent slightly as the tube is put in place, thus in-

suring a firm contact and often providing a wiping action which

SOCKET, TUBE

automatically cleans the contact surfaces each time the tube is inserted in its socket.
The navy type socket is shown in Fig. 1. This socket has cylindrical walls which fit around the cylindrical base of the tube. There
is a notch cut part way down the socket wail at one point and the
lower end of this notch turns to one side. On one side of the tube
base is a pin which slides down in the notch as the tube is placed in
the socket. When the tube is almost all the way down in the socket
its prongs strike the socket contact springs. The tube is then turned
slightly to the right so that the pin engages in the bent -over part of
the notch and holds the tube firmly in place.

filament

ii'Nexttue
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1.-Navy Type of Tube Socket.

The apparatus of this standard socket, when looked at from on top, is
shown at the tight in Fig. 1. There are four springs and four terminals to
match the four prongs on the base of the tube. This style of socket will hold
all receiving tubes which operate from storage battery current and will also
take the type of tube designed to operate on one dry cell, taking 1.1 volts and
0.25 ampere for its filament.

The grid terminal is always at the right

of the notch when looking from the top

Grid

filQntent

at the notched side of the socket as in Fig.
1. The plate terminal is always at the left
of the notch, looking from the same direction. The two filament terminals are on

the other side of the socket, the potitive
filament terminal being on the same side
with the plate and the ne$ative filament
terminal being on the same side as the grid
terminal.

/late
fii.2ille.4e
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Since the pin on the tube base

will allow insertion of the tube in only one FIG. 2.-Socket for Three -Volt
Dry Cell Tubes.
position, it is impossible to make wrong
connections unless the wrong wires arc attached to the socket terminals.

Fig. 2 shows the terminal arrangement of the socket used for the

dry cell types of tubes taking 3.0 volts and 0.06 ampere for the
filament. The general construction of this socket is similar in all
respects to the large one of Fig. 1 but all of the dimensions of this.
small socket arc proportionately smaller to fit the smaller base 01
the dry cell tube. In the smaller socket the plate terminal is at the
right of the notch when facing the notch side of the socket. The
grid terminal is on the opposite corner from the plate. The re -

SOCKET, TUBE

maining two terminals are for attachment of the filament wires. No
difference is made between positive and negative filament connections to the tube since these small tubes use a single straight length
of wire for a filament.
The terminal arrangement of the small socket of Fig. 2 is much better than
the arrangement of Fig. 1 because in Fig. 2 the plate and grid leads in the
socket and up through the tube base have the maximum possible separation
from each other, thus reducing their capacity to each other. Both of the
sockets so far described were designed for the older types of "V" tubes on

which all four prongs coming out of the base bottom were of the same
diameter.

Newer tubes of the "X" series have their two filament prongs
much larger than the grid and plate prongs. While these newer
tubes will fit into the older types of sockets, a new type of socket
has been developed in which the prongs themselves give the entire
support for the tube without the necessity of any cylindrical wall.
This socket is shown in Fig. 3.

The tube is moulted in the socket by simply pushing the tube
prongs down into the corresponding holes in the socket. The tube
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3.-Socket for Tubes with Large and Small Prongs.

cannot be inserted in the wrong position because of the difference
in size between the prongs on opposite sides. An arrow is generally
placed on these sockets, its point indicating the position of the pin
on the side of the tube base. This pin is retained in some of the
new type tubes so that they may be mounted in the old type sockets
of receivers built before the newer styles came into being. It may
be seen from Fig. 3 that the terminal arrangement around the edge
of the new socket is the same as with the older type of Fig. 1.
A power tube for use with dry cells, taking 3.0 volts and 0.125 ampere for
its filament requires a socket different from any of the three types described.
This tube, like others of the "X" series, has its two filament prongs of larger
diameter than its grid and plate prongs. The terminal arrangement of the

socket for this dry cell power tube is shown in Fig. .1. It will be seen that
the polarity of
the filament terminals has been reversed from the arrangement
of biz. 3. This tube has its prongs of the same size and same spacing as those
of the larger storage battery "X" tubes.

Cushion Socket.-The air vibrations from a powerful loud
speaker will jar the plate, grid and filament in the average tube to

such an extent that the changing distance between the elements
causes a variation of plate current. These variations keep time with

SOCKET, TUBE

the vibrations of the elements and cause the tube to give forth
loud howl through its output circuit. Other vibrations and all soft-,
of jars will have a similar effect.
To prevent the vibrations of the tube elements from taking 1)41(.1.
at a rate high enough to be audible the tube should be carried 101
what Is known as a cushion socket or spring socket. The tube fin'

Fin. 40.-Soi kid for Dry Cell Power Tube.

still vibrate, but the vibrations are now of such low frequency as to
make inaudible the changes of plitte current even when the mi.,.
dements are shaken. Cushion sockets are almost a necessity for
the detector tube if the best in tone quality is aimed at. They are

Fm. 5.-Socket for Spring
Mounting of Tube.

FIG. b.-Socket Mounted
on Sponge Rubber.

also highly desirable for the tubes of all audio frequency stage F..
They are not so necessary for thv radio frequency tubes, although
even here they will do good work.

7.-Gang Socket for Seven Tubes.
Sockets are sometimes made in two pieces, the part
being supported by small flexible springs from the part
base or panel in the receiver. This is shown in Fig. 5.
socket mounted upon sponge rubber which gives a very
and serves the same purpose as the spring suspension.

which carries the tat*.
that is fastened to the
In Fig. 6 is shown a
good cushioning au"
6S

SOCKET WRENCH

Special Sockets.-Dozens of special details of design are worked
into the tube sockets made by different manufacturers. Many of
these detail refinements add real advantages.
A number of similar sockets may be mounted together on a single base to
All of the tubes used in an entire receiver

form a gang socket as in Fig. 7.

may thus be brought together. This makes for improvement in appearance but
its wisdom is doubtful from the electrical standpoint since the plate and grid
leads of successive stages are necessarily brought close to each other.

A.-Panel Bracket for Tube Socket.
Sub -panels and bases Inay often be dispensed with in a receiver by mounting
the tube sockets on shelf -like extensions such as shown by Fig. 8, these being
!.upported from the vertical panels or other vertical surfaces. Separate brackets
may be bought or sockets used Nvhicit incorporate the bracket feature as part
of their construction.

Sockets built as separate units are sometimes dispensed with by
mounting the supporting springs or contacts for the tube prongs
and the terminal connections directly un the base or so .b-panel of
the receiver.

See also Construction, Receiver.

SOCKET WRENCH.-See Tools.

SOFT TUBE.-See

TuLc, Soft.

SOLDERING.-In radio receiver work no joint between two
conductors may he considered a permanent joint unless the con-

ductors are properly soldered together. Proper soldering does not
mean the process of spreading some half -heated solder onto a couple
of dirty surfaces.

Material and Tools.-The first essential is a good soldering

iron.

The best to be had is an electric iron with a good large heating element and a copper tip about three -eighths to one-half inch in
diameter extending out to a distance of two or three inches from
the heater. This is the best. size tip for all around work. Electric
soldering irons with small heating elements will usually fail to heat
the tip sufficiently to do good work on large conductors which carry
heat away from the iron quite rapidly.

Ii an electric iron cannot be used, a plain soldering copper of the hall -pound
,sr three-quarter pound size is about right. This copper should have a rather
lung tip well tapered. In heating this kind of an iron, keep its tip in the blue
part of a gas flame. The yellow part of the flame will deposit so much soot
on the iron that soldering will be very difficult.

Wire solder will be much easier to use than bar solder.

Plain

!vire solder may be used but the work will be made easier by select-

ing good resin -core wire solder. Never use acid -core solder because
the joint will surely corrode and cause high resistance.

SOLDERING
Even though resin -core solder is used it will be advisable to have some
good non-acid soldering paste handy or to have some pure resin in a sow
tin container such as the cover of a small can. The advantage of using only
resin is that it does not contain any acid to cause corrosion.
The purpose of the resin -core of the solder or of the soldering paste is In
clean the oxide from the work and leave the surfaces clean enough so gig
the hot solder can unite with them. The resin and the pastes are called
soldering fluxes.

Aside from the soldering iron, the solder, and the flux it will be
necessary to provide a fine cut file, a piece of emery cloth and a
piece of plain heavy cotton or wool cloth for cleaning. An old knife
will also come in handy.

Tinning the Iron.-The tip of the iron must first be prepared

for its work. Coating the tip of the iron with a thin layer of solder
is called tinning. First clean the tip for half to three-quarters of
an inch back from the end by using the file. Then polish this surface with the emery cloth. Heat the iron as if for soldering and dip

the hot tip into the 'flux or else spread some flux on the tip. Immediately touch the end of the wire solder to the fluxed iron or rub
the tip of the iron on a piece of solder. The solder will stick to the
copper tip and form a bright coating whorever the tip was thoroughly
cleaned. The iron is now ready for work.
If the iron becomes overheated or stays very hot for a long time, the coati%
will burn off and the tinning process must be gone through with again. When
doing considerable soldering, occasionally wipe the tip of the iron with the
padded clot!). This will remove any dirt and scale and leave the brightly
tinned surface clean again.

Preparing the Joint.-To make really good soldering joints the
joint must first be mad( mechaniCally strong independently of the
solder. That is, the joint between the two parts must be made su
that they will hold together indefinitely even were no solder to be
applied. Never depend on solder to hold two parts together. The
solder has practically no mechanical strength and it is not the purpose of soldering to provide mechanical strength.
If the ends of two wires arc to be joined, cross the ends, then twist them
one about the other as shown in Figs. 1. Don't simply loop them together
and don't lay them along side each other and expect to have a permanent
on
joint. When a wire end is to be joined to another wire running straight
through the joint, wrap the find around the through wire as in Fig. 2. Dont
do
simply butt the end against the through wire and look to the solder toWife
the mechanical work. 1Vhen attaching a lug to a wire end, loop the
through the lug or around the lug when this is possible. Bending the wire
end over at a right angle and sticking the projection through the lug will
make a solid joint. Don't just lay the wirt on top of the lug. The purPol'e
of the solder is to make an electrical joint. The mechanical joint must he
made without solder.

Before the parts arc fastened together and again after they are fastened.
they should be scraped thoroughly clean with the file, a knife blade, or the
emery cloth. The grease from a person's hands is enough to prevent mak!IL:
a good soldered joint when conditions arc at all difficult.

should
Heating the Iron.-The iron, whether electric or gas,
pine wood.
be heated just hot enough to blacken a piece of soft

This does not mean the iron should be hot enough to actually char

SOLDERLESS CONNECTIONS

the wood. An iron at the proper degree of neat will cause solder to
flow like water when the tip end of a piece of wire solder is touched
to the hot tip. The iron must be hot enough to flow the solder into
place, not simply to spread the solder over the outside of the joint.

Soldering the Joint. -Apply a very little soldering paste to the
Do not use more paste than can be picked up on the small
end of a toothpick. Then touch the solder to the tip of the hot iron
and let a drop of solder leave the wire and hang to the surface of
the iron's tip. Now touch the tip, with the solder hanging on, to
the joint. Hold the tip firmly on top of the joint until the parts to
be joined become hot enough from the iron to let the solder run
down all through the joint. Even though the solder runs onto the
joint the very first thing, keep the iron there until it. runs through
joint.

the joint. There's a big difference.

/eight wai

START

Good
WRONG WAY

1.-Making Joint
Between Two Wire
Ends in Soldering.

'Wrong,

a

Wrong

Pfc. 2.-Prepring to Solder Wire
Ends to Ot!er Wires or Lugs.

Another way is to apply a little flux to the joint. then hold the hot iron

underneath the joint until the parts become hot. Then touch the tip end of
the wire solder to the top of the joint and let some of the solder run down
through the joint until it reaches the iron below. This is a surer way to
make a good joint than the first method.

In all this work use the least passible flux and the least possible
The flux is an insulator and it must not remain between
the surfaces being soldered. .As soon as the joint has been soldered
and while the solder is still hot, wipe away the excess solder and all
the flux with the cloth which has been folded to make a pad. A
soldered joint made according to these rules will still be a good joint
after the rest of the receiver lias fallen apart.
solder.

SOLDERLESS CONNECTIONS.-See Connector.
SOLENOID.-See Coil, Solenoid Type.
SOUND.-Any motion of the air which is distinguishable by
the sense of hearing is called a sound. Sound is carried through

air and other materials by sound waves which consist of alternating
compressions and rarefactions of the material carrying the waves.
The speed with which sound
travels throuch various materials differs
In air sound waves move 10S7 feet per second. They move through

grcatlY.

SOUND
water nearly five times as fast as through air and through hard, dense
tennis such as steel and glass the sound waves travel from fifteen to (went%
times as fast as through air.

Sound is a form of energy whose strength or intensity may be

measured and whose amplitude or force may likewise be measured.

The strength of a sound diminishes as the square of the distance
from the source of the sound. The strength varies according to the
square of the amplitude of the sound waves. The amplitude (1i
the sound waves is a measure of their extent or their swing back and
forth, just as the amplitude of a pendulum's swing is measured by
the distance it moves each way from a center position.
If the sound waves are regular in occurrence, they arc musical (n pleasant to the ear. If they are irregular, they are classed as noises.
The lowest vibrations which can be heard are those having a frequency between sixteen and twenty per second. The highest audible

sounds have frequencies from 10,000 up to 30,000 or more per

second. The highest audibility depends on the hearing of the
listener.
The frequency of sound waves determines their pitch in the musiml soak
In the octave above middle C, starting wit' middle C the frequencies per
second of the notes are as follows:

D.203.6
C

F.

201.0

326!2

G
A
11

391.5
415 0
480.4
522.0

C
F
348.0
The foregoing frequencies arc those of the international pitch. For convenicncc in making calculations the philosophical pitch is sometimes used

With this pitch middle C has a frequdicy of 256.0 in place of 261.0.
frequency, 256,0, is the cipfith power of 2, or two multiplied by itself eight

It therefore allows of easy division and multiplication.
In the philosophical pitch the octave above middle C would have the fol-

times.

lowing frequencies:
C
E
F

256
288
320
341.3

G

384

A

426.6
480
512

13

A pure tone or simple tone hat but a single frequency. at a definite pitch. Few pure tones sound pleasant or musical until they are
combined with one or more higher frequencies called overtones.
When these overtones have frequencies which are multiples of the
fundamental frequency or tone they are called harmonics. Note;
produced by most of the musical instruments are composed of fundamentals and of harmonics of the fundamentals. It is the harmonics and overtones produced with the fundamental that distinguish a certain note on one instrument from the same note on another
instrument.

The frequencies of the notes in any one octave have the following ratit'a
to one another:
9/10
G to ell
8/9
C to D
8/0
A to B
9/10
D to F.

E to F
P to G

15/16

8/9

B to C

15/16

SOUND
It is this relation between frequencies of notes which follow each other in
the octave that gives the human ear the familiar impression of gradually rising sound. In actual musical instruments the frequencies arc slightly different
from those of either the international scale or the philosophical scale. These
changes make what is called the tempered pitch. The following frequencies
of tempered pitch may be compared with those given for the international
pitch:

258.7

C

2903

I)

387.5

4

325.9
345.3

435D

H

488.3
517.3

C

Sound waves may be reflected back from a surface which they
strike just as light waves arc reflected from a mirror. Sound is also
refracted or bent out of,a straight path as it passes through various
materials just as the view of an object through a thick layer of glass
or through water appears to be bent by refraction. Sound striking

an irregular surface is also subject to a scattering or dispersion
effect by which the waves are sent in variouF. different directions
from the surface. Sound waves of one frequency may be subject
to interference from and to combination with waves of other frequencies so that the resultant sound is affected by both frequencies.

The octaves in the philosophical pitch start with the following
frequencies: 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096. An octave
would start with the harmonics of 4096; the octave for the second
harmonic starting with a frequency of 8192.
The following table shows the frequencies of the various keys Ln a piano:
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES OF PIANO KEYBOARD

White
Keys

Black
Keys

27

-

White
Keys
97

2S

30

109
115
34

36

45
4l

1s3
194
205

217

65
73

162
173

5ft

69
77

$1

1;0
244

159

290
91

tilsck

Keys

lie:. i

51
345

3s'i

4.S
'154

51

White

435

145

43

61

122
129

137

40

l

326

103

32

55

Black
Keys

517

(52
t91

773

670
274

977
30S

1035

---

l

Keys

1304

13'1

411

--

54s

-

1161

36',

461

White

I

1550
1740
1953

615

2069

---

2323

732
621

922

2607
762

IMO
34SO

Black
Keys

--

1096

1230
1463

--

1642

1543

_

2192

--

2461

2926

-

3155

SPACE CHARGE
Among the lowest frequencies to be received are the following: Piano, 27.
bass viol, 38; bass tuba, 43; and the human bass voice, 86 per second. Amon
the high frequencies are those of the human soprano voice, 1150; the viniin.
3100; the piano, 3480; and the piccolo, 4100 per second.

The normal human ear hears sounds between a wide range of frequencies, but it responds best to sounds of medium frequencies in
the musical range, next best to high pitched sounds and poorest to
sounds of low frequency or low pitch.

SPACE CHARGE.-See Tubc, Action of.
SPACE WINDING.-See Coil, Space Wound.
SPACING OF COILS.-See Coil, Spacing of in Receiver.
SPAGHETTI.-See Tubing, Insulating.
SPARK TELGRAPHY.-See Radio Telegraphy.
SPEAKER, LOUD.-The purpose of a loud speaker is

to

transform variations of electric current into vibrations of the air or
sounds. The variations of electric current are the variations of cur-

rent in the plate circuit of an audio frequency amplifying tube.
The first work of the speaker is to allow the' current variations to

produce mechanical movement in some of the parts of the speaker
unit. The moving part is attachqd toga larger part whose surface

Fro. 1.-Horn Type and Cone Type of Loud Speaker.

area is great enough to set a considerable volume of air into motion.
The more air the speaker is able to set into motion the greater Will
be the volume of sound produced and as a general rule the better
will be the tone quality.
Fig. 1 shows the two principal methods of changing the movtof
ment of a comparatively small mechanical part into movement
the
princonsiderable quantities of air. At the left is represented motion,
ciple of the familiar horn. A thin metal diaphragm is set into

SPEAKER, LOUD
this diaphragms being at one end or at the foot of the body of air
or column of air in the throat and the bell of the horn. The horn

greatly augments the rather feeble sounds from the diaphragm.
The longer the horn and the greater the amount of air it contains
the greater will be the volume of sound from the speaker provided
the diaphragm has sufficient power to move the large air column.

Naturally it takes more power at the diaphragm to move a large
body of air than to move a smaller body.

At the right hand side of Fig. 1 is shown the cone type of speaker.

There is no diaphragm of small size as in the horn type but the
moving parts of the speaker mechanism are connected to the center
of a conical shaped piece of heavy paper, wood, fibre or other fairly
non -resonant material, that is, a material that has no natural res-

onant period of its own.

,tlagoet
S

macre

2.-Electromagnetic Type of Loud Speaker.

The entire surface of the cone gow vibrates at sound frequencies
and this large exposed surface sets into corresponding motion all
the air in the immediate vicinity of the cone. No horn is required
with the cone. This does away with the directional effect of a horn,
the effect by which most of the emitted sound is sent in the direction away from the mouth of the horn.
Electromagnetic Speaker.-Several distinctly different types
of operating mechanism are used in loud speakers for transforming
the changes of current into motion which is transmitted to the diaphragm of a horn or the sounding surface of a cone. The simplest
type. using the electromagnetic principle, is shown in Fig. 2. The
diaphragm

is formed of a very thin piece of iron or else of some nonmagnetic material such as aluminum or mica to which is affixed a
`mall piece of iron. The diaphragm is clamped securely all around
its edges but is left free at the center. The center of the diaphragm

SPEAKER. LOUD

is a few thousandths of an inch from the pole pieces of a powerful
permanent magnet.
Around each pole piece is a small coil made of many turns of very
fine wire. This coil is connected to the plate circuit of the amplifying tube so that changes in plate current flow through the coil wind.
ing. The two coil windings are connected together so that when the
end of one, acting as an electromagnet, is positive the end of the
other is negative.
The pole pieces of the permanent magnet attract the diaphragm
strongly at all times and maintain it under magnetic tension. The
rise and fall of current through the windings adds its effect to that
of the permanent magnet so that there is a change of magnetism
acting upon the diaphragm to correspond with the changes of current in the tube's plate circuit. This causes the diaphragm to vibrate and give forth sounds.
Speakers of this type generally have an adjustment somewhat similar to
the one shown by means of which the distance between the pole pieces and
the diaphragm may be adjusted. The speaker will be most sensitive and will
respond to the weakest possible signals when the magnet poles are moved very
close to the diaphragm. However, when the/two parts are too close together
loud signals will make the diaphragm rattle against the pole pieces. The adjustment should be made as close as will allow the diaphragm to stay clear a:
the pole pieces with the strongest signal to be received, The same construction as shown in Fig. t, but, usually without the adjustment, is used for headphone receivers. Sec Phone, Head.

Balanced Armature Speaker.-The operating principle of

one

of the most generally used speaker mechanisms is shown in Fig. 3.
This is the balanced armature type. It is used in the construction
of many cone speakers 1*-Jd also in many of the high grade horn type
speakers.
This balanced armature mechanism makes use of a large and powerful permanent magnet having specially formed pole pieces attached to its ends. The
pole pieces provide two positive poles on one side and two negative pules nn
the other side as shown. Between the pole piece yokes is supported a small
iron armature pivoted at. its center so that it may tilt back and forth one
way and the other between the pole piece yokes. Around the pivoted arma-

ture is placed a coil connected into tne output circuit of the receiver.

Olk'

end of the armature connects through tone or more rods to the center of a con(

or the center of a diaphragm.
As current flows in one direction around th'e coil winding, the upper vnt:
of the coil and the upper end of the iron armature become positive, while
with reversal of current direction the upper ends become negative. The lower
end Is, of course, always of a polarity opposite to that of the upper end. for
With the upper end of the armature positive and its lower end negative,
an example, the upper positive end will be attracted to the negative pole of
the permanent magnet and the lower end will be attracted to the positive
pole of the permanent magnet. With the permanent magnet polaritiei

indicated in Fig. 3 the upper end of the armature will then tilt toward the,
right and the lower end toward the left, the armature turning slightly around

its pivot. Upon reversal of the coil polarities the armature would tend to tilt
its upper end toward the left.
Since the plate current from an amplifying tube rises and falls in value.
the armature will be in a continual state of motion toward and away from
either the positive or the negative permanent magnet pole. The extent of the

SPEAKER, LOUD
motion will depend nn the power or amperage in the plate current while the
frequency of the motion will depend on the frequency of the changes in plate
current.

The motion of the one end of the balanced armature is trattcmitted through

., rod directly to the cune or diaphragm or eke, as shown in Fig. 3, is trans-

mitted through some form of lever arrangement to the diaphragm or cone.

It will be realized that the direction of current flow through the
coil makes no difference in the operation of the balanced armature
type of speaker. When current flows in one direction the armature
is moved toward one set of poles, and if the current flows in the
opposite direction the armature is moved toward the other set of
poles.

Cane o/2

D4,0hragin

Rod
Rec/actie

Lever

3.-Balanced Armature Type of Loud Speaker.

For best results only the changes of plate current corresponding
to the sounds being produced should be allowed to flow through
th.
type of speaker, or, fur that matter, any other type of speaker.
It the direct current from the plate voltage supply unit is allowed
to flow through the speaker coil, this direct current will tend continually
to keep the armature tilted more one way than the other
because
there is not, or should not, be any rise and fall of direct
ctirrent in the plate circuit. The only change should be in the part
of the current controlled by the grid of the tube.

SPEAKER, LOUD
To compensate for direct current which may be allowed to flow in the

speaker coil an adjustment is sometimes provided for this type of mechanism.
One type of adjustment is indicated in Fig. 3. By means of this adjustment
the armature is pulled or pushed in a direction opposite to the steady push or
pull caused by the direct current in the coil. This adjustment allows the arena.
lure to be evenly balanced between the pole pieces under all conditions, thus
allowing for the maximum possible range of motion to be caused by the rise
and fall of audio frequency currents acting in the coil windings.

Fig. 4 shows a type of speaker mechanism in which the two pole
pieces of a permanent magnet are made to operate two cones or two
diaphragms at the same time. To the poles of a permanent magnet
are attached two iron rings forming the pole pieces. Each ring carries a flexible metal diaphragm to the center of which is affixed a

4.-Speaker Mechanism Opciating Two Cones.

small cylindrical extension on the inside and a rod running to tlw
cone or diaphragm on the outside. The internal cylindrical C\ tensions come within a few thousandths of an inch of each other
and since they are magnetically connected with the permanent magnet they arc strongly attracted to each other.
The springiness of the permanent magnet tends to push the extension pieces
together but they are held a little distance apart by a taper wedge adjustment
acting between the arms of the magnet as shown. Around the extension piers
between thi diaphragm is a coil connected to the output circuit of the receiver.
Changes of current through the coil winding tend to change the total magmlic
attraction acting between the extension pieces so that they vibrate with the
changes of current in the coil.

SPEAKER, LOUD, CONNECTIONS TO RECEIVER
1he more closely the two internal extensions arc allowed to conic to each
other by withdrawing the wedge shaped adjuster, the more sensitive the speaker
becomes. But if the extensions are allowed to come too close, strong signals

will cause them to touch and cause a rattle. The greater the power to be
handled the farther apart the extensions are kept by the adjustment.

Electrodynamic Speaker.-The electrodynamic type of speaker

shown in Fig. 5 uses no permanent magnet but in place uses an
electromagnet energized by battery or power unit current flowing
around a coil winding on one leg of the electromagnet. The electromagnet has two poles of one polarity and one pole of the opposite
polarity. Between the poles there is a strong magnetic field.
Within the space between the poles of the electromagnet is supported a coil
connected in the output circuit of the audio amplifier. With no current flowing in this amplifier coil winding it has no magnetic properties and has no
tendency to move either one way or the other. Hut when current from the

amplifier flows through the coil in the amplifier circuit this coil sets up an
electromagnetic field of its own.

Vectrometenet
Armature
Ca /
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Flu. S.-Electrodynamic Loud Speaker.

Changes in value of the current through the amplifier coil change the
'trength of its field and the action betIvecn this field of the small coil and

the field between the electromagnet poleo tends to move the small coil. The
current. changes cause the coil to move back andeforth in the electromagnet's

neld and since the small coil is attached to the diaphragm or the cone this
movement is transmitted to these parts and causes sound waves in the air.

SPEAKER, LOUD, CONNECTIONS TO RECEIVER.

-The simplest and least desirable method of connecting the loud

speaker to the receiver output id; shown in Fig. 1. One of the speaker
leads is connected to the plate of the last audio amplifying tube and

the other speaker lead is connected to the B -battery or plate voltage supply unit. If this method is adopted a bypass condenser of
from .002 to .005 microfarad capacity should be connected between
the plate terminal of the tube and one of the filament terminals on
the tube. This condenser will bypass any stray high frequencies
which would not pass easily through the high impedance of the
speaker winding.

SPEAKER, LOUD, CONNECTIONS TO RECEIVER

It is customary to connect the plate of the tube to the tip prone
or spring of a jack, the plate battery or voltage supply unit then
being connected to the mounting shell of the jack. The positive
line to the speaker is connected to the outer shell of the plug and
the negative or plate line is connected to the plug tip.

Condenser

Last

Amply 4er
Tu be

Spea,4,r

B
Battery
1.-Loud Speaker Connected Directly to Last Tube.
With many speakers it is important that the connections be made with due
regard to polarity. One of 'The speaker wire leads often is red in color or 1w
a red threid tracer running through the woven insulation. This is the tine
that should be connected to the positive side of the li-battery or plate supply
unit.. 11 the connections are reversed, the direct current for the plate circuit
opposes the magnetism of the speaker's. permanent magnet when this current
flows through the speaker coil winding.
The current flowing in tte plate circuit of the audio amplifier tube is shown
by Fig. 2. There is a rise and fall of the plate current above and below the
average plate current, this rise and fall being at audio frequencies, These

A4.
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Fin. 2.-Current of Plate Circuit of Mull° Tube Connected to Speaker.

changes of plate current represent the audio frequency currents which ar..
to be transformed into sound by the speaker.
Hut there is a certain minimum current, a direct current, which is alwar
flowing in the plate circuit. This direct current adds nothing to the sound
produced by the speaker and when it opposes the magnetism of the spco.ct
this current will do actual harm. Therefore, it is highly desirable to ra.only the current changes through the speaker and to keep the direct curren.t
component out of the speaker entirely. Several methods of accomplishing
will be shown.

SPEAKER, LOUD, CONNECTIONS TO RECEIVER
The principle of operation for one satisfactory method is shown
by Fig. 3. The plate of the output tube is connected to a high impedance choke coil and also to a low impedance condenser. The
speaker is then connected between the other side of the condenser
IA'onder,ser

Output
Tube

Cho"i'e

Taco to
Speaker

Du. 3.-Circuits of Condenser and Choke for Speaker Connection.

and the filament circuit of the tube. The other end of the choke is
connected to the plate voltage supply.
The direct current component of tile plate current cannot pass through the
condenser but passes quite easily through the choke coil, being hindered only

Speaker

Coupler

Tack

Outpa
Tube

Con enserChoAe

,
45'7'

C- AAt

00

874

4.-Connection of Condenser and Choke for Speaker.
tiY the direct current resistance of the choke. The audio frequency component
Passes with ease through the condenser, which is of large capacity, but meets
with great opposition in trying to flow through the choke. Thus, the audio
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frequency changes pass through the condenser to the speaker while the diem

current avoids the speaker and passes through the battery or plate supply

circuit. The speaker then handles only the changes of current.

Fig. 4 shows the layout of such a choke and condenser combination a,
applied to the output end of an ordinary audio frequency amplifier. N0
change is made in the grid circuit of the audio tube, the circuit. which contains

the preceding audio frequency transformer, amplifying choke or resistance

001

Plus
to

Receive, -

Fro. 5.-Condenser and Choke Unit for Speaker Connection,
coupling. Between the.regular output jack or speaker connections and the plate

terminal of the last audio luhe the choke and condenser arc inserted and
as shown.

The choke must have high impedance at audio frequencies. This choke
should have an inductance of 309 henries or more to be satisfactory. The
usual amplifying chokes are satisfactorA The condenser should be of twn
microfarad capacity or largfr so that all of the lower tones will be passed

fo,aao cAn,
res,:staace
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,7,;7ck

.8*
6.-Bypassing Resistance for
Speaker Connection.

Fie.7.-Circuits for Output Transformer for Speaker Connection.

through to the speaker. The choke should have a direct current resistance
of only a few hundred ohms. The high resistance of transformer windows
used as chokes greatly reduces the plate voltage.
The choke and condenser combination may be built up as a separate unit
for use with any receiver and any speaker by following the layout of Fig,
connections are the same as those in Fig. 4. The plug, if used, is inserted
in the output jack of the receiver. If no plug and jack arc used, one of the
in
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terminals is connected to the plate voltage supply on the positive side and a
third is connected to the negative side of the filament current supply.

Fairly good results may be secured in bypassing part of the direct
current through a high resistance connected across the loud speaker
terminals as shown in Fig. 6. If this resistance is variable it will
also act as a volume control for the receiver.
The use of an output transformer is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. One
side of the transformer is connected between the plate of the last
amplifying tube and the plate voltage supply. The other side of

the transformer is connected to the speaker terminals or speaker
jack. Since the transformer will pass only changes of current it is
only these changes that go through to the speaker while the direct
current passes through.the transformer between the tube plate and
the plate voltage unit.

Output
Tube

Output

Transformer

Fin. S.-Connection of Output Transformer for Speaker.
Special output transformers are made with a one-to-one ratio, giving neither
a step-up nor a step-down of voltage. The resistance in the windings of an
ordinary amplifying Transformer is too high to allow its satisfactory use as
an output transformer. By selecting a output transformer whose one winding has an impedance matching the output impedance of the tube and whose
other winding matches the impedance of the speaker remarkably good tone
reproduction may be secured.. See Impedance, _Watching of.

Under the heading Jacks and Switches, Uscs of, are shown various methods of cutting off and adding extra speakers and of operating a number of speakers from one receiver.

SPEAKER, LOUD, REQUIREMENTS FOR.-Any loud

speaker must be used with due regard to the sound volume it
is capable of producing without distortion and overloading. For
example, a balanced armature type of speaker will generally handle
considerably more power and will deliver greater volume without
distortion than may be secured from an electromagnetic type. On
the other hand, the electromagnetic type will often be found more
sensitive to weak signals than the balanced armature type.
In a moderately large room the cone type speaker will deliver

SPECIFIC INDUCTIVE CAPACITY
more sound volume than the horn speaker except within a space
directly in line with the opening from the bell of a horn.
The larger the horn, the longer and the wider at the mouth, the
better it will deliver low notes and the less likely it will be to by,.
points at which it is resonant to certain moderately high frec.iumc?l
ie.
Since a cone has a comparatively large vibrating surface
sets
greater amount of air into motion and inherently amplifies low notes
better than they are amplified by a horn of any reasonable size.
Cabinet speakers are either of the horn type or the cone type,
the cabinet acting simply as an enclosure for the horn or the cone.
In order for a good speaker to do good work it must be connected to
a good audio frequency amplifier. A large cone speaker will rattle badly when
connected to an amplifier having only a dry cell tube of the smaller size as
an output tube, yet this k no fault of the speaker and is entirely the fault of
the amplifier which is totally inadequate to meet the power requirements of
the speaker. Storage battery tubes of the small amplifier type when opmted
with plate voltage below one hundred will be little better. Power tubes should
be used to operate large Speakers, especially if the speakers arc of the cone type.

If ordinary amplifier tubes are used for output, a horn speaker will generally
be more satisfactory than a cone.
Speakers should be so placed in a room that there are no objectionabk
echoes produced by the walls of the rootn. :I speaker of good quality placed
in front of heavy draperies will sound better than when it is placed in front
of a bare wall because the draperies absorb the sound that would be reflected
by a wall. The tone (ffialityol a powerful speaker will often be better when
heard from an adjoining room than in the room occupied by the speaker.
For methbds of testing speakers see Oscillalor, Audit, Frequency, Uses of,
Sec also Di5lorfion,

SPECIFIC INDUCTIVE CAPACITY.-Another

dielectric constant.

See

SPERM OIL.-See

name for

Constant,!Dielectric.

t)i/s, /nsuiating.

SPIDERWEB COIL.-See Coil, Spiderweb Type.
SPIRAL LOOP.-See Loop, Spiral Type.
SPLIT VARIOMETER.-See Variometer, Split Type.

SQUEALING.-The noise caused by heterodyne whistles or
by free oscillation in a receiver. See Oscillation; Also Noise.
S. S. C.-An abbreviation fdr single silk covered wire. Svc
Wire, Silk Covered.
S. S. E.-An abbreviation for single silk enameled wire. See
Ilrirc, Enameled.
STABILITY.-Freedom from oscillation in the tuned circuit?:
or other circuits of a receiver is called stability. See Oscillation.
STABILIZING.-The prevention. of free oscillation in a o

ceiver.

See

Oscillation.

STAGES OF AMPLIFIER.-See Amplification, Cascade.
STAND BY.-A phrase meaning to wait for further signals tit
come later on, keeping the receiver in operation and tuned to

the

same frequency in the meanwhile.

STATIC.-Static is a form of radio interference caused by electrical disturbances in the atmosphere. These disturbances may
comparatively violent, such as flashes of lightning, or they may he

STATIC

weak such as the gradual discharge between a cloud and the earth.
But of whatever kind, they produce radio waves which travel to
izreat distances and which are picked up by the antenna of a receiver just as any other radio wave would be picked up.
It static impulse has no particular frequency, therefore cannot be
prevented from entering the receiver by any tuning means. The
effect is that of shock excitation so that the receiver responds to
static impulses when tuned to resonance at any frequency. See
Setedivity for an explanation of shock excitation.
These static impulses are several thousand times as powerful as
the impulses or waves coming from a distant station. Their average duration is about ope five -hundredth part of a second.
Occasional loud crashes and intermittent rattling noises are
caused by discharges of lightning, either near at hand or at great
distances. When a storm is close enough to allow the lightning to
make distinct impressions on the receiver and for the thunder to be
heard, the distance of the flash from the receiver may be easily calculated. The speed of the radio waves from the flash is practically
instantaneous while the sound of the thunder travels at only 1087
feet per second. By noting the number of seconds and fractions of

a second between the sound of the static in the receiver and the

sound of the thunder coming through the ajr, then multiplying 1087
by this number of seconds,
will be the approximate distance in feet of the flash from the. receiver.
Static is generally much worse during warm weather than in cool
and it is worse around sunset than at other times of the day. Static

that is characteristic of warm weather al changing weather con-

sists of an almost continual series of crashing and grinding sounds,
some being quite loud and others relatively weak.
Impending weather changes always cause considerable static.
This is true when the weather is changing from warm to cold or
when it. is changing from cold to warm. When the weather is constant and undergoing no change there is comparatively little static,
this being true whether the weathe:r is exceedingly cold, exceedingly
warm or anywhere in between.
When an electrical storm is gathering, the receiver will often give
forth a continuous hissing sound caused by the steady electrical discharge passing through te antenna circuit to ground. Static may
be quite bad during a snow storm as the minute electrical charges
on the snow flakes are discharged through the antenna.
There have been many attempts to devise means for eliminating static imIndscs from the receiver circuits. So far none of them have been wholly
successful. Those which have attained moderate success have been very complicated and add greatly to the cost and complication of the receiver.
Reducing the amplification or slightly detuning the receiver will generally
6sen the ratio of static strength to signal strength and will give the effect
of reducing the static. During periods of heavy static more enjoyment will
he had if the loud speaker is placed in a room adjoining that in which the
listeners are sitting.

STATIC LEVEL
A high resistance, one of 100,000 ohms or more, connected between the
antenna and ground terminals of the receiver will bypass a greater proportion
of static than signal because the signal frequency is the frequency at which
the receiver circuits are resonant. This scheme gives the effect of reducing the
static although it reduces the signal strength at the same time.
The most logical method of reducing the effect of static is increase of power
used in broadcasting. If the signal strength can be made considerably greater

than the static strength, then the amplification may be reduced while still
giving a satisfactory signal.

STATIC LEVEL.-See Level, Static.
STATIONS, BROADCASTING.-See Broadcasting.
STATOR.-The stationary part of a variable condenser or variable inductance is called the stator of the device. The stator plates
of a condenser are those which do not move as the condenser capacity is adjusted. The stationary winding of a coupler or varioni.
eter is called the stator winding. The stator of any unit is always
connected to the high voltage side of the circuit containing the unit

since the stator

is riot

in contact with the control knob or dial

touched by the operator's hand and is not directly affected by body
capacity. Sec also Rotor and Condenser, Connections to.

STEEL.-See Iron and Steel.
STEP-UP AND STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER.-See
Transformer.

STOPPING CONDLNSER.-See Condenser, Stopping.
STORAGE BATTERY.-See Battery, Storage Type.
STRAIGHT LINE CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Straight
Line Types.

STRAIN.-The chanfe of shape, size or form that is caused to
take place in a substance by forces that are applied.

STRANDED WIRE.-See Wire, Stranded.
STRAY FIELD.-See Field, Stray and Confined.
STRAYS.-Another name for atmospheric disturbances
static.

or

See Static.

STRENGTH, DIELECTKC.-The ability of an insulating

material or a dielectric to resist the passage of voltage through it is
called the material's dielectric strength. It is measured by the
number of volts required to break down %he material and force a
current to pass through. The general expression is in the number
of volts required to break through a thickness of one mil or one thousandth of an inch. The dielectric strength may also be expressed in the number of volts required to break through a thickness of one millimeter.
The conditions under which tests are made affect the results to such a great

extent that values given for dielectric strength arc always approximate only
The dielectric strength of insulators decreases very rapidly as the frequency
increases. At audio frequencies the strength may drop to one -quarter or le"
of the value with direct currents.

STRENGTH, SIGNAL.-See Range, Receiver; Sensitivity;

also Volume.

STRESS

STRESS.-The force which is applied to a substance and which
tends to produce a strain in it.
SUB-PANEL. -A shelf -like support inside of a receiver's cabinet upon which and from which are supported various units such as
tube sockets, resistors, coils, transformers and wiring. The sub panel is horizontal or apprOximately so. See Construction, Receiver.

SULPHUR-Ordinary yellow roll sulphur or melted and cooled
dowers of sulphur make a rather useful insulator and supporting
material for experimental work in radio. Sulphur melts at about
250° Fahrenheit and may then he poured into moulds of any required shape. Metal or other inserts may be placed in the moulds.
The moulded sulphur may be machined with fair success and fairly
coarse threads can be cut on its surface.

Sulphur has a dielectric constant of 2.5 to 4.0. It has low Imses at radio
frequencies and has hieh resistance, both volume and surface leakage being
slight.

SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER." ---See Receiver, Su-

perheterodyne.

SUPER-POWER.-Comparatively large power used by a

broadcasting station in its ;eria'A There are no definite limits between which a station's power is designated as super -power. However, super -power is generally accepted as being something in excess of 10.000 watts or ten kilowatts.

SUPER -REGENERATIVE RECEIVER.-See, Receiver,

Super -regenerative.

SURFACE LEAKAGE. --A leakage of current or voltage that
takes place over the surface of'insulation is called surface leakage
as distinct from leakage that takes place through the body of the
insulation which is called volume leakage.

SURGES, POWER LINE.-Sudden increases of current and

in a power line which give rise to electrical interference in
receivers are called power line surges. See Interference.
voltage

SUSCEPTANCE.-A part of the admittance in a circuit, the

remainder being conductance.

SWINGING.-Another namefor fading. See Fading.
SWITCH.-A device which will open pr close a circuit or which
will alter the connections between different parts and different circuits is called a switch. There are a number of different principles
employed in the construction of switches and there are innumerable
manufacturing variations introduced by makers of these units. The
principal types are described' in the following sections.

SWITCH, ANTENNA.-An antenna switch is a single -pole.

double -throw switch connected to the antenna terminal of a receiver, to the antenna itself and to the ground as shown. The switch

should be mounted vertically, with the antenna connected to the
center, the antenna terminal of the receiver connected to the upper
terminal and the ground and ground terminal connected to the lower
end of the switch.

SWITCH, ANTI -CAPACITY TYPE
Kith the switch blade thrown to the upper position, the antenna conneut;
through the switch blade to the receiver. With the switch thrown down, 4,
is done during an electrical storm, the receiver is disconnected from the antenna and both antenna and receiver are grounded.

Antenna Grounding Switch.

SWITCH, ANTI -CAPACITY TYPE.-Any form of switch
made with its mewl poles and terminals well separated and with
these metal parts made of small size is called an anti -capacity switch

because the separation and the small size tend to reduce the capacity between the metal parts.
SWITCH, BATTERY OR FILAMENT.-The switch which
connects the battery or other source of filament current to the filament circuit of a receivir, and which disconnects these parts from
each other when the receiver is to be inoperative, is called a battery
switch or a filament switch.

SWITCH, CAM TYPE.-A switch

in which contacts are brought together or
are allowed to separate by the action of a

frIira

azdallowsommas01)

cam is called a cam switch. a.Vith the
irairemessmie
small lever pushed down, the Cam turns
on its pivot and closes the upper contacts
A Cam Type Switch.
while the lower ones are allowed to open.
Cam switches are made with one or several sets of contacts which
are operated simultaneously.

SWITCH, DEAD-END.-A switch which connects more Or
less of an inductance coil into a circuit and which completely d'''
connects the unused portion of the coil is called a dead-end switch.
Such a switch is shown in the diagram.
The coil is divided into several sections, wound together but with both gndi.
of each section connected to the switch rather than to each other. The switch.
has one contact point attached to one end of the circuit and has a number 0:
contact points, each one of which rests on two of the contacts at oi!ce, thus
connecting the two together. All of the points move together but arc insulated
from one another.

SWITCH. DOUBLE -POLE
In the position shown the two sections of the coil toward its left hand
Were
the switch to be MOVed one more notch to the right it would cut in one more
end are connected in circuit while all of the remainder is disconnected.

A Ocad-End Switch.
roil section and would complete the necessary connections between all the coil
sections then in use. Such a switch is advantagtou, %then it is necessary to
ut.e a tapped coil winding.

SWITCH, DOUBLE-POLE.-Any switch that opens or
closes two lines or both sides of a circuit at the same time is called
a double -pole switch. The sw'Ach shown is a double -pole switch

Double -Pole Switch.

since it connects or disconnects A with B and D with E with one

motion of the switch blades which are mechanically fastened together but electrically insulated from each other. The abbreviation
for double -pole is "D -P."

SWITCH, DOUBLE THROW.-A switch that may be

thrown to either of two terminals.

SWITCH, FOUR-POLE.-A four -pole switch is a switch to

which four lines may be connected as in the drawing. The switch
has two positions. In the position shown by full line connections

SWITCH, GROUNDING

A is connected to B and C is connected to D. In the alternative

position, shown by the broken lines, A would be connected to C and
B would be connected to D.

B
Double Throw Switch and Four-Pclle Switch.

SWITCH, GROUNDING.-A switch used to connect an antenna or other circuit to ground is called a grounding switch. .1
lightning switch is ore form of grounding switch.
SWITCH, INDUCTANCE.-An inductance switch is a switch
used for cutting more or less of an inductance coil into a circuit.
See Switch, Dead-end; and Switch,.Tap.
SWITCH, JACK TYPE.-A switch whose general construction is similar to that of a jack. See Jacks and Jack Switches.

SWITCH, KNIFE.,-A switch with long thin metal blades

somewhat like the blades of a knife is called a knife switch.

SWITCH, LIGHTNING. -A switch used during lightning

storms or electrical storms to ground the antenna so that electrical

discharges coming through the antenna will be led to ground is
called a lightning switch,

SWITCH, LOCKING.-A battery switch or filament switch

that incorporates a lock which must be operated with a key to open
or close the switch is called a locking switch.
SWITCH, POLE CHANGING.-A switch that connects
one two.wire circuit to either of two other two -wire circuits is called
.Thconni7g

Circ &if

Pole Changing Switch.

a pole changing switch. The connections of one such switch :Ire
shown. It is a form of double -pole, double -throw switch.

SWITCH, SERIES -PARALLEL

SWITCH, SERIES-PARALLEL. -A switch that will con-

nect two separate units either in series with a line or in parallel
with the same line is called a series -parallel switch. One type is
shown in Fig. 1.
The two units, which may be resistances, inductances, capacities
or any combination of these, are shown as number 1 and number 2.
The line enters the switch at the top and leaves from the bottom.

Flu. 1.-Special Form of Series -Parallel Switch.

In the position shown by the full line connections of the switch blades, the
two units arc in series with each other. The switch blades are fastened
together mechanically but electrical', insulated and they may be moved to
the position shown by broken lines. In this broken line position the two units
arc in parallel with each other.

Flu. 2.-Double-Pole, Double Throw Switch with Series -Parallel Connections.

An ordinary double -pole, double -throw switch may be used as a
series -parallel switch with the connections made as in Fig. 2. With

the switch thrown to the top the units numbered 1 and 2 are in

parallel and with the switch thrown to the bottom they are in series.
Connections for a jack type switch used for series -parallel work arc
shown under Jacks and Switches, Uses of.
SWITCH, SINGLE -POLE. --A switch which opens or doses
but a single line is called a single -pole switch. The abbreviation
for this type is "S -P."

SWITCH, SNAP

SWITCH, SNAP.-A snap switch is a switch so constructed
that upon moving its control knob or button a spring is first placed
under tension while the contacts remain in their original position.
either open or closed. When the spring has been given considerable
tension the contacts are snapped by the spring into their other pri.
lion. The object of this construction is to make a quick break of
the circuit and thus avoid drawing an arc between the contacts as
they separate.

SWITCH, TAP.-Any

form

of switch that connects more or
less of an inductance coil, a resistance or a series of capacities into
a circuit is called a tap switch. A
tap switch used with a tapped inductance coil is shown.

One side

of the circuit is connected directly

to one end of the coil while the
other side of the circuit is con-

nected to the switch arm. As the
arm makes contact with successive
tap points, a greater or less number
of coil turns are Included in the
circuit. The unused portion of the
coil forms'an undesirable dead-end.

A Tap Switch.

SWITCH, THREE-POLE.-A switch having three

sets of

contacts so that it may be used to open or close three different line,
simultaneously is called a three -pole switch.

SWITCH, THREA-WAY.-A switch that will connect one

line to either one of two other lines is called a three-way switch.

SWITCH, TOGGLE.-A switch operated by a small lever

or

arm which springs the switch contacts into one position or the other
is called a toggle switch.

SYMBOLS, RADIO AND ELECTRICAL.-A symbol a>

used in wiring diagrams is a sigh or mark which in itself is simple
and easily made, yet which represents a part or device which may
be rather complicated it, actual construction and which may IA!
subject to wide variations in actual appearance and details of construction. The symbol stands for the idea or represents the principle which it is desired to illustrate.
The use of symbols greatly simplifies all kinds of radio diagrams, makioz
it possible to easily trace the circuits all the way through the different part,
Such tracing would be absolutely impossible with actual pictures of the part:,
since only their outside terminals would be shown.
The use of symbols also makes the radio worker or constructor complete;
or layindependent of any particular make or model of apparatus. A diagram
out drawn with pictures or accurate representations of certain formr of tbr.
units can be used only with difficulty and uncertainty when other niakei.oi
units have to be substituted for those shown. Under the heading, .4nifilipr,
and
Audio Frequrtecy will be found diagrams with conventional symbols
pictorial representation of the same circuits.

SYMBOLS, RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
On the other hand, a diagram made with symbols for the parts is equally

useful and valuable regardIff,s of the particular type of parts selected, just so
that they operate according to the principle indicated by the symbol.

In the illustration arc shown nine different makes or styles of audio freThey look quite different from one another,
have different shapes and have their, terminals placed differently. Yet each

quency amplifying transformers.

one employs art iron core, has one primary winding and a separate secondary

winding with two terminals for each of the two windings. All nine transformers are shown by the symbol for an iron -core transformer drawn in the

Various Audio Frequency Transformers and their Common Symbol.
center.

Kith a diagram containing this symbol the constructor knows without
question that any one of the nine types shown or any other of the dozens of
available iron -core audio frequency transformers may be used in the circuit.

All of the generally used and accepted symbols used in radio re-

ceiver work are shown by the drawings and with their use in cir-

cuit diagrams radio workers everywhere can gain a quick and comprehensive understanding of the exact workings of any piece of
radio apparatus represented by the diagram.
It will be noticed that two or more symbols are given for some
0.1 the devices.
Any of those shown may he used, the preferred
lorm or the most generally used form being at the left in each case.

SYMBOLS

Ammeter -

ill
Co 14 tapped
Antenna, open type

Arrester, lightning
+H11011111111_Battery

Coil with tickle
Buzzer-

+
Ce ll, hattery

Circuit, oscillatory

IT

Condenser, fixed

I

1'

Condenser, variab,;

Coil, air core
Coupler.. fixed
Coil, iron core or CA046,

with Primary and
secondary
windings

SYMBOLS

/VVVVVV

Grid Leak and Cond.

Coupler, variable

=.

Ground

Detector, crystal
Inductance, fixed

Filament, tube

Galvanometer

Inductance, variable
rTh

(Tac4

Generator- AC.

Loop Antenna
Generator-

D.C.

Grid, tube

Negative

Phone, head

SYMBOLS

Switch- gp,s.
Plate, tube
Posy ti ye

Potentiometer
Resistance, fixed

Resistance,

Switch- D -P,177

Switch, inductance

0

Terminal, wiring

varza 6 le

Transformer, auto -

Rheostat

IL

77-ans former, dir COre

Speaker,

loud

Switch- 5-P,..5-7
Switch- 5-P, D-7

77'd/73 -former, iron cc.. -e

SYMBOLS

Greek Alphabet.-The letters

of

the Greek alphabet are often used as
symbols for various electrical values
and quantities. The following are the

capitals and small letters with their
names as they sound.

Tube, 3 -element

Tithe, 2 -element

alpha
beta
gamma
delta

A
II

epsilon
zeta

eta
theta
iota
kappa
lambda

11

..1

8

E
Z

a

0

i'
v
61

1

L

X

IC

A

X

mu
nu

M

P.

N

v

xi

Z

t

omicron

0

pi
rtp)

11

r

P
.,

P

sigma

Variometer

I'

a
0
7

,p

LT

r

tau

T

upsilon
phi
chi

T tp
4' s,

psi

`4'

of ega

t!

Xx
0
op

GREEK Lr.-rrta Sv mots
5

(delta)
(epsilon)

Varzocou,oler

0

(eheta)

e

(kappa)
(lambda)
(mu)

X

Wi re

Wires

P

±

P(

(tad)

wavelength
permeability; amplification
factor
micro as a prefix; --- micro farad
reluctivity
diamecircumference
ter = 3.14150
volume resistivity
displacement,
time -phase
time constant
magnetic flux
phase difference. a ngu la r

(omega)

velocity
2 X IrXf requency

(mu)
(nu)
(pi)

not joined

P
7

Y,

---f
Wires connected

logarithmic decrement
base of Naperian logarithms=2.71828
phase angle, phase displacement
cosiitants

(rho)
(tau)
(phi)

SYMBOLS

Symbols of Electrical Values.-Many of the letters of the

English alphabet are commonly used and accepted as representing
certain electrical values. These are used in formulas, equations and
other expressions of the relations between the units. The following
list shows the meaning of such symbols:
SYMBOLS FOR ELECTRICAL AND OTHER PllYsICAL QUANTITIES
A

area

Bb
C

magnetic induction; susceptance in mhos
capacity in farads, microfarads, etc.
velocity of light

d

density

P.

electromotive force (effective value) in volts
electromotive force (instantaneous value) in volts

Lb
Ec
LJ
Eg
Ep

voltage of B -battery or plate power supply unit
grid biasing Voltage, C -battery voltage
filament voltage on tube
grid bias voltage acting on grid

plate voltage on tube

F

force
frequency

Gg
If

conductance in mhos
ragnetic field intensity

h

height

1

/lc
1p

current (effective value) in amperes, milliamperes, etc.
current (instantaneous value)
filament current if tube
grid current in grid circuit
plate current

L

dielectric constant
coefficient of coupling
self-inductance in henries, microhenries, etc

1

length

k

tf

mutual inductance
mass

T

number; turns, revolutions, etc.
power (average value) in watts, etc.
power (instantaneous value)
quantity of electricity in ampere -hours, coulombs, etc.
resistance in ohms, etc.
grid resistance
plate resistance
surface or area
period of a complete oscillation

t.

potential difference
velocity

O

Rr
ng
Irp
S

time

SYNCHRONOUS
Xx
NC
XL
Yy

z

energy in watt-hours or joules; work
reactance in ohms
capacitive reactance in ohms
inductive reactance in ohms
admittance in ohms
impedance in ohms
grid impedance in ohms
plate impedance in ohms

SYNCHRONOUS.-Actions occurring at the same time and in
the same way are said to be synchronous actions. Two electric currents having the same frequency and in phase with each other are
synchronous currents. Two electric machines, when brought to the
same operating conditions, are said to be synchronized.

T

t.-The symbol for time in seconds.
T.-The symbol for period or cycle.
T-ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Forms of.

TANTALUM RECTIFIER-See Charger, Battery, Elect'',

lytk 7'vpe.
TANDEM CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Multiple Type.

TAP, DRILL HOLES FOR.-See Drilling.
TAP SWITCH.-See Switch, Tap.
TAPPED COIL.-See Coil, Tapped.
TAPE, INSULATING.-Several different kinds of insulating

tapes are used in electrical work. The most common is friction
tape made of a fabric filled with rubber compounds in the better
grades and with pitch and tar compounds incheap grades. This
tape makes fair insulation for low voltage conductors.

Tape is also made from varnished clvth cut into strips. This material ha;
high insulating value but the spaces left between layers of the tape prevent
the covering from being proof against moisture.
Rubber tape concictc of a thin layer of soft rubber gum compound laid on

a strip of varnished or oiled o:oth. The rubber may be removed and used alone
to make a close, weatherproof and moisture -proof insulating covering. A her
of this rubbtr tape covered with a layer of friction tape, the whole being then
varnished, makes an excellent and permanent insulating covering for exposeil

wires and wire joints such as those in the antenna circuit.

TAPS AND DIES, THREAr) CUTTING.-See Tools; also

Construction, Receiver.

TELEGRAPHY, RADIO.-See Radio Telegraphy.
TELEPHONY, RADIO.-See Radio Telephony.
TELEPHOTOGRAPHY.-Radio or wire transmission of still
pictures or photographs. See also Television.

TELEVISION.-The transmission through space of moving

images by means of radio waves, is called televiion. Television is
distinct from the transmission of% pictures which are still, such picture transmission taking several minutes for the work to he completed, while television allows a person to actually see the movements as they take place.
The light waves or changes in intensity of light are caused to
affect an electric current which modulates the radio carrier wavy
much as sound waves in radio telephody are caused to modulate the
carrier wave.
At the receiving end the carrier is demodulated and the effects of
light changes are thrown onto a screen and become visible.
The first step in one process is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The object
to be shown is illuminated so that an image of reduced size is secured by
use of a lens acting much like the lens of a camera. This image falls ont"
two rotating discs shown in Fig. 2. One of these discs has a series of (Om!
slots around its edge while the other has a single spiral slot. Thus there V J

TELEVISION
square opening through both discs, this Opening being formed by the two
kinds of slots coming together.
The illumination forming the image passes through the square opening and

affects an electric ccil which is sensith1 to changes in the intensity of light.

Source of
Revolving
Scree/7

L4.41-

404/toc
FIG. 1.-Producing the Image in Television.
Movement of the two discs causi tht opening through them to travel rapidly
over the entire space onto which the image is being thrown so that the image
Li, in effect, divided into numerous small squares each having its own degree of

FIG. 2.-Division of the Image for Transmission in Television.
illumination determined by the lights and shadows forming the complete
image.

The amount of light reaching the light-sensitive cell depends on the portion
LI the image that is being thrown through the opening in the discs. The cell

TEMPERATURE, SCALES OF
acts upon the grid circuit of the first tube in an amplifying system and the
output of the amplifier may be transmitted by radio just as the output from
a microphone may be transmitted.
At the receiving end is an apparatus similar to that shown in Figs. l And
2, but the action is reversed. The received impulses are made to affect a
source of light so that the amount of light emitted at any instant corrpoixb
to the amount of light falling on the cell at the transmitting end. This emitted
light passes through discs similar to those in Fig. 2 and, by passing through
the moving opening of the discs, is distributed on a screen. The lights and
shadows falling onto the receiving screen reappear in the same positions which
corresponding lights and shadows occupy in the image being transmitted so

that the image with all its movement is reproduced on the receiving screen.
The human eye retains the effect of any lights and shadows for a fraction
of a second. By covering the area required for the complete image of Fig.
at such a speed that sixteen or more complete images are thrown on the re

relying screen during each second, the eye sees the reproduction as a steady

and complete picture of the whole image rather than as a series of rapidly
appearing and disappearing squares of light and shadow. This retention of

vision for a sixteenth of a second is utilized in motion pictures where sixteen
pictures per second arc thrown onto the screen to appear as continuous and
uninterrupted motion to the eye_

TEMPERATURE, SCALES OF. --In scientific and technical work temperatures are measured according to the Centigrade
scale.

The values of degrees Centigrade in degrees Fahrenheit are as

follows for one to tem degrees Centigrade, these values being for interpolation in the next talSle:
Centigrade...

1

Fahrenheit...

1.8

2

3

3.6

5.4

4

1

5

I

6

9.0 110.8

7.2

7

8

9

12.6

14.4

16.2
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D MALES CENTIGRADE TO DEGREES FAHRENHEIT

Cent.

Fahr.

-40
-35
-30
-25
-20
-15
-10

-10
-31
-22
-13
-4
+5

-5

0

+5

+14
+23
+32
+41

20

50
59
68

25

77

30
35

86
95

40

104

10
15

I

Cent.
45

50
55
(A)

65
70
75

80
85

90
95
100
110
120
130
140
150

I

I

Fahr.

Cent.

Fahr.

Cent.

113
122

160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

320
338
356
374
392
410
428

330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
500

131

140
149
158
167
176
185
194

203
212

230
248
266
284
302

I

260
270
280
290
300
310
320

4-16

4(4
482
500
518
536
554
572

590
608
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6
6 14
6
6
6
7

6

7 4
7.

2

7

tl

7
14

8,

14

14 12
81

8
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TERMINALS, WIRING

in the Centigrade scale zero (0) is taken as the melting point of

ice and one hundred (100) is taken as the boiling point of water.
The common house thermometers use the Fahrenheit scale in which
the melting point of ice is at thirty-two degrees and the boiling
point of water at two hundred and twelve degrees. The two follow-

ing formulas may be used to convert readings in one temperature
scale into readings in the other scale:
Degree.; Centigrade 5/9 (degrees lanstirheit --- 32)

Dtgree.t Fahrenheit = 9/5 X degree' Centigrade + 32

TERMINALS, WIRING.-See Post, Binding.
TESTER, TUBE:-See Tube, Testing of.
TESTING.-See Trouble; also Tube and names of other units.
THERM IONIC RECTIFIER.-See Tube, Rectifier Types of.
THERMIONIC TUBE.-A vacuum tube. See Tube.
THERMO-ELECTRICITY.-Electricity produced by the di-

rect action of heat is called thermo-electricity.
When two different metals are placed in contact and electric current is sent through the joint, heat is produced at the junction between the metals. The reverse of this action will also take place.

Hot fidactionZ.,
Copp e r-

DzrectZon

of Current

ti

r"

Cobi
(Ito c tion
FIG. 1.-Principlc of the Thermocouple.

If the joint between the two metals is heated, a voltage will be set
up and current will flow in t circuit of which the metals and their
Junction form a part.
The amount of voltage produced depends on the heat applied and
on the metals used, different metals giving different voltages. Practical combinations arc made from antimony and bismuth, from German silver and copper sulphide, from copper and constantan and
from iron and constantan. The voltage from any one junction is
so small as to be measured in microvolts or millivolts.

THERMO-ELECTRICITY
One such junction is called a thermo-couple and a collection of therm,
In the thermopile, alternate junctions are
heated and cooled, this giving rise to a continuous difference of porenriA
through the circuit. The energy required to maintain the heating and cooline
couples is called a thermopile.

is changed into electrical energy.

When any two of the metals in the following list are joined to form

a

thermo-couple and the joint heated, current will flow from the metal higher
in the list to the one lower:
Bismuth
Platinum
Copper
Lead
Silver

Antimony

on,st n Mn
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FIG. 2.-Voltage Developed by Thermocouples.

The joint may be made in any convenient way which will hold the met.aI.:,
in place while heated. It may be bolted, clamped or even soldered
I i'l
greatest voltage will be developed between metals farthest apart in the l'-1
For instance, the greatest voltage will be between bismuth and antimony wink
comparatively little voltage would be developed between bismuth and platinum
or between copper and lead.

Various alloys arc commonly used for one or both metals of a coup)''

condiWhether using an elementary metal or an alloy, the purity and
lion of the parts are of importance in securing uniform results.physical
Thermoelectric voltages and currents are often found to be generated al
the junctions of metals where no such effect is desired. A generally used ""

THERMOMETER SCALES
tistance wire made by alloying copper and nickel develops a large thermoelectric voltage against brass or copper when the joint becomes heated as it
might in a resistance element.
The principle of the thermocouple is illustrated in Fig_ 1. The circuit is

composed of copper and iron in this particular case. One of the junctions
between the two metals is kept heated with a flame while the other junction
is cooled. As Idng as the heat is applied there will be a flow of current from
the copper into the iron at the hot junction and from the iron into the copper
at the cold junction.

The greater the difference in temperature between the two junctions the greater will be the voltage developed. For greatest efficiency one of the junctions is artificially cooled while the other is
heated. In practical applications it is generally sufficient to cool
the one junction simply by allowing air to circulate around it.
An idea of the electric force generated in thermocouples may be
had from Fig. 2. This shows the electromotive force in millivolts
(thousandths of volts) generated in one circuit consisting of copper
and constantan and of another with iron and, constantan. One of
the junctions is heated to the degree shown along the bottom of the
graph while the other one is kept at the temperature of melting ice.
It will he seen that the generated voltages are very small. With a
temperature of 1000 degreqs tAe iron-constantan couple produces
less than thirty millivolts. Other combinations will produce greater
voltages, a couple formed of antimony and bismuth being one of the
strongest.

THERMOMETER SCALES.-See Temperature,' Scales of.
THERMOPILE.-See Thermo -electricity.
THORIATED FILAMENT.-See Tube, Filament Materials

for.

THREADED HOLES, DRILLS TR.-See Drilling.

THREE -CIRCUIT RECEIVER.-Nee Re.ceiver, Three -Cir-

cuit.

THREE -ELEMENT TUBE.-See
T ype.

Tube,

Three -Element

THROTTLE .CONTROL OF OSCILLATION.-See Re -

1 river, Single Control.

TICKLER. --See Coil, Tickle?.

TIGHT COUPLINQ.-See Coupling, Close.
TONE, QUALITY OF.-The ability of a receiver to evenly

and faithfully amplify and reproduce in sounds the music, voice or
other material received by the antenna system is the tone quality of
the receiver.

Good tone quality assumes that there is no distortion either in
the radio frequency amplifier, the detector or the audio frequency
amplifier. See Distortion. It also assumes that all frequencies,

from lowest to highest, are amplified to the same extent without
exaggeration of some frequencies and suppression of others.
To secure good tone quality the radio frequency amplifier or the
tuner must not tune so sharply as to cut off part of the side bands.
The detector should not be allowed to come too close to oscillation

TOOLS

when using regeneration. The audio frequency amplifier tubes must
be capable of handling the power without distortion and the audio
frequency coupling devices; transformer, chokes or resistances;
must have sufficient iron and copper to operate without overloading
either their magnetic or electric circuits.
Finally, the loud speaker must be able to handle the power (1t._
livered to it, must not have pronounced resonant points of its own,
and must be suited to the audio amplifier which feeds it.
Good quality can be secured only when no part of the receiver is overloaded

or forced beyond its normal ability. This requires that the signal from the

antenna be of moderately high power and it generally precludes the poRkibility
of getting good tone quality from stations at great distances from the receiver.

TOOLS.-The more tools and the better their quality, the more
easily and quickly can radio work be done and the more worgman.
like will be the results. It hardly pays to buy a four dollar panel
and ruin it with ten cent tools. Tools may be divided into three
general classes; thosq used for laying out the work, those used for

cutting and drilling, and those used for mounting and fastening.
Of course there are some other tools that are difficult to classify but
these three general classes make a convenient division for purposes
of description.

Tools for Laying Out.-The tools that will be found of real

help in laying out the work, in preparing the panels, the subpanels,
the brackets, etc., are as follows: .
Dividers with legs four to six inches long and with both points sharp. It
will be better to use instruments provided with a screw adjustment than those
depending only on friction.

Prick punch for making the preliminary dent in which the point of the

center punch is placed later on. The prick punch should be kept well pointed.
Center punch for making iJcpression deep enough for a drill point to enter
and start the hole without danger of running to one side or the other.
Scriber about six inches long with one point straight and the other bent
over.

Adjustable square whose blade may be set at any required angle and
clamped in position as shown in Fig. 1. This square is set at right angle.;
while laying off square lines with the scriber. It may be set at any angle

when transferring the angle for slanting panels to brackets'and other parts.
Adjustable template as shown in Fill 1. This device consists of a clampine

knurled nut having a quarter -inch hole and provided with a bushing for
handling three -sixteenth inch shafts. The three adjustable arms each carry
a hard steel center punch tip. The hole in the nut is slipped over the shalt

of any instrument (condenser, tickler, coupler, etc.). the center points placed
exactly in the screw or bolt holes for mounting and the nut tightened. The
template may then be removed from the instrument and laid on the panel or

other part with the center of the large hold over the center that has been

marked for the instrument shaft. A light blow with a small hammer on toll
of each center point %yin then mark off the places for drilling with great
accuracy.

Tools for Cutting and Drilling.-The following will be

found

convenient and many of them are really indispensable in preparing
the parts for the mounting of instruments such as condensers, tram: formers, rheostats, etc:
Round shank twist drills of the following diameters in fractions of an

inch:

TOOLS
1/16, 1/8,5/64, 3/16, 13/64, 1/4, 17/64, 5/16, 21/64, 3j8, 25;64, 7/16, 1/2,

are for drilling a hole originally of the
and 33/64. The sizes In sixty-fourths
to make an easy fit.
next smaller size slightly larger
Round shank numbered twist drills of the following sizes are needed for
drilling holes to be tapped or threaded and for drilling holes allowing clearance
for the standard sizes of screws and bolts: Numbers 1, 3, 9, 11, 13, 15, IS.
to, 20, 22. 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 36, 37, 41, 42, 44, 48. If, as should br
the case, all mountings are made with screws of number 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 size
and with 1/8, 3/16 and 1/4 inch diameter bolts; the sizes of numbered drills
may be reduced to the following: Number 9, 11, 12, 18, 20, 23, 27, 28, 30, 31,
33, and 41.

Geared hand drill having three -jaw chuck taking up to Tu-inch diameter

drills.

Ratchet brace taking up to one-half inch or larger drilLc
Countersink such as shown in Fig. 2. This is used in the hand drill or

brace for tapering holes which are to receive flat head screws.
Files as follows: One six-inch single -cut mill file; one ten -inch double
cut mill file; one ten -inch double -cut bastard file; one eight -inch single -cut

1:11.. L. -Adjustable Template and Adjustable Square.

half -round file; one eight -inch single -cat three -square or three cornered file;
one four -inch rat-tail file; and one eighj-inch rat-tail file.
Adjustable hack saw frame taking blades up to twelve inches long.

flack saw blades one-half. inch wide and ton inches long. Some blades
should have 22 teeth per inch for cutting steel and iron; others should have
28 teeth per inch for cutting brass, copper and panel materials; while a few
may. have 32 teeth per inch for cutting tubing.
Electricians' knife for general handy work.
Square reamer for enlarging drilled holes which are found to be slightly too
small or sightly out of line with the position counted on.
Electrician's scissors as shown in Fig. 2. These are strongly made with
heavy, thick blades. They will cut fibre, thin sheet metal, small wires, cardboard templates, etc.

Panel hole cutter as shown in Fig. 2. When placed in a brace this tool
will cut clean holes through panel material. It is made in sizes which cut
holes having three-quarter inch, one inch, or one and one-half inch inside
diameter.

Taps for cutting threads on the inside of holes, and dies for threading the
outside of rods of the following sizes. The first part of each number indicates

TOOLS
the gauge number of the rod or the diameter, while the second part indicate;
the number of threads per inch. Taps arc made with three styles of entering

ends; taper, for starting the threads in difficult material; plug, for carrying
the threads nearly to the bottom of a hole; and bottoming, for folloa-inone of the other types and carrying the threads clear to the bottom of u
These sizes are regularly used in radio work: 4-36, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32, 10.24,
3/16-24, 1/4-20. See Screws and Bolts, Types of.
Tap wrench for holding the taps while working.
Die stock for holding the dies while working.

Tool* for Mounting and Fastening.-After the work has been
laid out and the brackets, panels, etc., prepared for mounting the
various parts of the receiver, a new class of tools will be needed for
fastening things in place.
Ball peen hammer of one-half to three-quarter pound weight. The fate
is used for regular work and the ball shaped peen is used for riveting
Soldering iron, electric or gas heated. Sec Soldering.

FIG.

2.-Pliers and Cutting Tools.

Pliers of the following types. Pliers having a total length over all of live
to six inches will be found most convenient for all around use. There is no
place where a little additional: investment in first cost will produce more lasting results in satisfaction than in the purchase of pliers.
One pair of substantial flat -nose pliers which may be of the side -cutter 15.1x

for cutting fairly large wires. One pair of double round nose pliers as shown
in Fig. 2. These are for forming terminal loops at the ends of wires. One
pair of diagonal cutting pliers as shown in .Fig. 2. One pair of round long nose pliers. One pair of flat long -nose pliers. It is also convenient, but not
necessary, to have end cutting pliers of heavy construction for cutting off the
extra length of machine screws.

Socket wrenches with handles as shown in Fig. 3. These are made in
two types, one type. fitting hexagon nuts and the other fitting round knurled
nuts. Both types come in different sizes to fit the different sizes of nuts.
Screw driver with four -inch blade and tip live -sixteenth inch wide for
heavy work.
Screw driver with six or seven-inch blade and tip three -sixteenth or one quarter inch wide for reaching inaccessible places.

TOROIDAL COIL
Swivel base bench vise with jaws three inches wide.

Miscellaneous Tools.-There arc endless varieties of special
tools on the market, all of them claimed to allow the radio worker
to accomplish better results in less time. Many of these special

tools live up to all the claims made for them, but it is impossible
to begin to describe each one here.

FIG. 3.. -Wire Skinner and Socket Wrenches.

It will be found a real convenience to secure a wire skinner somewhat like
the one shown in Fig. 3. This tool has openings of different sizes which fit
wires of different gauges. With the jaws clamped down on the wire a pull will
completely and cleanly strip the insulation. The type shown has additional
knife edges for cleaning wire ends ready for the solder.
It may be desirable to have a wire gauge which is a piece of steel with slots

or tapering grooves along which are marked the gauge number of wires which
just slide into the slots or which just fill the groove at the point marked.

TOROIDAL COIL.-See Coil, Closed Field, Toroid.
TRAIN, WAVE.-A series of radio waves is called a wave

If the waves start with maximum amplitude and then diminish in amplitude, it is called a damper li wave train. If the amplitude does not diminish, it is called an Imdamped wave train or
train.

the waves are called continuous waves.

TRANSFORMER.-A transformer is a device for transferring

energy from one alternating current circuit into another alternating
current circuit by means of induction. As shown in Fig. 1 the trans 11111ff.1
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Fm. 2-Open Core Type or Coil
Type Transformer.

former consists of two windings placed on a common magnetic core.

I he winding by means of which energy or power is supplied to
the transformer is called the primary winding and the winding from

TRANSFORMER

which power or energy is taken from the transformer

is calla:

the secondary winding.
Current flowing around the turns of the primary winding cause9
a flow of magnetic lines of force in the core, which is of silicon steel
or other suitable steels. This sets up a magnetic field about the
core and the movement of this magnetic field causes a voltage to
appear in the secondary winding by electromagnetic induction. See
Induction, Electromagnetic.
In order for an electromagnetic field to induce a voltage in a conductor,
such as the transformer's secondary winding, it is necessary that the field move
with reference to the conductor or that the conductor move with reference to
the field. It is evident that the secondary winding cannot be moved with
reference to the field of the core, therefore the field must be kept moving by

rising and falling in magnetic strength in order thdt voltage may be induced
in the secondary.
While a direct current through the primary would cause the core to become
magnetized and thus produce a magnetic field, this field would be stationary

because the direct currant would be steady. But an alternating current is
constantly changing in value, first rising, then falling .and reversing its direr.-

Prt.
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Type Tramformer

4.-Symbol for Iron
Core Transformer.

lion to once more rise, This fulfils the requirement of a moving field and
voltage is induced in the secondary winding, but is induced only with an alternating or changing current in the primary.
It is not necessary that the current rfiverse its direction as does an alternating current, only that its value change to induce a secondary voltage. Such
a change is caused by a pultiating direct current, one which is continually
rising and falling in value although continuing to flow in the same direction

If the secondary winding forms part of a closed circuit, the induced voltage will cause a current to flow in that circuit. The rise
and fall of voltage and current in the.secondary circuit will be at
the same frequency as the rise and fall in the primary.
Transformers used in power circuits and in audio frequency circuits of radio receivers have cores as indicated in Fig. for the
core type, as in Fig. 2 for the open core type, and as in Fig. 3 for
the shell type. The symbol for the steel core or iron -core tram,former as shown in Fig. 4 is made up of two inductances with several lines between them, this indicating the two windings and their
1

common core.

TRANSFORMER
For very high frequencies, such as radio fri.luencies, the change in mag-

nctm of the core would be altogether too 'Mow to get any real action.

Transformers for radio frequency work arc built with a very small iron core, or

without any core except the air inside the coils as shown by Fig. 5. The
magnetic field of one winding passes through the other windings and energy is
transferred. Symbols for air -core transformers are shown in Fig 6.

Transformer Ratios.-The sole purpose of a transformer is to

get energy from one circuit into another and, if desired, to change
the voltage and current of the secondary circuit to something differ-

ent from these values in the primary. A transformer cannot produce power in itself and it should, not consume any more power
than absolutely necessary.

Electrical power is measured in watts and the number of watts in a direct
current circuit is equal to. the number of volts multiplied by the number of

amperes in that circuit. A power of 100 watts may be secured from 2 amperes
at SO volts, from 10 amperes at 10 volts, from 50 amperes at 2 volt. or from
any other combination of amperes and volts whose product is 100. The same
general principles hold true for alternating current circuits
In a transformer having no loss of energy within itself, 100 watts put

through the primary v:inding would give up all its power and this power
would reappear as 100 watts in the secondary. Of course such a perfect

FIG. 5.-Air Core Radio
Frequency Transformer.

Ftc.. o.-Symls,u1.., fur Air Core
Trias.former.

transformer is not commercially or even experimentally possible, Rut for
purposes of explaining the relations between voltages and amperages this condition of perfection will be assumed.

The change between the voltage and amperage in the primary
circuit and the voltage and amperage in the secondary circuit depends on the turn ratio of the windings, that is, on the ratio of the
number of turns in the secondary winding.to the number of turns in
the primary winding.
The ratio of secondary turns to primary turns is the same as the

ratio of secondary volts to primary volts. That is to say, if we have
ten times as many turns ins the secondary winding as in the primary, we will have ten times as many volts in the secondary as in
the primary. If we have one-half the number of turns in the secondary as in the primary, then the secondary voltage will be half
of the primary voltage.
Since the power must be the same in both windings, an increase
of secondary voltage means a decrease in secondary amperage while
a decrease of secondary voltage will mean an increase of secondary
amperage.

TRANSFORMER
Starting again with 100 watts of power and assuming the primary rimiit
to carry this 100 watts as 20 volts and S amperes, let us see what will apprar

in the secondary with different turn ratios. The transformer of Fig. 7 has
twice as many turns on its secondary as on its primary. Since the turn ratii,
is 2, 1 and the primary voltage is 20 the secondary voltage at the ratio of 2,1
will be 40. The secondary power must be the same as the primary power,

therefore, the number of amperes in the secondary will be 100 (watts) divided
by 40 (volts) or 21/2 amperes.

In the transformer of Fig. 8 there arc 6 primary turns and 3 secondary
turns so that the ratio of primary to secondary is A. Since the primary..

voltage is still 20 and the ratio is 1,1, the secondary voltage must be 10. The
number of watts in the secondary will be the same as in the primary, 100.
Therefore, the secondary current will he 10 amperes, since UV divided by to
equals 10.

The transformer of Fig. 7 increases the voltage and is called a
step-up transformer. The transformer of Fig. 8 reduces the voltage
and is called a step-down transformer.
The relation between turns and voltage may be expressed by the follov.-nr.:
proportion:
primary volts
pith/wry turns
secondary volts
100

secondary turns

/00

/00

watts

watts

71141:

20 volts
Sampere

410
volts

2.:min,oeres

7.-A Step -Up Transformer.
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/0 volts

/0 amps.

,famperes
Fm. R.-A Step -Down Transformer.

Inasmuch as the power in watts in the secondary is the same as the power
in watts of the primary, the ratio between the currents in the two circuits will
be in inverse proportion to the ratio of the number of turns in the two circuit%
The proportion is as follows for currant:
'secondary amperes
primary turns
secondarytturns

primaryamperes

It will be noticed that the first parts of the two foregoing

proportion"

Therefore, the second parts must be equal to each other and
we can get a new proportion showing the relations between voltages and
currents in the two circuits. This proportioq is as follows:
are the same.

primary volts

secondary amperes

secondary volts

primary amperes

These relations %could be exactly true only for an ideal transformer with
Even though they are not exactly true in practice they serve as a
convenient basis upon which different transformers may be compared.
nn losses.

Transformer Losses.-There are a number of causes for loss

of power in transformers.

Power is consumed by the eddy currents

TRANSFORMER
set up in the metal of the core, also because of the hysteresis of the
core iron. There is a copper loss represented by the power that is
used in heating the windings of the transformers. Heat is also produced in the iron by the eddy currents and the hysteresis, this heat
representing an iron loss.

In the theoretical transformers shown by the core type and the
shell type of Figs. 1 and 3 all of the magnetic lines of force are
shown as passing through the iron core. Consequently, all of the
magnetic lines that pass through one winding pass also through the
other. This condition is not realized in practice because some of the

lines escape and do not flow through their proper path. This leakage of lines of force or "leakage flux" causes a loss of the energy in

the lines of force whiCh do not pass through all the turns of both
windings, that pass through only part of each winding or through
only one of the windings. The larger the core, the fewer turns in
the coils and the closer together the coils are placed the less will be
the leakage. The coils are often wound one over the other for this
reason. In the construction of high grade transformers all of these
losses are reduced as much as is commercially possible.
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The copper loss due to resistance in the windings is reduced by
using wire of large cross-section and by adequate allowance for radiation of the heat. ,The iron loss due to eddy currents in the core and
to hysteresis is reduced by using iron having a low hysteresis, an
iron which is easily demagnetized. These losses are also reduced
by using iron of high petmeability, iron which is easily magnetized.
The leakage reactance or loss is reduced by using a large core and
comparatively small windings. See Current, Eddy; Hysteresis; and
Permeability.
Transformer Regulaticp.--H, as in Fig. 9, a transformer is
connected to a supply line and allowed to remain with its secondary
open -circuited the following action will take place. Current will
flow from the supply line through the primary winding and will
cause magnetic flux or lines of force in the core. This flux, which
is rising and falling, will produce a voltage in the secondary. But

a new
it also reacts upon the primary and produces another and
voltage in the primary. This new voltage in the primary is in addition to the voltage coming from the supply line. Its polarity is

TRANSFORMER, AUDIO FREQUENCY

opposite to that of the supply line voltage and it therefore tenth
to stop the flow of current.
This additional voltage increases in value until it stops all current
from the supply line except just enough to produce a flux sufficient
to maintain the opposing voltage. Therefore, a transformer connected to a supply line and having its secondary open -circuited will

draw an exceedingly small current from the supply line.

This

exciting current is usually so small as to be negligible.
The condition illustrated in Fig. 9 is called the no-load condition When
the secondary of the transformer is connected to some form of current consuming or power consuming device, it is said to be loaded. When the transformer is putting forth the maximum power the condition is called full -load.
The change in the secondary voltage between no-load and full -load when
expressed as a fraction is called the transformer regulation or the voltage
regulation. As an example, if the voltage at the no-load u -ere 100 and the
voltage at full -load 90, we would have a drop of voltage of 10. The fraction
representing the transformer regulation is written by placing the voltage drop
over the remaining volt32e. In the case just mentioned this fraction would
be 10/90 or 1/9 or 11.1%. The regulation of this transformer would then be
about eleven per cent.
Anything orer ten per cent is generally considered as being poor regulation
In certain forms of power transformers poor regulation is undesirable. But
in some other types of transformers pour regtilation is an advantage. For in-

stance, should the secondary become short-circuited a very heavy instantaneous
load would he put upotl it. The heavy current which would flow would tend

to burn out the secondary winding. But jf the transformer has poor regulation it will drop its secondary voltage to a low value, thus reducing the flow
of current and preventing the burn -out.
Regulation depends upon the losses in the transformer, especially upon the
copper loss and the leakage. A transformer with a high copper loss, due to
the use of small wire, and with high magnetic leakage, will have poor regulation.

TRANSFORMER, 1.UDIO FREQUENCY. The purpose

of an audio frequency transformer used as a coupling device between two amplifying tubes is to receive the current changes from
the preceding tube and to deliver to the following tube the greatest
possible variations of voltage. The connections are shown in Fig. 1.
An audio frequency transformer is.often called an'amplifying trans-

former because it is expected to gniplify uniformly all of the frequencies which come to it.

Primary Winding.-II the primary of a transformer is small.
has few turns and low impedance, the lower frequencies which

should be amplified pass through this low impedance without having
any great effect on the secondary. The low impedance does not
allow the current changes to magnetize 'the core or to transfer their

energy to the secondary, therefore the low frequencies are practically bypassed through the low impedance primary and are not
amplified.
Theoretically the impedance of the primary winding should be about equal

to the output impedance or plate resistance of the tube in its circuit. It t.
found that the primary impedance has to be about two and one-half my,
as great as the tube output resistance in order to fully amplify the lowe71
not 1,5

TRANSFORMER, AUDIO FREQUENCY
The primary .impedance should be measured only under operating conditions, that is, with the secondary winding connected to a tube such as it will
be called upon to operate when in actual service. The impedance of the
primary may be increased by increasing the number of primary turns or by
increasing the cross-section of the core.

Transformer Core.-To obtain the desired high impedance in

the transformer primary it is generally better to use a core of large
cross-section rather than to greatly increase the number of primary
turns.

If a small core is used it means that many primary turns

are required and in order to obtain a step-up voltage ratio in the

transformer the number of secondary turns will be still larger.
When a great many secondary turns are used the distributed capacity of the secondary winding is increased and the higher frequencies are bypassed through this capacity and are not properly
amplified.

In general the larger the core of a transformer the more uniformly it will
amplify both low and high frequencies. Transformers hying very small cores
amplify well over a rather narrow range of frequctuies.

Primary

Secondary

Couphny
Transformer

Fm.

1,Conneetion of Audio Frequency TAtniormer Between Tubes.

High
High permeability is very desirable regardless of the size of the core.
permeability is found in silicon steel and aluminum steel which are used for
perfectly pure iron
transformer cures. If it wore commercially possible to use
such as electrolytic jron, of to use pure iron which has been remelted in a
vacuum, the permeability might be increased to between three and four times
would be reduced to
its usual value. At the same time the coercive force
its use.
about one-half its usual value. The cost of such iron prohibits
In an amplifying transformer there arc tut currents flowing, one is the
alternating current at audio frequencies, the other is the direct current from
the B -batteries or power supply. The direct current is larger than the alternatcurrents together
ing current. If the transformer has a small core these two
causes
may be great enough to saturate the iron of the core. This saturation
the production of harmonics ote frequencies which never existed in the signal
as it was broadcast from the transmitting station. These harmonic's are causedis
by changes in the flux density in the core when it is saturated and when it
on the
nut saturated. The effect 114 somewhat like the operation of a tubeIron
and
curved parts of its curve rather than on the straight part. See also

Sird.

Distributed Capacity.-Distributed capacity between the turns
of a transformer winding acts as a bypass for the high frequencies,
thus reducing amplification. A large number of turns in a transformer winding gives a large distributed capacity which bypasses

TRANSFORMER, AUDIO FREQUENCY

and loses the higher frequencies. Thus a transformer of many turns
which amplifies well at low frequencies is often poor at high frequencies. If the number of turns is reduced to reduce the distributed capacity the inductance is then lowered to such a point that

it does not amplify low frequencies properly, therefore, it

is a

problem of obtaining the best balance between high frequency and
low frequency amplification.

The distributed capacity in a secondary winding of many turns may be reduced by increasing the thickness of insulation on the wire. This increase
the space between adjacent turns and reduces the capacity.

Resonant Peaks.-The combination of inductance and distributed capacity in the winding of a transformer forms a circuit
which is resonant at a certain frequency, generally a rather high
audio frequency. if a curve is drawn which represents the amplification of a transformer at different frequencies this curve will he
found to have a more or less pronounced peak at one point. This
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Ftc. 2.-Amplitication Curve for a Good Audio Transformer.

indicates the frequency at which resonance occurs. The impedance

of the secondary is greatly reduced at this frequency, larger currents flow and the amplification is. increased. See Distortion.
Placing a fixed condenser in parallel with transformer windings does not
change the form of the amplftication curve but *moves the entire curve, ako
its resonant peak, to a lower frequency.

Amplification of Transformer.-Uniformity of amplification
in a transformer is one of the greatest virtues this part of a radio
receiver may have. Amplification is the ratio of the voltage delivered by the secondary circuit to the voltage delivered to the
primary circuit at various frequencies.

The lowest audible frequencies are of the order of twenty per
The highest frequencies of pure tones are around five
thousand per second. The harmonics and overtones reach frequencies higher than ten thousand per second. An audio fresecond.

quency transformer is expected to give perfectly even amplification
to all of these frequencies. In practice it cannot be done but sonic
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of the high grade transformers come remarkably close to the ideal.
An amplification curve for one of the best audio frequency units
is shown in Fig. 2. The amplification curve for a poor transformer
is shown in Fig. 3. It will be seen that uneven amplification will
cause notes of certain frequencies to sound almost twice as loud
as notes of low frequency and to sound much louder than notes of
higher frequencies.
An amplification curve for a transformer drawn with the vertical lines of
the curve marked off evenly according to hundreds or thousands does not
give a correct idea of the transformer's uniformity or lack of uniformity in
amplifying different frequencies.

If the first key is struck in the various octaves of a piano, starting at the
lowest notes and working toward the high notes, the same note in the second

octave sounds twice as high pitched as that note' in the first octave. It is
actually true that the frequency is doubled for each succeeding octave. Thc
lowest note on the piano vibrates at a frequency of 27 times per second.
frequencies of successive octaves in one kind of musical scale start with the

Outside of
Secondary
to Cria'
Oursiie

of
Primary

to Plate

Inside of
Ins Ede

of Miman

to B-batrery

Secondary

to Orel
Return

6.-Windinp and Connections of :\udio Frequency Transformer.
following number of cycles per second; 32, 64, 128, E56 (middle C), 511.
1024 and 2048, etc. It is this type of scale that should be used in drawin.:.
curves of amplification. The amplification curves for a good transformer and
scale of
for a poor one are shown in.Fies. 2 and 3. They arc drawn to this
drawn
to a
frequencies. In Figs. 4 and 5, the same transfOrmers are shown
scale which increases by hundreds -400, 800, 1200, 1600 and 2000. It will
be seen that the second method makes the poor transformer appear almoA
as good as the better one.

It has already been explained that. proper amplification of the
low frequencies is secured by increasing the number of primary
turns, by increasing the size of the core, and by using core iron 01
high permeability. The high frequencies are properly amplified in
transformers having small distributed capacity.

Transformer Construction.-In

the construction of trans-

formers the secondary winding is on the outside and the primary
winding is between the core and the secondary. Terminal connections of these windings are made as shown in Fig. 6. The out-
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side of the secondary winding is connected to the grid of the following tube. The inside of the secondary winding is connected to the

grid return, a C -battery or the filament circuit. The outside of
the primary is connected to the plate of the preceding tube. The

inside of the primary is connected to the B -battery or other voltage
supply unit.
'The cores in practically all iron -core transformers are made up of
a large number of thin sheets of transformer iron or steel. These
thin sheets are called laminations and the core is called a laminated
core.

The purpose of the laminations is to reduce the eddy cur-

These eddy currents can flow only in the single laminations
and cannot grow large,by flowing through the entire mass of iron
in the core. The laminations are electrically insulated from one
another by the coating of scale upon their surfaces or by insulating
rents.

varnish.
The arrows in Fig. 7 show the path taken by thri niagnetic lines of force
and it is seen that the laminations arc continuous so far a:, the magnetic path

7.-1-aminated Core Construction for Audio Frequency Tnitisformer.
is concerned. There is little reduction in the pedneability of the core but the
eddy current loss is reduced because any given eddy current is confined to the

one thin lamination in which it arises.
Some audio frequency transformers are completely enclosed within a sheet
iron housing. This housing forms a shield for the transformer and may be
grounded. In the shill type of transformer the iron of the core forms a
partial shield. The secondary winding 'is outside of the primary winding as
in Fig. 6 and if the secondary carries .no current there will be so little field
around the transformer that shielding is almost uncalled for. There will be
no secondary current as long as the grid bias reihains sufficiently negative.

Turn Ratio and Voltage Ratio.-It is desirable to obtain a

step-up of voltage in a transformer provided this step-up may be
had without sacrificing other desirable qualities, principal among
which is uniform amplification at all frequencies.

In the explanation of the effect of turn radio under the heading
of 7'rotsformer ideal conditions were assumed. It is unfortunate
that in practice the actual voltage ratio is not the same as the turn
ratio but is considerably less. A transformer having a turn ratio
of three to one will not deliver three times the voltage from its secondarycircuit that is applied to its primary.
I he voltage ratio is affected by the frequency being handled.
The step-up of voltage is lower at low frequencies than at high fre-

TRANSFORMER, AUTOquencies. It is especially kw when the windings are both of small
impedance.
A transformer having a high turn ratio generally has a primary of small
:ize and small impedance because the high ratio calls for a large secondary
which takes up most of the winding space. When using such a transformer.
with a small primary winding and a very large secondary winding, it is sometimes found that there is no step-up whatever or that there is an actual loss in
voltage as well as in current.
The actual voltage ratio of a transformer is equal to the square root of the
ratio of secondary impedance to primary impedance. Since impedance Ile fiends on frequency, on reactance and on resistance, it is apparent that the
voltage ratio of a transformer may be something quite different from its turn
ratio.

It has been shown that a large primary is desirable to amplify

low frequencies while a small secondary is desirable to reduce distributed capacity and amplify high frequencies. A large primary
and small secondary would prevent building the transformer with
a step-up turn ratio to increase the voltage. The one factor which
may be changed to improve both low frequency and high frequency
amplification is the core. A large core built of iron having high
permeability makes a better transformer from even standpoint.
The amplification of high ratio transforTers is good at the middle fli.quencies but is generally very poor at low frequencies and quite poor at the
higher frequencies. In Fig. 3 is shown the amplification curve for high ratio

transformer (6 to I) and in.Fig. 2 for a low ratio (2 to 1) transformer. It
will be seen that the high ratio instruntent gives its best amplification between 500 alid 2,000 cycle; but gives much less amplification either below or
above these frequencies. A high ratio transformer will deliver a great deal
of volume but generally gives poor quality. This applies to ordinary train formers of low cost. Of course if a transformer is built large enough, which
means costly enough, a transformer of moderately high ratio may be made to
give practically uniform am0fication at all frequencies.
Comparative tests of audio transformers arc described under O.sctllaoe.
Audio Frequency, Uses of. See also Distortion and Impedance, Matching of.

TRANSFORMER, AUTO -.-The auto -transformer has

its

primary and secondary windings conductively connected to each

STEP-UP

STEP-DOWN

Fin. I -Principle of the Auto -Transformer.

other as shown in Fig. 1. In the step-up auto -transformer the
entire length of winding is included in the secondary and only a
part of it is in the primary circuit. In the step-down auto -trap former the entire length of winding is in the primary and only a
part in the secondary circuit.

TRANSFORMER, AUTO -

The voltage ratio of an auto -transformer is the ratio of the number of secondary turns to the number of primary turns just as in
any other type of transformer. This is shown in Fig. 2. The transformation or transfer of energy from primary to secondary is somewhat greater in an iron -core auto -transformer than in an ordinary
iron -core transformer having two separate windings. This is because a part of the energy is transformed while part flows through

Secondary
Primary

.78S -

vats

70 volts
2 amperes

Secondary
20 volts
7amperes

/10

volts

2.-N'oltage Ratios of Auto-TranNformers

the windings conductively. One form of auto -transformer is found
in the type of impedance thupled amplifier which uses a tapped
winding to obtain a step-up ratio of voltage.
Iron -core auto -transformers are und for power"work such as battery chargin iotne forms
ing transformers, also for audio
of impedance or modified choke coupling.

Fto. 3.-Auto-Tramsformer
Intenstagr Coupling.

Air -core auto -transformers arc Ire-

FIG. 4.-Auto-Transformer
Antenna Coupling.

quently used as couplings for the antenna circuit and first tuned circuit in a
radio receiver and arc sometimes used as interstage couplings between radio
frequency amplifying tubes. The general principle of autu-transforincr intemage coupling is shown in Fig. 3 and the use of the auto -transformer as an
antenna coupler is shown in Fig. 4.

TRANSFORMER COUPLED AMPLIFIER

TRANSFORMER COUPLED AMPLIFIER.-See

plifier, Audio Frequency, Transformer Coupled; also Amplifier,
Radio Frequency, Tuned Transformer Coupled.

TRANSFORMER COUPLING.-See

Coupling,

Tr",

f ormer.

TRANSFORMER,

MICROPHONE.-The

transformer

through which a microphone is coupled to the circuits of a radio
transmitter.

See Modulation,

TRANSFORMER, OSCILLATION.-A transformer used

for coupling the output of an oscillating vacuum tube to another
circuit or for coupling the output circuit to the input circuit so that
the necessary feedback of energy may be p,rovided for maintainine
oscillation.

See Oscillator.

TRANSFORMER, OUTPUT.-In radio receiving circuits,
the transformer which couples the plate circuit of a vacuum tube to
the loud speaker cirruit. See Speaker, Laud, Connections to Re.
ccivcr and Impedance, Matching of.

TRANSFORMER, PEAKED.-An audio frequency trans-

former having a resonant peak at. a certain frequency which is t,.
be received, thus allowing great amt5lification of this frequency.
The peaked transformer is used in the reception of radio telegraph
signals transmitted by continuous waves, the peak generally beim!
between 930 and 1,200 cycles. Afiy audio frequency transformer
may be peaked by the use of a fixed condenser across its secondary
winding. See Resonant Peaks under the heading of Transformer,
Audio Frequency.

TRANSFORMER, PHASE RELATIONS IN.-See Phase

Relations in Trans,formcf.

TRANSFORMER, POWER.-A transformer used for handling considerable power as distinguished from audio frequency and
radio frequency transformers which handle extremely small powers
as measured in watts. Small sizes of power transformers are used
in battery chargers and power sppply devices. .Power transformers
are of the iron -core type.

TRANSFORMER, PUSH-PULL.-A special form of audio
frequency transformer tIrovided with a center tap either in the
secondary or in the primary winding. See Amplifier, Audio Fri
quency, Push -Pull Type.

TRANSFORMER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY.-:\

tuned radio frequency transformer ig an air -core transformer designed for the transfer of energy between circuits operating at very
high frequencies, at radio frequencies. This type of transformer
consists of two or more air -core coils, as in Fig. 1. The factors
entering into its design, its action, its construction and its losses
of power arc those of the coils of which the transformer is con:
structed. All such details are covered under the heading of Coil
which should be referred to for further information.

TRANSFORMER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY

Amplification of Tuned Transformer.-The voltage amplificalion of an air -core radio frequency transformer depends only in part
on the turn ratio. The leakage of lines of force between primary and

secondary of a radio frequency transformer is so great and the
coupling is necessarily so small that little or no voltage gain is

actually realized when using the usual constructions.
With a tuned transformer the required inductance, or number of
turns, in the secondary depends on the frequencies to be handled
and on the maximum capacity of the tuning condenser used with
the transformer. The number of turns in the secondary winding
may therefore be regarded as a fixed quantity. Any increase in
the number of primary turns will increase the transfer of power and
with usual design will increase the voltage in the secondary up to
the point at which the primary inductance is equal to the secondary

inductance. In other words, the greatest gain is obtained in an
air -core radio frequency transformer when the primary and secondary are alike in inductance.

Tuned
Transformer -

Primary
77inIng
Secondary Cond.
1.-Tuned Radio Frequency Transformer Used as Coupler.
We may start with an air -core transformer having a turn ratio such that
its secondary voltage is equal to its primary voltage. Then, leaving the secondary unchanged and increasing the number of primary turns, at first it will
be found that doubling the original number of primary turas will nearly
double the amplification and tripling the number will nearly triple the amplification. This gain' of voltage amplification with multiplication of the
number of primary turns does not continue indefinitely but grows gradually
less until, when the primary inductance is greater than the secondary inductance, there is a loss of voltage, because of the step-down effect.
It would seem possible to get extremely high voltage amplication and high
transfer of power by increasing the primary turns until we had a transformer

with a turn ratio of one to one. But the practical limit in gain is reached

when it becomes impossible to control oscillation due to the feedback through
the plate -grid capacity of the tuba. With two or more stages of radio frequency amplification this limit is reached with an overall voltage amplification
of about three to one in each stage.

The voltage amplification in air -core radio frequency transformers

depends to a great extent on the degree of coupling between primary
and secondary windings. Were the coupling in such a transformer
gradually changed from very close coupling to very loose, and were
the voltage amplification to be measured as the coupling changes,
the conditions

would be found as follows:

TRANSFORMER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
The voltage amplification would be fairly high with the clow,t possihlt
coupling, but the tuning would be broad. As the coupling was loosened, thr
voltage amplification would increase and would become maximum with onik
a moderately close coupling between the windings. Still looser coupling would
decrease the voltage amplification until it would finally become minimum with
very loose coupling. This is indicated in Fig. 2. See also Coupling, Optimum.

Maximum possible voltage gain in a radio frequency transformer
is secured by using the largest primary that will allow control of
oscillation and by experimenting to find the coupling that gives the
greatest power gain or voltage gain in the amplifying stage of which

the transformer is a part.

Effects of Tuning Condensers.-In a tuned radio frequency

transformer the secondary is usually much larger than the primary,
the turn ratio being somewhere in the neighborhood of three to one
down to eight to one. Since the two windings are rather closely

coupled, tuning the secondary circuit to a certain frequency has
.o
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2.-Effect of Coupling in Tuned Radio Frequency Transformers.

the effect of tuning the primary circuit to the same frequency because the two windings have a fairly high mutual inductance.
Therefore, it is not necessary,to tune the primary circuit with a
separate condenser, although this is sometimes done as in Fig. 3.
With the primary separately tuned to the frequency being received
and with the secondary also tuned with its own condenser to the
same frequency, it is possible to get a very great transfer of power
from primary circuit into secondary circuit. The impedance is reduced to a minimum in both circuits and the received frequency
causes maximum current to flow in both. With this scheme, feedback of energy is very difficult to control since the primary winding
in the output circuit of a tube is tuned to the same frequency as the
input or grid circuit not only of the following tube, but also of the
same tube. The feedback through the capacity between plate and
grid is large enough to cause oscillation unless there is great damping or a large load of some kind on the tube's grid circuit.

TRANSFORMER, TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY
As a general rule the tuning condenser in the secondary circuit of
a radio frequency transformer should have the smallest capacity
that will allow tuning over the entire range of broadcasting frequencies or other frequency band to be handled. This allows the
the secondary winding, the largest
largest possible inductance
possible coil as indicated in Fig. 4. The greater the coil's inudctance the greater will be the voltage changes across its ends when

TunedTuned
Seconclar

prZ /nary

ransfo rme r
3.-Radio Frequency Transformer with Tuned Primary and Tuned
Secondary.
of

power is applied to it. These greater changes in voltage are applied
to the grid of the following tube, resulting in considerably greater
overall amplification than is secured
condenser in the tuned circuit of the transformer.
The limit of coil size or inductance in a tuned radio frequency transformer
is reached when the secondary circuits has a natural frequency within the band

Large
Secondary
4.-Large Secondary Giving.
Increased Power or Voltage.

Small secondary
with large

condenser

FIG. 5.-Small Secondary Reducing
Voltage and Increasing Stability.

of frequencies to be handled by the receiver. If the coil has large inductance

it may be found that the combination of the coil's distributed capacity and

the tuning condenser's minimum capacity will form a circuit which is resonant
to some high frequency. That is, the inductance of the coil together with the

capacities of coil and condenser will tune naturally to some high frequency
ur low wavelength.

If the frequency is within the broadcasting band, for a broadcast receiver,

it will be impossible to tune to any higher frequency or any lower wavelength
because the minimum of capacity is not low enough. Then the coil con-
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struction must be changed to reduce its distributed capacity, the condeer
must be changed for one having a lower minimum capacity, or a smaller coil
and larger condenser must be used as in Fig. 5.
A condenser placed across the secondary winding of a transformer not only
acts as a capacity across this winding but also has an effect on the primar..
winding that is much the same as though a condenser were connected acre;..
the primary. This effect of the capacity across the secondary reacts on thc
primary inversely as the square of the turn ratio. This is strictly true only
with the closest possible coupling, a condition which never exists in radio frequency transformers. But with actual couplings the effect still exists to a considerable degree.

As an example of this effect on the primary assume a transformer with ten
primary turns and fifty secondary turns, a turn ratio of 10/50. The square
of this ratio is 100/2500, or 1/25, Then, with a condenser of .0005 micro farad capacity across the secondary, there would be the effect of 1/25th this
capacity, or .00002 microfarad, across. the primary' winding.

Matching of Transformers.-When a radio frequency amplifier
includes two or more radio frequency transformers these transformers should be like one another in every respect.
While it is not necm'ary to wind the primary turns in the same direction
as the secondary turns, clockwise or anti -clockwise, the primary windings in

all transformers should be wound the same way and the secondaries in
the transformers should likewise be wound the same way.

all

See also Coupling, Cocfficien1 of; Coupling Optimum; Coupling, Effect on
Resonance; and Oscillasion.

TRANSFORMER, UNTUNED RADIO FREQUENCY.

stations transmitted on a
Later on they all transmitted either on 360
meters or on 450 meters. The total range of broadcast reception
then covered only about 167 kilocp:les, whereas it covers 950 kilo360 -meter Wavelength.

cycles with stations using wavelengths from 200 meters to 545
meters. With only two frequencies in use, selectivity was a consideration of minor in0:iftance and the thing most desired was
power or distance -getting ability.
Untuned iron -core transformers were then used for coupling between radio frequency amplifying tubes. No tuning controls were
required for these transformers and they would give fairly uniform

amplification either at 360 meters or at 450 meters wavelength.
But with hundreds of stations operating in nearly one hundred
different channels or wavelengths the brozid tuning iron -core or untuned radio frequency transformer has practically disappeared except for the intermediate amplifying stages of the superheterodyne
where this type is built to give great amplification at only one frequency, the intermediate frequency.
The drawing shows the construction of an untuned iron -core transformer.
The core consists of laminations only a little more than three -thousandths of
an inch thick, number 44 gauge. These form a rectangular core of three;
eighths inch square cross section with two Large air gaps measuring about 0.05
inch each. The primary winding is on one side of the core and the secondary
on the other. Both windings arc of number 40 enamelled copper wire, the
primary having about 160 turns and the secondary having about 220turn..Such
a transformer amplifies with fair uniformity over the entire broadcastin\
range, but of course has no inherent selectivity whatever. It may be used

TRANSMISSION
to give the added power of an extra radio frequency stage when other tuned
,tages give all the required selectivity.
The tuning of the iron -core radio frequency transformer is broadened by
the great eddy current losses that occur in the iron at high frequencies, the
higher the frequency the greater being the loss. When the core is made of
Laminations they must be insulated from one another by the natural scale or
h%. varnish. The edges must be smooth since roughness might allow short
circuits between adjacent pieces of the iron. To avoid the troubles of iron
laminations these transformers are sometimes made with cores of prepared
iron dust.

An Iron -Core Untuned Radio Frequency Transformer.
The principal 1055C5 in iron-core'radio frequency transformer

come from

the action in the iron, the losses that may occur in the wire of the winding
are of minor importance. Because of this it is advisable to use wire of very
!mall size which makes a small coil :,id allows the use of a small iron core.

TRANSMISSION.-See Radiation; Broadcasting; and Radio

Principles of.

TRANSMISSION, BEAM.-Transpission or radiation

of

radio waves in only one direction from the transmitter rather than
in all directions is called beam transmission. The principle of reflection is used, the reflector being composed of a large number of
vertical wires placed around the transmitter so that this reflector is
in the form of a parabola with tho transmitter at its focus. Waves
from the transmitter striking the .reflector are thrown back and di-

rected into one straight beam just as light from a lamp may be

thrown into a straight beam rather than being spread equally in all
directions. The waves from a beam transmitter form an angle only
about fifteen to twenty degrees wide.

TRANSMITTER.-All of the electrical equipment by means

of which radio waves are produced, modulated and radiated is called
a transmitter. See Broadcasting; Modulation; and Radiation.

TRAP, WAVE.-A wave trap is a device which is designed to
reduce or eliminate interference with reception when this interfer-

ence is caused by other broadcasting stations than the one it

is

desired to hear.
There are two principal types of wave trap, one being called the
absorption type and the other the impedance type. The absorption

TRAP, WAVE, ABSORPTION TYPE

trap attempts to absorb and thus destroy the interference while the
impedance type tries to prevent the interference from entering the
receiver circuits.
Still other devices arc sometimes called wave traps, although not properly
These other device.; arc built as outside attachments for receivers.

so classed.

They do not attempt to absorb and dissipate the interference, nor do they

depend only on preventing the interference from entering the receiver. The;
add to the inherent selectivity and power of the receiver by adding a stage Of
tuned radio frequency amplification between the receiver and its antenna.
These arc variously called intensifiers, filters, boosters and other descriptive
names.

These devices may be constructed by placing one complete stage of tuned
radio frequency amplification in a separate cabinet or box so that it may be
properly inserted between the antenna -ground circuit and the receiver already
in use. Several designs are shown and described r under the heading Trap,
Wave, Radio Frivancy Type.

TRAP, WAVE, ABSORPTION TYPE.-The principle of

the absorption type of wave trap is shown in Fig. 1 and the layout
in Fig. 2. The condenser and large winding on the coil may be of
any combination of sizes which will tune over the broadcasting band
of frequencies. See Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for. The small
coil which is connected into the anttnna circuit need have only four
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Fir. I.-Circuit of Absorption
Wave Trap.

FIG. 2.-Layout of Absorption
Wave Trap Unit.

or five turns. The closer the coupling 'between the coils, the closer

they are to each other, the more effective the trap will be in preventing interference but the more it will affect the tuning of the receiver controls. The smaller the condenser and the larger the coil
connected to it the more effective the trap will be in absorbing the
undesired signal.

When in operation the trap is connected between antenna
receiver as shown in Fig. 1. The trap dial is placed at zero

and
and

TRAP, WAVE, IMPEDANCE TYPE
the offending signal tuned in with greatest possible volume on the
receiver controls. Without again touching the receiver controls, the

dial of the trap condenser is turned to the point where the unwanted signal is weakest. The trap is allowed to remain at this
setting as long as that particular frequency or wavelength is to be
eliminated and the receiver is then tuned to other stations in the
usual way.

The tuned circuit in the wave trap is now adjusted to resonance
with the signal to be eliminated and the greatest current will flow
in the trap circuit at this signal frequency. Since this current is
caused to flow by energy taken out of the antenna circuit, energy
at the tuned frequency, will be absorbed in the trap and will not
reach the receiver.
Because of the coupling between the trap circuit and the antenna circuit
which goes into the receiver, the receiver tuning will be quite decidedly affected
and a log of settings made without the trap wail no longer be correct when
working near the freqiiency to which the trap is Allied. The dial setting
on the receiver may be as much as ten points tower when working right up
near the trap frequency. This deviation will become less as the receiver controls are moved from the trap frequency until, at points quite distant on the
receiver dial, the setting will hi affetted but little. This change in settings
of the receiver will affect only athe first dial, the dial nearest the antenna
circuit.

TRAP, WAVE, IMPEDANCE :TYPt.-The operating

principle of the impedance type of wave trap is shown. in Fig.
ANT
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1.-Circuit of Impedance
Wave Trap.

Fm. 2. --Layout of Impedance
1Vave Trap Unit.

The layout for such a device is shown in Fig. 2. With a poorly
constructed antenna system, with a poor ground, or with a very
'ung antenna the impedance type of trap will generally be found

TRAP, WAVE, RADIO FREQUENCY TYPE

more satisfactory than the absorption type. However, the impedance type upsets the dial settings of the receiver more than does
the absorption type.
The coil and condenser are selected to tune over the broadcasting
band of frequencies according to the information given under Coil,
Tuning, Sizes Required for. With the impedance trap it is more
satisfactory to use a large condenser and a coil of small inductance.
The impedance trap is more positive in its action and makes a more
nearly complete elimination of interference than the absorption
type but it also tends to obliterate the receiver's response to all
neighboring frequencies.

This type of trap is operated in exactly the same way that the
absorption trap is operated and it has much'the same effect on the
settings of the receiver controls.
No type of trap built on either the absorption principle or the impedance
principle will allow tuning out a powerful and nearby local broadcaster so
that distant stations of ficarly the same frequency caq be brought in. Thee
wave traps arc of assistance when a receiver will not tune out one local station so that other local stations may be received. They both absorb so much
power that srgnals from distant stations operating near the frequency at which
the trap is set arc completely destroyed

TRAP, WAVE, RADIO 1?REQ13ENCY TYPE.-The radio
frequency type of 'wave trap adds one stage of tuned radio frequency amplification to tine receiver. This adds to the sensitivity

and distance range of the receiver, greatly increases the selectivity
of the combination, and reduces or prevents re -radiation from the
receiver all at the same time. The, only disadvantage of this type
of trap is its first cost and the fact that it adds the operation of one
more control.

The radio frequency trap should be balanced or neutralized so
that free oscillations cannot be set up in its circuits at any frequency

within the range of wavelengths to which it will be tuned. Any
oscillation control incorporated within the receiver can have no
effect in preventing oscillation within the added wave trap. It is
the balancing and prevention of oscillation in the trap circuits that
keeps the receiver from re -radiating.

W'hen using absorption or, impedance types 9f wave trap the trap is set
once for all to the frequency to be excluded and the receiver is then tuned as
usual without regard for the trap. But with the radio frequency trap it is
necessary to tune the trap itself to each signal frequency to be received in
addition to tuning the receiver as usual. Thus the trap adds one tuning control. The use of a trap of this type will charge the settings on the first tuning control of the receiver but the receiver and trap together may be logged
for the new settings.

Fig. 1 shows the circuits for a radio frequency stage employing
the Rice method of balancing. This unit. may be placed between
the antenna and the receiver to gain all the advantages of an added
radio stage. The layout for the trap of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.
The coupler tuned coil and condenser may be of any sizes which tune .ttigether over the broadcasting band, these sizes being given under Coil, TIIITIN,C,

Sirs Required for. The coil in the antenna circuit should consist of about
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FIG. I.-Circuit of Added Radio Stage with Balanced Control of Oscillation.
fifteen to twenty turns closely .coupled to the tuned coil. The tube is indicated with its fixed filament resistor. The balancing condenser is connected
between the tube plate and a tap on the tuned coil which is about one third
of the way from the filament end toward the grid end of the winding. The
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output of the tube is carried to the antrnita terminal of the receiver through
the blocking condenser which should be of f102 to .005 microfarad capacity.
Plate voltage is supplied to the tube through( the radio frequency choke which
may be any of the marketed types of radio choke coil or a 750 -turn honeycomb
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TRAP, WAVE, RADIO FREQUENCY TYPE
coil.

The tuned coil and the choke coil should be in non -inductive relation

to each other, should be placed to have zero coupling.
It is not necessary to place the balancing condenser on the panel as shown
in Fig. 1 since this condenser is balanced only once for each tube used and
as long as the samc tube is kept in use the balancing condenser need not be adjusted again.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the circuit diagram and the layout of a tuned
radio frequency stage which does not employ any method of balancing the tube feedback but depends on adjustment of the filament

rheostat to prevent oscillation. This method is simple to build,
easy to operate, and very sensitive. But it allows the receiver to
re -radiate and in fact may make re -radiation worse than before.

The antenna coupler, the tuning condenser, the tube, the choke and the
blocking condenser are the same as corresponding units for Figs. 1 and 2.
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5.-Output Choke and Blocking
Condenser for Added Radio

Fu:. u.-Output Coupling Coils for
Added Radio Stage.

Stage.

The tuned coil is not tapped.

The tube filament control is now a variable

rheostat of 25 -ohms resistance.

In designing any tuned radio frequency trap it is assumed that it may be
connected to any type of receiver. Therefore, the high plate voltage for the
tube in the trap must not be allq,wed to pass into the receiver. Hence the
blocking condenser. Were this condenser omitted the plate voltage would, in
many types of receivers, be fed'into the filament circuit of the receiver and
would promptly burn out the filaments of all the tubes.
Any type of tuned radio frequency amplifying stage may be used provided
the plate current for the tube is kept out of the receiver. The plate circuit
of any tube thus used may be handled as shown in Fig. S to accomplish this
object. The diagram shows the blocking condenser and choke coil scheme
used in Figs. 1 to 4.

The diagram in Fig. 6 uses an air -core coil of fifty or more turns con-

nected between the tube plate and the B -battery or plate voltage supply unit.
UoselY coupled to this coil is another winding consisting of three or four

TRICKLE CHARGER
turns of wire connected between the terminals leading to antenna and ground
posts on the receiver. This small winding makes a link circuit between the
trap stage and the receiver circuits. Since this latter method does not connect the receiver to ground, as do the methods of Figs. 1 to 4, the receiver
may be less stable and it will be more difficult to prevent oscillation than with
the method shown at the left in Fig. S.

TRICKLE CHARGER.-See Charger, Battery, Trickle Type.
TRIODE.-Another name for the three -element vacuum tithe.

See Tube.

TRIPLE CIRCUIT JACK.-See

Jacks and Jack Switches,

Types of.

TROUBLE, BATTERY WEAKNESS AND RESIST-

ANCE.-When dry cell batteries or storage batteries become nearly
discharged they not only reduce the voltage and current to their
circuits in the receiver, but they greatly increase their own resistance
and give rise to noisy and irregular operation which might be rather
difficult to trace to a cause were the batteries not tested.
The condition of dry batteries is tested to best advantage with
a voltmeter which reads to a voltage at least at high as the normal
voltage of the battery to be investigated. Dry cells used as filament
batteries should be tested for voltage while connected to the receiver
and while the receiver switch is turned on. Under these conditions
such batteries should deliver at least 1.25 volts for each cell. Two

cells in series shou'id deliver at least 2.5 volts. Lower voltages
indicate practically complete discharge and the battery should be
replaced.

Dry batteries used as plate batteries or B -batteries should be
replaced with new ones when the 'roltages are as follows: a 221/2
volt battery showing 17 volts; a 45 volt battery showing 34 volts:
and a 90 volt battery showing 65 volts. Dry batteries used for grid
bias or C -batteries should be replaced when they show as low as
1.4 volts per cell because of the noises they cause in the receiver.
Storage batteries or wet batteries used for filament supply A batteries, or as plate supply B -batteries, should be tested with a hydrometer, testing the specific gravity of the electrolyte liquid in
each separate cell. When this gravity shows as low as 1.200 the
battery is ready for recharging anti when the gravity drops to 1.150
or below the battery is completely discharged and should no longer
be used until fully charged.
For complete information on battery testing, care and charging
see Battery, Dry Cell Type; and Battery, Storage Type. Charging
methods are described under the heading of Charger, Battery.

TROUBLE, BURNOUTS.-Most of the conductors used in

making radio receiver connections and most of the wiring in units
of the tuner and radio frequency amplifier are so large that they
will seldom if ever be burned out by any amount of current that
can reach them. Burnouts are generally found in the tube filaments
and in the windings of audio frequency transformers and chokes.
Burned out tube filaments are generally caused by short circuiting

TROUBLE, CIRCUIT, OPEN
the B -battery voltage through the filament circuits of the receiver
either by wrong connections made when a receiver is placed in operation or by experimenting with a screwdriver or other metallic object
among the receiver wiring. Filaments are hardly ever burned out

by excessive filament battery voltage, although their life may be
greatly shortened by too high voltage. The full voltage of a filament battery of normal size is not enough to burn out the filaments
in five -volt tubes.

Most of the power supply units for plate voltage will not furnish sufficient

current to burn out a tube filament. Most of their units will not deliver
more than one hundred milliamperes of current under any conditions. To

operate the filament of a quarter -ampere tube requires two hundred and fifty
milliamperes while for a half -ampere tube it requires live hundred milliamperes for normal operrAion. Of course, much more than normal current
must flow to cause a burnout and this the ordinary plate supply unit is unable to give. The filament. of even the smallest dry cell tube requires sixty
milliamperes for normal operation.

The surest way to save the tube filaments when a receiver has
been worked upon and is ready for reconnection to batteries is to
leave the B -battery entirely disconnected at first. Then connect the

negative side of the A -battery to the B -battery negatite terminal
of the receiver. Next turn ,on Ile receiver switch and leave it on.
To make the test touch the Positive line from the A -battery to the
Ii -battery terminals of the receiver one after the other, taking in
both detector and amplifier Bbattery terminals. With each temporary connection look at the tubes. No filaments should light. If
any light it indicates that the B -battery connected in the regular

way would burn out the filaments, consequently the wiring and connections should be examined for wrong connections and short circuits.
Among the more common causes for burncii out audio frequency transformer windings arc the following: A short circuited detector plate bypass
condenser; this being the small fixed condenser often connected between the
plate terminal and one of the filament terminals of the detector tube. A tube
with a short circuit between the plate and grid will burn out the secondary
winding of the transformer preceding the tube.

TROUBLE, CIRCUIT, OPEN, LOCATION OF.-An

Open circuit is a conducting path which is not complete from the
source of current to the current consuming device and back again
to the source. No current will flow in any part of a circuit that is
open. Opens may occur in any of the circuits of a radio receiver.
These circuits are described and shown under the following headings: Antenna, Circuit of; .Circuit, Filament; Circuit, Grid; and
Circuit, Plate.
Open circuits are located by bridging around the open point with

some device which will indicate voltage or a flow of current. In
radio work circuit testing of all kinds is easily done with a pair of
headphones or with a voltmeter to which are attached rather long
flexible wires ending in test points.
The principle of testing for open circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The battery is
connected to the circuit A -B -C -D. The circuit is assumed to be complete

TROUBLE, CIRCUIT, OPEN
from the kft hand terminal of the battery to point it, on through to point
B and on to point C. But the resistor between C and D is assumed to b.

Consequently no current will flow from the battery into an%
part of the circuit.
If a voltmeter is connected temporarily between points A and B no voltaec
will be indicated because there is no current flow and no voltage drop between these points. But when the voltmeter is connected across the resistor
C -D, battery voltage will be indicated by the voltmeter because the circuit
is complete from the battery around to point C and also from point D bark
to the battery.
The voltmeter is bridged across each part or section of the suspected dr.
suit and when it indicates battery voltage the open circuited connection or
units exists between the points to which the voltmeter is then connected. The
voltmeter's range should be at least as great as the maximum voltage of an%
battery or power supply unit in the circuit.
open circuited.

Headphones may be used in place of the voltiteter and the test may ix

made exactly as shown in Fig. 1. When the headphone cord tips are touched
to the circuit at points such as A and B there till be no sound. But when

1.-Principle of Testing for Open Circuits.

the phone tips are touched to points such as C and D between which exists
an open circuit there will he a sharp Mick as the phone connection is made
and another click as the confection is broken. But while the connection of
the phones is complete there is little or no sound.
Because the phones give no sound while they arc completing a circuit

around an open place they arc not as satisfactory for testing as the voll

meter because the voltmeter gives a continuous reading or indication as lone
as it remains connected to the circuit.

In Fig. 2 is shown a filament circuit from A -battery to tube and

back to battery. This circuit includes the battery, the filament
switch, the filament rheostat, the tube itself and the wiring between
these units.
One side of the voltmeter is connected to one side of the battery
and allowed to remain there during the test. Starting from the

battery the other side of the voltmeter is temporarily connected
to each point in the circuit as shown by the broken lines.

TROUBLE, CIRCUIT, SHORT

As long as complete parts of the circuit are being thus bridged
there will be no reading of the meter. But when the meter does
shim voltage it indicates that the open point is between the place
then being touched and the last one touched at which there was no
reading.

Thus, in Fig. 2, the meter might be connected to both sides of
the switch, then to both sides of the rheostat; and with the connection made to the side of the rheostat farthest from the battery a
voltage reading might be secured. This shows an open circuit between the point then being touched and the last one touched. These
two points are the two terminals of the rheostat, consequently the
rheostat is open circuited, possibly burned out.

2.-Testing Filament Circuit for Opens.

No voltage may be found at one end of a wire while at the other
end of this wire the meter may give an indication, thus showing that
the open circuit exists in the'wire or its connections. The same
principle may be applied to tile location of open circuits in any part
of the receiver.

TROUBLE, CIRCUIT, SHORT, LOCATION OF.-A

short circuit is formed by a connection between two conductors
carrying different voltages, this connection allowing current from
a source, such as a battery, to pass back to the source without having
gone through the parts which are to be operated by the current
tinder normal conditions.

TROUBLE, CIRCUIT, SHORT
If the filament circuit of Fig. 1 has the two wires touching at A,
this point forms a short circuit because battery current flows through

this short and back to the battery rather than flowing through the
tube's filament. A short circuit generally draws a current heavier
than normal from the source although in the case of plate circuits
and grid circuits this may not be the case.
The most certain way of locating a short circuit is by connecting
the voltmeter in series with the battery at one of the battery ter.

FIG.

I -Short Circuit in Filament Lines.

urinals as ire Fig. 2 and then proceeding as follows: The short circuit
will cause the meter to read full biattery voltage while at the same

time the damaging effects of the short are stopped by the meters
high resistance.
The circuit leading away from the meter is now to be opened, one point
at a time, tfntil the opening ot some one point does not stop the indication
of voltage on the meter. As an example, supposing the short to be at the
point indicated in Fig. 2. Opening the circuit at the switch will cause the
meter indication to drop to zero. The next point is the rheostat and opening

Switch

Rheostat

Tube

2.-Testing for Short Circuit with Voltmeter.
the circuit at the rheostat will not cause the meter indication to drop to zero
because the circuit is still complete through the short somewhere between the
rheostat, now opened, and the battery.
Therefore, as each point is opened observe the meter. If it drops to zero.
continue along the circuit, opening the various points. When opening sonic
one point does not cause the meter to drop to zero it indicates that the shurt
circuit lies between this point and the Lot one opened. Every portion of any
circuit may thus be tested, even though it may sometimes be necessary to deconnect wire ends from their terminal connections. The same principle BUY
be applied to the location of short circuits in any circuit of a receiver.

TROUBLE, RECEIVER

TROUBLE, RECEIVER, LOCATION AND REMEDY

OF.-Before it is possible to either locate or remedy troubles in the
operation of the receiver it is necessary to recognize the probable
cause. The first step in this recognition is to consider the symptoms of the trouble, that is, to consider the effect on the receiver's
operation. Troubles that assail receivers may be classified in five
general divisions as follows:

1. No signals or weak signals.
2. Rise and fall of volume, regular or irregular.
3. Lack or scicctivity or broad tuning.
4. Poor reproduction of speech or music, distortion.
5. Unusual noises, nbt present with normal operation.

When called upon to .diagnose a case of receiver trouble it will
be possible to place the symptoms in one or more of the foregoing
classes. Having done this, each class of troubles may be further
subdivided. With the trouble placed as causing some one of the
five principal classes of symptoms, the following list of sub -divisions

'

may be referred to, using only ale list called for by the symptom
first recognized.
1. No signals or weak signals.

a. NO sound of any kild when switch is turned on.
b. Receiver sounds alive with switch on but no aignals can
be received.
c. Signals are weak with insufficient volume.
d. Signals from nearby stations weaker with radio frequency
amplification in use than with radio frequency tubes
turned out.

2. Rise and fall of volume, regular or irregular.

a. Irregular and intermittent fading of signals from distant
stations.

b. Volume slowly rising and falling on all stations.
c. Volume changes only when dials or controls are touched.
3.

Lack of scicctivity or broad tuning.

a. Interference from unwanted broadcast signals.
b. Sounds from electrical interferences (see also Class 5).
4.

Poor reproduction of speech or music, distortion.

a. High notes weak or low notes weak with others of normal
volume.

b. High notes too loud.
c. Signals sound harsh.
d. Music and voice muffled, blurred, mushy or ragged.
5. Unusual noises, not present with normal operation.

a. Squealing and whistling, either steady or intermittent.
b. Loud and steady howling.
c. Rasping and scratching noises.
d. Static or atmospheric noises.

TROUBLE, RECEIVER
e. Regular ticking or popping noises.
f. Regular clicking, crackling, roaring or buzzing noise.
g. Regular humming, vibrating, or whirring noise.
h. Telegraphic dots and dashes.
Each of the foregoing sub -classifications may now be identified
according to a number and letter. For example, a receiver in which
signals are weak with insufficient volume will be classed as having
symptom "1-c."
The probable cause for each of the foregoing twenty-one sub.
classifications are considered in the following paragraphs which bear
their corresponding numbers and letters.

1-a. No Sound of Any Kind When Switch Is Turned On.Under this condition we mean that there is no sound from the
speaker or phones to indicate that the receiver is alive in any way.
When a switch of a receiver in normal operation is closed there is
heard a soft rushing Found. When the switch is turned off there is

a click that indicates the opening of the filament circuit by the
switch. Nt) click occurs when the switch is dosed. If neither click

nor rushing sound is heard, then the receiver is completely dead.
First look at the tubes to see whether they arc lighted. if any tube is unlighted while others are lighted with normal forilliancy try another tube in this
socket. if this testing tube does not light, trace the filament circuit from that
socket according to instructions under 'fiord?le, Circuit, Open. If the testing
tube lights, the regular tube is burned out and mutt be replaced.

If no tubes are lighted or if all tubes burn very dimly remove one terminal connection from the filament battery or A -battery. A heavy flash at
this terminal indicates a short circuit which should be located according to
instructions under Trouble, Circuit, Short. If there is no flash or only a
weak spark as the filament battery circuit is disconnected, test the battery
according to instructions under Trouble, Battery Weakness and Re.sistanre.
If all tube filaments arc Witted with normal brilliancy and still there is no
sound whatever in speaker or phones it indicates that the plate circuit of the
last audio amplifier tube is open circuited or short circuited. It may be that
the entire plate or B -battery circuit of the entire receiver is open, since this
would include the circuit for the last tube. But even though all other tubes
and stages are in perfect working order an open circuit or any cause of no
plate voltage to the last tube will p1event any sound whatever from beim:
heard. The B -battery should be tested for voltage or the power supply unit
should be tested.
If the B -battery or poweennit are found to give normal voltage, leave the
receiver switch turned on and disconnect the lines attached to the It -battery
terminals of the receiver one after the other. As each line is disconnected
there should be a small, bright spark. If ,this spark occurs as each plate circuit or B -battery connection is broken, either at the receiver or at the battery
or power unit, it indicates that the plate chkuit of the last tube is short circuited. The presence of the spark indicates that the circuit is complete so
that plate current may flow, but it may not be going through the proper
paths.

At this point a different speaker or phones should be tried since the

regular ones may be defective.
If disconnecting any one line fails to cause a spark it indicates an open orcuit in that line or the parts attached to it. if none of the connections Piet'
a spark when opened it indicates an open circuit between the B -battery or
power unit and the main plate circuit leads in the receiver, possibly in the
negative B -battery line.

TROUBLE, RECEIVER
If the foregoing spark tests indicate an open circuit, examine the lines and
phones.
connections between the plate of the last tube and the speaker
Look especially at. the connections of any jacks or terminals. Following this
eaamination make a regular test for open circuit as directed wider Trouble,
Circuit, Veen.

if the spark tests indicate a short circuit, first test the jack and the plug

used for the speaker if connection is made in this manner. Test any bypass
condensers in the output circuit of the last tube. If an output choke and
condenser are used, test the choke which may have low impedance due to a
short.

If an output transformer is used test the transformer windings for

-horts between the two primary terminals, then between the two secondary
terminals. Also test the cord between receiver and speaker or phones. Not
having located the short it will be necessary to proceed according to instructions under Trouble, Circuit, Short.

When no sounds whatever are heard the attention shoukl be directed to
the A -battery or filament supply, to the B -battery or plate supply, to the last
amplifying tube and to the plate circuit of this last tube which includes the
speaker or phones.

1-b. Receiver Sounds Alive with Switch On But No Signals
Are Received.-Uniler this condition there is heard the rushing

sound that indicates 'a live receiver and when the switch is turned
off there is a distinct click. Still, no signals are received.even from
nearby broadcasters.
The first things to be examine144are the ground and the antenna with their
associated connections and parts. The easiest way to test the ground is to run

an additional wire from the ground terminal of, the receiver to the nearest
cold water pipe. This wire may be si piece of flexible lamp cord or anything
else in the wire line. Make a good solid connection to a clean ;flue on the
water pipe. Should signals then be received it indicates that the regular
ground wire and ground clamp should be repaired.
The easiest way to test for antenba troubles is to disconnect the regular
antenna lead-in wire from the receiver and connect another wire to the antenna terminal of the receiver. This other wire should be about thirty or
more feet long and may be laid along the floor sf several rooms or thrown
across pieces of furniture. Any way, just so Oa no bare spot of this substitute antenna comes in contact with metal objects. If there is a broadcaster operating within ten or twenty miles of the receiver, this temporary
antenna will allow the reception of signals. Should signals be received it indicates open circuits, broken wires, poorly made joints or shorts in the regular
antenna system. Shorts may be found where the antenna wire touches metal
:my wires, gutter pipes or other metallic objects. Also examine the lightning
arrester and test it for short circuits. '1'
Many cases are found where either the anten9a, the ground or both have
simply become disconnected from their terminals at the receiver. Always look
for the simple things first. If the simple tests show no trouble and a substitute ground or antenna allowed reception, it may finally be necessary to examine and test every part of the antenna and pound circuits for opens.

The click heard when the 'receiver switch is turned off and the
rushing sound heard when this switch is on indicate that the plate
circuit of the last tube is alive and functioning, also that the speaker
and its connections are in working order. Having also examined
antenna and ground, they may be eliminated from consideration.
It remains to look between the antenna and the last tube for the
trouble.

Starting with the output tube or last audio amplifying tube, each
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tube should be removed from its socket and replaced; all of this
with the receiver switch turned on.
Removing and replacing the last audio tube will cause a loud clicking or
crashing noise in the speaker or phones. This indicates that this tube and it;
plate circuit arc in operating condition.

Now remove and replace the tube preceding the last audio tube. If thigives a noise practically as loud as the removal of the last tube, this precerl
ing audio tube and its plate circuit. may be considered in operative condition
But if the click is very faint it indicates that the tube now removed is burner'
out, is otherwise defective or that this tube's plate circuit is defective.
Repeat the foregoing procedure with each audio amplifying tube shou;t
there be more than two of them. The same indications and conclusions appl..
Next remove and replace the detector. With the detector removed thy
receiver may act up a loud howl. This does not indicate trouble but rather
indicates proper operation of some types of detector stages. If the removal
of the detector tube causes a loud click or crashing sound it indicates that
the detector tube and its plate circuit are in operative condition. A very faint
click indicates trouble in this tube or its plate circuit.
Next remove and replace the last radio frequency amplifying tube, the one
preceding the detector.' If this is the only radio amplifying tube in the receiver or if it is one immediately preceding the detector when two or more
radio stages arc used, its removal and replacement will make a decided click.

though not. as loud as the audio amplifiers or the detector. This decided
click indicates that the tube removed, aiso its plate circuit, arc in operative
condition. No click whatever or one tlrit is barely perceptible indicates
trouble in this tube pr in its plate circuit.
In many receivers the cadio frequency amplifying tube next to the antenna may he removed and replaced and hardly cause a sound in
speaker
or phones.oyet this tube may be in perfect condition. This first radio tube
must be tested by replacing it with another tube known to be cond.

Should any of these tests made by removing and replacing tubes
indicate a faulty tube or a defectivi plate circuit, the suspected tube
should be replaced with one known to be good. If normal operation
results, the tube should be permanently replaced with a new one.

If using a good tube des not improve matters the plate circuit of
that tube should be checked over from the tube terminal to the B battery or power unit, looking for open circuits or short circuits.
If all tubes and plate circuits appear to be in good condition from
the preceding tests it will be necessary to test the grid circuits.
There is no simple and uniform test that may be applied externally to the grids of audio frequency, radio frequency and detector
tubes to determine theirCondition because the indications depend to
such a great extent on the peculiarities of different receivers.

Touching the grid terminal of the detector tube with a

lead

pencil held in the hand will cause d roaring or rushing or vibrating
sound if the detector grid circuit is 'alive and working. Touching
the finger tip to the grid terminal of amplifier tubes will cause 3

in the speaker or phones when the grid circuit is working
normally, but a click almost as loud will be heard even though
click

the grid circuit is completely open. If no sound whatever can lie
produced by touching the grid terminal of any one tube it may 1e

assumed that the tube is completely inoperative or that its grid
circuit is completely short circuited.

TROUBLE, RECEIVER
Tests of the grid circuit should be started by placing a tube known to be
good in each socket, one after another. Should this fail to show up one of
the original tubes as defective it will be necessary to test the grid circuit, from
tube socket grid terminal through the coupler, through the C -battery or other
grid bias, and to the negative filament line of that tube. 'reits fur open circuits may be made as directed under Trouble, Circuit, Open, while tests fur
:-liorts may be made according to instructions under Trouble, Circuit, Short.
Grid circuits of audio amplifying tubes include the coupling transformer,
impedance or resistance, also the C -battery or other biasing voltage and the
connections between these parts and to the tube.
Grid circuits of radio frequency amplifying tubes include the antenna coil
for the first tube and the secondary winding of a radio frequency transformer with following tubes. These circuits also include the tuning condenser.
The detector grid circuit includes the secondary of the preceding transformer or coupler, the tuning condenser, the grid condenser and the grid leak.

Any of the units of thge grid circuits may be open circuited or short circuited or their connections may have opens or shorts -

1 -c. Signals Are Weak with Insufficient Volume.-First test
the condition of the A -battery or filament supply and of the B battery or plate supply unit. See Trouble, Hattery Weakness and
Resistance.

With the receiver in operation, temporarily replace each tube

with one known to be good and If volume is normal with any testing tube, use a new tube in Nat position. It is possible that several
of the tubes or even all of them may have become very weak due to
age or abuse such as abnormal filament 1roltages. They may be
replaced with new ones or they may often be restored according to
instructions under Tubc, Restoration of.
Ste that the audio amplifier tenpin.* on the receiver are connected to

proper voltage taps on batteries or power supply units, also see that the detector plate is receiving proper voltage, usually about twenty to forty-five volts.
Check the A -battery or filament supply connections for polarity. Connecting the positive battery line to the negative terninal on the receiver and the
negative battery line to the positive terminal puts a positive bias on all the
grids and reduces volume almost to the vanishing point.
The ground lead should be examined for breakage or looseness at any joints
and the ground clamp should be tightened if possible. The ground should be
made to a cold water pipe or to a metal plate or pipe buried in the earth.
Examine the antenna and its joints fbr looseness and for the antenna wire
touching some metal object. Antenna insulators may be broken. The antenna
may be rubbing on the edge of a roof. A lightning arrester may be partially
'port circuited with dirt or moisture.
A low resistance grid leak will greatly reduce volume. A leak of about two
ineguhms resistance is a good average value for all conditions.
See also Sensitivity and Range, Arc -river.

1-d. Signals from Nearby Stations Weaker with Radio Fre-

quency Amplification in Use Than with Radio Frequency
Tubes Turned Out.-This trouble is usually caused by incorrect

plate voltage or B -battery voltage on the radio frequency tubes. A
very high plate voltage on the first radio frequency amplifying tube

may almost overcome the effect of the extremely minute grid voltages from the antenna so that the plate current is practically steady.
The plate voltage on the first tube may sometimes be reduced to as
low as ten or twelve volts with advantage.

TROUBLE, RECEIVER
It may also be found that too little plate voltage is being used for radio
frequency amplifying tubes following the first one, especially if more than
two radio tubes are used. Signals weaker with the radio tubes in use than
without them generally indicate trouble in the plate circuit, of these radio
tubes.

2-a. Irregular and Intermittent Fading of Signals from Distant Stations.-This is simply the fading to which every listener
to distant stations becomes accustomed. See Fading.
2-b.

Volume Slowly Rising and Falling on All Stations.-

This indicates that the A -battery or the B -battery is nearly run
It indicates that storage types of batteries are badly in need
of recharging or that dry cell B -batteries have reached the end ioi
their useful life. If power supply units are usfd this trouble indicates
faults in the operation of these units.
down.

2-c.

Volume Changes Only When vials or Controls Arc

Touched.-The volume may either rise or fall. The receiver may
start to oscillate or may cease to oscillate. This is caused by the

effect known as body capacity. See Capacity,'Body.
3-a. Interference from Unwanted Broadcast Signals.-This
indicates a lack of selectivity in the receiver. Remedies for this
condition will be found under the headifig of Selectivity.
3-b. Sounds from Electrical Interference.-These abnormal

sounds include all those' that may, be picked up by the antenna,

by the wiring for power supply units, by battery wiring and
by the parts of the receiver. The causes for such sounds and
the methods for their reduction or elimination are discussed under
Interference. See also following paragraphs 5-a to 5-h.

4-a. High Notes Weak or Low Notes Weak with Others
of Normal Volume.-''his trouble may arise from faults in the

transformers, chokes or resistances used for coupling between the
detector and first audio frequency tube and between the following
audio frequency tubes. It may also be caused by faults in the loud
speaker.
With transformer coupling this (rouble may be due to the transformers
having small cores and small primar+1 windings when small transformers

of

high turn ratio are used. II may also be caused by improper use of con (leasers and resistances connected across the tefminals of the transformers or
the tubes, especially when these things are connected across the transformer
secondary.

%Vali resistance coupling uneven amplification is usually due to improper
selection of plate resistances or blocking condensers. With the choke coil coupling it is usually due to chokes that are too small, having small windings and

small cores, or it may Is due to improper blocking condemers.
See Distortion;

Sprat'', Load; and Amplifier, Audio Frryurnry.

4-b. High Notes Too Loud.-This is another case of distortion. It is often found with high ratio audio transformers. It 15

caused by coupling condensers of too small capacity in choke coil
coupled and in resistance coupled amplifiers. See Distortion; also
A mp/ificr, :Indio Frequency.

TROUBLE, RECEIVER
4-c.

Signals Sound Harsh.-This fault may be due to weak

Ii -batteries or to too low voltage from plate power supply units.

It

may also be due to excessively sharp tuning in radio frequency
stages or to too much regeneration in the detector stage. A grid
leak of too high resistance will cause harshness on local reception.
Sec Distortion.

4-d. Music and Voice Muffled, Blurred, Mushy or Ragged.
-This trouble is often due to weak and run down plate batteries.
It is more often due to wrong proportioning between plate voltage
and grid biasing voltage. The plate voltage must be high enough
to produce the desired volume without distortion and the biasing
voltage or C -battery voltage must be sufficient to prevent the grid

from becoming positive even with the strongest signal.

See Bias, Grid; also Distortion.

5-a. Squealing and Whistling, Either Steady or Intermittent.-If the whistling rises and falls when no change is being
made in the receiver controls it is caused by nearby radiating reSee Rcradiation. If the whistling changes only as the
receiver controls are moved, it is caused by oscillation within the
high resistance in the grid leak is
receiver. See Oscillation.

ceivers.

often the cause of squealing. Various feedbacks'of radio frequency
and of audio frequency energy cause steady whistling sounds. See
also Noise.

5-b. Loud and Steady Howling.-This is generally caused by
a feedback between high volt4,t plate leads and grid leads or by
microphonic feedback from loud speakers to detector tube or audio
amplifier tubes.

The speaker should not be operated ck to the antenna end of
the receiver, nor should the leads from the last audio tube to the
speaker run along the length of the receiver.
If the howling can be stopped by placing the tips of the fingers on the
detector tube or on one of thc amplifying tuba, the trouble comes from vibrations set up by the speaker shaking thc internal parts of the affected tube
so that its plate current is changed ift tune with the vibrations. Mounting
the offending tube on a cushion base or cushioti socket will usually stop the
howling. If this does not cure the trouble, the tube must be replaced with
one that has its elements more rigidly built and better supported. Sec also
Xoise.

5-c. Rasping and Seratihing Noises.-The causes and remedies fur this condition arc treated under the heading of Noise and
of Interference, both of which should be referred to. If the rasping
and scratching are accompanied by weakness of signal, lack of

it may indicate run down B -batteries or failure in the
power supply unit. See Trouble, Batten. Weakness and Resistance.
volume,

5-d. Static or Atmospheric Noises.-The causes of static disturbances and the available means for reducing their effect on
reception are treated under the heading of Static.

TUBE, ACTION OF

5-e. Regular Ticking or Popping Noises.-This trouble

is

generally due to faults in the grid leak of any tube. With a leak

of too high resistance the starting and stopping of oscillation causes
the ticking noise. Too much regeneration in an effort to secure
extreme sensitivity will also cause such noises. See also Detector,
with Grid Condenser and Leak.

5-f. Regular Clicking, Crackling, Roaring or Buzzing
Noises.-These noises are practically always caused by interference
from nearby electrical devices and machines using electric motors
in their operation. For the methods of reduction or elimination see
Interference.

5-g. Regular Humming, Vibrating, oc Whirring Noises.These noises usually come from power lines running near the antenna

or ground or from insufficient filtering in cower supply units. see
Interference.

5-h. Telegraphic .Dots and Dashes.-Ths rapid dot and dash
signals of the telegraphic code generally come through with a semi musical note which will often rise and fall in pitch during the transmission.

If the receiver is reasonably selective for broadcast re-

ception there is nothing that can be done to get rid of this telegraphic
interference except. to wait. for it to stop. Radio telegraphy is
carried on under rather strict supervision from government authori-

ties and should it cause interference it may be assumed that the
message being transmitted is of greater importance than the slight
interruption of a broadcast program.

TUBE, ACTION OF.-Without the vacuum tube, broadcast
reception of today would be impossible.

Until the advent of tubes

as parts of radio receivers distance range was limited to about

twenty-five miles and !odd speakers were unknown, all speech and
music being heard with headphones.
The style of tube most generally used is shown in Fig. 1. Looking from the outside the tube appears as a glass bulb, usually with
a mirror-like silvery coating on the inside of att.! glass. The bull,
is supported on a base made of inoulded insulating material in all
of the newer tubes. Based for old tubes were sometimes made from

a metal shell around the outside of insulating material.

From

underneath the base protrude four prongs through which connection

is made to the internal parts of the tube.
Were the glass bulb to be removed,, the parts remaining would
appear as at the center of Fig. 1. The most noticeable part is a
smooth shining piece of metal which encloses a collection of win's
Were one side of this metal to be removed the tube would appear
at the right in Fig. 1.
The metal shell, of which one half has been removed, is called the
plate. Just inside of the plate is a flat spiral of very fine wire.
This is called the grid. Inside of the grid is a V-shaped wire sup-

ported from its point at the top and at its two ends at the bottom.

TUBE, ACTION OF

This is the filament. These parts are shown separately in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2 are shown the connections made from filament, the grid,

and plate to the prongs on the tube base as they appear when

Filament -

Grid
Plate

Rase
PrOn9S
Fin. 1.-A Vacuum Tull! and Its Principal Parts.

looking at the bottom. On ojie side of the base of some tubes is a
small pin which acts as a guide when inserting Ow tube in a socket.
This pin is indicated in Fig. 2.

radmetrt

FLI,

rt. of

Plate

2.-Connections Between Tube Elements and Race Prongs Looking at

Bottom of Tube.

The two ends of the filament connect to two of the four prongs
on the base. In the newer tubes which have two of the prongs
larger than the other two, the two larger prongs are those connect-

TUBE, ACTION OF
ing with the filament. As shown at the center of Fig. 2 one of the
grid supports connects to one of the prongs. The other grid support

serves no other purpose except to carry one side of the grid. As
shown at the right hand side of Fig. 2 one of the plate supports is
connected to the remaining prong on the base. All of these wires
and supports are carried in a piece of glass which is pressed tightly
around them.
Were the tube to be cut through on a hori-

zontal plane the section would appear as in
Fig. 3. Here it is plainly seen that the filament is surrounded by the grid and that the
grid is surrounded by the plate. With these
parts assembled inside of the glass bulb ali

most all of the air is exhausted from the
bulb and it is then sealed to form what is

Chess ..5u1.6)
usually called a vacuum tube.
The tube shown in 'Figs. I, 2 and 3 is of a Fr. 3.-Relative position:
type whose filament is operated with current of Elements in Tube.
drawn from a storage battery or power supply unit. Some tubes
are designed to operate with dry cells as a source of filament current. The construction of the most geiderally used type of dry cell

tube is shown in Fig. 4. In this dry cell tube the filament is a
straight piece of .wire supported top and bottom. The grid is a
cylindrical.spiral of fine wire surrounding the filament. The plate
is in the form of a metallic cylinder surrounding the grid. The outside appearance of this tube is shown at the right in Fig. 4.

Plate

Grid E
filament
Fuz. 4.--Comtruction of Dry Cell Tube.

In making radio diagrams it is not only inconvenient to draw the
tube as shown in Figs. 1 and 4 but it would also fail to fully indicate
the electrical action of the tube. Therefore, the symbol shown at
the left in Fig. 5 is generally used to indicate a tube containing lila:
ment, grid and plate. It will be noticed that the symbol of Fig.

TUBE, ACTION OF

places the grid between the filament and the plate just as
actually placed in the tube itself.

it is

At the right hand side of Fig. 5 is shown the arrangement of terminals on

a socket used for such tubes as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. By comparing the

.ocket at the right hand side with the symbol at the left hand side of Fig.
5, it will be seen that the positioris. of the terminals around the socket arc
exactly the same as the positions of the terminals around the symbol.

Uses of Tubes.-Tubes are used in four distinctly different ways
in radio work. The tube may be used as an amplifier. When used
in this way it allows a small voltage to control a comparatively
strong flow of current from a battery or a power supply unit. The
tube is said to amplify because it uses a very small or weak signal
to produce a large and powerful signal so that the signal effect is
multiplied or amplified. See Radio, Principles of.

The tube may also be used as a detector. The purpose of a
detector is to take the radio impulses in the form in which they

come from the antenna and change them into a form which may he

d

Plate

rr lament
Fro. 5.-Symbol for Tube and Terkiruts on Socket.

Used to produce audible sounds in headphones or a loud speaker.
See also Detector, with Grid Condenser and Leak and Detector,
with Grid Bias.
The same type of tube which ,may be used as an amplifier or as
a detector may also be used as a modulator. A modulating tube
is used in transmitting stations or broadcasting stations. It does
the exact opposite of the detector. It take voltages which represent

the sounds of speech or music and combines them with other
voltages so that the combination may be sent out from the trans-

mitting aerial.
Finally this very useful form of tube may be used as an oscillator.
A tube used as an oscillator when combined with other necessary
Parts will produce and maintain indefinitely alternating voltages and
currents of almost any desired frequency.

Action of Filament and Plate.-A tube might be constructed

With only a filament and a plate in a vacuum as indicated at the
left in Fig. 6. A battery is shown connected to the filament so that

TUBE, ACTION OF

closing of the switch will allow battery current to flow through
the filament and heat it. Were the plate connected to the battery
and filament as shown a very remarkable action would commence as soon as the filament became red hot. There would be a flow of
current through the circuit formed by the battery, the filament and
the switch. But there would also be another current flow from
the plate right through the vacuum to the filament. This flow of

plate current would follow the path shown by the arrows in the
tubes of Fig. 6.

The plate of the tube in Fig. 6 is connected to the positive side of the battery while the filament is connected to both positive and negative sides of
the battery. The plate is therefore at a higher voltage than the greater part
of the filament. It is found that electric current will flow from a body in
higher potential through a vacuum to a body of Sower potential when the
low potential body is heated above a certain point. If this statement bolds
true it is only natural to suppose that increasing the difference of voltage between the two bodies will cause more current to flow.
The voltage applied to. the plate may be increased as shown at the right
in Fig. 6. Here an additional battery is used. The fiament battery remain.,
as before but the plate battery is connected between the tube's plate and
filament. As.indicated the flow of plate current is greatly increased by the
additional voltage from the plate battery.

Electron Flow.-In the plate circuit of a vacuum tube such

as

shown in Fig. 6 we.not only have the flow of electric current indicated by the arrows but N%e also have a flow of electrons in the same

circuit but in a direction opposite 'to that in which the current

Electrons are charges of negative electricity. In one sense
they might be considered as electricity itself. They are no form of
flows.

matter, they are not atoms, and they are not molecules of any

The theory of electrons and electron flow is explained
under the heading of Electrons, to which reference should be made
for a more complete understanding of actions taking place in the

substance.
tube.

As indicated in Fig. 7 the hot filament emits electrons front its surface.
These electrons arc emitted from the filament surface very much as steam
is emitted front the surface of hot water. The electrons arc negative and the
plate is positive. Positive and negative charges attract each other, consequently the electrons are drawn away fiom the filament, through the vacuum
and to the plate by the positive charge of the plate. The electron flow is
from filament to plate, just opposite to the direction of current flow.
The greater the positive voltage of the plate or the greater the positive
charge on the plate, the more rapidly will the electrons be drawn away from
the filament and onto the plate. The positive charge on the plate may be
made high enough by increasing the voltaee of the plate battery to draw all
of the electrons emitted by the filament overto the plate. Further increaw'
of plate voltage can then cause no further increase of electron flow.

Space Charge.-If we consider the number of electrons which
leave the filament of a tube and travel through the space between
it and the anode or plate it is easy to see that there will always be
a certain number of electrons in the space between filament and
plate. To a certain extent the space is filled with negative charge
of electricity or electrons. It is well known that like charges repel
each other, therefore, when still more negative electrons attempt to
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leave the filament they arc repelled by those electrons already in
the space and these additional electrons arc driven back toward
the filament. They may even be driven hack into the filament.
The negative electrons already occupying the space between filament and plate make up what is called the space charge. It is the
negative charge which is in the space between filament and plate.
In order to increase the electron flaw from filament to plate we may
decrease the space charge. The space charge may be decreased by

Filament iv/dte
Battery clattery
Fin. O.-Increase of Plate Current with Plate Voltage in Tube.

increasing the positive voltage of the plat/ so that more of the electrons are drawn toward it, thus reducing the number of those in the
space charge.

Plate

It has just been stated that unlike charges,
positive andoegative, attract each other. It
is

Fi

dine/7/

Fle, 7. - Electrons

Emitted front Fila-

ment Attracted to
Plate of Tube.

also true that like charges, such as two

negative charges, repel each other. Therefore, every electron'in the space charge is repelled by all the other electrons. An electron
near the, filament is pushed back toward the
filamegt by the repulsion of the space charge.
But an electron that has gotten near the plate
is pulled toward the plate by the positive
charge of the plate.
Action of Grid.-It will now be shown how
the grid decreases or increases the electron

flow and the current flow by either assisting

the space charge or by opposing the space

charge.

TUBE, ACTION OF
As shown in all the preceding diagrams the grid is placed between

the filament and the plate. The grid is right in the midst of the
space charge. The grid itself may be made positive as shown in
Fig. 8 or may be made negative as shown in Fig. 9. When the grill
is made positive it draws more electrons from the filament. The
positive grid tends to partially neutralize or destroy the effect of the
space charge, which is always negative. The path of the electron
from filament to plate is thus made easier by the positive grid and,
as shown in Fig. 9, a large number of electrons pass through the grid

and reach the plate.
It has been mentioned that the negative apace charge tends to push the
electrons back to the filament and keep them from reaching the plate. 01

course the plate voltage may be raised to increase the positive charge upon the
plate, thus pulling the electrons more forcibly toward the plate, but this positive charge must always overcome the effect of the negative space charge.
If the grid is made negative as shown in Fig. %) the negative charec upon
the grid assists the negative space charge so that the electrons meet more resistance than ever in atteffipting to pass from the filamtnt through the grid to

Grid at 4.
Pori
ti'
Voltage

Plate

Riamen
Fu:. S.-Effect of Positive tjrirl
Voltage on Electron Flow.

Grid at-

Nfgative
Voitage

Plate

lila/nen
0. --Effect of Negative Grid
Voltage on Electron Flow.

the plate. This negative charge upon the grid therefore elecreasei the flow of
electrons.

This effect of the grid in either increasing or decreasing electron
flow and plate current is of excetdingly great iniportance in radio
work. It is this effect that allows rs to control quite heavy currents
from the plate battery shown in Fig. 6 kw impressing very small
changes of voltage upon the grid, that is, by making the grid first
positive and then negative or by raising and lowering its voltage.
Current in Grid Circuit.-If the grid is made positive as in Fig.
8 it is easy to see that the positive charge on the grid will attract
electrons to the grid itself just as a positive charge upon the plait'
attracts electrons to the plate. A flow of electrons always means a
flow of current, consequently with. a positive grid there Will be a
flow of current, and electrons, in any circuit connected to the grid.
Flow of current in the grid circuit is generally undesirable. The
thing desired from the grid is a control of current flow in the plate
circuit and nothing more. Whatever current flows in the grid circuit, due to the grid being positive, must be subtracted from the
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flow of current in the plate circuit because both currents must start
with the electrons emitted from the filament. Whatever electrons
go to the grid cannot go to the plate.

Flow of current in the grid circuit may be prevented by keeping the grid
a a negative voltage all the time. Making the grid more or less negative will
.111uw it to have just the same effect in opposing or assisting the space charge

Resistance
for changing
voltage
on _grid

Ftla inept

Battery for
grid voltage

.5w:eery

Plate Battery

10.-Meter in Plate Circuit of Tube to Show Efieh on Plate Current of
Changes i9 Grid Voltzfge.

as though the grid were alternately made negative and positive. Any change
of voltage on the grid has its corresponding effect on the space charge. So,
changing the negativeness of the grill is just as good [or purposes of control
though its polarity were completely reversed. A negative grid has full
control over flow of current in the plate circuit but allows no flow of current
in the grid circuit.

Current in Plate Circuit.-A tube rirly be connected as shown
in Fig. 10 with a meter which will indicate current flowing in the
plate circuit. In order to change the voltage on the grid, the grid
is shown connected to a battery through a resistance. Moving the

Steady_Plate Current

Zero Current L
Fit:. H.- Steady Plate Current with Steady Grid Voltage in Tube.

slider of this resistance toward the left will make the grid morenegalive while moving it to the right will make the grid more positive.

The effects on the plate current of changing the grid voltage are
shown in Figs. 11 to 14.

In Fig. 11 is represented the steady flow of plate current which
takes place when no change of grid voltage is being made. The
amount of plate current flowing depends upon the voltage applied
to the plate and the electron emission from the filament.

TUBE, ACTION OF
If the grid voltage is suddenly increased, made more positive or
less negative, the effect on the plate current would be as shown in
Fig. 12. Each time the grid voltage increases there would be a corresponding increase of plate current.

Rises ole P/ate Current

Zero,,
12.-Rises of Plate Current Due to Increases .of Grid Voltaw in Tulle.

Now if the grid voltage be decreased, made less positive or more
negative, the effect would be to drop the prate current as shown in
Fig. 13. Were the grid voltage permanently decreased, the plate
current would be permanently decreased and were the grid voltage
permanently raised the plate current would likewise be raised. Per -

Drops of Plate Current

Zero
13.-Drops

I

Plate Current Due to Increases of Grid Voltage in Tube.

manent changes of grid voltage produce permanent changes in the
steady plate current while rise and fall of grid voltage will produce
corresponding rises and f411s of plate current. The change in plate
current is always in almost direct ratio to the change in grid voltage.

Rise and Fail of
Plate Current

Zerol
Fro. 14.-Rise and Fall of Plate Current with Rise and Fall of Grid Voltage
If an alternating voltage is impressed upon the grid the result will be a
fluctuating current in the plate circuit just as indicated by Fig. 14. It will be
noticed that the plate current never drops to zero even when the grid voltage is at its minimum. There is always a certain amount of steady current
or direct current flowing in the plate circuit. The changes of plate current
are simply added to and subtracted from the steady or direct plate current.

TUBE, AGING OF
Much has been said about grid voltages and plate voltages. Voltage is a
relative term meaning that the electrical potential is either higher or lower
than the potential of some other point. In speaking of grid voltages and
Plate voltages they arc always given with reference 'to the voltage of the
negative end of the tube's filament.

TUBE, AGING OF.-See Tube, Manufacture of.
TUBE, ALTERNATING CURRENT TYPE.-Any

vacuum tube used for amplification or detection and obtaining the
heat required for electron emission by means of alternating current
introduced into the tube itself may be classed as an alternating current tube. There are two distinct classes of such tubes. One class
passes the alternating current through a filament which is also the
cathode or emitter of electrons. The other class of tube passes the
alternating current through a separate heating element which does
not emit electrons but which heats a separate cathode acting as the
emitter. The first class is called an alternating current filament or
A. C. filament tube and the second is called a 'heater tube.

A. C. Filament Tube.-This tube has the same operating characteristics as corresponding types of direct current tubts so far as
plate and grid circuits ary concerned. The tube is similar in
appearance and in general crstruction to direct current tubes designed for similar purposes.

The sole difference Is in the filament.

The chief problem in designing the A. C. filament tubes is tp reduce the
tendency for carrying the alternating current hum into the plate and grid
circuits. There arc several reasons for this hum. First, there is the rise and
fall of temperature as the alternating current rises fom zero to maximum

and then falls again. This changes the rate of emission of the filament at
twice the frequency of the heating current. Second. there is the effect of
the high voltage end of the filament on the low voltage cnd as first one end
is at a positive voltage and then at a negative voltage with respect to the
other. Here electron flow changes with the retake voltages of different parts
of the filament. Third, there is a certain electromagnetic radiation from

the filament due to rise and fall of current through the filament just

as

there is radiation from any conductor in which the current is changing.
The rise and fall of temperature is minimized by making the filament of
such proportions and' of such material that its heat changes slowly. It heats
slowly and, because of a low rate ej heat dissipation. cools slowly. This
calls for a filament of large cross section and a material furnishing a plentiful
electron emission at low temperatures. Many 'of these filaments arc of the
oxide coated type for the latter reason. The effect of voltage difference to
the filament is minimized by keeping the ends well separated or by using a
long, straight filament and by operating it at voltages low enough so that the
difference between maximum and zero voltage is not great. In still other
designs the radiation problem 'is handled by using a comparatively high
voltage with a correspondingly low current.

The A. C. filament type of tube uses a standard socket, the tube
itself having the same four prongs as direct current types. The
filament, plate and grid prongs and their socket terminals are in
the same relative positions on the A. C. filament tube parts as on
the direct current tubes.
This type of tube gives excellent results as an amplifier at any
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frequency. It is used in radio frequency, intermediate frequency
and audio frequency positions. It is not generally suited for use
a detector because of the difficulty of eliminating the hum tendency
in that position.

Heater Type Tubes.-Because of the separation of the heat-

ing function from that of electron emission the heater types of alternating current tubes show greater variation in design than the A.
filament types. The type of heater tube which has been in use for

the longest time has the heater terminals on an insulating cap
the top as in Fig 1. The heating element is a wire doubled back

at
on

Heater

Tube Ni
g eeve. `ai,
GRID

Plate:

Fig. 1.-The Construction and Appearance of
Current Tube.

a

Heater Type Alternating

itself to reduce inductance. This wire is enclosed in an insulating;
sleeve and there is an oxide coated sheath fitting tightly around the
outside of the insulating sleeve. The oxide sheath is the cathode
or electron emitter and is heated indirectly front the heater wire.
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The cathode is connected to one prong on the tube's base, this prong
occupying the position of the negative filament terminal in a direct
current tube.

The heater type of tube with its separate cathode may be repre,ented as in Fig. 2 which shows a typical grid circuit and Platte circuit connected to the tube's elements.

There arc four prongs on the base so that this tube utilize; a standard
The socket connections, looking down from the top, arc
,,own in Fig. 3. The cathode or emitter is connected as already mentioned.
'The prong occupying the position of a positive filament prong on a direct
current type has no connection with any of the internal elements in the
tube. The cathode is surrounded by a spiral grid of usual form and around
the outside of the grid is a cylindrical plate of the same type used in many
direct current tubes. The; plate and grid prongs on the tube's base arc in
the same positions as corresponding prongs on the standard direct current
l!Pc
1.pe of socket.

Gri.1)

Plate

Grz re to
to cathode

II

C -battery
Fig. 2.-Circuits of Heater
Type of Tube.

Plate

Crtd

Fig. 3.-Socket Connections
for Heater Tube.

Another type of heater tube has live prongs on its base, two for
the heater unit, one for the cathode, one itir the plate and one for
the grid. This tube uses a socket arranged as in Fig. 4. The
heater, its insulating sleeve and the
-Neater
oxide

coated sheath or cathode

are of similar consiruction to cor-'
responding parts

in the tube alt

...Y-0,"

ready described except that the

heater connections are made at the
bottom. Around the cathode is the

eM':,

form of spiral grid. zrhe
plate in one such tube is made of
the solid
employed.

sheet

metal generally

Cathode

..',:.-

usual

fine mesh wire screen in place of

.;!!)

ej./.4..;
ff

Pla

's;

Grida
Fig.

4.-Socket. Connections

Inc Five -prong Tube.

Still another heater type tube employs a carbon heater filament
surrounded by the usual emitter or cathode but with the two connected together at the top. Since these parts are electrically connected the insulating sleeve is omitted from between them and for
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the remainder of their extent they are separated only by a small spac-

This tube may be represented by the symbol in Fig. 5.
uses a standard socket and the connections to the terminals are
shown in Fig. 6.
ing.

Cathode

Grid

Grid

it
as

Plate

Plate

/7.0

Filament
1iy

-Cathode With
Attached Heater.

/Varna'?

Filament

and Cathode

a.-Socket Connections for
Cathode Attached To Heater

Fig.

The heat sr types of tubes play be used in any position with equally good
That is, they may be used as radio frequency amplifiers, as detector -

results.

or as audio frequency amplifiers. In rtceivers using the A. C. filament tub',
as radio frequency and audio frequency art.plifiers the heater type of tube
detector.
is generally used as

D. C. Tubes On Alternating ,Current.-Practically all of die

power tubes originally designed for operation on direct current may
be operated equally well as A. C. filament tubes. Most power units
have a five -volt, a six -volt or a sevcp and one-half volt circuit. taken
from a separate secondary winding on the transformer, this circuit
feeding the filament of the output or power tube. The same circuit arrangements and same precautions are used in handling such
tubes as with the regulatt A. C. filament types.
The power tubes with oxide coated filaments arc especially well suited for
This type of filament allows plentiful electron
,mission at a dull red heat, this low degree of heating being one of the
esssentiaLs for successful alternating current operation..
use with alternating current.

Operating Voltages.-The plate voltages, plate currents,

and

grid biasing voltages for alternating current tubes are practically
the same as for corresponding direct current tubes but the voltap;r

and current for the filament or for the heater vary within

wide

limits for different makes of tubes and for different types of the saint'
make.

Heater or filament voltages include: 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.0, 5.0, 5.5 and

15.0. The current in the filament or heater circuits includes slid)
values as 0.35, 1.0, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0 and 2.5 amperes. This practice
makes it necessary to employ different transformers for different
tubes and oftentimes to employ a transformer with two or flirt -2
separate secondary windings for a single receiver.
Heaters or filaments for alternating current tubes are connecte!:
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in parallel on a single circuit of appropriate voltage for any number
of tubes.
It is always advisable to .operate filaments. or heater elements at the low -

voltage and current which. will give satisfactory amplification and good
The same rule appli to plate voltages. These precautions will
materially lengthen the life. of such tubes. The supply line circuit should
always be opened by turning off. the switch controlling the transformer before
any alternating current tube Is removed from its socket. This is done because the great change in current with one tube out of place causes a dangerous increase of voltage on those remaining in their sockets if the power
remains turned on.
Because of the slow heating and cooling of the emitting elements in these
tubes it requires from one -quarter minute to one and one-half minutes after
,..t

quality.

the switch

is

turned on before the receiver

will operate normally.

The

heater types take longer than the A. C. filament types to reach their operating temperature.

Grid and Plate Returns.-When using direct current tubes the
grid return or C.+ and plate return or B- are connected to the
negative side of the filament circuit or in some cases to the positive

FOlFilament or heater

Trans former
Fig. 7.-Returns To Center
Tapped Transformer.

P-609

8.-Returrs To Slider
of Potentiometer.

Either side of a direct current filament circuit is at a steady
voltage so that such a return is satisfactory. With alternating current tubes it is not possible to follow this practice because both sides
of the filament or heater circuit are ttt a continually rising and falling
voltage. The change of voltage an the grid return would cause a
continually changing grid bias while for the plate return it would
cause a continually varying plate voltage. Either method would
cause a loud hum because of these changing factors in operation.
With alternating current tubas the grid and plate returns must be
made to a point of steady voltage or of zero voltage. The general
principle is shown in Fig. 7. The electrical center of the transformer secondary remains at zero voltage as the potential at the
two ends rises and falls. Consequently the returns of grid and plate
circuits are brought more or less directly to this center point.
side.

If the transformer secondary has no center tap or if the tap is not at the
exact electrical center the method of Fig. 8 is resorted to. A low resistance
potentiometer is connected across the ends of the transformer secondary and
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the return ends of the grid and plate circuits are brought to the sliding arm
of the potentiometer. As the voltage at the two ends of the transformer
secondary and the two ends of the potentiometer rises and falls there will
always be a point somewhere along the potentiometer where the voltae.remains zero or practically zero. The potentiometer arm is moved until. 1p.
trial, this zero point is found and there the hum will be eliminated i;T
:educed to its lowest value.

The methods shown in Figs. 7 and 8 would provide the equivalent

of a zero bias. This is not always satisfactory since many tube::

must be given a negative grid bias and others require a positive bias,
depending on the use to which they are put. Any required negative
bias is secured by using voltage drops in the plate current circuit
according to the principle shown in Fig. 9.

Crial

z7etura
1'

Fig. 9.-Plate Circuit of Tube When Biasing
Resistor Is At Transformer Tap.
14+
In Fig. 0 the plate circuit for one tube is shown as starting at thein the
terminal of the plate power unit. TMs point is at the highest voltage
a7,
circuit and the path of the plate current is shown by the small arrows
filament.
winding,
then
'the
tube
itself
to
the
pas .sing through the tube's plate
and
the two filament lines to the ends of the transformer secondary winding
Since
the
current
has
been
winding.
then to the electrical center tap of the
the
overcoming resistance in each of the pass through which it has passed the
The.drop
of
voltage
continues
a.<
voltage has been constantly dropping.
replate current flows from the center tap of the transformer through therinkt
sistance R from point a to point h. Therefore, the potential of point
thr
be lower than that of point a. The filament is connected through
lr
transformer winding to point a while the grid return is made to point
which is at a lower voltage than any part of the filament. This grid circuit
has thus been given a negative biasing voltage depending on the rest5t3n"
of R and the drop of voltage taking place through it.
Still considering Fig. 9, the plate current continues back to the B- terraitol
of the power unit, sometimes going through ground on the way. It
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be seen that, although the grid return is connected to the B- terminal
generally thought of as at zero voltage, the grid really has a
which is
negative bias with reference to the filament of its tube. The method of Fig. 9
may be applied to the potentiometer return of Fig. 8 by connecting point a
,,n resistance R in Fig. o to the sliding arm of the potentiometer which
,,,,Tves as the electrical center of that part of the filament circuit outside the
tube.

The filament or heater supply transformer might have several secondary
windings to furnish different voltages to different tubes as in Fig. 10. The
155 -volt winding is provided with a potentiometer to the arm of which
t; connected a biasing resistance R. The 21/: -volt winding has a center tap
but no biasing resistance, consequently any tube connected here will have a

r Potent/ometer
/%2 -volt

R

Filament

,2'/2' volt

Filament

5- volt

Filament

to Ba- and ea
grid returns

(

Fig. 10--Traesformer With Various Voltages
and Types of Center Returns.
zero grid bias. The 5 -volt winding has a center tap and a biasing resistance
R. All biasing resistances or transformer centers arc then connected to the
B--- line which is usually ground as well. This line, or ground, will then
connect to all grid returns. Then, although all grid returns are connected to
13- or ground, all have different biasing voltages applied to them by their
rc,.pective resistances.

it is also possible to obtain any desired negative grid bias by
additional resistances in the plate power unit. The system is de!4cribed tinder the sub -heading Grid Bias Irons Plate 'Pottage Units
in the section on Power Unit, Plate Voltage Types.
The two
methods are the same in results.
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That an exactly equivalent result in grid biasing is obtained with power
units having C- taps may be seen by examination of Fig. II. Here agaii;
the path of the plate current is shown by the small arrows. It starts from
the lt+ terminal of the power unit, flows through the plate winding, then
through the tube from the plate to the filament, through the filament line.
and the two lees of the transformer secondary to the center tap. With nu
center tap the current would flow through the two lets of a potentiometer
to the slider. The slider or the center tap will be grounded or else con

netted directly to the B- terminal of the power unit as shown and the
plate current will continue in this way to the power supply.

The voltage has been continuously dropping and now, as the plate current
passes through the power unit resistor R between the H- and C- terminal-.
there is a further drop which causes the B- terminal to be at higher volt.
age than the C- terminal. The grid return is brought to the point of lower
voltage or to the C- terminal which is at lower potential than the filament
as represented by the center of the transformer ,:condary. It is simply
case of placing the biasing resistor at the transformer in Fig. 9 and at the

Fig. II. ---Plate Circuit of Tube When Biasing

Resistor is In Plate Power Unit
plate power unit in Fig. 11. The voltage drop through this resistor, wherever
placed, provides the desired negative Grid bias.

In operating alternating current tubes in radio frequency stages
they almost always require at least one or two volts negative grid
bias whereas with direct current tubes a ze?o bias is common in radii,
frequency tubes. In audio frequency stages the alternating current
tubes will always require negative grid biases to correspond with the
plate voltages employed. Detector tubes of the heater type may

require a zero bias, a negative bias or a positive bias. A positive
bias is obtained by connecting the center tap or potentiometer arm
of the detector heater winding to one of the positive terminals on
the plate power supply unit. Biases of from twenty to forty volts
positive are often used. The best bias for the detector is determined
by trying negative, zero and positive, using the one giving best detection and tone quality with freedom from hum.
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The potentiometer used across a transformer secondary in obtaininz the
electrical center should have low resistance and should pax; from 1/10 to
',t ampere. This calls for resistances of from six to thirty ohms, depend on the secondary voltage. The type of potentiometer used for regeneration control and having two hundred or more ohm; reistance cannot be
L=ed here.

Many types

of

rheostats can be made over into satiAatiory

potentiometers if there are terminal connections acailahle at Loth ends of
the rheostat winding. The rheostat arm then act; a; the potentiometer
,lider with the two ends of the winding connected to the secondary winding
of the transformer.

It will generally be nerPcvlry to use transformers especially built

for this work, such types as toy transformers seldom giving grxxl
results. There should be a metal electrostatic shield between the

primary and secondary windings in the transformer. Some tapped
transformers are not Upped at the electrical center and it may be
Letter to use a potentiometer across the ends, disregarding the tap
entirely.
Differences between individual tubes sometimes make a single center con-

nection on the transformer unsuitable for all stage and will leave a burn
to unbalance in some tubes while others are quiet. It may then be

Acidtholitel current
from nowt/ V/71

O

Power

1/nit

B-

0

Lire forme;ly
connebcted

to .8Oet;c(ci- frlament

Fig. 12.-Detector Filament Current

e
.

From Plate Power Supply.
re to use individual potentiometers connected across the fhlrPn'

of each tube with that tuhe's grid rkt.:rn. made to the arm of its

p.)telniometer.

It may be mentioned here that it is absolutely ne-rol;Ary to place

a bypassing condenser of liberal capacity across the ends of all
Easing resistances used as in Figs. 9, 10 and 11. These bypasses
sn.-luld be of one microfarad

Detectors with A. C. Tubes.-Two types of tube are available
nr use as detectors. One is the heater type of alternating current
operated from an alternating current supply. The other is the
:volt. 60 -milliampere type of direct current tube operated from
acombination of plate current passed through other tubes and ad current taken from the plate power unit and added to that

;:Seri in the tubes. This is the familiar "190 type of tubes used in dry cell receivers.
The heater type of alterratir.g current tube may be used arch a grid
';:denser altd grid leak for grid current recri4e,-ifla ar may be L -led
reZative grid bias wttliont the co,efArmer or leak far plate current reetin-

whi;e tie bas
'1'?:. The grid condenser and leak give greater sensitivityUnd4r
crdrary
71;r--4 eves somewhat better tone quality in some ca_'et.
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conditions the biasing method of detection will require a negative bias on
the detector grid return of from one to three volts, about forty-five volts oil
the plate circuit and a grid leak of between two and five megohms. Higher
plate voltage and a lower resistance grid leak will give excellent quality but
less volume.

The principle used in operating the sixty milliampere tube as a
detector is shown in Fig. 12. The line ordinarily connected to the
B- terminal of the plate power unit carries all of the plate current
passing through all tubes in the receiver. This line is passed
through the detector filament. Since it requires fifty to sixty milliamperes to operate this filament and since most receivers use only
twenty to forty milliamperes plate current it will be necessary to
take additional current from the plate power unit, add it to the plate
current and pass the total current through the detector filament.
Power

Resistor

for

Fillet

filament
current

of
power
unit

Det

B- on

receiver

original
i connection
here

Filament

8-

Fig. 1.3.-Detector Filament Current from High Voltage Terminal

at A and from Low Voltage End of Circuit at B.

To use this plan calls for a transformer, a rectifier and a filter
system in the power unit which will be able to deliver sixty milliamperes at the required maximum plate voltage for the receiver without overloading. Not all power units will do this. If the method
is attempted with a power unit not especially designed for such work
it will be advisable to watch carefully for overheating in the tram: -

former, the rectifier and the chokes for the first hour or so

of

operation.
The additional current for the filament should be taken from a point
between the output end of the last filter choke and the connection of tlu
point to the first resistor in the voltage control system for plate current
supply. With some designs of power unit the output from the last choke
comes directly to the high voltage or power tube terminal of the unit. The
extra current can then be taken from this terminal through an added rest,t-
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ante as at A in Fig. 13. In other designs it will be necessary to make the
extra connection inside the unit to avoid pas.sing this current through any
of the regular plate voltage control resistors. The reason for not using the.
rLulaer
resistors is that they will seldom carry the catra current and lower
-g
the voltago without overheating.

If the resistors in the power unit are able to carry additional current the
method at B in Fig. 13 may be used. Here the detector filament is connected between the detector control resistor R and the ft- terminal of the
power unit after the resistor R has been disconnected from that terminal in
the power unit. This allows all of the extra current to flow through all the
iesistors and will make the plate voltages from the power unit much more
stable than before. The 13- line from the receiver is connected to the
detector filament at the point shown.
In a power unit arranged as in Fig. 14, with the plate voltage resistors
in series with the plate circuits, the extra filament current for the detector
mar be taken from the .detector terminal of the power unit, This is the
terminal originally carrying the least plate current and will hest stand the
t 4 load.

Filter
of

power -

B- line

from receiver

Defector

feldment

Fig. 14.-Detector Filament Current from Detector Terminal of
Plate Power Unit.
With any of these connections the regular plate current connections to
the receiver remain as before on their respective positive terminals.
A milliammeter should be connected in series with the detector filament
or a voltmeter should be connected across the filament terminals of this
tube.
Best operation will be had brjween 54 and 00 milliamperes, which
corresponds to between 21/.? and 3 volts. Incorrect filament current will
cause humming, motorboating or hokling. The detector tube should never
be removed and then replaced in its socket wish the plate power unit turned
on because the discharge of the filter condensers will burn out or damage
the tube's filament.

Hum In Alternating Cy -rent Receivers.-The tendency to
burn is the only pronounceil fault that may be found in an alternating current receiver that may not also be found with a similar
type using direct current tubes. The hum may be due to trouble
in the heating circuits, in the plate power supply unit or in the combination of the two. Trouble in the plate power unit is a separate
subject; generally being due to defective rectifiers, shorted transformers or choke windings, defective filter condensers and grounded
transformer windings.
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If potentiometers are used to obtain a center point for grid return
the filament

on

or heater transformers these potentiometers should carefully

be adjusted to the point of least hum. The heater type of detector is riot
especially critical as to an exact center return although there is always a
best point. The greatest source of hum Is in the detector, next conies th,,
audio amplifying system and least sensitive to this trouble is the radio
frequency amplifier.

The power unit and the filament supply transformer should be kept a,
far as possible from the detector and audio amplifier. In extreme cw.e.

it may be advisable to enclose the detector tube in a grounded metal shield.
It is essential for best results to ground the case of the power supply unit
and to ground the cases of all audio amplifying transformers or choke,.
The phase relation between different parts of the power unit may he
changed by reversing one of the plugs connecting a transformer to its light

circuit line and this may be tried.

Primary

Choke

4

Fig. 15.-Various Controls of Radio Frequency Stage. A: Adjustable Primary. B: Tuned Circuit Resistor. C: Resistor in
Grid Lead. 1): Resistor Across Primary. E: Choke
and Condenser for Throttle Control.
With A. C. filament tubes tile amount of hum depends somewhat on for
relation between plate current and filament temperature. There is a br-i
filament voltage fur each value of plate current, the two going up and down
together. Trial of different filament voltagy> with a fixed plate voltage and
current will determine the optimum point. For this reason variation
plate voltage and current is not always satisfactory as a volume or regeneration control.
With heater types of tubes the hum will be quite noticeable until the
4.1

heater elements

reach

their normal

operating temperatures.

Hum will

generally be rather bad whenever any of the radio frequency circuits are
oscillating due to pushing the volume control too high.
Nlotorboating will be caused by a defective detector tube, incorrect detector filament current, excessive detector plate voltage, too high resistance
in the detector grid leak or by any of the causes given under Afotorboating.
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Volume and Regeneration Controls. --Almost any system of
control for volume and regeneration suitable for use with direct current tubes will operate equally well with alternating current types.
Several methods are shown in Fig. 15.
Variable coupling of the primary winding at it in one of the radio fre-

quency transformers is satisfactory except that it changes the tuning point
when this variation is controlledindependently of the tuning control. A
variable resistance of 200,000 to 500,000 ohms connected across the secondary
of one radio frequency transformer at B will provide control. Variable re-

,..Erance at C in a radio frequency grid circuit will allow control but will
reduce selectivity. A variable resistance of one or two thousand ohms connected across the primary winding of one radio frequency transformer at P
makes a good method of control since it does not greatly affect the amount
of plate direct current in the tube connected to that winding. The throttle
control of E, also showli with one of the receivers under Receiver, Single
Control, is very effective but requires a control condenser of large capacity,
usually in the neighborhocti of zpoo micro-microfarads. It may be handled
with a 1,000 micro-microfarad variable condenser by connecting an additional fixed condenser of the same capacity in .parallel, with a switch to
allow handling low frtquencies or high wavelengths.

Wiring for Alternating Current. --Because of the low voltage
and heavy current required by most alternating current tubes there
is a serious drop of voltages unless the conductors are of ample size.
There is four times the voltage drop in a giveniength of number 18
wire as in the same length of,number 12 when carrying the same
current. Number 14 is a safe gauge size for all circuits carrying
not more than four tubes. With wire too small and tubes in parallel

along a single line the tube nearest the transformer will get the
highest voltage and the one arthest away will get the lowest voltIf a rheostat controls the voltage one tube will be overheated
in the attempt to make the last one function at all.

age.

All wiring carrying alternating current should be of twisted pair. If the
desired gauge size cannot be secured the same result is obtained by taking
two separate wires and twisting them together. This reduces the radiation
of electromagnetic fields. The alternating current lines should be hunched
or cabled and kept away from all .other. wires, especially plate and grid
wires. The alternating current wiles are sometimes carried in a metal
sheath which is grounded but this should not be necessary.
All joints in these lines. must be well soldered. Large lugs should be
used and a firm contact of large surface area should he made at the terminals
on tube sockets, transformers, rheostats and all other parts through which
the circuit passes. In order to maintain the same voltage at all tubes on
one circuit it is worth while to 'make the total length of wiring the same
between each tube and its transformer as between any other tube and the
same transformer. This is shown in Fig. 16 where the distance along the
wires from the transformer is the same to all four tubes, this resulting in
reasonably even voltage drops. To get exactly the same drop it would be
necessary to allow for the changed values of current in the several sections
of wiring.

If the power transformer is inside the receiver cabinet there should be a
!lee -ampere enclosed fuse in each side of the light circuit supply line Just
inside the cabinet. If the transformer is housed in another compartment
the fuses should be just inside that compartment.
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To allow operation of filaments and heaters at lowest satisfactory
voltages it is customary to have rheostats in the several lines between transformer and sockets. These rheostats, with most tubes,
must carry heavy currents but need have little resistance in ohms.
Such rheostats as used for direct current tubes are entirely unsatisfactory because of overheating and burning out. The value required for any rheostat may be found as follows: From the number
of volts furnished by the transformer subtract the number of volts
desired as a minimum at the tubes. Divide this difference by the
number of amperes which will flow through the rheostat, this being
equal to the number of tubes handled times the current in amperes
taken by one of them.

Fig. 16.-Method of A. C. Wiring To Provide Equal Voltages.
As an example, assume three tubes nermally requiring 114 volts at one
ampere, operated from a transformer giving 2.0 volts. It may be desired
to reduce the filament voltage to 1.1 as a minimum. Subtracting this from
2.0 gives 0.9 as the difference, which is divided by three, the total number
of amperes for three tubes. Chc result is 0.3 ohms, the resistance required
in the rheostat. The rheostat resistance element must be capable of camille
the total current without overheating.
A rheostat may be inserted in either line from the secondary of an untapped transformer on which a potentiometer is used for the center turn
Placing a rheostat in only one side of.a center tapped secondary circuit will
unbalance the transformer and this pethod should not be used. Two
similar rheostats may be used, one in each line from a center tapped se
ondary, with both adjusted for the same resistance or adjusted until there
i
the least possible hunt.

Changing from Direct To Alternating Current Tubes.-

Existing receivers designed to use direct current tubes may he
changed over to use alternating current types with an amount of
work depending on the original design and on the type of alternat
ing current tubes used for replacement. Heater tubes requiring
different sockets make the greatest amount of labor. Tubes using
standard sockets with the alternating current connections made at
the tube tops are not difficult to handle and tubes with A. C. fila
clients or any type using only four prongs for all the elements are
easily changed.
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The greatest likelihood of trouble conies from the introduction of alternating current into circuits which run close to or arc connected to mate
iircuits and other lines carrying direct current for plate and grid circuits.
Except with tubes taking alternating current at their tops the best results
will be secured by installing complete new filament wiring. The old fila-

ment wiring need not be removed but must be disconnected from the socket
terminals. The old wiring is seldom of large enough gauge size and the
rheostats and filament resistors will be entirely too small.
Plate and grid circuits need not be altered. Controls for volume and

regeneration will sometimes be satisfactory for the new tubes without alteration but on other cases these controls will be found ineffective, chiefly
because of the changed plate current and voltage with the alternating current
tubes. Care must be used to disconnect ail grounds from both sides of the
filament or heater circuits. All amplifier grid returns may be connected to

the B- or ground line and grid biases secured as shown in a preceding
portion of this section or; if grid returns arc made to the plate power unit,
they may remain as originally placed. The detector grid return may often
require a positive bias secured from the plate power unit or from a C -battery
with its positive terminal connected to the grid return and its negative
terminal to ground or B-, just the reverse of usual practice.

An exact set of rules for changing all typts of direct current receivers to use alternating current tubes cannot be given but in
general the following method will be fotind satisfactory:
Both positive and negative filament terminals of all sockets should be
disconnected from the old filament wiring. This filament wiring should not
be otherwise disturbed. The A -I terminal should be connected to the ground
terminal if not already connected thus. During, the first trial of the rewired
receiver the A- and A+ terminals' should be connected together since some
grid returns may be made to the A+ line.
The volume or regeneration control should be examined. The types shown
in Fig. 15 arc satisfactory. Control by means of a potentiometer across the

old A+ and A- lines cannot be used, neither can control by means of

varying the filament voltage be used. Regeneration controlled by a movable
tickler coil or by variable resistances or condensers across a tickler coil will
usually be satisfactory although the tickler coupling may have to be closer
than for direct current tubes. Balanced or ruattralized circuits will have to
be adjusted with the new tubes in use according to the methods explained
under Balancing. The control already in use, if of any acceptable type,
should be tried as soon as the receiver is ready for use and necessary adjustments should be made to allow control of regeneration and prevention of
oscillation at highest frequencies with variable methods or to prevent oscillation at all frequencies with balanced ,circuits. This subject is fully discussed
under the headings of Regeneration, Methods of Obtaining and of Oscillation

New filament or heater wiring should nowbe installed according to the
suggestions and precautions mentioned in preceding paragraphs of this section.

It is not difficult to secure necessary negative grid and heater
biases by means of resistors in the center tap leads of transformers
or potentiometers with all the old C -battery negative terminals connected to A- and ground. This system allows all grid returns to

be made to the old filament lines in the receiver with these lines
connected to ground and to B-. The details are explained in
preceding paragraphs under Grid and Plate Returns.
The value of the biasing resistors used will depend on the plate current
flowing through them for the tubes handled from the transformer winding
and on the voltage drop desired for biasing.

The voltage drop will be equal
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to the current in amperes (not in milliamperes) multiplied by the resistance
in ohms. The plate current may be measured with a direct current milliatnmeter, capable of measuring up to at least fifty milliamperes, connected in
s.eries with the resistor. This current may also be found from plate current
characteristics of the tubes used if such characteristics arc available. The

current will depend on the plate voltage applied and on the amount 44

negative grid bias, increasing with increased plate voltage and decreasinz
with more negative bias just as with direct current tubes. If the current
to any center tap can be determined the desired drop in voltage or the bias
may be divided by the current in amperes to find the required resistance in
ohms. Introduction of the calculated resistance will lessen the current so
that the assumed voltage will not be realized and a smaller resistor will be
required than called fur by this method of calculation.

Although more expensive than using fixed resistors it is much
easier and just as satisfactory to use variable resistance for biasing
voltages when rebuilding a receiver. The resistance needed will
vary from a few hundred ohms up to two cr three thousand ohms

in most cases, never exceeding five thousand ohms for tubes in
general use. A resistor variable between these limits may be used
for all circuits. With the resistor in place and the receiver in opera-

tion the desired bias may .be secured by direct measurement. A
direct current voltmeter having a high resistance in itself is connected across the ends of the resistor,ithe negative of the meter
being connected to the end of the resiltor farthest from the transformer. Nothing but a real high resistance type of meter suitable
for measuripg B -power supply voltages should be used. This meter
will then read directly the biasing voltage secured as the resistor is
varied and when the correct voltage is indicated the resistor is
allowed to remain as adjusted.
If there is no objection to using C -batteries the original connections may
be used just as found on the receiver. This, of course, does not make the
finished job of the all-electri; type but is easier than any other method.

If the plate power supply uhit has enough different C- taps, connection
from the receiver C- terminals may be made to this unit. Since coin
paratively few of the plate power units in common use have such taps it

will be necessary to use biasing resistors or C -batteries in most cases.

With the alternating current wiring installed and the biasing arrangements cared for, the tubes are inserted in their sockets and
lighted from the transformer, the plate power unit is placed in
operation and the receiver is ready for a trial. Adjustments will
have to be made for the filament or heater voltages; for the plats
voltages to detector, amplifier and power tubes and for the required

grid biases and heater biases if any hater type tubes are used.
These adjustments having been made, the volume or regeneration
control should be tried for effectiveness at both ends of the tuning
scale. It often is necessary to change this control to a type more
suitable than that originally used.
In securing ample volume and sensitivity it may be necessary to
increase the number of turns in the plate windings of the radio frequency transformers. In a few cases it may be impossible to control
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oscillation and the number of turns on these windings may have
to be decreased. Such alterations are rarely required.
The remodeled receiver should operate with all the sensitivity and
selectivity formerly obtained and the tone quality should be fully as
good to the average ear as with direct current tubes. When tuned
to resonance between station settings there is quite apt to be a faint
alternating current hum but this is seldom objectionable when a
station is being heard with reasonable volume.
The wiring and general arrangement of circuits of the receivers
shown under Receiver, Alternating Current Type may be referred
to as guides in planning the change from direct to alternating current tubes.
It is possible to change a direct current receiver into one using
alternating current filament tubes by the use of socket adapters
which arc made for this especial purpose. With the tube removed
from the socket, the adapter is inserted and the new alternating
current tube is then placed in the adapter. The old direct current
filament connections are no longer completed through to the new
tube but in their place are used connections from an additional
line carrying alternating current.
The alternating current line is made of twisted pair to reduce
inductive effect and is attached to all the adapters used in the
receiver for tubes taking the same voltage. If more than one alternating current voltage is required, due to the use of two or more
types of A. C. tubes, one or more additional lines are run.
The other end of the alternating current line is connected to a
filament supply transformer which delivers a voltage suitable for
the tubes employed. This transformer may be provided with a
center tap or may be used with a potentiometer to allow center
return for the grid and plate circuits.

TUBE, AMPLIFICATION OF.-The number which indi-

cates the ability of a tube in amplifying is called the tube's amplification factor, amplification constant, or coefficient of amplification:
The amplification
all of these terms having the same meaning.
factor is often spoken of as the Mu of the tube because the Greek
letter Mu (p.) is used as a symbol for the factor. The amplification
factor not only indicates the maximum amplification of voltage that
may be obtained from a tube, but it also indicates in great measure
the tube's ability in power amplification.
If we wish to change the amount of current flowing in tile plate
circuit of a tube it may be done in either of two ways. First, we
may increase or decrease the plate voltage or the 13 -battery voltage.
Second, we may increase or decrease the voltage applied to the grid.
Either of these will cause a change in the plate current which is
usually measured in milliamperes.
A change of five volts in plate voltage or B -battery voltage will
cause only a slight change in plate current. A change of live volts
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applied to the grid of the tube will cause a very great change in
plate current. Say, as in Fig. 1, that the five -volt change in grid
voltage causes a change of ten milliamperes in plate current. Were
we to increase the plate voltage sufficiently to bring about this same

ten milliampere change in plate current we might find that it re.

quired a forty -volt increase of plate voltage to obtain the same plate
current change obtained by only a five -volt change of grid voltage.
Thus it would require eight times the change of plate voltage as of
grid voltage to obtain the same result in plate current change. The
amplification factor of this tube would then be eight.
To find the amplification factor of a tube we divide the number of volts
change of a -battery current required to produce a certain increase in plate
current by the number of volts change on the grid to produce the same in.
crease of plate current. The quotient is the amplifilation factor of the tulle.
Another way of stating this is to say that the amplification factor is the

40 volts added to plate vol-

tage cause same increase of
plate current as .5- volts
on Gria- 8 to I constant1.-The Voltage Amplification of a Vacuum Tube.
number of times the effect of a certain grid voltage is greater than the effet

of the same plate voltage on the plate current from the tube. Sec Tubr.
Testing of.

The general subject of amplification in radio receivers is discussed 11111111
the heading of Amplification. The explanations given under Amp/Ora/ion:
Voltage and Power should be referred to in cousidering the amplification of
tubes.

Voltage Amplification.-The actual voltage amplification or

increase of voltage realized depends ..not only on the amplificatiim
factor of the tube, but also on the resistance, the inductance and the
capacity in the plate circuit of the tuba. The resistance in the plate
circuit includes the resistance of any coils between the tube plate

and the battery, the resistance of the battery itself and the rest:4ance of the connections. Of these the resistance of the coil or of an
amplifying resistor is the only thing of great importance from the
standpoint of amplification. The resistance in the plate circuit al:10
includes the internal resistance of the tube between its plate and
filament. See Tube, Output Resistance and Impedance of.
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of the voltage amplification for various value, of amplification
The value resistance
and external circuit impedance is shown by the followfactor, plate
ing formula:
n

Factor X External Imptdante
Platt Resirtante
Eaarrnalititirdance -

From this formula it Ls evident that the voltage amplification k increased
the amplification factor and by increasing the external impedby increasing
is
decreased
by increasing the plate resistance.
It
ance.
as at the le in Fig. 2 r it may
The tube may work into a pure resistance
siork into a reactance as at the right. A pure reactanceft cannot beo obtained
because with the reactance of any coil must be combined the rein practice
:4stanc-e of the coil so that the combination forms an impedance.

Plate

Reactance
to .8
Ho. 2.-Tubes Working into Resistance and Into Reactance for Amplification.
The voltage amplification is higher when working into a reactance than
when working into a resistance only. The value of the tube's amplification
factor is the maximum possible voltage amplification that might be obtained.
In practice it is possible to gain froiA fifty to ninety-five per cent of the total
amplification factor as voltage amplification. The following table shows the
percentages obtained with various amounts of external impedance when the
impedance is composed of pure resistance and when it is composed of purr
reactance:
PERCENTAGE OF TO nit. AMPLIPICATION FACTOR OlitAINATILE

Number of Times External
Impedance is Greater Than
Plate Resistance
6 times plate resistance
I times plate resistance
3 times plate resistance
2 times plate resistance
Equal to plate resistance

Per Cent of Mu 1l'hen
Working into a Purc
Reactance

j

Pc; Cent of Mu When
Working into a Pure
Resistance

s4%
999797

95%
SR%

72%

RO%

75%
67%
50%

circuit
This shows the necessity of having a high impedance in the ofplate
ohms in a
if a real gain is to be obtained. It also shows that the numberof
ohms in a
pure resistance must be several times as great as the number
When
using
transformers
as inter reactance to obtain a given amplification. W
tube couplings the maximum voltage will be applied to a following tube from
the secondary of the transformer when the external impedance in the plate
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circuit of the first tube at least equals the internal impedance of the first tube.

The voltage amplification from a tube decreases as the frequency
increases, this effect being partly due to the internal capacities in
the tube. The drop of amplification with a typical tube giving an
amplification of about seven and one -quarter at 500 kilocycles is
down to an amplification of about four and one-half at 1500 kilocycles. This is shown in Fig. 3.
Amplifying tubes in common use have amplification factors varying between three and ten, the exact value depending on the tvt..
of tube and on the internal construction of the tube. A factor of
eight is a fair average value for making rough calculations.
High Mu Tubes.-Tubes having a very high amplification factor
are called high mu tubes. It is difficult to make a high mu tube that
will not also have a high plate resistance. Consideration of the preceding formula for voltage amplification will show that the gain

/000
FPO 9 I.1 et /7 es/

1/7
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FIG. 3.-Decrease of Kmplication with increase of Frequency.

from increased amplification factor may be offset by a corresponding
increase of plate resistance.
High mu tubes have amplification factors of from fifteen to forty
as compared with an average of about eight for ordinary amplifiers
These high mu tubes arc used as audio amplifiers and sometimes as
detectors. They are not satisfactory as radio frequency amplifiers

but they will greatly increase the amplification of a resistance
coupled audio amplifier and will often prove very satisfactory with
choke coupling.

of
In experimental work the use of tubes having an amplification factor
twenty in place of the usual amplifying tubes increased the voltage amplitication of a three -stage resistance coupled amplifier to four times its former
value. Using the same high mu tubes in a three -stage choke coil coupli'd
amplifier increased its overall voltage amplification in about the same ratio.
four to one. The use of high mu tubes will allow a three -stage resistance
coupled or choke coupled amplifier to exceed the voltage amplification of a
two -stage transformer coupled amplifier. Otherwise the overall amplification
of the two -stage transformer coupled amplifier is greater than the overall
amplification of the three -stage resistance or choke amplifier.

TUBE, AMPLIFICATION OF

Power Amplification.-The power output of a tube is measured in watts whereas the voltage output is, of course, measured
only in volts. The voltage might be very high but if the current
or amperage were extremely small the power output of the tube in

watts (volts times amperes) would still be small.
The current change (or alternating current) in the plate circuit
will be equal to the amplified voltage divided by the total resistance
and impedance in the plate circuit, thus:
Amplification FactorXGrid Voltage
I. C. in Plate. Circuits Plate Resistance+External Impedance
The plate voltage is really taken into consideration in this formula
because the plate resistance is affected by the plate voltage, being
lowered by higher plate voltages.

The voltage acting across the primary of a transformer in the
plate circuit depends on the impedance of the primary winding and
on the current forcpc1 to flow through it. Since the preceding
formula gives the current forced to flow in the plate circuit, multiplying the expression for this current by the impedance of the external circuit will give the following for the value of impressed voltage:
Fixternal

impedance X

roltage Acro;
External I rn pedanct

Grid
Amplification
A ridiage
Factor
External

Plait

Reiiriance 1- I mpedance

The power in watts expended in the external circuit is the useful
power put forth by the tube. The power in the external circuit is a
product of the voltage and the amperage. It is represented by the
following formula:
Pcnver Output

in Wow

External
Impedance

-

mplifica:ion

k

Factor

2 X (Itelfittrice

Grid V
X roliage)
prda nee

The grid voltage is the maximum voltage change applied to the
grid of the tube. This voltage will be something less than the grid
biasing voltage or C -battery voltage as long as there is no distortion caused by making the grid positive at the voltage peaks.
f the number of ohms in the external impedance is just equal to
a somewhat
the number of ohms plate resistance in the tube,
simpler formula will give the value of the power output in watts.
Since these two values are seldom balanced in practice, the following
formula is not as depe ndable as the preceding one:
(Amplification FactorXGrid Voltage)'

Watts Output

-

8xExternal Impedance
In all amplifying tubes except the last one in the audio amplifier
the object desired is an amplification or increase of signal voltage.
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The voltages act upon the grids of following tubes to control the
plate currents. But in the last audio amplifying tube, the tube that
operates the loud speaker, it is lower that is desired since power is
required for proper working of the speaker. The formulas for power
output are therefore of interest principally in considering the action
of the last audio amplifier.
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4.-Drop of Output Current from Tube with Increase of Load Whet
Maintaining Constant Voltage at Plate Supply Unit.

The effect of the external mistance or impedance on the power output of a
the change in plate current
4 and 5
tube may be
caused by changes in the external load. Fig. 4 shows the drop of output CUT rent caused by increase of load when the voltage of the H -battery or power

.f000

/0000

/1000

Load Re_i/Sidnce

Oefrn s

20000

2.f000

Fin. 5.-Increase of Power from Tube with Increase of Load
Maintaining Coreitant Voltagu at the Plate Itself.

When

Under this condition the actual voltage applied to
the plate of the tube is lowered by the increase of load resistance. In Fig.
5 is shown the effect of maintaining a steady voltage on the plate while the
load is increased. This requires a continual increase of 13 -battery or power
through
unit voltage to make up for the continual increase of voltage drop
Fig. 5, the
the increasing load. With a steady voltage on the plate, as in
of load
power output actually increases with increasing load. This increaseoutput
1,
resistance while maintaining a constant voltage increases the power
unit remains unchanged.

TUBE, AMPLIFICATION FACTOR
previ- .misty shown in
obtainable.

the table of percentages of the total amplification factor

TUBE, AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, CONSTANT, or

COEFFICIENT.-See Tube, Amplification of.

TUBE, AMPLIFYING TYPES OF.-There

are

four

classes of amplifying tube: radio frequency amplifiers, all-purpose
voltage amplifiers, power amplifiers and high mu amplifiers.

Radio Frequency Tubes.-For amplifying radio frequencies we are
chiefly interested in low internal capacity between the grid and the plate. It is
difficult to control the tendency to oscillate that is caused by feedback of energy
from plate circuit to grid circuit through this internal capacity and the less

of this capacity in a tube the more suitable it is for radio frequency amplifica-

tion.
A good radio frequency amplifier will usually have a plate of comparatively
small size. Its grid will be placed at some distance from the plate and near

the filament. The grid will have fewer wires, wires not so closely spaced, as
tubes with greater amplification and the grid wire will be of very small gauge
sire.

Voltage Amplifiers.-Tubes generally used in the past for all

kinds of amplifying work include all those of the 201-A type and
similar styles. These tubes arc generally applied to audio frequency
stages having transformer coupling.

A tube used as a voltage amplifier in audio frequency stages between the
detector and the last tube should have the largest possible factor of amplification without too great increase of plate resistance. The amplification factor
determines the maximum possible voltage amplification of the tube and in the
intermediate audio frequency stages it is a gain in voltage that is wanted.

The amplification factor and voltage amplifying ability of a tube arc incarrying the grid rather close to the plate, by using very small
gauge wire for the grid and by making the grid of many turns or rather by
creased by

having the turns close together.

Power Amplifiers.-Power tubes are used in the last audio stage

and deliver power to the loud speaker. These tubes have but mod-

erately high amplification factors, generally between 3 and 8, hut
have low plate resistances and are designed for operation at high
plate voltages.
Power amplifiers arc effective only when operated with plate voltage: in
excess of 135 since the higher voltages arc required for the large plate currents

which deliver the greater power in watts, thus giving three tube-. their real
advantage. Correspondingly high negative grid biasing voltages arc used in
handling the high input voltage from preceding stages. See Amplification,

foliage and Power.

High Mu Tubes.-These tubes are especially adapted for re-

sistance coupled and impedance or choke coupled audio stages in
which they give greater voltage amplification than other tubes.
High mu tubes have high amplification factors, from 20 to 40, but have

also very high plate resistances, these running from 30,000 to 150,000 ohms
in average tubes of this class. These tubes should be operated with moderately high plate voltages and with negative grid biasing voltages much smaller
than in any other type of tube. They are strictly voltage amplifiers and
cannot be used as output tubes. See also Amplifier, Resistance Coupled and
Amplifier, Impedance Coupled.

The following table gives the principal operating characteristics
of tubes in general use as amplifiers.

TUBE, AMPLIFYING TYPES OF
AMPLIFYING TUBE CHARACTERISTICS
I

Grid I Plate Plate Amrli- Plate 'Mutual Pourer
fic n Res'e Cond'e Watts
Bias I Volts
amps Factor: ohms rnicmho
l'okr limps Volts

Filament

Type Number
199, 299, etc.

11, 12, etc.

3.0
1.1

.06

60
90

1.7
2.5

6.2
6.25

60
90

2.0

Si;

2.8

5.8

2.5
4.5

70
95

2.7
3.4

7.3

3.0

- 4.5

.25

.07

1.0
4.5

1

I

i

18000
15000!

344
417

130001

4x24

424

DV -3

3.0

)20, 220, etc.

3.0

.125 22.5

135

6.5

3.3

201-A, 301-A, etc.

5.0

.25

3.0
4.5
6.0
9.0

67
90

1.7
2.0

Y.9

1.

112
135

2.3
2.5

8.0
8.0
8.0

3.0
6.0

90
155

2.8
5.0

7.1
7.2

3.0
6.0

90

3.4

135

1)V-2
DV -5

5.0
5.Q

.25
.25

7.4

155
153

.00f,6

.007

4(4
484

.orn

500

.101

12000
11500
11000

608
666
700
728

.015
.025
.055

9000
8500

788
847

.027

10.4
10,7

10000 1040
9000 1188

.057

MU -20

6.0

.25

3.0

90

1.1

20.0

27000

740

.016

240. 340

5.0

.25

3.0

90

0.75 30.0

150000

200

.007

101-A

5.0

.25

3.0

90

1.0

30.0

35000

857

.028

112

5.0

.50

6.0

90

2.4

7.5

23

8800
8400

895
940

5.8
7.9

7.9
7.9
7.9

10.5

112
135
157

6.0
9.0

120
135

6.0

43

100

7.7

9.0

135

12.0

150

10.2
12.2

16,5
27.0
53.0
10.5

135
157
180

9.0
MU -6

(p.0

216-A

6.0

171, 371, etc.

210, 310, etc.

5.0

6.0

.50
1.10

.50

1.1

4.5
7.5

9.0
7.5

1.25

10.5
18.0

27.0
35.0

7.8

90 10.0'
16.0

90
112
135
157

18.9
21E0

3.0
3.0

43

6.0

250 12.0
350 18.0
425 22.0

8.0

5500 1435
4800 1670

6.0
6.0

5000 1100
49(X)

1225

5.0
5.8
6.0

71000

625

4

1170

2.7
2.8
2.8
2.8

2500
2200
2100
2000

1080

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.65
7.75

9700
9700
8000
7400
5600
5100
5000

77S
775

5500 1055

1273
1333

1400

.118
.191

.074

.01.2

.1;1

325
.507
.803

.01;

940

.041
.071

1020
1330
1500
1550

1.040
1.8)2

.10;
.40;

TUBE, CAPACITIES, INTERNAL
voltage is the normal voltage for operation as measured across
The filament
terminals of the tube. The filament amperage is the normal or
the filament
current through the filament when the rated voltage is applied.
average
The grid bias is the amount of negative voltage which should be applied to

It indicates the maximum signal voltage that the tube will
the grid return. .distortion
with the given plate voltage. The grid voltage.
handle without
with...the mutual conductance Ls an indication of the tube's
taken in connection

ability as a power am.pliner.
The plate voltage is the voltage at the li-battery or plate supply power
of the high mu tubes used with resistance coupling
unit except in theiscase
that actually applied to the plate of the tube. The plate
where the voltage
current is the current in milliamperes that flows in the plate circuit when the
*edited plate voltage is used.
The significance of the amplification factor is explained under Tube, Amplification of. This is a measure of the tube's ability as a voltage amplifier.
The plate resistance is exp)ained under Tube, Output Resistance and Impedance
the greater the power that the tube will
of. The lower the plate resistance
Mutual Conduct deliver. The mutual conductance is explained under Tube,
WIC( of. This is a value Vhich indicates the general alt -round utility of the
tube, the higher the mutual conductance the better the tube as a general rule.
The power in watts represents only the comparative performance of tubes
under certain assumed conditions, among which are that the external imped-

ance equals the tube resistance and that the signal voltage just equals the grid
that the
bias voltage. In order to obtain this power it would he necessary

grid of the tube be impressed with voltages equal to the full amount of grid
bias voltage shown in the table. With the tubes which operate with high
biasing voltages such a condition would seldom be obtained because the preceding tube would be overloaded in the process.

The last audio frequency tube should be a power amplifier and
here we want low plate resistance above all else. The lower the
plate resistance the greater will be the plate current change from a
given change of grid voltage and with a given impedance in the
plate circuit.
The power tube is operated with a high plate voltage which tends
to greatly reduce the plate resistance. In the construction of the
tube plate resistance is lowered by using a large filament and large
plate, also by keeping the plate close to the filament and by keeping
the grid comparatively near the filament.
TUBE, AUDIO FREQUENCY TYPES.-See Tube, Am
plifying Types of.

TUBE, BALLAST TYPE.-A special current regulating tube

used in power supply units which autoniatically regulates the current to a constant value in some of the circuits.

TUBE, BASES OF.-Sockets for the various tube bases here
described are shown and explained under the heading of Socket,

The following descriptions deal with the base, which is a
part of the tube itself.
shown in Fig.
Tube.

Standard dimensions of the regular quarter -ampere tube base
are prongs set in
.The base is made from moulded insulation with the
for the type ca
during the moulding operation. The dimensions given are diameter, the two,
tube using two prongs of large diameter and two of smaller
being the grid
large ones being the filament- connections and the smaller ones
glass bulb
diameter
of
the
and plate connections. The height and outside
are the average
Fig.

above the base are variable but the dimensions of
values.

1

TUBE, BASES OF
The sizes of the prongs on older tubes were different from those shown 111
Fig. I. All four prongs in the older tubes were one -eighth inch diameter and
all four were only five -sixteenths inch long below the shoulder. The height

of the old tube from the bottom of the base to the top of the glass bulb
was the same as the height of the present type.
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1.0

1

1.75

4.5

'
1.342
I
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_
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I.-Dimensions in Inches of
Standard Quarter-Ampar
Amplifying Ti,

DIAM

ic=.156

-)1K-.125

2.-Dimensions in Inches

of Dry Cell Power
Amplifying Tube.

In Fig. 2 arc shown the dimensions of the dry -cell power tube taking one eighth ampere titanium current. This base has no side guide pin, being de-

TUBE. BATTERY TYPE

of1

signed solely for use with the flat type of socket.

The sizes of the prongs
Fig.
are the same as the sizes of the prongs on the quarter -ampere tube
and they arc spaced the same as on the larger tube.
Dimensions for the small three -volt dry cell tube takinc 0.06 ampere filament current are shown in Fig. 3. This tube is one inch outside diameter,
The base prongs arc one -eighth inch diameter and extend one -eighth inch
below the shoulder.

TUBE, BATTERY TYPE.-See Tube, Filament Current

supply for.

TUBE, BLOCKING OF.-A steady

negative charge of such high voltage on
the grid of a tube that flow of plate current or changes in plate current are prevented from taking place causes the tube
to block or to cease passing signals.
The greater the negative voltage on the
grid of a tube, the less Will be the current
In amplifier tubes
in the plate circuit.
coupled with transformers the negative
charge passes off through the grid return
circuit. 1Vith resistance coupled amplifiers, choke coupled amplifiers and with
detector tubes, the coupling condenser or
grid condenser prevents escape of the
negative charge and it is necessary to
provide grid leaks to allow the grid voltage

to return to normal ready for the follow-

K

--

-

i.o

.188

As.

.4iCe

ing signal.
If the grid leak resistance is too great the
negative charge will continue to increase until it
finally blocks the tube. The same thing will

happen even with a

leak

IS6

of usual resistance

should the signal voltage be much greater than
Blocking is prevented by reducing the
usual.
signal voltage or by decreasing the amount of
resistance in the grid leak, See also Detector,
with Grid Condense/ and Leak.

TUBE, CAPACITIES, INTER-

NAL.-Any two conductors separated by
a dielectric have capacity to each other
and form the two plates of a condenser.

The grid, plate and filament of a tube

T.4

1.0

.125

K-

Fto. 3,-Dimensions in
Inches of Small Dry Cell
Amplifying Tube.

di-

are conductors and the vacuum between them is an excellent
of capacities inside of the
electric. Therefore we have a number
The principal ones are
capacities.
tube which are called internal
the
small
condensers connected
shown in Fig. 1, being indicated by
broken
lines.
to the tube elements with
grid There is the grid -plate capacity marked G -P, there is the
there
is
the
plate-filament
cafilament capacity marked G -F and
capacities within the bulb
In
addition
to
these
pacity marked P -F.
the lead-in wires
of the tube there are additional capacities between

TUBE. CAPACITIES. INTERNAL
and the connections which are indicated at the bottom of the drawing in Fig. 1. For example, the grid -plate capacity is made up not
only of the capacity between the grid and the plate but also by the

capacity between the grid and plate prongs and the capacity between the wires running from the prongs up into the tube.

Etc. 1.-Internal Capacities
of a Tube.

Fir.. 2.-Irternal Capacities Represented
by External Symbols.

All of these capacities sieve as paths through which the high fre-

quency currtnts may pap and form circuits other than those in
which they are originally intended to flow. The most troUblesonie
internal capacity or tube capacity is that between the grid and plate
members because this allows a direct feedback of energy from the
output or plate circuit of the tube to the input or grid circuit. This

Battery
FIG. 3. ---Tube Connected to Input and Output Circuits.

feedback gives rise to undesired regenerative effects and to oscillation that is quite difficult to control.
The tube capacities shown in Fig. as small condensers drawn
within the tube are often indicated by drawing external condensers
as in Fig. 2. Here again are shown the three capacities, grid to
plate, grid to filament and plate to filament.
1

TUBE, CAPACITIES, INTERNAL
Fig. 3 shows the tube connected to an output circuit consisting of a coil

and a B -battery and shows the input circuit connected to a coil. The output
or plate circuit then consists of the plate, the coil, the ti -battery and the line
back to the filament. The input or grid circuit consists. of the grid, the coil
and the line to the filament. Considering the grid as one plate of a condenser
and the plate as the other plate, the circuit of Fig. 3 may be represented as in
4.

rig.

.Adding the other internal capacities to the circuit of Fig. 4 we would have
the circuit of Fig. 5. Now it is seen that the grid to filament capacity is in

parallel with the coil or with any other parts in the grid circuit or input

Crici/
1),,o t

Plate
Outpu
Czrcur

I; id/rentFin. 4,-Tube ElementJ Repre-sented as Capacity.

A6o the plate to filament capacity is in parallel with the coil and
any other parts in the plate circuit or output circuit Therefore. the grid to
filament capacity G -F is an effective bypass for energy in the grid circuit and
the plate to filament capacity P -F is an effective bypass for energy in the plate
capacities will depend on
circuit. The current flow through these bypassing
circuit.

the frequency and difference of voltage applied, the greater the frequency and
the greater the voltage difference the greater being the ilow of current.

By actual measurement these internal tube capacities are not very

large, but in operation their combined effects have an important

Circuits.
FTC. 5.-Internal Capacitie in Parallel with External

In a typical amplifying tube the
to filament capacity runs from 5.0 to 7.0 micro-rnicrofarads.

bearing on the tube's operation.

the plate to filament capacity runs from 5.0 to 6.5 micro-microfarads
3.0 and 6.0 micro-

and the grid to plate capacity runs between
microlarads. If the filament is ungrounded the grid to plate ca-

pacity is increased to between 7.0 and 11.0 micro-microlarads.
exThe effective capacity with the tube in use depends on the
factor.
ternal resistance in the plate circuit and on the amplification

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF

increasing as both of these values are increased. This is in addition to the actual capacity effect between the tube elements.
The large effective value of the grid to plate capacity may be realized when
is recalled that this capacity is equal to nearly half the minimum capacities
of many variable tuning condensers used in the grid circuit of the tube. The
grid to filament capacity is a considerable fraction of the minimum capacity of
it

the tuning condenser for a radio frequency stage and the grid to filament
capacity is in parallel with the tuning condenser.

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF.-By the characteristics

of a tube we mean those qualities or properties which govern its
action tinder various conditions of operation in radio circuits. The
characteristics of a tube tell exactly how it will act under any given
circumstances.
In working a tube it is possible to vary a number of things; among

them being the voltage applied to the filament, the biasing voltage
applied to the grid, and the voltage applied to the plate.
By changing any one of these three things we are able to make
corresponding changes jtt the plate current, in the plate resistance,
in the amplification factor and in the mutual conductance of the
tube.

The relation between the value that is changed and the thing
changed is called a characteristic of tie tube. For instance, the
effect of plate voltage changes in changing the effective plate resistance is called the plate -voltage, plate -resistance characteristic.
the effect of..-thanges in grid voltage on the current in the plate circuit is called the grid -voltage, plate -current characteristic and so on.
A study of these characteristics will show the behavior of a tube
when used under conditions existing in radio frequency or audio
frequency amplification or as a detector.

The characteristics of tubes are shown by curves in which the

position of points along the curve indicates how much effect any one
factor has on the tube's operation. The making of curves and their
meaning is explained under Graph.
In dealing with tube characteristics we .muirt continually tn.:e such term;
as grid voltage, plate current, plate resistance, etc. These terms arc often
abbreviated as follows:
Voltage

K

A -battery voltage I:4
C -battery voltage E,
Filament voltage 1:1

Grid bias voltage
Plate voltage

F.e

Current

I

Filament Current

Li.

Grid Currl'nt
Plate Current

It

Resistance

It
Rc
Rp

Grid circuit resistance
Interne plate resistance
Impedance
Plate impedance

1p

I

Zp

If

The following list shows the principal tube characteristics which
are shown in typical forms under the various headings in this Section:

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
TUUE CHARACTERISTICS

reduce Which Is
Changed

Name of Clearatirristic

Filament Current
Filament Emission and
Plate Current
Plate Current
Input Resistance

Ef-If

Plate Resistance

Eg-Rp
Eg-Ig
Ep-Eg

Value in Which
Change Is Made
Filament 1'oltagc
Filament Voltage

(;rid Voltage
Grid Voltage
Grid Voltage
Grid Voltage

or

kg-Ip
Eg- kg

Grid Current
Free Grid Voltage
Plate Current

Plate Voltage
Plate Voltage
Plate Voltage
Plate Voltage
Plate Voltage

Cant

If p.1

Plate Resistance

EP -RP

Amplification Factor
Mutual Conductance

Filament -Voltage, Filament-Current.-The greater the voltage applied to the filament of a tube the greater will be the flow of
current through the filament. This effect is shown in Fig. 1 for two
different tubes. The curve at the left is for a quarter -ampere am-

2

3

4

F /dewed Volts

3'

di

S

6

7

I", Id m eat Volts

Fin. I.-Effect of filament Voltage on Filament Current.

plifying tube using a normal five volts on its filament. The curve
at the right is for a power tube normally taking 1.1 ampere as filament current with six volts across the filament terminals.
The amount of current flowing through the tube's filament determines the
degree of filament heating and the emission of electrons which form the plate
current. These curves show the decided effect of .the filament voltage on the
heating current.

Filament Voltage Effect on Emission and Plate Current.-

1he total electron emission from a filament is greater than the electron flow from filament to plate because many of the electrons

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
emitted by the fi ament are drawn back or forced back into the filament again, nevir forming a part of the plate current.
J0
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filament Volt's

Fir.. 2.-Effect of Filamtnt Voltage on Electron Emission from Filament

Since the ....,lectron emission from the filament would form a current if attracted to the plate, this emission may be measured in the
same units used

/a

for

current

measurement, in this case millipiperes. The curves in Fig. 2

milliamperes from the filament
of

a

quarter -ampere five -volt

tbbe at the left and from the
(0)

.

dry cell tube at the right.

v

These curves in Fig. 2 show the
total emission which is limited only

%

by the space charge

-...
--..

%,.

411.11111111P

effect, by the

degree pf heating in the filament and
by the kind of material used for lila
ment wire. These curves do not take
into account the limiting effect

of

plate voltages or of grid voltages.
If the filament voltage is increa..ed
beyond the normal operating point a-

ii.
t.-.

k.,

Fvhigic,

ti 2

reeehed
increase

.....11

atn

hthererliniosntolf.iulirthb:r
3 a

of plate current in spite ut

the increasing emission.

IPF

The .,harp

beria toward the right near the top
of the curve in Fig. 3 shows tin'

This prevention of plate current increase may be caused by the
action of the negative space chime
Fildrnent VoltsS
which just equals and balances the
Ftc. 3.-Limiting Emission.
effect of positive plate voltage.
If the plate vo tage is gradually increased there Nv II be a corropondir.:
increase of plate current. lf, at the same time, the filament voltage is kri'
2

3

effect.

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
the emission is limited it is possible to get the effect shown in
down 50 that
is assumed to be

limited to a point

rig. 4. Here the filament temperature

that allows a total ernmcion of about nine milliamperes. As the plate voltage
increased from 70 toward 120 in Fig, 4, the plate current increase, until it
below nine milliamperes. Further increases of plate volt;caches a point just
age then have very slight effect in causing further increwes of plate current.
This current limit, which is determined by the emission from the filament, is
called the saturation current for the tube. It ii reached when all of the
electrons emitted by the filament arc being drawn over to the plate against the
negative space charge.

Grid -Voltage, Plate -Current Curves.-Of all the characteristics the one showing the relation between changes of grid voltage
and corresponding plate current is the most generally used. Typical
/0

70

.90

so

/00

//a /20

Plate Vo itaA

Fir.. 4.-Limiting Plate Current by Lack of Erni.mion.

curves for this relation are sh4wn in Fig. 5. The highest curve is
made with a plate voltage of 200. the middle curve with a plate
voltage of 150 and the lower one with 100 volts on the plate. The

i:eneral form of all three curves is the same. but the greater the plate
voltage the higher the curve is pushed and the more plate current
onz, for any given grid voltage.
The vertical center line represents zero grid voltage with positive
voltages at the right and negative voltages to the left or this zero
center. Curves such as these are made by applying a fixed voltage

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
to the plate circuit, then changing the grid voltage or grid biasing
voltage while noting the resulting plate current for each grid voltage.

The points thus secured are plotted on the graph and a smooth

The curves of Fig. 5 are thus made
without the tube actually working in a radio circuit and they are
curve drawn through them.

called static characteristics.
Under actual operating conditions there is always an impedance
or a resistance in the plate circuit and in place of the steady voltage
applied to the grid there is a changing or alternating voltage representing the signal.

27
a

so

cs

-20

CridoVolts

-14/.9

#20

Fa:. 5.-Effect 61 Grid Voltage or Plate Current.

Whenever a load of any kind is placed in the plate circuit or output circuit of the tube the plate current is reduced which will, 01
course, change the slope of the static craves in Fig. 5. As the load
in the plate circuit is increased the curve will drop lower and lower
and
at the same time become much straighter than the static
curve. By the time the external resistance or impedance is equal
to the plate resistance of the tube the curve becomes almost straight.
This effect is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 showr, one of the static characteristics taken from Fig. 5 and shoos
how this curve is altered when thr tube works into a load. When the average
negative grid voltage is 7.5 the new curve, called a dynamic characteristic, will

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
croi.1 the static curve at the line corresponding to 7.5 volts negative on the
Were the average negative grid voltage 15.0 the two curves would cross
at the point representing 15.0 volts negative grid bias.
An examination of the dynamic characteristic curves of Fig. 6 will show
grid.

they have much longer straight portions than the static curves of Fig.

5.

increase of external load thus tends to straighten the operating curve and to
allow better reproduction with le s distortion than would be assumed by
looking only at the static characteristics of a tube.
The static curve in Fig. 6 is the one marked "150 volts" in Fig. 5, this being
the curve developed when 150 volts arc applied to the plate circuit. Looking
again at Fig. 5 it will be seen that the straight portion of this 150 -volt curve
extends only from the zero line over to about 12 volts netative on the grid.

The total range of grid voltage variation without distortion would be only
twelve volts according to the static curve. This would allow for only six
volts positive and six volts negative, thus limiting the signal strength to six
volts were distortion to be avoided. That such a limit is not actually imposed
may be seen from an examination of the dynamic curves in Fig. 6.
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tin. 6.-Grid-Voltage, Plate Current Curves Compared for Static and for
Dynamic or Working Conditions.

Either of the dynamic curves in Fig. 6 shows the straight portion as exit -tiding from the zero grid voltage line to the extreme left hand side of the
eraph. The total swing of grid voltage might here be as great as thirty volts,
allowing fifteen volts positive rise and fifteen oohs negative drop. Under
dynamic or working conditions it is then possible to handle a signal of more
than twice the voltage allowed from the appearance of the static curve with
little change in average plate current.

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF

Grid Voltage Effect on Plate Resistance.-Since

the flow .,f

current in the plate circuit is affected by changes in the grid volt.
age, the grid voltage has an apparent effect on the plate circuit resistance. 'Phis effect is shown in Fig. 7.
With a strong negative grid voltage the apparent plate resistance
is high. As the grid becomes less negative there is a gradual decrease of apparent plate resistance. Increasing the voltage applied
to the grid thus shows the same effect in the curve as would an increase of voltage applied directly to the plate of the tube.
20
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7.-Relation Between Grid Voltage and Plate Resistance.

Free Grid Voltage.-If the grid of a tube is insulated from its
circuit with a blocking condenser or grid condenser while the plate
and filament connections remain as' usual and if no grid leak
employed, the grid voltage will not be zero but will usually be somewhat less than zero. This is called tht free grid voltage. This free
grid voltage is affected to a considerable extent by the voltage applied to the plate as shown by the curve in Fig. 8.
The free grid voltages shown in Fig. 8 are averages for a number of tube-.

There is often a considerable variation of this voltage even in tubes suvposedly alike. With rather high plate voltages the free grid voltage
become slightly positive but as a general rule it is about as shown by Ow
curve.

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
A tube operated with a free grid will give very uncertain results because
changes of plate current will react on the grid and because blocking will take
place due to the trapping of excess negative charges on the grid.

Grid Voltage Effect on Input Resistance.-The more strongly

negative is the voltage applied to the grid of a tube the greater will
be the resistance to flow of current through the grid circuit. It is
generally assumed that with a negative grid voltage there will be no
flow of grid current whatever, that there is an infinite resistance in
the grid circuit.
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Flo. Q.-Effect of Grid Voltage on
Ettsi.4.tance of Input Cirruit.

by the

tube is represented
The mistance of the input circuit of a typical there
is comparatively little
With
the
grid
at
positive
voltage
cure in Fig. 9.
through i:. But as soon as
resistance in the grid circuit to flow of current
sLightly negative there is a very
the grid voltage drops to zero and becomes
As
shown
by Fig. 0 this input resistance
rapid, increase of input resistance.
ohms
:.creases from about 90,CCO ohms at zero grid voltage to about iCO.GCO
with the grid only one-half volt ne-mtive.
-With tubes usually

Grid Voltage Effect on Grid Current.
employed as amplifiers there is so little flow of current in the grid
circuit when the grid voltage is kept negative that it is impossible
But as.
to detect any grid current with ordinary measuring devices.
appreciable
500n as the grid voltage becomes positive there is a very

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF

flow of current in the grid circuit. The effect of grid voltage
grid current is shown in Fig. 10.

tin

Fig. 10 gives the grid voltage -grid turrent characteristics for three amplifier
tubes, all of the five -volt, quarter -ampere filament type. With all of them
the flow of grid current increases quite rapidly with increase of positive Id
voltage. In some tubes the grid current may be much greater than the one

milliampere maximum shown in Fig. 10.

A drop in grid current may occur when using very high plate voltage:
This is brought about by an emission of electrons from the grid itself whit):
increases the negative space charge around the grid and opposes the flow of
electrons from the filament to the grid, this being the flow which forms the
grid current.
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10.-Grid Voltage Effect on Grid Current.

Plate Voltage Effect on Plate Current.-If the grid voltage
remains steady and if the filament heating is unchanged the flow of
current in the plate circuit of a tube is determined by the voltage.
applied to the plate. The plate current increases with increase of

plate voltage until the increase is finally halted by reaching the
saturation current for that particular filament temperature or until
the point is reached at which the combined effects of the space charge

and the grid voltage prevent further rise of plate current.
The relation between plate voltage and plate current in a typical
amplifying tube is shown in Fig. 11. All curves of this character'

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF

istic have the general contour of the one in Fig. 11. The actual
position of such a curve depends on the average grid voltage or
steady grid voltage being applied to the tube. In Fig. 12 arc shown
three plate -voltage, plate -current curves for different grid voltages.
The more negative the grid the lower will be the plate -voltage,
plate -current curve.
TO
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FIG. H.-Elicit "1 Plate Voltace un Mae Current.

Comparison of the curve in Fig. 11 with the one in Fig. S will
show the marked similarity between the two. The three curves of
Fig. S show that an increase of plate voltage from 100 volts up to
150 volts and then to 200 volts will give corresponding increases of
plate current in milliamperes. On the zero voltage line in the curve
of Fig. 5 the successive currents are seen to be 11.2. 1S.6 and 23.9
milliamperes, the increase from 100 volts to 150 volts being greater
than the increase from 150 volts to 200 volts. Then taking the
curve in Fig. 11 the plate currents for 100, 150 and 200 volts arc
seen to be respectively 6.5. 11.7 and 15.8. Here again the increase
of current brought about by a change from 100 volts to 150 volts
is greater than the increase brought about by changing from 150
to 200 volts. Curves from similar tubes will always show such corresponding features.

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
From a characteristic curve such as shown in Fig. 12 it is possible to
determine the steady or average plate current that will flow for any given
plate voltage and grid voltage. Fluctuations from this average value will then
he caused by changes in grid voltage as signals are received.
By using these plate -voltage, plate -current curves together with the grid voltage. plate -current curves such as shown in Figs. S and o it is possible
to predict the performance of a tube as an amplifier.. The two classes of
curves just mentioned are the most generally useful of the tube characteristics.

Plate Voltage Effect on Plate Resistance.-Increasing the

voltage applied to the plate of a tube will lower the tube's internal
resistance or its plate resistance because the greater positive charge
/2.1
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Ftc. 12.-Plate-Voltage, Plate -Current Curves for Various Grid Voltage,.

on the plate is able to overcome the space charge effect better than
a smaller positive charge. The effect, of plate voltage on plate resistance is shown in Fig. 13.
This reduction of plate resistance with increase of plate voltage
may be seen from the table of tube operating characteristics given
under Tube, Amplif ying Types of. In that table the full effects of
plate voltage changes arc not shown because for each increase of
plate voltage the grid voltage is made more negative. In the curves
of Fig. 13 the grid voltage and all other values except the plate voltage remain unchanged. From these curves it may be seen that the
plate resistance with only twenty to twenty-five volts on the plates

TUBE, CHARACTERISTICS OF
of detector tubes is very high compared with the resistance in amplifiers. In Fig. 13 the two curves are from tubes of the same type
and kind and they show the variations that may be found.

All curves showing the relation between plate voltage and plate resistance
have the same general form. Fig. 14 shows such a curve fur a power tube in
which the resistance is much lower than in the voltage amplifier tubes of
Fig. 13.

Still, the general outlines of the curves for both types of tubes re-

main the same.
The plate -voltage, plate -resistance curve of Fig. 15 is that fora power tube
with which the grid biasing voltage is cbanvell to the proper value for each

4ro

60

Ptate Volts

/00

13.-Effect of Plate Voltage on Mate Resistance in Amplifier Tube.;.
all such curves remains
applied plate voltage. Even here the typical bend of
almost unchanged.

Amplification Factor. ----1 here is a change of amplification faccurves showing
tor in any tube with change of plate voltage. The
different
tubes are
the relation between these two values for two
of the smaller semi The
lower
curve
is
for
one
shown in Fig. 16.
quarter -ampere, five -volt

power tubes and the upper one is for a

These curves do not always follow the gradual
and uniform changes found with other characteristics but may rise
uniform and
through one part of the voltage increase, then remain
finally rise again or fall slightly toward the higher voltage limits.
voltage amplifier.
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FIG. 14.-Plate Voltage Effect on Plate Resistance in a Power Tulle.

Mutual Conductance.-Since the plate voltage affects both the
plate resistance and the amplification factor it must affect the mutual conductance of the tube inasmuch as the mutual conductance
is a combination of the other two factors.
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16.-Effect of Plate Voltage on Amplification Factor
The change in mutual conductance with changing plate voltage is shown by
the curve of Fig. 17. This curve represents the mutual conductance for the
tube whose plate resistance is shown in Fig. 14 and whose amplification factor
is shown by the lower curve in Fig. 16. The mutual conductance for any tube
rims rapidly at first with increases of plate voltage, then less Ripidly until at
the highest allowable voltages there is only a slight increase of mutual conductance.

/ 0
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Ftc. 17.-Effect of Plate Voltage on Mutual Conductance.

TUBE, CONSTRUCTION OF

TUBE, CONSTRUCTION OF.-See Tube, Design of; and
Tube, Manufacture of.

TUBE, COUPLING FOR ANTENNA.-See Receiver,

Single Control.

TUBE, DESIGN OF.-The design elements considered here

are those affecting the amplification factor, the plate resistance and
the grid -plate capacity of the tube since these are the things chiefly
controlling the tube's action in amplifiers. As a general rule we desire to increase the amplification factor, to reduce the plate resist.
ance and to reduce the grid -plate capacity. As is so often the case,
in obtaining one of these desirable things we lose another.
In an attempt to make a tube which is altogether good as an amplifier, various changes may be made in the grid, in the plate and in
the filament construction.
Using a larger filament, one having greater surface area, has the
desirable effect of lessening the plate resistance because of the increased emission from the larger filament surfap2.
A large plate will likewise reduce the plate resistance but at the
same time it increases the grid -plate capacity and allows greater
feedback through the tube, especially in radio frequency amplifiers.
Generally speaking, the larger the plate the greater will be its distance from the cenn'al filament because the radius of the plate from
the filament as a center must increase with increase of plate size.
If the plate size is increased by making the plate longer rather than

by increasing its radius or diameter the results will be better because then the plate is kept close to the filament, reducing the plate
resistance, and at the same time the plate area is increased, again
reducing the plate resistance. If the desired reduction of plate resistance can be secured with a plate of only moderate size placed
close to the filament an advantage will be gained in reduction id
grid -plate capacity.

The spacing of the grid wire, the number of wires per inch, and
the diameter or gauge size of the grid wire are all of importance in
their effect on the amplification constant and ore the grid -plate capacity.
The greater the number of grid wires per inch, the higher will be
the amplification constant of the tube. But the increase in number
of grid wires will increase the grid -plate capacity so once more some-

thing is lost. The diameter of the grid wire may be reduced with
good effect on both the amplification factor and the grid -plate capacity. The smaller the wire used for the grid the greater will he
the amplification factor and the less will he the grid -plate capacity.
Within the distance between filament and plate is placed the grid.
The grid may be midway between the filament and plate, it may
be closer to the filament, or closer to the plate. With the grid to

filament distance made less there will be a decrease in plate rc

sistance, which is to be desired, but there will also be a loss in amplification, which is not desired. Moving the grid closer to the Rate

TUBE, DESIGN OF
will have just the opposite effect, an increase of amplification and
an increase of plate resistance. Which of these results is chosen
depends on the use to which the tube will be put. See Tube, Amplifying Types of.
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Ftc.

.-Design of an Early

Type of Amplifier Tube.

Fin. 2.-Design of Standard Type
of Voltage Amplifier Tube.

tubes arc shown in the accomThe construction and relative sizes of several the
same scale so that the sizes
panying illustrations, all of which arc drawn
to
compared.
The filament is shown at
and proportions of the elements may be
below
the filament and the
the top in each case. The grid is shown directly
is shown a top view
Between
the
grid
and
plate
plate is shown at the bottom.
other
indicating the positions of these two elements with reference to each

TUBE, DESIGN OF
One of the first amplifiers, the "201" type, is shown In Fig. 1. This tube
a tungsten filament requiring one ampere of current. A recent type of quarter_
ampere amplifier tube is shown in Fig. 2. This tube has a thoriated filament,
The close mesh of the grid wires may be seen here.
One of the first of the large power tubes, a 1Vstern Electric type, is shown

in Fig. 3. Here the plate and the top view are at the left with the filament
and grid placed at the right. This tube uses an oxide coated filament and
requires one ampere of current. The construction of one of the semi -power
tubes taking one-half ampere filament current is shown in Fig. 4. This tube
has the widely spaced grid wires characteristic of its class. A later type of

p
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3.-Design of an Early Type of Power Tube.
half -ampere power tube is shown in Fig.
halves of the filament are in parallel.

5

It will be seen that the Ia"

In Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 the grid wires have been drawn twice as far apart as in
the tube itself so that the construction might be made clear. The grid %circa of
Fig. 5 are drawn as actually spaced.

Filament wire is generally .0015 diameter and the filaments are.
from 1.15 to 4.0 inches in total length. Plates run from 1.3 to 1:S
square inches inside area. Grid wires arc of number 34, 35 and .$6
gauge, from .0063 to .005 inch diameter. Amplifiers and detectors

using one -quarter ampere of filament current have from twenty 11

TUBE, DESIGN OF

twenty-eight turns of grid wire per inch. Power tubes have from
eight to eighteen turns per inch in their grids. From ten to thirty
turns are used to make a complete grid.
The tube filaments arc made from tungsten and platinum wire,

rrr

11

gn of a
Fu:.
Semi -Power Tube.

Half -

Fro. 5 -Design of a
Ampere Power Tubc.

Tube,

generally specially alloyed and treated as described under
Materials for. Nickel enters largely into the construction
of both the plate and the grid in many tubes, tungsten and molybdenum also being used for these parts.

TUBE, DETECTOR TYPES OP

TUBE, DETECTOR TYPES OF.-The operating principle

of a vacuum tube used as a detector is explained under Deterior,
with Grid Condenser and Lrak; also under Detector, with Grid
Bias. Three kinds of tubes are used as detectors. First, the ordinary voltage amplifying tube, which is a hard tube, may be used as
a detector. Second, the old style soft tube using one ampere of
filament current may be used. Third, the newer gas content tube
containing an alkali vapor acts as a very efficient detector. The
characteristics of each type are given in the following paragraphs;
Gas Content Detector Tube.-The 200-A and 300-A types of
detector tubes contain an alkali vapor within the bulb. The vapor
starts to form as soon as the filament is lighted and the formation
continues for the first minute or two of operation. At the end of
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Fro. 1.-Negative Grid Return for Gas Content and Soft Detector Tubes -

about three minutes the vapor formation is complete and the tube
operates normally. During the formation of the vapor the tube produces a soft hissing sound from the receiver.
These tubes require 3.0 volts across the filament and draw one quarter ampere filament current. The grid condenser should be of
.00025 microfarad capacity and the leak may be from two to three
megohms resistance. Forty-five volts should be used on the plate
circuit of this tube.
With these gas content tubes the grid return should be negative as in Fig- 1,
whereas with the hard tube used a:, a detector the grid return should be positive.
If the gas content tube is simply substituted for a hard tube detector having a
positive return without changing the grid return to negative, much of the ettreme sensitivity of the new tube on weak signals will be lost.

With 45 plate volts and negative grid return these tubes have
plate impedances between 24,000 and 38,000 ohms, amplification
factors of 20 to 35 and take about 1.0 milliampere plate current.

Hard Tubes as Detectors.-The same type of hard tubes used

regularly as amplifiers may be used as a very satisfactory detector.
In fact, this is the type of tube most generally used for detection.
It will operate either with a grid condenser and leak for grid current
rectification or without them for plate current rectification.
Operated as a detector the hard tube should have from twenty to
forty-five volts on the plate, values around forty to forty-five volts

TUBE, DISTORTION IN
being most commonly employed when using a grid condenser and
grid leak. The best average value of grid condenser is .00025 microfarad capacity. Grid leaks of from one to five or more megohms
resistance are used, the higher resistances giving greater sensitivity
on very weak signals and the lower resistances giving better tone

quality and greater stability against oscillation. A variable grid
leak is of value with a hard tube for detector.
The grid return for a hard tube detector should he to the positive filament
terminal of the tube as in Fig. 2. A negative grid return reduces the sensitivity
of the hard tube detector on very weak signals. This is just oppry-ite to grid
return practice with soft tut or with gas content tubes of any type when used
as detectors. All dry cell tubes are hard tubes and when using them for detectors the foregoing instructions should be followed.

Soft Tube Detector.-Soft tubes containing a small quantity

of gas are used in somt cases for detector work. In the earlier days
of radio, all detector tubes were of the soft typ because they made
much more sensitive detectors than the hard tubes then available
and radio frequency amplification was not used. The soft or gassy
detector tube of the older type uses one ampere of filament current
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2.-Positive Grid Return for Hard Tube a- Detector.

and its sensitivity comes to an early end, especially if the operator
persists in burning the filament at full brilliancy. The soft detector
is adjusted to its most sensitive point of operation by gradually increasing the filament temperature. Increasing filament temperature
finally causes a soft hissing sound to be heard and at the exact point
where this hiss becomes just audible is the best point for detection.
When using one of the soft tubes as a detector a negative grid bias of about
one and one-half volts is usually best. From sixteen to twenty-five volts should
be used on the plate, the best value being determined by trial. The grid return
with a soft tube is always negative. The Grid leak is of lower resistance than
when using a hard tube, -the best value for the soft tube being in the neighborhood of one-half megohm. A soft tube, which is made especially for detector
work, cannot he used as an amplifier.

TUBE, DISTORTION IN.-See

Distortion.

TUBE, DOUBLE-GRID.-See Tube, Screen Grid Type.

TUBE, DRY CELL TYPE.-See Tube, Filament Current
Supply for.

TUBE, FILAMENT ACTION IN.-See Tube, action of.

TUBE, FILAMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF.-See

Tube, Characteristics of.

TUBE, FILAMENT CURRENT SUPPLY FOR

TUBE, FILAMENT CURRENT SUPPLY FOR. ---The
supply of current for heating the filaments in vacuum tubes may he
secured from dry cell batteries, from storage batteries, from alternating current power and light lines or from filament current supply.
1111iLS operated from alternating current lines by rectifying and filter-

ing the current before it passes to the tube.
This gives rise to a classification of tubes into dry cell types and
storage battery types. Any tube which will operate from either
of the forms of alternating current supply will also operate from a
storage battery which delivers the required voltage.
The smallest dry cell tubes are those whose filaments operate at
three volts and draw a current of 0.06 ampere. The operating characteristics of these tubes and of all other types are shown under
Tube, Amplifying Types of.

Dry cell tubes are built to operate with 1.1 volts on the filament and draw one -quarter ampere filament current. For informa-

tion on dry cells and their connections for these small tubes see
Battery, Dry Cell Type.
A power tube for operation from dry cells requires three volts
across its filament and draws a current of one -eighth ampere. Because of its low plate resistance this tube gives considerable power
in watts and is used in the last stage of audio amplifiers.
There are several types of tubes designed for operation from storage batteries The smallest of these are the voltage amplifiers requiring five volts across their filaments and drawing one -quarter
ampere current. Power tubes and semi -power tubes are built for
five volts on the filament with which they draw one-half ampere
and also for six volts on the filament with which the same one-half
ampere is drawn. Both of these types are represented in the table
under Tube, Amplifying Types of.
Tuhcs drawing more than one-half ampere for their filaments arc rather
difficult to operate satisfactorily from storage batteries because the large current
drain discharges the battery quickly. Tubes taking one ampere or one and
one -quarter amperes for their filaments arc usually operated directly from the
power and light lines as described under Power Unit, Filament Current Types o'.

Since the larger power tubes require more than six volts on the filament for
their operation with high plate voltages it would be necessary to use a four -cell
storage battery in place of the more common three -cell, six -volt battery.
For information on storage batteries see Battery, Storage Type.

TUBE, FILAMENT EMISSION OF.-The filament of a

tube is enclosed in a vacuum and when metal body in a vacuum is
heated above a certain point it throws off electrons which are negative charges of electricity. These negative charges of electricity are
attracted to the plate because the plate is positively charged. However, all the electrons emitted are not necessarily attracted so

strongly that they reach the plate, the reasons for this being explained under Tube, Action of. All of the electrons that do not
reach the plate immediately go back to the filament because the subtraction of their negative charge from the filament leaves the al-

TUBE, FILAMENT MATERIALS FOR
ment more positive so that it is in a condition to attract the electrons.
The electrons arc evaporated from the hot surface of the filament in much
the same way that steam is evaporated from the hot surface of water. But
electron mission no metal leaves the filament and it never grows smaller
because of electron emission. The only thing that leaves the filament is a great
number of unit negative charges of electricity.
The amount of electron emission that is available for forming the electron
flow in the plate circuit depends on the quantity of electrons leaving the filament and on the speed or velocity with which they are emitted. The emission
is increased by a greater degree of vacuum in the tube, by greater heat of the
filament wire, by increase of filament area and by the use of filament materials

which readily allow the emission of electron from their surfaces.
If the filament conditions arc such that more electrons are emitted than are
attracted to the plate the number that actually reach the plate is determined
by the plate voltage and by the action of the grid in affecting the space charge.
The electrons that reach the plate form the plate current of the tube. Sec also
Tube, Characteristics of. For methods of measuring emission see Tube, Restoration of.

TUBE, FILAMENT MATERIALS FOR.-The filament

wire for vacuum tubes is an item upon which depends a great deal
in the operation of the tube and upon which consequently depends
in large measure the satisfaction given by the tube. Filament wire

requires the greatest care in its preparation so that the

finished

material meets the exacting requirements of performance and of uniformity. The manufacture of this material is a highly technical
process and it is impossible to give more than a general view of the
characteristics of the generally used materials here.
Filaments are made from three classes of wire. One is a pure
tungsten wire, another is a tungsten wire treated with thorium and
the third is a platinum -iridium wire coated with certain oxides.
Tungsten filaments are seldom employed in present day tubes because of the greater power they require in the filament circuit when
compared with the other types. Tungsten filaments must be oper-

ated at brilliant white heat in order to give the necessary emission
and plate current. This material was used in many of the older
amplifier tubes and in the soft detector tubes requiring one ampere
of filament current.

For the same amount of power in watts used in the filament circuit, when
the tungsten filament has an emission represented by 42 the thorium nlament's
emission will be represented by 57 and the emission on the oxide coated filament

by Ka

The oxide coated filament is built up from a central core

platinum -iridium alloy by applying successive coatings of a material
the
made from oxides of barium calcium and strontium and baking
give off
These
oxide
coatings
filament following each application.
orange

very great quantities of electrons when heated to only an
or
or dull red color. They must never be heated above this point
This
destroyed.
the usefulness of the filament will be permanently
type of filament is sometimes called a Wehnelt filament.

Thorium filaments or thoriated filaments are made by alloying
Thorium is a rare metal which itself is

thorium with tungsten.

TUBE, FORMS OF
capable of emitting radioactive rays of extremely high frequency.
Thorium oxide is used in the coatings of incandescent gas mantles.
The thorium which is mixed through the tungsten in filament manufacture gradually works out to the surface where it forms a layer
of thorium atoms. With a given filament temperature the electron
emission from such a layer is thousands of times greater than the
emission from tungsten at the same temperature.
When the thoriated filament is first heated the atoms of thorium work out
to the surface and form a layer. The thorium evaporates from the hot surface
during the operation of the tube, but it is continually replaced by more of the
atoms coming from the interior of the filament wire.
When the filament is operated at its rated voltage and not at higher voltages
the thorium comes out to the surface just fast enough to replace the evaporation or loss. It the filament is operated at lower temperatures there may he a
deficiency of thorium and the emission of electrons from the filament is limited,
Almost us much energy is used in heating the filament, but the efficiency is low
because of a Lick of thorium.
When operating the filament at high temperatures, with excessive voltage, the
layer of thorium atoms is evaporated from the filament surface much faster
than a fresh supply is brougnt to the surface. When the filament is first overheated there is a great increase of electron emission and of plate current. But
the thorium layer rapidly disappears and the emission drops so low that ti,,
tube fails almost completely. The activity of the filament may sometimes be
restored as described under Tube, Restorative of. In addition to the to of
thorium from the overheated filament the high temperature causes a chance in
the structure of the tungsten. The filament becomes crystallized and very
brittle so that a jar or shock that would not harm a tube in good condition will
break the crystallized wire very quickly.

Po:. 1.-Standard Quarter -Ampere
Amplifier Tube.

Yfc.

Half -Ampere

Power Tube.

TUBE, FORMS OF.-In general the form or external appearance of a tube has little to do with its performance other than Indicating roughly the power output, the greater the power, the larger
the dimensions of the tube. Exact dimensions of several types

tubes are shown under Tube., Bases for. The appearance of a

number of amplifying tubes, from the smallest to the largest in sae,
is shown in the illustrations.

TUBE, FORMS OF
The standard style of quarter -ampere amplifying tube is shown
in Fig. 1, this being the familiar "201-A" which is generally employed with storage battery or power supply for filament current
as a radio frequency amplifier, detector or audio frequency voltage
amplifier. Depending on the plate voltage applied, this tube will
deliver a power output up to 0.055 watt.
A half -ampere power tube is shown in Fig. 2. This type is designed for plate voltages up to 180 with corresponding negative
grid biases up to 40.5 volts. Depending on the plate voltage used,
this type will deliver power output as great as 0.803 watt, the characteristics being shown in full in the table under Tube, Amplifying
Types of. It is the largest tube for operation with storage Iyattery
supply of filament current under usual circuit coneitras, requiring

but five volts for the filament circuit in ordej to obtain normal
emission and plate currents up to twenty miiramperes.

FIG, 3.-Amplifier Tube
with Cylindrical Bulb.

4.-Largc Type of Power
Amplifier Tubr.

Fig. 3 shows an amplifier having the same general characteristics
style is also
as the tube in Fig. 1 for vortage amplification. This
supply
and demade as a semi -power tube using six -volt filament
livering as high as eight milliamperes plate current.
1 he power tube of Fig. 4 draws better than one ampere filament
curcurrent, uses plate voltages in excess of 400 and allows plate This
voltage.
rents as high as twenty-two milliamperes at the highwhich
is due to
results in a maximum power output of 1.822 watts

the greater filament current and plate voltage. When a tube of

TUBE, FORMS OF
this type is used with but six volts on the filament in place of the
normal seven and one-half volts, and with but ninety to one hundred thirty-five volts on the plate, the power output is but little more
than from a voltage amplifying tube and is only a fraction of the
power delivered from the tube of Fig. 2 when it is furnished with
one hundred thirty-five volts in the plate circuit. Unless power
tubes of the larger sizes can be used with the filament and plate
voltages required for their normal operation, better results will be
had from smaller types of tube.

FIG. S.-Quarter-Ampere Tube
Using 1.1 Volts un 'Filament.

Fit;. G.-Three-Volt Tube
with Large 13115C.

A tube taking the same filament current, one -quarter ampere, as

taken by the storage battery tubes, but taking this current at a
pressure of only 1.1 volts is shown in Fig. 5. The power output

of this tube is very small, being only 0.007 watt with ninety volts
applied to the plate and with slightly less than three milliamperes
of plate current. The tube shown in Fig. 6 operates with three
volts in its filament circuit. This type fits into the large standard
base so that dry cells may be used for filament supply without employing socket adapters to accommodate the base.
The generally used three -volt amplifier tube for operation with
dry cells for filament supply is illustrated in Fig. 7. This tube may
have either the short base prongs shown or may be fitted with the
long prongs. The short prongs are used on the "V" types and the
lung ones on the "X" types. The characteristics of the tube in Fie.
6 are the same as those of the tube in Fig. 7.
These three -volt dry cell tubes are used either as voltage amplifiers or as detectors. As an amplifier with ninety volts applied to
the plate circuit they deliver slightly less than 0.007 watt of power
output with a plate current of 2.5 milliamperes.
The tube shown in Fig. 8 is a real power tube in spite of the fact
that it operates with dry cells for filament supply, drawing ott!.:
eighth ampere filament current at three volts pressure. With LI?
volts on the plate and with a negative grid bias of 22.5 volts, this

TUBE, FOUR -ELEMENT TYPE
dry cell power tube will deliver 0.104 watt into the output circuit.
This is about double the power obtainable from the voltage amplifier tube of Fig. 1. With the 22.5 volt grid bias this tube handles
'.8 milliamperes of plate current with 90 volts on the plate, 4.6
milliamperes with 112 plate volts and 6.5 milliamperes with 135

FIG. S.-Dry Cell Power

Fut. 7.-1'hree-Volt Dry

Tube.

Cell Amplifier Tube.

volts on the plate circuit.

This tube Is used only in the output

position, following three -volt voltage amplifiers such as shown in
Fig. 7. It is then well able to handle the power required by loud
speakers of the larger cone types.
there
TUBE, FOUR -ELEMENT TYPE.-A tube in which
place of
but
two
separate
grids
in
are the usual filament and plate
the usual grid is called a four -element tube. The four -element tube

Outer Grid

Plate

Inner

Fi lament
Four -Element Tube with 'N. Grid,.

radio circuits but

is adaptable to many special methods of handling
it is not in general use.
extra grid may be
This type of tube is shown in the diagram. The filament may be
employed in various ways. The grid nearer the
it neutralizes
given a positive voltage or positive charge so that

TUBE, FREE GRID VOLTAGE IN
the space charge, allowing greater emission of electrons from the

filament so that they may be more easily attracted to the plate.
The grid nearer the plate is then used for control of plate current
in the ordinary manner. See Tube, Screen Grid Type.
With this tube the grid nearer the filament may be used as the regular

control for plate current while the one nearer the plate is used as an additional
plate through which is supplied current used for regeneration by coupling thii
second grid (auxiliary plate) hack to the input circuit of the tube.

The four -element tube has been used as a modulator tube with one grid
operated by the variations in audio frequency or low frequency current while
the other grid is operated by the changes in radio frequency or high frequency
currents.

TUBE, FREE GRID VOLTAGE IN.-See Tube, Characteristics o!:

fa k , Grid.

TUBE, GA9u-SQNTENT TYPE.-See Tube, Detector Type.

TUBE, GRID NekCTION OF.-See Tube, Action of;

also

Tube, Cha-acteristics of.

TUBE, GRID BIAS IN.-See Bias, Grid,.
TUBE, GRID CHARACTERISTICS OF.-See Tube, Char-

acteristics of.

TUBE, GRID CURRENT IN.-Sec Tube, Action of; also
Tube, Characteristics of.

TUBE, GRID -PLATE CAPACITY OF.-See Tube, Capac-

ities, Internal.

TUBE, GRID RESISTANCE OF.-See Tube, Characteristics of; also Tube, Input Resistance and Impedance of.

TUBE, GRID VOLTAGE EFFECT IN.-See Tube, :fella);

of; also Tube, Characteristics of.

TUBE, HARD.-A ,hard tube is one in which there is a very

high degree of vacuum, in which remains only the least trace of air
and other gases. Hard tudes are reliable and uniform in their characteristics, making excellent amplifiers. The output from a hard
tube is formed only by the electron flow and not by a flow of current such as may take place through ionized gas in a tube not so
completely evacuated.

TUBE, HIGH MU TYPE.-See Tube,

t

Grid

linpea'anc
or

Amplifying Types of ; also Tube, Amplification of.

TUBE, INPUT RESISTANCE AND

IMPEDANCE OF.-The input

resist-

ance of a tube is the resistance of the path
between its grid and filament. The resistResistance
ance is practically infinite to flow of direct
current as long as the grid voltage remains
input Resis ance or
negative. With the grid voltage positive
Impedance.
the input resistance is variable and current
may flow in the grid circuit. See Tube, Characteristics of.

Due to the capacity between grid and filament in the tube the impedance "'f
the input circuit or grid circuit of the tube is not infinite. The impedance of

TUBE, INTERNAL CAPACITIES OF
filament capacity is in parallel with the tuned grid circuit of radio
the grid to
tubes. This impedance may have a quite serious effect at
frequency amplifying
in broadening the tuning of the grid circuit since it acts as an
high frequencies impedance across any coil and condenser in this circuit. Sec
equivalent shunt
Tube, Capacities, Internal.

TUBE, INTERNAL CAPACITIES OF.-See Tube, Ca-

also

pacities, Internal.
IN.-If plate voltages considerably
TUBE, IONIZATION
values
are
applied
to some tubes it becomes possible
above normal
the tube in addition to the usual
blue
glow
or
haze
inside
to see a
This
means
that ionization is taking place
filament.
light from the and that slight amounts
of gas have been made

inside the tube

partial conductors for electric current.
separation
'The breaking down 'of a gas by ionization meane
In this condition it is
electrons
from
positive
ions.
of negative
possible for electric currents to flow through the gas independently
hot filament and the
of the true electron emission effect between themedium
in place of a
charged plate. There is then a conducting
inside
the
tube.
practically perfect insulator
greatly

a tube's sensitivity may be
With the first appearance of ionization
current contains
The soft detector tube using one ampere filament
As the filament temenough gas so that ionization takes place quite easily. will finally be reached
perature of such a tube is gradually increased a point
increases many times over. With this particular
at which the tube's sensitivity
for prover action; therefore this action
tube partial ionization is depended upon
accompanied
take:, place within the normal range of filament voltage and isorot
by any excessive amount of the blue glow.
is harmful.
Ioniz.aton in amplifier tubes or in hard tubes used as detectors
being and if allowed to
It will usually stop the action of the tube for the time
In a tube having an impercontinue will probably ruin the tube permanently.
filament temperatures..
fect vacuum, ionization may be started by using too high
ionization is seldom caused by excessive filament
With a normally high vacuum
high plate voltages, plate voltages much
increased.

temperature but is caused by using very
higher than the tube is designed to use.
in the plate above its normal
High plate voltages cause heating of the metalgases
from itself. and atoms of
operating point. The hot plate may emit some
these gases are broken up in ionization.
See also Electrons.
tube prop-

TUBE, LIFE OF.-An amplifying tube or detector 2000 hours
for at least 1500 to

erly used should give good service
of three hours a day
of operation. With a receiver used an average
On the
this would mean a normal tube life of about two years.well above
temperature
tither hand a tube may be used with filamenthundred
hours of satisnormal at all times and give less than one
factory service.

tube since no changes
The life of the filament is the life of the
The metal of the filament
take place in the grid or plate elements. heating
and the filament
gradually wastes away from continued
This
lessens
the area of filawire becomes thinner and thinner.
unless the
ment surface and there is a smaller electron emission
difference.
temperature is increased to make up the
through the

and if the current
The smaller filament has a higher resistance
the applied voltage.
filament is to remain constant it is necessary to increase

TUBE, MANUFACTURE OF
Carrying the same amount of current through the smaller filament causes the
filament temperature to he higher than before and this causes still more rapid
volatilization of the filament metal Thus the process of wasting away has 3
cumulative effect if the emission is kept up to normal and the tube deteriorate,
quite rapidly toward the end of its normal life.
The larger the filament, the longer and thicker it is made in the beginninz
the greater will be its length of life. If care is taken to operate filaments ai
the lowest voltage and temperature that will give satisfactory reception good
tubes may be operated for two years with excellent results. But if the filament
temperature is carried high in an effort to get extreme volume and sensitivity
the tube life will be only a fraction of what it should be. See also Tube,
men: Materials for.

TUBE, MANUFACTURE OF.-The various types of

fila-

ments used in vacuum tubes are described under Tube, Filament
Mat,,:.-ls tar The filament, the plate and the grid are assembled
together and supported with wires passing down through that part
of the glass dined the press as shown under Tube, :lotion aj. The

press is made at the top of a short piece of glass tubing whose lower
end is sealed onto the lower end of the bulb, both parts being supported from the base.
The wires passing through the press are made from a copper
coated alloy of nickel and iron which expands and contracts when

heated at the same rate as the glass so that it is possible to make
a joint that will not tend to open with temperature changes. This
joint remains vacuum tight. In addition to the two filament leads
and the leads for the plate and grid which connect with the bottom
prongs, there are several anchor wires acting solely as supports fix
the plate, grid and filament. These anchor wires pass down into
the press but are not carried through to the base.
Anchor wires pass up on both sides of the plate, and the grid is
wound around two or more anchor wires in the larger tubes. The
filament is supported by its two ends at the bottom and from a small

loop at the top, this loop being carried by the upper end of the

center anchor wire. In many of the newer types of tubes still
greater rigidity of construction is obtained by carrying the anchor
wires above the plate and grid and fastening them to a short insulat
ing rod at the top. This rod links all the supports together and
makes the filament, plate and grid structure very strong and well
able to resist the effects of vibration which produce microphomc
effects in other tubes.
All of the joints between the anchor wires and the plate, grid
and filament are welded. Each turn of the grid is welded to
supporting wires to maintain the grid wires in their proper relam:e
positions. The complete assembly so far described is placed within
the glass bulb after which the edges of the stem and the bulb art'
joined. The tube is then ready to be pumped out or exhausted.
When most of the air and gases from within the bulb have been
drawn out by the vacuum pumps the tube is heated while still on
the vacuum so that all moisture is evaporated and drawn otit
Gases still remain in the metal of the filament, plate and l49d
These must be gotten rid of before the tube is used for otherwi,L

TUBE. MU OF
they would escape into the vacuum and make the tube soft later on,
thus changing its operating characteristics.

The filament is heatedto a very high temperature by passing a
current through it: This drives the gases out of the filament and
they are drawn off by the vacuum pumps. But there is only one
terminal connection each for the plate and for the grid, therefore
current cannot be pac-sed through these elements. They are heated
by placing the tube within the field of a coil carrying high frequency
currents and the eddy currents generated in the metal of the plate
and grid heat these two parts to just below their melting points.
This drives out the gases which are drawn out by the pumps. All
gas and moisture in the glass of the bulb and stem are driven out
by the oven heating.
With all the precaittions described there
are still traces of gas within the bulb, and
the last step is to get rid of these traces. In
a small extension titt)e attached to the bulb

during its evacuation is a small bit of the
This magnesium is now
heated with a high frequency boil until it

metal magnesium.

vaporizes with a flash. Tho vaporized mag-

nesium enters the bulb and combines with
the last traces of any gases present so that
the inside of the bulb finally contains a very
complete vacuum. The flashing of the mag-

nesium causes this metal to be deposited
all around the inside surface of ,the bulb and
gives the characteristic mirror-like appearance.

The bulb is now sealed, is then assembled
in the base, and the filament, plate and grid
leads are soldered into the base prongs so
that the tube is ready for use.
TUBE, MU . OF.-The Greek letter
"mu" is a symbol for amplificat.ion factor.
See Tube, Amplificalion of.

--Multiple
Element Tube.

FLG.

1

TUBE. MULTIPLE ELEMENT.-Vacuum tubes are made
with three complete sets of filaments, plates and grids enclosed
within the one bulb. One type is illustrated in Fig. 1. The base
into a standard socket and has the four regular prongs lin its
bottom. Around the upper part of the base is a flange carrying
four additional terminals, two of these connecting to the two extra
grids and the other two connecting to the two extra plates. The
three complete sets of elements may be seen side by side in the
bulb.

The internal connections of such a tube are shown in Fig. 2,
which shows the four prongs inside the inner circle and the four
shown as
added terminals around the outside. The elements are

TUBE, MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE OF

they are connected to the prongs and extra terminals. The three
filaments are in series with one another.
This type of tube may be used in any circuit or any part of a
circuit which would require three ordinary tubes. Any combination
of radio frequency, detector and audio frequency stages may be

2.-Internal Connections of Multiple Element Tube.

used such as two radio frequency amplification stages and a detector, a detector and two audio frequency stages and so on. The
same voltage may be applied to all three plates or they may all use
different voltages as desired. Wiring connections are made to this
tube just as though it were three entirely separate units.

TUBE, MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE OF.-In a tube used

as an amplifier it is desirable to have a high amplification factor
and a low plate resistance. The high amplification factor allows a
large voltage gain while the low plate resistance allows a large
power output. These two measures of a tube's action may be combined into a third which is called mutual conductance. Since
mutual conductance takes into account both the amplification factor
and the plate resistance of the tube, it forms an excellent guide to
the all-around ability of a tube as an amplifier.

The mutual conductance of a tude may be found by dk'iding the amplification factor by the plate resistance in ohms thus:
Amplification Factor
.11 ut ual Conductance

Plate Resistance

by
From this formula it may be seen that tho mutual conductance is increased
of Plate
factor
but
is
decreased
by
an
increase
an increase of amplification
as Large a'
resistance. It is always desired to have the mutual conductance
amplification, but :4-4)
possible. Consequently a tube having a large factor of
mutual conductance since

having a high plate resistance will show no gain in
the one offsets the other.

The
The foregoing formula for mutual conductance gives the result in mhos. mbo.
mutual conductance is usually expressed in micromhos or in milliontls of a
Taking a tube with an amplification factor of 1).4 and with a plate res14211`*
of 8000 ohms, the mutual conductance as given by the equation would bemutull
mho, 8/10000 of a mho, or 800 micromhos. Receiving tubes may have
conductances, measured in micromhos, of from 500 to 2000.

TUBE, MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE OF
The mutual conductance of a tube indicates the control over the
that is given by changes of grid voltage. It indicates
plate current
the curvature and the slope of the grid voltage -plate current curve
of the tube. The steeper the slope of this curve the greater is the
effect of grid voltage change on plate current and the greater is
the mutual conductance.

the grid voltage -plate
The mutual conductance may be found also from
Part of such a curve is shown. This is the part of the curve
current curve.
zero voltage, it is the part of the curve to the left
when the grid is kept
Ordinarily only a straight part of a curve is used in measuring
of the zero line.

Crier' Voltage

-20

.008

vB
.00.2

.006

.00)
csi

volts
.7

4-

VOleS

Nleasurement of Mutual Conductance from Grid -Voltage,

Plate -Current Curve,

the degree of slope
mutual conductance but to show the difference made byhaving
a bend.
measurements will be made at two points on this curve of grid voltage from
An examination of the curve will show that a change
the plate current
i.5 to - ISO, which is a 7.5 volt change, will decrease
three milliamperes or
from four milliamperes to one milliampere, a change of
.DD3 ampere.

required change in

Dividing the change in plate current in amperes by the The formula is:
grid voltage will give the mutual conductance of the tube.
Change in Plate Current
Mutual Conductance Change in Grid Voltage

TUBE, OPERATION OF
Placing the above values taken from the curve in this formula, we dividt.
.003 ampere by 7.5 and obtain .0004 mho or 400 micromhos as the mutual
conductance.

That the steepness of the curve is indicated by the mutual conductance ma%

he proven by taking readings from .the curve at points higher up and on ;I
steeper part than the first ones considered. A change of 2.5 volts on the grid,
from - 2.5 volts to - 5.0 volts, causes a plate current decrease from eight mil:
limpet -es to six milliamperes, a change of .002 ampere. Dividing this plate
current change, .002, by the grid voltage change, 2.5, gives the mutual conduct-

ances as .0008 mhos or 800 micromhos compared with only 400 mitromhowhere the curve is less steep.

See also Tube, Testing of.

TUBE, OPERATION OF.-Sce Tube, 4etion of; also Tube,

Characteristics of.

TUBE, OSCILLATION IN.-See Oscillation; also Regcner.i.

lion, /S.:'.%,.."7,1,4 Principles of.

TUBE, OSCILLATOR TYPE.-Any amplifier tube may be

used as an oscillator, there being nu specipl construction required

when the tube is used as a generator of oscillating currents.
uses

of tubes as oscillation generators

see

Fur

Oscillator and also Re-

ceiver, Superheterodyne.

TUBE, OUTPUT RESISTANCE AND IMPEDANCE

OF.-Thc opposition to flow of current between the plate and fila.
ment in the tube is the plate resistance or plate impedance. This
opposition is caused chiefly by the space charge effect which opposes
the electron flow as explained under Tube, Action of.

The higher the voltage applied to the plate of a tube the greater
will be the positive charge placed upon the plate. This increased
positive charge overcomes to a greater extent the space charge effect
so that it becomes easier for the eleotron flow to pass between plate
and filament. Thus, increasing the plate voltage reduces the plate
resistance or the internal resistance of the tube.

Plate Resistance.-The direct current resistance of the plate
circuit in the tube is found by dividing the plate voltage by the
plate current. The alternating current plate resistance is found
from the following formula:

Plate Volts±(Amplification FactorXGrUl lairf
Plate Resistance

-

2XPlatc Current

The numerator in the second term of the foregoing formula is the
effective plate voltage which is found by adding to the voltage which
is applied to the plate itself the grid v)ltage multiplied by the amplification factor. Since the plate resistance is generally figured
with the grid at zero voltage the formula for plate resistance then
becomes:

Plate Volts

Plate Resistance -

2xPlate Current

TUBE, OUTPUT RESISTANCE AND IMPEDANCE

Plate Impedance.-A curve showing the relation between plate

current and plate voltage will show the effect that a certain change
in plate volta ge will have in increasing or decreasing the plate cur rent, other things remaining the same. A curve is shown.
The plate impedance indicates the curvature and degree of slope
in the plate -current, plate -voltage curve. The plate impedance is
found by selecting a certain change of plate voltage on the curve
and noting the corresponding change in plate current. The following formula is then used:
90

40

Bo

60

/oo Mate Voltage

8
O

007
'1

6

.003

004
I.

.002

0

20-0-

1/0

60
volts

80

Nleasurement of Output Impedance from Plate -Voltage, Plate -Current Curve

Change in Plate Voltage

Plate Impedance

Change in Plate Current

Looking at the curve it will be seen that changing the plate voltage from 40
to GO increases the plate current from two to four milliamperes or from .00?
to .004 ampere. Dividing the change in voltage, 20 volts. by the change in
ainticrage, .002 ampere, gives the plate impedance at this point on the curve
:IS 10,000 ohms.
Again looking at the curve and changing the plate voltage from 60 to
It

is found to increase the plate current from four to seven milliamperes

TUBE, PARALLEL OPERATION OF
or from .004 to .007 ampere. Here we again have a voltage change of 20 but
have a current change of .003 ampere. Again dividing the voltage change In
the current change, the result is 6,666 ohms plate impedance. Thus it is win
that the plate impedance becomes less with increase of plate voltage, sm
Tube, Testing of.
The impedance under given conditions of plate voltage and plate current i.
greater than the resistance measured under the same conditions.
See also Impedance, Matching of.

TUBE, PARALLEL OPERATION OF.-Any two ampli-

fying tubes may be operated in parallel and their combined output
of plate current will be almost twice as great as the plate current
output from either of the tubes alone. The connections are shown
in the diagram. The two grids are connected together, the two

plaare_lkwise connected together, and these combined grid
terminal *connections and plate terminal connections are treated the
same as similar terminals for a single tube.

Tuhe added
t,7 parallel

OPZ:yincil

Output
Tube
Parallel Operation of Tub..
Two tubes used in this way must be of idential type so that their operatine
equivalent ot
characteristics will match. Parallel operation of tubes is not the volume
that 14
push-pull operation and does not deliver nearly the undistorted
no.
had from a push-pull amplifier. Ilowevn., the parallel scheme requires
IS of
It
of
any
kind.
special coupling transformers and no additional parts
value when a receiver must operate a powerful loud speaker without having a
power tube in the last socket. See Receiver, Audio Amplifier for,
in
The last audio amplifying stage in many receivers is fitted with two tube:
parallel so that the outfit may be operated with ordinary voltage amplifying
tubes throughout and still deliver considerable power in its output to a speal.ct
of vacuum tube

TUBE, PEANUT TYPE.-A very small size

which was developed during war time but was never sold to the
public. The peanut tube was designed for use in portable receivers
of small size.

TUBE, PHASE RELATIONS IN

TUBE, PHASE RELATIONS IN.-See Phase, Relations in
Tube.

TUBE, PLATE ACTION OF.-See Tubc, Action of,
TUBE, PLATE CAPACITY OF.-See Tubc, Capacities, In-

ternal of.

TUBE, PLATE CHARACTERISTICS OF.-See Tube,

Characteristics of.

TUBE, PLATE CURRENT IN.-See Tube, Action of; also

Tube, Characteristics of.

TUBE, PLATE RESISTANCE OF.-Sec Tube, Output Re-

sistance and Impedance of; also Tubc, Characteristics of.
TUBE, PLATE VOLTAGES FOR.-The voltage applied 1,o
the plate of a tube must be of a value suitable for the kiA! ref tube
and for the use to Which this tube is put. For example, soft
detector tubes operate well with plate voltages from 12 to 22, hard
detectors operate well with from 22 to 45 volts on their plates, radio

Measuring Applied Plate Voltage.

volts,
frequency amplifying tubes should have from 16 to 90 plate
to
usually
use
from
67
audio frequency voltage amplifying tubes
to
tubes
use
from
120
135plate volts and audio frequent), power
500 volts on their plates.
should
Any amplifying tube using more than 0 volts on its plate
The amount
distortion.
have a proper negative grid bias to prevent
the
of grid bias depends on the plate voltage being used and on
for
its
plate
may
require
type of tube. One tube liminA 135 volts
with the same
only nine volts negative grid bias while another tubebias
for proper
plate voltage may require three times as much grid
voltages
down
for
plate
operation. No general rules can be laid
specified by the
These
values
are
and corresponding grid voltages.
manufacturers of the tubes and are always given on the instruction
Tube,
sheets accompanying the tube when bought. The table under
voltages for
plate
and
grid
AmPlifYing Types of, gives the values of
Grid.
most of the generally used types of amplifiers. See also Bias,

TUBE, POWER AMPLIFICATION OF
In speaking of plate voltages it is really the voltage at the source of plate
current supply that is usually meant. It is this supply voltage that is given in
the table under Tube, Amplifying Types of. The voltage actually applied i
the tube's plate is not always as high as this voltage of the source. This i.
especially true in resistance coupled amplifiers where there is a great drop to
voltage through the coupling resistance or plate circuit resistance.
The applied plate voltage is measured between the plate terminal and ill,
negative filament terminal of the tube. This is the voltage of the source le -s
the drop through the coupling device.
The effective plate voltage is the voltage that actually determines the opera.
lion of the plate when in action. The effective plate voltage is the same as the
applied voltage only if the grid is at zero voltage. When there is a voltavc
applied to the grid the effective plate voltage is found as follows:
Efiewiv"Ptate roltage

.4pplied Plate +
Pottage

(

v
Factor

Grid

' Paw(

)

TUBE POWER'AMPLIFICATION OF.-See Tube, Amplification of.

TUBE, POWER OUTPUT OF.-See Tithe, Amplification of.
TUBE, POWER TYPES OF.-See Tube, Amplifying Types

of.

TUBE, PROTECTIVE TYPE.-A special protective tube is

made for preventing excess voltage in the circuits of receivers oper-

ated from power supply units. The base of this tube is of the
bayonet lock type and Has three terminals. The two ends of its
filament are connected to two contact points in the bottom of the
base while the center of the filament is connected to the metal shell
of the base. With only twenty milliamperes flowing through this
tube the voltage drop across the whole filament is five volts and the
drop across each half of the filament is two and one-half volts.
Should the current increase there is a great increase of resistance in
the filament until, with a current of ninety milliamperes, the drop

across the whole filament is ninety volts and across each half is
forty-five volts. This tends to retard the excess flow of current.
See also Fuses and Protective Devices.

TUBE, RADIO FREQ*JENCY TYPE.-See Tube,

fying Types of.

Ampli-

TUBE, RECTIFIER TYPES OF.-A rectifier tube is a

tube

used for changing an alternating current into a pulsating direct current. Gaseous rectifiers, described under Power Unit, making (IA'

of ionization in a gas between th6 electrodes are used in plate
and filament supply units. Thermionic rectifiers to be described
here use the electron flow between a hot cathode or filament and
a cold anode or plate, the effect being that of conductivity in one
direction only.

If a rectifier tube having the property of conducting in one !!irection only is connected in an alternating current circuit as in fig.
it will conduct practically no current at all during one half cycic
or one alternation but will conduct almost the full current on the
1

TUBE, RECTIFIER TYPES OF
other half cycle. Thus the one polarity is shut off while the other
is passed through the tube into any following circuit.
filament of a rectifier tube may be heated from a battery as
11()'IratrtietY
or it may be heated from part of the alternating
shown in Fig.
the
supply line. An ordinary three -element amplifier
current from
1

1-

FIG. I.-Action of Half -Wave Rectifying Tube

tube may be used as a rectifier if its plate and grid terminals are
joined to make the plate terminal of the rectifier.
The rectifier will operate most efficiently whein the fitment temperature is
high enough so that the voltage being applied to the plate sill cause all the
electrons from the filament to pate to the plate. Under this condition there
%%ill be the maximum possible flow of rectified current from the energy tefl in
heating the filament.

F.' id/77 eI7t

Plate

Filament
Trans o rfn e p
2.-Connections of Full -Wave Rectifying

Tube.

is called a

Fig. 1
The tube so far described and the one shown in only
half of the
half -wave rectifier because it rectifies or passes of the other half.
alternating current wave and prevents passage
the wave
Full -wave rectifier tubes are made to handle both halves of
pulsating
current.
J1) that there is a more steady flow of

TUBE. RECTIFIER TYPES OF
One type of full -wave rectifying tube has two filaments and a single plate
as shown in Fig. 2. The filaments are connected to opposite ends of a trans.
former so that one or the other is always positive while the remaining one j.4
negative. There is thus a steady flow of current from the plate to either one
filament or the other.

In a vacuum tube a space charge or electrostatic field is produced

around the heated filament by the electrons just as such a space
charge is produced in an amplifying tube. This space charge opposes further emission of electrons from the filament and with such
a tube it is possible to obtain the required output current with high
voltages applied to the plate.

Argon Gas Rectifiers. -Rectifier tubes for handling large currents, such as in battery charging, have an inert gas, argon, in the
bulb. The collisions between electrons and .gas molecules produce
positive ions which neutralize the negative space charge: A comparatively low voltage applied to the plate will then cause a large
current to flow.
%%lien the circuits of such a rectifier are closed, electrons arc emitted from
the hot filament. These eleetrons ionize the argon gas and an arc or conduct.
ing path is immediately formed pctween the filament and the plate. The ionization is visible its a blue glow and may be maintained by voltages of from not
to eight volts direct current. Once the ate starts it may be maintained without
supplying current to heat the filament, but \viten this is done the arc will become concentrated at one part of the filament so that this part is overheated
to a damaging extent.

Tests of 2 -ampere and 5 -ampere tubes at the Bureau of Standards were found to give the following performance.
PERFORMANCE OF RKCTIE11:11. TUBES

Primary

Charging
Amperes

Amperes

3.24
2.59
1.59

1.85
1.59
1.07

.21

.50

6.00

33

4.45
1.92
.02

2.7
1.4
.5

Charging
Watts
6.8
16.6

Primary
Watts
87
83

22.9
6.5

71

12.9
28.5
27.8

155
137

.54

43

88
40

Power

Efficiency

Factor
40%
45%
57%
74%

Battery
Voltage

7.8%
20.0%
32.2%
15.3%

2.1

6.4
14.4
30.8

38%

8.3%

2.15

44%
55%
70%

20.8%

6.40
14.50
26.90

31.6%
1.4%

Since current flows from the plate to the filament of these tube:,.
current in the external circuit must leave the rectifier tube by waY

of the filament and return to the tube by way of the plate. Considering the rectifier as a source of current the filament is then the
positive terminal of the source and the plate is its negative terminal.

For practical uses of rectifier tubes see Charger, Battery, Bull,
Type, also Power Unit.
Two -element tubes have sometimes been used as detectors in radio rccei%ct
circuits. The function of a detector is to change the received alternating voltage=

TUBE. REGULATOR TYPE
into direct voltages which will operate loud speakers or headphones The use
of a two element tube as a detector is shown in Fig. 3. This application is
practically the same as that for a crystal detector.

3.-Two Element Rectifier Used as Detector.

TUBE, REGULATOR TYPE.-See Tube, Voltage Regulator Type.

TUBE, RESTORATION OF.-Qverheating

the filaments of

tubes whose filament wire is of the thoriated type will cause the
rapid evaporation of the layer of thorium from the filament surface.
The emission of the tube will then be only a fraction of its proper
value and very little plate current can be had.
There is additional thorium distributed through the metal of the
filament and it is often possible to form a new surface layer from
this reserve supply so that the tube will operate almost as well as
when new. Fresh thorium may be brought to the surface by heating the filament, but during the heating it is necessary that the plate
voltage be cut off from the tube.

The overheating may have been caused by excessive filament voltage or by
a momentary and accidental application of plate voltage or B -battery voltage
it is quite
to the tube filaments. If the high voltage lasts for only an instant
possible that the filaments will not be burned out, yet it may be found that the
tube is almost dead so far an amplifying signals are concerned. Under such
conditions tube restoration is practicable. Restoration is also of value after
tubes have been in normal operation over long periods of time. But if the
thorium content of the filament has been nearly used up in normal operation the
improvement made by the restoration process will be only temporary.
Restoration by filament heating can be applied only to those tubes
whose filaments contain thorium. It cannot be applied to tubes
having plain tungsten filaments, nor to tubes having oxide coated

Plain tungsten filaments are those which light with great
brilliancy in normal operation. Plain tungsten filaments are found
in the older tubes which use one -ampere filament current, such as
those
those in the 200 and 201 series. Oxide coated filaments are
which operate at very low temperatures, at a dull red or dull orange
filaments.

TUBE, RESTORATION OF
heat. These include such tubes as the 11 and 12 types, the 112
semi -power tube and the 216-A power tube.

Thoriated filaments are found in most of the voltageamp1,ifilnog.
-A 301-A, 171,
and power amplifying tubes such as 201,
310, 199, 299, 120 and 220 types. Thoriated filaments are also
found in the 200-A and 300-A detector tubes. Any of these types
may be subjected to the process of restoration, usually with very
good results.

Restoration in the Receiver.-If the overheating has not been
very severe nor long continued it is often possible to restore the
affected tubes to normal operation without removing them from the
receiver.
The B-battcry or plate voltage supply should be entirely disconnected. The
tubes arc left in their sockets and the A -battery or filament supply voltagt is
applied with fuil force. The proper voltage for three -volt dry cell tubes is four
volts and for five -volt storage battery tubes it is seven volts. This voltage
should be applied for one hour. At the end of this time the filament voltage is
reduced to normal operating point and the B -battery or plate supply is re.
connected.

It would be impossible to apply seven volts to the filaments of tubes when
the receiver is operated from a six -volt storage battery and it would be impossible to apply four volts to dry cell tubes unless the receiver has more than two
dry cells in series for the filament supply. Tinder these conditions the work

may he done by turning the rheostats all the way on or by short circuiting
The heating may then be continued for two hours

filament control resistors.
or more.

Restoration with High Voltages.-When the process of res-

toration is applied outside of the receiver it consists of two separate
steps. The first step, called flashing, applies a high voltage to the
filament for a few seconds; the second step, which is called ageing,
applies a lower voltage for a greater length of time. The flashing
brings the thorium out from the filament wire and the ageing forms

it on the filament surface.
When a tube is being restored no connections are made to the
grid or to the plate. It is necessary to have available either alternating or direct current of variable voltage. The source of current
is connected to the filament terminals with an accurate voltmeter
across the terminals. A rheostat is required so that the voltage
applied to the filaments may be adjusted to the correct value. '1he
connections for a tube restorer using an alternating current toy transformer are shown in Fig. 1.
The transformer should have several voltage taps since it is necessary to have

voltages from four to twenty in handling the different kinds of tubes. Iwo
rheostats may be connected as shown for finer control of voltage than given
by the transformer taps. These rheostats should be of ten to twenty ohms resistance each. The voltmeter should read from zero to twenty volts and mug
be of the alternating current type for use with a transformer. Two or more
sockets may be attached to the lines so that tubes with different bases may be
handled. It is not necessary to provide switches for using the different sockets
because removal of a tube from any socket opens all its connections. If a.
pt
storage battery is used in place of the transformer the voltmeter must bealbd
the direct current type. The meter must be connected across the filaments
not between the rheostats and the battery or transformer.

TUBE, RESTORATION OF
This process may be applied to detector tubes, to amplifier tubes
and to rectifier tubes of any types having thoriated filaments. The
following table gives the voltages to be applied in both flashing
and ageing and also gives the length of time each voltage should be
used.

VOLTAGE AND TIME FOR RESTORATION OF TWIES

Type of Tube

Normal Filament
Operation

Flashing
Time

dmpelei

tiro. I: tif

Ageing

Time

/'at! I Minute!

-_
199, 299, 1)V-3, etc.
120, 220, etc.
201-A. 301-A, DV -2, DV -5
171. 371, etc.
210, 310, etc.
200-A, 300-A (detector)
213, 313, etc. (rectifier)
216-B, 316-B (rectifier)

3.0
3.0
5.0
5.0
7.5
5.0
5.0
7.5

.06
.125
.25
.50
1.25

12
12

.25

18

2.0
1.25

1K

18

10 to 20
10 to 20
20 to 30
10 to 20

--

4
4

7
7

le

10 to 20

7
10

15 to (Al

15 to 60
10 to 60
10 to 60
2 to 15
10 to 60
10'to (A)

10 to 60

Fic. 1.-Tube Restorer with Trani -former.

This process will restore tubes which still have considerable useful life remaining in their filaments. If the tubes are old and really
worn out and if their filaments have grown thin with age and long

TUBE, RESTORATION OF
use the flashing will often burn them out completely. This indicates

little more than the fact that the tube had lived its useful life and
was in line for replacement.

Faster work may be done by increasing the voltage for ageing and redurin2
the time. This will give a temporary improvement but the betterment will In
short-lived and there is much greater danger of completely burning out whatever thorium remained in the filament wire.

Testing Emission.-Before a tube is put through the restora-

tion process its filament emission should be tested and this test should

again be made after the process is completed so that the condition
of the filament may be known with some degree of certainty.
The emission test is made with apparatus shown in Fig. 2. The
tube is inserted in a socket whose filament terminals are connected
through a rheostat to a battery. A direct current voltmeter reading

2.-Filament Emission Tester Used in Tube Restoration.

slightly higher than the normal filament voltages is connected across
the socket filament terminals. The plate and grid terminals are
joined together and connected to one side of a milliammeter reading
slightly higher than the maximum plate current output of any tube

to be handled. The other side of the milliammeter is connected
through a switch to the B -battery terminal.

A storage battery giving normal filament voltage for the tube being handled
is connected to the terminaLs on the tester and a B -battery giving voltagc,
specified in the following table is connected to its proper terminals. No other
voltages than those named should be employed in the emission test.
The milliammeter switch is left open, the tube is placed in the socket and
the filament voltage adjusted to the specified value. The switch is then cloned
just long enough to get a reading on the milliammeter and is immediately
opened again. When the switch is closed there will be a change in the filament
current but this may he disregarded.

If the emission as shown by the militant-

TUBE, SCREEN GRID TYPE
meter is equal to or above the amounts specified in the following table the tube
i,-, in good condition .and does not require restoration.
After the restoration
process has been applied this emission test should be used to check the success
of the work. If the emission does not come up to standard after restoration,
the ageing voltage for restoration should be again applied and continued for
an hour or more.

Care should be used not to continue the emission te:-t any longer than ab-

solutely necessary to obtain. a reading on the milliammeter. Keeping the switch

closed will cause the emission to drop and this indicates that the tube is suffering harm. Before applying the emission test it will be advisable to test the
tube for short circuits between the elements; filament, grid and plate. A short
will burn out the filament instantly.
The following table shows the correct voltages to be applied in the emission
test and shows the minimum current which should be shown on the milliarnmeter if the tube is in good condition:
YILAMENT EMISSION OF TIMES

Type of Tube

199, 299, DV -3, ctc.
120, 220, etc.
201-A, 301-A, DV -2, DV -5

171, 371, etc.
210, 310, etc.
200-A, 300-A (detector)
213, 313, etc. (rectifier)
216-B, 316-B, etc.

Voltage Across

Filament

3.3
3.3

5.0
5.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
6.0

Voltage Minimum SatisEmission
nn Grid and Plate factory
-Milliamperes
SO

50
50
50
100

50
100

SO

12

100
123

15
25

50*
103

per anode.

TUBE, SCREEN GRID TYPE.-A vacuum tube having the

usual filament, grid and plate and in addition having a second grid
structure almost completely enclosing the plate. Since there are
four elements in this tube it is sometimes called a tetrode in conformity with the usage of calling a two -element tube a diode and
a three -element tube a triode.
The internal Construction of one such tube is shown in Fig. 1.
1 he filament here consists of a single strand placed vertically and
supported at top and bottom. Around the filament is a coiled wire
grid called the inner grid. In appearance this inner grid is similar
to the corresponding part in a three -element tube. The plate is
cylindrical, of rather large diameter, and surrounds the inner grid
and filament. The outer grid, which is the fourth or added element.

consists of two close -wound coils of wire. One coil is placed insideis
the plate, between the plate and the inner grid. The other coil

outer grid
around the outside of the plate. The two coils of thisThe
plate is
of
metal.
are joined together at the top by a flat disc
thus screened, both inside and outside, by the outer grid.
like those
Fhe base of this tube has four prongs or pins exactly
connect
to the
on a three -element tube. The two larger prongs

TUBE, SCREEN GRID TYPE

The smaller prong occupying the same position as the
plate prong in the older types of "A" tubes connects to the plate in
this new tube. The remaining terminal on the base, which occupies
the same position as the grid terminal in the older tubes, connects
to the screen or outer grid. The inner grid, which surrounds the
filament, is connected to a metal cap on top of the glass bulb o:
filament.

Inner

Grid Contact
Outer

Screen

8cre,en.

Grid

Fig. 1.-Interna Construction
a Screen Grid Tube.

this tube. This cap serves as a terminal for the inner grid connection.

This tube is suited for use in two distinctly different ways, one
of which is a screen grid unit, having great voltage amplification
and very small internal grid to plate capacity. It is sometimes used

TUBE. SCREEN GRID TYPE
as a space charge grid tube having very low internal resistance, high
amplification factor and consequent high mutual conductance.
Either the screen grid or the space charge method may be employed
in amplification.
This tube may also be used in various other ways, some of which
are mentioned under the heading Tube, Four Element Type.

The

screen grid and the space charge methods are of greatest importance
in broadcast reception and will be explained here.

Space Charge Grid.-The amplification of an ordinary three electrode vacuum tube is limited by the space charge. This space
charge consists of a quantity of negative electrons or particles of
negative electricity which remain close to the hot filament and oppose passage of other electrons from filament to plate. The whole
subject of space charge action is explained under Tube Action of.
In a four -clement tube using the space charge method as at the left in
Fig. 2 the outer grid is used as a control grid, functioning in the same way

that the single grid functions in the three -element tube. The inner grid,
close to the filament, is then given a strong positive voltage which will
almost completely neutralize and do away with the space charge which
would otherwise exist around the filament.

Space Charge

Plate

Control
Cr(

Cr'

niter')

fdame t

6/746 r0

Control
Grid
(ouler)

Plate

Screen
(outer)

Grd

Fig. 2.-Tube Used With Space Charge Grid At Left and With
Screen Grid At Right.
The negative electrons which would form a space charge arc attracted
to the positively charged inner grid. arc thus carried out of the way and
path

free
to the filament circuit. This leaves a comparativelytheir
way to
for the electron stream attracted by the plate. The electrons on
plate and
the plate must pass through the outer grid which surrounds thethe
plate is
which is used as the control grid. This electron stream passing togrid and the
therefore controlled by changes of signal voltage on the control Reduction of
tube operates as an amplifier or detector in the usual way.
the negative space charge by the inner grid allows a flow of electrons to the
plate which is far in excess of anything possible in the three -clement tube.

returned

Screen Grid.-Theword "screen" as here used means the same
be
as the word shield. When used in this manner the tube may
called a shielded plate tube since one of the chief purposes of the
outer grid is to provide a shield around the plate. The words
"screen grid" mean that the extra grid acts as a screen around the
plate. The grid does the screening or shielding, while the plate is
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the part screened or shielded. Hence the two names for the

one

idea.

Used as a screen grid amplifying tube as at the right in Fig. 2.
the inner grid, connected to the top metal cap, is the control grid
and functions in the same manner as the grid in a three -element
tube. The outer grid, which surrounds the plate and is attached
to one of the base prongs, is used as a screen or shield and takes no
part in the action ordinarily associated with a grid in the older
types of tube. The action of this tube will be more easily understood by calling the inner grid simply the grid and by calling the
outer grid a screen, thus naming the four elements as follows:
filament, plate, grid and screen.
One of the most troublesome features of a three -element tube used as a

radio frequency amplifier is the internal capacity between the grid and

plate, this being explained under Tube, Capacities, Internal. This internal
capacity limits the amplifying ability of the tube because beyond a certain
point the feedback from plate circuit to grid circuit through the tube produces oscillation in the circuits. It is the purpose of the various methods
described under Balancing to compensate for this internal feedback and thus
to allow greater amplification Without danger of oscillation.
The screen between the plate and grid in the four -element tube greatly
reduces the internal capacity effect, tends to prevent the troublesome feedback and allows a degree of amplification more nearly dependant on the
amplification factor of the tube and the characteristics of the external circuits without the added effect of an internal feedback. When used in this
manner the effective voltage amplification of the four -element tube is from
two to five times as great as the effective amplification of the three -element
tube when used in a radio frequency amplifier. Whereas the amplification
factor of the three -element tube is usually about eight for the types employed
in radio frequency circuits, the maximum amplification factor of the four element tube is in the neighborhood of two hundred. It is not possible to
build external coupling apparatus which will allow the full ability of the
four -element tube to be realized in practice. This limitation is due to the
fact that voltage amplification depends not only on the amplification factor
and plate resistance of the tube but also on the impedance of the external
circuit as explained under Tube, Amplification of.
The shielding effect of the screen prevents feedback from plate to grid
in the same way that ordinary external shielding will prevent feedback or
coupling between coils, condensers and other circuit elements generally shielded
in modern receivers. The screen is connected to a battery or power unit

and through this part to the negative or ground side of the circuits,
interposing a grounded shield between plate and grid in the tube.

thus

In addition to the shielding function the screen grid with its
positive voltage has other important effects in the tube's action.
The positive charge of the screen reduces the space charge in the
tube, although not to such an extent as when the inner grid is used
for space charge reduction. The positive charge on the screen as-

sists in attracting toward the plate electrons emitted from the
filament or assists the plate to a certain extent. Change in the
voltage applied to the screen affects the plate current if the plate

voltage remains fixed, increase of screen voltage increasing the plate
current and vice versa. Therefore, it may be said that the screen
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voltage controls the plate resistance of a tube within certain limits.
The virtual elimination of the Plate to grid capacity within the tube
and the reduction of internal feedback makes it less necessary to balance or
neutralize the radio frequency circuits. With proper shielding, correct construction and operation there is greatly reduced danger of oscillation.One
resulting from this condition is that a receiver with
of the real advantages
one or more .stages of screen grid radio frequency amplification will not re radiate and will not affect nearby receivers unless excessive regeneration or
oscillation is introduced into the detector circuit.

Operating Voltages.-The filament is rated to operate at 3.3
volts and with this voltage applied it will draw 0.132 ampere of
current. Satisfactory operation will be obtained at any filament
voltage between 2.7 and 3.3.
The plate voltage may be anywhere between 90 ,and 135 for
operation as a screen grid radio frequency amplifying tube. Some
types of control make ft necessary to use l& than 9f 'ohs. As a
space charge grid amplifier the plate voltage may be anywhere between 135 and 180 volts when used with a coupling resistance of
100,000 to 250,000 ohms in the plate circuit. Plate voltage at the
tube terminals will be considerably lower, usually ranging between
o0 and 100 volts.
When the tube is used as a screen grid amplifier the outer grid
is the screen and the inner, one is the &intro! grid. Usual practice
gives the outer or screen grid (tonnecteno the ban prong) a positive voltage of 45 with respect to the negative end of the filament.
This voltage is not critical and any value between 30 and 50 will
be satisfactory unless this voltoge is used as a regeneration control.

The inner grid connected to the top cap on the bulb is now the
control grid and is given a negative bias of from one to two volts.
With the tube used with a space charge grid, usually as an audio
amplifier or detector, the inner grid, connected to the top metal
cap, controls or lessens the space charge and is given a positive
voltage between 20 and 25 under normal conditions. The outer grid,
connected to the. base prong, is pow. the control grid and is given
a negative bias between zero and two volts, depending on the type
of circuit being employed.

Grid Biasing.-If this tube is operated from three dry cells for
filament current the connections at the left in Fig. 3 are used and

the negative grid bias is securtd by connecting the grid leak or grid
return to the negative terminal of a 1TA-volt t' -battery of which
the positive end is connected to the negative filament terminal of
the tube.

If the tube is operated from a six -volt source, such as a storage battery.

the connections arc made as at the right in Fig. 3. Two resistors or two
rheostats arc connected between the negative side of the source and one

across resistor.1
of the filament terminals of the tube. The voltage drop the
grid return or
/1111)11Cd to the tube as a negative bias by connecting
grid leak to a point between the resistom Resistor B furnishes the addi-
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tional voltage drop to allow only a normal filament voltage to be applied
to the tube.
In many cases the receiver will use also five -volt tubes and the screen
grid tube may then be supplied with filament current from any five -volt
line with the same connections shown at the right in Fig. 3. With a five.
volt source resistor .4 should have ten ohms resistance, the same as before
but resistor B should have only five ohms to allow normal filament voltage

at the tube.
It. is possible to operate two screen grid tubes from a six -volt source liv
connecting their filament in series, thus applying three volts to each um.
It is then necessary to use a separate C -battery with each tube in order
to provide the grid bias. This makes the resistor system of Fig, 3 more
desirable since there are no batteries to be cared for.

Grid
B
/2

Loa%

t/2 -volt

/0

C -,battery

ohms

ohms

Resistors or
Rheostats

Rheostat

746 -volt source

Fig. 3.-Dry Cell Fitment Supply IA( Left and Storage

-

Battery Supply. At Right.

Radio Frequency Coupling Methods. --In order

to obtain

maximum possible amplification from these four -element tubes with
their high plate resistance it. is necess&ry to provide the greatest possible impedance in the plate circuit because this output impedance

is a factor in the overall amplification.

Good results from this

standpoint are secured with some form of tuned impedance coupling

such as described under Amplifier, Radio Frequency, Tuned Impedance Coupled. The objection to this coupling, its liabilty to
oscilliation, is lessened by the reduction of effective feed -back

capacity in the screen grid tune.*
The tuned impedance may cons& of a variable tuning condenser
and fixed coil or else it may consist of it variable inductance or
variometer with or without a fixed condenser.
The characteristics of impedance coupling are such that condensers
average construction must have at least 41.0085 mfd. maximum capacity in
order to cover the broadcast hand in tuning. A condenser as small as .00025
mfd. capacity will fail to reach much above a frequency of 1,000 or 1,101
kilocycles corresponding to wavelengths of 300 or 275 meters when used with
a coil of such proportions that the combination will reach the other end of
the broadcast band at 550 kilocycles.
The coils used in the impedance couplers will usually require somcwb21
less than the number of turns specified for various form diameters and hire
gauges given in the tables under Coil, Tuning, Sizes Required for.

Variable inductance tuning with the variometer coupling shown in
will give a tuning range more satisfactory than any except the larger

cap3:1-
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ties of condensers used with fixed inductance coils. A variometer of the
will cover the entire broadcast band from 550 kilotype made for tuning
cycles to 1,500 kilocycles when used with a fixed condenser of very small
terminals. This fixed capacity across the variometer
capacity across its
of the order of .00005 mid. capacity although this depend,
will generallythe
bemaximum
inductance of the variometer itself. Small conentirely on the balancing type
will usually be suitable in this position.
densers of
will generally give greater amplification and greater range
The variometer
than the variable condenser, but will be somewhat
of tuning on the dialsvariable
condenser and coil. A choice may be made
!vs.: selective than 'a
advantages
and
disadvantages
of the two methods.
between the

Leak s

Vartoine7`er

dol 7ia

LeFilament
Restslor

Cona'enser,-,
e5 'Tuned Plate Cir.cuit.
Fig. 4.-Variometer

The coupling condensers between the plate lead of one tube and
the control grid of the following tube should be of .00025 mid.
capacity throughout the receiver. The best value for the coupling
condenser next the detector control grid is the value mentioned and
in order to have all stages tune at approximately the same settings
for any one frequency, all other coupling condensers should be of
the same value.

the plate and
Increasing the capacity of the coupling condenser allows lower
setting
grid circuits to have greater effect on each other, tuning atAalarger
coupling
with less capacity or inductqwe for a given frequency.
condenser will give slightly greater volume hut will somewhat reduce the
selectivity because of the closer coupling.% The larger coupling condenser is
riot warranted, all things considered.,
The grid leak should have at least tAo megohms resistance and

it
a still higher resistance 'will increase the amplification because
Less
rehelps to raise the impedance of the tube's output circuit.
sistance in the grid leak makes the circuit more stable and allows
greater use of a regenerative control without liability of oscillation.
of the tubes.
The smaller resistance reduces the amplificationinductance
is in the'
With tuned impedance coupling the tuning
connected
high voltage plate circuit. With the tuning condenser rotor, from
directly across the ends of the inductance the condenser
which a shaft often extends through to the tuning dial, is at this
by
high voltage. This condition is undesirable and may be avoided
using the method shown in Fig. 5.
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The inductance is connected to the plate voltage supply as usual and is
also connected to the shield through a bypass condenser which should have a
Capacity of .00o mid. or more. The stator of the tuning condenser is connected to the plate end of the tuning inductance and the rotor is connected

directly to the shield. This latter connection is generally made simply by
mounting the condenser on the shield. The tuned oscillatory circuit formed
by the inductance and tuning condenser is completed through the shield and

the bypass condenser. No high voltage direct current can pass to the rotor
of the tuning condenser because of the interposed bypass condenser. The by.
pass condenser and the tuning condenser are in series in the tuned circuit and

the capacity of the circuit will be somewhat less than the capacity of the
tuning condenser alone. The greater the capacity of the bypass condenser
the less will be the reduction of total capacity in the circuit.

Tuning
Condenser

Tuning
Inductance

Shield

pass
B74-

Condenser

Shield
S-Connections Allowing Grounded Condenser Rotor.

Unless this plan or an equivalent one is used the rotor of the tuning
condenser must be insulated from the shield on which it is mounted. With
variometers of usual construction the tuning shaft is electrically connected
to the windings and cannot be insulated. With such a variometer its mounting to the shield must be made ehroeigh insulating material. 'this may be
accomplished by attaching a piece of paid material to the variometer mountings and then attaching this .insulation to the shield, taking care that no
screws passing into the variometer parts can touch any part of the shield.

The circuit of Fig. 6 differs somewhat from the usual arrangement
for tuned impedance and makes a satisfactory method of interstage
coupling for use with screen grid tubes. The plates of the two
amplifier tubes shown receive their poFitive potentials through the
choke coils in the line running to the plate supply. The tuned
circuit, here consisting of a coil and condenser, is coupled to the
plate through the coupling condensers C. The tuned circuit then
connects on one side directly to the grid of the following tube and

on the other side to the filament circuit of that tube for a grid
return. The high voltage direct current of the plate supply is Pie'
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vented from entering the tuned circuit by the coupling condensers
and both coil and condenser of the tuning element are connected to
ground or to the shield.

The drawing of Fig. 6 shows the two screen grid radio frequency ampliand the detector tube which is an ordinary amplifying type of
fier tubes special detectors on the market, not of the screen grid type. The
one of the of the tuning elements arc connected to the shield and the filalower ends
its negative side connects to the shield through the resistors F
ment circuit onvoltage
drop provides the necessary negative grid bias. Rein which the
leak. The chief purpose of the chokes is to force
sistor R is the usual grid
voltages through the coupling condensers C. To prethe radio frequency
and between these chokes they are carefully
vent undesired coupling from
These chokes should have but little distributed
and completely shielded. well
separated from the shield to avoid excessiva
capacity and should be
capacity to ground. Honeycomb coils of 750 or more turns arc s,-disfactory
in this position.
r
r
C
C

. Aim/deer

.12eZecto r

.11

Shield
I

so
'==>

,Choke

'Choke
i

A..BtPlate
B*Scrren
/10.

Fig. G.-Connections for Tuned Grid Circuit.
all direct current and
With this arrangement the tuned circuit is freed fromthe
direct connectionr
of
is of low resistance' but high impedaike because
radio frequency
made at both high and low potentill ends. A complete
Receiver,
amplifier using this plan with variometer tuning is shown under
Screen Grid Type.

Selectivity.-The great amplification of radio frequency stages

using screen grid tubes malies, the selectivity seem poor. Nearby
stations come in with such volume that they arc usually heard quite
plainly some little distance og their resonant settings on the tuning
extent by the cordials. This effect is compensated for to some
makes the
respondingly great volume of distant stations which
ordinary
condibackground noises of less consequence than tinder
tions.

be

Tube noises and noises from poor circuit connections may less
bothersome. Static is not as noticeable as with tubes having
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radio frequency amplification because the signal is brought up to
a greater extent than the outside interference.
Once built, the tuned plate or grid circuits of the radio frequency tube.,
allow no control or variation of selectivity. Since the coupling is made
close for maximum transfer of power from stage to stage, the selectivity of
this part of the receiver is poor. Good tuning condensers and tuning t,,d,
or good variomctcrs designed and built with every regard for high efficiency
and low radio frequency losses make these stages as selective as possible.
Such methods of construction arc described under Coil, Design oJ.

Selectivity may be gained at the detector end of the radio amplifier by using regeneration. It may also be gained at the antenna
coupling end in several ways. Complete and careful shielding of

tuning elements and connections in grid and plate circuits will

greatly reduce the trouble from nearby stations interfering with distant reception. Complete isolation of the 'circuits by means of
materially in thi,S respect.
choke coils will also as,

Antennt Circuit.-The greatest gain in selectivity may be made
in the antenna circuit when any fixed type of .coupling is used between other stages. This selectivity will be gained at the expense
of volume, ty.it since there is ample volume because of the high
amplification this is not such a di.ladvantage as it appears.
It is possible to use extremely loose coupling between the antenna
circuit and the first tuned icircuit which feeds the grid of the first
radio frequency tube. Adjustable coupling at this point is advis-

able, although. the adjustment nerd not be brought out to the
control panel of the receiver. The device shown under Coupler,

Variable is satisfactory and may be set at the position giving the
most satisfactory combination of seliectivity and sensitivity for the
receiver's location. If the antenna coupler is of the fixed type it
may have three to five turns of antenna winding spaced between a
half inch and one and ope half inches from the filament end of
the grid coil or tuned coil. The final position of this antenna wind-

ing will again depend on local conditions and the nearness of broadcasting stations.

screen
A receiver with two stages of radiri frequency ampliheation using
without an
grid tubes will give good results up to moderate distances
post
antenna. The ground connecIp'on may then be made to the antenna
No connection, other than to the filament stqfply, is made to the regular

ground post of the receiver.
Under most conditions a tuned antenna circuit is of advantage. The
method using a variometer shown under the Ineading Antenna, Tuned is one
made to
of the most satisfactory. The small coil through which coupling is

the first tuned stage need have but one of two turns. This method adds
the receiver and with careful
tuning of the variometer will not appreciably reduce the selectivity. Undur
whi,h

still further to tbe sensitivity or power of

the heading Antenna, Coupling of is shown a separate coupling coil
does not add an additional control and which will give very good result- in

increasing the selectivity.

Shielding of External Circuits.-The importance of thoroughas

shielding can hardly be overemphasized.

Partial shielding, such
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provided by partitions between stages is not effective. The shields
enclosing the tuning elements of each stage must he enclosed in a
tight box of copper, aluminum or brass, this box to have tightly
joined corners and well fitting bottom and top.

Tube,
Cap
,

h.!

insulating

Bushing

''''
1111
1111.1P01

it
;;

Tuneny

Condenser

Fig, 7.-Parts Enclosed
Within the Shield.

NII,,
%stir
IPPo.dc.vet.9

Fig. 8.-A Tube Shield.
Plate and grid Wires passing nut of the :.w shields must be carried in metal
sheaths which are metallicly connected to the shielding box. The holes

through which the wires leaNt the box should be no larger than necessary
to pass the wire's sheath. The sheaths on wires coming front outside units
must extend at least to the metal box and on the outside should preferably
be carried as close to their ttkminal connections un coif;, condensers or
s'ariometers as possible with due regard to freedom from short circuiting at
the. ends. The wire sheaths should be carried as closely as possible to the
grid and plate terminals on the tube socket.
The parts enclosed within one shielding box will include the tuning condenser and coil or else the tuning variorneter and its condenser. whichever
is
ybe used. The following tube, to which a control grid connectionthis
made, may also be enclosed with the same box. The plate lead from
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tube will then run directly out of the shield and into the following stag,
shield as in Fig. 7.
The box shields may be metallicly connected to ground or else connected
only to the filament supply, battery or power unit, depending on the circuit
employed for antenna and ground.

When this tube is used as a radio frequency amplifier screen
grid tube and is mounted outside the shield which encloses the
tuning elements, the tube itself must be enclosed with an individual
shield as in Fig. 8. This shield may fit closely or loosely around
the body of the bulb. It must come down at least to the base of
the tube and should preferably enclose most of the socket as \veil.

An opening must be left in the top of this tube shield for the cap
connected to the inner grid. There should he not more than one sixteenth inch clearance between the edges of This hole and the sides

of the metal ,cap on the tube and the opening must, of course, he
bushed with insulating material to prevent shorting the inner grid
on the tuba shield.
With the tube enclosed itj a separate shield, this' tube cover should be
metallicly connected either to one of the shielding boxes, to one of the filament terminals. on the tube socket, or to a circuit which is grounder!.
Without some such connection the liability of oscillation is increased.
If the tube is enclosed within the same shield containing the tuning unit
it is not necessary to provide the tube itself 'with a separate and individual

However, the control grid lead and the plate lead should then be
The control grill lead may Well he carried in shielded wire
with the shield grounded. The plate lead. should always be carried in a

shield.

well separated.

shielded wire and Should pass ,as directly as possible out of the large enclosing

shield for the stage being considered, thus avoiding chances for coupling

between these two leads.
It is of the greatest importance to covpletely shield the plate and grid
circuits of a tube from each other. The plate circuit extends from the plate

terminal of the tube to a coupling condenser or to the tuning or coupling
combination in the plate or grid circuit and may include those units. The
grid circuit extends from the control grid terminal at the top of the tube
back to the coupling condense? and to the grid leak if used.

Regeneration and Volume Controls.-It is always desirable

to use some kind of volume control. Tet prevent blocking of the
detector tube this control is preferiibly in the radio.frequency stages
or in the detector stage. Some farm of regeneration control will
the same time, make the whole renot only do this but will,
ceiver more selective. One of the most' satisfactory methods of
obtaining regeneration control is that shown in Fig. 9 where a
variometer is placed in the radio freqpeqcy plate bypass of the detector.

From the plate of the detector come audio frequency

current changes which arc passed through the radio frequency choke
coil to the audio amplifying stages but which are repelled by the
plate bypass condenser. From the detector come also radio fre-

quency currents which are ordinarily bypassed to the

filament

circuit through the plate bypass condenser. In the control shown.
this plate bypass condenser does not attach directly to the filament
circuit but leads first through the variometer of which the other
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side is connected to the filament circuit. This provides the detector
with a tuned plate circuit and gives excellent control. Since the
direct plate current and low frequency audio currents do not pass

through the variometer it has very little effect on the tuning in

the stage preceding the detector and the receiver may be logged

with little regard to variometer position.

Under the heading of Regmeration,Methods of Obtaining will be found

number of plans which may be utilized with screen grid radio frequency
amplifiers.

The methods employing a fixed tickler winding controlled either

with an adjustable resistance or an adjustable condenser arc most satis-

factory, the tickler coil being placed close to or on the same form with the
inductance in the stage preceding the detector tube. The fact that screen
grid amplification reduces the natural oscillation tendencies found in othnr
tubes makes it advisable,to use some method which adds regeneration to a
stable circuit rather than methods which are designed to reduce or prevent
the oscillation which naturally occurs in other types of amplification. It is
not necessary to shield a variometer or other device in the plate circuit of
the detector tube. Tickler coils coupled to OP inductance. ;receding the
detector will, of course, be shielded,

tilt
Choke

Coil

nucf,o
17/77/°///er

.002 mid condenser

Yar/ometer-.

Re_9enerwtzon

Control

Fig. o.-Regeneration With Variometer in Detector Plate Circuit.

Aesestor-'

ypass

10.-Control of
Screen Grid Voltage.

Almost regardless of the care used in' shielding and in isolation
of circuits there will be a certain feedback provided the amplification becomes great enouph and this feedback may be used to produce regeneration and oscillationb variation of the positive voltage
on the screen grid may be used as a regeneration control because
of these facts. As in Fig. 10 a vaflable resistance of 200.000 ohms
maximum value is placed in the lead ft!om the screen grids to the
voltage source. This apparently high resistance is required because
of the very small current iji this circuit, there being but little drop
of voltage per ohm with the small current. Lessening this resistance
increases the voltage on the screen grid and raises the amplification,
finally producing oscillation if carried far enough.
This arrangement makes a fairly effective control of regeneration and
volume. The better the general construction and the more complete the
shielding and isolation of circuits the less effective is such control of screen
voltage,

It does not give as smooth a control as does the regenerative

system. described, having a tendency to allow oscillation which requires a
considerable change of resistance to stop, after which another corresponding
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change of resistance is required to again obtain maximum regeneration without oscillation.

Plate voltage variation forms still another method for controlling volumi
A variable resistor of 50,000 to 100,000 ohms maximum
value is connected between the power supply for the radio frequency phi,
voltage and the receiver connectiorts leading to the couplers in the plat..
circuits. The connection is shown in Fig. 11. Good results will be obtaini.:1
with only ninety volts applied to this plate circuit since variations of plate
voltage in this region cause greater changes of plate current than equal
variations at higher voltages. The variable resistor should he bypassed with
a one microfarad condenser as shown.
Increasing the plate resistance will lower the voltage and reduce volume
while lessening the resistance will raise the voltage, increase volume and
bring about regeneration. This makes a simple and satisfactory control
fir both nearby and distant stations.
and regeneration.

Plate

r

Tuning

Units
.8_1/40a ss

Seizelai

"(-Nadi-o

4110 Frefaeacy

110 ChoA es ---

Bt

.90 volts
Fig. !L.-Control iit
Plate Voltage.

Power

Sufi,o/J.,

Fig. 12.-Choked an I
Plate Circu t.

Bypassed

Variation of filament voltage dad current forms another simple,
yet satisfactory control of volume and regeneration. This plan is
used in one of the amplifiers shown under Receiver, Screen Grul
Type. The values of the fixed resistors used for grid bias at the
tubes and of the fixed resistor in series with the variable rheostat
are chosen to make it impossible to apply excessive filament voltage
regardless of the position of the rheostat.
Moving the rheostat to its position of

least resistance gives maximum

amplification and regeneration. Movement of the rheostat to such a po!M
that the filament voltage is reduced to 2.0 will make the strongest incoming
signal just
stages.

audible with two audio stages following two radio frequency
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Circuit Isolation.-Trouble may be encountered from feedbacks
through the battery or power unit wiring leads and through a common battery or common power unit employed for several amplifying
Such trouble can be avoided with separate power sources
stages.

for each stage, but in anything except experimental work such practice is out of the question. It may be found highly desirable to isolate the radio frequency circuits in the different stages by judicious
use of radio frequency chokes and bypass condensers.
in which the radio frequency paths arc isolated is shown
A plate circuit
From the plate terminal of the tube the path follow, the arrows

in Fig. 12.

to and through the tuning coil and condenser, then through the bypass condemer to the shield, through the shield to the second bypass condenser, anA
through this condenser to. the tube filament. The two radio frequency chokes
prevent the radio frequency current from passing into the lines running to
the power supply.

Grid
/inner)Condenser
gpI Coup
)7

Filament

Scree/7

Leak

Grid
ypass
Condenser

Rau/co
17-efuency

Chokes

Fig. IA.-Choked and

113,pas.sed

Fig. 14.-Control Grid Circuit.

Screen Grid Circuit.

circuit. Radio frequency curIn Fig. 13 is shown an isolated screen grid
bypass condenser to the filament
rents pass from the screen grid througliorthe
chokes.
line but arc unable to reach the outside circuits because of the
the grid return circuits is
No special treatment of 'the control grid andthe
tube and the filament
required since they do not extend far beyond
being
indicated
in Fie. 14,
circuit close to the tube termivals, this
tube may be handled with
Isolation of the filament circuit'in and near the
on these chokes should
iron -core choke coils as shown in Fig. 15. The wire
silk
insulation. The core
be number 22 or larger with enamel, cotton
or iron
diameter
or mild steel rod.
may be of one -quarter inch or greater
with not more than two
Using the iron core allows the choke to be effective
the re
hundred turns of wire, while with an air core and such Urge wire
The bypass
site.
quired number of turns would make the cull of ungainly
must he con
condensers for the plate return and for the screen grid circuit since
their imside
of
these
chokes
neck(' to the filament lead on the tube
could not pass back

pedance is so high that the radio frequency currents
to the filament were the returns made outside the choke.
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All of the chokes and bypass condensers from Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15 are
combined in the one diagram of Fig. 16. Chokes 1 and 2 arc of the iron
core type for the filament circuit. Chokes 3 and 4 may be air core radi,)
frequency types of usual design. They handle the screen grid and the plate
circuits. Bypass condenser 5 connects the negative filament circuit to the
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Fig. 15.-Choked and Bypassed
Filament Leads.

,Plate

I

Fig. 16 -Grid Circuit In One Shield and Tuned Plate Circuit
In Following Shield.

This condenser may well be of 1/10 mfd capacity. Bypass Condenser 6 completes the circuit for the screen grid hack to the filament
shield.

circuit, If more convenient this bypass may be connected to the shield. shield.
pass condenser 7 completes the plate return circuit back to the
Thiscircuit then passes through the connection 8 from shield to shield,

TUBE, SCREEN GRID TYPE
through bypass 5 and to the filament circuit of the tube. Condensers 9 and
condensers between the plate and grid circuits of adjacent
10 arc coupling
Resistor R is for biasing the grid return which is made through the
tubes.
leak.

Fig. 16 shows the tube and its grid circuit in one shield with the
plate tuning units in the following shield, this being the customary
plate. In the shield containing the tube
arrangement with a tuned
would be also a tuning coil and condenser for the preceding stage
and in the shield containing the coil and condenser of Fig. 16 would
for the following stage. In Fig. 17 are shown all
be also the tube
generally enclosed within one shield, which may be

of the parts
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Fig. 17.-Plate and Grid Circuits Enclosed Within One Shield.

considered either as the one at the left or the one at the right hand
numside of Fig. 16. All of the bypass anci chokes are similarly
the positive
It
is
not
necessary
to
connect
bered in Figs. 16 and 17:
condenser since all reside of the filament to the shield through a
turns are brought to the nep,tive side.
is not al-

Such complete isolation of circuits as shown in these diagrams
although the
ways resorted to. All of the chokes arc sometimes omitted,
omitted. the negative
If
the
filament
chokes
are
plate choke 4 is desirable.
and the lead to the.
filament line between the filament grid biasing resistor
line being. ot
direct.
the
positive
current supply is grounded to the shield
and 7, for the screen
Bypass
condensers
6
course, insulated from the shield.
regardless of other arerid and plate respectively, should always he used
is grounded

Bypass condenser 5 is omitted when the negative line
filament leads
There will be some drop of voltage in the chokes for the

rangements.

to the shield.

TUBE. SCREEN GRID TYPE
and this must be considered when making measurements for grid bias voltages.

After installing chokes and bypass condensers for the plate circuit,

it is

best to tune in a distant station and then try short circuiting acres th.

If this allows a noticeable increase in volume or
an improvement in tone quality it indicates that the bypass condenser for
this circuit is too small and should be replaced with one of greater capacity.
terminals of the choke coil.

Single Control.-Radio frequency amplifiers using screen grid
tubes lend themselves well to single control of all stages following

the antenna stage. More than two radio frequency amplifying
stages are seldom used, consequently the first or antenna tuning
device will be operated from one control and the two remaining
timing devices, one in the second radio frequency stage and the
other in the detector stage, will be handled from the other control.
The slight kroadness of tuning is an advantage when using single

In tuning a two -stage screen grid amplifier with three
variable corrlensers, mofement of any one Condenser, except that
nearest the detector, by as much as one whole point on a dial with
one hundred divisions wiK not greatly diminish the volume on a
distant station, The tube rapacity is so low that changing tubes
will not noticeably alter the effectiveness of a single control on two
control.

stages.
tVith variometer coupling, using variometers of identical construction in
all stages, it will be ptible to make the several controls or stages tune
close enough to the same settings so that single control may be employed
for all stages after'the antenna. stage and including the detector stage. While
tuned to a distant station near the center of the tuning range small variable
condensers across the several variometers may be adjusted so that all tuning
dials will have the same settint or so that, with one control for several
variometers, the station is brought in with maximum volume. This indicates that all stages are in resonance to the received frequency and with all
settings alike at this one frequency the settings will remain together for
other frequencies provided the, construction is identical in all parts of all
stages.

All of the precautions and rules given under the heading Control, Sin;le
must be observed when adjusting this system qf tuning. Otherwise it will
be impossible to obtain resonance at the same settings on all tuning condensers or variometers at all pointswittin the broadcast tand. The initial
setting should preferably be made on the lowest frequency to be received,
this being 550 kilocycles or approxsuirr:ely 546 meters wavelength. Careful
synchronization of all stages at 'this low frequency will almost always allow
uniform tuning at all other points on the dial, assuming that all parts of all
stages are alike and that all wiring is arranged in a similar fashion in all
stages.

A slight adjustment of the settings for any one stage may be secured by
variation of capacity in the coupling condenser between the plate circuit
and the grid circuit. Increasing the capacity of this condenser will le,en
the inductance or capacity required for tuning to a given frequency and

will lower the dial reading while lessening the coupling condenser's capacit
will increase the inductance required for tuning and will raise the dial
reading.

Space Charge Grid Detector.-The four -element tube may

be

used as an efficient detector employing the space charge grid method

TUBE, SCREEN GRID TYPE
already described. The connections to the tube socket terminals,
grid and plate, arc made in exactly the same manner as
filament,
detector
tube. The grid return is brought to the negative
to any
terminal of the socket. The usual plate bypass condenser
filament
of .001 or .002 mfd. capacity is connected between the plate terminal and the negative filament terminal of the socket. The metal

cap on top of the tube, which is connected to the inner or space
charge grid, is connected to a source of from twenty to twenty-five
volts positive potential, this voltage serving to dissipate the space
charge and allow increased amplification. This use of the tube as
inasmuch as it k not
a detector is not particularly advantageous
The
connections
are shown in
fur
such
work.
especially designed
Fig. 18.

to 26-25
volts 7, -
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Frequen-a.Amplifier.-Csed as a screen

Screen Grid Audio
efficient audio fregrid tube the four -element unit makes ti highlyamplification
greatly
quency amplifier, providing an effective voltage
of
the
three in excess of that obtainable even with hi,th mu tubes
shown in
for
such
an
amplifier
are
element type. The connections
tube may be
Fig. 19. The coupling units following this amplifying
of these.
!If the resistance type, impedance type or a combination
coupling and
well
to
resistance
The tube lends itself exceptionally
inductance are
also to impedance coupling when chokes of large increases with
used. This is because the amplification of the tube
increase of resistance or impedance in its plate circuit.
and the

between the detector
This tube is used in the stage or stages
tube bemuse of its exIt does not make a desirable output

output stage.

TUBE, SCREEN GRID TYPE
ceedingly high plate resistance. For the output stage or last stage in the
audio amplifier one of the regular power tubes designed for such work
should be used.

Space Charge Grid Audio Frequency Amplifier.-The four-

element tube may be used as an audio frequency amplifier of the
space charge grid type by placing it in any circuit arranged for the
ordinary three -element tube, adding a positive voltage connection
to the inner grid terminal at the tube's top and making the necessary changes in filament voltage and current.

The outer grid is then used as a control grid and this grid is
already connected to the same socket prong that attaches to the
grid in a three -element tube.
The space charge grid tube may be used to replace the audio frequency
voltage amplifying tube or tubes in any receiver with comparatively slight
changes because the connections to the tube socket remain as before. The
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only added connection is that made to the space charge or inner grid
through the metal cap at the tube's top.
When inserted in a resistance cuoplfd amplifier the resistor in the plate
circuit should be changed to one of front 100,003 to 250,000 ohms, one -tenth
to one -quarter megohm. If the rek...--!tr was formerly fitted with high mu
tubes, the plate resistors will 'generally be found of suitable values. No
changes are made in the plate or grid circuits when using transformer or
impedance coupling. The grid leak for impedance coupling may often he
increased in number of ohms with good resulti.
It. must be remembered that this four -element tube requires only 3,0 to
3.3 volts across its filament. If the audio frequency tubes replaced were
provided with separate resistors or rheostats, those units used for former
five -volt tubes must be changed to new values. Methods of obtaining suitable
filament voltages arc described in preceding paragraphs of this section under
the heading, Operating Voltages. A thirty -ohm rheostat is the smallest
variable resistance that may be used on a six -volt circuit. The space charge
voltage applied at the top cap is not at all critical and may be changed
within quite wide limits without great effect on operation.

Complete Receivers.-Wiring and layout for complete radio
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frequency amplifiers using the four -element tube arc shown under

the heading Receiver, Screen Grid Type. Used as a space charge
device this type of tube may also be used in any of the amplifiers
shown under Receiver, Audio Amplifier for by making the necessary changes in filament control resistance and by attaching the
additional positive voltage line to the top terminal of the tube.
The possibility of changing from three -element tubes to screen
grid tubes in a receiver depends on the design and construction
originally used. Such a change in the radio frequency amplifying
stages is not practical unless each stage is completely enclosed by
a box type of shield. The change may then be made by bringing
the grid connection to, the top of the new tuhe and by connecting
the "grid" terminal on the socket to a point of positive voltage.
With these things done the tube will operate but will not amplify
to a much greater degree than a three -element tube unless provision
is made to introduce into the plate circuit much greate impedance
than formerly used.
Change to the screen tube in an audio frequency amplifying
stage may be made with greater advantage than in the radio frequency part of the receiver because shielding is not required. The
same changes must be made in the grid connections as mentioned
for the radio frequency stages. Transformer coupling will not provide enough impedance to secure great amplification from the new
tube but if the interstage coupling in the audio amplifier is handled
with resistances or with impedances (choke coils) the amplification
should be far greater than secured from the three -element tube
which is replaced with the ne# type.
TUBE, SELECTION OF.-See Tube, Amplifying Types of.

of
TUBE, SERIES CONNECTION OF.-The filamentsfrom

two or more tubes may be operated in series with one another

/S -volt

Source

.5- vo

drop

S volt
drop

S volt
drop

Series Connection of Filaments.

equal to the combined
a source of filament current whose voltage is
normal
operation: Such
voltage drops through all the filaments in
Una, Piloa connection is shown in the diagram. See also Politer
?trent Current Types nf.

TUBE, SOCKETS FOR.-See Socket, Tube.

TUBE, SOFT

TUBE, SOFT.-A soft tube is a vacuum tube in which a small
amount of gas was allowed to remain when the bulb was evacuated.

This remaining gas is useful in the operation of this type of tube
which is employed as a detector. These soft detector tubes are
very sensitive and are able to receive weak signals from great distances. See Tube, Detector Types of.
The older types of soft detector tubes make use of ionization of the gas in
securing a large flow of plate current. See Tube, Ionization in, These tubrh
require very exact adjustment of plate voltage and filament temperature in
order that they may do good work. Later types of gas content detectors arc
even more sensitive than the old soft tube but arc not at all critical either as
to filament voltage or plate voltage.

TUBE, SPACE CHARGE IN.-Sec Tube, Action of.
TUBE, STORAGE BATTERY TYPE.-See Tube, Filanula

Current Suppdy for.

TUBE, TESTING OF.-The various operating characteristics
of a tube are measured with suitable meters for indicating the current and voltage in the filament circuit, plate ciKuit and grid circuit.
Filament voltage is measured with a voltmeter connected directly
across the filament terminals of the tube with no other parts, such
as rheostats, between the meter and the tube socket. Filament current is measured with an ammeter in series with either the positive
or the negative line leading to the filament terminals on the tube
socket. These measurements are shown in Fig. 1. The voltmeter

must have a range great enough to more than cover the highest

voltage applied to the filament and the ammeter must have a range
greater than the highest filament amperage.
Grid voltage is measured with a voltmeter connected between the
grid terminal of the tube socket and the negative filament terminal
of the socket. This meter must have a range greater than the
maximum grid voltage and if both positive and negative grid voltages are to be measured the meter may conveniently be of the zero
center type so that its connections will not have to be reversed a:,
the polarity of grid bias is reversed. The grid voltage meter should
be left connected to the socket terminals at all times when the tube
is assumed to be operating at the indicated grid voltages. It is not
sufficient to test the grid voltage, then remove the meter, because
there is a certain drop of voltage through the meter and when this
drop is removed from the grid circuit by taking the meter away, the
actual voltage on the grid is higher than that. previously indicated
by the meter. This connection is shown in Fig. 2.
Grid current measurement is also shown in Fig. 2. This meastm.
ment is made with a milliammeter connected in series with the grid
lead.

The meter should have a maximum range of about two

milliamperes since this is the greatest grid current usually found
within the operating range of tubes, even with a positive grid voltage as high as ten volts.
Voltage actually applied to the plate of the tube is measured
connecting a voltmeter between the plate terminal of the socket ant,
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filament terminal of the socket. This is shown in Fig.
The
drop
of voltage through the meter will have a considerable
3.
the
voltage
actually applied, therefore the plate voltmeter
effect on
should be left connected as long as tests are being made since the
applied voltage will be higher with the meter removed than with it
connected to the socket terminals. If a meter of very high resistthe negative

to cod or
other arnt
fry

,grin/

cfrthet

Ftn. 1.-Testing Filament Voltage
and Amperage.

FIG. 2.-Testing Grid Voltage
and Grid Current.

is not so important. If the voltmeter
ance is used this precaution
terminals of the B -battery or plate voltage

is applied across the
source it does not measure the voltage actually applied to the plate but
measures the voltage at the source

which is higher than the applied voltage by the amount of voltage drop

through any resistance in the plate
circuit. The range of this voltmeter
must be greater than any voltage to
be applied.

The plate current is measured by
a milliammeter connected in series
with the plate lead as shown in Fig.
3. This meter must have an operating range slightly greater than the
maximum plate current to be measured.

3.-Tc-Aing Plate Voltage
and Plate Current.

of thei

plate resistance
Plate Resistance Measurement.-The
given under Tube, Out put Re-

tube is calculated from the formulas
the
to first measure
sistance and hnpedance of. It is necessary
only
factors
these being the

plate voltage and the plate current,
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required when the grid is kept at zero voltage. If the grid voltage
is above or below zero it is also necessary to know the amplification
factor of the tube and the grid voltage in order to calculate the plate
resistance.

Amplification Factor Measurement. -The amplification factor

depends on the relative changes in plate current and grid voltage as
explained under the heading of Tube, Amplification of. It is calculated as follows:
Set the grid voltage at some negative value, noting the voltage and calling
it Eg-1. Set the plate voltage at some convenient value, note this voltage awl
call it Ep-1. Read the plate current that results from the foregoing settings of
grid voltage and plate voltage, calling this plate current 1p-1.
Now increase the plate voltage to a higher value, calling this new voltage
Ep-2. This will increase the plate current. Inereast: the negative grid voltage

until the plate current is brought back to the former value, 1p-i. Call this

new grid voltage kg -2.
Now subtract the smaller grid voltage, lib -I, f rpm the greater grid voltage
Eg-2 and call the difference between the grid voltages kg -3.
Then subtract the smaller plate voltage, lip -1, from the greater plate voltage
Ep-2, and call the difference between the plate voltages Ep-3.
Finally divide the plate voltage difference, Ep-3, by the grid voltage difference Eg-3. The quotient of the division is the amplification factor of the tube
at the voltages being used. The amplification factor thus represents the
relative effect of grid voltage changes and plate voltage changes in their
control of the plate current.

Mutual Conductance Measurement.-If both the amplifica-

tion factor and the plate resistance of a tube are known or have been
calculated from measurements, the mutual conductance is found by

simply dividing the amplification factor by the plate resistance.
This is explained tinder Tube, Mutual Conductance nf.
The mutual conductance may be easily calculated from readings
of grid voltage and plate current as follows:
Set the grid voltage at some convenient negative value, calling this voltage

Read the plate current which flows with this grid voltage and with
any convenient plate voltage applied to the tube. Call the plate current tp-i.
Now make the grid voltage more strongly negative and call this new grid
voltage Eg-:. Read the plate current now flowing with this new grid voltage
and call the new plate current 1p-2. The plate voltage should not he changed
during the test.
Then subtract the smaller plate current 1p-2 from the larger plate current
calling the difference 1p-3. Subtract the smaller value of negative grid
voltage, Eg-1, from the larger grid voltage kg -2 and call the difference Eg--;
Divide the change in plate current, 1p-3 (in amperes, not in milliamper&.
by the change in grid voltage, Eg-3, and the result of the division will be the
mutual conductance in mhos. This is changed to micromhos by multiplying
Eg-1.

by 1,000,000.

Tube Tester.-The principal operating characteristics of a tube

may be learned from measurements taken from a plate voltmeter, a
plate milliammeter, and a grid voltmeter. A filament voltmeter is a
convenience but not a necessity. With the instruments just mentioned it is possible to obtain readings of plate current, plate voltage and grid voltage or grid bias. From these measurements maY
be calculated the tube's plate resistance, amplification factor and
mutual conductance by the methods just described.

TUBE, TESTING OF

The layout for a tube tester incorporating the three necessary

meters is shown in Fig. 4. The grid voltmeter should be of the
zero center type, should have a range as great as the maximum
C -battery or biasing voltage to be used, and should be of the highest
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FIG. 4.-Tube Tester with Three Meters
possible resistance. The plate current meter is a milliarnmeter hav-

ing a range great enough to take careof the plate current from any
tube to be tested. The plate voltmeter must read as high as the
highest plate voltage to be applied.

The potentiometer mav have about -WC ohms resistance. The C -batteries
are connected so that turning the potentiometer one direction front its central
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'

point applies a positive grid bias while turning it the other direction applies a
negative grid bias. The switch should be of the double -pole, single -throw
type so that both the A -battery circuit and the C -battery circuit are opened.
Otherwise the C -batteries will discharge through the potentiometer. A jack
type switch is satisfactory here.
The resistor in the plate circuit should be of the variable type giving up to
100,000 ohms resistance so that the plate voltage may be changed without
changing the B -battery connections. This resistor may also serve as a load
in the plate circuit. The rheostat should have a resistance suited to the tube
to be handled.
Any value of grid voltage, positive or negative, may be applied within thc
limits set by the C -batteries. Any plate voltage within the limits of the R.
battery voltage may be applied by using the resistor. Tubes may be tested
with this device for all of their important characteristics.

In Fig. 5 is shown the layout for a tester more complete than the
one in Fig. 4. This arrangement incorporates all of the meters
used in the inter of Fig. 4 and in addition has a grid current milli ammeter, a filament vol4meter and a filament ammeter. The operations of the. potentiometer, the resistor and the double -pole switch
are the same as for the tester first described.. Additional switches
may be placed in either type of tester so that any of the voltmeters
may be open.circuited by opening their switch or so that any of the
ammeters may be short circuited by closing their switch.
The tester of Fig. 5 will make tests of filament emission not possible with the first one described. It. ivill also test the effect of
filament voltages art filamefit currents.. It will make tests of grid
current with wsitive gricrvoltages.. Otherwise this more elaborate
outfit will not do any mire work than the simpler type.
Under the heading of Tube, Characteristics of, are shown and
described the numerous curves whiff' may be plotted by the use
of such testers as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The work is done
by selecting any combination of voltages, currents and resistances
in the plate circuit, grid circuit or filament circuit. The effect of a
change in one value on the other of any pair may then be observed
by watching the meters while changes are made.
For example, to plot a curve showing the effect of changes in the
plate voltage on flow of plat4 current, the grid bias would be set
at some convenient point within the operating range of the tube to
start with. The initial plpte"tii..:age would then be read from the
plate voltmeter and a note made. The corresponding plate current
would then be read from the plate milliammeter and at the intersection of the lines for the observed plale voltage and plate current
a point would be marked on the graph. See Graph.
The plate voltage would then be chgnged to another value, either
higher or lower, the new value of plafe current would be observed
and a second point laid off on the graph. The process would be
continued thus until a sufficient number of points were laid out so
that a smooth curve might be traced through them.
grid
In the development of a curve showing the relation between
at
sulnt:
voltage and plate current the plate voltage would be set
usual operating point. The potentiometer would be moved to girt
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a reading on the grid voltmeter, the corresponding plate current
would be read from the plate milliammeter and a point laid in on

5.-Tube Tester with Meters fur All Reittlines,

the graph to correspond with the intersection of the lines for Ow
be
Observed grid voltage and plate current. Any other curve niay
similarly laid out with the tester.

TUBE, THREE -ELEMENT TYPE

TUBE, THERMIONIC.-A vacuum tube. See Tube,

tion of.

Ac-

TUBE, THREE -ELEMENT TYPE.-The vacuum tube

containing a filament, a plate and a grid, is called a three -element
tube.

TUBE, TWO -ELEMENT TYPE.-See

Tube, Rectifier

Types of.

TUBE, VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION OF.-See Tube,

.4 Inp/ification of.

TUBE, VOLTAGE REGULATOR TYPE.-This

is

a

special type of tube used in power supply units for limiting the
voltage in one of the circuits supplied from the unit. See POUT!'
Unit, Plate Voltage Types.

TUBING, INSULATING.-The wiring in radio receivers is

often made with bare or tinned copper bus bar wire over which is
placed smill tubing where there is any danger of a short circuit.
Tubing used for this work is usually called "spaghetti."

Spaghetti tubing is made from varnished cloth. It is an excellent insulator

and resists moisture and age xery well but is quickly attacked by battery
acid. This tubing may be had in various colors by means of which different

circuits are easily distinguished from one another.
Small diameter flexible rubber tubing is ofttin used in place of the spaghetti
or fabric tubing. The rubber makes a very good insulator and it resists hat
tery acid or fumes as }yell as beitig unaffected jiy moisture. The rubber tubing
tends to harden with age ande will then crack when bent.

TUNED ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Tuned.
TUNED IMPEDANCE COUPLING.-See Amplifier, Radio

Frequency, Tuned Impedance Coupled.

TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY.-See Amplifier, Radio Fre-

quency; also Receiver, Tuned Radio Frequency.

TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.-See

Transformer, Tuned Radii, Frequency.

TUNER.-The part of a radio receiver which immediately follows the antenna is often called the tuneL.

The tuner includes the

0

o

Fit:. 1.-Tuner of the Reinartz Type.

TUNGSTEN

antenna coupling devices together with any variable condenser,
variometers, variocouplers or other parts used for tuning the antenna
circuit or the circuit coupled to the antenna. The tuner may also
vary the coupling between the antenna circuit and the radio frequency stages or the detector if no radio frequency amplification is
used.

2.-Tuner of the Cockiday Type.
In modern radio receivers we generally find two or more tuned stages of
radio frequency amplification which are coupled directly to the antenna circuit.
Consequently the word "tuner" his lust its former significance as it applied
to receivers in which the first tube was the detector and in which very elaborate networks of tuned circuits were used between antenna and detector.

TUNGSTEN.-Tungsten is a metal used in the manufacture of

filaments for vacuum tubes and in makinl contact points for switches
and other parts where sparking may occur. After the tungsten is
made ductile by rolling,'swaging and hammering it becomes very
tough and also very strong. See. Tube, Filament Materials for.
TUNGSTEN FILAMENT.-See Tube, Filament Materials
for.

1 ce the oscillatory circuits of a

TUNING.-The process of making
radio receiver resonant to the frequency of the

signal to be retuned
to resonance
Witk
all
of
the
circuits
ceived is called tuning.
their resistance to voltages and currents of the tuned frequency Is
a minimum and these signils produce responses many times more
powerful than can be produced by signals of any other frequency.
See Radio, Principles of.
all reexact rules can be given by itieans of which any and

ceivers may be tuned because of the many differences in construction
and in the arrangement of tuning controls. Many modern receivers
have but one principal control for tuning while a very great number
have but two controls. The one control or two controls handle the

TUNING
operation of all the tuned stages at once. Single -tube and two -tube
receivers of earlier days would often have a dozen or more tutting
controls.
The following rules are typical of those which should be followed in tuning
a receiver for the first time. They cover a receiver with two tuning dials and
with one "volume control" which is really a regeneration control. If the
receiver to be handled has three tuning dials the process is very similar, the
two right hand dials usually tuning almost. exactly together, while the left
hand dial is kept somewhat below the average setting by the capacity and
inductance of the antenna system. Right hand and left hand as here used
refer to a receiver whose antenna circuit is at the left hand end and whose
audio output or loud speaker end is at the right.
1. Close the battery switch, turn it to the "on" position.
2. Place the loud speaker plug in jack. A click should be heard in the
speaker as the plug is pushed in.
3. Adjust detector rheostat until a faint rushing sound is heard, then turn
the detector rheostat back very slowly until this rushing just stops.
4. Turn the audio rheostWs about half way to .two-thirds of the way to.

ward full on.s

5. Turn both of the tuning dials to 40 on their scales.

6. Turn the two tuning dials one or two points at a time, keeping them

approximately together in scale readings until a station is heard.

7. If no station is heard, set one tuning dial one or two points higher or
lower than the other and, keeping then? this far apart on their scales, turn
them together up or down until a station is 'heard.
S. As soon as any music or speech is heard, stop turning both dials together. Turn one or the other vry slowly up and then down. Leave it at
the point where the nfusic or Speech is loudest. Leave this dial as adjusted
and repeat the sane procedure with the Mher one so that both are set at the
exact position where the recettion is loudest.

9. If,

as

the

dials arc turned toward the

loudest position there

is

a

whistling note or if the reception suddenly ceases with a click in the speaker,
turn the volume control to lower the volume. Turn the volume down until
the music or speech reappears. Keep turning the tuning dials toward the
loudest point while lowering the volume control as far as necessary to prevent
whistling noises.

10. If the music or speech has been made as loud as possible by turning
the two tuning dials and no whistling or oscillation appears, the volume may
be increased.

11. When the dials are exactly placed and the volume control adjusted for

satisfactory volume, write the call letters of the station on a log sheet

and

place opposite them the settings on one scales of the two tuning dials, There-

after that station may always be zgceivtd by setting the dials at the points
logged. A very slight readjustment Athe dial settings may sometimes be
needed for maximum volume.

See Calibration.

Tuning Dials.-There are assumed to be two large dials with
scales numbered from "0" to "100." .These may be turned by
grasping the large knobs at their centtrs, but better tuning may he
done by working entirely with the small "vernier" knobs if such arc
provided. These vernier knobs rotate tlfe dials comparatively slowly
so that there is practically no danger of passing by a station without
hearing it. The scale readings on the dials are proportionate to the
frequencies to be received. That is, the higher the frequency in kilocycles of the station is it desired to receive, the lower the dial readings will be. If a station broadcasting on a frequency of 800 kilocycles is received with the dials at 45, another station broadcasting

at

TUNING, COILS FOR
750 kilocycles will be received with the dials at a higher number on
their scale, say at 50 or higher. With the receiver there may be a

log sheet that has been filled out with the correct dial settings for
several stations which will show about what to figure on in placing
the two dials.

Vernier Knobs for Tuning Dials.- It is best to form the habit

of always turning the dials by taking hold of the small vernier
knobs. When the dial settings are near the desired points, or when
tuning in a station for the first time, these vernier knobs should be
turned as slowly as possible. The dials should be moved so slowly
that the travel of the scale past the indicator lines is barely per-

ceptible. One of the most common mistakes is in turning the dials.

all.
too fast-or in turning them fast at
Volume Control. --It will be found that increasing the volume

control up to a certain point will cause the signal volume or loudness to increase. After a 'very sudden !(crease in ,volume at a
critical point the nrisic or speech will suddenly beconk badly distorted, will disappear entirely, or will bereplaced with a whistling

sound if the volume control is still further increased. Lowering the
volume will let the music or speech come back once more. The
greatest volume will alwas be received with the volume control
just below this critical point and nothing can be gained by turning
the control higher.
Keep the volume control in itep wit!, the dial settings in tuning
a station for the first time or in huntingafor the settings of distant
stations.

Audio Rheostats.-The tube voltage is increased as these rheo-

stats are turned clockwise, to 'the right, and it is decreased as they
rheostats all the
are turned anti -clockwise, to the left. Turning the
controlled by that
scales
shuts
off
the
tubes
way to "0" on their
rheostat. Audio rheostats should be turikd to the lowest point that
gives satisfactory reception.
receiving set is started and

Battery Switch.-Operation of the

turned off the

stopped with thg battery switch. With this switch
can
battery current is shut off froin'the receiver and no reception
To use the
he
used.
take place, neither will any bat.f.n 'current
which
receiver, the first thing to do is in turn tan the battery switch,. for
the
set
in
condition
lights the filaments of the tubes and places
use.
battery'

received, the
With a certain station properly tuned in and being
If no controls are mover)
topping
reception.
switch may be turned off, thus
the ,ame station ll IN
and the battery switch is turned on some time later,
providing
received without change of anv controls
News Amor, I l

FOTuning,ts
roe,To
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TUNING, CONDENSER FOR.-See Condenser, Tuning.
TUNING, DIALS FOR.-Sec Dial, Tuning.
TUNING, SHARP.-Sec Selectivity.

TURN RATIO, TRANSFORMER

TURN RATIO, TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer.
TURNS PER INCH OF WIRE.-See Wire, Turns per Inch.
TURPENTINE.-Sec Oils, Insulating.
TWO -CIRCUIT RECEIVER.-See Receiver, Two -Circuit,
TWO -ELEMENT TUBE.-See Tube, Rectifier Types of.

U

ULTRA AUDION RECEIVER-Sec Receiver, Single Cirixit.

UMBRELLA ANTENNA.-See Antenna, Forms of.
UNDAMPED WAVE.-See Wave, Undamped.
UNDERGROUND ANTENNA.-See nienna, Underground.
UNDERWRITERS' RULES.-See Rules, Underwriters'.
UNIT, POWER SUPPLY.-See Power Unit.

UNTUNED RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER.-See'
Amplifier, Radio Frequency, Untuned Transformer Coupled.

UNTUNED RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.
-See Transformer, Untuned Radio Frei/14m.y.

V

v.-The symbol for velocity.
V.-The symbol for potential difference in volts.

VACUUM TUBE.-See Tube.
VALUE, AVERAGE AND EFFECTIVE.-In dealing with
alternating currents it is necessary to consider the effective value
of such currents and to also consider their average values. The
effective value of an alternating current is equal to the value of a
direct current which would produce the same heating effect as the
.alternating current in a circuit being considered. The average value
of a rising and falling current or voltage is the difference, if any, between the values of one polarity and those of opposite polarity. In

an alternatidg current the values of the positive alternations are
equaled by the values of the negative, alteinations; therefore the

two balancotbach other and the average value is zero. The average
value of a pulsating current may be anywhere between zero and the
maximum value of the pulsations.

Average

Alterna cog Current

Maximum
Average
Nehtmum

Pd./satins Direct Current

Average Values of Alternating and Pulsating Currents.

A direct current voltmeter or ammeter indicates average values. When
such meters arc inserted in alternating current circuits their pointers stand at
zero since the tendency is to deflect them just as much one way as the other.
Alternating current voltmeter. and ammeters indicate effective values and
will move their pointers in the same direction regardless of the direction of
the current flowing through them. The position of the pointer is proportional
to the average of the squares of all the values, of current during the cycle.
See Wave, Sine.

The effective value of an alternatffig torrent is equal to ihe maximum value
multiplied by 0.707. The maxijitinm Palue is equal to the effective value
multiplied by 1.4144. This reletion hulas true for sine wave currents.

VALVE.-This is another name for a Vacuum tube. See Tube.
VARIABLE CONDENSER.-See Condenser, Variable.
VARIABLE COUPLER.-See Coupler, Variable.

VARIABLE GRID LEAK.-See Leak, Grid.
VARIABLE RHEOSTAT.-See Rheostat.
VARIOCOUPLER.-See Coupler, Variocoupler Type.
VARIOMETER, ACTIO'N OF.-A variometer is a continu-

ously variable inductance. It is a device by means of which induc-

tance may be increased or decreased in much the same way that
capacity is changed by a variable tuning condenser. Variometer::

VARIOMETER, ACTION OF
are used in tuned circuits with which change of resonant frequency
is made by changing the inductance while using a fixed capacity
rather than by the more common method of changing the capacity
while using a fixed inductance or coil.
A variometer is made up of two coils of approximately equal inductance.

One coil is wound on the outside of its form and the

Ftc. 1.-Variometer with Spherical Windings.

other coil is carried on the inside of its form. "l'he two are placed
1 or Fig. 2 so that the coil en the outside of its
together as in
form may be rotated within tht other one.
The two inductances may be made to assist each other or to oppose each other. With the two coils working together the inductance
of the whole variometer is at ii.s maximum. With the two coils op -

MG. 2.-Variometer with Rectangular Windings.

posing each other the total inductance is at its minimum. Variometers used for receiving work generally have a minimum inductance of 50 to 75 microhenries and t maximum inductance of from
500 to 700 microhenries.

The principle of the variometer may be understood from Fibs. 3 and 4.
In Mg. 3 the winding of the two coils pa&cs around both in the same direction. Therefore, their self -inductances and their mutual inductance are added.

VARIOMETER, ACTION OF
If one is slipped inside the other as below, the combined inductances will be
more than double that of either coil alone.
In Fig. 4 one of the coils has been turned upside down while the other one
remains in its original position. Their fields and inductive strengths now
oppose each other. If one coil be now slipped inside the other the two Gelds
xvill oppose each other and the inductance of one coil will destroy that of
the other so that the combination has little remaining inductive effect.

In actual practice the one winding, called the stator, is supported
securely in position by the mounting device. The other winding,
called the rotor, is carried by a shaft so that it may be rotated
inside the stationary winding. By turning the rotor through one
half a revolution the combined inductance is changed gradually and

3.-Coils Working Together to

Add Their Inductances as in a
Variometer.

FIG. 4.

-Coils Opposing Each Other

to Destroy Inductance as in a
Variometer.

smoothly from its maximum value' to its minimum. If rotation is
continued the inductance will again increase until it reaches a maximum value again as the coils come into their former relation or position with reference to each other.
Variometers are wound with wire between number 20 and number
26 gauge sizes. Double silk covered 'wire is suitable because of
its small thickness of insulation and because it is well protected
15
from mechanical injury. Thq wire is laid into the forms and
Some
of
binder.
held in place by clamping and by small amounts
then re-.
types of variometers are built with basket weave windings,
The
losses
(wiring but little solid dielectric in their construction.
in variometers are the same as found in coils.

VARIOMETER, COUPLING WITH
The change of inductance as a variometer is turned from minimum
to maximum is shown by the curve in Fig. 5. The change is
gradual at first, then quite rapid as the coils are passing the position

/0

20
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40

SO

so

Deal Setti.,9

80

SO

/00

5.-Change of Inductance with Rotation of Variomctcr Rotor.

the coil axes
of right angles or ninetydegrees to each other. Aschange
is less
again come to the parallel position. the inductance
rapid.

VARIOMETER, COUPLING

variometer may

be used as a tuned impedance coupling between radio frequency
amplifying tubes or as a form of tuned transformer coupling with
a variable secondary. Tumid impedance coupling with a variometer
is shown in Fig. 1. The plate of one tube is connected to the grid
of the following tube through a coupling condenser. The second
variomtube is provided with a grid leak to prevent blocking. The
eter is connected between the plate of the first tube and the B battery or plate voltage supply unk. See also Amplifier, Radio
Frequency, Tuned Impedance Coupled.
of a tuned
Fig. 2 shows the use of a variometer as the secondary
variometer
are
radio frequency transformer. The terminals of the
bridged with a fixed condenser, thus forming a combination of vari-

VARIOMETER. COUPLING WITH

able inductance and fixed capacity that is equivalent in action to
the more familiar fixed inductance and variable tuning condenser.
The primary of the transformer is formed by three to twenty turns
of wire around the variometer or supported along side the stationary
winding of the variometer. These primary turns are connected be.
tween the plate of the preceding tube and the B -battery or voltage

supply unit in the usual way. The arrangement of the primary

winding, the variometer and the fixed condenser is shown by Fig..i.
27/oc.4eng

Condenser-

Varcomeler81I. --Tuned Impedance eoupting with Variionetcr.
The required capacity of the fixed condenser across the variometer windings will depend upon the maxiivum inductance of the variometer. The ratio
between maximum anti minimpm inductance In well built variometers is ten
to one or better, .this being a range suffitient to cover the broadcasting band
of frequencies when used with a fixed condenser for tuning. The following
table gives the approximate minimum and maximum inductances required in
the variometer when tuned with fixed condensers of various capacities. The
variometer should have a range somewhatigreater than the required minimum
to maximum.
CoNorNsirts row, TVNING VAKIONII.7EKS
Capacity of Fixed

Microlienries of Inductance Required in Varionieter

Condenser

in Microfarads

i

mum

.001

.00075
.0006
.0005
.0004
.00035
.0003
.00025
.0002
.00015
.000125
.0001
.000075
.00005

MaXt lflU
14;

15

114

19
23

142

28
32
38
45

213
244
284
341

57
75

426

171

113

568
682
852

150
225

1133
1704

VARIOMETER, COUPLING WITH
The increase of inductance in a variometer as the frequency decreases or as the wavelength increases is more favorable to uniform
amplification of :dl frequencies than is the increase of capacity for

Varzometer as

secondary wincfrag
2.-Variometer Used iv Sccpnrlary of Tune/ Transformer. for Coupling.

from Plate

to ..67'
3.-Layout of Variometer Used in Tuned Trartsfurmer for Coupling.

Series

Condenser
CC

1J

Antenna
Condenser

Coupling
cool

CC

ari ometer
o 0,o6 one/
-- __ position of

condenser

FIc 4.-Variometer and Series
Condenser for Antenna.

Ftc. 5.-Variometer Tuned Antenna
with Loose Coupling.

VARIOMETER, REGENERATION WITH

tuning when using a variable condenser and fixed coil. This arrangement of a variometer for tuning makes use of the maximum
possible inductance and the minimum capacity for all frequencies.
The antenna circuit may be tuned with a variometer in series with an
antenna series condenser as in Fig. 4. The two leads running toward the
right may lead to an amplifying tube or a detector. In Fig. 5 is shown a
method of tuning the antenna with a variometer while still obtaining loose
coupling, something that cannot be done with the arrangement at the left.
Between the variable antenna condenser and the variometer is connected
a coil consisting of only a few turns of wire. This coupling coil forms the
primary of a coupler or radio frequency transformer in which the coupling
may be made as loose as desired. See also Antenna, Tuned.

VARIOMETER, REGENERATION WITH.-A vario-

meter may be used in the plate circuit of a detector tube to obtain
regeneration. The method is described under, Regeneration, Methods
of Obtaining'.

VARIOMETER, SPLIT TYPg.-The two windings of

a

variometer clay be separated from each other at the center connection and the two coils may then be used as the primary and secondary of a coupler. The connections are shown in Fig. 1. This makes
,

Terminals

of first

Ftc. 1.-Split Variometer Circuit.

Fin. 2.-Equivalent Circuit.

a variable coupling unit which is the equivalent of the arrangement
of two separate coils or windings indicated in Fig. 2.

VARIOMETER, TUNING WITH.-See Variometer, Coupling with.

VARNISH.-See Binders.
VARNISHED CLOTH.-See Cloth, Insulating.
VERNIER CONDENSER. -:See Condenser, Verniers for.
VERNIER DIAL.-See Dial, Tuning, Vernier.
VERNIER RHEOSTAT.-See Rheostat, Vernier.
VIBRATING CHARGER.-Sqe Charger, Battery, Vibrating
Type.

VISE.-See Tools.
VOLT.-The unit of electromotive force or electrical pressure.
One volt is the pressure required to send a current of one ampere
through a circuit whose resistance is one ohm.
Force; also Potential.

See Electromotive

VOLTAGE, AMPLIFICATION OF.-See Tube, Amplification of; also Amplification, Voltage and Power.

VOLTAGE, CALCULATION OF.-See Law, Ohm's.

VOLTAGE, CHANGER FOR

VOLTAGE, CHANGER FOR. --See Power Unit.
VOLTAGE, DIVIDER OF.-See Potentiometer.

VOLTAGE, DROP OF.-See

Law, Ohm's; also Potential,

Difference of.

VOLTAGE, FILAMENT, EFFECT IN TUBE.-See Tube,

Characteristics of.

VOLTAGE, FREE GRID.-See Tube, Characteristics of.
VOLTAGE, GRID, EFFECT IN TUBE.-See Tube, Char-

acteristics of.

VOLTAGE, PLATE, EFFECT IN TUBE.-See

Characteristics of.

VOLTMETER.-See

Tubc,

Meters, Ampere and Volt.

VOLUME.-Volume is a measure of the intensity or loudness
of the sounds produced in a loud speaker by a radio receiver.
Volume is the final result of all amplification in the receiver circuits.
ISrhile volume is the produtt of amplifiation and original signal
strength, it is not a -measure of amplification only. Sc Amplification.

VOLUME, CONTROL OF.-The volume ft -9m a receiver

may be reduced by two principal methods: first by reducing the
strength of signal voltage t9 the detector, and second by reducing
the amplification in the audio frequency amplifier. The first method
is to be preferred as will be shown.

Radio fre9uency
amplt fyzng tubes

Detecto/-

Volume

control
rheostat

vvvvvvvvs-b

r-Ba t tery
FIG.

Detector
rheostat

1.-Volume control with Radio Frequency Rheostat.

amplifier

It is practically impossible to overload radio frequency frequency
in the radio
tubes to the point where distortion occursoverload
the detector tube
amplifier. But it is comparatively easy to
radio amplifier and it
y applying too great signal voltage from the amplifier
tubes with a
Is very easy to overload the audio frequency
strong signal from the detector.

VOLUME, CONTROL OF
If the radio amplifier is allowed to operate with full amplification
on strong incoming signals from the antenna, the amplified voltage
will overload the detector and will cause blocking and distortion in

the detector output. No amount of volume control applied to the
audio amplifier will correct distortion in the detector tube output.
Therefore it is better to control the output of the radio frequency
amplifier or control the input to the detector, which is the same
thing, than to control only the audio frequency amplification.

Controlling Signal Voltage to Detector.-One of the easiest

and simplest methods of controlling the input to the detector is to
reduce the filament voltage of the radio frequency amplifier tubes
by means of a variable rheostat or a vernier rheostat controlling one
or all the radio frequency tubes as in Fig. 1. Reducing the filament
temperature of these tubes reduces the emission from the filaments,
increases the plate circuit resistance within the tube and reduces
the amplification very dlcidedly. Ow very strong signals one or
more of thetradio tubes may be turned off cogipletely, the internal
capacity of the tubes passing sufficient signal energy to operate the
detector for ample volume..
Another satisfactory method of reducing the input to the detector
is by reducing the plate voltage for the radio frequency tubes. This
may be dune with a variable high resistance connected between the
-A

11 -battery. or power supply unit termina)

for

the plate circuit of

the

radio frequency amplifier and the
plate voltage terminal of the cou-

pling device. This method is describe] under Oscillation. It is
shown in Fig. 2. A resistance unit
having a maximum value of 100.000
to 200,000 ohms is satisfactory for
this work.
two ()rewire stages of radio frequency

Variable resistoc.

amplification are used one of them may
izut out to reduce 'volume on nearby

statitins and may then be put into use
for pore distant reception. Methods ot

Fir.. 2.-Volume Control widi accomplishing this are shown under Jacks
Resistor in Plate Circuit.
and Switches, Uses of.
Adding resistance to the grid circuits of radio frequency tubes by any of
the means described under Oscillation will serve to reduce and control the
volume. This will also broaden the tuning and make the receiver much less
selective.

Reducing the coupling of radio frequency Coupling transformers will reduce

the volume and one of these transformers may be built with a variable or
rotating primary winding. If the radio frequency transformer coupling
changed for volume control it wilralter the tuning settings and will usually
1. -

ucLset the balance and allow regeneration and oscillation to take place.
Any method which reduces the amplification of the radio frequency stages
and which reduces the voltage input to the detector will reduce the sensittv!':

ness of the receiver and will greatly improve the ratio of signal to gaol.

VOLUME, CONTROL OF
When a radio frequency amplifier is worked at the greatest possible amplification or worked with the detector close to oscillation, static noises arc brought
through with considerable volume. The static volume is lessened by reducing
the sensitivity.

Controlling Audio Frequency Amplification.-Reducing the

filament voltage of the audio frequency amplifying tubes is not a
satisfactory way of controlling volume. Reduction of filament voltage increases the internal resistance of the tube and thus prevents
full amplification of the lower notes. At the same time the lowered
filament voltage may reduce the emission to such an extent that the
peaks of the signal voltages are cut off.
It is equally unsatisfactory to reduce the plate voltage applied to
the audio frequency tubes because this increases the plate resistance
of the tube and prevents even amplification of all the frequencies
or musical notes. Changing plate voltage on audio tubes also upsets

Detector

Cokipler

Tube

-First Audio
Tube

to

C battery
Resistance
3.-Variable Resistance for Control of Audio Frequency Volume.

the balance between grid bias or C;brgery voltage and plate voltage
which must he maintained to avoid distortion.
If two or more audio frequen2, stam are used in the receiver,
powerful
one of them may be cut out to reduce the volume on Jacks
and
signals. Several methods of doing this are shown under
Switches, Uses of.
One of the most satisfactory methods of controlling volume in the

audio amplifier is by using a variable resistance across the grid
circuit of the first audio tube or by using several resistances which
may be cut into this grid circuit. This does nothing except reduce

the amplification by reducing the grid voltage. It. will improve the
tone quality in many receivers.
in Fig. 3.

_.T. he use of a single variable resistance for this work is shown ohms. The

Tia3 resistance unit should have a maximum value of about 500.030
choke.
.oupler may he an audio frequency trarbio:raer, an audio frequency

VOLUME, CONTROL OF
or a resistance coupler. The resistance unit
may be connected acres the tube terminal.;

4,;; C//;;;/

A"../' '

,;;;.''.'",;', .;.;.X,'.

-" 12) /g'cti
'...ob./. ,..'
11

Low,; .0

to
I lament

negati v //***.I....../
<//// ,,.//".:'

line or Cbattei:y

as shown or it may be connected from the
grid terminal of the coupling unit to the
filament terminal of this unit from which
the connection is made to the C -battery or
biasing voltage. This method of control
should be applied to the first audio tube
if it is used on only one stage. If applied

to the second audio tube and not to the

first, the first tube may still be overloaded
and cause distortion which cannot be cormeted by any control applied only to the
second tube.
The use of a number of fixed high resist_
ances with a volinne control switch is shown

in Fig. 4. The switch in Fig. 4 has five
positions but any desired number may be
used. Ttie switch with its resistance units
is connected between the grid terminal of
the first audio frequency tube and the

negative filament line or the negative (-

FIG. 4.-Resistor Units for.
Volume Control.

battery terminal, the connection being the
same in effect as that of the resistance in
Fig. 5.

The resistance in ohms of the resistors sliould be in steps about as shown
in circuit the volume will be least. A..
in Fig. 4. With the least resistance
by the switch the volume will increase in
the greater resistances are cut
maximum possible volume since
steps. The last switch point ,is left open foe

Taped,oAult.
o
Ti6es\
Ti-ansformer

7?egular-

Transformer

Tap SwZic

to

C -bitten'
5.-Volume Control with Tapped Secondary in Transformer.
acro.:
with the switch arm on the open point there is no resistance shunted
a switch with
the tube and there is no reduction of signals voltage. By usingFig.
4 may b
of
a double arm and two sets of contact points the methodThe
resistances apapplied to two audio frequency tubes at the same time.
the

plied to the second tube should tie somewhat higher than those used for
first tube alone, say on the order of 100,000; 200,000; 500,000 and 1,000,0
satisfactory range iit
ohms. The resistance values may be changed until a
the
volume is secured for all purposes. The higher the resistance the greater
step of the
volume and the lower the resistance the lower the volume on any
cont col.

VOLUME, INCREASE OF

Control of volume has been secured by using a special audio frequency transformer with a tapped secondary winding as shown in
Fig. S. The taps from the transformer winding are brought out to
a switch within reach of the operator. This method has the advantage of using the highest turn ratio for maximum volume and of

using a lower effective ratio for stronger signals where the best
quality is desired.

VOLUME, INCREASE OF.-Volume may be increased by

any method that increases amplification. See Amplification, Voltage and Power. Volume is increased by using additional stages of
either radio frequency amplification or of audio frequency amplification. It is also increased by using a power tube in the last audio
stage. See Tube, Amplifying Types of; also Amplifier, Audio Frequency, Power Type.
The effect of grid bias on volume is treated under Bias, Grid.
The normal volume of'a receiver may be reduced by v-ious faults

.and troubles in the darts and circuits. Cases of this natureare
considered under Trouble, Receiver, Locatton and Remedy of.

VOLUME LEAKAGE.-See Leakage, Surface.and
V. T.-An abbreviation for vacuum tube. See Tube.
VULCANIZED FIBRE.-See Fibre.

Volume.

W.-The symbol for energy in watt-hours, joules, etc.
WATT.-The watt is the practical unit of electrical power.

A

power of one watt is produced by a current of one ampere at a
pressure of one volt. The number of watts of power is found by
multiplying the number of amperes flowing in a circuit by the number of volts drop in the circuit or by the voltage measured across the
ends of a circuit.
WATT-HOUR.-A unit of electrical work. One watt-hour is
the work done by a power of one watt in gne hour.
WAVE.-A wave is a disturbance in sonic elastic substance, the

disturbance having a rvular period 9r frequency both as to time
between rusgetitions and as to extent or strength. A sound wave is
a disturbance in the elistic medium air. An electric wave is a

disturbance in the ether. The ether is assumed to pervade all things.

I

A Warr Disturbancv and Its Symbol.

I

A Continuous Ware.

WAVE BAND.-See Band, Wave.
WAVE, CARRIER.-The high frequency wave sent out from
a transmitting station. See Band, !rave; Radiation; also Modulation.

WAVE, CONTINUOUS. ---AA radio frequency wave which
does not vary in frequen4 nor iv amplitude but which continues
with uniformity as long as transmitted. Abbreviated C. W.

A Damped Wave.

An Interrupted Continuous Wa

WAVE, DAMPED.-A wave whose amplitude or strength de-

creases from maximum to minimum because of damping or

resist-

WAVE FILTER
ance in the circuit from which the wave is emitted. See also Damping.

WAVE FILTER.-See Trap, Wave.

WAVE, INTERRUPTED CONTINUOUS.-Continuous
waves which are interrupted or stopped at intervals to form the
dots and dashes of the telegraphic code. Abbreviated I. C. W.
WAVELENGTH.-The distance, usually measured in meters,
which is covered by one complete radio wave in space from the peak
of one positive alternation to the peak of the next positive alternation. The more rapidly the waves follow one another the shorter will
be the wavelength and the greater will be the frequency. Thus there
is a very definite relation between wavelength and frequency. See
Wavelength, Frequency Relation to.
WAVELENGTH, 'ANTENNA FUNDAMENTAL.-See

.intenna, Fundamental Frequency of.

WAVELENGTH, FREQUENCY RELATION TO.-

Wavelength is the d&ance from the positive alternation of one

wave to the positive alternation of the folgowing wave as indicated
in Fig. 1. If the waves arc being sent out from the transmitter at

Pird ye length

1.-11'avelength.

such intervals that the crest of one has traveled 300 meters away
from the transmitter before the crest of the second one starts, we
have a separation of 300 meters between the two waves and we say
transmission is on a 300 meter wavelength. If the frequency is
lowered so that the first wave has pa4 time to get 300 meters away

from the transmitter before the second one starts, then we are transmitting on a wavelength of 500 meters.
It is easy to see that the morefrequently the waves are sent out

In

waves.
the less distance there will be between two successive
the
greater the
other words, the faster the otraves are sent out or
will he the
frequency at which they are transmitted, the shorter The
less the

wavelength or the distance between successive waves.
the two succesfrequency the greater will be the distance betweenThis
is shown in
sive waves and the longer will be the wavelength.
Fig. 2.
In the earlier days of radio it was customary to say that trans-

receivers were

mitters were operating at certain wavelengths and the of the length
tuned to a certain wavelength. Unfortunately this use
of a radio wave measured in meters is misleading, since it does not

WAVELENGTH, FREQUENCY RELATION TO
give a correct idea of the electrical separation between stations as
they are tuned in by a receiver. For instance, there is twice the
separation in frequency between two stations operating at 303
meters and at 309 meters as there is between two stations operating
at 536 meters and 546 meters. The separation in wavelength be.
tween the latter two stations is ten meters while between the first two
it is only six meters, yet the stations at 536 and 546 meters are only

ten kilocycles apart while those at 303 and 309 meters arc twenty
kilocycles apart.
Radio waves travel away from the transmitter with the speed of
light which is about 186,333 miles a second or 299,820,000 meters
a second. The first wave will have traveled this distance, 299,820,000 meters at the end of the first second. 'If the waves are being
sent out at tt frequency of 600,000 per seco'hd there will he 600,000
complete waves between the station and the first wave sent out.

that is, there will be toopoo wave? in tt space of 299,820,000
Iterefore, each wave of the lot mdst be equal in length

meters.

n

High Frequency
Short We ves.

/

Low Frequency
L any Wa ves

2.-Frequency Relation to Wavelength.

to the distance divided by the number of waves or the frequency.
In this particular case each wave would, be 499.7 meters long and
this station would be using wavelength of 492.7 meters or approximately 500 meters.

In order to translate wrelength in meters into kilocycles of frequency divide 300,000 by the nunter of .meters of wavelength. In
order to change frequency in kilocycles to meters of wavelength
divide 300,000 by the number of kilocycles. For more accurate
results we would use the number 2'99,820 in place of the number

300,000 but the division would be more difficult and the result

from using 300,000 is usually accurat1 enough.
There is a great advantage in thinking of kilocycles rather than
of wavelength because the broadcasters and all other transmitters
are assigned to certain frequencies in kilocycles rather than to certain wavelengths. As a general rule broadcasters and others operate
at frequencies which are multiples of 5 or 10, that is, the number
designating the frequency ends in a 5 or a 0. Wavelengths derived

WAVELENGTH, FREQUENCY RELATION TO
from these frequencies follow no such rule and generally end in a
decimal fraction, something very inconvenient to work with.

The following table shows the relation between frequencies in
kilocycles and meters of wavelength for the broadcasting band:
FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES To METERS OF WAVELENGTH

Frequency

Wavelength

Frequency

Wavelength

In

in

in

in
N1etcra

Kilocycles

Meters

Kilocycles

530
560
570
380
590

545.1
535.4

333.1
329.5

526.0
516.9
508.2

900
910
920
930
940

600
610
620
630
640

499.7
491.5
483.6
475.9
468.5

950
960
970
980
990

315.6
312.3

650
660
670
680
690

461.3
454.3
447.5
440.9
434.5

700
710
720
730
740

428.3
422.3
416.4
410.7
405.2

050
060
070

750
760
770
780
790

399.8
394.5
389.4
384.4
371.5

100

800
810
820
830
840

374.8
370.2
365.6
361.2
356.9

150
160
170
1S0

850
860
870
880
890

352.7
348.6
344.6
340.7
336.9

04,
010
C20

030
040

080

090
110
120
130
140

1,0
200
21t)

220
230
240

Frequency Wavelength
in

in

Kilocycles

Meters

1250
1260
1270
1280
1290

239.9
238.0
236.1
234.2
232.4
230.6
228.9

309.,1

1300
1310
1320

305.9
302.8

1330'
1340

299.8
216.9

222.1
220.4
218.8
217.3

288.3'

1350
1360
1370
138P
1390

285.5
282.8
280.2
277.6
275.1

1400
1410
1420
1430
1440

214.2

272.6
270.1
267.7

1450

265.3
'263.0

1470
1480
1490

206.8
205.4
204.0
202.6
201.2

264

1500

199.9

325.9
322.4
319.0

29312
291.1

1.460

227.1
225.4
223.7

215.7

212.6
211.1
209.7
208.2

258..
256.3
254.1
252.0

249.9
247.8
245.8
243.8

141.8

WAVELENGTH, RESONANCE FOR. -See Resonance,
Inductancc-Capacity Values for.

WAVELENGTH, STRAIGHT LINE CONDENSER FOR

WAVELENGTH, STRAIGHT LINE CONDENSER
FOR.-See Condenser, Straight Line Types.

WAVE METERS.-See Meters, Frequency.
WAVE, PROPAGATION OF.-See Radiation.
WAVE, RADIO.-An electric wave or series of waves sent out

from the aerial of a transmitting station and passing through space.
Radio waves are waves of a frequency high enough to cause their
travel through space. Radio waves may be caused also by many
kinds of electrical disturbances, such as sparks or the rapid change
of voltage and current in electric circuits. These latter radio waves
are classed as interference. Radio waves will travel through conductors, wires or otherwise, being guided by the conductors. See
also Radio, Principles of, and Radiation.
WAVE, SINE.-A sine wave current an alternating current
that rises and falls in the form of a sine curve. Such a wave is
shown by tl curve. Wire it possible'to place an ammeter in an
alternating Zircuit carrying a frequency low'enough so that the
meter's pointer might slom'tly follow the rise and fall, the values at
any instant might be read directly. The values for a current which
/0
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VALUES OV SINE WAVY. CURRENT
1

Time in

Current

Seconds

Amps.

Time in

Current

Time in

Seconds

Amps.

Seconds

0

0.00
2.59

8

2

5.00
7.07
8.66
9.66
10.00
9.66

10

3

4
S

6
7

9
11

14

15
16

Current
Amps.

8.66
7.07

17

9.66

18

10.00

5.00
2.59
0.00
2.59
5.00
7.07
8.66

19
20
21

22
23
24

(5'i

98257..1.8°66

0.00

WAVE, SOUND

takes twenty-four seconds to complete one cycle are shown in the
table and may he seen in the curve.
A sine wave current would be produced by a coil rotated in a
uniform magnetic field. If the field is not uniform, as is usually
the case, the current will not follow the true sine wave form.

WAVE, SOUND.-See Sound.
WAVE TRAIN.-See Train, Wave.
WAVE TRAP.-See Trap, Wave.
WAVE, UNDAMPED.-Another name for continuous wave.

See Wave, Continuous.

WAXES, INSULATING. --Beeswax. Beeswax is an animal
wax, acid free, of a dull yellow color. It melts at about 145 degrees
Fahrenheit. Beeswax ,makes a good insulator, having a dielectric
strength of about 250 volts per thousandth of an inch thickness. Its
dielectric constant is 3.0 10.3.2. It has a phase angle difference or

loss coefficient far higher than that of ale other dilctric waxes,
ceresin and paraffine.
Ceresin.-Ceresin is a prepared mineral wax having much greater

dielectric strength and resistivity than either beeswax or paraffine,
also having a very low loss et radio frequencies. Its dielectric
constant is 2.5.

Paraffine.-Paraffine is a vegetalie wax which is affected but
little by any acids or othtr materials that attack and break down

other insulating mmerials. PAraffine melts between 115 and 175
degrees Fahrenheit, depending on its composition. Paraffine has
the lowest radio frequency loss of any of the common insulating
waxes. Its dielectric strength. is about 300 volts per thousandth of
an inch and its dielectric constant is from 2.0 to 2.5.
See also Resistance, Insulation.

WEAK SIGNALS.-See Fading; Distortion; and Trouble,

Receiver, Location and Remedy of.

WEATHER, EFFECT ON RECEPTION.-See Range,

Receiver; also

Static.

WHEATSTONE BRI DCIE.-See Bridge, Measurements by.
WHISKER, CAT.-See Detector. Crystal.
WINDER, COIL. -T -A dceice whit h carries a form or support
for a coil upon a rotating spindle or shaft so that the form may he
turned while wire is fed pnto it in forming a coil winding. Coil

winders are of many types and kinds. Some are simple and others
very elaborate, having many automatic features for spacing turns,
maintaining even tension, ttc. Different types of coil winders are
made to handle plain cylindrical single layer coils, to handle basket
weaves, honeycomb, spiderwebs anesall other shapes of coils.

WINDING, BANK.-See Coil, Bank Wound. q
WINDING, BASKET.-See Coil, Basket Wound.

WINDING, COIL, METHODS OF.-Forms for winding
various special types of air -core coils are shown under their respec-

WINDING, COIL, METHODS OF
tive headings in the section on coils. It is quite difficult to hand
wind any type of coil so that its construction and workmanship in
general will be a match for the commercial articles made by special
machinery. Great difficulty is found in making two or more coils
by hand so that they have the same inductance, the same distributed capacity, the same resistance and the same characteristics when
in operation.
In winding any coil it is important to see that the spacing between

turns, if spaced turns arc used, remains the same throughout the
entire coil as in Fig. 1. If the turns arc close wound they should
be really close wound as in Fig. 2, not pressed tightly together for
part of the turns and then left loose for the remainder.
The wire must be straight as it is wound onto the form. Kinks
and bends wil4 prevent proper spacing of turns. Between the spool

from which the wire is taken and the form on which it is being
wound the wi;e should run'through a piete of 'cloth held in the hand
or better stall -tin between two pieces of soft fibre or heavy canvas

11

Fm. 1.-Space Wound Coil.

Frc. 2.-Close 1t ound Coil.

pressed together with spring tension. Wire that is badly twisted to
begin with may be made straight and true in this manner.
Novices in coil winding granerally are troubled with the turns being
loose on the form after the work is completed. This makes a coil
whose action will he changeable and uncertain when used for tuning.
Such trouble may be avoided by winding The wire while it is hot.

In cooling. the wire will then cofitrLct tightly around the form and
will remain permanently tight.
There is little use in payAg so nwch attention to the reduction
of electrical losses that the finished coil is mechanically weak. Such
a coil may give excellent results when new and when first installed,
but it will give trouble later on when it Begins to shake apart and
when its joints start to corrode. It is far more satisfactory in the
long run to build a strong and rugged coil, even though it may have
slightly greater loss than the ideal form. There is generally a real
advantage in fastening the end tiirns or all the turns with some good
binder or cemetv for the sake of moisture-proofness and permanence.

Methods of winding are described for the various types of coils
under their names following the general heading Coil. See also
Coil, Design for the effect of winding methods.

WINDING, GRID

WINDING, GRID.-Any winding connected to the grid ter-

minal of a vacuum tube may be called a grid winding.

WINDING, HONEYCOMB.-See Coil, Honeycomb.
WINDING, LATTICE.-See Coil, Honeycomb.
WINDING, LAYER.-A coil winding
made by forming each layer evenly with the
turns lying side by side and then placing all

the layers evenly over each other, usually
separating them with a wrapping of paper
or cloth over each layer to form a foundation for the following one.

WINDING, PLATE.-The winding of

ing..

A Layer Winding.
any coil which is connected to the plate terminal of a tube and which forms a part of the plate Circuit is called

a plate winding. The primary of a transformer is the plate windwhen considerej ih this way.

WINDING, PRIMARY.-The input winding ()a transformer

is called the primary winding. See TrNsformer.

WINDING, RANDOM.-A winding made with na regard to
the position of the turns or layers with reference to each other.
The turns in one layer mny cross other turns in the same layer and
no separation is provided between successive layers.

WINDING, SECONDARY.-The outpat winding of a trans-

former.

See Traniformer.

6

WINDING, SINGLE LAYER.-See Coil, gingle Layer Type.
WINDING, SPACED.-See Coil, Spacc Wound.
WINDING, SPIDERWEB.-See Coil, Spidera'eb.

WINDING, TAPPED.-See Coil, Tapped.
WINDING, TRANSFORMER.-See Transformer.
WIRE, ALUMINUM.-Aluminuin wire is very seldom used

in the construction of radio receivers because of the difficulty in
making good soldered 'joints with this metal. The resistance of
aluminum wire of a given gaugft site is 1.6 times that of copper wire.
The weight of aluminum wire.of given gauge size is approximately
three -tenths that of copper ,wire. Aluminum makes satisfactory
antenna wire.

WIRE, ANNUNCIATOR.-See Wire, Bell.
WIRE, ANTENNA'.-.See Antenna, Wire for.
WIRE, BARE.-Bare copper wire is sometimes used in the

wiring of radio receivervand in making the windings of radio frequency coils. Bare wire used for wiring connections should be
covered with fabric or rubber ttjbing, called spaghetti, wherever
there is the slightest danger of its coming in contact with other
metal parts or other wires.
Bare copper wire for connections is usually tinned to prevent
corrosion. Untinned bare copper will corrode badly from the effects

WIRE, BELL

of gases in the atmosphere and will greatly increase its resistance
at radio frequencies due to this surface corrosion.

WIRE, BELL.-Bell wire or annunciator wire is generally of

number 18 gauge, although 16 gauge may also be had. The wire is
double cotton covered and the covering is heavily impregnated with
paraffine. The covering comes in white and also in various colors
and color combinations. Only the white covered wire should be used
in radio work.
This wire makes excellent windings for radio frequency coils. The
cotton and paraffine covering has a low electrical loss, the paraffine
prevents corrosion of the copper surface, and the thickness of the
covering provides a desirable spacing between turns. The gauge
size, number 18, is satisfactory for use at all broadcasting frequencies.

WIRE, BUS.-Bus wire or bus bar wire is tinned copper wire,
prevents corrosion
either round or square in Section. The
and makes fot easy soldering. The square bus wire is about 0.062
inch on a side and is the equivalent of number 14 round copper
wire. Bus wire is sold in twp-foot lengths and in rolls.

WIRE, CABLE TYPES.-A conductor made up of two or

more separate conductors insulated from each other but bound together in a single wrapping is called a table. The separate conductors are called leads. Conductor made of a number of uninsulated wires twisted in- wovep together is Called stranded or braided
wire.

WIRE, COIL.-See Coil, Wire for.
WIRE, COLORS FOR.-See Wiring, Receiver.
WIRE, CONNECTORS FOR.-.See Connector.
WIRE, COPPER-Wire made from annealed copper or soft

copper is used in all radio construction for making connections and
for winding all types of coils.
The table on the following page shows the gauge number, the cross
sectional area in circular mils and in square inches, the ohms per
foot and the number of feet per pound. These sizes are for the
copper conductor alone, without 5nlulation. The number of turns
per inch of winding is given under Wire, Turns per Inch.
See also Copper. High It equency. resistances are given under
Resistance, High Frequency.

WIRE, COTTON COVERED.-Copper wire insulated with

layers of cotton wound on over the metal conductor. With a single
layer of cotton covering the wire is called single cotton covered, abbreviated S. C. C. With two layers it is.called double cotton covered, abbreviated D. C. C.
The copper is sometimes covered first with a layer of enamel over
which is laid a layer of cotton. This is called single cotton enamelled
wire and is specified by the abbreviation S. C. E.
Cotton insulation has good dielectric properties and low electrical
losses. The untreated cotton covering attracts moisture but quickly

WIRE, COPPER

dries out in dry air. Air -core radio frequency coil windings are
made with double cotton covered wire rather than with single covered because the double covering gives a better spacing between
turns and lowers the distributed capacity.
The thickness of each layer of cotton covering varies between .002
and .0025 inch so that a wire with single cotton covering will have
a diameter between .004 and .005 inch greater than the bare wire.
With double cotton covering the diameter will be from .008 to .012
inch greater than for bare wire.
RESISTANCE, SIZE AND WEIGHT or COPPER WIRE

Gauge
Number

Cross Section

Diameter
in 1000th:

of an Inch
'

10
11

12
13
14

15

16

Circular
milt

Resistarle

Sauart

1-

.0009991

101.9
90.74
80.81
71.96
64.08

10380.0
8234.0
6530.0
5178.0
4107.0

sloosAs

57.07
50.82

3,257.0

.C22558

2583.0

.001328
.0012(19

.00064

161.3

.006385
.008051

203.4
256.5

.01015
.01280
.01614
.02036
.02567

323
40S
514

.03237

1031
1300
1639
2067
2607

2048.0)

40.30
35.89

1624.0
1288.0

.0012,6

20
21
22
23
24

31.96
28.46
25.35
22.57
20.10

1022.2
810.1

.0008023
.0006363

(42.4

.0005(46

509.5

.0004002

404.0

.000:)1173

25
26
27

17.90
15.94
14.20

28

12.(4

29

11.26

320.4
254.1
201.5
159.8
126.7

.0002517
.0001996
4.0001583
.0001255
.0000995

30

10.03

31
32
33

8.93
7.95
7.08
6.31

'

.001Z60

.006467
.005129
.004067
.003225

45.26 .

.001012

.00188
.002003
.002525
.

.003184
.004016

.04081
.05147

.06490
.08183

31.8
40.1
50.6
63.8
80.4
101.4

127.9

648
818

.0000789
.000%26
.0000496
.0000394
.0000312

.103

.261

3287
4145
5227
6591
8310

25.0

.0000248
.0000196

10480
13210
16660
21010
26500

33410

100.!
79.7

.63.2
50.1
39.7

.130
.164
.207

X31.5

39

5.62
5.00
4.45
3.97
3.53

19.8
15.7
12.5

!0000124
.00000979

.329
.415
.523
.660
.832

40

3.15

9.9

.00000777

1.049

35
36
37
38

Weight
Feet per
Pound

inch,"

17
18
19

34

in Ohms
per Foot

_0000156

WIRE, CURRENT CARRYING ABILITY

WIRE, CURRENT CARRYING ABILITY.-See Coil,
Choke.

WIRE, ENAMELLED.-Enamel covered copper wire is generally used in making the windings of iron -core transformers, oi
chokes and similar coils used in radio work. The enamel is app!ied
soft and then baked. The finished wire will stand high temperatures, a safe continuous working temperature being in the neighbor.
hood of the boiling point of water. Enamel insulation will fail
around 500 degrees Fahrenheit. Enamel has the advantage of being
moisture -proof. It is quite tough and an enamelled wire may be
bent around its own diameter without cracking the covering.
Enamelled wire should not be used for radio frequency coils because the enamel is a poor dielectric and alone does not provide
sufficient space between turns to avoid high distributed capacity.
The enamel covering varies in thickness with the gauge of wire
on which it is applied. 'f.he thickness 'on the very small sizes is
about .0006 itch and on the large sizes runs urt to about .002 inch.

WIRE, GAUGE SIZE OF.-See Wire, Copper.
WIRE, LITZENDRAIIT.-See Wire, Stranded.
WIRE, MAGNET.-Copper wire used for winding various

kinds of coils, both air -core and ii-on-c9re, is called magnet wire.
It is insulated with various combinations of cotton, silk and enamel.

WIRE, RESISTANCE OF, OHMIC.-See Wire, Copper.

WIRE, RESISTANCE OF, NIGH FREQUENCY.-See
Resistance, High' Frequency.

WIRE, RESISTANCE TYPES OF.-See Resistance, Ma-

terials for.

WIRE, RUBBER COVERED.-t-Rubber covered wire is often
used for making connections between the various parts of radio
receivers. The rubber covering resists acids and the action of atmospheric gases and is an excellent insulator. No wire except that
which is rubber covered should be used around storage batteries.
The sulphur used in vulcanizing the rubber will cause excessive

oxidation of the copper in a wife that is rubber cqvered, thus increasing the wire's resistance at radio frequencies. The strands of
copper wire should first be teinned before the rubber is applied and
tinned rubber covered wire should bekipecified for radio work.

WIRE, SILK COVERED.-Copper wire insulated with one

or more layers of silk wound over the conductor is called silk covered
wire. With one layer of silk it is called single silk covered, abbreviated S. S. C., and with two layers it is called double silk covered
and abbreviated D. S. C. The insulation is sometimes made from
a layer of enamel with a layer of silk over it, this being called single
silk enamelled wire and abbreviated S. S. E.
As an insulator silk is better than cotton and it is less affected by
moisture in the air. The silk insulation should always be of double
thickness for use in radio frequency coils because single silk cover-

ing lets the turns come too close together.

WIRE, SIZES AND GUAGES OF

The thickness of silk covering is only about half that of cotton
covering. Each layer of silk is about .001 inch thick so that single

silk covered wire has a diameter about .002 inch greater than that
of the bare wire and double silk covering makes the diameter from
.004 to .005 inch more than that for bare wire.

WIRE, SIZES AND GUAGES OF.-See Wire, Copper.

WIRE, SOLID.-Any wire made of only a single piece of
conductor, without being stranded or braided from several smaller
pieces, is called a solid wire.

WIRE, STRANDED.-A group of small wires used together

as a single conductor is called a stranded wire. Stranded wire is
flexible and will stand a great deal of bending without breakage of
the conductor. In ordinary stranded wire the separate small wires
are bare and are twisted or woven together. Such wirt may have a
greater resistance at high frequencies than a solid wire of the same
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Comparative Inductance and Resistance of Stranded Litz Wire and Solid Wire

effective guage size. Woven wire iS more efficient in this way than
twisted wire. It might be though that the greater total surface area
of all the small wires would lover the s'*in effect and lower the high
frequency resistance. This is not true because there arc small currents continually flowing through the points of contact between the
small wires and this contact resistance may be quite high.

Litzendraht Wire.-This is a special stranded wire made up of
a large number of small wires each of which is enamel covered so
that they are insulated from one another. The strands are woven in
such a way that each separate strand is on the surface of the wire
for the same proportion of the total length as each other strand.
This wire is specified according to the number of strands and the
gauge size of one strand. Thus number 32-38 Litzendraht wire is
made of thirty-two strands of number thirty-eight enamelled wire.
The entire conductor is covered with silk or cotton.

WIRE, TURNS PER CENTIMETER
Litzendraht wire, or Litz wire as it is usually called, reduces the
skin effect and the effective resistance compared with solid wire.
Litz wire is most effective around the lower frequencies or higher
wavelengths in the broadcasting band. Litz wire is often used for
winding loop antennas. When used for windings of radio frequency
coils the distributed capacity of the coil increases more rapidly than
when solid wire is used for the winding.
When using Litz wire care should be taken at joints to solder to
each of the small strands. The enamel may be removed by carefully
heating the wire ends and dipping them in alcohol which will remove

It is customary to make careful tests of each
strand to see that it is not broken and to see that it is not short
the hot enamel.

circuited on other strands. The effect of various numbers of broken
strands on a Litz wire composed of thirty-twb strands of number 38
wire is shown by the following table. The tests were made at a frequency of 750 kilocycles.
SISTANCE OF LITZ WIRE WIVE BROKEN STRANDS

Strands

Broken

ReAstance
ohms

none

3.1

2

3.2

4

3.3

6

3.4
3.6
3.8

8

10

Broken
Strands

Resistance
ohms

Broken
Strands

Resistance
ohms

4.4

24

4.5'

26
28
29
30

9.5
13.5
16.5

12

16

5.4
6.1

20

7.4
7.8

18
22

31

21.7
42.4
51.6

t

The curve shows the relation between the inductance and effective
resistance in a coil wound with Litzendraht wire when used at various frequencies in the broadcasting band. The improvement at the

lower frequencies is very marked when considered in comparison
with the ratio for solid wire which is showy on the same graph.
This may be contrasted with the condition brought about with
bare or poorly insulated wires 'sounded together *hick are found
experimentally to have the same 'resistance as a solid conductor
whose cross sectional area L equal tQ the sum of the cross sections
of all the strands together. At the higher frequencies such stranded
bare wire shows additional loss because of the passage of current
from strand to strand as has been mentioned. Spiraling or twisting
the strands has the effect of still further increasing the resistance
in comparison with parallel straight strands. A moderate thickness
of insulation around each of the separate strands materially reduces
the resistance regardless of the method of stranding or the arrangement. Increase of insulation thickness beyond a moderate amount
does not have a proportionate effect.

WIRE, TURNS PER CENTIMETER.-See Coil,

tance of.

Induc-

WIRE, TURNS PER INCH

WIRE, TURNS PER INCH. -The following tables show the
number of turns of wire per inch of length and per square inch in
coil windings having the turns close together.
TURNS PER INCII OF LENG1-11 IN SINGLE LAYER COIL WINDINGS

Cotton Covered

Silk Covered

Gauge

Sin of
Wire

Double

Single

Enamel

Double

D. C. C.

S. C. C.

S. C. E.

D. S. C.

16.4
18.1

17.2
18.8

17.6

17

19.4

16.8
18.5

1s

20.0

21.0

21.5

20.8

19

21.8
24.0
26.2

23.6
26.4

24.0

28.6
31.2
33.6

32.1
36.4

25

36.2

43.1

26
27

40.0
42.6

47.0

28
29
30

45.5
48.0
51.0

565
61.4
67.6

62.3
67.2

31

56.8
60.0
64.4

72.3

72.5

32
33

79.0
85.0

79.6

34

68.6

35

73.0
78.6

91.8
98.6
106.0

91.7
97.8

16

20
21

22
23

24

36
37

29.;
39.0

51.2

.

114.0

38
39

84.0
89.0
95.0

' 123.0

40

102.0

139.0

131.0

Single
S. S. C.

Enamel

S. S. E.

18.0
20.2
22.5

18.2
20.5

23.2
25.5
28.7

25.5

26.0
28.6

32.5
36.1
39.5

31.0

34.8
38.2
43.0

3.3
47.5

41.5
45.8

47.7

. 52.0

500

2,7.0

29.5

57.5

85.4

103.5

111.0
118.0

130.0
. 139.01

34.3.
38.0

28.0
31.3

Enamel
Covered

22.9

4'

35.2
38.7

43.5

19.2
21.3
23.8

27.0
30.0
34.2
38.4
41.8
47.7
52.6
59.0

58.0

48.1
53.0
58.8

53.3°
58.5
66.5

64.7

65.0

77.0

71.3
80.2

71.4
80.5

83.3

71.7
76.2
83.0

87.9
95.0

SIN.O.

100.0

105.1

94.3
106.0

116.5
129.8

104.3
110.4

110.0
130.9
140.0

110.0
129.0
136.0

142.8
160.6
178.6

115.0
1'20.0
131.0

150.0
160.5
182.0

143.0
154.0
175.0

200.0
222.0
245.0

140.0

200.0

195.0

270.0

88.7

52.4

66.6

91.0

The effect of various instil4ions on the spacing of wires in coils
is clearly shown by the above table. For example, number 22 bare
Copper wire winds approximately 39.5 turns per inch.
11 bile the values given in these tables are approximately correct
for wire in general use it should be understood that the exact number of turns per inch will vary slightlf according to the manufacturer
and according to the grade and thickness of insulation used to cover
the wire. This is the reason for variations between tables such as
those presented here.

WIRED RADIO
TURNS PER SQUARE INCH OF SOLID LAYER VVINDINGS

Wire Insulation
wire

Gauge

Single

Enamel
20
21

22

Cotton

Single

Double

Silk

Silk

Silk

Enamel

683
835
1040

857
1065
1322

1260
1525
1800

1635

2060

1040
1230
1445

1700
1975
2300

770
945
1155

790
97s
1200

2030
2495

1410
1720
2085

1475
1820
2235

2230
2680
3200

3050
3745
4650

2550
3050
3660

2755
3375
4125

3785
4475
5225

5535

4290

4980

6880

5125

5845

2610
3000
3370

8335

6050

5943
7235

6825
7950
9210

3810
4250
4650

6130
7160
8215_

9930
11950
14375

7000
8200
9520

10525
12400

910
1142

1390
1690

1725

Cotton

Enamel

565
675
875

742

882
1110
1380

Double
Couon

23
24
25

2160
2715

26

3425

27
28

4304
5410

2465
2975
3565

29
30

6730
8475-

4200
5000

31

10425

32
33
34

13000
16550
20500

35

25500
31800
39800

10575
12030
13450

5200
56;0
(e50

17000
20125
23500

10950
12520
14200

14700

10700
17200

49200
62500
7730e

15100
16750
18500

6600
7050
7500

13550
15300
16850

27550
31900
36850

16000
18000
20000

23650

36
37
38

39
40

-

9400

8730

17.250

20300

2790()

32000

See also Coil, Choke.

WIRED RADIO C)FR WIRED WIRELESS. -See

Radio,

Wired.

WIRELESS. ---.A name applied to radio telegraphy and formerly
to the whole field of radio conuaunication.

WIRING, RECEIVER. -Upon the proper arrangement of

the wiring depends much of the sensitivity and selectivity of a receiver. The various circuits may be considered one at a time in
planning and laying out the complete wiring job. In considering
the proper arrangement the following, outline is a convenient guide
since it classifies the wires according to their functions and their
importance.

The wires which must be treated with greatest consideration as
to their position and length include: The connection from the
antenna to the first tuned &colt or to the grid of the first tube:
all of the connections between the grid terminals of the tubes and
the coils, transformers, chokes, resistances or condensers to which
wires attach; all of the connections between the plate terminal

WIRING, RECEIVER

of the tubes and the coils, transformers, etc., to which these wires
attach. All such wires for a typical five tube receiver are shown in
Fig. 1.

1.-Grid and Plate Wiring Which Must Be Given First Considgation.

Wires which are next in importance include all which enter into
circuits for the control of @oscillation, regeneration and volume.
These are the wires attached to neutralizing or balancing condensers
or to any condensers or resistances use for control purposes.

Fic. 2.-Battery, Power Supply and Ground Wiring for Receiver.

All the remaining wires are in the ground lines or in the battery
These are at the lowest voltage and they do not carry high
frequency currents. Therefore all such wires may be placed in the
lines.

WIRING, RECEIVER
least important class. This class will include: All wires connected

to the B -battery or power supply unit, all connected to the A battery and all connected to the C -battery. This class also takes
in all wires which are connected to the ground. Fig. 2 shows all
these wires for the usual five tube receiver.
The parts which compose the receiver should be laid out so that
the several classes of wires may be treated with due consideration.
Parts which determine the wiring arrangement include tuning condensers, radio frequency tuning coils, audio frequency transformers,
chokes or resistances, and all tubes.

The grid wires, the plate wires and the antenna wire must be as

short as possible and should run in fairly direct paths between
their terminals.

Grid and plate wires must not run parallel to each

Fm. 3.-Receiver Layout for Correct Position of Wiring.
3

other and should be separated florn each other ps far as possible.
When it becomes necessary to let grid and plate wires cross each
other they should be appKoximately at right angles. The antenna
wire should be kept well separatedkfromall other wires and parts.
These things arc illustrated by Fig. 3.
Wires running to and from contra condensers and resistances
should be treated in much the same way as grid and plate wires
since these control circuits are usually associated closely either with
the plate circuits or the grid circuits of the receiver.
All battery wires; including all the filament wires, plate power
supply wires and the grid bias wires; should be run together and
cabled as shown in Fig. 4. The length of these wires is of no particular importance and it is far better to run them together and.
cabled than to save in length by running one or more such wires oft

WIRING, RECEIVER
by themselves. The idea here is to keep these wires from forming
inductive loops. These loops lead to oscillation and are apt to pick
up unwanted signals independently of the tuned circuits.
Wires arc seldom so long between terminals that it becomes nec-

essary to provide supports other than afforded by the attachment
at the wire ends. Cabling of the wires as shown in Fig. 4 helps to
support each one from all the others. Small cleats made of metal
or of fibre may be fastened to the sub -panel or base of the receiver
and used for supporting long wires.

Fir.. 4.-Cabling of %Viring.

Except where the ends of two wires can he fastened swurely under

terminal nuts it is absolutely essential tkat joints be soldered according to the methods explained under Soldering. II is best to fit
all wire ends with terminals of the types shown in Fig. 5. These
terminals may then be held hinder nuts and screws on the different
units of the receiver and will insure a joint that remains in good
of. any stranded wire
condition. If terminals
should be made into a solid piece with solder after which it can be
bent into a loop or eye for properrefasteningt Bare c4per held under
nuts and screws will corrode and cause a poor connection in time.
The copper should always be titined where exposed to jlte air.

Fie. S.-Wiring Terminals.

6.-Lead Covered Clip for
Battery Connection in Wiring.

Several types of connections are 'shown under Post, Binding.
henever wires are attached to storage batteries, either A -batteries
or B -batteries, the connection should be made with lead covered
terminals similar to those shown in Fig. S or with lead covered spring

WIRING, RECEIVER

clips of the type shown in Fig. 6. Common connections for A- and
B -batteries are explained under Battery, Connection of A- and B-.
Wiring connections between the units forming a receiver are generally made with rubber covered stranded wire, with spaghetti covered flexible wire or with bus wire either hare or covered. Suitable
types of wire are described under Wirc, Bus; Wire, Rubber Covered;
and Wire, Stranded. Because of mechanical strength no wire
smaller than number 18 gauge should be used for connections of any
kind. For filament circuits numbers 14 and 16 are preferred.

Colors of Wire Connections.-A definite scheme of colors for
receiver wiring has been adopted and should be followed wherever
possible. Wires are made either with covering of a single solid color
or are made with a cover mainly of one color but with a tracer or a
single strand of some other color woven in'.
In general the following plan is used:

Blue for the antenna tircuit or loop circq.
Reds an4 maroons for the B -battery or plate power supply cir-

cuits on their positive sides.
Yellow. for. the A -battery or filament circuits on their positive
sides.

Green for the grid bias or C -battery, circuits.
Brown for the loud speaker circuit.
Black for negati.ve sides or low voltage sides of various circuits.
The color is chosen according to,the point from which the circuit
starts. Thus, 'circuits smiling from the B-Uattery or power unit
would be given red or maroon regardless of the other point to which
connecticvLas made.

The following list shows the colors used for the body of wires and
also for the tracers in the circuits of receivers employing this scheme:
Cowls

101( RECLIVLII WIRLNG

Antenna or grid side of loop
Ground or filament side of loop
A plus, filament
A minus, filament
A plus and B minus
A minus and B minus
B plus, highest voltage
B plus, intermediate voltage
B plus, detector
B plus, to speaker circuit
B minus
C plus
C plus and A minus
C minus, grid bias
Speaker positive
Speaker minus, plate side ... a.
Speakers, interconnections

Blue

Black with blue tracer
Yellow

Black with yellow 'tracer
Cellow with red tracer
Black

!blight red
Dark red
Maroon
Red .1Ch brown tracer

Mall: with red tracer
Green

Greco with yellow tracer
Black with green tracer
Brown
.

Black with brown tracer
Brown with white tracer

When tracers are used to indicate that the wire forms a part of
two different circuits the solid or principal color is chosen for the

WOOD

circuit having the higher voltage or the more positive voltage. Thus

a wire in the A+ circuit and the B- circuit would have yellow as
its main color because the A -battery side is of the higher voltage.
The tracer would then be of red or maroon to indicate that the wire
also enters into the B -battery or plate supply circuit.

WOOD.-The various kinds of wood used in radio construction
have different characteristics when considered from the electrical
standpoint. Hard woods are employed and when their insulating
qualities are to be depended upon they are usually impregnated
with paraffine. Used as insulators, woods should be placed so that
the grain runs across the path that would be taken by current escaping through the wood.
Wood that has been well dried but not impregnated will stand
10,000 volts per inch 6f thickness. Impregnated wood ranks as an
excellent insulator but moist wood is a very poor insulator.
Considered from ;he standpoint of electrical losses, basswood is
the best of the materials commonly available. Cypiss, fir, maple
and white oak all have about the same degree of loss. The dielectric
constants of bass, cypress and fir run. between 2.9 and. 3.0. The
dielectric constant of maple rugs as high as 4.5 while that of white
oak may reach 6.0.
See also Resistance, Insulation for further information on woods.
WREN C HES.-See Tools.

X

X.-The symbol for reactance. See Reactance.
Y

Y.-The symbol for admittance in mhos. See Admittance.

Z.-The symbol for impedance. See impedance.

ZERO BEAT.-Scc ,cats, Formation of
THE END
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